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THE LIVING TEMPLE;
A DESIGNED IMPROVEMENT OF THAT NOTION THAT A
GOOD MAN IS THE TEMPLE OF GOD.

PART

I.

CONCERNING GOD's EXISTENCE AND HIS CON VERS ABLENESS WITH MAN.

VOL.

Til.

TO THE

RIGHT HONOURABLE WILLIAM, LORD PAGET,
BARON OF BEAUDESERT, IN THE COUNTY OF STAFFORD.

My Honoured
I have not

Lord,
opportunity of begging your lordship's foregoing.
your name to these papers, but despair not of

tlie

leave to prefix

your following pardon. Your name must be acknowledged great
through two potent empires, Christian and Mahometan ; and the
services greater, which you have done to many that may per-

Your

haps not have heard the sound of your name.

and

pi-udent

prosperous negotiations in the Austrian and Ottoman Courts have
obliged multitudes, whose better genius hath taught

them more

value themselves than to think they were born to slavery

which you have found means, in great

pai-t,

to save

Europe

;

to

from

;

sojne-

where, by charming great power, so as to conquer the inclination
to use

it

to so

ill

a purpose

where that inclination was
nified

England, in letting

when

happy

elsewhere, by preventing

;

And

invincible.
it

be seen what

its increase,

hereby you have digit

can signify in the

managed by a fit
and able hand.
Yet that knowledge your lordship hath heretofore allowed me
to have of you, cannot suSer me to think yon will account j^our
world,

name

it is

to

have

its interest

too great to patronise the cause assei-ted in the following

discourse.

That

that rest where
not,

so

it is

it

unpolished will not afiect your lordship

ought.

The

subject

have your lordship's countenance

;

;

let

and design will, I doubt
and the rather, that it is

not the temple of this or that party, that

is

here defended, wliich
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would little agree to the amplitxide of your lordship's large mind
and your great knowledge of the world ; but that wherein mankind
have a common concern. A temple that is the seat of serious living
religion is the more venerable and the more extensive, the more
defensible and the more worthy to be defended, by how much it is
the less appropriate to this or that sect and sort of men, or distinguished by this or that affected, modifying form that which
according to its primitive designation may be hoped, and ought, to
be the resort of all nations which it is vain to imagine any one,
of this or that external form not prescribed by God himself, can
ever be
unless we should suppose it possible that one and the
same human prince or power could ever come to govern the
woi-ld.
Such uniformity must ceitainly suppose such an universal
monarchy as never was, and we easily apprehend can never beTherefore the belief— that the Christian religion shall ever become
the religion of the world, and the Christian church become the
;

:

;

'

common

mankind

universal temple of

that " the moiuitain of the

;

Lord's house shall be established on the top of the mountains, and
all

nations flow to

it,"

—

for one external,

human

—and

belief

another, especially that shall
batter

down each

additionals,

and

make

this zeal

must destroy one

particular temples engines to

other, because they agree not in

though

what of divine

other texts of holy

an intemperate contentious zeal
form of God's temple on eai'th, are down-

That

right inconsistencies.

many

besides that,

as,

Scripture do plainly speak,

life

all

may

be chai'itably supposed

in them.

Therefore

we

some human
to

have some-

plainly see,

that this

must be formed and finished,
not by human " might or jjower, but by the Spirit of the living
God " -which Spirit, poured forth, shall instruct princes and the
}>otentates of the world to receive and cherish among their subjects the great essentials of Christian religion, and whatsoever is
universal, Christian,

living temple

;

of plain Divine revelation

leaving arbitrary the
is

so

much

little

wherein all may agree, resecting or
human additaments about which there

;

disagreement.

Heaven did favour us with such a king

and thanks be

to God,
not for destroying any
temples that may have true vital religion in them, because they
neither all have, or have not, the same pinnacles or other pieces of

that he hath given us such a queen,

ornature alike.

God grant

all

who

;

is

Christian princes and powers

may
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herein equally imitate
loss of

them

both, as

many do

5
seriously lament the

the former.

It has been long the honour of your family to have

had great
and I doubt not bvit its
having spread its branches into divers other worthy families of the
Hampdens, Foleys, Ashhursts, Hunts, hath given your lordship
much the more grateful and complacential view, for their affinity
to your own in this respect.
temple so truly (and even only)
august and great, spreads a glory over the families, kingdoms, and
What is here written is a mean
nations where it can have place.
esteem and reverence for such a temple

;

A

oblation for the service of this temple
goat's hair was,

but acceptable, as even

;

by " being consecrated," with a sincere mind,

for

the use of the tabernacle of old.

The

first

part betakes itself to your lordship as an orphan upon

the decease of

former patron, in hope of some soit of postAnd for the second part, it is (as your lord-

its

liminary reception.

sMp shall vouchsafe to receive it) originally and entirely yours.
The former, your lordship will see, had a former dedication, and
it will be displeasing to your lordship that I let
For though it may seem somewhat uncouth and unusual
to have two such epistles come so near one another, yet the unfashionableness hereof, I conceive, Avill in your lordship's judgment be overbalanced by considerations of a preponderating

I cannot think
it

stand.

weight, that are suggested to the reader
I cannot suppose

it

:

while, in the meantime,

unacceptable to your lordship, that a person of

true worth in his time, related to the same county in which your

and not altogether iinrelated
had a participation with you in the same
with whom your lordship hath also a true
sort of patronage
participation, in all the honour-, esteem, and sincere prayers that
ever were conceived for him, by

lordship hath so considerable concerns,
to yourself, should have
;

—

Yoiir lordship's most obedient, and

Most devoted humble Servant,

JOHN HOWE.

:
;

ADVERTISEMENT.
Reader,
pleased to take notice, that the former part of this
having been heretofore inscribed to that worthy person.

Be

work
Sir John Skefl&ngton, of Fisherwick, in Staffordshire, Baronet
and who was at that time also Viscount Lord Masserene,
governor of the County of Londonderry, and one of the lords of
most honourable Privy
and now, since, deceased

his (then) Majesty Charles the Second's

Council in the kingdom

of Ireland

I have, however, thought

fit

;

to let it be reprinted, the in-

making
new impression, to one no longer in
the memory of a person so truly valuable,

congruity being, by

this advertisement, avoided, of

an address anew, in this
our world

may

;

that

(so far as this

because

also,

many

can contribute thereto) be preserved and
things in this epistle may be useful, as a
;

for
show the design of the following discourse
which purpose, that may be equally served by it as it is, the
I have not
other purpose being also thus better served,
judged it necessary, though that had been easy, to alter the
form which was as follows.

preface, to

:

—

—

;

Although

I

am

not,

my

lord,

without the apprehension

that a Temple ought to have another sort of dedication, yet I

have no such pique at the custom of former days, but that I
can think it decent and just, a Discourse concerning one
(conceived under your roof, and born out of your house)
should openly own the relation which it thereby hath, and
the author's great obligations to your lordship and can upon
;

;
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tliis

account easily persuade myself, (though that custom hath

much

given place to this latter one,) not to be so fashionable

as even to write in masquerade.
It

were indeed most unbecoming in the service of

so noble

a cause, to act in disguise or decline to tell one's name. And
as the prefixing the so obscure one which the title-page bears,
will be without suspicion of a design to recompense,

by the

authority of a name, any feared weakness of the cause itself
so

were

it

very imworthy (having nothing better) to grudge
mean a thing as a sacrifice, to the door

the bringing even so
of the temple.

And
value,

although your lordship's
yet also

is

it,

as

is

of so incomparably greater

the equity of the case requires,

less hazard;
since in common account the
vouchsafement of pardon, whereof I cannot despair, for such

exposed with

assumed liberty, can with no justice be understood to import
more than only a favourable aspect on the design, without
any interest or participation in the disrepute of its ill-management so that your honour is in no more jeopardy than the
main cause itself, which is but little concerned in the successfulness or miscarriage of this or that effort which is made on
behalf of it and which, you are secure, can receive no real
damage. For the foundations of this temple are more stable
than those of heaven and earth, it being built upon that
" Rock agamst which the gates of hell can never prevail."
And if, in any unforeseen state of things, you should ever
receive prejudice or incur danger by any real service you
should design unto the temple of God, your adventure would
be the more honourable, by how much it were more hazardous.
The order of templars, your lordship well knows, was not in
:

;

former days reckoned inglorious.

But

as this temple is quite of another constitution

make than

that at Jerusalem,

and

(to

sacred writer) "not

made with hands,

building,"^ so what

is

axetpoTroi7]Tos,

and

use those words of the
is,

not of this

requisite to the interest

and service

rovncrTiu ov rauTTjs

that

rrjs Krlffe
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Entire devotecTness to God,

another nature.

sincerity, humility, charity, refinedness

from the dross and

baseness of the earth, strict sobriety, dominion of oneself,

mastery over impotent and ignominious passions, love of
propension to do good, delight in doing it,
have contributed more to the security and beauty of God's
temple on earth conferred on it more majesty and lustre done
more to procure it room and reverence among men, than the

justice, a steady

;

;

most prosperous violence ever did

;

—the

building up of this

temple, even to the laying on the top-stone, (to be followed
with the acclamations of " grace, grace,") being that which
must be done, " not by might or power, but by the Spirit of

Lord:" which, inasmuch as the structure, is spiritual,
and to be situated and raised \vp in the mind or spirit of man,
works in order to it in a way suitable thereto, that is, very
much by soft and gentle insinuations, unto which are subservient the self-recommending amiableness and comely
aspect of religion, the discernible gracefulness and uniform
course of such in whom it bears rule and is a settled livinglaw.
Hereby the hearts of others are captivated and won to
the

look towards

it

:

made not only

desirous to taste

its

delights

;

and the
rougher severities which their drowsy security and unmortified lusts do require should accompany it, the more deeply
and thoroughly to attemper and form them to it. Merely
notional discourses about the temple of God and the external
forms belonging to it, (how iiseful soever they be in their own
kind and order,) being imaccompanied with the life and
power whereto they should be adjoined, either as subservient
helps or comely expressions thereof, do gain but Kttle to it in
the estimation of discerning men.
Much more have the apparently useless and unintelligible
notions, with the empty formalities too arbitrarily affixed to
it by a very great, that is, the imreformed, part of the Christian world, even there exposed it to contempt where the professed, but most irrational and hopeless, design hath been to
draw to it respect and veneration.
B 3
but,

in order

thereto, patient also of its rigours

"

!
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And when these liave l)eeome matter of strife and filled the
world with noise and clamour, through the imperious violence
of some and the factious turbulency of others, it hath made
and rendered the Divine
and
may make that the language of fear with some, which is of
enmitv with the most " Depart from us, we desire not the

it

look with a frightful aspect,

presence, so represented, an undesired dreadful thing

:

—

—

knowledge of thy ways.'"
Most of all, when a glorying in these things and contention
about them is joined with gross immoralities, either manifest impiety, sensual debaucheries, acts of open injustice, or
the no less criminal evil of a proud wrathful ungovernable
temper of spirit, this hath made it a most hateful thing in
the eves of God and men, and " turned that which shoidd be
the house of prayer unto all nations, into a den of robbers
hath cast the most opprobrious contrmaely upon him whom
that is, when men will
they would entitle the owner of it
swear
falsely, oppress the
adultery,
commit
murder,
steal,
widow;
and yet cry, "the
and
the
fatherless,
the
stranger,

—

—

:

:

temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord,"' etc. It is as if
they would make the world believe, the holy God, the great
lover and patron of purity and peace, had erected, on purpose,

a holise on

earth to be the

common harbour and
human

sanctuary of the vilest of men, the very pests of

and disturbers of mankind.
they were not the very worst, yet how absurd and
senseless a thing were it t3iat he should be thought to appropriate a people to himself, have them solemnly baptized into
his name, and trained up in a professed belief of those his
more peculiar revelations which are without the common
notice of the most, and in the use of certain (somewhat dif-

society,

And

ferent)

if

external institutes

;

being yet content that, in

all

they be but jnst like the rest of the world
Though he may be, for some time, patient of this indignity,
and connive at such a state and posture of things, as he did a

things

else,

great while towards the Jews of old, yet that this shoiJd be
thought the top of his design and the thing he lastly aimed
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and would acquiesce in, supposes such a notion of God, as
worshipping a stock were not more foolish and
impious, and professed atheism as rational and innocent.
This hath spoiled and slurred the glory of the Christian
temple, the most august and magnificent the world hath,
and which, indeed, only hath right to the name made the
religion of Christians look like an empty vanity, and appear,
for many ages, but as an external badge of civil distinction
between them and another sort of men, that are only contending for enlarging of empire, and who shall grasp most
power into their hands
both having also their sub-^distinguishing marks besides, under which, too probably, divers of
those who have adjoined themselves to the so differenced
parties furiously drive at the same design.
And these
zealously pretend for religion and the temple of God
when,
in the meantime, it were a thing perfectly indifferent (even
at

tlian which,

;

:

;

in

itself,

as well as in the opinion of the" persons concerned)

way they were of, true or false, right or
wrong. Paganish, Mahometan, Jewish, Christian, Popish,
Protestant, Lutheran, Calvinistical, Episcopal, Presbyterial,
Independent, etc. supposing there be any of each of these
denominations that place their religion in nothing else but a
what

religion or

;

mere assent

and an observation of
party, and that they
never go further, but remain finally alienated from the life of
God and utter strangers to the soul-refining governing power
to the peculiar opinions

the external formalities of their

of the true religion

:

own

only that their case

is

the worse, the

nearer they approach, in profession, to the truth.

And
spirit

we

really, if

and

life,

absti-act,

from the design and end, the

the tranquillity and pleasure of religion, one

would heartily wonder what men can see in all the rest, for
which they can think it worth the while to contend, to the
disquieting themselves and the world.
Nobody can believe
they regard the authority of God, in this doctrine or institution rather than another,

and main scope of
authority.

And

who

neglect and resist the substance
recommended to them by the same
the matters themselves which will then

religion

as to

THE DEDICATION.
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remain to be disputed we liave first tlie distinguisliiiig name,
and if we run over all tliose before recited, is it a matter
of that consequence as to cut throats, and lay towns and
countries desolate, only upon this quarrel, which of these
hath the handsomer sound ? The difierent rites of this or
that way, to them who have no respect to the authorit}^
And
enjoining them, must, in themselves, signify as little.
for the peculiar opinions of one or another sect, it may be
soberly said a very great part understand no more of the
distinguishing principles of their own, than he that was yet
to learn how many legs a sectary had only they have learned
to pronounce the word which is the Shibboleth of their party,
to follow the common cry, and run with the rest that have
agreed to do so too
But if they all understood the notions never so well, not
to speak of only those which are peculiar to their way, but
which are most necessary to true religion itself
were it not,
in them, a strange frenzy to contend with clubs and swords
about a mere notion which has no influence on their practice,
and they intend never shall ? If any should profess to be of
opinion that a triangle is a figure that hath four corners,
sober men woidd think it enough to say they were mad, but
would let them quietly enjoy their humour, and never think
it fit to levy armies against them, or embroil the world upon
so slender a quarrel. And wherein can the notions belonging
;

;

!

—

;

—

higher account with them who

to religion be rationally of

make any

and against
use of them
which it is impossible for any to fight so mischievously by the
most vehement, verbal opposition, as themselves do, b}^ their
opposite practice most directly assaulting, and striking at,
even what is most principally fundamental to religion and
never

purpose to

;

;

the temple of

worthy
these

to be

men

to

God?

Not that

contended

for.

do with them

sistently with themselves

them?
For even

these great things are un-

All that I

? or

how

mean

is,

irrationally

what have
and incon-

do they seem so concerned about

lesser things, the

appendages to

this sacred frame.

THE DEDICATION.
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them who understand

I designing to tempt your

lordship to the neglect or disesteem of any the least thing-

And

appertaining to religion.
daily to behold in
*

is

you that

if

any other should, I

rejoice

resolute adherence to whatsoever

of * apparently Divine truth and institution,

— common
—
to

and unity, which so greatly contribute
both to the beauty and stability of God's house, that may
even defy and dismay the attempt and gives ground, however, to be confident it would be labour bestowed as vainly,
so much greater assurance
as it were impiously designed
constant
fidelity
and devotedness to the
do you give, of your
order, decency, peace,

;

:

substance of practical religion

Only how deeply

is

it

itself.

to be resented, that while

it

should

few understand wherein that subI shall not now take notice of men's
stance doth consist
very difierent (which must infer some men's mistaken) apprehensions concerning the things necessary to be believed.
But, besides that, though some religious sentiments be most
deeply natural to men, and for aught we certainly know, as
far extended as the true notion of humanity can be, yet in all
be so with

all

others, so
!

times there has been a too general mistake, not peculiar to
the Paganish world only, of the true design, and proportionably, of the genuine principle of

it.

That is, it has not been understood as a thmg designed to
purify and refine men's spirits, to reconcile and join them to
God, associate them with him, and make them finally blessed
in

him

;

but only to avert or pacify his wrath, procure his

favourable aspect on their secular

affairs,

how

unjust soever

;

while, in the meantime, they have thought of nothing less

than becoming like to him, acquainted with him, and happy
reconciliation hath only been dreamt of on one
in him.
on which, they are not
side, that is, on his, not their ovm
so much as inclined to anything else than the continuance

A

;

of the former distance and disaffection.

Consonantly whereto
principle

it

is

plainly to be seen, the great

which hath mostly animated religion in the world

—
;
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hatli not

dread

:

been a generous

but a basely servile fear and
hath so generally-

love,

whence the custom of

prevailed (whencesoever

it

sacrificing

took

its rise) in

the

Pagan world

deep an apprehension of its absolute necessity,
that men of even so vile and barbarous manners^- as the
Gauls of old, chose in matters of controversy to submit their
greatest concernments to the pleasure and arbitrement of
those sacred persons, as they reckoned them
their druids,

and with

so

—

rather than be interdicted the

they could

inflict in case

is testified

(as

by Julius

grievous imaginable.

sacrifices,

of their refusal
Coesar

And

it

^)

the only punishment
:

which punishment

they accounted the most

needs not be said in what part
had the same power with

of the world the same engine hath

men, even since they obtained to be called Christian which,
while it hath been of such force with them that, notwithstanding, persisted in courses of the most profligate wickedness,
whence could their religion (such as it was) proceed save
only from a dread of Divine revenge ? what else could it
design though that most vainly but the averting it, with;

—

—

out ever altering their
JSTow let this

own

vile course ?

be the account and estimate of religion, only

to propitiate the Deity towards flagitious

men, still remaining
and how monstrous a notion doth it give us of God that
he is one that by such things can ever be rendered favourable
Let it not be so, while you sever its true and
to such men
proper end also. How most despicably inept and foolish a
thing doth it make religion
A compages and frame of
merely scenical observances and actions, intended to no end
so,

!

—

!

!

at all!

In a word,

their religion

is

nothing but foolery, which

is

not taken up and prosecuted with a sincere aim to the bettering their spirits; the making them holy, peaceful, meek,

humble, merciful, studious of doing good, and the composing
them into temples some way meet for the residence of the
1

See the character given of them by Cicero, Orat. pro Marc. Fon.

^

Comment,

lib. vi.

THE DEDTCATIOX.
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God with design and expectation to have
and made permanent there.
;

his intimate

vital presence settled

The materials and preparation of which temple are nowhere entirely contained and directed but in the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ
as hereafter we vnaj with Divine
;

The greater is the ignominy done
and the Christian name, by only titular
and nicknamed Christianity. Will they pretend themselves
the temple of God, partakers in the high privilege and
dignity of the Emmanuel, in whom most eminently the

assistance labour to evince.
to the temple of God,

—

Deity inhabiteth,
who are discernibly, to all that know
them, as great strangers to God, and of a temper of spirit as
disagreeing to him, of as worldly spirits, as unmortified
passions, as proud, wrathful, vainglorious, envious, morose,

any other men ? When
" cleanses his house and purges his floor," where will

merciless, disinclined to do good, as

God

these be found ?

And

for this

temple

itself,

it

is

a structure whereto there
the former lettinff

is

a concurrence of truth and holiness

in

(it

:

were otherwise a darksome, disorderly, uncomfortable

house,)

a

vital,

directive,

calm, God-like frame of

formative light, to a heavenly,

spirit,

composed and made up of the

latter.

my lord, which I would invite you both
your respect unto in others, and, more and more,
to prepare and beautify in yourself.
You will find little, in this part, offered to your view, more
than only its vestibulum, or rather a very plain, if not rude,
frontispiece, with the more principal pillars that must supIt is this temple,

to continue

port the whole frame.

Nor, whereas, by

way

of introduction

to the discourse of this temple, and as most fundamental to

the being of

it,

the existence of the Great Inhabitant

is

so

largely insisted on, can I think that altogether a needless
labour.

Of

all

the sects and parties in the world, (though

avow it, and fewer, if any, that are so by
any formed judgment, unshaken by a suspicion and dread of
the contrary) that of atheists we have reason enough to supthere are few that
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pose the most numerous, as having clifFused and spread itself
and though, with the most, under
through all the rest
;

many, its ugly face, and
more than in our own days. Wherefore, though
hath never been in any age more strongly impugned, yet

disguise, yet uncovering, with too

scarce ever
it

because the opposition can never be too

common to

so

common

endeavour may prove not wholly
out of season. And the Epicurean atheist is chiefly designed
that being the atheism most in
against in this discourse

an enemy,

this additional

;

fashion.

Nor

is

anything more pertinent to the design of the diswhich importing

course intended concerning God's Temple

worship to be done to him, requires

He is."
And surely the

a belief " that

Ei inscribed of old, as Plutarch

the Delphic temple, signifying
jectures,

;

first

he concludes

it

to do,

as,
''

tells us,

after divers other

THOU DOST

on

con-

EXIST,"

is

an inscription much more fitly set in view, at our entrance
into the temple of the Living God, whose name is I AM.
Amidst the pleasant entertainments of which temple (made
more intimate to you than human discourse can make it) may
you spend many happy days in this world, as a preparative
and introduction to a happier eternity in the other whereto
he is under many and deep obligations, by any means, to
contribute to his uttermost, who must (especially in the offices
:

relating to this temple) profess himself.

My

honoured Lord,

Your Lordship's most humbly
Devoted Servant,

JOHN HOWE.

;

THE LIVING TEMPLE;
THE NOTION" IMPROVED THAT A GOOD MAN
TEMPLE OF GOD.

OR,

PAET

IS

THE

I.

CHAPTER

I.

—

—

THIS NOTION COMMON AUTHORITIES NEEDLESS INSIGNIFICANT WITH THE
WHO HAVE MADE IT MORE NECESSARY TO DEFEND
ATHEISTICAL,
RELIGION AND A TEMPLE IN GENERAL, THAN THIS OR THAT BETTER
DEFENDED AGAINST THEM BY PRACTICE AND USE, THAN ARGUMENT ;
WHEREOF THEY ARE INCAPABLE OFTEN DISPUTES OF ITS PRINCIPLES
NOT NECESSARY TO THE PRACTICE OF RELIGION SOME CONSIDERATION OF
THOSE SUPPOSED IN THE GENERAL NOTION OF A TEMPLE, PERTINENT,

—

—

—

HOWEVER, TO THIS DISCOURSE.
I.

It

so well

is

the world,

known that this notion hath long obtained in
we need not quote sayings to avouch it

that

wheremth not the sacred writings only, but others, even of
pagans themselves, woidd plentifully furnish us.
But as authorities are, in a plain case, needless to unprejudiced minds

so will they be useless to the prejudiced,
be the case never so plain. Nor is any prejudice deeper, or
less vincible, than that of profane minds against religion.
With such, it would, in the present argument, signify httle

them what hath been

to tell

others

;

:

not because

it

is

said or thought before

by any

their general course to be so very

circumspect and wary as never to approve or assent to anything, unless upon the clearest and most convincing demonstration

;

but from their pecidiar dislike of those things only,
Discourse to

that are of this special import and tendency.

them what you

will of a temple,

and

it

will be nauseous

and

;
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unsavoury

not as being cross to

;

tlieir reason,

[part

I.

they

wliiehL

to tlieir

any other sort of men, but
the
disaffected
temper of their mind
and
ill-humour

whence

also

are as little curious to gratify as

(though they cannot soon or easily get that

mastery over their understandings herein, yet because they

would

have

fain

it

so)

they do what they can to believe

religion nothing else but the effect of timorous fancy

;

and a

consequently, one of the most idle impertinences in

temj)le,

the world.

To

these, the discussion of the notion

we have proposed

to

an endeavour to
give consistency to a shadow and if their reason and j)ower
could as well serve their purpose as their anger and scorn,
they would soon tear up the holy ground on which a temple
is set, and wholly subvert the sacred frame.
I speak of such as deny the existence of the ever blessed
Deity, or (if they are not arrived to that express and formed
misbelief,) whose hearts are inclined and ready to determine,
even against their misgiving and more suspicious minds,
"there is no God;" who, if they cannot as yet believe, do
wish there were none and so strongly, as in a great degree
to prepare them for that belief that would fain banish him,
not only out of all their thoughts, but the world too and to
whom it is so far from being a grateful sound, that "the
tabernacle of God is with men on earth," that they grudge to
at least, if they are willing to
allow him a place in heaven
admit the existence of any God at all, do say to him, " Depart
from us " and would have him so confined to heaven, that
he and they may have nothing to do with one another and
do therefore rack their impious wits to serve their hypothesis
either way
that under its protection they may securely
indulge themselves in a course, upon which they find the
apprehension of a God, interesting himself in human affairs,
woidd have a very unfavourable and threatening aspect.
They are therefore constrained to take great pains with
themselves, to discipline and chastise their minds and understandings to that tameness and patience, as contentedly to
consider, will be thought a beating the air,
;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

—
;
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most natural impressions and

And

they reckon they have arrived to a very
heroical perfection, when they can pass a scoff upon anything
that carries the least signification with it of the fear of God
sentiments.

;

and can be able to laugh at the weak and squeamish folly of
those softer and effeminate minds, that will trouble themselves with any thoughts or cares how to please and proand doubt not but they have made all safe,
pitiate a Deity
and effectually done their business, when they have learned
to put the ignominious titles of frenzy and folly upon devoto cry canting' to any
tion, in whatsoever dress or garb
serious mention of the name of God, and break a bold, adventurous jest upon any the most sacred mysteries, or decent and
:

'

;

awful solemnities of religion.

These content not themselves to encounter this or that
and reckon it too mean and inglorious an
achievement, to overturn one sort of temple or another
II.

sect,

but mankind

;

but woidd "down with them" all, even "to the ground."
And they are in reason and justice to pardon the emidation
which they provoke, of vicing with them as to the uni-

and not regret it, if they find there
be any that think it their duty to waive awhile serving the
temple of this or that party, as less considerable, to defend
that one wherein all men have a common interest and
concernment since matters are brought to that exigency and
hazard, that it seems less necessary to contend about this or
that mode of religion, as whether there ought to be any at all.
What was said of a former age, could never bettor agree
to any than our own, * that none was ever more fruitful of
religions, and barren of religion or true piety.'
It concerns
us to consider, whether the fertility of those many doth not
as well cause, as accompany, a barrenness in this one. And,
since the iniquity of the world hath made that too suitable,
which were otherwise unseemly in itself, to speak of a temple
as a fortified place, whose own sacredness ought ever to have

versality of their design

;

:

been

its sufficient fortification,

our forgetful heat and

—

zeal, in

it

is

time to be aware,

lest

the defence of this or that

:
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outwork, do expose (not to say betray) tlie main fortress to
whilst it hath long been, by this means,
assault and danger
:

a neglected, forsaken thing, and is more decayed by vacancy
and disuse, than it could ever have been by the most forcible

even to promise the rude assailant an easy
fears to insult over an empty, dispirited, dead

battery, so as
victory.

"Who

which, alive, and shining in its native glory (as
temple doth, which is compacted of "lively stones"
united to the " li\ang corner stone"), bears with it a mag-

religion ?

that

nificence

and

state that

would check a profane

look,

and

dazzle the presumptuous eye that durst venture to glance at

The temple of the living
obliquely or with disrespect.
God, manifestly animated by his vital presence, would not
and
only dismay opposition, but command veneration also
be its own both ornament and defence. Nor can it be desti-

it

;

tute of that presence, if

we ourselves render

it

not inhospitable,

proper inhabitant become a stranger

at
and make not its
Divine
of
the
capacity
ourselves
a
home. If we preserve in
presence, and keep the temple of God in a posture fit to
receive him, he would then no more forsake it, than the soul,
a sound and healthy body, not violated in any vital part
but if he forsake it once, it then becomes an exposed and
And as the most impotent, inconsiderable
despised thing.
enemy can securely trample on the dead body of the greatest
so
hero, that alive carried awfulness and terror in his looks
is the weak-spirited atheist become as bold now, as he was
willing before, to make rude attempts upon the temple of
God, when he hath been provoked to leave it, who is its life,
strength, and glory.
;

as they who will not be
God and man, must own an

III. Therefore,

the interest of

treacherous to
obligation

necessity to apply themselves to the serious

restoring the

life

and honour of religion

;

and

endeavovir

of

so will the case

be found to point out to us the proper course in order
that is, that it must rather be endeavoured by practice than by disputation; by contending, every one with

itself

hereto

:

himself, to excite the love of

God

in his

own

breast, rather
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with the profane adversary, to kindle his anger more
aiming to foment and cherish the domestic continual fire
of God's temple and altar, than transmit a flame into the
enemy's camp. For what can this signify ? And it seldom

tlian

fails to

;

be the event of disputing against prejudice (especially

of disputing for the

sum

of religion, at once against the pre-

possession of a sensual profane temper and a violent inclina-

and resolvedness to be wicked) to beget more wrath than
and sooner to incense the impatient wretch, than
enlighten him. And by how much the more cogent and
enforcing reasonings are used, and the less is left the confounded, bafiled creature to say on behalf of a cause so equally
deplorate and vile
the more he finds himself concerned to
fortify his obstinate will and supply his want of reason, with
resolution
to find out the most expedite ways of diverting
from what he hath no mind to consider to entertain himself
with the most stupefying pleasures, (that must serve the same
turn that opium is wont to do in the case of broken, unquiet
sleep,) or whatsoever may most effectually serve to mortify any
divine principle, and destroy all sense of God out of his soul.
And how grateful herein, and meritorious often, are the
assistant railleries of servile, and it may be mercenary, wits

tion

conviction

;

;

;

;

!

How

highly shall he oblige them, that can furnish out a libel
against religion and help them, with more artificial spite, to
;

blaspheme what they cannot disprove
And now shall the
scurrilous pasqvdl and a few bottles work a more effectual
confutation of religion, than all the reason and argument in
the world shall be able to countervail
This proves too often
the unhappy issue of misapplying what is most excellent, in
its own kind and place, to improper and uncapable subjects.
IV. And who sees not this to be the case with the modern
atheist, who hath been pursued with that strength and
vigour of argument, even in our own days, that would have
bafiled persons of any other temper than their own, into
shame and silence and so as no other support hath been left
to irreligion than a senseless stupidity, an obstinate resolvedness not to consider, a faculty to stifle an argument with a
!

!

;
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by sensual softnesses into a dead
and circumspect care that it may never
awake into any exercise above the condition of dozed and
or if it do, by the next debauch, prehalf-witted persons
So that the very principle fails
sently to lay it fast again
in this sort of men, whereto in reasoning we should appeal,
and apply oui'selves and it were almost the same thing, to
offer arguments to the senseless images or forsaken carcases

jest, to

sleep,

charm

with a

their reason

strict

;

!

;

of men.

It belongs to the

grandeur of religion to neglect

the impotent assaults of these men, as

it is

a piece of glory

and bespeaks a worthy person's right understanding and just
value of himself, to disdain the combat with an incompetent
or a foiled enemy.
It is becoming and seemly that the
grand, ancient and received truth, which tends to and is the
reason of the godly life, do sometimes keep state and no
more descend to perpetual, repeated j anglings with every
scurrilous and impertinent trifler, than a great and redoubted
prince would think it fit to dispute the rights of his crown
;

with a drunken, distracted

Men

fool,

or a

madman.

of atheistical persuasions, having abandoned their

reason, need

what

will

more powerfully

strike their sense

;

storms and whirlwinds, flames and thunderbolts, things not

immediately to work upon their miderstanding as their
and that will astonish that they may convince that
the great God make himself " known by the judgments which
he executes." " Stripes are for the backs of fools," as they
are justly styled that say in " their hearts there is no God."
But if it may be hoped any gentler method may prove
effectual with any of them, we are rather to expect the good
effect from the steady, uniform course of their actions and
conversation, who profess reverence and devotedness to an
Eternal Being, and the correspondence of their way to their
avowed principle, that acts them on agreeably to itself, and
may also incur the sense of the beholder, and gradually
invite and draw his observation,
than from the most severe
and necessitating argumentation that exacts a sudden assent.
V. At least in a matter of so clear and commanding
so apt

fear,

:

—

—
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many times looks like trifling and out
of a hearty concernedness and jealousy for the honour of
religion, one would rather it should march on with an
evidence, reasoning

;

of bold

heroical neglect

and malapert
itself by

cavillers,

and only

own

vigorous,

demonstrate and recommend
comely, coherent course, than

make

ing, at every turn, its principles

thought

the

it

fittest

way

:

its

itself

cheap by discuss-

as that philosopher,

who

to confute the sophisms against

motion, only by walking.

But we have nothing

so

considerable

(at least

no sophism

objected against

name

practical religion, as well to deserve the

of a sophism,

so perplexing in the case of religious as

and sarcasms are the most weighty
deplorate crew mock on.
There are those in the world, that will think thej?- have, however, reason enough to persist in the way of godliness
and
that have already laid the foundation of that reverence which
they bear to a Deity, more strongly than to be shaken and
beaten off from it by a jest.
And therefore will not think it necessary to have the
of natural motion)

;

jeers

convincing arguments.

And let the

;

principles of their religion vindicated afresh, every time they
it.
For surely they would be
upon very uncertain terms, that will think them-

are called to the practice of
religious

selves concerned to suspend or discontinue their course, as
oft as

they are encountered in

torted look

it

with a wry mouth or a

dis-

or that are apt to be put out of conceit with
their religion by the " laughter of a fool " or by their cavils
;

;

and taunts against the rules and principles of it, whom only
their own sensual temper and impatience of serious thoughts
have made willing to have them false. That any indeed
should commence religious, and persist with blind zeal in this
or that discriminating profession without ever considering

why

they should do

when

so,

is

unmanly and absurd

;

especially

a gross ignorance of the true reasons and grounds of

shadowed over with a pretended awe, and
And an
inquisitive temper shall have an ill character put upon it, as

religion shall be

scrupulousness to inquire about things so sacred.
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and profane were words of the same signification
and judgment were utterly execrated, and
an unaccountable enthusiastic fury, baptized and hallowed,

if rational

;

or as if reason

But when the matter hath
undergone already a severe inquisition and been searched to
the bottom, principles have been examined, the strength and
firmness hath been tried of its deepest and most fundamental
groimds, and an approving judgment been passed in the case,
and a resolution thereupon taken up of a suitable and correafter all this, it were a vain and unwarspondent practice
the only principle of religion.

;

—

be perpetually perplexing one's easj^ path
with new and suspicious researches into the most acknowNor were this course a little prejudicial to
ledged things.
I'antable curiosity to

the design and end of religion,
all),

—the

happy

refining of our

eternity

;

for

when

(if

we

will allow

it

any

at

minds, and the fitting us for a
shall that building be finished, the

foundations whereof must be every day torn up anew, upon

pretence of further caution and for more diligent search

when

?

Or

he reach his journey's end, that is continually
vexed, and often occasioned to go back from whence he
came, by causeless anxieties about his way, and whether ever
he began a right course, yea or no ?
Many go securely on in a course most ignominiously
wicked and vile without ever debating the matter with
themselves, or inquiring if there be any rational principle to
Much more may they, with a
justify or bear them out.
will

cheerful confidence, persist in their well-chosen way, that
have once settled their resolutions about it upon firm and
assured groimds and principles, without running over the
same course of reasonings with themselves in reference to each
or thinking it necessary, every time
single, devotional act
it proved to them "there is a God."
pray,
to
have
are
to
they
And because yet many of these do need excitation, and
though they are not destitute of pious sentiments and inclinations, and have somewhat in them of the ancient foundations and frame of a temple, have yet by neglect sufiered it
it is therefore the principal intendment
to grow into decay
;

;
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of this discourse, not to assert the principles

against those with

whom

of religion

they have no place, but to propound

what may some way tend to reinforce and strengthen them
where they visibly languish and awaken such as profess a
devotedness to God, to the speedy and vigorous endeavour of
;

repairing the ruins of his temple in their

they

may

own

breasts

that

:

thence hold forth a visible representation of an in-

dwelling Deity, in

effects

and actions of

life

worthy of such a

presence, and render his enshrined glory transparent to the

—

which
view and conviction of the irreligious and profane
hath more of hope in it and is likely to be to better purpose
than disputing with them that more know how to jest than
reason and better understand the relishes of meat and drink
than the strength of an argument.
YI. But though it woidd be both an imgrateful and
;

;

insignificant labour,

and

as talking to the wind, to discourse

of reKgion with persons that have abjured

all serioxisness and
and would be like fighting
with a storm, to contend against the blasphemy and outrage
of insolent mockers at whatever is sacred and divine
and
were too much a debasing of religion to retort sarcasms with
men not capable of being tallied with in any other than such
(that is, their OAvn) language
yet it wants neither its use
nor pleasure to the most composed minds, and that are most
exempt from wavering herein, to view the frame of their
religion, as it aptly and even naturally rises and grows up
from its very foundations
to contemplate its first principles, which they may in the meantime find no present cause

that cannot endui'e to think

;

;

:

;

or inclination to dispute.

—

They

will

know how

to consider

most fundamental grounds, not with doubt or suspicion,
but with admiration and delight and can, with a calm and
silent pleasure, enjoy the repose and rest of a quiet and wellassured mind,
rejoicing and contented to know to themselves,
when others refuse to partake with them in this joy, and
feel all firm and stable under them whereupon either the
its

;

—

—

practice or the hopes of their religion do depend.

And

there

VOL.

III.

may be

also

many

others, of

good and pious
C
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have never yet applied themselves to conand most fundamental grounds of religion,
so as to be able to give or discern any tolerable reason of
them. For either the sluggishness of their own temper may
have indisposed them to any more painful and laborious
exercise of their minds, and made them to be content with
inclinations, that

sider the principal

the easier course of taking everything upon trust and imior they have been unhappily
tating the example of others
;

consists not with the reverence

due to
and may have
laid this for one of its main grounds, that no exercise of
reason may have any place about it or perhaps, having
never tried, they apprehend a greater difficulty in coming to
misinformed that

it

religion, to search into the

grounds of

it

:

yea,

:

a clear and certain resolution herein than indeed there is.
such need to be excited to set their own thoughts
a-work this way, and to be assisted herein. They should

Now

therefore consider

they

fea,r

or with

to use ?

who gave them

And

more gratitude

the understandings which

can they use them to better purpose
to

him who made them

and not brute creatures, than

in^

intelligent,

labouring to know, that

by a reasonable service, worship and adore,
Are they not to use their very senses about
their Maker ?
" For the invisible things of God,
religion
?
the matters of
power
and
Godhead, are clearly seen," etc.
even his eternal
comes
by
hearing.
But what ? Are these
faith
And their
akin
divine,
and
more
to religion, than their
and
more sacred
without
which
also their sense can
judgment?
and
reason
Or
is
it the best way of
herein
them
?
to
no
use
of
be
himself by whatof
God
has
revealed
of
what
use
making
soever means, not to understand what he hath revealed ? It
is most true indeed, that when we once come clearly to be
informed that God hath revealed this or that thing, we are
they

may

also

then readily to subject (and not oppose) our feeble reasonings
and it were a most insolent and
to his plain revelation
;

uncreaturely arrogance,

to

contend or not yield him the

seemed otherwise. But it
were as inexcusable negligence not to make use of our undercause,

though things have

to us
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standings to the best advantage
that such a revelation

we know whence
soon see

it

is

is.

;

that

we may both know

Divine, and what

And any

it

signifies after

one that considers, will

were very unseasonable at

it
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least,

to allege the

written Divine revelation as the ground of his religion,

till

he have gone lower, and foreknown some things (by and by
to be insisted on) as preparatory and fundamental to the
knowledge of this.

And

because

it is

much

it

may

contribute

course

;

it

animate them to the service of the temple and

to their

more cheerful progress in a

religious

will therefore not be beside our present pur]3ose,

but very pursuant to
tentious

how great an increase
may receive hence, how

obvious to suppose

of strength and vigour pious minds

way

it,

to consider a while, not in the con-

of brawling and captious disputation, (the noise

whereof is as unsuitable to the temple as that of axes and
hammers,) but of calm and sober discourse, the more principal
and lowermost grounds upon which the frame of religion
rests, and to the supposal whereof the notion and use of any
such thing as a temple in the world do owe themselves.

c

2

CHAPTER

11.

THE TWO MORE PRINCIPAL GROUNDS WHICH A TEMPLE SUPPOSES: I. THE
EXISTENCE OF GOD. II. HIS CONVERSABLENESS WITH MEN BOTH ARGUED
FROM COMMON CONSENT. THE FORMER DOUBTFUL IF EVER WHOLLY
DENIED IN FORMER DAYS THE LATTER ALSO IMPLIED IN THE KNOWN
GENERAL PRACTICE OF SOME OR OTHER RELIGION— EVIDENCED, IN THAT
SOME, NO STRANGERS TO THE WORLD, HAVE THOUGHT IT THE DIFFERENCE OF MAN— THE IMMODESTY AND RASHNESS OF THE PERSONS FROM
WHOM ANY OPPOSITION CAN BE EXPECTED. THESE TWO GROUNDS PROAND FIRST, THE
POSED TO BE MORE STRICTLY CONSIDERED APART
EXISTENCE OF GOD WHERE FIRST THE NOTION OF GOD IS ASSIGNED,
THE PARTS WHEREOF ARE PROPOSED TO BE EVINCED SEVERALLY OF
SOME EXISTENT BEING. I. ETERNITY. II. SELF-ORIGINATION. III. INDEPENDENCY. IV. NECESSITY OP EXISTENCE. V. SELF-ACTIVITY. THE IMNECESSARY SELF-ACTIVE
POSSIBILITY THIS WORLD SHOULD BE THIS
BEING. THE INCONSISTENCY OF NECESSARY ALTERABLE MATTER MORE
LARGELY DEDUCED, IN A MARGINAL DIGRESSION. VL LiFE. VII. VAST
AND MIGHTY POWER. A COROLLARY.
;

;

—

:

;

I. Now the gTounds more necessary to be laid down, and
which are supposed in the most general notion of a temple,
are especially these two
The existence of Grod, and his conversableness with men.
For no notion of a temple can more easily occur to any
one's thoughts, or is more agreeable to common acceptation,
;

than that

it

is

a habitation ivherein

Ood

is

jyleased to

dwell

among men.
Therefore to the designation and use of

it,

or,

Avhich

is all

and exercise of religion, the beKef or
persuasion is necessary of those two things, (the same which
we find made necessary on the same account,) " That God is,
and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him," ^

one, to the intention

1

Heb.

xi. 6.
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the manner and design of that his " abode

with men," shall be considered.

These are the grounds upon which the sacred frame of a
it must be acknowledged an ^imsupported, airy fabric. And since it were vain
to discourse what a temple is or whereto the notion of it maybe applied, unless it be well resolved that there is or ought
the strength and firmness of this its
to be any such thing
temple ought to stand, and without which

;

double ground should be tried and searched, and of

its

pre-

tensions thereto.
II,

And though

plain,

and wherein

it

so

be not necessary in a matter that

much is

to be said otherwise, yet

it

is

so

will

not be impertinent to consider, First, what prescription (which
in clearing of titles

not wont to signify nothing)

is

signify in the present case.
First, for the existence of

will

And,

God we need

show how constantly and generally

not labour

much

to

hath been acknowledged, through the whole world it being so difficult to produce an uncontroverted instance of any that ever denied it in
more ancient times. For as for them whose names have been
it

;

infamous amongst^

men

heretofore

upon that account, there

hath been that said that at least wants not probability for the
clearing them of so foul an imputation
that is, that they
were maliciously represented as having denied the existence
;

impugned and derided the vulgar
and poetical fictions of those days concerning the
multitude and the ridicvdous attributes of their imaginary
deities.
Of which sort Cicero^ mentions not a few their
being inflamed with anger, and mad with lust, their wars,
fights, wounds,
their hatreds, discords, their births and
deaths, etc.
who though he speak less favourably of some of
these men, and mentions' one as doubting whether there
were any gods or no
for which cause his book, in the
beginning whereof he had intimated that doubt, (as Cotta is
brought in, informing us) was publicly burnt at Athens, and

of a Deity, because they
conceits

;

;

;

'

Parker, Tenlam.

2

—

j)^ JS'uturd

Deorum,

lib. I,

^

Protag. Abderites.
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himself banisliecl his country,

—and

[p.vuT

two others^

I.

as expressly

denying them
atheism (as he hath been accomited) he makes Velleius highly
vindicate from this imputation, and say of him that he was
the first that took notice that even nature itself had impressed the notion of God upon the minds of all men who
What nation is there or
also gives us these as his words
;

yet the more generally decried^ patron of

;

'

:

sort of

men

that hath not, without teaching, a certain antici-

pation of the gods,' which he calls a prolepsis

'
;

a certain'pre-

ventive or fore-conceived information of a thing in the mind,

without which nothing can be understood, or sought, or
Unto which purpose the same author (as is

disputed of?'

commonly observed) elsewhere speaks
nation so barbarous, no one of

all

men

:

that there

^

no
some

is

so savage as that

that
apprehension of the gods hath not tinctured his mind
many do think indeed corruptly of them, which is (saith he)
;

the effect of vicious custom

:

but

all

do believe there

is

a

Divine power and nature. Nor (as he there proceeds) hath
men's talking and agreeing together effected, this. It is not

men's minds by public constitutions and

an opinion

settled in

sanctions

but in every matter the consent of

;

all

nations

is

reckoned a law of nature.
And whatever the apprehensions of those few (and some

to be

wont

others that are

to be

mentioned under the same

vile

character) were in this matter, yet so inconsiderable hath the

most ingenious pagan* author
In so great a contention and variety of opinions,
(that is concerning what God is,) herein you shall see the law
and reason of every country to be harmonious and one ^ that
there is one God, the King and Father of all that the many
that herein
are but the servants and co-rulers^ unto God
thing
say
the
same
the
barbarian
the Greek and the
dissent been, that, as another

writes,

'

;

;

;

;

'

Diagoras and Theodorus Cyi'enaicus, who,
was surnamed ddeos, afterwards

Aristip. reports,
2

Epicurus,

whom

own

also his

Tumd.

Cicero,

"

6fJi6(pci>voi'

Qucest.

1.

i.

v6jxou Koi \6yov.

Laertius

iu

Epistle to Menoeceus in Diogenes Laertius

acquits of atheism, but not of irreligion
3

as Diogenes
6f6s.

;

as hereafter
^

^

may be

observed.

Maxim. Tyr.

Diss.

avvapxoures de^.

I.

;
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Go

the foolish.

God

find

the wise and
bounds of the ocean, and you
{says he) in all times, there have

inliabitant of the continent

and the

islander

31
;

to the utmost

But

there.

if

—

been two or three, an atheistical,^ vile, senseless sort of persons,
whose own eyes and ears deceive them and who are
maimed in their very soul, an irrational and sterile sort, as
monstrous creatures as a lion without courage, an ox without

—

horns, or a bird without wings

yet, out of those, you shall
For they know and confess

;

understand somewhat of God.
him, whether they will or

no.'

and the use of a temple and the exercise of religion
(which suppose the second ground also as well as the first)
have been so very common, though not altogether equally
III. Yea,

common with
famed

the former, that

moralist,^

'

That

if

it is

the observation of that

one travel the world,

it

is

possible

find cities without walls, without letters, without kings,

to

without wealth, without coin, without schools and theatres
but a city without a temple, oy that useth no worship,
prayers,

And

no one ever saw.'

etc.,

he believes

'

a city

may

m.ore easily be built without a foundation (or groimd'^ to set
it

on) than any

community

of

men have

or keep a consistency

without religion.'

And

no mean argument of the commonness of
religion, that there have been some in the world (and those
no idiots neither) that have accounted it the most conso that
stituent and distinguishing thing in human nature
Platonic Jew* judgeth invocation of God, with hope towards
IV.

it is

:

'

we

him, to be,

if

property of

man

such a hope,

no

is

man

;

'

is

will speak the truth,

the only genuine

and saith, 'that only^ he who is acted by
a man, and he that is destitute of this hope
;'

preferring this account to the

common

defini-

which he says is only of the concrete of man, that he is
a reasonable, and mortal, living creature. And yet he ex-

tion,

tends not reason further, that

is,

to the inferior creatures

1

adeov, Kal ramivuv, Ka\ avaitrOes, yeuos.

^

iSdpovs x'^P'^-

'

lx6vos ftjeKiTis &v6pcoTroi

^

-

Philo. libr. de eo

—

6 SixreXiris

ovk

;

for

Plutarch adversus Colotem.

quod deterius

&v9pci>Tros.

potior! iasicL

—
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had expressly said above, That they who have no hope
towards God, have no jDart or share in the rational nature.'
And a noble person ^ of our own says, That, upon accurate search, religion and faitlt appear the only ultimate dif-

lie

'

'

ferences of man
whereof neither Divine perfection is capable,
nor hmtal imperfection:' reason in his account descendinglow among the inferior creatures, but these agreeing more
;

peculiarly to

man

;

and

so universally, that

no man well and entirely in his
some Deity.'
is

"VVlio therefore

accounted

it

wits, that

he affirms,

'

There

doth not worship

a less absurdity to admit such

Now

a thing as a rational head than an irreligious man.

if

these have taken notice of any instances that seemed to claim

an exemption from this notion of man, they have rather
thought fit to let them pass as an anomalous sort of creatures,
reducible to no certain rank or order in the creation, than
that any should be admitted into the account or be acknowledged of the society of men, that were found destitute of an
worship the

inclination to

And

common Author

of our beings.

by whatsoever

according to this opinion,

steps

qjxj

shoidd advance in the denial of a Deity, they should proceed

by the same

to the

saying there

However
tended by

is

it

abandoning their own humanity

discovers,

which

must suppose no strangers
former times.

is

all

that

is

at present in-

And

to the world, in their

if it afford

any

it

less

ground

we only

observation in our present time,

grows older

and by

the commonness, not to say absolute universality

it,

of religion, in the observation of these persons,

of

;

no God, should proclaim themselves no men.

whom we
own and

for such

an

see as the world

grows worse, and sinks into a deeper oblivion
recedes further from it.

its original, as it

And, notwithstanding, this so common a consent is yet not
its weight and significancj'' to oiu' present purpose, if

without

we

consider,

How

impossible

it

is

1

to give or

Herbert, de

imagine any tolerable ac-

Verii.

CHAP.

count of
it
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original, if we do not confess it natural, and refer
common Autlior of all nature whom we are inquiring
of which so much is said by divers^ others, that
its

to that

about

;

nothing more needs here to be said about

V.

And

at least so

much

is

it.

gained by

to a temple, that

it

unless some very plain and ungainsayable demonstration be

brought against the grounds of it, (which will be time enough
when we see it pretended to,) no opposition, fit

to consider

to be regarded, can ever be

made

to it

;

that

is,

none

at all

can possibly be made, but what shall proceed from the most
immodest and rash confidence, animated and borne up only

by

and of making
must be, for it
is not a man or a nation or an age that such have to oppose,
but mankind upon which they shall cast, not some lighter
reflection, but the ^dlest and most opprobrious contumely and
scorn that can be imagined
that is, the imputation of so
egregious folly and dotage, as all this while to have worshipped a shadow as the author of their being, and a figment
for their common parent
and this not the ruder only, and
uninquisitive vulgar, but the wisest and most considering
persons in all times
Surely less than clear and pregr ant
a design of being most licentiously wicked

the world become

Immodest confidence

so.

it

;

;

;

!

demonstration

(at least

not wild, incoherent, self-confounding

suppositions and surmises, of which

be thought

more

hereafter) will never

an attempt that
will be a confidence equally rash as immodest.
For what can be the
undertaker's hope either of success or reward ? Do they
think it an easy enterprise ? and that a few quirks of malapert wit will serve the turn to baffle the Deity into nothing,
and imteach the world religion, and raze out impressions
renewed and transmitted through so many ages, and persuade the race of men to descend a peg lower, and believe
sufficient to justify the boldness of

shall carry this signification with

it.

— And

it

See Cicero in sundry places.
Grotius De Verifafe ChristianxB Bdhj. Du
same subject aud title. Calvin. InMit. Episcopius' Imtit. Theol., who
has written nervously on this subject ; with many more but especially Dr.
1

Plessis,

:

Stillingfleet in his Orig. Sacr,

c 3
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they ouglit to

Or do they
concerns

live,

and

common

their zeal has been

—"

be proverbial,

wont

men

indifferent in a matter that

and

practice

hope,

to be such, as that

to strive as

should their reward be,

i.

shall die like the perishing beast ?

exjject to find

their

[fart

it

and wherein

has obtained to

for the very altars.^' And what
the natural tendency of their

when

is to exclude themselves from the expectation of
any in another world ? And what will they expect in this^
from them whose temples and altars they go about to subBesides, that if they be not hui-ried by a blind
vert ?
impetuous rasliness they woidd consider their danger and

undertaking

apprehend themselves concerned

to strike

very sure

there remain but the least possibility that the matter

and that the Being doth

for if

;

is

other-

whose honour and wormust understand his favour
which they take but an
be of some concernment to them
Much more have they
course to entitle themselves unto.

wise,

exist

ship they contend against, they
to
ill

;

reason to be solicitous,

when

—

horrid cause not only

their

wants evidence, nor hath hitherto pretended to more than a
bare possibility of truth on their side but hath so clear, and
;

as yet altogether unrefuted, evidence lying against

quite takes

away

it,

that

that ver}^ possibility, and all ground for

that miserable

languishing hope that

afforded them.

Therefore

it could have ever
wholly unimaginable
what principle can animate their design, other than a sensual
humour, impatient of restraints, or of any obligation to be

sober, just,

is it left

and honest beyond what

much mistaken

also

own inclination and
woidd lead them to.
measure of the persons

their

interest or conveniency

By all which, we have a sufiicient
from whom any opposition unto religion can be expected;
and hoAV much their authority, their example, or their scorn
ought to signify with us. And that a more valuable opposition can never be made, our experience both that hitherto it
hath not been, and that it would have been if it could, might
For surely it may well be suprender us tolerably secure.
posed that in a world so many ages lost in wickedness, all
imao»inable trials would have been made to disburden it of

—

CHAP.
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and somewliat that had been specious at least, to
if the matter had been any
ways possible. And the more wicked the world hath been,
so directly contrary and so continually assaulted a principle,
and
not yet vanquished, appears the more plainly invincible
that the assaults have been from the lusts of men rather than
their reason, shows the more evidently that their reason hath
which if it could have
only wanted a ground to work upon
been found, their lusts had certainly pressed it to their service
in this warfare, and not have endured rather the molestation
of continual checks and rebukes from it.
Nor need we yet to let our minds hang in suspense, or be
in a dubious expectation that possibly some or other great
wit may arise, that shall perform some great thing in this
matter and discover the groundlessness and folly of religion
by plain and undeniable reasons that have not as yet been
thought on
but betake ourselves to a stricter and closer
consideration of oi(r oicn grounds ; which if we can once find
religion

;

that purpose, had been hit upon,

;

:

;

to be certainly true,
truth,

them

and no

we may be

sure they are of eternal

possible contrivance or device can ever

make

false.

VI.

Having

therefore seen

what common consent may

contribute to the establishing of them, jointly;

we may now

apply ourselves to consider and search into each of them, so
far as

they are capable of a distinct consideration severally
having still this mark in our eye, our own con-

and apart

:

firmation and excitation in reference to

work and business

what

is

the proper

and conversation icith
God, how little soever any endeavour in this kind may be apt
to signify with the otherwise minded.
VII. And, first, for the existence of God
that we may
of a temple,

religion

;

regularly and with evidence
is

or doth

exist,

and

may

make

it

out to ourselves, that he

withal see what the belief of his

existence will contribute towards the evincing of the reason-

him it is requisite that we
him in our minds, or be at an
what it is that we mean or would

ableness of erecting a temple to
first

settle a true notion of

asrreement with ourselves

;

36
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have

Le signified by

to

not \chat

we

tlie

seek, nor ichcn

God otherwise we
we have found him.

uanie of

;

laiow

And

though we must beforehand professedly avow that we
to be such a one as Ave can never comprehend in our
thoughts that this knowledge is too excellent for us, or he is
more excellent than that we can perfectly know him yet it

him

take

;

;

will be sufficient to guide us in our search after his existence,
if

we can

assign such

give such a description or

certain

characters of his being as will severally or together distin-

him from all things else. For then we shall be able to
him by his own name, and say Tim is God ; whatever his

guish
call

being

may

belong to

contain more, or whatsoever other properties

it

may

beyond what we can as yet compass in our pre-

sent thoughts of him.

VIII. iVnd such an account we shall have of what we are
inquiring after, if

we have

the conception in our minds of an

uncaused, independent, necessary Being, that hath

eternal,

active power,

life,

wisdom, goodness, and whatsoever other

supposable excellency, in the highest perfection originally, in

and of itself.
Such a Being we would, with common consent, express by
the name of God.
Even they that would profess to deny or
doubt of his existence, yet must acknowledge this to be the
notion of that which they deny or doubt of or if they should
say titis is not it, or, which is all one, that they do not deny
or doubt of the existence of such a Being as this ; they on the
other hand that would argue for his existence, may conclude
this being that which they
the cause is yielded them
:

;

designed to contend

for.

must indeed be acknowledged that some things belongGod might have been more expresslj^
named but it was not necessarj'- they should, being sufIt

ing to the notion of
;

ficiently included here, as will afterwards

haps

so

whereof

convenient,
is

— some

things,

omitted, being such

might be apt

at first to startle at

as
;

appear

the

:

express

nor per-

mention

more captious persons

who

yet

may

possibly, as

they are insinuated mider other expressions, become by de-
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grees

more

And how-

afterwards.

and adequate notion,

who can
when we have an express, distinct, particular notion
God which we are sure is adequate and full ?) it may how-

ever, if this be not a full

ever
of

them

inclinable to receive

37

(as

tell

ever suffice that

it is

a true one as far as

it

and such

goes,

cannot be mistaken for the notion of any thing

else.

as

And

it

more especially sufficient to our present purpose, if
enough be comprehended in it to recommend him to us as a
fit and worthy object of religion, and whereto a temple ought

will be

to be designed:

as

it

will appear there

is,

when

also

we

have added what is intended concerning his couversableness with men, the ground whereof is also in great part
shall

included in this account of

him

;

so that the consideration of

cannot be wholl}^ severed from that of his existence, as
hath been intimated above that is, if such a Being exist
it

:

unto which this notion belongs, it will sufficiently appear he
is such as that he can converse with men, though it doth not
thence certainly follow that he

For

were a rash and
if he did not
such terms of reconciliation and converse with
will.

it

bold adventure, to say he could not be God,

condescend to

whereof, therefore, more is to be said,
than the mere manifesting his existence, in its own place.
And as to this, we shall endeavour to proceed gradually,
and in the most familiar and intelligible way we can.
I am not unapprehensive that I might here indeed, following great examples, have proceeded in another method than
that which I now choose and because we can have no true
apostate creatures

;

;

appropriate or distinguishing idea or conception of Deity

which doth not include necessity of existence in

it,

have gone

that shorter way, immediately to have concluded the existence
of

God from

his idea itself.

And

I see not but, treading

Cud worth*
hath done, that argument admits, in spite of cavil, of beingmanaged with demonstrative evidence. Yet since some most
pertinaciously insist that it is at the bottom but a mere
those wary steps which the incomparable Dr.

* In his

Iiitell.

System.
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sopMsra.
force of

;

it,

therefore, without

[p.vnT

i.

detracting anytliing from the

as it stands in that excellent

work and the writings

of some other noted authors, I have chosen to go this other

though further
from the certain present existence of things, not existing necessarily or of themselves, their manifest dependence on what doth exist necessarily or of itself
and how manifestly impossible it was that
way, as plainer and
about

;

less liable to exception,

and beginning lower,

to evince

;

anything shoidd exist now, or hereafter to all eternity, if
somewhat had not existed necessarily and of itself from all
eternity.
And I trust, not only this will appear with competent evidence in the sequel of this discourse, but also that
this necessary self-existent being is Grod
a being absolutely
perfect, such to whom the rest of his idea must belong, and
;

to

whom religion or the honour of a temple is
And because that was the point at which this

cipally aims

and wherein

it

God

and

practice,

discourse prin-

finally terminates, not

discovering of atheism, but irreligion
that, as to use

due.

it

was

;

merely the

—from an apprehension

all

one to acknowledge no

whom

no temple or religion
was therefore beside my purpose to consider the several forms or schemes of atheism that have been
devised in any age, as that excellent person hath done
and
enough for my purpose to refute the Epicurean atheism or
theism, (it is indifferent which you call it), because that sectmaster, while he was liberal in granting there were deities,
yet was so impious as to deny worship to any, accounting
they were such as between whom and man, there could be no
conversation
on their part by providence, or on man's by
Therefore, if we shall have made it evident in the
religion.
both the
issue that God is, and is conversable with men
Epicurean atheism vanishes from off the stage and with it all
atheism besides, and irreligion.
IX. We therefore begin with God's existence
for the
evincing whereof we may, first.
Be most assured that there hath been somewhat or other
from all eternit}^, or that looking backward, somewhat of real
at

all,

as only such a one to

could belong

:

—

it

;

;

;

;
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being must be confessed eternal.

Let such as bave not been
used to think of anything more than what they could see
with their eyes and to whom reasoning only seems difficult

because they have not tried what they can do in
their thoughts a little

;

it,

but use

and by moving them a few easy

steps,

they will soon find themselves as sure of this as that they
or hear, or understand, or are anything.

see,

For being sure that something now is, (that you see, for
you must then acknowledge that
certainly either something always was and hath ever been, or
been from all eternity or else you must say that some time
nothing was or that all being once was not and so, since
you find that something now is, that there was a time when
instance, or are something)

;

:

anything of being did begin to

be, that

is,

that

till

that time

there was nothing; but now, at that time, somewhat

first

began to be. For what can be plainer than that if all being
some time was not, and now some being is, everything of
being had a beginning ? And thence it would follow that
some being, that is, the first that ever began to be, did of
itself start up out of nothing or made itself to be, when before

—

—

nothing was.

But now, do you not

plainly see that

possible anything should do so

nothing, and

make

when nothing

;

that

is,

it is

altogether im-

when

it

was

as yet

at all as yet was, that it should

come into being of itself ? For sure, making
doing something. But can that which is nothing
do anything? Unto all doing there must be some doer;
itself or

itself is

wherefore a thing must be, before

it can do anything
and
would follow that it was before it was, or was
and was not, was something and nothing, at the same time.
Yea, and it was divers from itself for a cause must be a distinct thiug from that which is caused by it
wherefore it is
most apparent that some being hath ever been or did never

therefore

;

it

;

;

begin to be.

Whence

further, secondly,

X. It is also evident, that some being was uncaused, or
was ever of itself without any cause for what never was
from another, had never any cause, since nothing could be
;

;
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own cause. And somewhat, as appears from wliat hath
been said, never was from another. Or it may be plainly
argued thus, that either some being was uncaused or all being
was caused but if all being were caused, then some one at
which hath been already shown
least was the cause of itself

its

;

;

commonly used con-

Therefore the expression

impossible.

was of itself, is only to be
taken negatively, that is, that it was not of another; not
Or, what there
positively, as if it did some time make itself.
is positive signified by that form of speech, is only to be
taken thus, that it was a being of that nature as that it was
impossible it should ever not have been not that it did ever,
of itself, step out of not being into being of which more
cerning the

first

Being, that

it

;

;

Thirdly,

hereafter.

XL And
being

is

now

it

is

hence further

independent upon an}" other

evident, that
;

that

is,

some

whereas

it

already appears that some being did never depend on any
other as a productive cause, or was not beholden to any other
that

might come into being

it

evident that
to

any

it

for its

is

is

it

;

thereupon equally

simply independent, or cannot be beholden

For what did never need a

continued being.

need a sustaining or conserving
And, to make this more plain, either some being is
cause.
independent, or all being is dependent but there is nothing
without the compass of all being, whereon it may depend

productive cause doth as

little

—
;

wherefore, to say that

all

being doth depend,

is

to say it

depends on nothing, that is, that it depends not
depend on nothing, is not to depend.
It

is

;

for

to

therefore a manifest contradiction to say that all being

doth depend; against which

is

it

no

relief to say that all

beings do circularly depend on one another

:

for so, however,

the whole circle or sphere of being should depend on nothing,

which negatively taken, as
and the thing we contend for, that one, the
common support of all the rest, depends not on any thing

or one at last depend on itself

;

before, is true,

without

itself.

Whence

XII. That such a

also it is plainly consequent, fourthly,

Being

is

necessary, or

doth

neces-
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of such a nature as that

it

could

not or cannot but be. For what is in being nfeither by its own
But what was not made
choice or any others, is necessarily.
by itself, (which hath been shown impossible that anything
should) nor by any other, (as it hath been proved something
was not,) it is manifest it neither depended on its own choice
And therefore its existence is not
nor any other's that it is.
owing to choice at all, but to the necessity of its own nature.
Wherefore it is alicays by a simple, absolute, natural necessity
being of such a nature to which it is altogether repugnant and impossible ever not to have been, or ever to cease
from being. And now having gone thus far, and being
assured that hitherto we feel the ground firm under us that
;

;

having gained a

is,

fidl

certainty that there

is

an eternal,

uncaused, independent, necessary Being, and therefore actually

and everlastingly existing we may advance one step further,
and with equal assurance add, fifthly,
XIII. That this eternal, independent, uncaused, necessary
Being is self-active that is which is at present meant not
such as acts upon itself, but that hath the power of acting
upon other things, in and of itself, without deriving it from
any other. Or at least that there is such a Being as is eternal,
uncaused, etc., having the power of action in and of itself.
For either such a Being as hath been already evinced is of
itself active or inactive
or either hath the power of action of
;

—

—

;

;

itself or not.

If

we

will say the latter, let

it

be considered

what we say and to what purpose we say it.
1. We are to
weigh what it is we affirm, when we speak of an eternal, uncaused, independent, necessary Being, that
inactive or destitute of

any

there

is

some such thing, we

called

it

something,

it is

is

active power.

a very

of itself totally

silly,

we will say
when we have

If

will confess

despicable, idle something,

and a something (if we look upon it alone) as good as nothing.
For there is but little odds between being nothing, and being
able to do nothing.

1

We

will

We

will again confess eternity,^ self-

acknowledge an impropriety in

this word,

and

its

conjugate

—
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;

i.

origination, independency, necessity of existence, to be very

great and highly dignifying attributes, and that import a
most inconceivable excellency for what higher glory can we
ascribe to any being, than to acknowledge it to have been
from eternity of itself, without being beholden to any other
and to be such as that it can be, and cannot but be, in the same
:

state, self-subsisting and self-sufficient to all eternity ?
And
what inconceivable myriads of little senseless deities must
we, upon that supposition, admit
as would appear, if it were
;

fit

to trouble the reader

and true notion of
must be found to be
or endure,

that

—

with an explication of the nature

which the Being, now supposed,
But what can our reason either direct,

matter,
!

we should

so

incongruously misplace so

and ascribe the j)rime glory
of the most excellent Being, unto that which is next to
nothing ? What might further be said to demonstrate the
impossibility of a self- subsisting and self-original tinactwe
being, will be here unseasonable and pre-occupying.
But if
any in the meantime will be so sullen as to say such a thing,
2. Let it be considered to what purpose they say it.
Is it
to exclude a necessary self-active Being ?
But it can signify
nothing to that purpose for such a Being they will be forced
to acknowledge, let them do what they can (besides putting
out their own eyes) notwithstanding.
For why Avill they
acknowledge any necessary being at all, that was ever of
magnificent attributes as these

?

;

itself? is it not because

they cannot otherwise, for their hearts,

which yet is recompensed by their
perhaps find who shall make trial how to express
the sense intended by them in other words.
And they are used without
suspicion that it can be thought they are meant to signify as if ever God gave
original to himself
bat in the negative sense, that he never received it from
'

Self-Originate,' sometimes hereafter used,

conveuiency; as they

may

;

any other

;

self-caused,

is, what is more than equivalent to his being,
namely, a Being of himself so excellent as not to need, or be

yea,

and that he

any cause Vid. c. 4. sect. ,3 and with the expectation
same allowance which hath been given to avrairios, or other like
We also take it for granted, which it may suffice to hint here once
words.
for all, that when we use here the word Self-Subsistent, it will be understood we intend by it (without logical or metaphysical nicety) not the mere
cajjable to admit,

;

;

of the

exclusion of dependence on a subject, but on a cause.
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was ever possible that anything at all could come
into being ?
But finding that something is, they are compelled to acknowledge that something hath ever been, necessarily and of itself.
No other account could be given how
But what ? doth it signify anyother things came to be.
thing towards the giving an account of the original of all
other things, to suppose only an eternal, self-subsisting, unactive being ?
Did that cause other things to be ? Will not
their own breath choke them, if they attempt to utter the
self-contradicting words, an unactive cause (that is, efficient or author) of anything ?
And do they not see they are
as far from their mark, or do no more towards the assigning
the original of all other things by supposing an eternal,
unactive being only, than if they supposed none at all ? That
what can do nothing, can no more be the productive cause of
another than that which is nothing ? Wherefore, by the same
reason that hath constrained us to acknowledge an eternal,
uncaused, independent, necessary Being
we are also unavoidably led to acknowledge this Being to be self-active, or
such as hath the power of action in and of itself. Or that
there is certainly such a Being that is the cause of all the
things which our sense tells us are, besides, existent in the
tell

it

;

world.

XIV. For what
think

fit

else is left us to say or thinlc ? will

to say that all things

we behold

necessarily existent from all eternity ?

against our
fall

own

eyes,

we

were, as they are,

That were
which continually behold the

to

speak

rise

and

of living things, of whatsoever sort or kind, that can

come under
thing

in the

their notice.

And

it

were

to

speak against the

we say and to say and unsay the same thing
same breath.
For all the things we behold are, in

itself

that

;

some respect or other, internal or external, continually
changing and therefore could never long be beheld as they
are.
And to say then, they have been continually changing
from eternity and yet have been necessarily, is unintelligible,
and flat nonsense
for what is necessarily, is always the
same and what is in this or that posture necessarily, (that
;

;

;
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by an

is,

intrinsic, simple,

and absolute

be here meant) must be ever

so.

[part

necessity,

i.

which must

"Wherefore to suppose the

world in this or that state necessarily, and yet that such a
an impossible and self- contradicting

state is changeable, is

supposition.^

And

to say anything is changing from eternity, signifies it
always undergoing a change which is never passed over,
that is, that it is eternally unchanged, and is ever the same.

is

imaginable degree of change, is some change.
"WTiat is in any the least respect changed, is not in every
respect the same suppose then anj^hing in this present state

For the

least

;

and that it is eternally changing in it, either a
and posture is acquired or not if it be, the former

or posture,

new

state

And

;

though that be none
be no such thing as
necessary alterable matter, may be examined by such as think fit to give
themselves the diversion. For let it be considered ; if every part and
particle that makes up the matter of this universe, were itself a necessary
being, and of itself from all eternity, it must have not only its simple being,
1

whether, by the way, this will not afford

lis,

of our present business, plain evidence that there can

but

its

being such or such, of

itself

necessarily

or rather everything of

;

it,

any way belonging to it, must be its very simple being itself. For
whence should it receive any accession to itself, when it is supposed equally
independent upon its fellows, as any of them upon it ? Suppose then only
or

motion among themselves requisite to prepare
and unite them in, the composition of particidar bodies, and no
other change of any other individual particle needful thereto, but only of
their figure, place, and situation, till they shall come aptly to be disposed in
the now attempted composition how is e ven this change possible ? For supjiose
one of these particles from eternity of such or such a figure, as triangular,
hooked, etc., how can it lose anything from itself, or suffer any alteration of
its figure, which essentially and necessarily belonged to it from eternity ?
That to which it is necessary to be such, it is impossible to it not to be such.
Or suppose no alteration of figure (which Epicurus admits not) were
necessary, but of situation and motion till it become conveniently situate,
even this change also will be simply impossible because you can frame no
imagination of the existence of this or that particle, but you must suppose it in
some or other uhi, or point of space and if it be necessarily, it is here
But if it be here
necessarily ; for what is simply nowhere, is nothing.
necessarily, (that is, in this or that point of space, for in some or other it
must be, and it cannot be here and there at once) it must be here eternally,
and can never not be here. Therefore we can have no notion of necessarily
alterable or moveable matter, which is not inconsistent and rejiugnant to
itself.
Therefore also motion must proceed from an immoveable mover, as

their various intercurrent

them

to,

;

;

:

;
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was temporary and hath an end and therefore the just and
adequate measure of it was not eternity, which hath no end
much less of the change of it, or the transition from the one
But if no new state or posture be
state to the other.
acquired, (which any the least gradual alteration would
make,) then it is eternally unchanged in any the least
;

Therefore eternally changing

degree.

is

a manifest con-

tradiction.

But

impossible.

said,

though eternity be not the measure of

may be

of infinite changes endlessly succeeding

be

if it

one change,
one another

it
;

even this also will be found contradictious and
not to trouble the reader with the more
For,

—

controversy of the possibility or impossibility of

intricate

hath been (though upon another ground) concluded of old. But how action
ad extra stands with the immutability of the Deity, must be fetched from
the consideration of other perfections belonging thereto of which metaphysicians and schoolmen may be considted, discom-sing at large see Suarez.
Ledesma de Divlnd Perfedione, with many more at leisure. Whatsoever
difficulty we may apjtreheud in this case, or if we cannot so easily conceive
how an eternal mind, foreseeing j)erfectly all futurity, together with an
concerning the existence of such
eternal efficacious determination of
and such things to such an instant or point of time, can suffice to their production without a super-added efflux of power at that instant which woiUd
seem to infer somewhat of mutation j^et as the former of these cannot be
demonstrated insufficient, (nor shall we ever reckon ourselves pinched in this
matter tiU we see that 2)lainly and fully done) so they are very obstinately
blind that cannot see, upon the addition of the latter, the vast difference of
these two cases
namely, the facile silent egi-ess of a suificient power in
pursuance to a calm, complacential, eternal purpose for the production of
this creation, by which the Agent acts not upon itself, but upon its own
creature made by its own action and the eternal blind ungoverned action
of matter upon itself, by which it is perpetually changing itself, while yet
it is supposed necessarily what it was before ; and how much more easily
conceivable that is, than this.
How also Hberty of action consists with
necessity of existence, divers have shown ; to which purpose somewhat not
inconsiderable may be seen, Ficiu. hb. ii. cap. 12, de Immortal, etc.
But in
this there can be little pretence to imagine a difficulty, for our own being ;
though not simjjly, yet as to us is necessary, that is, it is imposed upon us ;
:

:

mU

—

—

:

;

for

we come

not into being by our

own

choice

;

and yet are conscious to ourYea, and not only
of which see
inferred by it

selves of no prejudice hereby to our liberty of acting.

doth the former consist with this
Gibheuf.

de

libtrt.

Dei

et

Creat.

latter,

but

is

:

^

;
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about which they

infinite or eternal succession,

mind may

consult others,

[I'ART

—

who have

If this signify anything to the present purpose,

mean

And

it

I.

a

must

the infinite or eternal changes of a necessary Being.
how these very terms do clash with one another,

methinks any sound mind might apprehend at the first
mention of them and how manifestly repugnant the things
are may be collected from what hath been said, and especially from what was thought more fit to be annexed in the
margin.
;

But now since we find that the present state of things is
changeable and actually changing, and that what is changeable

not necessarily, and of

is

And

since

it is

itself

evident that there

is

some necessary Being,

otherwise nothing could ever have been, and that without
since also all change imports
it
and all passion supposes action, and all
action active power, and active power an original seat or
subject that is self- active, or that hath the power of action in
and of itself; for there could be no derivation of it from
that which hath it not, and no first derivation, but from that
which hath it originally of itself and a first derivation there
must be, since all things that are or ever have been furnished
with it, and not of themselves, must either mediately or
immediately have derived it from that which had it of itself,

action nothing could be from

somewhat of

;

passion,

—

;

—

therefore manifest that there

it is

is

a necessary self-active

being, the cause and author of this perpetually variable state

and frame of things.

XY.
active

Since

power doth not

shall find that

And

hence, sixthly,

we can frame no
we

at least

cannot)

it is

notion of

comprehend

conseqvient that this being

and the root of all
and from whence it

also originally vital
life

in or of itself,

other living thing.
•

which selfupon trial we

life

(as

vitality
is

;

is

such as hath

propagated to every

^

Parker, Tentam. Physko-Theolof).

Derodon.

PJdlos.

cont.

Dr. More's

Encldrid. Metaphy».
'

Which

will also prove

it

to bo a Spirit, imto

which order

of beings

;
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so

as

we

plainly sec

some time begin to be, it
from a Being essentially

is
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that this sensible world did

also evident it took its

vital

and

active, that

beginning

had

no

itself

Nor can we make a difficulty to conclude that
Being (which now we have shown is active, and all action

beginning.
this

implies some power)

XVI. Of
infinite, lest

vast

we

is,

seventhly,

and mighty power,

whether creation require

to discuss

(we will

should step too far at once

not

say

not minding noio

;

infinite power,)"

when we

consider and contemplate the vastness of the v.'ork performed

by

it

;

if we were to make our estimate by
we must at least judge this power to be proporFor when our eyes behold an effect exceeding the
any cause which they can behold, ovir mind must

unto which,

nothing

else,

tionable.

power of
step in and supply the defect of our feebler sense; so as to
make a judgment there is a cause loe see not, equal to this
effect.
As when we behold a great and magnificent fabric,
and entering in we see not the master, or any living thing
(which was Cicero's observation^ in reference to this present
purpose) besides mice or weasels, we will not think that
mice or weasels built it. Nor need we, in a matter so
obvious, insist further.
But only when our severer reason
hath made us confess, our further contemplation should make
us admire, a power which is at once both so apparent and so
stupendous.

essential vitality, or that life be essential to them,

property between

it

that though a body

seems as distinguishing a

and a body, as any other we can fasten upon

may

be tridy said to

live,

yet

it

lives

by a

;

life

that
that

is,

is

and separable from it, so as that it may cease to live, and yet be
a body still whereas a spirit lives by its own essence, so that it can no
more cease to live than to be. And as where that essence is borrowed and
accidental

;

derived only,

—

as it is with all created spirits,— so its life must needs be thereso the eternal self -subsisting spirit lives necessarily, and of itself,
according as necessarily and of itself it is, or hath its being: which is

withal

;

only annoted, with a design not to trouble this discourse with any disquinature and other properties of a siiiritual Being
of which enough hath been, with great evidence, said by the incomparable
Dr. More.
sition concerning the

'

De Naiard Deorum.
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And now

Corollary.
coursed,

from what

been hitherto

hatli

i.

dis-

seems a plain and necessary consectary, that

world had a cause divers from the matter whereof

this
is

it

[part

it

composed.

For otherwise matter, that hath been more generally taken
must be stated the only
cause and fountain of all the action and motion that is now
which is a conceit wild
to be found in the whole universe
and absurd enough, not only as it opposes the common judgment of such as have with the greatest diligence inquired
to be of itself altogether unactive,

:

into things of this nature, but as being in itself manifestly

impossible to be true.

As would
More's^

Dr.

done

easily appear, if it

were needful to press farther
which he hath

reasonings to this purpose

And

also

that

otherwise, all

own

they are

notoriously

taking to be most

what
^

it,

must proceed from

constant and eternal action upon

yet feigned to be a necessary being

to

—

the great and undeniable

changes which continually happen in
its

;

sufficiently for himself.

;

inconsistent.

clear,

may now

itself,

while

Which

therefore we,

the more securely proceed

follows.

Both

in his Immortality

it is

with the notion whereof

of the Sonl, aud Enchirid. Mefaphys.

—

CHAPTER

III.

—

WISDOM ASSERTED TO BELONG TO THIS BEING THE PRODUCTION OF THIS
WORLD, BY A MIGHTY AGENT DESTITUTE OF WISDOM, IMPOSSIBLE ON
CONSIDERATION OF, I. WHAT WOULD BE ADVERSE TO THIS PRODUCTION.
IL WHAT WOULD BE WANTING J SOME EFFECTS TO WHICH A DESIGNING
CAUSE WILL, ON ALL HANDS, BE CONFESSED NECESSARY, HAVING MANIFEST CHARACTERS OF SKILL AND DESIGN UPON THEM. ABSURD HERE TO
EXCEPT THE WORKS OF NATURE; WHEREIN AT LEAST EQUAL CHARACTERS
OF WISDOM AND DESIGN ARE TO BE SEEN, AS IN ANY THE MOST CONFESSED PIECES OF ART; INSTANCED IN THE FRAME AND MOTION OF
HEAVENLY BODIES. A MEAN, UNPHILOSOPHICAL TEMPER TO BE MORE
TAKEN WITH NOVELTIES, THAN COMMON THINGS OF GREATER IMPORTANCE.
FURTHER INSTAJSrCE IN THE COMPOSITION OF THE BODIES OF ANIMALS
TWO CONTRARY CAUSES OP MEN'S NOT ACKNOWLEDGING THE WISDOM OF
THEIR MAKER HEREIN PROGRESS IS MADE FROM THE CONSIDERATION
OF THE PARTS AND FRAME TO THE POWERS AND FlftfCTIONS OF TERRESTRIAL CREATURES ; GROWTH, NUTRITION, PROPAGATION OF KIND, SPONTANEOUS MOTION, SENSATION. THE PRETENCE CONSIDERED THAT THE
BODIES OF ANIMALS ARE MACHINES. I. HOW IMPROBABLE IT IS. IL HOW
LITTLE TO THE PURPOSE. THE POWERS OF THE HUMAN SOUL— IT APPEARS,
NOTWITHSTANDING THEM, IT HAD A CAUSE BY THEM A WISE AND INTELLIGENT CAUSE.— IT IS NOT MATTER; THAT NOT CAPABLE OF REASON
THEY NOT HERE REFLECTED ON, WHO THINK REASONABLE SOULS MADE
OF REFINED MATTER, BY THE CREATOR. NOT BEING MATTER, NOR
ARISING FROM THENCE, IT MUST HAVE A CAUSE THAT IS INTELLIGENT
GOODNESS ALSO BELONGING TO THIS BEING.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

I.

We therefore add, that this Being is Wise

and

Intellig-ent,

as well as powerful.

IJpon the very view of this world, it
will appear so vast power was guided by equal wisdom in the
framing of it though this is wont to be the principal labour
;

in e^^ncing the existence of a Deity, namely, the proving

that this universe owes
as

may
VOL.

its rise to a wise and designing Cause
be seen in Cicero's excellent performance in this kind

III.

;

r

D

THE
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and in divers
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temple.

Yet the placing

later writers.

much

so

i.

of

seems in great part to have proceeded hence, that this hath been chosen for the great
medium to prove that it had a cause diverse from itself.

their endeavour herein,

But

if

that once be done a shorter way, and

that this world

power of

all

is

not

itself

it

fully appear

a necessary being, having the

the action and motion to be found in

it

of iUelf,

(which already seems plain enough,) and it do most evidently
thence also appear to have had a cause foreign to or distinct
from itself though we shall not therefore the more carelessly
;

consider this subject, yet no place of doubt seems to remain,

but that this was an intelligent cause, and that this world
was the product of wisdom and counsel, and not of mere
power alone. For what imagination can be more grossly
absurd than to suppose this orderly frame of things to have
been the result of so mighty power, not accompanied or
guided by wisdom and counsel ? that is (as the case must

now unavoidably be

understood), that there

is

some Being

necessarily existent, of an essentially active nature, of incon-

ceivably vast and

mighty power and vigour,

destitute of all

understanding and knowledge, and consequently of any selfmoderating principle, but acting always by the necessity of
its

own nature and

raised

nature

up

therefore

to

its

very uttermost,

the alterable matter of the miiverse

all

—that
whose

(to

plainly repugnant to be of itself or exist neces-

it is

nothing and, by the utmost exertion of that
ungoverned power, put all the parts and particles of that
matter into a wild hurry of impetuous motion, by which they
have been compacted and digested into particular beings, in
And surely to
that variety and order which we now behold.
sarily) out of

give

this

speaks, not

;

account of the world's original,
'

to consider,

but to cast

lots

.

what

is,

as

to say

Cicero
;

'

and

were as mad a supposition, as if one should suppose the one
and twenty letters, formed' (as the same author elsewhere
speaks) in great numbers, of gold or what you please else,
and cast of any careless fashion together, and that of these,
'

*

loosely shaken out

upon the ground, Ennius' Anna/s should

CHA.I'.
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now we

be distinctly legible, as

see tbem.'

were the supposition of a thing a thousandfold more

it

manifestly impossible.
II.

For before we consider the gross absurdity of such a

supposed production, that

is,

that a thing should be brought

by so mere a casualty, that so evidently requires an
exquisitely formed and continued design, even though there
to pass

Avere nothing positively to resist or hinder it

what there

sidered

will be that cannot but

hinder an}- such production.
consider, that

is

it

To

;

let it

be con-

most certainly

purpose we are to

this

a vast power which so generally moves

the diffused matter of the universe.

Hereof make an estimate, by considering what is requisite
huge bulks as this
whole massy globe of earth (according to some) or, which is
much more strange, the sun (according to others) with that
inconceivably swift motion which this supposition makes
necessary, together with the other planets, and the innumerto the continual whirling about of such

;

able heavenly bodies besides, that are subject to the laws of a

continual motion

which must be

:

adding hereto, how mighty a power

sufficient to all

it

is

the productions, motions, and

actions of all other things.

Again, consider that aU this motion and motive power must
have some source and fountain, diverse from the dull and sluggish matter moved thereby unto which it already hath appeared impossible it should originally and essentially belong.
Next that the mighty active being, which hath been
proved necessarily existent and whereto it must first belong,
;

;

if we suppose it destitute of the self-moderating principle of
wisdom and counsel, cannot but be always exerting its motive
power, invariably and to the same degree that is, to its very
utmost, and can never cease or fail to do so for its act knows
no limit but that of its power, if this can have any and its
power is essential to it, and its essence is necessary.
Further; that the motion impressed upon the matter of
the universe must hereupon necessarily have received a
continual increase, ever since it came into being.
;

:

;

D 2

;
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[part

i.

That, supposing this motive power to have been exerted

from

eternity, it

must have been increased long ago

an

to

infinite excess.

That hence the coalition of the particles of matter, for the
forming of anything, had been altogether impossible. For
let us suppose this exerted motive power to have been any
instant but barely sufficient for such a formation,

that could not be dispatched in an instant,

continual

momently

grown

increase be

its

so over- sufficient, as

in the next instant to dissipate the particles but

ning to

—because

would by

it

now

begin-

unite.

At least, it would be most apparent, that if ever such a
frame of things as we now behold coidd have been produced,
that motive power, increased to so infinite an excess, must
have shattered the whole frame in pieces many an age ago
or rather, never have permitted that such a thing as we call
an age, could possibly have been.
Our experience gives us not to observe any so destructive
or remarkable changes in the course of nature
and this (as
was long ago foretold) is the great argument of the atheisthat things are as they
tical scoffers in these latter days,
But
were from the beginning of the creation to this day.'
general
let it be soberly weighed, how it is possible the
consistencj^, which we observe things are at throughout the
universe, and their steady orderly posture can stand with
:

'

this

momently

And
we

increase of motion.

that such an increase could not (upon the supposition

are

now

opposing) but have been,

is

most evident

not to insist that nothing of impressed motion

but only imparted to other things,

do not therefore suppose as
impressed it coidd continue of

it

stant, equal

there
of

its

is

supply from the

but that there

mover,

is

a con-

— we will admit that

a continual decrease or loss, but never to the degree

continual increase.

the

for
lost,

they thought being once

itself,

For we

see,

when we throw

out of our hand, Avhatever of the impressed force
to

;

—which, they that suppose

if

first

ever

is

air,

through which

it

makes

its

it

a stone

do impart

way, or not being
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received vanishes of itself
time, tliat carries

it all

;

it
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yet retains a part a considerable

the length of

its

journey, and

not vanish and die away on the sudden.

Therefore

aJl

does

when we

here consider the continual momently renewal of the same
force,

always necessarily gcwing forth from the same mighty

Agent without any moderation

every following
or restraint
impetus doth so immediately overtake the former, that whatever we can suppose lost is yet so abundantly over-supplied,
;

that upon the whole it cannot fail to be ever growing, and to
have grown to that all-destroying excess before-mentioned.
Whence therefore that famed restorer and improver of some
principles of the ancient philosophy, hath seen a necessity to
acknowledge it as a manifest thing
That God himself is
the universal and primary cause of all the motions that are in
the world, who in the beginning created matter, together
with motion and rest and doth now, by his ordinary concourse only, continue so much of motion and rest in it, as he
first put into it.
For,' saith he, we understand it as a perfection in Grod, not only that he is unchangeable in himself,
but that he works after a most constant and unchangeable
manner.
So that, excepting those changes which either
evident experience or Divine revelation renders certain, and
which we know or believe to be without change in the
Creator, we ought to suppose none in his works
lest thereby
any inconstancy should be argued in himself.' ^ Whereupon
he grounds the laws and rides concerning motion which he
afterwards lays down, whereof we referred to one a little
'

:

;

'

;

above.
It

is

therefore evident that as without the supposition of a

Being there coidd be no such thing as motion, so
without the supposition of an intelligent Being (that is, that
self-active

the same Being be both self-active and intelligent) there could

be no regular motion

;

such as

is

absolutely necessary to the

forming and continuing of any the compacted, bodily substances, which our eyes behold every day
yea, or of any
:

^

Des

Cartes, Princip. Philot^oph.

,

jj.irt ii.
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their figures or shapes to be as rude,

deformed, and useless as we can imagine

;

much

less

such as

the exquisite compositions and the exact order of things, in
the universe, do evidently require and discover.
III.

And

position as

there were no such thing carried in this sup-

if
is

positively adverse to

what

is

supposed, so as

most certainly to hinder it, (as we see plainly there is,) yet
the mere want of what is necessary to such a production, is
enough to render it impossible, and the supposition of it

For it
which somewhat
wants a cause to
absurd.

it effected b}'"

is

not only absurd to suppose a production

shall certainly resist
effect it

;

and

it is

and hinder, but which

not less absurd to suppose

a manifestly insufficient and unproportionable

cause than by none at

For

all.

as nothing can be produced

without a cause, so no cause can work above or beyond

own

its

Whatsoever therefore is
ascribed to any cause, above and beyond its ability, all that
surplusage is ascribed to no cause at all and so an effect, in
that part at least, were supposed without a cause.
And if
then it follow when an effect is produced, that it had a cause,
capacity and natural aptitude.

;

why doth it not eqiiall}^ follow, when an effect is produced,
having manifest characters of wisdom and design upon it,
that it had a wise and designing cause ?
If it be said there
be some fortuitous or casual, at least undesigned, productions,
that look like the effects of wisdom and contrivance, but
indeed are not as the birds so orderly and seasonably making
their nests, the bees their comb, and the spider its web, which
are capable of no design
that exception needs to be well
proved before it be admitted and that it be plainly demonstrated, both that these creatures are not capable of design,
and that there is not an universal designing cause from
whose directive as well as operative influence no imaginable
effect or event can be exempted
in which case, it will no
more be necessary that every creature that is observed steadily
to work towards an end should itself design and know it,
than that an artificer's tools should know what he is doing
with them but if they do not, it is plain he must. And
;

;

—

;

;

:

—

;
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upon them wlio so except, to prove in this case
what they say, and not be so precarious as to beg, or think us
so easy as to grant, so much, only because they have thought
that is, that this or that
fit to say it or would fain have it so
any
designing
cause.
happened
without
strange event
of
such
as make this
would
demand
however,
I
But,
TV.
effect
at all to
think
there
be
any
they
whether
exception,
they
will
which
necessary
or
was
designing
cause
which a
judge impossible to have been otherwise produced than by
the direction and contrivance of wisdom and counsel? I little
doubt but there are thousands of things, laboured and
wrought by the hand of man, concerning which they would
presently, upon first sight, pronounce they were the efiects of
skill, and not of chance
yea, if they only considered their
frame and shape, though they yet understood not their use
and end. They would surely think, at least some efiects or
other sufficient to argue to us a designing cause. And would
they but soberly consider and resolve what characters or footsteps of wisdom and design might be reckoned sufficient to
put us oiit of doubt would they not, upon comparing, be
brought to acknowledge there are nowhere any more conspicuous and manifest than in the things daily in view, that
go ordinarily with us under the name of the works of nature ?
^^Tience it is plainly consequent, that what men commonly
call universal nature, if they would be content no longer to
lurk in the darkness of an obscure and uninterpreted word,
they must confess is nothing else but common Providence
that is, the Universal Power which is everywhere active in
the world, in conjunction with the Unerring Wisdom which
guides and moderates all its exertions and operations or the
wisdom which directs and governs that power. Otherwise,
when they see cause to acknowledge that such an exact order
and disposition of parts, in very neat and elegant compositions, doth plainly argue wisdom and skill in the contrivance,
only they will distinguish, and say, it is so in the effects of
art, but not of nature
what is this but to deny in particidar,
what they granted in general ? to make what they have said
surely

it lies

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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signify notliing

order of parts
of

wisdom

;

the effect of

why

more than
it is

wisdom

not the
?

and

advantage for this

trifling or

it is

the effect

wisdom, where it is not
instead of giving a reason

effect of

to trifle,

things are so and so ?

i.

they had said such exquisite

the effect of wisdom, where

is

but

if

[part

And whence take they their
do hope to hide their folly in it,

but that they think, while what

is meant by art is known,
what is meant by natiwe cannot be Icnown ? But if it be not
known, how can they tell but their distingmshing members
are coincident, and run into one ? yea, and if they would
allow the thing itself to speak, and the effect to confess and

name of its own cause how plain is it that they
do run into one, and that the expression imports no improdictate the

priety which

;

we somewhere

Nature,' or rather that Nature

find in Cicero
is

nothing

else

:

'

The

but divine

art of
art, at

near an analogy as there can be between any things
divine and human. For, that this matter (even the thing
least in as

itself,

may

wai"\dng for the present the consideration of names)

more narrowly discussed and searched into, let some
curious piece of workmanship be offered to such a sceptic's view,
the making whereof he did not see nor of anything like it and
we will suppose him not told that this was made by the hand
of any man, nor that he hath anything to guide his judgment about the way of its becoming what it is, but only his
own view of the thing itself and yet he shall presently' without hesitation pronounce, This was the effect of much skill.'
I would here inquire why do you so pronounce ? or what is
the reason of this your jiidgment ? Surely he would not say,
he hath no reason at all for this so confident and unwavering
determination
for then he would- not be determined, but
speak by chance, and be indifferent to say that or anything
else.
Somewhat or other there must be, that, when he is
asked,
Is this the effect of skill ?' shall so suddenly and
irresistibl}' captivate him into an assent that it is, that he
cannot think otherwise. Nay, if a thousand men were asked
the same question, thej'- would as undoubtingly say the same
thing and then, since there is a reason for this judgm.ent,
be a

little

;

;

'

;

'

;
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what can be devised to be the reason, but that there are so
manifest characters and evidences of skill in the composure
Now here I would
as are not attributable to anything else ?
further demand,

doth
for

it

which

much

is

there anything in this reason, yea, or no ?

signify anything, or
it

is

is it

of any value to the purpose

Surely

alleged?

it

is

of very great, in as

it not in a man's
and what can be said more
potently and efficaciously to demonstrate ? But now, if this
reason signify anything, it signifies thus much, that wheresoever there are equal characters and evidences of skill, at
least where there are equal, a skilful agent must be acknow-

as

power

when

to think

ledged.

And

it is

considered,

anything

so

it

else

will (in

it

leaves

;

spite of

cavil)

conclude imi-

and abstractly from what we can suppose distinctly
signified by the terms of art and nature, that whatsoever
efiect hath such or equal characters of skill upon it, did proceed from a skilful cause that is, that if this eifect be said
to be from a skilful cause as such, (namely, as having manifest
characters of skill upon it,) then every such efiect (namelj^,
that hath equally manifest characters of skill upon it) must
be, with equal reason, concluded to be from a skilful cause.
We will acknowledge skill to act, and wit to contrive, very
distinguishable things
and in reference to some works (as
the making some curious automaton or self-moving engine)
versally,

;

;

are

commonly lodged

in diverse subjects

;

that

the con-

is,

and the
making, the manual dexterity and skill of others. But the
manifest characters of both will be seen in the efiect that is,
the curious elaborateness of each several part shows the latter,
and the order and dependence of parts and their conspiracy to
one common end, the former. Each betokens design, or at
least the smith or carpenter must be understood to design his
own part, that is, to do as he was directed
both together do
plainly bespeak an agent that knew what he did, and that
the thing was not done by chance, or was not the casual product of onl}^ being busy at random, or making a careless stir
without aiming at anj^thing. And this, no man that is in his
trivance exercises the wit and invention of one

;

;

—

;

—
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I,

upon sight of tlie whole frame, more doubt to
and he would
assent nnto than that two and two make four
think that
to
profess
should
that
certainly be thought mad,
among
several
stir
blustering
maldng
a
one's
only by some
parts
these
hapand
wood,
iron,
brass,
small fragments of
into
together
came
and
formed,
curiously
thus
pened to be

wits

-VTOiild,

:

this frame, of their

Or

own

accord.

should be thought to intimate too rude a

lest this

representation of their conceit,

of the

moving
is

suppose

(for

this

it is,

world to have

by the

agitation

parts or particles of matter, without the direc-

and that we may also make the case as
most ordinary capacity, we will
instance) that one who had never before seen a

tion of a wise

plain as

who think

frame and order, wherein

fallen into this

mover

;

possible to the

watch or anything of that sort, hath now this little engine
can we doubt but he would upon the
first offered to his view
mere sight of its figure, structure, and the very curious workmanship which we will suppose appearing in it, presently
acknowledge the artificer's hand ? But if he were also made
and it
to understand the use and purpose for which it serves
were distinctly shown him how each thing contributes, and
;

;

things in this little fabric concur, to this purpose, the
exact measuring and dividing of time by minutes, hours, and
months he would certainly both confess and praise the great
all

;

ingenuity of the

first

But now

inventor.

if

a bystander,

beholding him in this admiration, would undertake to show a
profounder reach and strain of wit, and should say, Sir, you
'

are mistaken concerning the composition of this so

much

by the hand or
admired piece it
innumerable
company of
an
only
were
there
skill of any one
was not made

;

or designed

;

much too small to be perfrisking and plying to
busily
your
that
were
sense,
ceived by
and by a strange
and fro about the place of its nativity
chance (or a stranger fate, and the necessary laws of that

little

atoms, or very small bodies,

;

motion which they were unavoidably put into by a certain
mover) they fell together into this
small bulk, so as to compose it into this very shape and

boisterous, undesigning

CHAP.
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and with this same number and order of parts, which
you now behold one squadron of these busy particles (little
thinking what they were about) agreeing to make up one
wheel, and another some other, in that proportion which you
see
others of them also falling, and becoming fixed, in so
happy a posture and situation as to describe the several
figures by which the little moving fingers point out the hour
of the day and day of the month and all conspired to fall
figure

;

;

;

together, each into

own

its

place, in so lucky a juncture as

that the reofular motion failed not to ensue, which

now

observed in

foolish (for it is

:

it

'

— what

man

is

we

see is

so wise or so

either

hard to determine whether the excess or
him to be of this faith) as to be

defect should best qualify

capable of being

And

made

believe this piece of natural history ?

one should give this account of the production of such
a trifle, would he not be thought in jest ? But if he persist,
and solemnly profess that thus he takes it to have been,
if

would he not be thought in good earnest mad ? And let but
any sober reason judge, whether we have not unspeakably
more manifest madness to contend against in such as suppose
this world, and the bodies of living creatures, to have fallen
into this frame and orderly disposition of parts wherein they
are, without the direction of a wise and designing cause ?
And whether there be not an incomparably greater number
of most wild and arbitrary svippositions in ihetr fiction than
in tills ? Besides the innumerable supposed repetitions of
the same strange chances, all the world over even as numberless, not only as productions, but as the changes that
And if the
continually happen to all the things produced.
concourse of atoms could make this world, why not (for it is
but little to mention such a thing as this) a porch, or a
;

temple, or a house, or a city, (as Tully speaks in the beforerecited place,)

performances

y. It

is

which were

less operose

and much more easy

?

not to be supposed that

all

should be astronomers,

anatomists, or natural philosophers, that
lines

;

and therefore

it

is

intended not to

shall
insist

read

these

upon par-

;
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and to make as little use as is possible of terms that
would only be agreeable to tbat supposition. But surely
such general easy reflections on the frame of the universe,
and the order of parts in the bodies of all sorts of livingticulars,

creatures, as the meanest, ordinary understanding

is

capable

would soon discover incomparably greater evidence of
wisdom and design in the contrivance of these, than in that
And if there were any whose underof a watch or a clock.
standings are but of that size and measure as to suppose that
the whole frame of the heavens serves to no other purpose
than to be of some such use as that, to us mortals here on
of,

if they would but allow themselves leisure to think
and consider, might discern the most convincing and
amazing discoveries of wise contrivance and design as well
as of vastest might and power, in disposing things into so
apt a subserviency to that meaner end and that so exact a
knowledge is had thereby of times and seasons, days and

earth

;

:

years, as that the simplest idiot in a country
tell

you,

when the

light of the sun

at Avhat time it will return,

may

be able to

withdrawn from

is

and when

it

his eyes,

will look in at such

when at the other and by what degrees,
and nights shall either increase or be diminished
and what proportion of time he shall have for his labours
in this season of the year and what in that, without the
a window and

;

his days

least suspicion or fear that it shall ever fall out otherwise.

But that some, in later days, whose more enlarged minds
have by diligent search and artificial helps got clearer notices
(even than most of the more learned of former times) concerning the true frame and vastness of the universe, the
matter, nature, and condition of the heavenly bodies, their
situation, order,

and laws of motion; and the great proba-

bility of their serving to nobler purposes than the greater

men have ever dreamt of before that, I
any of these shoidd have chosen it for the emplo^inent
of their great intellects, to devise ways of excluding intellectual power from the contrivance of this frame of things,
having so great advantages, beyond the most of mankind
part of learned
sa)',

:

THE LTYIXG
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great Author and Lord

greatest wonders tliat comes under our

notice, and might tempt even a sober mind to prefer vulgar
and popular ignorance before tlioir learned, pliilosophieal
deliration.

VI. Though yet indeed not their philosophy, by which they
would be distinguished from the common sort, but what they
have in common with them, ought in justice to bear the
blame. For is it not evident, how much soever they reckon
themselves exalted above the vulgar

sort,

that their miser-

able shifting in this matter proceeds only from

meanlj^

so,

that

is

what

is

most
and

their labouring under the most vulgar

—

meanest diseases of the mind, disregard of what is common,
and an aptness to place more in the strangeness of new,
unexpected, and surprising events, than in things unspeakably more considerable that are of every day's observation ?
Than which nothing argues a more abject, unphilosophical
temper.

man can pretend is more
and what any man must confess is less considerable, than what our eyes daily see) that in some part of the
air, near this earth, and within such limits as that the whole
scene might be conveniently beheld at one view, there shoidd
For

let

us but suppose (what no

impossible,

suddenly appear a

little

globe of pure flaming light resem-

bling that of the sun, and suppose

it

fixed as a centre to

another body, or moving about that other as
this

or that

hypothesis best pleases us,)

its centre, (as

which we could

plainly perceive to be a proportionably little earth, beautified

with
lets,

little trees

and woods, flowery

fields,

and flowing rivu-

with larger lakes into which these discharge themselves

;

and suppose we the other planets all of proportionable bigness to the narrow limits assigned them, placed at their due
distances and playing about this supposed earth or sun, so as
to measure their shorter, and soon absolved days, months,
and years, or two, twelve, or thirty years, according to their
supposed lesser circuits would they not presently, and vrith.
great amazement, confess an intelligent Contriver and ]Maker
:
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of this whole frame, above a Posklonius or any mortal ? And
have we not, in the present frame of things, a demonstration
of wisdom and counsel as far exceeding that which is now
supposed, as the making some toy or bauble to please a child
is less an argument of wisdom than the contrivance of somewhat that is of apparent and universal use ? Or, if we could
suppose this present state of things to have but newly begim,

and ourselves pre-existent,
.

so that

we could take

notice of

the very passing of things out of horrid confusion into the
comely order they are now in, would not this put the matter

And

out of doubt?

that this state

had once a beginning

needs not be proved over again. But might what would
yesterday have been the effect of wisdom, better have been
brought about by chance five or six thousand years or any

time ago ? It speaks not want of evidence in the
want of consideration and of exercising our underbut
thing,
standings, if what were new would not only convince but

lono-er

astonish
so

much
YII.

;

and what

is old,

of the

same importance, doth not

as convince.

And

position of a

let

them

human

that understand anything of the com-

body, or indeed of any living creature,

but bethink themselves whether there be not equal contrivance at least, appearing in the composure of that admirable fabric, as of

any the most admired machine or engine

made by human wit and skill. If we pitch
upon anything of known and common use, as suppose again

devised and

a clock or watch, which

ledged
will

(as

is

no sooner seen than

hath been said) the

we not

effect of

it

is

acknow-

a designing cause

;

much of the body of a man ? Yea,
there, when in the structure of some one

confess as

what comparison is
single member, as a hand, a foot, an eye or ear, there
appears upon a diligent search, unspeakably greater curiosity,
whether we consider the variety of

parts,

their exquisite

figuration, or their apt disposition to the distinct uses

ends these members serve
or watch ?

for,

than

is to

and

be seen in any clock

Concerning which uses of the several parts in
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man's body, Galen/ so largely discoursing in seventeen
books, inserts, on tlie by, this epiphonema, upon the mention
of one particular instance of our most wise Maker's provident
care
Unto whom' (saith he) I compose these commentaries'
*

;

'

(meaning his present work of unfolding the useful figuration
human body) as certain hymns, or songs of praise,
esteeming true piety more to consist in this, that I first may
know, and then declare to others his wisdom, power, providence and goodness, than in sacrificing to him many hecatombs
and in the ignorance whereof there is greatest
impiety, rather than in abstaining from saci'ifice.^
Nor
(as he adds in the close of that excellent work)
is the most
of the

'

;

.

.

.

'

'

man only, but you may
and wisdom of the Author in

perfect natural artifice to be seen in
find the like industrious design

any living creature which you shall please to dissect. And
by how much the less it is, so much the greater admiration
shall it raise in you, which those artists show that describe
some great thing (contractedly) in a ver}^ small space as
that person,' saith he, 'who lately engraved Phaeton carried in his chariot w4th his four horses upon a little ring.
A most incredible sight But there is nothing, in matters
of this nature, more strange than in the structure of the leoof a flea.'
How much more might it be said of all its
inward parts
Therefore, as he adds, The greatest commodity of such a work accrues not to physicians, but to them
who are studiou.s of nature, namely, the knowledge of our
Maker's perfection, and that,' as he had said a little above,
it establishes the principle of the most perfect theology
which theology,' saith he, is much more excellent than all
;

!

'

!

*

;

'

medicine.'

an undertaking and beyond the designed
it would be to excellent jmrpose, if it could be done without amusing terms, and in that
easy, familiar way as to be capable of common use,) to pursue
It were too great

limits of this discourse, (though

and

trace distinctly the prints
1

Lib.

iii.

De usu

and

part, ex Lacuii. Epit.

footsteps of the admirable
2

S;iij jjjj

]_ i-j
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t.

wisdom, Tvliicli appears in the structure and frame of this
for even our " bodies " themselves are said to
outer temple ^
"
and to dwell a while,
of the Holy Ghost "
temples
be the

—

—

in the contemplation and discovery of those numerous instances of most apparent, ungainsayable sagacity and providence which offer themselves to view in every part and
how most commodiously all things
particle of this fabric
;

are ordered in

it

with

;

how

strangely

circum-

cautious

spection and foresight, not only destructive, but even perpe-

and

tually vexatious
pro\'ided against

;

afflicting incongruities are

might be put

questions that

As

vident foresight.

the several parts,

two

for the evincing of such pro-

for instance,

which we

are not single only?

there are

avoided and

— to pose ourselves upon the sundry obvious

is

how comes

it

to pass that

find to be double in our bodies,

this altogether

by chance?

miserable shiftless creature had

man

been, if there

That

What

eyes, ears, nostrils^ hands, feet, etc. ?

a

had only

been allowed him one foot ? a seeing, hearing, talking, unThat the hand is divided into fingers ?
moving statue ?
those so conveniently

situate,

one in

so

fitly

opposite a

posture to the rest ?

And what if some one pair, or other, of these parts had
been universally wanting ? The hands ? the feet ? the eyes?
the ears ? How great a misery had it inferred upon manand

only a casualty that it is not so ?
That the
composed of so many joints (twenty-four, besides
those of that which is the basis and sustainer of the whole)
and is not all of a ]Diece, by which stooping or any motion of
the head or neck, diverse from that of the whole body, had
been altogether impossible that there is such variety and

kind

!

back-bone

is it

is

;

curiosity in the

and other parts

ways of joining the bones together in that
of the bodj^ that in some parts, they are
;

joined by more adherence of one to another," either with or

without an intervening medium,
diversely

;

^

and both these ways, so
by proper joint-

that others are fastened together
1

Cor.

vi.

19.

"

Bartholin. Kiolanus.

;
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and be accompanied with motion, either
more obscure or more manifest and this either by a deeper
or more superficial insertion of one bone into another, or by
a mutual insertion, and that so different ways and that all
these shoidd be so exactly accommodated to the several parts,
was all this
and uses to which they belong, and serve
without design ? Who, that views the curious and apt
texture of the eye, can think it was not made on purpose to
see with ?^ and the ear, upon the like view, for hearing?
when so many things must concur, that these actions might
be performed by these organs, and are found to do so ? Or
ing, so as to suit

;

;

;

who can

think that the sundry

downwards, to

little

made with design

the eye were not

—

engines belonging to
to

move

it

upwards,

this side or that, or whirl it about, as there

should be occasion

;

without which instruments and their

appendages, no such motion could have been?

Who,

that

not stupidly perverse, can think that the sundry inward

is

it would require a volume distinctly to speak of,
mention them and their uses would too unproportionably swell this part of this discourse) were not made,

parts (which

and but

to

purposely,

by a designing

and constantly serve

The want of some one among
misplacing, or if things had
otherwise than they are, had inferred an

divers whereof, or but a

been but a

little

agent, for the ends they so aptly

for ?

little

impossibility that such a creature as
or been propagated

sisted

what

upon the

man

could have sub-

face of the earth

:

as

there had not been such a receptacle prepared as the

if

stomach

is, -

and

so

formed and placed

digest necessary nutriment ?

Had

as it is to receive

and

not the whole frame of

man

besides been in vain ?
Or what if the passage from it
downward had not been made somewhat a little way ascending, so as to detain a convenient time what is received

How

foolish to think that

.art intended an end in making a window to
and that nature intended none in making an eye to see with ?
as CamiianoUa in that rapturous discourse of his, Atlmsmus Trmmphatus.
2 Xon pi'odest cibus, neque corpori accedit, qui statim
sumptus emittitur.
Seneca, on another occasion.
1

see through,
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but that what was taken
is

in,

[pAUT

were suddenly transmitted

?

I.

it

evident the whole structure had been ruined, as soon as

made.

"What, to instance in what seems so small a matter,
cover had been wanting at the entrance of that

if that little

we breathe ? the depression whereof,
by the weight of what we eat or drink, shuts it, and prevents
had not unmeat and drink from going down that way
avoidable suffocation ensued ? And who can number the
instances that might be given besides ? Now when there is
passage through which

;

a concurrence of so

cerning which the

many things absolutely necessary (concommon saying is as applicable, more

be applied to matters of morality, " Goodness is from the concurrence of all causes evil, from any
defect,") each so aptly and opportunely serving its own

•frequently

wont

to

;

proper use and

common end

one

all

;

certainly to say that so

manifold, so regular and stated a subserviency to that end,

and the end
out thus,

We

is

itself,

to say

fell

we know or care not what.
we close this consideration concerning

will only before

the mere frame
hastily

were undesigned and things casually

and

of

hviman body, (which hath been so
which
excluding the vulgar notion by which

a

superficially proposed,) offer a supposition,

—

no more strange
nothing is strange but what is not common than the thing
itself as it actually is
namely, that the whole more exteris

—

;

nal covering of the hodj of a

man were made,

instead of

skin and flesh, of some very transparent substance, flexible,

but clear as very crystal, through which and the other more

inward (and as transparent) integuments or enfoldings, we
could plainly perceive the situation and order of all the

and how they each of them perform their
If we could discern the continual motion
of the blood, how it is conveyed, by its proper conduits, from
its first source and fountain, partly downwards to the lower
entrails, (if rather it ascend not from thence, as at least what
afterwards becomes blood doth,) partly upwards to its admirable elaboratory, the heart, where it is refined, and furnished
with fresh vital spirits, and so transmitted thence, by the

internal parts,

distinct offices.

—

Cii.vr.
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we perceive
by which it is
the order and course
let in and out, on this side and on that
of its circulation, its most commodious distribution, by two
social channels or conduit pipes that everywhere accompany
could we discern the
one another throughout the body
curious artifice of the brain, its ways of purgation, and were
it possible to pry into the secret chambers and receptacles of
the less or more pure spirits there, perceive their manifold
conveyances and the rare texture of that net commonly called
the " wonderful one ;" could we behold the veins, arteries,
and nerves, all of them arising from their proper and distinct
originals
and their orderly dispersion, for the most part by
pairs and conjugations, on this side and that from the middle
of the back, with the curiously wrought branches, which
supposing these to appear duly diversified, as so many more
duskish strokes in this transparent frame they woidd be

distinct vessels, prepared for this purpose

the curious contrivance of those

;

covdd

doors,

little

;

;

;

—

found to make throughout the whole of it were every smaller
fibre thus made at once discernible, especially those innu;

merable threads into which the spinal marrow is distributed
and could we, through the same
at the bottom of the back
medium, perceive those numerous little machines made to
:

serve unto voluntary motions, (which in the whole ^

computed by some

body are

number of four hundred and thirty
many of them as according to the present

to the

or thereabouts, or so

come

supposition coidd possibly

in view,)

and discern their

composition, their various and elegant figures, round, square,

and behold them do their offices, and
fro, and work in their respective
were all
places, as any motion is to be performed by them
these things, I say, thus made liable to an easy and distinct
view, who would not admiringly cry out, " how fearfully and
wonderfully am I made !" And sure there is no man sober,
who would not upon such a sight pronounce that man mad
that should suppose such a production to have been a mere

long, triangular, etc.,
see

how they

ply to and

;

^

Piidlamis.

—

!
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At least, if there be anything in the
be thought to carry sufficiently con^dncing

undesigned casualty.
world, that

may

of its having been made industriouslj- and on
by chance, would not this composition, thus
offered to view, be esteemed to do so much more ?
Yea, and
if it did only bear upon it characters equally evidential of
wisdom and design with what doth certainly so, though in

evidences in

it,

purpose, not

the lowest degree,
purpose.

For

if

it

were

sufficient to evince

our present

one such instance as this would bring the

matter no higher than to a bare equality, that would at least
argue a JMaker of man's body as wise and as properly designing as the artificer of any such slighter piece of workmanship,
that

may yet
And

design.

certainly be concluded the effect of skill

then,

stances, to manifest

enough might be

him unspeakably

said,

from other

superior.

And

and
in-

that

the matter would be brought at least to an equality, upon the
supposition now made, there can be no doubt, if any one be
judge that hath not abjured his understanding and his eyes
together.
And what then if we lay aside that supposition,
(which only somewhat gratifies fancy and imagination,) doth

wisdom and conwork of foi-ming man's body, only
for that it is not so easily and suddenly obvious to our sight ?
Then we might with the same reason say concerning some
curious piece of carved work that is thought fit to be kept
locked up in a cabinet, when we see it, that there was admirable worlananship shown in doing it but as soon as it is
again shut up in its repository, that there was none at all
Inasmuch as we speak of the objective characters of wisdom
and design that are in the thing itself, (though they must
some way or other come under our notice, otherwise we can
that alter the case ? or

is

there the less of

trivance expressed in this

;

be capable of arguing nothing from them, yet) since we have
sufficient assurance that there really are such characters in

man as have been mentioned, and
thousand
more
than have been thought necessary to be
a
mentioned here, it is plain that the greater or less facility of
finding them out, so that we be at a certainty that they are,
the structure of the body of
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b}' the slower and more gradual search of our own
by relying upon the testimony of such as have
purchased themselves that satisfaction by their own labour
and diligence,) is merely accidental to the thing itself we are
discoursing of; and neither adds to nor detracts from the

(whether

eyes,

or

Or

rational evidence of the present argument.

the more abstruse paths of Divine
thinffs,

do rather recommend

it

Wisdom

if it

do either,

in this, as in other

the more to our adoration and

and lay open to
The things which

reverence, than if everything were obvious,

the

glance of a more careless eye.

first

we are
Maker

sure (or

may

be, if

we do

not shut our eyes) the wise

of this world hath done, do sufficiently serve to assure

us that he could have done this also

;

that

is,

have made

everything in the frame and shape of our bodies conspicuous

way but now supposed, if he had thought it fit. He
hath done greater things. And since he hath not thought
that fit, we may be bold to say the doing of it would signify
more trifling, and less design. It gives us a more amiable
and comely representation of the Being we are treating of,
that his works are less for ostentation than use; and that his
wisdom and other attributes appear in them, rather to the
instruction of sober, than the gratification of vain, minds.

in the

We

may therefore confidently conclude that the figuration
human body carries with it as manifest, unquestionable
evidences of design, as any piece of human artifice that most

of the

confessedly, in the
fore

had

judgment of any man, doth

as certainly a designing cause.

the world to show a disparity, unless
is

inconceivably great on our side.

it

We

so

;

and there-

may

challenge

be that the advantage

For would not any one

that hath not abandoned at once both his reason^ and his

modesty, be ashamed to confess and admire the

shown

in

making a

statue or the picture of a

one ingeniously says)

skill that is

man, that

but the shadow of his skin

(as

and
deny the wisdom that appears in the composure of his body
itself, that contains so numerous and so various engines and

^

is

Parker, Tentam. Physico-Theolog.

;
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instruments for sundry purposes in it, as tliat it is become an
art, and a very laudable one, but to discover and find out the
art

and

skill tbat is

shown

and formation

in the contrivance

of them.

VIII. It

how

is,

different

in the

meantime, strange to consider from

and contrary causes

it

proceeds that the wise

contriver of this fabric hath not his due acknowledgments

on the account of it. For with some, it proceeds from their
supine and drowsy ignorance, and that they little know or
think what prints and footstej)s of a Deity they carry about
them in their bone and flesh, in every part, and vein, and
With others, (as if too much learning had made them
limb.
mad, or an excess of light had struck them into a mopish
blindness,) these things are so well known and seen, so common and obvious, that they are the less regarded and because
:

they can give a very punctual account that things are so,
they think it now not worth the considering how they come
They can trace all these hidden paths and footto be so.
steps, and therefore all seems very easy, and they give over
as they that would detract from Columbus's
wondering
acquists of glory by the discovery he had made of America,^
by pretending the achievement was easy whom he ingeniously rebvdced by challenging them to make an egg stand
which when none of them
erect, alone, upon a plain table,
could do, he, only by a gentle bruising of one end of it, makes
it stand on the table without other support, and then teUs
them this was more easy than his voyage into America, now
they had seen it done; before, they knew not how to go
about it. Some may think the contrivance of the body of a
man or other animal easy now they know it but had they
been to project such a model without a pattern or anything
leading thereto, how miserable a loss had they been at How
easy a confession had been drawn from them of the " finger
of God ;" and how silent a submission to his just triumph
over their, and aU human wit, when as the most admired
:

;

—

;

!

1

ArcUbishop Abbot's Geograph.

—

—
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performances in this kind by any mortal Lave been only faint
and infinitely distant imitations of the works of God
As is
!

to be seen in the so

much

celebrated exploits of Posidonius,

E-egiomontanus, and others of this

And

IX.

now,

if

sort.

any should be either

so incurably blind

as not to perceive, or so perversely wilful as not to

acknow-

ledge an appearance of wisdom in the frame and figuration
of the body of an animal, peculiarly of man, more than equal

what appears in any the most exquisite piece of human
and which no wit of man can ever fully imitate
although, as hath been said, an acknowledged equality would

to

artifice,

;

Maker thereof
jet because it is the
now speaking of, and that it is therefore not enough to evince, but to magnify the wisdom we
would ascribe to him, we shall pass from the parts and
frame to the consideration of the more principal powers and
evince a wise

suffice to

existence of

God we

;

are

functions of terrestrial creatures;

agree to the

ascending from such as

less perfect orders of these to

perfect, namely, of

man

himself.

And

those of the

more

surely to have been

the author of faculties that shall enable to such functions,

wisdom that defies our imitation and will
dismay the attempt of it.
We begin with that of growth. Many sorts of rare engines
we acknowledge contrived by the wit of man, but who hath

will evidence a

ever

made one

grow?

that could

improving power ?

A tree,

this account challenge all the

that

to implant the

is,

which
which

it

a

self-

may upon

world to make such a thing

power of growing into anything

to

doth not natively belong, or to make a thing to

it
it

or that had in

a herb, a pile of grass,

doth.

By what

art would they make a seed ? and which way
would they inspire it with a seminal form ? And they that
think this whole globe of the earth was compacted by the
casual,

or fatal, coalition

magic would they conjure

make one

We

clod ?

after miracles

;

if

of particles
so

of matter, by what

many to come together

as should

mind
we did not more vainly mean by them
vainly hunt with a lingering
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nothing else but novelties, we are compassed about with
such and the greatest miracle is that we see them not.
You, with whom the daily productions of nature (as you call
Try your skill
it) are so cheap, see if you can do the like.
upon a rose. Yea, but you must have pre-existent matter.
But can you ever prove the Maker of the world had so ? or
even defend the possibility of uncreated matter ? And suppose they had the free grant of all the matter between the
;

crown of

their

with

or

it ?

head and the moon, could they

how

to

manage

tell

make

so as to

it

it

what

to

yield

them

one single flower, that they might glory in as their
duction

o-wni

pro-

that hath reason enough about

him

?

And what
to be serious

mortal

and

man

to think a while,

at the miracle of nutrition?

imitation here
is,

;

or

who woidd attempt an

or not despair to perform anything like

make any

to

infinitely

?

would not even be amazed

or that there are things in the

world capable of nourishment
that

do

outdone

nourishable thing

Do

?

?

it,

Are we not here

we see ourselves compassed
we not ourselves such, in that

not

about with wonders, and are

from all whose parts there is a conand yet that receive a constant gradual
supply and renovation, by which they are continued in the
as the bush burning, but not consumed ? It is
same state
easy to give an artificial frame to a thing that shall gradually decay and waste, till it quite be gone and disappear.
You can raise a structure of snow, that would soon do that.
But can your manual skill compose a thing that lilve our
bodies shall be contuiually melting aAvay and be continually
Nay, but you
repaired, through so long a tract of time ?
can tell how it is done you know in what method and by
what instruments food is received, concocted, separated, and
so much as must serve for nourishment turned into chyle, and
that into blood, first grosser and then more refined
and that
distributed into all parts for this purpose.
Yea, and what
then ? therefore you are as wise as your Maker ? could you
have made such a thing as the stomach, a liver, a heart, a

we

see,

and

are, creatures

tinual defluxion,

;

—

.

;

;

!
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Or are you so very sure what tlie digestive
you are, and know what things best serve
it, who implanted that
immediately useful, or in the

to maintain, to repair, or strengthen

quality? both where

it

is

so

other things you would use for the service of that

? or how,
such things had not been prepared to your hand, would
you have devised to persuade the particles of matter into so

if

and happy a conjuncture, as that such a quality might
more suitably to the most) how, if you
had not been shown the way, would you have thought it
were to be done, or which way would you have gone to work,
to turn meat and drink into flesh and blood ?
Nor is propagation of their o^vn kind by the creatures that
have that faculty implanted in them, less admirable, or more
possible to be imitated by any human device.
Such produc-

useful

result ? or (to speak

Who

tions stay in their first descent.

trivance, find out a

way

of

by

can,

making anything

his

own

con-

that can produce

What machine did ever man invent
And the ways and means by which it
(though He that can do all things well knew

another like itself?

that had this power ?
is

done, are such

how

to

compass his ends by them) as do exceed not our under-

standing only, but our wonder.

And what
we

shall

we

say of spontaneous motion, wherewith

endowed that are

find also creatures

ble in our eyes, as well as ourselves

thing as a

move
far

fly,

a gnat,

itself or stop its

have

all

etc.,

;

so

mean and

that

is,

despica-

that so silly a

should have a power in

own motion

at its

own

pleasure

!

it

to

How

attempted imitations in this kind fallen short of

and how much more excellent a thing is the
and most contemptible insect, than the most admired
machine we ever heard or read of, (as Archytas Tarentinus'
this perfection,

smallest

dove, so anciently celebrated; or
fly,

or his eagle, or

any the

more

like,)

lately,

Regiomontanus'

not only as having this

pecidiar power above anything of this sort, but as having
the sundry other powers besides, meeting in it, whereof these

are wholly destitute

And
VOL.

should we go on to instance
III.

fui-tlier

in the several
V.

—

!
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and internal

appetitions, passions, sympathies,

instincts,

;

i.

the various

antipathies,

the

powers of memory, and we might add of speech, that we
find the inferior orders of creatures, either generally furnished

with, or

some of them,

as to this last, disposed unto

we even overdo the

should

lessly insult over

human

;

how

present business, and too need-

wit,

(which we must suppose to have
it to produce and

already yielded the cause) in challenging
ofier

to view, a hearing, seeing engine^ that can imagine,

talk, is capable of

hunger,

thirst, of desire,

anger, fear, grief,

it may glory and
have done this ?"
Is it so admirable a performance and so ungainsayable an
evidence of skill and wisdom, with much labour and long
travail of mind, a busy, restless agitation of working thoughts,

etc., as its

own

creature, concerning

which

say, " I

the often renewal of frustrated attempts, the varying of

way and that, at length to hit upon, and
by much pains and with a slow gradual progress, by the use
defeated trials this

of who can tell how man}'- simdry sorts of instruments or tools
managed by more, possibly, than a few hands, by long

—

hewing, hammering, turning,

filing
to compose one only
machine of such a frame and structure as that by the

single

frequent reinforcement of a skilful hand,

it

may

be capable

some (and that otherwise but a very short lived) motion
and is it no argument or efiect of wisdom, so easily and cerof

:

tainly,

without labour, error, or disappointment, to frame both

so infinite a variety of kinds,

and

so

innumerable individuals

of every such kind, of living creatures, that can not only

with the greatest
sorts of motion,
that,

facility

so

fro, this

many
w^ay or

with a progressive or circular, a swifter or a slower
own pleasui'e but can also grow, propagate,

motion, at their
see,

move themselves with

downwards, upwards, to and

;

hear, desire, joy, etc.

only blind, either fate or chance

and odd a complexion

is

no work of wisdom, but
Of how strangely perverse,

Is this
?

that imderstanding

(if

yet

it

may

be

called an understanding) that can make this judgment
X. And they think they have found out a rare knack and

—
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who have

that gives a great relief to their diseased minds,

learned to call the bodies of living creatures, even the human
not excepted, by way of diminution, machines or a sort of
automatous engines.

But how

cause there

little

to

is

hug

would plainly appear,
If first, we would allow ourselves

how

small pretence this appellation

or be fond of this fancy

leisure to
is so

examine with

placed and applied

how little purpose it is
nothing to the exclusion of Divitie
wisdom from the formation of them.

and next,

if it

be applied rightly, to

alleged, or that

And

it signifies

for the first

how

because

;

we know not

a better, let

it

be

and unsatisfying the account is,
which the great ^ and justly admired master in this facidty
gives, how divers of those things, which he would have to be
so, are performed only in the mechanical way.
For though his ingenuity must be acknowledged in his
modest exception of some nobler operations belonging to
ourselves, from coming itnder those rigid, necessitating laws,
considered

defective

yet certainly, to the severe inquiry of one not partially addicted to the sentiments of so great a wit because they were
his, it

would appear there are great

yet wanting, in the account which

defects,

and many things

given us of some of the

is

meaner of those functions which he would attribute only
organized matter

;

or (to use his

own

to

expression) to the con-

formation of the members of the body, and the course of the

by the heat of the heart, etc.
For howsoever accurately he describes the instruments and

spirits excited

the way,
i:)rinciple,

As

his

account seems very

satisfying of the

little

either of spontaneous motion or of sensation.

to the

former

;

though

it

be very apparent that the

muscles, seated in that opi^osite posture wherein they are,

—

mostly found paired, throughout the body the nerves, and
the animal spirits in the brain and (suppose we) that glan-

—

dule seated in the inmost part of

it,

are the instruments of

the motion of the limbs and the whole bod}^
'

Des Cartes De Passionlhus Anima', part

1,

;

yet,

atque

what are

alibi.

e2

—
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prime causation, or much more to the sponAnd whereas, with us, (who are
acknowledged to have such a faculty independent on the
body,) an act of will doth so manifestly contribute, so that
when 'we will our body is moved with so admirable facility,
and we feel not the cumbersome weight of an arm to be lifted
up, or of our whole corporeal bulk to be moved this way or
that, by a slower or swifter motion
yea, and whenas also
we can on the sudden in a very instant start up
if we will
out of the most composed, sedentary posture, and put ourselves upon occasion into the most violent course of motion
or action
but, if we have no such will, though we have the
same agile spirits about us, we find no difficulty to keep in a
posture of rest, and are, for the most part, not sensible of any
endeavour or urgency of those active particles as if they were
hardly to be restrained from putting us into motion, and,
against a reluctant act of our will, we are not moved but with
great difficulty to them that will give themselves and us the
trouble
This being, I say, the case with us, and it being
all

these to

tlie

taneity of this motion ?

:

—

;

:

—

also obvious to our observation, that it

is

so very

much alike
how in-

in these mentioned respects with brute creatures

conceivable

is it,

;

that the directive principle of their motions

and ours should be

so vastly

soever greater perfection

is

and altogether unlike,

—what-

required, with us, as to those

more

noble and perfect functions and operations which are found
to

belong to us

signify so very

That is, that in us, an act of will should
much, and be for the most part necessary to

?

the beginning, the continuing, the stopping, or the varying

and in them, nothing like it, nor anything
only that ^ corporeal principle which he assigns as
common to them and us, the continual heat in the heart
(which he calls a sort of fire) nourished by the blood of the

of our motions

;

else besides

—

veins, the instruments of

motion already mentioned, and the

various representations and impressions of external objects,
as there
^

-

and " elsewhere he expresses himself
De

Passionibus, part

Princip. Philosoph.

1,

!

Upon which

art. 8.

Dioptric,

c. 4.

Dissert, de

Method.

!
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much

is

undoubtedly to be attributed to

a stress should be laid,

motion, seems strange

motions of some
while

we cannot

77

as

when we may

;

that

observe so various

as of a fly in our

silly creatures,

it)

to the diversifying of

window,

perceive and can scarce imagine any change

them

in external objects about

:

yea,

variously frisking and plying to and

a

swarm

of

flies,

so

some this way,
others that, with a thousand diversities and interferings in
their motion and some resting, while things are in the same
state, externally, to them all.
So that what should cause, or
cease, or so strangely vary such motions, is, from thence, or
anything else he hath said, left unimaginable as it is much
fro,

;

;

more, how, in creatures of

much

strength, as a bear or a lion,

paw should be moved sometimes so gently and sometimes
with so mighty force, only by mere mechanism, without any
a

directive principle that

of all

how

is

not altogether corporeal

:

but most

the strange regularity of motion in some creatures,

making its web, and the like, should be
no other than such causes as he hath assigned of
the motions in general of brute creatures. And what though
some motions of our own seem wholly involuntary, (as that of
our eye-lids in the case which he supposes) doth it therefore
follow they must proceed from^ a principle only corporeal? as if
our soul had no other act belonging to it but that of willing
which he doth not downright say, but that it is its only or
its chief act
and if it be its chief act only, what hinders but
that such a motion may proceed from an act that is not chief ?
or that it may have a power that may sometimes step forth
into act (and in greater matters than that) without any
formal, deliberated command or direction of our will.
So
little reason is there to conclude that all our ^ motions common to us with beasts, or even their motions themselves,
depend on nothing else than the conformation of the members,
and the course which the spirits, excited by the heat of the
heart, do naturally follow, in the brain, the nerves, and the
as of the spider in

owing

to

;

1

De

Passionibus,

art.

13.

2

^g

art.

16.

;
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same manner

after tlie

;

automaton,

witli

[part
tlie

I.

motion of an

etc.

But as to tlie matter of sensation, liis account seems mucli
more defective and unintelligible that is, how it should be
;

he supposes everything common to us with
For, admit that it be as
beasts may be) without a soul.
who doubts but it is by the instruments which he assigns,
performed

(as

—

—

we

what is the sentient, or what useth these
and doth '' sent ire,'" or exercise sense by them;
that is, suppose it be performed in the brain, ^ and that, as he
says, by the help of the nerves, which from thence, like small
strings^ are stretched forth unto all the other members;
suppose we have the three things to consider in the nerves,
which he recites, their interior substance, which extends
itself like very slender threads from the brain to the extremities of all the other members into which they are Icnit
the very thin little skins which enclose these, and which
being continued with those that enwrap the brain do compose
the little pipes which contain these threads and lastly, the
animal spirits, which are conveyed down from the brain
through these pipes yet which of these is most subservient
imto sense ?
That'^ he undertakes elsewhere to declare,
are

still

to seek

instriunents,

;

:

namely, that we are not to think (which we also suppose)

some nerves to serve for sense, others for motion only, as
some have thought; but that the enclosed spirits serve for
the motion of the members, and those Kttle threads, also
enclosed, for sense.
Are we yet any nearer our purpose"? do
these small threads " sentire ? " are these the things that
ultimately receive and discern the various impressions of
objects?

And

how comes

since they are all of one sort of substance,

some of them are seeing threads,
Is it from the
diverse and commodious figuration of the organs unto which
these descend from the brain ?
But though we acknowledge
and admire the curious and exquisite formation of those
it

to pass that

others hearing threads, others tasting, etc.

1

Princip. PliUosoph., sect. 189.
^

Dioptr.,

-

De

c. iv., s. 4, 5.

Passionibus, art. 11.
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organs, and their most apt usefulness (as organs or instru-

ments) to the purposes for which they are designed yet
what do they signify without a proportionably apt and able
agent to use them; or percipient to entertain and judge of
;

the several notices which by
external things

pure and

That

?

is,

them

are only transmitted from

suppose

we

a drop of never so

transparent liquor, or let there be three, diversely

tinctured or coloured, and

(lest

they mingle) kept asunder by

their distinct, enfolding coats, let these encompass one the
are we
other, and together compose one little shining globe
;

satisfied

that

now

this

curious pretty ball can

see ? nay,

suppose we it never so conveniently situate, suppose we the
forementioned strings fastened to it, and these, being hollow,
well replenished with as pure air or wind or gentle flame as

you can imagine; yea, and
threads to boot, can

it

all

the before-described

yet do the feat

naj, suppose

?

we can suppose, except
by what name you will) and

things else to concur that
principle, (call that
still

little

we

all

a living
is

it

not

as incapable of the act of seeing, as a ball of clay or a

pebble stone

?

Or can the substance

that or any other act of sense, (for

of the brain itself perform
it

superfluous to speak

is

any more than the pulp of an apple or
So that, trace this matter wliither you
a dish of curds ?
will, within the compass of your assigned limits, and you are
range through the whole body, and
still at the same loss
what can you find but flesh and bones, marrow and blood,
and which of these
strings and threads, humour and vapour
These are your materials and such like
is capable of sense ?
order them as you will, put them into what method you can
devise, and, except you can make it live, you cannot make it
distinctly of the rest)

;

;

;

so

much

as feel,

much

less

perform

all

other acts of sense

unto which these tools alone seem as unproportionable as a ploughshare to the most curious sculpture, or a

besides

;

pair of tongs to the most melodious music.

But how much more inconceivable it is that the figuration
and concurrence of the forementioned organs can alone
suffice to

produce the several passions of love,

fear,

anger,

;

80
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whereof we find so evident indications in brute creatures,
enough but to hint and (but that all persons do not
read the same books) it were altogether unnecessary to have
etc.,

it is

:

much,

said so

after so plain demonstration already extant,

that matter/ howsoever modified "any of the mentioned ways,
is

incapable of sense.

Nor would it seem necessary to attempt anything in this
kind in particular and direct opposition to the very pecidiar
sentiments of this most ingenious author, (as he will undoubtedly be reckoned in all succeeding time,) who, when he
imdertakes to show what sense is and how it is performed,
makes it the proper business of the soul, comprehends it
under the name of cogitation, naming^ himself a " thinking
thing;" adds by way of question, "what
"

answers,

A

thing

doubting,

is

that?" and

understanding,

affirming,

denjang, willing, nilling, and also imagining, and exercising
sense " says expressly, ^ it is evident to all that it is the soul
;

that exercises sense, not the body,* in as direct words as the

so-much celebrated poet of old
The only wonder
under this general name of cogitation he denies
!

is,

that

it

unto

under which name, he may be thought less fitly to
have included it than to have affirmed them incapable of
anything to which that name ought to be applied as he
doth not only affirm, but esteems himself by most firm
reasons to have proved. ^

brutes

;

;

And

yet that particular reason seems a great deal more

pious than

it

particular

way

namely,
the

lest

human

is

cogent, which he gives for his choosing this

of difierencing brutes from

any prejudice should be done
soul's

immortality

truly says, "that doth

more

the path of virtue, than

if

:

human

creatures

to the doctrine of

there being nothing, as he

easily turn off

weak minds from

they should think the souls of

brutes to be of the same nature with our

own

;

and therefore

that nothing remains to be hoped or feared after this
*

In Dr. More's Immortality of

2

Princip. Phil., part 4,

*

Dioptr.

c. 4.

*

s.

the

189,

Piesp. sexte.

SouL
*

Medit.

Dissert, de Method.,

2.
o.

v.

life
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more by us than by flies or pismires." For sure tbere were
other ways of providing against that danger, besides that of
^
denying tliem so much as sense (other than merely organical,
as he somewhere alleviates the harshness of that position, but
without telling us what useth these organs) and the making

them nothing else but well-formed machines.
But yet if we should admit the propriety of

this appel-

and acknowledge (the thing itself intended to be
signified by it) that all the powers belonging to mere brutal
nature are purely mechanical and no more to what purpose
is it here alleged? or what can it be understood to signify ?
what is lost from our cause by it ? and what have atheists
whereof to glory ? For was the contrivance of these machines

lation,

;

were they the authors of this rare invention, or of
like it
or can they show any product of human
device and wit that shall be capable of vying with the
strange powers of those machines ? or can they imagine what
so highly exceeds all human skill to have fallen by chance,
and without any contrivance or design at all, into a frame

theirs ?

anything

;

capable of such powers and operations

?

If they be machines, they are (as that free-spirited author
speaks) to be considered as a sort of machine- made by the

hand of God which is by infinite degrees better ordered and
hath in it more admirable motions than any that could ever
have been formed by the art of man. Yea, and we might
add, so little disadvantage would accrue to the present cause
(whatever might to some other) by this concession, that
rather (if it were not a wrong to the cause, which justly
;

disdains

we should

allege anything false or uncertain for its

support) this would add much,

but to

its

triumph, that

we

we

will not say to its victory,

did acknowledge

them

nothing-

than mere mechanical contrivances. For, since they
must certainly either be such, or have each of them a soul to
animate and enable them to their several functions, it seems
else

a

much more

easy performance, and

within the nearer reach of
'

Resp. sextae.

human
*

is

more

conceivable,

and

apprehension, that they

Dissert, de Method., sec.

5.

E 3
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made

should be furnislied wiih. such, a one than be

I.

capable of

and the former, though
it were not a surer, were a more amazing, unsearchable, and
less comprehensible discovery of the most transcendent
wisdom, than the latter.
XI. But because whatsoever comes under the name of
cogitation, properly taken, is assigned to some higher cause
than mechanism and that there are operations belonging to
man which lay claim to a reasonable soul, as the immediate
principle and author of them
we have yet this further step
that is, to consider the most apparent evidence
to advance
we have of a wise designing agent in the powers and nature
of this more excellent, and (among things more obvious to
so admirable operations without

it

:

;

;

;

our notice) the noblest of his productions.

And

were

it

not for the slothful neglect of the most to

we should not here need to recount unto
common
and well-known abilities and excellencies
men, the
which peculiarly belong to their own nature they might
study themselves,

;

take notice without being told, that
tual faculty, they have

as to their intellec-

first,

somewhat about them that can think,

understand, frame notions of things

;

can rectify or

that

supply the false or defective representations which are

them by

made

and fancies that can conceive of things far above the reach and sphere of sense, the
moral good or evil of actions or inclinations, what there is in
them of rectitude or pravity whereby they can animadvert
and cast their eye inward upon themselves observe the good

to

their external senses

;

;

;

or evil acts or inclinations, the knowledge, ignorance, dulness,
vigour, tranquillity, trouble,

imperfections of their

and

generallj^ the perfections or

own minds;

that can apprehend the

general natures of things, the future existence of what yet
not,

with the future appearance of that, to

us,

which

is

as yet

appears not.

Of which

man

last sort of power,^ the confident assertion, "

No

can have a conception of the future," needs not, against

our experience,

make
'

us doubt

Hobbes's

;

especially being enforced

Human

Mature.

by

!
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no better than that pleasant reason there subjoined,
the future

;

not yet

is

" that

is to

—"

for

say, because it is future

;

amounts to) we cannot conFor though our conceptions of
ceive it because we cannot.
former things guide us in forming notions of what is future,
yet sure our conception of anything as future is much another
sort of conception from what we have of the same thing as
for if an object be
past, as appears from its different effects
apprehended good, we conceive of it, as past, with sorrow
if evil, with joy as past
as future, with hope and joy
with
fear and sorrow, as future.
And (which above all the rest discovers and magnifies the
intellectual power of the human soul) that they can form a
conception, howsoever imperfect, of this absolutely perfect
Being whereof we are discoursing which even they that
acknowledge not its existence, cannot deny, except the}'
will profess themselves blindly and at a venture to deny
they know not what, or what they have not so much as
thought of
They may take notice of their power of comparing things,
of discerning and making a judgment of their agreements
and disagreements, their proportions and disproportions to
one another of afiirming or denying this or that, concerning
such or such things and of pronouncing with more or less
and

so (which

is all

this reason

;

;

;

;

;

;

confidence concerning the ti'uth or falsehood of such affirmations or negations.

And

moreover of their power of arguing, and inferring
so as from one plain and evident
principle to draw forth a long chain of consequences that
one thing from another

may

;

be discerned to be linked therewith.

They have withal
capacity of the

to consider the liberty

human

will

;

which,

when

it

and the large
is

itself, rejects

the dominion of any other than the supreme Lord, and
refuses satisfaction in

any other than the supreme and most

comprehensive Good,

And upon

even so hasty and transient a view of a thing

furnished with such powers and faculties,

we have

sufficient

—

;
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occasion to bethink ourselves,
into being ?

whence did

it

[part

how came such

a thing as this

spring or to what original doth

owe itself ?
More particularly we have here two things
coursed

man

it

to be dis-

:

First, that

of

I.

notwithstanding so high excellencies, the soul

doth yet appear to be a caused being, that sometime

had a beginning.
Secondly, that, by them,

owes

itself to

As

it

is

sufficiently evident that it

a wise and intelligent cause.

to the former of these

with

we need say

whom we

the less because that

have chiefly now

to do, deny
have had a beginning, as supposing
them to be produced by the bodies they animate by the same
generation, and that such generation did sometime begin
that only rude and wildly moving matter was from eternity,
and that by infinite alterations and commixtures in that
eternity, it fell at last into this orderly frame and state
wherein things now are and became prolific, so as to give
beginning to the several sorts of living things which do now
continue to propagate themselves the mad folly of which
random fancy we have been so largely contending against
hitherto.
The other sort, who were for an eternal succession
of generations, have been sufiiciently refuted by divers others,
and partly by what hath been already said in this discourse
and we may further meet with them ere it be long. We, in
the meantime, find not any professing atheism, to make
human souls, as such, necessary and self-originate beings.
Yet it is requisite to consider, not only what persons of
atheistical persuasions have said, but what also they possibly
may say. And moreover, some that have been remote from
atheism, have been prone, upon the contemplation of the
excellencies of the human soul, to over-magnify, yea and
even no less than deify it. It is therefore needful to say
somewhat in this matter. For if nothing of direct and
downright atheism had been designed, the rash hyperboles
(as we will charitably call them) and unwarrantable rhetori-

sort of atheists

not

human

souls to

;

:

;
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cations of these latter, should they obtain to be looked

and received

as severe

and

strict assertions of truth,

upon
were

equally destructive of religion as the others, more strangely

bold and avowed opposition to

it.

Such, I mean, as have spoken of the " souls ^ of men" as
" parts of God;" one " thing with him," " a particle of Divine
breath," " an extract or derivation of himself " that have
;

not feared to apply to them his most peculiar attributes, or
say that of them which is most appropriate and iucommuni-

him

cably belonging to

alone

;

nay, to give

them

his very

name, and say in plain words they were God. ^
Now it woidd render a temple alike insignificant, to suppose no worshipper as to suppose none who should be worshipped.
And what should be the worshipper, when our
souls are thought the same thing with what should be the
object of our worship ?

But methinks, when we consider their necessitous, indigent
wants and cravings, their pressures and groans,
their grievances and complaints, we should find enough to
state, their

convince us they are not the self-originate or self-sufficient

Being

;

and might even despair anything should be plain and

easy to them, with

whom

themselves from God.

it

Why

is

a difficulty to distinguish

are they in a state which they

dislike ? wherefore are they not full

1

-

Hor. Serm. M. Anton.
The Pythagoreans, concerning whom

Sen. Ep. 92.

monish one another, to take heed

and

a.ir6a-iraff/j.a

it is

satisfied ?

why do

IoutoD.

said they

were wont

to ad-

they shoidd rend God in themselves
(Jamblich. de Vit. Pyt/iatj.) Plato, who
M^ Stacnraf rhv 4v kavrois 6e6v.
undertakes to prove the immortality of the sold by such arguments as, if
they did conclude anything, would conclude it to be God; that it is the
lest

:

—

fountain, the principle,

Tr-nyv]

Kal apxh, of

ciple is uubegotten, etc., in Phoedro,

motion

makes

it

;

and adds, that the

the cause of

prin-

all things,

and

the ruler of all, de Leg. 1. 10, though his words there seem meant of the soul
Concerning which soul, afterwards inquiring whether all
of the world.
ought not to account it God ? he answers
Yes certainly, except any one
:

'

be come to extreme madness.' And whether an identity were not imagined
of our souls, with that of the world, or with God, is too much left in doubt,
both as to him and some of his followers, to say nothing of modern enthusiasts.
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they wish and complain

? is this

[part

God-like

?

But

if

i.

any have

a doubt hanging in their minds, concerning the unity of soids

with one another or with the soul of the world, let them read
what is already extant. And supposing them thereupon distinct beings, there needs no more to prove them not to be
necessary, independent, uncaused ones,^ than their subjection
to so frequent

changes

and gradual progress
in their purposes

;

;

to

their ignorance, doubts, irresolution,

knowledge, certainty, and stability

their very being united with these bodies,

in which they have been but a little while as we all know,
whereby they undergo no small change, (admitting them to
have been pre-existent,) and wherein they experience so
many, yea, whether those changes import any immutation
of their very essence or no, the repugnancy being so plainly
and
manifest of the very terms necessary and changeable
inasmuch as it is so evident that a necessary being can
receive no accession to itself; that it must always have or
keep itself after the same manner and in the same state that

—

:

;

be necessarily such or such, (as we cannot conceive it to
he, but we must, in our own thoughts, affix to it some determinate state or other) it must be eternally such, and ever in

if it

that particular

unchanged

state.

Therefore, be the perfection of our souls as great as our

knowledge of them can possibly allow us to
not yet so great but that we must be constrained to confess them no necessary self- originate beings
and by consequence dependent ones, that owe themselves to

m.ost certain

suppose

it,

it is

;

some cause.
XII. Nor yet

(that

we may

strangely distant extreme)

is

pass

over

to

the perfection of

the

other

o^xr souls so

as to require less than, an intelligent cause, endowed
with the wisdom which we assert and challenge unto the
truly necessary uncaused Being.
AVhich, because he hath no other rival or competitor for
the glory of this production than onl}^ the fortuitous jumble

little,

1 Dr.
His Iinmortalihj of
More's Poem, AnHmonojysuchia.
Mr. Baxter's Appendix to the Reasons of Christian Religion, etc.

the Soul.
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particles of matter, directs onr inquiry

—whose image the thing produced bears?
resembles,

—-stupid,

senseless,

unactive

matter (or at the best only supposed moving, though no man
upon the atheist's terms can imagine how it came to be so)
or the active intelligent Being,

things

all

whom we

affirm the cause of

and who hath peculiarly entitled himself the

;

Father of Spirits ?
That is, we are to consider whether the powers and
operations, belonging to the reasonable soul, do not plainly
argue,

That

1.
it

neither rises from nor

it

will be consequent,

it

is

must have an

mere matter; whence
efficient diverse from

matter.
2.

That

As

to the former,

it

owes

itself to

an

intelligible Efficient.

we need not

deal distinctly and severallj''

concerning their original and their nature
not mere matter,

it

will be evident

;

for if they are

enough they do not

from thence.
So that all will be summed up in

this inquiry,

reason can agree to matter considered alone or

But here the
this

inquiry

it

by

arise

whether

itself ?

case requires closer discourse, for in order to
is

requisite the subject be determined

we

inquire about.

hath been commonly taken for granted that all subis either matter or mind ; when yet it hath not been
agreed what is the distinct notion of the one or the other
It

stance

;

and

for the stating their difference, there is herein both

an

apparent difficulty and necessity.

A

difficulty ; for the ancient difference, that the former is
extended having parts lying without each other, the latter
unextended having no parts, is now commonly exploded, and

enough both because we scarce know
upon ourselves, to conceive of a mind or
and that, on
spirit that is unextended or that hath no parts
hand,
the
other
atoms
of
matter,
strictly
taken, must also
the
and
unextended
be
without
parts.
be
as it seems, reasonably

how

to

impose

;

it

;

—
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And

the difficulty of assigning

tween these two

how

is

form any clear

i.

proper difference be-

tlie

what we experience,

further evident from

difficult it is to

[part

distinct notion of sub-

be divided into matter and mind,) stripped
of all its attributes ^ though, as that celebrated author also
speaks, we can be surer of nothing than that there is a real
stance

itself, (so to

;

someichat, that sustains those attributes.

Yet also, who sees not a
For how absurd is it to

necessity of assigning a difference ?

affirm, deny,

or inquire of

what

belongs or belongs not to matter or mind, if it be altogether
unagreed what we mean by the one or the other ?

That the former, speaking of any continued portion of
matter, hath parts actually separable

;

the other, being ad-

mitted to have parts too, but that cannot be actually separated, with the power of self-contraction and self-dilatation,
ascribed to this latter, denied of the former, seem as intelligible differences

can think of —
;

and

as little liable to exception as

^besides

what we

any

w^e

observe of dulness, inactivity,

insensibility in one sort of substance

;

and of vigour,

activity,-

capacity of sensation and spontaneous motion, with what we

can conceive of
whereas matter

self- vitality, in this latter sort
is

from somewhat
though depending

only capable of having

:

that

is,

that

imparted to

it

mind or spirit,
being on the Supreme Cause, hath

that lives of
for its

life

itself,

created

life essentially included in that being, so that

it is

inseparable

from it, and it is the same thing to it to live and to he. But
a merely materiate being, if it live, borrows its life as a thing
foreign to it and separable from it.
But if instead of such distinction, we should, shortly and at
the next, have pronounced that as mind is a cogitant subhow would this have squared
stance, matter is incogitant
with our present inquiry? What antagonist would have
agreed with us upon this state of the question? that is, in
effect, whether that can reason or think, that is incapable of
;

1

As

to be seen in that accurate Discourse of Mr. Locke, his Essay of
Understanding, published since this was tirst written.

is

Human

;
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Such, indeed, as have studied more to

?

hide a bad meaning than express a good, have confounded

but take we matter
mind and spirit as above described
that we intend this inquiry.

the terms matter or body, and substance
as contradistinguished to

and

concerning this

it is

And

we

here

their conceits

of men,

waive the consideration of

concerning the manner of the

who thought

their whole being

origination

first

was only a production

— whereof the philosophical account deserves

of the earth,

much

shall therefore

;

laughter, instead of confutation, as

lously poetical

that

;

is,

as

any the most fabu-

how they were formed (as also the
little bags or wombs of the earth,

other animals) in certain

out of which,

And

when they grew

only consider what

ripe,

they broke forth,

etc.

^

and
which is said to be composed
of very well polished," the "smoothest" and the "roundest,"
atoms and which are of the neatest fashion, and every way,
you must suppose, the best conditioned the whole country
could afford of a more excellent " make," as there is added,
nature of the

human

is

said of the constitution

soul itself,

;

;

than those of the "fire" itself. And these are the things,
you must know, which think, study, contemplate, frame syl-

make theorems,

logisms,

lay plots, contrive business, act the

philosopher, the logician, the mathematician, statesman, and

everything else

;

only you

there was no need

This therefore

may

is

this

if

way

such a subject
it

may

him

our present theme, whether such things

as these be capable of such or

And

except the priest, for of

!

any

acts of reason, 5^ea or

may admit

no

?

of serious discourse, in

be convenient to proceed; namely, either

any such small particle or atom (for our business is not now
with Des Cartes, but Epicurus) alone is rational or a good
convenient number of them assembled and most happily met
;

together.

It is

much

to be feared the

former

way

will not

Gassend. Epicur. Syntag.
As may be seen in the same Syntag., and in Epicuruf^a Epistle to
Herodot. in La'ert. 'E| arSfiCiiv avr^v TuyKttadai XeiordTcoy, Ka\ (XTpoyyvKoTa1

2

To>y, etc.
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we

do

;

in

its solitary

its

weight, and you

for

liave

[p.ART

I,

nothing to consider in any of these atoms,

condition, besides its magnitude,

may add

also its motion,

and
you could

its figure,

—

if

how

it should come by it.
now, because it is not to be thought that all atoms are
rational, (for then the stump of a tree or a bundle of straw
might serve to make a soul of, for aught we know, as good as

devise

And

it is to be considered by which of those properties
an atom shall be entitled to the privilege of being rational,
and the rational atoms be distinguished from the rest. Is it
their peculiar magnitude or size that so far ennobles them ?
Epicurus would here have us believe, that the least are the
fittest for this turn.
Now if you consider how little we must

the best,)

suppose them generally to be, according to his account of

them

;

that

is,

that looking iipon any of those

a

may

little

motes, a

when the sun shines in at
window, and he doubts not but many myriads of even

stream whereof you

perceive

ordinary atoms go to the composition of any one of these
scarcely discernible motes
how sportful a contemplation
;

were

it,

to suppose one of those furnished

—though

with

the powers

all

would not
might be
conveniently placed upon the point of a needle
and yet,
which makes the matter more admirable, that very few,
except they be very carefully picked and chosen, can be
found among those many myriads, but will be too big to be
capable of rationality.
Here sure the fate is very hard of
those that come nearest the size, but only by a very little too
much corpulency happen to be excluded as unworthy to be
of a reasonable soul

laugh at the

jest,

;

it

is

likely they

that think thousands of souls
;

counted

among

the rational atoms.

But

reason be not utterly lost and squandered

sure,

—

if all

away among

sober
these

must needs be judged altogether incomprehensible, why, if upon the account of mere littleness, any
atom should be capable of reason, all should not be so, and
then we could not but have a very rational world at least,

little entities, it

;

the difierence in this point being so very small

and they being

all so

very

little,

among them,

methinks they should

all

be

;
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capable of some reason and have only less or more of it,
according as they are bigger or less. But there is little
doubt that single property of less magnitude will not be
;

stood upon as the characteristical difference of rational and

and because their more or less gravity is
reckoned necessarily and so immediately to depend on that,
(for those atoms cannot be thought porous, but very closelj''
irrational atoms

;

compacted each one within itself) this, it is likely, will as
be depended on ^ and so their peculiar figure must be

little

:

the more trusted
there

is

to, as

the differencing thing.

in this respect so great a variety

And

among

because

this little

somewhere calls them
if he had been
the generalissimo of aU their armies, and were wont to view
them at their rendezvous, to form them into regiments and
squadrons, and appoint them to the distinct services he found
them aptest for) no doubt it was a difficulty to determine
which sort of figure was to be pitched on, to make up the
But since his power was absolute, and
rational regiment.
there was none to gainsay or contradict, the round figure
was judged best and most deserving this honour. Otherwise a reason might have been asked (and it might have
been a greater difficulty to have given a good one) why
some other figure might not have done as well unless
respect were had to fellow-atoms, and that it was thought
sort of people or nation, as this author

(whereof he gives so punctual an account,^ as

;

they of this figure could better associate for the present
purpose; and that

now

we

shall

consider of

by and

by.

We

proceed on the supposition, that possibly a single atom,

^ Where yet it falls out somewhat crossly that the least, and consequently
the lightest, should be thought fitter to be the matter of the rational soul,
because they are aptest for motion, when yet no other cause is assigned of

their motion besides their gravity, which cannot but be

more as they are
no doubt if you should try them in a pair of scales, the biggest
woiUd be found to outweigh, whence also it should seem to follow, that the
heaviest, having most in them of that which is the cause of motion, should
be the most moveable, and so by consequence the biggest.
- That they are round, oblong, oval, plain, hooked, rough, smooth, bunchbigger

;

for

backed, etc.
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might be judged capable
in that case, it would
not be impertinent to inquire, whether if an atom were
perfectly round and so very rational, but by an unexpected
misadventure, it comes to have one little corner somewhere

by the advantage

clapped on,

And

of this figure,

And

high achievement.

of this

it

be hereby quite spoiled of its rationality ?
that comes somewhat near that

again, whether one

figure, only

not by a

it

hath some

little filing,

little

protuberances upon

it,

might

or the friendly rubs of other atoms,

become rational? And yet, now we think on it, of this
improvement he leaves no hopes, because he tells us, though
they have parts, yet they are so solidly compacted that they
are by no force capable of dissolution and so whatever their
fate is in this particular, they must abide it without expectaAnd yet, though we cannot really alter it
tion of change.
for the better with any of them, yet we may think as favourably of the matter as we please and for anything that yet
appears, whatever peculiar claim the round ones lay to rationality, we may judge as well (and shall not easily be disproved)
of any of the rest.
Upon the whole, no one of these properties alone is likely to
make a rational atom what they will all do, meeting togetlier,
may yet seem a doubt. That is, supposing we could hit
upon one single atom, that is at once of a very little size, and
consequently very light and nimble, and most perfectly
smooth and xmexceptionably round, (and possibly there may
be found a good many such) will not this do the business ?
May we not now hope to have a rational sort of people
;

;

;

among them,

And

yet

still

that is, those of this peculiar family or tribe ?
the matter will be found to go very hard, for if

we cannot imagine

how any one

or devise

should contribute anything

of these properties

upon our utmost disquisition
we certainly cannot) towards the power of reasoning it is
(as

;

left

us

altogether unimaginable,

together should
relief

make

remaining, that

perties

how

all

a rational atom.
is,

what

some peculiarly brisk

if

we add

sort of actual

these properties

There

is

only one

to these other pro-

motion

;

for to be
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barely moveable will not serve, inasmucli as

all

are so

;

but

will not actual motion, (added to its being irreprebensibly

and round) especially if it be a very freakisb one
and made up of many odd, unexpected windings and turns,
effect tbe business ?
Possibly it might do something to actual
reasoning, supposing the power were there before
for who
can tell but the little thing was fallen asleep, and by this
means its power might be awakened into some exercise ?
But that it should give the power itself, is above all comprehension and there is nothing else to give it, these that have
been mentioned, being all the prime qualities that are assigned
to atoms singly considered
all other, that can be sujjposed,
belonging to concrete bodies that are composed of many of
them meeting together.
And therefore hither in the next place our inquiry must
be directed, whether any number of atoms (definite or indefinite) being in themselves severally irrational, can become
rational by association
or compose and make up a rational
little, light,

;

;

;

;

soul?

Hitherto it must be acknowledged we have not fought with
any adversary, not having met with any that have asserted
the rationality of single, corporeal atoms yet because we
know not what time may produce, and whither the distress
and exigency of a desperate cause may drive the maintainors
of it
it was not therefore fit to say nothing to that (sup;

;

—

I mean possible to be asserted,
howsoever impossible it is to be true nor yet could it well
admit of anything to be said to it, but in that ludicrous and
posable or possible) assertion,

;

sportful

way

:

if

we

will suppose

any

to be so foolish,

they

are to be dealt with according to their folly.

—

But now as to this other conceit ; that atoms (provided
they be of the right stamp or kind) may, a competent number
of

them assembled

together, compose a reasonable soul,

express article of the Epicurean creed.

we

are to deal

more cautiously

;

And,

is

an

therefore, here

not that this

is

any whit a

wiser fancy than the other, but that the truth in this matter
is sui'er to

meet with opposition, in the minds of some persons,

;
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already formed unto

with

tliat
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i.

wild apprehension and tinctured

it.

Wherefore such must be desired

to consider, in the first

place, if they will be true disciples of

—what he

Epicurus throughout

affirms of all atoms universally, " that they

must

be simple uncompounded bodies," (or if you will corpuscles)
" not capable of division, or section, by no force dissoluble, and

any mutation."
them

therefore immutable or in themselves void of

Hereupon

let it

be next considered,

(those that are of the right size, shape,

if

there were in

and weight)

severally,

—that we may make the
we can — or

some certain sparks or seeds of reason,
supposition as advantageous as

dispositions thereto,

be possible to them to communicate ? or have
that communion with one another as together to constitute an
actually and completely rational or thinking thing ? If every
yet

how

shall it

common stock that might be
how shall each one's proportion

one could bring somewhat to a
serviceable to that purpose,

They can none

or share be imparted ?

of

them emit anyan effluvium

thing, there can possibly be no such thing as

from any of them, inasmuch as they are incapable of diminuand are themselves each of them as little as the least
imaginable effluvium that we would suppose to proceed from
this or that particular atom. They can at the most but touch
tion

;

one another, penetrate or get into one another they cannot
if any one have a treasure in it, which is in

insomuch as

readiness for the

among them

making up an

that should be

intellective faculty or

common

one remains so locked up within
incommunicative, that no other,

to

them

all,

power

yet each

itself,

and

is

much

less

the whole body of

them, can be any jot the wiser.
very dull assembly.

so reserved

So that this

is

like to

and

be a

But then if there be nothing of reason to be commimicated,
we are yet at a greater loss for if it be said, having nothing
;

else to
is

comimmicate, they commiinicate themselves,

that self?

is

it

a rational self? or

that enters this composition, reason ?
of reason ?

is

it

a seed

?

or

is

it

is

—what

every single atom

or

is

it

a princijile

a part ?

is

it

a thought ?

"
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there, in the properties

is

it any of
none of these can be supposed, what doth
their association signify towards ratiocination ?
They are
little, what doth that contribute ? therefore there may need
the more of them to make a good large soul but why must

assigned to this sort of atoms, that can bespeak

And

these?

if

;

a

little

more towards

thing, devoid of reason, contribute

it,

than another somewhat bigger? They are "light," doth
that mend the matter ? they are the sooner blown away, they
can the less cohere or keep together they are the more
;

easily capable of dissipation, the less of

keeping their places

They are " round," and exactly " smooth
but why do they the more conveniently associate upon that
account, for this purpose ? they cannot therefore come so close
together as they might have done, had they been of various
figures.
They cannot, indeed, give or receive so rude
touches this signifies somewhat towards the keeping of state,
but what doth it to the exercise of reason ? Their being' so
perfectly and smoothly round, makes them the more incapable of keeping a steady station, they are the more in danger
of rolling away from one another they can upon this account
in solemn counsel.

;

;

;

lay no hold of each other.

Their counsels and resolves are

likely to be the

more

volubility.

not to be imagined what a collection of indi-

It

is

lubricous,

and

liable to

an imcertain

when they are come
Are we hence to
expect oracles, philosophical determinations, maxims of state ?
And since they are supposed to be so much alike, how are the
viduals, only

thus qualified, can do

together an assembly thus constituted.

mathematical atoms to be distinguished from the moral

?

those from the political ? the contemplative from the active ?

Or when the assembl}' thinlvs

fit

to entertain itself

of this or that kind, what must be

posture

? into

its

what mould or figure must

purpose, and into w^hat, for another
that tliese

little

?

globular bodies, that

with matters

different composui-e or

It

it

cast itself for one

is

we may

hard

to

imagine

well suppose to

be as like as one egg can be to another, should, by the mere
alteration of their situation in respect of one another (and

; ;
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no alteration besides can be so mucb as imagined among
them) make so great a change in tbe complexion of this
assembly so that now it shall be disposed to seriousness, and
by some transposition of the spherical particles, to mirth
now to business, and by and by to pleasure. And seeing all
human souls are supposed made of the same sort of material,
how are the atoms modelled in one man and how in another?
what atoms are there to dispose to this sect more, and what to
another ? or if a good reason can be assigned for their differWhence
ence, what shall be given for their agreement?
;

it that there are so unquestionable "common notions"
everywhere received ? why are not all things transposed in
some minds, when such a posture of the atoms, as might
Yea, and since men
infer it, is as supposable as any other ?
mind
with
themselves, it is
always
to
be
of
one
not
are found
that
such
situation
of these
incomprehensible
a
and
strange
atoms, that constitute his soul, should dispose him to be of
one opinion, and another of another. How are they to be

is

ranged when

for the affirmative ?

how

for the negative ?

yet a great deal more strange, that since their situation is
so soon changed and so continually changing (the very substance of the soul being supposed nothing else than a thing

And

very

like,

but a

little

finer than,

a busy and continually

moving flame of fire) any man should ever continue to be of
the same opinion with himself one quarter of an hour together

;

that

all

notions are not confounded and jumbled

is not thought and unthought, resolved
and unresolved a thousand times in a day that is, if anything
could be thought or resolved at all or if this were a subject
capable of framing or receiving any sort of notion.
But still that is the greatest difficulty, how there can be
such a thing as thinking, or forming of notions. The case is
plain of such notions as have no relation to matter, or dependence upon external sense as what doth that contribute to
my contemplation of my own mind and its acts and powers
to my animadversion, or knowing that I think or will this or

that the same thing

;

;

;

;

that?

!
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But besides, and more generally, what proportion is tliere
Will we
between a tbongbt, and the motion of an atom ?
appeal to our faculties, to our reason itself ? And whither else
will we ?
Is there any cognation or kindred between the
ideas

we have

of these things,

small particle of matter (be
please to imagine)

And what

if

and an

it

—the

casual agitation of a

as little or as

round as we

act of intellection or

there be divers of

them together

?

judgment ?
what can

they do more towards the composing an intelligent thing,
than many ciphers to the arithmetical composition of a

number ? It would be as rational to suppose a heap of dust,
by long lying together, might at last become rational. Yes,
these are things that have (some way or other) the power of
motion and what can they effect by that ? They can frisk
about, and ply to and fro, and interfere among themselves,
and hit, and justle and tumble over one another, and that
will contribute a great deal about as much, we may suppose,
as the shaking of such dust well in a bag, by which means it
might possibly become finer and smaller something, and, by
;

;

continuing that action, at length rational

No, but these atoms, of which the soul is made, have a
by their being disposed into a so well contrived and fitly organized receptacle as the body is.
It is
indeed true and admirable that the body is (as hath been
before observed) so fitly framed for the purposes whereto the
but how imwhole of it and its several parts are designed
great advantage

;

fitly is

that commodious structure of

it

much as mentioned,
to own and adore the
so

by such as will not allow themselves
wisdom and power of its great Architect.
And what if the composure of the body be
ful, so

excellent in

its

own kind

;

is it

so apt

and use-

so in every kind, or to

imaginable purposes ? or what purpose can we possibly
imagine more remote or foreign to the composition of the
body, than that the power of ratiocination should be derived
thence ? It might as well be said, it was so made to whirl
about the sun or to govern the motions of the inoon and
all

stars, as to

VOL.

III.

confer the power of reason, or enable the soul to
F

;
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to understand, to deliberate, to "woU,

much more

organs, some of them, are

Yea,

etc.

i.

its

proportionable to those

—

than any of them unto these, which, though a well
habited body (while the soul remains in this imprisoned state)
do less hinder, yet how doth it help ? And that it might peractions,

form these acts without bodily organs, is much more apprehensible, than how they can properly be said to be performed
by them; and that, though they are done in the body, they
would be done much better out of it.

But

shall

it

be granted that these soul- constituting atoms,

they be (or otherwise than as they are) united with a
duly organized body, are utterly destitute of any reasoning
till

or intelligent power ? or are they
this grosser body, irrational ?

by themselves, apart from

If this be not granted, the

thing we intend must be argued out.
or they are not.

Either, then, they are

If the latter be said, then they have

it

of

themselves, without dependence on- the organized body, and
so

we

are fairly agreed to quit that pretence, without

more

from thence and are only left
to weigh over again what hath been already said to evince
the contrary that is, how manifestly absurd it is, to imagine
ado, of their partaking reason

;

;

that particles of matter,

by

their peculiar size, or weight, or

shape, or motion, or all of these together,

and

that,

whether

single or associated, should be capable of reasoning.

former be the thing which
that they

is

resolved to be stuck

of themselves irrational,

are

to,

If the
that

is,

but they become

reasonable by their being united in such a prepared and

organized body

And

sidered.

;

this requires to

be a

little

pitiful shift that it is possible

some may think

the avoiding the force of this dilemma, and
as a ground,

that

is,

further con-

to this purpose it is necessary to obviate a

why they may judge this choice

that they say they are rational

body they animate

;

fit

may

to use, for

rely

upon

the more secure

by dependence on the

because they are only found so united

that there, they have the first
with one another there
there they are severed from such as serve not this
coalition
turn there they are pent in and held together as long as its
;

;

;

;
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due temperament lasts which, when it fails, they are disand so lose their great advantage for the acts of
What pleasure
reason, which they had in such a body.
soever this may yield, it will soon appear it does them little
;

sipated,

service.

For

it

only implies, that they have their rationality of

themselves, so be
diately from the

it

that they were together, and not

body

;

or

imme-

any otherwise, than that they are

somewhat beholden

to it, for a fair occasion of being together
an unlawful assembly, or that they knew
not otherwise how to meet and hold together. They will
not say that the body gives them being, for they are eternal
and self- subsisting, as they will have it yea, and of themselves (though the case be otherwise with the Cartesian
particles) undiminishable as to theii* size, and as to their
figure and weight unalterable
so that they have neither
their littleness, their roundness, nor their lightness from the
body, but only their so happy meeting. Admit this, and only
suppose them to be met out of the body. And why may not
this be thought supposable ?
If they be not rational till they
be met, they cannot have wit enough to scruple meeting, at
least somewhere else than in the body.
And who knows but
such a chance may happen ? As great as this is, by these
persons, supposed to have happened, before the world could
have come to this pass it is now at ? Who can tell but such a
number of the same sort of atoms (it being natural for things,
so much of a complexion and temper, to associate and find
out one another) might ignorantly, and thinking no harm,
come together ? and having done so, why might they not
keep together ? do they need to be pent in ? how are they
pent in, whilst in the body ? if they be disposed, they have
ways enough to get out. And if they must needs be inclined

as if it were, else,

;

:

when the crasis of the body fails, surely a way
might be found to hem them in, if that be all, at the time of
expiration, more tightly and closely, than they could be in
the body.
And what reason can be devised, why, being
become rational, by their having been assembled in the body,

to scatter

F 2

—
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not agree to hold together, and do so in spite of
when they find it con-

fate or maiigre all ordinary accidents,

venient to leave

it ?

And

then upon these no-way impossible

suppositions (according to their principles, so far as can be

whom we

have to do) will they now be
Being still endowed (as they
body ?
cannot but be) with the same high privileges of being little,
and someround, and light, and being still also together
what more it may be, at liberty to roll and tumble and
mingle with one another than in the body ? If it be now

understood, with

rational out of the

;

affirmed, they will in this case be rational, at least as long as

they hold together, then we are but where we were, and this
but so, as it was easy to
shift hath but diverted us a little
bring the matter again about to the same point we were at
Wherefore the shelter of the body being thus quite
before.
;

again forsaken, this poor expulsed crew of dislodging atoms
are exposed to

against

But

all

if this

pretended

fight in the

open

air for their rationality

that was said before.

to,

refuge and sanctuary of the body be not merely

but really and plainly trusted in and stuck

to,

then are we sincerely and honestly to consider what a body so
variously organized can do, to make such a party of atoms
that of themselves are not
rational.
is

now

And

deplorate and lost without

find here that can thus
to so

singly nor together—become

so,

surely, if the cause

high an excellency

puts this stamp upon

beyond
?

Is

them ?

all

were not saved before, it
for what do they
expectation improve them

remedy

it flesh,

;

or blood, or bones that

Think, what

is

the substance of

the nobler parts, the liver, or heart, or br^in, that they should

turn these before irrational atoms,
into rational,

any more than

if

when they

fall

into them,

they were well soaked in a

quagmire or did insinuate themselves into a piece of soft
dough ? But here they meet with a benign and kindly heat
and warmth, which comfortably fosters and cherishes them,
But
till at length it hath hatched them into rational
methinks they should be warm enough of themselves, since
!

they are supposed so

much

to resemble fire.

And

however.
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wherein do we find a flame of fire more rational tlian a piece
of ice ? Yea, but here they find a due temper of moisture as
well as heat
And that surely doth not signify much for,
if the common maxim be true, that the 'drj?- soul is the
wisest,' they might have been much wiser if they had kept
!

;

And since it is necessary the
should consist of that peculiar sort of atoms before

themselves out of the body.
soul

described,

and the organical body (which must be said for
body

distinction sake, the soul being all this while supposed a

also) consists of atoms too that are of a much coarser alloy,
methinks a mixture should not be necessary, but a hinderance and great debasement rather to this rational composition

;

besides that

cannot be imderstood,

were necessary
these atoms should receive any tincture from the body in
order to their being rational, ichat they can receive, or how
they can receive anything. They have not pores that can
admit an adventitious moisture, though it were of the divinest
nectar, and the body could never so plentifully furnish them
with it. AVherein then lies the great advantage these atoms
have by being in the body, to their commencing rational ?
If there be such advantage, why can it not be understood ?

why

is

it

it

not assigned

?

why

what may possibly be

should

if

we
But

it

further spend our

may not much
be attributed to the convenient and well fenced cavity of the
guesses

said ?

yet,

more secret chambers within that,
where the studious atoms may be very private and free from
disturbance ? Yet sure it is hard to say, why they that are
wont to do it here, might not as well philosophize in some
well-chosen cavern, or hole of a rock; nor were it impossible to provide them there, of as soft a bed.
And yet would
it not be some relief to speak of the fine slender pipes, winding
to and fro, wherein they may be conveyed so conveniently
from place to place, that if they do not fall into a reasoning
humour in one place they may in another ? Why, what can
It seems somewhat like Balaam's project, to get
this do ?
into a vein of incantation by changing stations.
Aud transplace them as you will, it requires more magic than ever he
brain's receptacle, or the

:
;
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was master

of,

to

make
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inuocent harmless

those

i.

things

'masters of reason.'

For do but consider

;

what

you had a large phial capable

if

of as great a quantity as you can think needful of very fine

and well
you
can imagine, only not yet rational will their faring to and fro
through very close and stanch tubes from one such receptacle
It seems then, do
to another, make them at last become so ?
what you will with them, toss and tumble them hither and
thither, rack tliem from vessel to vessel, try what methods
you can devise of sublimation or improvement, everything
looks like a vain and hopeless essay. For indeed, do what you
please or can think of, they are such immutable entities, you
can never make them less or finer than they originally were
and rational thej'" were not before their meeting in the body
wherefore it were a strange wonder, if that should so far alter
the case with them, that they should become rational by it
XIII. And now I must, upon the whole, profess not to be
particles

luted

and replenished with them,

suppose these as pure and

;

closely stopped

fit

for the purpose as

;

well pleased with the strain of this discourse

think

it

unsuitable to

its

subject

—

for I see not

—

;

not that I

how

it is fitly

^but that I dislike the
to be dealt with in a more serious way
And were it not that it is too obvious how prone
svibject.
the minds of some are to run themselves into any the grossest
absurdities, rather than admit the plain and easy sentiments

of religion,

it

were miserable

and
But when an unaccountable

trifling to talk at this rate,

a loss of time not to be endured.

aversion to the acknowledgment and adoration of the everblessed Deity hurries

away men,

afii-ighted

and offended at

the lustre of his so manifest appearances, to take a bad but
the only shelter the case can admit, under the wings of any

though the ill temper and
dangerous state of the persons is to be thought on with much
pity yet the things which they pretend, being in themselves
the most siUy, foolish figment

;

:

them

ridicvdous, if

we

cannot

be entertained but with derision.

fitly

more unbecome

will entertain

a serious person to

into our thoughts at

laugh

at

what

all,

Nor doth
is

it

ridiculous

:
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sort
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to weigli

and ponder wliat
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is

weighty and con-

provided he do not seek occasions of that former

on purpose

humour but only
when they occur.

to gratify a vain

;

allow

And

himself to discourse suitably to them,
their dotage,

who would

fain serve themselves of so wildly

extravagant and impossible suppositions for the fostering

no God to worship,
would certainly justify as sharp ironies, as the Prophet Elijah
bestows upon them who worshipped Baal instead of the true
God.
XIV. Nor is anything here said intended as a reflection on

their horrid misbelief that they have

such as

—being

unfurnished with a notion of created

intelli-

might distinguish their substance from the
most subtile matter have therefore thought that their mind
or thinking power might have some such substratum unto
which it is superadded, or imprest thereon by a Divine
hand
in the meantime not doubting their immortality,
much less the existence of a Deity, the Author and Former
of them and all things.
For they are no way guilty of that
blasphemous nonsense, to make them consist of necessary,
self-subsistent matter, every minute particle whereof is judged
eternal and immutable, and in themselves, for aught we can
find asserted, destitute of reason
and which yet acquire it
hy no one knows what coalition, without the help of a wise
Efficient that shall direct and order it to so unimaginable an
improvement.
These persons do only think more refined
matter capable of that impression and stamp, or of having
such a power put into it by the Creator's all-disposing hand.
Wherein, to do them right, though they should impose somewhat hardly upon themselves if they will make this estimate
gent

spirits that

—

;

;

of the natural capacity of matter, or if they think the acts

and power of reason in
yet they do, in

pleading

for,

efiect,

(as

man

much

him
we are

altogether unnatural to

the more befriend the cause
as it can

be befriended hj a mis-

is a thing of that untoward genius
and doth so ill consort with truth, that it is never admitted as
a friend in any one respect, but it repays it with a mis^

apprehension, which yet

—

;
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as miglit many ways be
some other
it were within the compass of our
present design,) it being evident, that if any portion of matter
shall indeed be certainly found the actual subject of such
powers and to have such operations belonging to it, there is
the plainer and more undeniable necessity and demonstration
of his power and wisdom who can make anything of anything
"of stones raise up children to Abraham!" And
who shall then have done that which is so altogether impossible, except, him " to whom all things are possible ? " There
is the more manifest need of his hand to heighten dull matter

chievoiis revenge in

shown in

;

this instance, if

;

to a qualifiedness for

to

make

performances so

much above

nature

its

the loose and independent parts of so fluid matter

were once made capable
it, whatsoever notions
were imprest thereon might not be in a moment confounded
and lost as indeed they could not but be, if the particles of
matter were the immediate seat of reason, and so steady a
hand did not hold them in a settled composure that they be
cohere and hold together, that,

if it

of knowledge and the actual subject of

:

men have thence the necessity of beginning afresh to know anything every hour of the day. Though
yet it seems a great deal more reasonable to suppose the souls
of men to be of a substance in itself more consistent and
not disordered, and

who find a continual
more agreeable to our experience
ebbing and flowing of spirits, without being sensible of any
as we
so notable and sudden changes in our knowledge
could not but thereupon observe in ourselves, if they or any
;

;

as fluid finer

matter were the immediate subjects of

it.

and out of
question, that the human soul (be its own substance what it
which it
will) must have an efficient diverse from matter
was our present intendment to evince. And so our way is
It

therefore, however, sufficiently evident

is

;

clear to proceed to,

XV. The

second inquiry, whether

it

be not also manifest,

from the powers and operations which belong to

That

is

;

since

it

as

it

is

must have had an intelligent efficient ?
we find and are assured that there is a sort of

reasonable, that

it
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ourselves,

and that hath

best right of anything else about us to be called ourselves)

that can think, understand, deliberate, argue,

we can most

certainly assure ourselves

—

etc.,

—whether

and which
were pre-

it

is not an independent or
existent in any former state, or no
uncaused Beins:, and hath therefore been the effect of some
cause whether it be not apparently the effect of a wise cause ?
And this, upon supposition of what hath been before
;

For

proved, seems not liable to any the least rational doubt.

already apparent, that

it is

were,

it is

not itself matter

however the more apparent that
inasmuch as if it be itself matter,

it is

matter

:

operations are so
as that

it

much above

its

its

and

;

cause

if it

is

not

powers and

the natural capacity of matter,

must have had a cause

so

much more

noble and of

and
improve it beyond the natural capacity of matter which it
was impossible for that, itself, to do. "Whence it is plain, it
must have a cause diverse from matter.
Wherefore this its immaterial cause must either be wise
and intelligent, or not so but is it possible any man should
ever be guilty of a greater absurdity than to acknowledge
some certain immaterial agent, destitute of wisdom, the only
cause and fountain of all that wisdom that is or hath ever
been in the whole race of mankind ? That is as much as to
say, that all the wisdom of mankind hath been caused without
a more

perfect nature than that, as to be able to raise
;

:

a cause for it is the same thing, after we have acknowledged
anything to be caused, to say it was caused by no cause, as to
say it was caused by such a cause as hath nothing of that in
it whereof we find somewhat to be in the effect.
Nor can it
;

avail anything to

partial causes

speak of the disproportion or superior

some

excellency, in
;

effects,

to their second or to their only

as that there are sometimes learned children

of unlearned parents

:

for

who

did ever, in that case, say the

parents were the productive causes of that learning

?

or of

them as they were learned ? Sure that learning comes from
some other cause. But shall it then be said the souls of men
have received their being from some such immaterial agent,
r 3
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and afterwards tlieir wisdom and intelcame some other way by tbeir own observation or by institution and precept from others ? Whence then
came their capacity of observing, or of receiving such instruction? Can anything, naturally destitute even of seminal
reason (as we may call it), or of any aptitude or capacity tenddestitute of ^vlsdom

;

lectual ability

;

ing thereto, ever be able to make observations or receive
whereby at length it may become rational ?

instructions,

man

And

is

or

there no difference between being capable of reason and

is

not that capacity of the soul of

a real something

?

What then ?

did this real something proceed from
was the soul itself caused and this its capacity
uncaused ? or was its cause only capable of intellectual perfecBut if it were
tion, but not actually furnished therewith ?

uncapable

?

nothing

or

?

only capable, surely

its

advantages for the actual attainment

much

whence it were
come into act and
more strange, that we should know or have any ground to
pretend that it hath not. But that there was an actual exercise of wisdom in the production of the reasonable soid is most
thereof have been
if

evident

;

is

not.

on a
that

greater than ovirs

;

that capacity should never have

strange

for is it a necessary

being

? that

It is therefore a contingent,

and

;

we have proved
its

heing

it

depended

whose pleasure only it was resolvable,
and which therefore had a domiown acts. If this bespeak not an intelligent

free cause into
it

should be or not be

nion over
agent,

its

;

what doth ?

And though

this might also be said concerning everything
which is not necessarily, and so might yield a more general argument to evince a free, designing cause, yet it concludes
with greater evidence concerning the reasonable soul whose
else

;

powers and operations

it

is

have proceeded from matter.

and refuted pretence

itself,

so manifestly impossible should

And

therefore even that vain

that other things might, by the

necessary laws of motion, become what they are, can have less

whence it is more apparent that the reasonable
sovd must have had a free and intelligent cause, that used
liberty and counsel in determining that it should be, and
place here

:

;
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stould be such a sort of thing as we find it
see how aptly its powers and faculties serve

For when we

is.

and peculiar operations, who, that

for their proper

beside himself, can think that such a thing was

that

knew

not what he was doing

?

is

not

made by one

or that such powers were

not given on purpose for such operations

And what

?

is

the

capacity but a power that should sometime be reduced into

and arrive to the exercise of reason itself ?
was it possible anything should give that power that
had it not any way ? that is, in the same kind or in some more
For we contend not that this asent
excellent and noble kind ?
whereof we speak is, in this strict and proper sense, rational,
taking that term to import an ability or faculty of inferring
what is less known from what is more for we suppose all
act

Now

:

things equally

known

him

to

our present design, that

(which, so far as

the representing

is,

is

requisite to

him the proper

honour which the dedication of a
in due time come more
expressly to assert), and that the knowledge which is with
us the end of reasoning, is in him in its highest perfection
without being at all beholden to that means
that all the
object of religion, or of that

temple

to

hun

imports,

we may

;

connexion of things with one another
prehensive view, and are

because they are

We

so.

known
s>q,j,

is

lies

open to one com-

be connected, but not

to

conceivable that man's

it

knowing power should proceed from a cause that hath it not
in the same or this more perfect kind ? and may use those
words to this purpose, not for their authority (which we expect
not should be here significant), but the convincing evidence

they carry with them:
shall not

he know

?

issue, it is evident

"

"He

that teacheth

That we

the soul of

may
man

man

knowledge,

drive this matter to an
is

not a necessary,

self-

and had therefore some cause. We find it
to have knowledge or the power of knowing belonging to it
therefore we say, so had its cause.
We rely not here upon
originate thing,

the credit of vulgar

maxims (whereof

divers

might be men-

tioned) but the reason of them, or of the thing itself

and do now speak of the whole

we

allege

;

entire cause of this being, the
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soul, or of

whatsoever

causal of

is

naturally appertaining to

nature

It

it.

[part
it
is

or of

i.

any perfec-

of an intelligent

did this intelligent nature proceed from an unintelli-

;

That were to speak
common, sentiments
and were the same thing as to say that something came of
nothing for it is all one to say so, and to say that anything
communicated what it had not to communicate or (which is
alike madly absurd) to say that the same thing was such and
not such, intelligent and not intelligent, able to communicate
an intelligent nature (for sure what it doth it is able to do)
and not able (for it is not able to communicate what it hath
not) at the same time.
gent as the whole and only cause of
against our

own

eyes,

and most

it ?

natural,

;

:

;

It is hardly here worth the while to spend time in countermining that contemptible refuge (which is as uncapable of

offending us as of being defended) that 'human souls may
perhaps only have proceeded in the ordinary course of generation from one another ;' for that none that have ever said
anything to that purpose deserving a confutation except
that some sober and pious persons for the avoiding of some
:

other difficulties have thought

traduction of

human

soids,

who

it

more

safe to

assert

the

yet were far enough from

imagining that they could be total or first causes to one
another and doubted not, but they had the constant necessary assistance of that same Being we are pleading for, acting
in his own sphere as the first cause in all such (as well as any
other) productions
wherein they nothing oppose the main
design of this discourse, and therefore it is not in our way to
offer at any opposition unto them.
But if any have a mind to indulge themselves the liberty
of so much dotage as to say the souls of men were first and
only causes to one another, either they must suppose them to
be material beings (and then we refer them to what hath been
already said, showing that their powers and operations cannot
belong to matter, nor arise from it) or immaterial (and then
they cannot produce one another in the way of generation)
;

:

;

:

for of

what pre-existent substance are they made

?

Theirs

who

;
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beget them

?

of that they can part with nothing, separability

being a most confessed property of matter.

at least of parts

Or some
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other ? where will they find that other spiritual sub-

stance that belonged not imeparabhj to some individual being

And

before ?
if

besides, if it

a soul be generated out of

and only causes of

And

were pre- existent, as it must be
it, then they were not the first

this production.

way than that of generation, how will any
of making a soul ?
Let experience and the

in another

form the notion

making of trial convince the speculators
by what art will they make a reasonable

;

by what power or
up out

soul spring

of nothing?

might be hoped that thus, without disputing the possian eternal successive production of souls, this shift
may appear vain. But if any will persist and say that how
or in what way soever they are produced, it is strange if they
need any nobler cause than themselves
for may not any
living thing well enough be thought capable of producing
another of the same kind, of no more than equal perfection
with itself? to this we say (besides that no one living thing
It

bility of

;

—

is

the only cause of another such) yet if that were admitted

what

possible,

will

it

avail ?

For hath every

soul, that

ever existed or been in being, been produced in this

hath

way by

another? This it were ridiculous to say, for if every one
were so produced, there was then some one before every one
inasmuch as that which produces must surely have been
before that which is produced by it.
But how can every one
have one before it ? a manifest contradiction in the very
terms, for then there will be one without the compass of every

one
it

!

And how

then said to be every one ? There is then
more than all and so all is not all.
this be thought a sophism, let the matter be soberly

seems

And

if

is it

one, besides or

;

considered thus the soul of man is either a thins; of that
nature universally (and consequently every individual soul)
:

-

as that it doth exist of itself necessarily

and independently
then we have, however, a wise intelligent
being necessarily existing the thing we have been proving

or not ? if

it

be,

;
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all this while.
Yet this concession we will not accept for
though it is most certain there is such a being, we have also
proved th e human soul is not it ; whence it is evidently a
dependent being in its own nature, that could never have
been of itself, and consequently not at all, had it not been
put into being by somewhat else. And being so in its own
nature, it must be thus with every one that partakes of this
nature and consequently it must be somewhat of another
;

;

men into being otherwise
human souls is said to have

nature that did put the souls of
the whole stock and lineage of

:

been dependent on a productive cause, and yet had nothing
whereon to depend and so is both caused by another and
not caused. And therefore, since it is hereby evident it was
somewhat else and of another nature than a human soid, by
which all himian souls were produced into being we again
say, that distinct being either was a dependent caused being
;

;

or not

if

;

not

(it

being proved that the soul of man cannot
we have now what

but have had an inteUigent or wise cause)

we

an independent, necessary, intelligent Being if it
so, that however
will infallibly and very speedily lead us to the same mark.
For though some have been pleased to dream of an infinite
seek

:

;

do depend, or any will be so idle to say

succession of individals of this or that kind, I suppose

no dream

as yet,

—ready formed, —

to

come under

we have

confutation,

of infinite kinds or orders of beings gradually superior one

above another, the inferior

and

all

And

still

depending on the superior,

upon nothing.
therefore, I conceive,

argument from the human

we may
soul,

as

sufficient evidence of the existence of

fairly take leave of this

having gained from

it

a necessary Being, that

intelligent and designingly active, or guided by wisdom
and counsel in what it doth.
We might also, if it were needful, further argue the same
thing from a power or ability manifestly superior to, and that
is

exceeds the utmost perfection

of,

human

nature,

namely,

that of prophecy or the prediction of future contingencies
yea,

and from another that exceeds the whole sphere of

;

all

;
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created nature, and wliicli

known and

crosses

Ill

and countermands the

namely, that of working
miracles
both of them exercised with manifest design,
(as might evidently be made appear, by manifold in.stances,
to as many as can believe anything to be true, more than
thereof;

stated laws

:

what they have seen with their own eyes and that do not
take present sense, yea and their own only, to be the alone
;

measure of

all reality)

;

but

it

upon everything that may be

not necessary

is

we

enough be

said, so that

insist

said to

serve our present purpose.

XYI. And

may

that our purpose

and such a Being evidenced

tion esteem to merit a temple with us,
it is

necessary that

9.

more fully served,
we may with satisfac-

yet be

to exist as

and the religion of

The Divine goodness

;

for unto that

whose existence we have hitherto

eternal Being,

asserted, goodness also can-

not but appertain, together with those his other attributes

have spoken
It

is

we

of.

not needful here to be

about the usual

curious

scholastical notions of goodness or

wont

it

we add somewhat concerning

what

it

imports, as

to be attributed to being in the general

;

belongs in a peculiar sense to intellectual beings

what
;

or

it is

as

it

what

more special import it may have in reference to this.
That which we at present chiefly intend by it is a propension to do good with delight
or most freely, without other
inducement than the agreeableness of it to his nature who
;

doth

it,

hence
thus

is

and a certain delectation and complacency M'hich
taken in so doing.

more

The name of

goodness (though

signify

the particular virtue of

liberality) is of a significancy large

enough, even in the moral

it

peculiarly

comprehend all other perfections or virtues,
that belong to or may any way commend the will of a free
agent.
These therefore we exclude not, and particularly
whatsoever is wont to be signified (as attributable unto God)
by the names of holiness, as a steady inclination unto what is
intellectually pure, and comely, with an aversion to the contrary justice, as that signifies an inclination to deal equally,
acceptation, to

—

;

;
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included in the former, yet as more expressly de-

noting what is more proper to a governor over others namelv,
a resolution not to let the transgression of laws, made for the
;

common order, pass without due animadversion
and punishment truth, whose signification also may be wholly
contained under those former more general terms, but more
directly contains sincerity, unaptness to deceive, and constancy
to one's word for these may properly be styled good things
as many other things might in another
in a moral sense
notion of goodness, which it belongs not to our present design
to make mention of. But these are mentioned as more directly
tending to represent to us an amiable object of religion, and
are referred hither, as they fitly enough may, out of an impreservation of

;

:

;

willingness to multiply, without necessity, particular heads or
subjects of discourse.

In the meantime,
is

as

was

said,

that the Being, whose existence

what we principally intend

we have been endeavouring

to evince, is good, as that imports a ready inclination of will
to

communicate unto others what may be good to them
first its own object, and then issuing forth to it

creating

in acts of free beneficence, suitable to the nature of every-

thing created by

it

;

which though

it

be the primary or

first

thing carried in the notion of this goodness, yet, because that
inclination

is

not otherwise good than as

holiness, justice,

and

truth, these therefore

secondarily at least, to belong to

it

it

may

consists

with

be esteemed,

as inseparable qualifica-

tions thereof.

Wherefore

we here

it is

not a merely natural and necessary emana-

any act or exercise of
which would no way consist with the
liberty of the Divine will, and would make the Deity as well
yea, and would
a necessary Agent as a necessary Being
therefore make all the creatures merely natural and necessary
emanations, and so destroy the distinction of necessary and
and by consequence, bid fair to the
contingent beings
making all things God. It would infer not only the eternity
of the world, but would seem to infer either the absolute

tion

intend, that prevents

counsel or design

;

:

;

;
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it and of every creature in
nothing could be more perfect in its
or would infer the finiteness of the

or the perfection of

to that degree as that

own kind than it is,
Divine Being for it would make what he hath done the
adequate measure of what he can do, and woidd make all
:

and all the actions of men
and consequently take away all law and government out of
the world, and all measures of right and wrong, and make
all punitive justice barbarous cruelty
and consequently give
his administrations necessary, yea,

;

us a notion of goodness at length plainly inconsistent with
itself.

All this

is

the wisdom

provided against, by our having
of that

Being,

whereunto we

first

also

asserted
attribute

goodness which guides all the issues of it according to those
measures or rules which the essential rectitude of the Divine
;

wiU

is, unto it
whereby also a foundation is
answering such cavils against the Divine goodness, as

gives, or rather

laid of

:

who

they are apt to raise to themselves,

are

this attribute to the suppression of others

in the end, to

And

magnify

;

wont to magnify
which is indeed,

nothing.

it to

such goodness needs no other demonstration than the

visible instances

and

effects

conservation of this world

we have
;

and

of

it

in the creation

and

particularly, in his large

munificent bounty and kindness towards

man

;

whereof his
full and

designing him for his temple and residence will be a
manifest proof.

And

of

all this, his

own

self-sufficient fidness leaves it

im-

possible to us to imagine another reason than the delight

he
and large communications.
Besides, that when we see some semblances and imitations of
this goodness, in the natures of some men, which we are sure
are not nothing, they must needs proceed from something, and
have some fountain and original, which can be no other than
the common Cause and Author of all things in whom, therefore, this goodness doth firstly and most perfectly reside.
takes in dispensing his

own

free

;

—

CHAPTER

lY.

ALL SUPPOSABLE PERFECTION ASSERTED OF THIS BEING
A BEING ABSOLUTELY PERFECT IS ENDEAVOURED TO BE
WHICH IS
EVINCED, FROM THE ALREADY PROVED NECESSARY BEING
SHOWN TO IMPORT, IN THE GENERAL, THE UTMOST FULNESS OF BEING.
ALSO DIVERS THINGS, IN PARTICULAR, THAT TEND TO EVINCE THAT
GENERAL AS THAT IT IS AT THE REMOTEST DISTANCE FROM NO BEING
THE PRODUCTIVE AND
MOST PURELY ACTUAL MOST ABSTRACTED BEING
CONSERVING CAUSE OF ALL THINGS ELSE UNDIMINISHABLE UNCAP ABLE
SECONDLY, HENCE IS MORE EXPRESSLY DEDUCED THE
OF ADDITION
AN INQUIRY WHETHER IT BE POSSIBLE
INFINITENESS OF THIS BEING.
THE CREATURE CAN BE ACTUALLY INFINITE? DIFFICULTIES CONCERNING
THE ABSOLUTE FULNESS AND INFINITENESS OF GOD CONSIDERED. THE
ONLINESS OF HIS BEING. THE TRINITY NOT THEREBY EXCLUDED.

GENERALLY,

WHERE

;

FIRST,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

I. Some account liatli been thus far given of that Being,
whereunto we have been designing to assert the honour of a
each of the particulars having been severally intemple
sisted on that concur to make up that notion of this Being
which was at first laid down and more largely, what hath
been more opposed by persons of an atheistical or irreligious
temper. But because, in that forementioned account of God,
there was added to the particulars there enumerated (out of
a just consciousness of human inability to comprehend everything that may possibly belong to him) this general supplement, that all other supposable excellencies whatsoever, do in the
;

;

highest perfection appertain also originally unto this Being,

—

it is

somewhat be said concerning this addition
especially inasmuch as it comprehends in it or may infer, some
things (not yet expressly mentioned) which may be thought

requisite that

;

—
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necessary to

evincing the reasonableness of religion or

tlie

our self-dedication as a temple to

For

instance,

admitted there

may

it

somewhat that

is

and good; yet

liim.

possibly be alleged that, if

pendent, necessarily existent, that
wise,
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all this will

obligation to religion unless

it

it

were

eternal, nncaused, inde-

is

is self-active, living, -powerful,

not infer upon us an universal

can also be evinced,

Being is every way sufficient to supply and
satisfy all our real wants and just desires.
2. And that this Being is but one, and so that all be at a
certainty where their religion ought to terminate and that
the worship of everj^ temple must concentre and meet in the
same object.
Now the eviction of an absolutely perfect Being would
include each of these, and answer both the purposes which
may seem hitherto not so fully satisfied. It is therefore
1.

That

this

;

requisite that

First

;

we endeavour,

show that the Being hitherto described

to

lutely or every

way

is

abso-

perfect.

to deduce, from the same grounds, the absoand the unity (or the onliness) thereof.
II. And for the former part of this undertaking, it must
be acknowledged absolute or universal 'perfection cannot be
pretended to have been expressed in any or in all the works
of God together.
Neither in nuniber for aught we know,
for as we cannot conceive nor consequently speak of Divine
perfections but under the notion of many, whatsoever their

Secondly

;

lute infinity

may be, so we do not know but that within the
compass of universal perfection, there rhay be some particular
ones of which there is no footstep in the creation, and whereof
we have never formed any thought
nor, more certainly,
in degree ; for surely the world and the particular creatures
real identity

;

in

it

—

are not so perfect in correspondence to those attributes

great Architect which we have mentioned, namely, his
power, wisdom, and goodness, as he might have made them,
of

its

if

he had pleased and indeed, to say the world were absoand universally perfect were to make that God.

lutely

:

:
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Wherefore it must also be acknowledged, tliat an absolutely
Being cannot be immediately demonstrated from its

perfect
effects,

whereto they neither do, nor

as

is

it

within the

capacity of created nature that they can, adequately corre-

spond whence therefore, all that can be done for the evincing of the absolute and universal perfection of God must be
;

some other way or method of discourse.
though it be acknowledged that it cannot be immediately evidenced from the creation, yet it is to be hoped that
mediately it may for from thence (as we have seen) a necessary self-originate Being such as hath been described, is with
the greatest certainty to be concluded and from thence, if
we attentively consider, we shall be led to an absolutely perfect one. That is, since we have the same certainty of such a
necessary self-originate Being, as we have that there is anything existent at all; if we seriously weigh what kind of
Being this must needs be, or what its notion must import
above what hath been already evinced, we shall not be found,
in this way, much to fall short of our present aim though
we have also other evidence that may be produced in its own
in

And

;

;

;

fitter place.

Here therefore
tinctly consider

let

how

us a while
far

we

make

a stand and more dis-

we

are already advanced, that

may, with the better order and advantage make our further
progress.

These two things then are already evident
First

;

that there

eternally of
as a

itself,

is

a necessary Being that hath been

without dependence upon anything either

productive or conserving cause

activity

and

and of

;

itself full

vital energy, so as to be a productive

and

of

sus-

taining cause to other things.

Of

this

any the most confused and

view of this
anything in being
and moves, and withal that alters and changes
indistinct

world, or a mere taking notice that there
that lives

(which

is

impossible the necessary Being itself should do)

it is

cannot but put us out of doubt.

Secondly

;

that this necessary self-originate, vital, active

;
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Being hath very vast power, admirable wisdom, and most free
and large goodness belonging to it. And of this our nearer,
and more dehberate view and contemplation of the world do
equally ascertain us for of these things we find the maniYea, we find the derived
fest prints and footsteps in it.
;

things themselves, power, wisdom, goodness, in the creatures

and we are most assured they have not sprung from nothing,
and that which
nor from anything that had them not
originally had them or was their first fountain, must have
them necessarily and essentially (together with whatsoever
else belongs to its being) in and of itself.
So that the
asserting of any other necessary being that is in itself destitute of these things, signifies no more towards the giving any
account how these things came to be in the world than if no
Being, necessarily existing, were asserted at all. We are
therefore, by the exigency of the case itself, constrained to
;

acknowledge, not only that there
that there

cause of

is

all

is a necessary Being, but
such a one as could be and was the fountain and
those several kinds and degrees of being and

we take notice of in the world besides. Another
Being should not only be asserted to no purpose, there being nothing to be gained by it, no imaginable
use to be made of it, as a principle that can serve any

perfection that

sort of necessary

valuable end

—

for suppose such a thing as necessary matter,
hath been shown be unalterable and therefore
another sort of matter must be supposed besides it that may
be the matter of the universe, raised up out of nothing for
that purpose, unto which this so unwieldy and unmanageable
it

;

will as

;

—

but also it will be impossible to
an entity can never serve
No man can be able, with any plausible show of
;

be proved.
reason, to

make

it

out

;

yea,

and much may be

ceive with convincing evidence, against

said, I con-

may

perhaps
be seen in the sequel of this discourse.
In the meantime, that there is however a necessary Being,
mito which all the perfections, whereof we have any footsteps or
it

;

as

resemblances in the creation, do originally and essentially
belong, is undeniably evident.
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Now

that

we may

[part

i.

proceed, wliat can self-essentiate, unde-

rived power, wisdom, goodness be, but most perfect power,
wisdom, goodness ? or sucli as than wbicli there can never be

more perfect ?
For since there can be no wisdom, power, or goodness
which is not either original and seLf-essentiate, or derived and
who sees not that the former must
participated from thence
be the more perfect ? yea, and that it comprehended aU the
other, as what was from it, in itself? and consequently that
;

simply the most perfect ? And the reason will be the
same concerning any other perfection, the stamps and
characters whereof we find signed upon the creatures.
But that the Being unto which these belong, is absolutely
and universally perfect in every kind, must be further evidenced by considering more at large the notion and import of

it is

self- originate

such a

necessary Being.

Some indeed both more^ anciently and of late have inverted
and from the supposition of absolute perfection,
this course
to infer necessity of existence as being conabout
have gone
;

tained in the idea of the former.

otherwise assured,

and being
of

it

so,

of this latter

we

are

are to

clearer

;

to our present purpose.

And

in the general, this seems manifestly imported in the

notion of the necessary Being

have in

it

But

and less exceptionable terms
consider what improvement may be made

upon

it

occasion to
fulness

—some way or

evinced, that

there will be

—

the entire siun and utmost
beyond which or without the compass

consider hereafter

of being;

we have already
what way

other, in

whereof, no perfection

conceivable, or indeed (Avhich

is

is

of

the same import) nothing.

1

So that wliatever there

is of

strength in that

way

of arguing, the glory

of it cannot be without injury appropriated to the present age,

any particular person therein
divers others heretofore.
art. 1.

of

it

much

less to

having, since Auselm, been ventilated

D. Scot. Dist. 2. Q.
Bradwardin,
1, c. x.

2.

Th. Aquin. P.

1.

by

Q. 2.

lib. 1, c. i.
And by divers
known, some rejecting, others much confiding in it,
these former and of modern writers.

contra

of late, as

both

;

is

Oetitil.

lib.

sufficiently
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be observed that we pretend not to argue this from

it

the bare terms necessary Being only, but from hence, that
is

such as

import

we have found

*not a little to this

rily of itself

good as

all

it

though indeed, these very terms
purpose for that which is necessa-

it

;

:

without being beholden to anything, seems as

things,

and

an immense fulNor by indigence is here

to contain in itself

ness, being indigent of nothing.

meant cravingness or a sense of want only, in opposition
whereto every good and virtuous man hath or may attain a
sort of avTctpKeia, or self- fulness, and " be satisfied from himself," which yet is a stamp of Divinity and a part of the
image of God, or such a participation of the Divine nature as
is agreeable to the state and condition of a creature
but we
understand by it, what is naturally before that, want itself
really, and not in opinion, as the covetous is said to be poor.
;

On

the other hand,

much

we here intend

an imaginary, but a

not a merely rational,

and so we
and subsists wholly and
only of itself, without depending on any other, must owe this
absoluteness to so peculiar an excellency of its own nature as
we cannot well conceive to be less than whereby it comprehends in itself the most boundless and unlimited fulness of
being, life, power, or whatsoever can be conceived under the
name of a perfection. For taking notice of the existence of
anything whatsoever, some reason must be assignable whence
it is that this particular being doth exist, and hath such and
such powers and properties belonging to it as do occur to our
say,

less

what

is

of that nature that

notice therein.

When we

some cause that put
cease so

it

much to admire

can

real self-fulness

:

it is

now

into being

the thing,

resolve

and made

how

its
it

existence into

what

it is,

excellent soever

it

we
be,

and turn our admiration upon its cause concluding that to
have all the perfection in it which we discern in the efiect,
whatsoever unknown perfection (which we may suppose is
very great) it may have besides. And upon this ground we
;

are led,

when we behold the manifold excellencies that lie
among particular bemgs in this universe, with the

dispersed

glory of the whole resulting thence, to resolve their existence

—
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into a

common

And now

cause

;

whicli

him

we

[part

name

design by the

i.

of God.

which hath been
proved, and consequently a free one, that acted not from any
necessity of nature, but his mere " good pleasure" herein, we
will not only conclude him to have all that perfection and
excellency in him which we find him to have displayed in so
vast and glorious a work but will readily believe him (supposing we have admitted a conviction concerning what hath
been discoursed before) to have a most unconceivable treasure
of hidden excellency and perfection in him, that is not represented to our view in this work of his and account, that he
who could do all this which we see is done, could do unspeakably more. Tor though, speaking of natural and necessitated
agents, which always act to their uttermost, it would be
absurd to argue from their having done some lesser thing, to
their power of doing somewhat that is much greater yet as
to free agents, that can choose their own act and guide themselves by wisdom and judgment therein, the matter is not so.
As when some great prince bestows a rich largess upon some
mean person, especially that deserved nothing from him or
was recommended by nothing to his royal favour besides his
poverty and misery, we justly take it for a very significant
demonstration of that princely munificence and bounty, which
would incline him to do much greater things when he should
considering

as a wise agent,

;

:

;

see a proportionable cause.

But now,

if

taking notice of the excellencies that appear

and inquiring how they come

and be
which considering as perfectly free and arbitrary in all his commvmications, we do thence rationally conclude that if he had thought
fit he could have made a much more pompous display of himself; and that there is in him, besides what appears, a vast
in caused beings,

what they

are,

we

and most abimdant

to exist

resolve all into their cause

;

store of undiscovered perfection

:

When next we turn our inquiry and contemplation more
entirely upon the cause, and bethink ourselves, 'but how
came he to exist and be what he is ? finding this cannot be
'

refunded upon any superior cause, and our utmost inquiry can
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admit of no other result but this, " that he is of himself Avhat
he is " we will surely say then, he is " all in all." And
that perfection, which before we judged vastly great, we will
now conclude altogether absolute, and such beyond which no
;

greater can be thought.

Adding, I

what preconceptions we had of

say, to

ness from the works which
(for

why

should

we

lose

we

his great-

have been done by him,
any ground we might have esteemed
see

ourselves to have gained before?) the consideration of his neces-

and that no other reason is assignable of
but the pecidiar and incommunicable
excellency of his own nature, whereby he was not on\y able
to make such a world, but did possess eternally and invariably
in himself all that he is and hath we cannot conceive that
all to be less than absolutely universal, and comprehensive of
whatsoever can lie within the whole compass of being.
For when we find that among all other beings (which is
most certainly true not only of actual, but all possible beings
sary self-subsistence

his being

what he

;

is

:

also)

how

perfect soever they are or

kinds, none of

them nor

all

of

may

own

be in their

them together

are or ever can

be of that perfection as to be of themselves, without dependence on somewhat else as their productive, yea, and sustaining
cause

;

we

see,

some way in

—besides that their cause hath

it

that

is to

be found in them

all

all,

the perfection

—there

that appropriate perfection belonging thereto, that

and eternally

is

(yea,

it

and could not but be) only of

the underived and incommunicable excellency of
being.

And

surely,

what includes

in

it all

also

is

could be

itself,

its

by

own

the perfection of

—

and possible beings, besides its own for there is
nothing possible which some cause, yea and even this, cannot
produce and inconceivably more, must needs be absolutely
and every way perfect. Of all which perfections this is the
radical one, that belongs to this common Cause and Author of
all things, that he is necessarily and only self- subsisting.
For if this high prerogative in point of being had been
wanting, nothing at all had ever been ; therefore we attribute
to God the greatest thing that can be said or thought (and
VOL. III.
G
all actual

—
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not what

wholly diverse from

is

which contains
" he

is

others in

all

it)

necessarily of himself."

bewildered and lost ourselves, as
plation

of

amazing

tliis

all

[part

i.

other perfection, but

when we

affirm of

him

that

For though, when we have
we soon may, in the contem-

subject,

we

readily

indulge our

wearied minds the ease and liberty of resolving this high
excellency of self or necessary existence into a mere negation,

and say that we mean by it nothing else than that he was not
from another yet surely, if we would take some pains with
ourselves and keep our slothful shifting thoughts to some exercise in this matter, though we can never comprehend that vast
fulness of perfection which is imported in it, (for it were not
what we plead for if we coidd comprehend it,) yet we should
soon see and confess that it contains unspeakably more than a
negation ; even some great thing that is so much beyond our
;

we have said but a little in sayand that when we have stretched
our understandings to the utmost of their line and measure,
though we may suppose ourselves to have conceived a great
deal, there is infinitely more that we conceive not.
Wherefore that is a sober and most important truth which
is occasionally drawn forth, as is supposed, from the so admired
Des Cartes, by the urgent objections of his very acute
(friendly) adversary,^
that the inexhaustible power of God
is the reason for which he needed no cause, and that since
that unexhausted power, or the immensity of his essence, is
most highly positive, therefore he may be said to be of himself positively ;' that is, not as if he did ever by any positive
efficiency cause himself, which is most manifestly impossible,
but that the positive excellency of his own being was such as
thoughts, that

ing

we cannot

we

shall reckon

conceive

it

;

'

could never need nor admit of being caused.

And that seems highly rational (which is so largely insisted
on by Dr. Jackson ^ and divers others) that what is without
came must also be without Ihnit of being because all limitation proceeds from the cause of a thing, which imparted to it
;

1
'*

Ad
Of

ob. in

tlie

Med.

resp. quarta;.

Essence and Attiibutes of God.

—
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argument, thougli it seems
opposed by bis antagonist, yet
I cannot but judge tbat the longer one meditates, tbe less he
shall understand how anything can be limited ad intra, or from
SO mucli

;

wliicli

neglected by Des Cartes and

itself, etc.

as the author of the Tentam. Pliys. Theol. speaks.

;

But that we may
ticular

is

evince that

general assertion of

fulness of essence

As

it

;

more parwhich may

entertain ourselves with some

considerations of this necessary Being,
its

absolvite

plenitude or

appears to be such,

at the greatest imaginable distance from
what can be at a greater than that which is
necessarily? which signifies as much as whereto not to be is
utterly impossible.
Now an utter impossibility not to be or
the uttermost distance from no being, seems plainly to imply

III.

nonentity

first,

is,

;

for

the absolute plenitude of

being.

all

And

if

here

it

be

said,

that to be necessarily and of itself needs be understood to

import no more than a firm possession of that being which a
thing hath, be it never so scant or minute a portion of being,

we measure the signification
and more obvious apj)earance.
But if you consider the matter more narrowly, you will find
here is also signified the nature and kind of the being
possessed as well as the manner of possession namely, that it is
a being of so excellent and noble a kind as that it can subsist
alone, without being beholden
which is so great an excellency, as that it manifestly comprehends all other or is the
I answer,

it

seems indeed

of this expression

by

so, if

its first

;

;

foundation of

all

that can be conceived besides.

Which they

dream of necessary matter, not considering, unwarily make one single atom a more excellent thing than the
whole frame of heaven and earth, that being supposed
that fondly

simply necessary,

tlus

the merest piece of hap-hazard, the

and beyond what any but themhave imagined and wliich, being considered,
would give us to understand that no minute or finite beingcan be necessarily.
And hence we may see what it is to be nearer or at a
further distance from not-beins:.
strangest chance imaginable,

selves could ever

;

G 2
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For these

[part

came contingently

things, that

i.

into being or at

and limited
whereof some, having a smaller portion of being than
proporothers, approach so much the nearer to not-being
tionably, what hath its being necessarily and of itself is at the
farthest distance from no-being, as comprehending all being
in itself; or, to borrow the expressions of an elegant writer,^
We have much more
translated into our own language
the essence of a man,
if
we
have
essence
non-essence than
are confined and
yet not of the heavens or of angels.
limited within a particular essence but God " who is what he
is," comprehendeth all j)ossible essences.'
Nor is this precariously spoken or as what may be hoped to
but let the matter be rigidly
be granted upon courtesy
examined and discussed, and the certain truth of it will most
Por if anything be, in this sense, remoter
evidently appear,
than other from no-being, it must either be what is necesthe pleasure of a free cause, have

being

all

but a

finite

;

:

;

'

;

We

;

;

sarily of itself or
other.

But

what

since

is

contingently at the pleasure of the

nothing

that

besides

is,

self- originate

necessary Being, but what was from it, and nothing from it
but what was within its productive power it is plain all that,
;

with

its

own

being, was contained in

it.

And therefore,

even

from no-being as
comprehending the utmost fulness of being in itself and consequently absolute perfection which will yet further appear,
in that sense,

it is

at the greatest distance

;

:

in

what

follows.

We therefore add,

That necessary being is most unmixed or purest
That is pure which is full of itself.
Purity is not here meant in a corporeal sense (which few will
think) nor in the moral but as, with metaphysicians, it sigand in its present use is more
nifies simplicity of essence
signify
that simplicity which is opj)osed
to
especially intended
and
act
of
possibility.
We say then that
composition
to the
IV.

being, without allay.

;

;

necessary being imports purest actuality, which is the ultimate
and highest perfection of being for it signifies no remaining
;

'

Causin.
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and consequently the
exuberancy and entire confluence of all being, as in its
fountain and original source. We need not bere look further,
to evince this, than the native import of the very terms themthe latter whereof is not so
selves, necessity and possibility
possibility yet unreplete or not filled up,
fullest

;

fitly said to

be excluded the former,

to be swallowed

up of

it

;

(as

contingency

as fulness takes

up

but

is),

the space

all

which were otherwise nothing but vacuity or emptiness.
is

It

plain then that necessary being engrosses all possible being,

both that is and (for the same reason) that ever was so for
nothing can be or ever was in possibility to come into being,
but what either must spring or hath sprung from the necessary self-subsisting Being.
So that unto all that vast possibility, a proportionable
actuality of this being must be understood to correspond; else
;

the other were not possible.

produced, which

is

For nothing

possible to be

is

not within the actual productive jDower of

the necessary Being.

I say within

its

actual productive power,

power for such production were not alread}^ actual it
could never become so, and so were none at all inasmuch as
necessary being can never alter, and consequently can never
come actually to be what it already is not upon \\^hicli
account it is truly said, In aiternis posse et esse sunt idem.'
for if its

;

—

'

nothing else but pure actuality as prothe utmost possibility of all created or
producible being, that is, it can he nothing other than it is,
but can do all things, of which more hereafter. It therefore
stands opposed, not only (more directly) to impossibility of
"Wherefore, in

it is

found and vast as

being, which

way even

is

is

the most proper notion of no-being, but some

to possibility also

anything but what

it is,

;

that

is,

the possibility of being

as being every

way complete and

perfectly fidl already.

y.

Again,

we might]

abstracted being, or

much

is

further

add that

it

the most

is

being in the very abstract

;

a thing

on by some of the schoolmen.
And the
notion, which with much obscurity they pursue after their
manner, may carry some such sense as this (if it may,
insisted

—
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[part

througliout, be called sense) tliat whereas no created nature

i.

is

capable of any other than mere mental abstraction, but exists

always in concretion with some subject that, be it never so reand less perfect than itself, so that we can dis-

—

fined, is grosser

tinguish the mentally abstracted essence and the thing which

hath that essence,

and

is

—by which

concretion essence

is

hath or possesses that essence

the necessary Being

;

is,

propriety, not so truly said to have essence as to he
exist separately

Whence
(not

limited

only the particular essence of this or that thing which

by

itself,

and

it,

not as limited to this or that thing.

in itself universal essence

it is

in strict

;

containing therefore

formally^ but eminently) the being of all things

Whence

perfect simplicity.

of being affirmed of

it

all its

own

in the abstract,^

power, goodness, and not only hath these
account

it is

that which

a Being which

is

necessarily

in

attributes are capable

—that

it is

wisdom,

and that upon this
necessarily and of itself.
For

is

and of

itself, is

;

not whatsoever

it is

whereof necessary
being is incapable
but by its own simple and unvariable
Other being is upon such terms powerful, wise, yea,
essence.
and existent, as that it may cease to be so whereas to necessary being it is manifestly repugnant and impossible either
simply not to be or to be anything else but what and as it is.
And though other things may have properties belonging
to their essence not separable from it, yet they are not their
very essence itself; and, whereas they are in a possibility to
lose their very existence, the knot and ligament of whatsoever is most intimate to their actual being, all then falls from
them together. Here essence, properties, and existence are all
one simple thing that can never cease, decay, or change
because the whole being is necessary.
Now, all this being
supposed, of the force of that form of speech when we affirm

by the

accession of anything to

itself,

;

;

;

1
To which purpose we may take notice of the words of one, not the less
worthy to be named, for not being reckoned of that foreinentioned order. Si
enim denomiuativb de eo quippiam prijedicaretur, abstractuni esset turn aliud
ab ipso, turn ipso prius. Quod sau& impium est ; quare neque ens est sed
essentia, neque bonus sed bonitas est.
Jul. Seal. Exerc. 3G5.
'

'

—
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anything- in

tlie

abstract of anotlier,

we may admit

tlie comcan
everybody
For

mon

sense of men to be the interpreter.
(though they do not know the meaning of the word
abstract ') what we intend when we use that phrase or

tell
'

manner

of speaking

:

when we say by way

as

of hyperbolical

commendation, such a man is
itself, or he not only hath much of virtue, justice, and goodness in him, but he is virtue, justice, and goodness itself, as
not only learned, but learning

—

was once said of an excellent Pagan virtuoso that I may
borrow leave to use that word in the moral sense everyone
knows the phrase intends the appropriating all learning,
which, because they
virtue, justice, goodness to such an one
know unapproj)riable to any man, they easily understand it to
be, in such a case, a rhetorical strain and form of speech, and

—

;

yet could not

know

if also

that,

And

proper and native import.

they did not understand its
so it may as well be under-

meant by saying

of God, he is being itself.
be reconciled that of the so-named
Dionysius the Areopagite ^ that God is not so properly said

stood what

is

With which

sense

may

'

:

or to have or partake of being, as that

to be of, or be in,

of him,' etc.

beings

;

that

:

inasmuch
is,

if

as

he

is

it is

the pre-existent Being to

we understand him

to

mean

all

all

besides his

own. In which sense, taking being for that which is communicated and imparted, he may truly be said (as this author
and the Platonists generally speak ^) to be super-essential or
super-substantial.
But how fitly being is taken in that
*

restrained sense,

'

we may say more

hereafter.

In the meantime, what hath been said concerning this abstractedness of the necessary Being, hath in it some things so
unintelligible and is accompanied with so great, unmentioned
difficulties, (which it would give us, perhaps, more labour than
profit to discuss,)

and the absolute perfection of God appears
by what hath been and may be

so evidenceable otherwise
'

Kai avrh 5e t5 ilvai eK rod irpSovros, Kol aurov

avrhi Tov

eiuai, Koi iu aiiTw

ex^' T^ ehai, Kal ouk ourbj ex«*
a

Proclus in Plat. Theol.

scttI

5e rh elfai, Kal ovk

eVrt rb elvai, Kol ovk avrhs if Ttf

1.

'''^

elvai.

2, c. 4.

De

Divinis

elvai, Kal avrhi'

Nomin. Co.

5.

;
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way concerned

are no

i,

to lay the stress

of the cause on this matter only.

all

VI. Moreover, necessary Being is the cause and author of
being besides. Whatsoever is not necessary is caused

having being of itself, it must be put into being by
else.
And inasmuch as there is no middle sort of
being betwixt necessary and not necessary, and all that is
not necessary is caused, it is jjlain that which is necessary
must be the cause of all the rest. And surely what is the
for not

somewhat

cause of

all

being besides

other contain

its

own, must needs one way or

its

o^ai and all other in

itself,

and

conse-

is

quently comprehensive of the utmost fulness of being or is
the absolutely perfect Being, as must equally be acknow;

ledged, unless anyone would imagine himself to have got

the notice of some perfection that
all

Nor

is

may be

it

an exception worth the mentioning, that there

a conception of possible being or perfection which the

necessary Being hath not caused.
well the possible cause of

the actual cause of what
it

without the compass of

lies

being.

is

actual

hath within

to produce, it

For

all possible

its

it

is,

and what

;

manifestly, as

being and perfection as
it is

possible to

productive power, as hath

been said before.

And

if

the matter did require

we might say further that

it,

the same necessary Being which hath been the productive
cause, is also the continual root
is

not necessary

for

;

special privilege of its

sustain

it,

what

and

basis of all being

of itself and cannot

own being

hut

But what

tinual reprodviction every

For

not

moment

ble of continuing in being

into being.

is

by

;

itself,

(as is

seems

so,

and

to

often mentioned author) since there

it

is

own

be no more capa-

it

was,

is

by

itself,

of

no connexion betwixt
is

easily capable of

no way consequent that because I
therefore be the next moment, further than

rupture,

its

need a con-

frequently alleged by that so

the present and future time but what
shall

to

than

which
by the

needs nothing to

he,

or needs not trust to anything besides

eternal stability.

coming

is

am now

I

as the free

;
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Author of

my being
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shall be pleased to contimie his

arbitrary influence for

my

support.

own most

This seems highly pro-

bable to be true, whether that reason signify anything or
nothing and that thence also continual conservation differs
;

not from creation

:

which, whether

(as is said

by the same

author) it be one of the things that are ' manifest by natural
light,' or whether a positive act be needless to the annihilation of created things, but only the withholding of influence,

them examine that apprehend the cause to need it. And
upon inquiry, they judge it at least evidenceable by

let
if,

natural light to be so (as I doubt not they will) they will
that,
have this further ground upon which thus to reason
;

—

inasmuch as the necessary Being subsists wholly by itself, and
is that whereon all other doth totally depend, it hereupon
follows that it must some way contain in itself all being.

We may yet further add.
That the necessary Being we have evinced, though it have
caused and do continually sustain all things, yet doth not
it is not positself in the meantime sufler any diminution
;

nor consistent with the very terms 'necessary Being'
that it can.
It is true, that if such a thing as a necessary/
it
atotn were admitted, that woiJd be also imdiminishable

sible

—

—

were not else an atom but as nothing then can flow from it,
as from a perfect parvitude nothing can, so it can efifect
nothing
and the reason is the same of many as of one.
Nor would undiminishableness, upon such terms, signify anything to the magnifying the value of such a trifle.
But this is none of the jjresent case for our eyes tell us
here is a world in being which we are sure is not itself necessarily, and was therefore made by him that is
and that
without mutation or change in him, against which the very
notion of a necessary Being is most irreconcilably reluctant
and therefore without diminution, which cannot be conceived
;

;

;

without change.^
*

'Eu Se

TaiiTT)

tt)

xop*^?.

xadopa

ovros, ayaOov alrtav, l>i^av ^vxv^i oxik

rovvTwv.

— Plotinus Enn.

Trr]yi]v

/xev

C'^rji,

iKXi6jj.ei'oiii' ott'

7r7]yhv 5e

avTov

ut

vov,

a/ixV

iKelvwy e'Aar-

6, 1. 9, c. 9.

G 3

!
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Wherefore how inexhaustible a fountain of life, being, and
perfection have we here represented to our thoughts
from whence this vast universe is sprung and is continually
springing, and that, in the meantime receiving no recruits or
foreign supplies, yet suffers no impairment or lessening of
all

;

And it is so
is this but absolute all-fulness ?
deficiency
or
mutability
his nature
arguing
any
in
far from
continual
issue
from
of
power
and
virtue
this
there
is
that
him, that it demonstrates its high excellency that this can be
itself

!

What

without decay or mutation. For of all this we are as certain
as we can be of anything, that many things are not neces-

Being must be necessary from whence all
and that with necessary Being change is
It is therefore unreasonable to entertain any
inconsistent.
doubt that things are so which most evidently appear to be so,
onlj' because it is beyond our measure and compass to apprehend hoiv they are so. And it would be to doubt against our
own eyes whether there be any such thing as motion in the
sarily

;

that the

things else proceed

;

world or composition of bodies, because we cannot give a

and the entangle-

clear account (so as to avoid all difiiculties,

ment

of the

common sophisms

are performed.

but what

is

to

how these things
we have no difficulty

about them)

In the present

case,

be resolved into the perfection of the Divine

and how easilj^
nature and the imperfection of our own
conceivable is it, that somewhat may be more perfect than
;

that

we can

conceive

it

!

If

we cannot

conceive the

manner

of God's causation of things or the nature of his causative
influence,

it

only shows their high excellency

the more ground (since this

is

;

and gives us

that into which both his

own

and the reason of things most naturally lead us to
resolve all) to admire the mighty efficacy of his all-creating,
and all- sustaining Will and Word that in that easy unexpensive way, by his mere fiat, so great things should be

revelation

;

performed

We

only say further, that this necessary Being is
VII.
such to which nothing can be added, so as that it should be
really greater or better or more perfect than it was before.

—

And

not only signifies that nothing can be joined to

tliis

so as to
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become a part of it— which necessary Being, by

it,

its

—

natural immutability, manifestly refuses but we also intend
by it, that all things else, with it, contain not more of real
perfection than

it

doth alone

which (though

;

it

carries a

intend not wholly to overlook when
it shall be seasonable to consider it) is a most apparent and
demonstrable truth. For it is plain that all being and perfection which is not necessary proceeds from that which is, as
and that no cause could communicate anythe cause of it

difficulty

with

it

that

we

;

which it had not some way in itself.
Wherefore it is manifestly consequent that all other being
was wholly before comprehended in that which is necessary,
and what is wholly
as having been wholly produced by it
comprehended of another (that is, within its productive power)
before it he produced, can be no real addition to it, when if is.
Now what can be supposed to import fulness of being and
perfection more than this impossibility of addition, or that
there can be nothing greater or more perfect ?
And now these considerations are mentioned without

thing to another,

;

whether they be so many exactly distinct heads.
For admit that they be not all distinct, but some are involved
with others of them yet the same truth may more powerfully strike some understandings in one form of representaAnd it suffices, that, though not
tion, others in another.

solicitude

;

severally, they do together plainly evidence that the neces-

sary Being includes the absolute entire fulness of

and

perfection, actual

Having

and

being

therefore thus dispatched that former part of this

undertaking, the eviction of an every
shall

all

possible, within itself.

now need

way

to labour little in the other

:

perfect

Being we

namely,

YIII. Secondly, the more express deduction of the

and onliness thereof.
For as to the former of

injinitc-

ness

these, it is in effect the

same thing

since to the fullest notion ot

that hath been already proved

;

infiniteness, absolute perfection

seems every way most fully to

correspond

:

for absolute perfection includes all conceivable

:
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And what doth most
simple infiniteness import, but to have nothing for a boundary, or, which is the same, not to be bounded at all ?
perfection, leaves nothing excluded.

We

intend not now, principal!}^, infiniteness extrinsically

considered, with respect to time

and immense do import

and

place, as to be eternal

but intrinsically,

;

as

importing

bottomless profundity of essence and the full confluence of all
kinds and degrees of perfection, without bound or limit.

This

is

the same with absolute perfection, which yet

should suspect not to be

so,

if

any

they might, however, easily and

expressly prove it of the necessary Being upon the same
grounds that have been already alleged for proof of that

—

As, that the necessary Being hath actuality answerable to
the utmost possibility of the creature
root

and cause of

soever

other being

all

;

;

that

it is

actually, the possible cause of whatsoever

is

— which

the only

the actual cause of whatis

possible

most apparently true, and hath been evidenced to be so by what hath been said so lately as that it
needs not be repeated that is, in short, that nothing that is
not necessarily and of itself, could ever have been or can be,
but as it hath been or shall be put into being by that which
to be

;

is

;

is

necessarily

anything

is

But now

and of

itself

so that this is as apparent as that

;

or can be.
let sober

bounds or limits

set

reason judge, whether there can be any
to the possibility of producible being,

either in respect of kinds, numbers, or degrees of perfection ?

"Who can say

or think,

where there can be

creatures produced, or at least individuals

many

sorts of

of those

sorts,

Or that any creature is so perthat none can be made more perfect ? which indeed

that there can be no
fect, as

so

more

?

were to suppose an actual infiniteness in the
and then, it being however still but somewhat that
is created or made, how can its Maker but be infinite ?
For
surely nobody will be so absurd as to imagine an infinite

to suppose,

creatm-e

;

efiect of a finite cau^se.

Either therefore the creature
actually

made

is,

or

so perfect that it cannot

sometime

may

be,

be more perfect, or
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we have our purpose, that there is an infinite
on
the part of the creature, always unrepleto and
possibility
consequently, a proportionable infinite actuality of power on
not

.

133

if not,

;

;

Infinite power, I say

the Creator's part.

otherwise there

;

were not that acknowledged, infinite possibility of producible
being for nothing is producible that no power can produce,
be the intrinsic possibility of it, or its not implying in itself a
;

contradiction that
infinite actual

it

should

exist,

what

what power he hath not
was argued before.

necessarily,

have

as

;

But

if it

be

suppose

said, will

much more

will.

And

that

actually,

It

is

is

he can never

its

it

it

is or may sometime be
cannot be more perfect, that, as

then actually

Cause

is so

:

and

infinite

;

and therefore
way,

therefore, in this

our present purpose would be gained also.
But we have no mind to gain it this latter way, as

no need.

I say

the creature either

said,

actually so perfect, as that

was

it

power, because the Creator being what he

we have

in itself plain, to anyone that considers, that this

on the creature's part can never actually be filled
a bottomless abyss, in which our thoughts may
gradually go down deeper and deeper without end that

possibility

up

;

still

that

it is

;

more might be produced, or more perfect creatures, and still more, everlastingly, without any bound
which
sufficiently infers what we aim at, that the Creator's actual
power is proportionable.

is,

that

still

:

And
sist

indeed the supposition of the former can neither conwith the Creator's perfection nor with the imperfection of

it would infer that the Creator's productive
power might be exhausted, that he could do no more, and so
place an actual boundary to him and make him finite.
It
were to make the creature actually full of being, that it could
and so would make that infinite.
receive no more
But it may be said, since all power is in order to act, and

the creature

;

;

the very notion of possibility imports that such a thing, of

which

it

is

said,

may sometime

be actual

unreasonable to say that the infinite

produce an

;

it

seems very

power of a cause cannot

infinite efiect, or that infinite possibility

can never
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become infinite actuality. For tliat were to say and unsay
to affirm omnipotency and
the same thing of the same
impotency of the same cause possibility and impossibility of
the same effect.
;

;

How urgent soever this difficulty may seem, there needs
nothing but patience and attentive consideration to disfor if we will but
entangle ourselves and get through it
;

we

allow ourselves the leisure to consider,

shall find that

power and possibility must here be taken not simply
and abstractly, but as each of them is in conjunction with
And what is 'infinite,' but that which can
'infinite.'
never be travelled through, or whereof no end can be ever
arrived unto ? Now, suppose infinite power had produced all
that it could produce, it were no longer infinite, there were an
end of it that is, it had found limits and a boundary beyond
which it could not go. If infinite possibility were filled up,
there were an end of that also and so neither were infinite.
It may then be further urged, that there is therefore no
such thing as infinite power or possibility for how is that
cause said to have infinite power, which can never produce
its proportionable efiect? or that effect have infinite possiIt would follow then
bility, which can never be produced ?
that power and possibility, which are said to be infinite, are
neither power nor possibility; and that 'infinite' must be
rejected as a notion either repugnant to itself or to anything
unto which we shall go about to affix it.
I answer, it only follows, they are neither power or possior that can ever be
bility whereof there is any bound or end
gone through. And how absurd is it that they shall be said
(as they cannot but be) to be both very vast, if they were
finite
and none at all, for no other reason but their being
infinite
And for the pretended repugnancy of the very
notion of infinite, it is plain that though it cannot be to us
distinctly comprehensible, j'^et it is no more repugnant than
Nor when we have conceived of
the notion of finiteness.
power in the general, and in our own thoughts set bounds to
nay, they that
it and make it finite, is it a greater difiiculty
*

'

'

'

—

;

;

;

;

!

—
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try will

find

bounds, and

it

much

make

easier

it infinite.

—again
And

let

to

135
think away these
that judge the

them

notion of infiniteness inconsistent, therefore reject it if they
can they will feel it re-imposing itself upon them, whether
;

they will or no and sticking as close to their minds as their
very thinking power itself. And who was therefore ever
heard of, that did not acknowledge some or other infinite ?
Even the Epicureans themselves, though they confined their
which also, though some
gods, they did not the universe
;

;

made finite
duration they made it infinite

in respect of place, yet in

peripatetic atheists

though the notion of an
encumbered with such absurdities and imposwhereof there is not the least shadow in that of

eternal world
sibilities as

an every way
Briefly,

it

infinite Deity.

consists not with the nature of a contingent

being, to be infinite

being,

is

:

is

for

;

what

is

upon such terms only

reducible to nothing at the will and pleasure of

in
its

but it is a manifest repugnanc}^, that what is at the
utmost distance from nothing as infinite fulness of being
cannot but be should be reducible thither.
Therefore actual infinity cannot but be the peculiar privi-

maker

:

—

—

lege of that which

is necessarili/.

Yet may we not say, that it is not within the compass of
for it
infinite power to make a creature that may be infinite
argues not want of power that this is never to be done, but a
still infinitely abounding surplusage of it that can never be
nor that the thing itself is simply
drained or drawn dry
impossible it may be (as is compendious] 3" expressed by that
most succinct and polite writer,^ Dr. Boyle) i)i fieri, not in
fndo esse ; that is, it might be a thing always in doing, but
;

:

;

never done

;

because

it

belongs to the infinite perfection of

God, that His power be never actually exhausted, and to the
infinite imperfection of the creature, that its possibility or

up; to the necessary self-subsisting
and communicative to the communicated contingent being, to be ever empty and craving.
One

capacity -be never

filled

Being, to be always

'

Now

full

;

Bishoj) of Clogher, in his Confemplat. Metaplujs.
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may be said to liave that some way in his power, not only
which he can do presently, all at once but which he can do
by degrees, and supposing he have sufficient time. So a
;

man may

be reckoned able to do

as

that,

the uttermost,

whole power, which it is only possible
to him to have effected with the expiration of his life's time.
God's measure is eternity
what if we say then, this is a
work possible to be accomplished, even as the ultimate, proportionable issue of Divine power (if it were His will, upon
which all contingent being depends) that the creature should
be ever growing in the meanwhile, and be absolutely perfect
adequate

effect of his

;

If then you be good at suppo-

at the expiration of eternity ?
sitions,

suppose that expired and this work finished both

together.

Wherefore

if

you

ask,

why can

being infinite never be done

the work of making created
The answer will be, because

?

eternity (in every imaginable instant whereof, the inexhaustible

power of God

can, if

He

will,

be

still

adding either more

creatures or more perfection to a creature) cannever be at an end.

We

might further argue the

all its

vast communications

accession to itself

by any

;

its

its so

of the

infinity

Being, from what hath been said of

its

necessary

undiminishableness by

impossibility^ to receive

great productions

;

any

both which

we have seen) of the necessary
and do clearly, as anything can,
besjjeak infinity.
But we have thence argued its absolute
perfection, which so evidently includes the same thing, that
all this latter labour might have been spared, were it not that
it is the genius of some persons not to be content that they
have the substance of a thing said, unless it be also said in
their o^\ti terms
and that the express asserting of God's
are plainly demonstrable (as

Being, even as

it is

such,

;

simple infiniteness in those very terms,

more

requisite, as

it is

usual.

is

in that respect the

a form of expression

more known and
»

'
For howsoever disputable it may be, whether whatsoever is infinite can
have nothing added to it yet it is without dispute, that whatsoever is so
full as that nothius; cau be added to it, is infinite.
;

;;
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IX. There are yet some remaining
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difficulties in tlie

matter

which, partly through the

we have been

discoursing

debility of our

own minds, we cannot but

of,

find,

and which

partly the subtlety of sophistical wits doth create to us.

It

will be requisite

consideration of at least some

of

to dispatch

we have some
them, which we will labour

brevity

;

with

all possible

leaving those that? delight in the sport of tying and

loosing knots, or of weaving snares wherein cunningly to

among whom they may

find enough,

give them exercise unto weariness

any

relish of

what

is

by the schoolmen
upon this subject, to
and, if their minds have

to be entertained

entangle themselves,

;

more savoury, I may venture

to say unto

loathing.
It

may

possibly be here said in short.

while been doing

all this

?

But what have we

We have been labouring to prove

that necessary being comprehends the absolute fulness of all

and what doth this signify, but that all being is
That God is all things, and so that everything
that we hereby confound the being of a man, yea of
is God
a stone, or whatever we can think of, with one another and

being

;

necessary ?
;

;

all

with the being of

And

again,

how

God

is

it

!

possible there should be an infinite

self-subsisting Being, for then

since such infinite

nothing beyond

how can

Being includes

all

there be any finite

?

being, and there can be

all ?

Here therefore
and endeavoured

having hitherto only asserted
some way necessary being
doth include all being, to show in what way.
And it is
plain it doth not include all in the same way
it doth not so
include that which is created by it and depends on it, as it
doth its own, which is uncreated and independent.
The one it includes as its own, or rather as itself; the
other, as what it is and ever was within its power to produce.
If any better like the terms 'formally' and 'virtually,'
they may serve themselves of them at their own pleasure
which yet, as to many, will but more darkly speak the same
it is

requisite,

to evince that

;

sense.
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productive power of

nates not upon himself, as if he were

by

it

God

i.

termi-

capable of adding

anything to his own appropriate being
which is, as hath
been evinced already, infinitely full and incapable of addition,
and is therefore all pure act
but on the creature, where
;

:

there

is

a perpetual possibility never

still

filled up,

because

Divine power can never be exhausted. And thus all that
of being is virtually in him, which, either having produced,
he doth totally sustain
or not being produced he can
;

produce.

Whereupon

it is

may comprehend

easy to understand,

all

being,

and yet

all

how

necessary being

being not be neces-

sary.
It comprehends all being, besides what itself is, as
having had, within the compass of its productive power,
whatsoever hath actually sprung from it and having, within
the compass of the same power, whatsoever is still possible to
be produced
which no more confounds such produced, or
producible being with that necessary Being which is its
cause, than it confounds all the effects of human power with
one another and with the being of a man, to say that he
virtually comprehended them (so far as they were producible
by him) within his power and is no wiser an inference from
the former, than it would be from this latter,
that a house,
a book, and a child are the same thing with one another, and
with the person that produced them because, so far as they
were produced by him, he had it in his power to produce
them. And that the effects of Divine power are produced
thereby totally, wherejis those of human power are produced
by it but in part only, doth, as to the strength and reasonableness of the argument, nothing alter the case.
And as to the next, that infinite being should seem to
;

:

;

—

;

exclude

all

finite

;

I confess that such as are so disposed

might here even wrangle continually, as they might do about
anything in which infiniteness is concerned and yet therein
show themselves (as Seneca, I remember, speaks in another
case) not a whit the more learned, but the more troublesome.
But if one would make short work of it, and barely deny that
;

!

being excludes

infinite
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finite

— as

Scotus doth

little

elso,'^

besides denying the consequence of the argument by which it
was before enforced, namely, ' that an infinite body would ex-

where should the finite be when the infinite
space ? and therefore by parity of reason,
why should not infinite being exclude finite ? showing the
it would perhaps give them some
disparity of the two cases
For which way would thoy go to
trouble also to prove it.

clude a

should

finite, for

fill

up

all

'

—

Infinite self-subsisting being includes all being; very

work

?

true,

and

we

therefore,

then ? doth

it,

because

And what

say, it includes finite.
it

includes

it,

therefore exclude

it ?

And let the matter be soberly considered somewhat
being and power, we say, (and apprehend no knot or difficulty
in the matter,) can extend so far as to produce some proporof finite

;

and what
and
power can
doth it seem lilcely then that infinite being
mighty
of
nothing
it
reason
?
Is
not a
therefore do just
can do
agent
an
confoundingly
demonstrative
that
force, and
onlj''
thing,
possibly
produce
any
the
least
cannot
nothing or
infinite
power
is
of
he
?
because
For if there be a simple inconsistency between an infinite
Being and a finite, that will be the case, that because the
former is infinite therefore it can produce nothing; for what
tionable effect or can do such and such things

;

—

it

should produce cannot consist with

being

finite,

effect infinite,

less for

and then

much

less

!

But what

it

;

that

is,

even not

we could suppose

certainly, if

therefore ?

is

the

power the

being infinite ? or can infinite power, even because
do nothing ? what can be said or thouglit more

it is infinite,

?
Or shall it be said that the infiniteno hindrance, but the infiniteness of being ?
But how wild an imagination were that of a finite being, that
were of infinite power ?
And besides, is that power somewhat or nothing? surely it will not be said it is nothing.
Then it is some being, and if some power be some being,
what then is infinite power ? is not that infinite being ? And
now therefore, if this infinite can produce anything, which it

absurd or void of sense
ness of power

is

1

Distinct. 2, Q. 2, Q.

1.

;
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were a strange madness to deny, it can at least produce some
finite tiling.
Wherefore there is no inconsistency between
the infinite and finite beings, unless we say the efiect produced, even by being produced, must destroy or (even
impair

infinitely)

be

which

its

decay.

and

it

cease at least to

infinite and necessary, which, as hath been shown,
by whatsoever productions, sufier any diminution or
If here it be further urged. But here is an infinite

Being now supposed,
;

make

also cannot possibly be said of that

is

cannot,

finite

cause, so as to

But that

infinite.

next be supposed the production of a

let

same with the other for surely infinite
are distinguishable enough, and do even infinitely

this is not the

finite

;

something or nothing nothing
was supposed a being and produced
but the production of nothing is no production. It is somewhat then here is therefore an infinite Being and a finite
now besides. The infinite, it was said, cannot be diminished;
This

difier.
it

cannot be

finite is either

:

said, for it

;

Is there therefore
finite, a real something, is added.
nothing more of existent being than there was before this
production ?
It is answered, nothing more than virtually
was before for when we suppose an infinite Being and
afterwards a finite, this finite is not to be looked upon as

the

;

emerging or springing up, of itself, out of nothing; or as
but as
proceeding from some third thing as its cause
produced by that infinite, or springing out of that, which it
;

could not "do but as being before virtually contained in it.
For the infinite produces nothing which it could not pro-

and what it could produce, was before contained in
And to any one that
it, as in
the power of its cause.
attends, and is not disposed to be quarrelsome, this is as
plain and easy to be understood, as how any finite thing
may produce another
or rather more plain and easy,
duce

;

;

agent doth not entirely contain its effect
within itself or in its own power, as an infinite doth.
If yet it be again said, that which is limited is not
infinite, but suppose any finite thing produced into being
because a

after

a

finite

pre-existent

infinite,

this

infinite

becomes

now
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limited

for the

;

infinite,

being of the

each hath

its

own
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finite

not that of the

is

distinct being

;

the one it is the other, therefore

be said of

and

it

cannot

each

is

limited

—

itself:
I answer, that which was infinite becomes not
for it hath produced nothing
hereby less than it was
but what was before virtually contained in it, and still
But whatsoever
is, for it still totally sustains the other.
it can do
or hath within its power
it actually doth,

to

;

;

therefore if
less,

it

is

were

it

infinite before

and

is

not

now become

infinite.

still

Wherefore the true reason why the position of a finite
thing, after a supposed all- comprehending infinite, doth no
way intrench upon or detract from the other's all-comprehensive infinity is, that it was formerly contained and
still is within the virtue and power of the other.
It is true, that if we should suppose anything besides that
supposed infinite, to be of itself, that would infer a limitation
of the former

not

make

it

would argue

:

not cause

infer, I say,

it

that

;

is,

it

would

cease to be all-comprehendingly infinite, but
it

it

not to have been so before, and that the sup-

position of its infinity was a false supposition
because it
would then appear that the former did not comprehend all
being any way in itself, somewhat being now found to be in
being which hath no dependence thereon whence it would
be evident neither can be so of which, some good use may
be made to a further purpose by and by.
Here only we may by the Avay annex, as a just corollary
from the foregoing discourse, that as the supposition of necessary self- subsisting matter was before shown to be a vain, it
now also appears plainly to be altogether an impossible, supposition.
For since the necessary self-subsisting Being is
infinite and all- comprehensive, and if matter were supposed
necessary we must have another necessary Being to form the
world, inasmuch as matter is not self-active, much less intel;

:

:

ligent, (as

Former

it

hath both been proved

of this world must be)

that because both cannot be

:

it is

it

cannot be, and that the

therefore out of question,

all- comprehensive,

they cannot
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nor can the vastly different kinds or

be necessary;

both,

[part

natures of these things salve the business

for be they of

:

Besides, if
what kinds they will, they are still beings.
matter were necessary and self-subsisting, every particle of it
must be so and then we shall have not only two, but an
infinite number of such infinites and all of the same kind.
But being only of this or that sort, (as is apparent where
more sorts do exist than one,) could not be simply infinite
except as the other depends thereon, and as this one is radically comprehensive of all the rest that can come under the
For that there
general and most common notion of being.
being agrees, and by
is some general notion wherein all
which it differs from no being, is, I think, little to be doubted
how unequally soever, and dependently the one upon the
;

'

'

;

expression super-essential
'

must be understood

as

'

said)

and others

rhetorical

reverence than rigid truth

merly

Whereupon the

do partake therein.

other, the distinct sorts

;

only that which

like

spoken of God,
importing more

it,

strains

except by essence (as was foris

created be meant, and that

only a purer and more noble kind of essence were intended
which yet seems also unwarrantable
to be asserted to him ^
;

—

word of that import should be so misapplied and transferred from the substance, to signify nothing
but the shadow rather, of being and that they who would
seem zealously concerned to appropriate all being unto God,
and

injurious, that a

;

should in the height of their transport so far forget themselves as to set
all;

him above

all

being, and so deny

which simply

for surely that

is

above

him any

all being,

is

at

no

being.

X.

And

as to the unity or onliness rather of this Being,

Godhead, the deduction thereof seems plain and
easy from what hath been already proved, that is, from the
or of the

And we must suppose, somewhat agreeable to this, to be Plotinus'
meaning, when he denies knowledge to be in God, and yet also denies that
there is in him any ignorance that is, that he means his intelligence is of
an infinitely distinct and more excellent sort from that which he causes in
'

;

us,

as apjiears

6Kiivu)v.

—E)in.

by
G,

I.

his
l),

annexed reason
c.

6.

:

rh Se -KavTuv atriov, ovSfv irrriv

-

;
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that

much

it is

toil

them-

about this m.atter, and others plainly conclude

not to be proved at

by Divine
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For thougli some do

absolute perfection thereof.
selves

;

revelation

all in

a rational way, but only

yet I conceive, they that follow the

;

method, (having proved some necessary self-subsisting being,
the root and original spring of all being and perfection,
actual and possible, which is as plain as anything can be,)
of deducing from thence the absolute all-comprehending

work as
For nothino; seems more evident than that
there cannot be two, much less more, such Beings, inasmuch
for
as one comprehends in itself all being and perfection
So that
there can be but one all, without which is nothing.
one such being supposed, another can have nothing remaining
perfection of such necessary Being, will find their
o-ood as done.

;

to

it.

Yea, so far

is it

therefore, if

we suppose one

infinite

and absolutely perfect Being, that there can be another independent thereon, (and of a depending infinity we need not say
more than we have, which, if any such could be, cannot
possibly be a distinct God,) that there cannot be the minutest

thing imaginable which that supposed infinity doth not
comprehend, or that can stand apart from it on any distinct
And that this matter may be left as jjlain
basis of its own.
supposing it already most evident,
as we can make it
That there is, actually existing, an absolute entire fulness
of wisdom, power, and so of all other perfection
That such absolute entire fulness of perfection, is infinite
That this infinite perfection must have its primary seat
finite

;

;

somewhere
That its primary, original
necessary

self- subsisting

being

"We hereupon add, that

—

nowhere but in

we suppose multitude

or any

concurring to
up the seat or subject of this infinite perfection, each

plurality of necessary

make

if

seat can be
:

one must either be of

self-originate beings,

finite

and

partial perfection, or infinite

and absolute it cannot be, because one
and absolutely perfect. Being will
comprehend
all perfection, and leave nothing to
necessarily

and

absolute.

Infinite

self-originate, infinitely

;
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the rest
infinite

:

;

nor

less

I.

many finites can never make one
many broken parcels or fragments of

because

finite,

mucli

[part

can

make infinite and absolute perfection, even
though their number (if that were possible) were infinite.
For the perfection of unity would still be wanting, and their
communication and concurrence to any work (even such as we
see is done) be infinitely imperfect and impossible.
We might, more at large, and with a much more pompous
number and apparatus of arguments, have shown that there
but to such as had rather
can be no more gods than one
be informed than bewildered and lost, clear proof that is
shorter and more comprehensive, will be more grateful.
Nor doth this proof of the unity of the Godhead any way
impugn the Trinity, which is by Christians believed therein,
and whereof some heathens, as is known, have not been
wholly without some apprehension, however they came by
it,
or exclude a sufficient, uncreated ground of trinal disperfection ever

*

;

'

—

—

tinction

:

as Avould be seen, if that great difierence of beings

'necessary' and 'contingent' be well stated;

by

eternal, necessary

and what

is

emanation of the Divine nature be duly

distinguished from the arbitrary products of the Divine will

and the matter be thoroughly examined, whether herein be
is increated and that
which is created. In this way it is possible it might be
cleared, how a Trinity in the Godhead may he very connot a sufficient distinction of that which

sistent

with the unity thereof.

know but by His

telling us so

;

that it is, we cannot
being among the " many

But
it

things of God," which are "not to be
Spirit of

God"

ing to the Holy Scriptures

known but by
dence we may

known but by

;

as the " things of a

the spirit of a man."
justly

And what

man

are not

further evi-

and reasonably take from those Scrip-

even in reference to some of the things hitherto
coursed, may be hereafter shown.

tures,

the

revealing and testifying them, in and accord-

dis-

CHAPTER

y.

IN REFERENCE TO WHAT HATH BEEN HITHERTO DISCOURSED,
IS IT POSSIBLE THAT, UPON
I.
WITH SOME REASONINGS THEREUPON

DEBIANDS

:

SUPPOSITION OF THIS BEINg's EXISTENCE, IT MAY BE, IN ANY WAY
SUITABLE TO OUR PRESENT STATE, MADE KNOWN TO US THAT IT DOTH
EXIST? PROVED, 1. THAT IT MAY; 2. THAT, SINCE ANY OTHER FIT WAY
THAT CAN BE THOUGHT ON, IS AS MUCH LIABLE TO EXCEPTION AS THAT

—

WE HAVE

ALREADY, THIS MUST BE THEREFORE SUFFICIENT. STRONG
GLORIOUS APPARITIONS, TERRIBLE VOICES, SURPRISING
TRANSFORMATIONS IF THESE ARE NECESSARY, IS IT NEEDFUL THEY BE
UNIVERSAL? FREQUENT? IF NOT, MORE RARE THINGS OF THIS SORT
NOT WANTING.
IL DEMAND: CAN SUBJECTS, REMOTE FROM THEIR
PRINCE, SUFFICIENTLY BE ASSURED OF HIS EXISTENCE ? III. DEMAND
CAN WE BE SURE THERE ARE MEN ON EARTH?
IMPRESSIONS,

;

—

:

And

any should in the meantime still remain either
all that hath been said for proof of
that Being's existence, which we have described
I would only
add these few things by way of inquiry or demand, namely
First, do they believe, upon supposition of the existence of

I.

if

doubtful or apt to cavil, after

;

;

such a Being, that

it is

possible

it

may

be made

known

to us

and circumstances, by means not unsuitable thereto or inconvenient to the order and government
of the world, that it doth exist ? It were strange to say or
suppose that a Being of so high perfection as this we have
hitherto given an account of, if He is, cannot in any fit way
make it knoAvn that He is, to an intelligent, and apprehenin our present state

sive sort of creatures.

If indeed

He

Lord of us and

we may

is,

all

and be the common Cause, Author and
we do now but suppose, and
to allege anything that is so much as

things (which

defy cavil

colourable against the possibility of the supposition) surely
li

He

;
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hath done greater things than the making of it known " that
He is." It is no unapprehensive thing, there hath been no
nothing said coninconsistent notion hitherto given of him
;

cerning him but will well admit that it is possible such a
Being may be now existent. Yea, we not only can conceive,

but we actually have, and cannot but have, some conception
of the several attributes we have ascribed to him so as to
;

apply them severally to somewhat else, if we will not apply
cannot but admit there is some
them jointly to him.

We

somewhat that is of itself active
wise, and good.
And these
somewhat that is
another,
whereno
repugnancy
to
one
them
notions have in
together
may
and
agree
impossible
they
meet
not
it
is
fore
in full perfection to one and the same existent Being and
hence it is manifestly no unapprehensible thing that such a
Being doth exist. Now, supposing that it doth exist, and
hath been to us the Cause and Author of our being hath
given us the reasonable, intelligent nature which we find
ourselves possessors of, and that very power whereby we
apprehend the existence of such a Being as he is to be possiwhile
all which we for the present do still but suppose
ble
eternal necessary Being,

powerful,

;

;

—

—

also his actual existence is not unapprehensible

the greatest madness imaginable to say, that

he cannot

also

it

if

were it not
he do exist,

make our apprehensive nature understand

apprehensible thing that he doth exist ?

take

:

for granted,

and

as a thing

We will

this

therefore

which no man well in

his

wits will deny, that upon supposition such a Being, the Cause

and Author of
venient
to

way

do

all things,

exist,

he might in some con-

make

or other, with sufficient evidence,

it

known

such creatures as we, so as to beget in us a rational

certainty that he doth exist.

Upon which presumed ground we
assume

to

it,

— That there

is

will only reason thus, or

no possible

and^fit

way

of doing

which is not liable to as much exception as the evidence we
already have whence it will be consequent that if the thing

it,

;

be possible to be

fitly

done,

we can apprehend how

it

it is

done already

may

:

that

is,

that if

be possible such a Being,
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actually existent, miglit give us that evidence of his existence

that should be suitable to our present state and sufficient to

—

outweigh all objections to the contrary, without which it
were not rationally sufficient, and that we can apprehend
no possible way of doing this which will not be liable to the
same or equal objections as may be made against the present

—

means we have

for the begetting of this certainty in

us,

then we have already sufficient evidence of this Being's
existence
that is, such as ought to prevail against all
;

objections

Here
thought

of,

we

that

and obtain our assent that

it is

it

doth

exist.

only needful to be considered what ways can be
which we will say might assure us in this matter,

already have not

;

and what might be objected

against them, equally, as against the means

Will we say such a Being,

we now

have.

he did actually exist,
might ascertain us of his existence by some powerful impression of that truth upon our minds ?
II.

We will not
consider

minds

insist

what there

is

if

of this already

who gainsay what they can

find of

it

and whether they are not engaged, by their

;

;

let

in their

them

own

atheistical

in a contention against themselves and their
more natural sentiments, from which they find it a matter of
no small difficulty to be delivered ? It was not for nothing,
inclinations,

that even Epicurus himself calls this of an existing Deity, a
'proleptical' notion.
But you may say, the impression
might have been simply imiversal, and so irresistible as to

prevent or overbear

And
pose

it

first,

all

doubt or inclination to doubt.

for the universality of

already sufficiently universal

alleged.

With what

confidence

it,

why may we

not sup-

hath been heretofore
can the few dissenting

? as

have professed to be of another persuasion, put
that value upon themselves as to reckon their dissent considerable enough to implead the universality of this impression ? Or what doth it signify more to that purpose, than some
few instances may do, of persons so stupidly foolish as to give
atheists, that

much
to the

discovery of any rational faculty than some beasts,
impugning the imiversal rationality of mankind ?

less

H

2
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Besides that, your contrary profession

[part

is

no

sufficient

I.

argu-

ment of your contrary persuasion mucli less, tliat you never
had any stamp or impression of a Deity upon your minds, or
It is much to be suspected
.that you have quite razed it out.
contrary
your
persuasion with that unthat you hold not
shaken confidence and freedom from all fearful and suspicious
misgivings, as that you have much more reason to brag of
your disbelief for the strength than you have for the goodand that you have those qualmish fits, which
ness of it
bewray the impression (at least to your own notice and
reflection, if you would but allow yourselves the liberty of
so much converse with yourselves) that you will not confess
and yet cannot utterly deface.
But if in this you had quite won the day and were
;

:

masters of your design, were

common

it

not pretty to suppose that the

consent of mankind would be a good argument of

it wants your conwere so universal as to include your vote
and sufirage, it would then be a firm and solid argument, as
no doubt it is, without you, a stronger one than you can
answer, but when you have made a hard shift to withdraw
Doth
your assent, you have undone the Deity and religion
this cause stand and fall with you, unto which you can
contribute about as much as the fly to the triumph ? Was
that true before, which now your hard-laboured dissent hath

the existence of a Deity, except only that

currence ?

If

it

—

—

!

made false ?
But if this impression were simply
include you,

—

it

matters not what

universal, so as also to

men

would say or object

against it
it is to be supposed they would be in no disposition to object anything
but what were to be said, or what
the case itself, objectively considered, would admit. And
though it would not, as now it doth not, admit of anything
to be said to any purpose, yet the same thing were still to be
said that you now say.
And if we should but again unsup!

—

much of the former supposition as to imagine that
some few should have made their escape and disburdened
themselves of all apprehensions of God, would they not, with
pose so

:
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now

the same impudence as you

do,

say

religion

tliat all

were nothing else but enthusiastical fanaticism ? and that all
mankind, besides themselves, were enslaved fools ?
And for the mere irresistibleness of this impression, it is
true it would take away all disposition to oppose but it may
be presumed this is none of the rational evidence which we
suppose you to mean, when you admit, if you do admit, that
some way or other the existence of such a Being might be
;

possibly

made

thereof.

For

to believe such a thing to be true, only

strong impulse,
assent to

it

evident as to induce a rational certainty

so

how

certain soever the thing be,

upon a foregoing reason

;

is

upon a
not to

nor can any, in that

You
it, but that they believe it.
anything the truer for this only, that such
and such believe it with a sturdy confidence. It is true that
the universality and naturalness of such a persuasion, as
pointing us to a common cause thereof, affords the matter of
an argument, or is a medium not contemptible nor capable of
but to be irresistibly
answer, as hath been said before
captivated into an assent, is no medium at all but an immecase, tell

why they believe

will not sure think

:

;

diate persuasion of the thing

itself,

without a reason.

must it yet be demanded of atheistical perwhat means that you yet have not would you think
Will you say,
sufficient to put this matter out of doubt?
some kind of very glorious apparitions, becoming the
majesty of such a one as this Being is represented, would
have satisfied?' But if you know how to fancy that such a
thing as the sun and other luminaries might have been compacted of a certain peculiar sort of atoms, coming together of
their own accord without the direction of a wise Agent yea,
III. Therefore

sons,

'

;

and

how

consist so long,

easy would

it

and hold

so strangely regular motions

be to object

that,

with

much

against what any temporary apparition, be

you can imagine, might seem

Would

advantage,

as glorious as

to signify to this purpose ?

dreadful loud voices proclaiming

whose existence you doubt, have
likely, if

it

Him

to

served the turn

your fear would have permitted you

to use

?

be,

It

of
is

your wit,
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you would have had some subtle invention how, by some odd
rencounter of angry atoms, the air or clouds might become
thus terribly vocal. And when you know already, that they
do sometimes salute your ears with very loud sounds, as
when it thunders, there is little doubt but your great wit can

way how

might become articuand coherent import of what were
spoken, you that are so good at conjecturing how things
might casually happen, would not be long in making a guess
that might serve that turn also except you were grown very
dull and barren, and that fancy that served you to imagine
how the whole frame of the universe and the rare structure of
the bodies of animals, yea, and even the reasonable so\d itself,
might be all casual productions, cannot now devise how, by
chance, a few words for you do not say you expect long
orations
might fall out to be sense, though there were no
devise a

late.

And

possibly such sounds

for the sense

;

—

—

intelligent speaker.

But would strange and wonderful effects, that might surand amaze you, do the business ? We may challenge you
and then
to try your faculty and stretch it to the uttermost
tell us, what imagination you have formed of anything more
strange and wonderful than the already extant frame of
prise

;

nature, in the whole and the several parts of

it.

Will he

that hath a while considered the composition of the world,

the exact and orderly motions of the sun, moon, and stars,

the fabric of his

own body and the powers of his
him there is a God ?

soul,

expect

yet a wonder, to prove to

But

if

that be the complexion of j^our minds, that

it is

not

the greatness of any work, but the novelt}" and surprisingit is not rational evidence
it, that will convince you
you seek. Nor is it your reason, but your idle curiosity you
would have gratified which deserves no more satisfaction
than that fond wish, that one might come from the dead to
warn men on earth, "lest they should come into the place of

ness of

;

;

torment,"

And if such means as these that have been mentioned
should be thought necessary, I would ask, are they necessary
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no man shall be esteemed
means of conviction, who hath not with
beheld some such glorious apparition, or himself

to every indirldual person, so as that
to

have had

his

own

sufficient

ej^es

heard some such terrible voice, or been the immediate witness
Or will the
or subject of some prodigious wonderful work ?
once seeing, hearing, or feeling them sufiice ? Is it not
necessary there should be a frequent repetition and renewal
of these amazing things, lest, the impression wearing off, there
be a relapse, and a gradual sliding into an oblivion and
imapprehensiveness of that Being's existence, whereof they

had sometime received a conviction?

Now,

if

such a con-

tinual iteration of these strange things were thought necessary,

would they not hereby soon cease to be strange ? And then
if their strangeness was necessary, hj that very thing wherein
their sufficiency for conviction

become
is

useless.

Or

if,

by

is

said to consist, they should

their frequent variations (which

possible to suppose) a perpetual

amusement be

still

it

kept up

minds of men, and they be always full of consternation
and wonder doth this temper so much befriend the exercise

in the

;

of reason, or contribute to the sober consideration of things ?

As

if

men

could not be rational, without being half

mad

!

by being
And
full
terror
as
are,
while
beset
with
objects
so
of
by this
but a
made
necessary
convince
them
the
means
to
of a
supposition,
And were this a fit means of ruling the world, of
Deity.^
preserving order among mankind ? what business could then
indeed they might soon become altogether

be followed

who

?

who

so,

could attend the affairs of their callings ?

could either be capable of governing or of being governed,

while

all

men's minds should be wholl}^ taken up, either in

the amazed view or the suspenseful expectation of naught else

but strange things
late,

?

To which purpose much hath been of

with so excellent reason, discoursed by a noted author,^

Now were not that a most improper course and unsuitable to the nature
man, that should rather tend to destroj'' his reason or judgment than

1

of

convince

it ?

A

discourse which, though it disproves not
Of Prodi(ft es.
the reality or true siguificancy of such portents, yet aptly tends to prevent
or correct the ill use of them.
-

Dr. Silencer,
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And tlie aspect and
would be most pernicious
upon religion, that should be most served thereby and which
requires the greatest severity and most peaceful composure of
that

it

is

needless here to say more.

influence of this state of things

;

mind, to the due managing the exercises of it. How little
would that contribute to pious and devout converses with God,
that should certainly keep men's minds in a continual commotion and hurry ? This course, as our present condition is,

—what could

it

do but craze men's undei'standings, as a too

bright and dazzling light causeth blindness, or any overexcelling sensible object destroys the sense

;

so that

windows, that the house

may

be light

put a sense, not intolerable,
mystical writers,^ that

God

is

we should

Shut the
and might learn to
upon those passages of some

soon have cause to apply the Erpen. proverb,

'

;

'

to be seen 'in a divine cloud

and 'with closed eyes,' as another^
though what was their very sense I wUl not pretend

darkness,' as one,^

or

speaks,
to

—

tell.

Besides that, by this means there would naturally ensue

and enthralling
and amazements, as
could not but hold the souls of men under a constant and
comfortless restraint from any free and ingenuous access to
continual excitation

the

passions, so servile

of

so

vexatious

and tormenting

fears

—

him wherein the very life of
and then, to what purpose doth the discovery
and acknowledgment of the Deity serve ? inasmuch as it is
never to be thought that the existence of God is a thing to
be known only that it may be known but that the end it
serA^es for is religion,
a complacential and cheerful adoration
of him, and application of ourselves, with at once both dutiful
and pleasant affections, towards him. That were a strange
means of coming to know that He is, that should only tend to
destroy or hinder the very end itself of that knowledge.

God

or conversation with

religion consists

:

:

—

1

D. Areop.

*

Th

^

Procl.

1,

De

Myster. Theol.

c.

1,

6 Oeios yvSipos.

OVTitlV ivaZi,

in Plat.

Theol. fivaavTas eVeSpeuecrfloi t^ ayvuffrcp kou Kpuplcfi

rwv
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is

likely it

would

not be insisted upon as necessary to our being persuaded of

God's existence, that he should so multiply strange and
astonishing things as that every man might be a daily amazed
beholder and witness of them.

IV. And if their frequency and constant iteration be
acknowledged not necessary, but shall indeed be judged
wholly inconvenient more rare discoveries of him, in the
very ways we have been speaking of, have not been wanting.
What would we think of such an appearance of God as that
was upon Mount Sinai, when he came down (or caused a
;

sensible glory to descend)

in

the

sight of all that

great

people, wherein the several things concurred that were above-

mentioned

Let us but suppose such an appearance, in all
it, as that is said to have

!

the concurrent circumstances of

been

:

that

is,

we

will suppose

multitude of people

warning

is

is

an equally great assembly or

gathered together, and a solemn fore-

among them by appointed
now

given and proclaimed

heralds or officers of state, that, on such a prefixed day

very nigh at hand, the Divine majesty and glory (even " his
glory set in majesty ") will visibly appear and show itself to

They are most severely enjoined to prepare themselves
and be in readiness against that day great care is taken to
bounds are set about the
sanctify the people and the place

them.

;

;

all are strictly
designed theatre of this great appearance
required to observe their due and awful distances, and abstain
;

from more audacious approaches and gazings, lest that terrible
An irreverent
glory break out upon them and they perish.
will
be
mortal
to them, or
are
told,
look,
they
disrespectful
or
In the
a very touch of any part of this sacred enclosure.
morning of the appointed day, there are thunders, and
lightnings, and a thick cloud

upon the hallowed mount

;

the

exceeding loud sound of trumpet proclaims the Lord's descent.
He descends in fire, the flames Avhereof envelope the trembling

mount (now floored with a sapphire pavement, clear as the
body of heaven) and ascend into the middle region, or, as it
is

expressed,

into

the

midst or

'

heart

'

of

the

H

heavens.

a
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all

''

I,

voice of words," a loud and dreadful voice, audible to

that

men

[part

mighty assembly,

in

which were

six

hundred thousand

—

—

probably more than a million of persons issues forth
from amidst that terrible glory, pronouncing to them that " I
am Jehovah thy God " and thence proceeding to give them
:

and

precepts so plain

so

clear,

comprehensive and

full,

so

unexceptionably just and righteous, so agreeable to the nature
of man and subservient to his good, that nothing could be

more worthy the great Creator or more aptly

suitable to such

a sort of creatures.
It

is

very

likely, indeed, that

such a demonstration would

leave no spectator in doubt concerning the existence of

God

;

and would puzzle the philosophy of the most sceptical atheist
And if
to give an account, otherwise, of the phenomenon.
such could devise to say anything that should seem plausible

some very easy half-witted persons that icere not present,
they would have a hard task of it to quiet the minds of those
tliat were; or make them believe this was nothing else but

to

some odd conjuncture of certain fiery atoms,' that, by some
strange accident, happened into this occursion and conflict
with one another or some illusion of fancy by which so great
a multitude were all at once imposed upon, so as that thej'
only seemed to themselves to hear and see what they heard
and saw not. Nor is it likely they would be very confident
'

;

of the truth of their

much upon

it

own

conjecture, or be apt to venture

themselves, having been the eye and ear-wit-

nesses of these things.

But

is it

necessary this course shall be taken to

world know there

is

a

make

the

God ?

Such an appearance, indeed,
sense but unto sober and con-

would more powerfully strike
siderate reason, were it a greater thing than the making such
a world as this, and the disposing this great variety of particular beings in it into so exact and elegant an order, and the
STistaining and preserving it in the same state through so
;

ages ? Let the vast and unknown extent of the whole,
variety, the elegant shapes, the regular motions,
admirable
the

many
the

excellent

faculties

and powers of that

inconceivable

—
;

!
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of creatures contained in

there any comparison between
occasional,

—and

this

steady,
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be considered

it,

;

and

is

temporary, transient,

that

permanent, and universal,

God ?

Nor, supposing the truth of the history,
can it be thought the design of this appearance to these
Hebrews, was to convince them of the existence of a Deity to
discovery of

be worshipped

;

when both they had

many ways

so

convincing evidence

and the other nations, that which
they left and those whither they went, were not without
but to engage
their religion and worship, such as it was
them by so majestic a representation thereof, to a more exact
observance of his will now made known though, had there
been any doubt of the former (as we can hardly suppose they
could before have more doubted of the being of a God than
that there were men on earth) this might collaterally and
besides its chief intention be a means to confirm them concerning that also. But that it was necessary for that end, we
have no pretence to imagine. The like may be said concernthereof

before,

:

;

ing other miracles heretofore wrought, that the intent of
Divine authority of him wdio wrought
them, to prove him sent by God and so countenance the
doctrine or message delivered by him not that they tended,

them was

to justify the

;

:

otherwise than on the bye, to prove God's existence.

Much

amazing an appearance needful or intended
for that end and least of all was it necessary that this should
be God^s ordinary way of making it known to men " that he

less

was

this so
;

doth exist :" so as that, for this purpose, he should often
repeat so terrible representations of himself.

And how incon-

were to mortal men as well as unnecessary, the
astonishment wherewith it possessed that people is an evidence
and their passionate affrighted wish thereupon, " Let not God
any more speak to us, lest we die." They apprehended it
venient

it

impossible for

And

if

them

to outlive such another sight

that so amazing

an appearance of the Divine

majesty, sometime aflforded, were not necessary, but some

on the bye

useful,

for the

persuasion of God's existence

way

confirming that people in the
;

why may

it

not be useful also

.

'
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TETHPLE,
to us ?

Is

It

that

i.

we think

that can be less true now, which was so gloriously evident to

be true four thousand years ago

Or

?

is it

believe or doubt the truth of the history ?

that

we can

What

dis-

should be

the ground or pretence of doubt

?
If it were a fiction, it is
was feigned by some person that had the use of
his understanding and was not beside himself, as the coheBut would
rence and contexture of parts doth plainly show.
any man not beside himself, designing to gain credit to a
forged rejiort of a matter of fact, ever say there were six
hundred thousand persons present at the doing of it ? Would
it not rather have been pretended done in a corner ?
Or is it
imaginable it should never have met with contradiction ?
That none of the pretended bystanders should disclaim the
avouchment of it, and say they knew of no such matter?

manifest

it

Especially if

it

be considered that the laws said to be given at

that time, chiefly those which were reported to have been

written in the two tables, were not so favourable to vicious
inclinations, nor

had anything

strict and scrupulous obwould have been glad to have

that people so

servers of them, but that they

to pretend against the authority of the legis-

lature, if the case could

covered, in that

have admitted

and succeeding time,

it.

When

so violently

they dis-

prone and

imretractable a propension to idolatry and other wickednesses

how welcome and
been in their frequent and sometimes
almost universal apostasies, could they have had such a thing
to pretend,
that the law itself that curbed them was a
cheat
But we always find, that -though they laboured, in
some of their degeneracies and when they were lapsed into a
directly against the Yery letter of that law,

covetable a plea

had

it

—

!

more corrupted

state, to

render

it

more easy

to themselves

by

even in the most
corrupt, they never went about to denj'" or implead its Divine
original, whereof they were ever so religious assertors as no
favourable glosses and interpretations

people under heaven could be more

;

yet,

and the awful apprehenwhereof prevailed so far with them as that care was
taken, as is notoriously known, by those appointed to that
sion

;

;;
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numbered of the sacred
happen any the minutest alteraMuch more might be said, if it were needful,

charge, that the very letters should be
writings, lest there should
tion in them.

for the evincing the truth of this particular piece of history

and it is little to be doubted but any man, who with sober
and impartial reason considers the circumstances relating to
it

;

—the

easily evidenceable antiquity of the records

this is a part

them

;

whereof

the certain nearness of the time of writing

to the time

when

this

thing

is

said to have been done

the great reputation of the writer even

among Pagans

great multitude of the alleged witnesses and spectators
no-contradiction ever heard of;

;

;

the

;

the

the universal consent and

suffrage of that nation through all times to this day, even

when

their practice hath been most contrary to the laws then

given

;

the securely confident and unsuspicious reference of

—

even some parts of
Testament as a most known and undoubted thing
the long series and tract of time through which that people
are said to have had extraordinary and sensible indications of
the Divine presence which if it had been false could not in
so long a time but have been evicted of falsehood
their
miraculous and wonderful eduction out of Eg3^pt, not denied
by any, and more obscurely acknowledged by some heathen
their conduct through the wilderness and settlewriters
ment in Canaan their constitution and form of polity, known
their usual ways
for many ages to have been a Theocracy

later pieces of sacred Scripture thereto

the

—

New

—

—

;

;

;

God upon

more important occasions whosoever, I say, shall soberly consider these things
and many
more might easily occur to such as would think fit to let
their thoughts dwell a while upon this subject
will not only
from some of them think it highly improbable, but from
others of them plainly impossible, that the history of this
of consulting

all

:

—

—

appearance should have been a contrived piece of falsehood.
Yea, and though, as was said, the view of such a thing with

own eyes would make a more powerful impression upon
our fancy or imagination, yet if we speak of rational evidence
(which is quite another thing) of the truth of a matter of fact
one's

'
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astonishing nature, I should think

it were
were credibly told that so many hundred thousand persons saw it at once as if I had been the
single unaccompanied spectator of it mj^self not to say that
it were apparently, in some respect, much greater, coidd we
but obtain of ourselves to distinguish between the pleasing of

as

much

—

tills

at least if I

—

;

our curiosity and the satisfying of our reason.

So that upon the whole, I see not why it may not be concluded with the greatest confidence, that both the supposed
existence of a Deity is possible to be certainly known to men
on earth, in some way that is suitable to their present state
that there are no means fitter to be ordinary than those we
already have and that more extraordinary, additional confirmations are partly therefore not necessary, and partly not
;

;

wanting.

y. Again, it may be further demanded, as that which may
both immediately serve our main purpose and may also show
the reasonableness of what was last said, ' Is it sufficiently
evident to such subjects of some great prince as live remote

from the royal residence, that there
over

them

is

such a one

now

ruling

?

To say no, is to raze the foundation of civil government,
and reduce it wholly to domesfical, ^by such a ruler as may
ever be in present view which yet, is upon such terms never

—

;

possible to be preserved also.

It is plain,

many do

firmly

enough believe that there is a king reigning over them, who
not only never saw the king, but never heard any distinct
account of the splendour of his court, the pomp of his attendance or it may be, never saw the man that had seen the king ?
;

And

is not all dutiful and loyal obedience wont to be challenged and paid of such as weU as his other subjects ? Or
would it be thought a reasonable excuse of disloyalty, that
any such persons should say they had never seen the king or

or a reasonable demand, as the condition of
court ?
required subjection, that the court be kept sometime in their
village, that they might have the opportunity of beholding at

his

least

some of the insignia of

regality, or

more splendid appear-

;
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ances of that majesty wliich claims subjection from them ?
Much more would it be deemed unreasonable and insolent
that every subject shoidd expect to see the face of the prince
every day, otherwise they will not obey nor believe there is

—

Whereas it hath been judged rather more
any such person
expedient and serviceable to the continuing the veneration of
and in a monarchy of no mean reputation for wisdom
majesty,
and greatness, that the prince did very rarely oifer himself
to the view of the people, surely more ordinary and remote
!

—

—

discoveries of
effects of his

an existing prince and ruler over them, the
power, and the influences of his government,

many parts of his
many succeeding generations
how unspeakably less sensible,

will be reckoned sufficient, even as to

dominions that possibly through
never had other.

And

yet

numerous,
and instances of regal human power and wisdom
than of the Divine ; which latter we behold, which way soever
we look, and feel in everything we touch or have any sense
of and may reflect upon, in our very senses themselves, and
in all the parts and powers that belong to us and so certainly, that if we would allow ourselves the liberty of serious
thoughts, we might soon find it were utterly impossible
such effects should ever have been without that only cause
that without its influence, it had never been possible that

less

immediate,

less constant, less necessary, less

are the effects

;

:

could hear, or see, or speak, or think, or live, or be
anything, nor that any other thing could ever have been;
whenas the effects that serve so justly to endear and recom-

we

mend

to us civil

government

—

as peace, safety, order, quiet

—we cannot

but know are not inseparably and incommunicably appropriate, or to be attributed
to the person of this or that particular and mortal governor,

possession of our rights

but

may

also

proceed from another

;

yea,

and the same

some short time at least, be continued without any such government at all. Nor is this intended merely
as a rhetorical scheme of speech, to beguile or amuse the
unwary reader: but, without arrogating anything or attributiuff more to it than that it is an altogether inartificial and

benefits

may,

for

—
;
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very defective, but true and naked representation of the verycase itself, as it is,
it is professedly propounded as having

—

somewhat solidly argumentative in it that is, that whereas
there is most confessedly sufficient, yet there is unspeakably
less evidence to most people in the world under civil government, that there actually is such a government existent over
them and that they are under obligation to be subject to it,
than there is of the existence of a Deity and the (consequent)
;

reasonableness of religion.

If therefore the ordinary effects

and indications of the former be sufficient, which have so
contingent and uncertain a connexion with their causes
while those which are more extraordinary are so exceeding
why shall not the more certain ordinary
rare with the most
discoveries of the latter be judged sufficient, though the
most have not the immediate notice of any such extraordinary
appearances as those are which have been before mentioned ?
VI. Moreover, I yet demand further, whether it may be
thought possible for any one to have a full rational certainty
that another person is a reasonable creature, and hath in him
a rational soul, so as to judge he hath sufficient ground and
obligation to converse with him and carry towards him as a

—

man ?
human

AYithout the supposition of

this,

the foundation of all

and civil conversation is taken away. And
what evidence have we of it, whereunto that which we have
of the being of God, as the fovmdation of religious and godly
society

conversation, will not at least be found equivalent ?

Will we say that mere human shape is enough to prove
man ? A philosopher would deride us, as the
Stagyrite's disciples are said to have done the Platonic man.
But we will not be so nice we acknowledge it is, (if no circumstances concvir, as sudden appearing, vanishing, transsuch a one a

;

formation or the

—
— that plainly evince the contrary,)

like,

so far

upon us an obligation not to be rude and uncivil
that we use no violence nor carry ourselves abusively towards
one, that only thus appears a human creature
yea, and to
perform any duty of justice or charity towards him within
our power, which we owe to a man as a man as suppose we
as to infer

;

;
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him wronged or in necessity, and can presently right or
him though he do not or cannot represent to us more
of his case than our own eyes inform us of. And should an act
see

relieve

;

of murder be committed upon one, whose true humanity was
not otherwise evident, would not the offender be justly liable
to the

known and common punishment

of that offence

?

Nor

could he acquit himself of transgressing the laws of humanity,

he should only neglect any seasonable act of justice or
mercy towards him, whereof he beholds the present occasion.
But if any one were disposed to cavil or play the sophister,
how much more might be said, even by infinite degrees, to
oppose this single evidence of any one's true humanitj?^, than
ever was or can be brought against the entire concurrent
evidence we have of the existence of God.
It is here most
manifestly just and equal thus to state the case and compare
if

the whole evidence

we have

of the latter with that one of the

former, inasmuch as that one alone

is

apparently enough to

oblige us to carry towards such a one as a man.

And

if

that

alone be sufficient to oblige us to acts of justice or charit}^

towards man, he is strangely blind that cannot see infinitely
more to oblige him to acts of piety towards God.
But if we would take a nearer and more strict view of this
parallel, we would state the general and more obvious aspect
of this world, on the one hand, and the external aspect and
shape of a man, on the other and should then see the former
doth evidence to us an in-dwelling Deity diffused through
the whole and actuating every part, with incomparably
;

greater certainty, than the latter doth an in-dwelling reasonable soul

:

in

which way we

shall find

what

will aptl}' serve our

we are far from apprehending any
blessed God with this world as is between

present purpose, though

such union of the

the soul and body of a man.

It is manifestly possible to our

may

understandings that there

be, and, if

any history or

testimony of others be worthy to be believed, certain to experience and sense, that there often hath been the appearance
of

human

shape and of agreeable^ actions, without a real
1

Conformable

to,

agreeing

witli.

—Ed.

—
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man. But it is no way possible sucli a world as this should
have ever been without God. That there is a world, proves
that eternal Being to exist whom we take to be God,
suppose we it as rude a heap as at first it was or as we
can suppose

it,

—

creature which

appearance represents to us that
man but that, as a certain

as external

we take

to be a

infallible discover}^, necessarily true

:

;

this,

but as a probable

and conjectural one, and, though highly probable, not impossible to be false.

And

yet descend to a more particular inquiry into
which way will we fully be ascertained that this
supposed man is truly and really what he seems to be ? This
we know not how to go about, without recollecting what is
the differencing notion we have of a man that he is, namely,
if

we will

this matter,

;

a reasonable living creature or a reasonable soul inhabiting,
and imited with, a body. And how do we think to descry
;

which may answer this common notion we have of
Have we any way besides that discovery which the
and effects of reason do make of a rational or intelligent

that here,

a

man ?

acts

beinj? ?

We will

look more narrowlv, that

else than his external appearance,

is, unto somewhat
and observe the actions

that proceed from a more distinguishing principle in

he
he

him

;

that

reasons, discourses, doth business, pvirsues designs, in short

and hence we conreasonable
soul in him.
have
a
clude
And have we not the same way of procedure in the other
Our first view, or taking notice of a world full of life
case ?
and motion, assures us of an eternal active Being, besides it,
which we take to be God, having now before our eyes a
darker shadow of him only, as the external bulk of the
human body is only the shadow of a man which, when we
behold it stirring and moving, assures us there is somewhat
besides that grosser bulk, that of itself could not so move,
which we take to be the soul of a man. Yet, as a principle
talks

and

him

acts as a reasonable creature

;

to be one, or to

:

that can

move the body makes not up the

entire notion of this

an eternal active Being that moves the matter of the
We are thus
universe makes not up the full notion of God.
soul, so

;
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is, of some mover distinct from wliat
not
yet sure, by what we hitherto see,
but
are
moved
we
is
other
is.
But as when we have, upon
the
one
or
the
what

far sure in botli cases, that
;

the

first

sight,

thought

acting in the former

it

was a reasonable soul that was

— or a man,

who make the

if

we

will speak according

—

man, in order to being
sure, as sure as the case can admit, we have no other way but
to consider what belongs more distinguishingly to the notion
of a man or of a reasonable soul and observe how actions
and effects, which we have opportunity to take notice of, do
answer thereto, or serve to discover that. So when we would
be sure what that eternal active Being is which that it is,
we are already sure, and which we have taken to be God,
that I say we may be sure of that also, we have the same
to their sense,

soul the

;

—

—

thing to do.

what more pecidiarly belongs to the
and would even, in the judgment of
opposers, be acknowledged to belong to it and see whether
his works, more narrowly inspected, do not bear as manifest
correspondency to that notion of God, as the works and
actions of a man do to the notion we have of him.
And
That

is,

to consider

entire notion of God,

;

certainljr,

we cannot but

find they do correspond as

much

and that upon a serious and considerate view of the works
and appearances of God in the world, having diligently
observed and pondered the vastness and beauty of this universe, the variety, the multitude,

the order, the exquisite

shapes and numerous Jparts, the admirable and useful com-

posure of particular creatures

and especially, the constitution
and powers of the reasonable soid of man itself we cannot,
surely, if we be not under the possession of a very voluntary
and obstinate blindness and the power of a most vicious
prejudice, but acknowledge the making, sustaining, and
governing such a world, is as Godlike, as worthy of God,
and as much becoming him, according to the notion that
hath been assigned of him, as at least the common actions of
ordinary men are of a man, or evidence the doer of them to
be a human creature. Yea, and with this advantageous
;

:
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difference, that the actions of a

man

[part

do evidence a

i.

human

more uncertainly, and so as it is possible the matter
may be otherwise. But these works of God do with so plain
and demonstrative evidence discover him the author of them,

creature

that

it is

altogether impossible they could ever otherwise have

been done.

Now

we have as clear evidence of a Deity as
way not unsuitable to the nature and present state of man, and we can have in a suitable way that
which is sufficient if we have clearer and more certain
evidence of God's government over the world than most men
therefore, if

we can have

in a

;

have or can have of the existence of their secular rulers yea,
are men on earth, and that thence
;

more sure than that there
(as far as the existence of

God

will

make towards

it)

there

is

a less disputable ground for religious than for civil conversation

:

we may reckon

ourselves competently well ascertained,

and have no longer reason to delay the dedication of a temple
to him, upon any pretence of doubt whether we have an
object of worship existing, yea or no.

Wherefore, we may also by the way take notice how impudent a thing is atheism, that, by the same fulsome and
poisonous breath whereby it would blast religion, would
despoil man of his reason and apprehensive power, even in
reference to the most apprehensible thing would blow away
the rights of princes and all foundations of policy and government, and destroy all civil commerce and conversation out of
the world, and yet blushes not at the attempt of so foul
;

things.

VII. And here it may perhaps prove worth our while,
though it can be no pleasant contemplation, to pause a little,
and make some short reflections upon the atheistical temper
and genius so as therein to remark some few more obvious
;

characters of atheism

And

itself.

such as have not been themselves seized by the
infatuation, cannot but judge it a most unreasonable thing, a
first,

perverse and cross-grained humour, that

and warps the mind of a man,

so

oddly writhes

as that it never

makes any
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anything against the Deity, but

it

therein

a certain sort of serpentine involution and retortion

to design a quarrel

with

itself;

that

is,

with what

one would think should be most intimate and natural to the
mind of man, his very reasoning power, and the operations

So near indeed was the ancient alliance between
son. His likeness and living image,
and consequently between reason and religion, that no man
can ever be engaged in an opposition to God and His interest,
but he must be equally so to himself and his own. And any

thereof.

God and man, His own

how the business is carried by an
must think, in order to his becoming one, his first
plot was upon himself; to assassine his own intellectual
facility by a sturdy resolution and violent imposing on himself, not to consider or use his thoughts, at least with any

one that takes notice
atheist,

indifferency, but with a treacherous predetermination to the

part resolved on beforehand.

imagined,

how

it

Otherwise

is

it

hard

to

be

should ever have been possible, that so plain

and evident proofs of a Deity as everywhere offer themeven such as have been here proposed,
that do even lie open, for the most part, to common apprehension, and needed little search to find them out, so that
it was harder to determine what not to say, than what to say,
selves unto observation,

—

— could be overlooked.
For what could be more easy and obvious than, taking
that there is somewhat in being, to conclude that
somewhat must be of itself, from whence whatever is not so
must have sprung that, since there is somewhat effected or
made (as is plain, in that some things are alterable and daily
altered, which nothing can be that is of itself, and therefore
a necessary being) those effects have then had an active being

notice

;

for their cause

;

that since these effects are partly such as

bear the manifest characters of wisdom and design upon them,

and are partly themselves wise and designing therefore they
must have had a wisely active and designing cause ? So much
would plainly conclude the sum of what we have been pleading
for
and what can be plainer or doth require a shorter turn of
;

;
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At

thoiiglits ?

[part

1.

might any one that had a

this easy expense

disposition to use his understanding to such a purpose, save

And where

himself from being an atheist.

what

and strong, in

joint is not firm

this little

is

the flaw ?

frame of

dis-

course? which yet arrogates nothing to the contriver, for
there

is

nothing in

it

things do themselves
said,
all

worthy

to

be called contrivance

And what

thus.

lie

but
hath been further
;

concerning the perfection and oneness of this cause of
though somewhat more remote from common

things,

apprehension,

what

is

it

is

would appear plain and

likely

natural to such as woidd allow themselves the leisure to look

more narrowly into such things.
Atheism therefore seems to import
lity against

common

and open

hosti-

reason.

being so manifest an enemy to

And
it

a direct

the most native, genuine, and facile dictates of

should be at

all

befriended by

it,

For

it.

we cannot suppose
that will be always

true and constant to itself, whatsoever false shows of it a bad
cause doth sometimes put on ; that having yet somewhat a
more creditable name and being of a little more reputation in

the world, than plain downright madness and folly. And it
how little it is befriended by anything that can

will appear

justly bear that name, if
atheist

makes

we

consider the pitiful shifts the

for his forlorn cause

and what

;

infirm, totter-

ing supports the whole frame of atheism rests upon. For
what is there to be said for their hypothesis, or against the
existence of God and the dueness of religion ?

For
is

it,

there

is

directly nothing at all

;

only a

possibilifi/

might be as they are, though God did not
this were barely possible, how little doth that

alleged things

exist.

And

signify ?

if

Where

reason

is

not injuriously dealt with,

it

is

permitted the liberty of balancing things equally and of conand is he not perfectly
sidering which scale has most weight
;

blind, that

sees

not what violence

is

done to free reason

Are there not thousands of things not
in this matter ?
impossible,
which yet he would be concluded
altogether
altogether out of his wits, that should jarofess to be of the
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And

?

as to the present

how facile and unexceptionable, how plain and intelligible,

the account that

is

given of the original of this world and

it, by resolving all into a Deity, the
Author and Maker of them; whenas the wild, extravagant

the things contained in

suppositions of atheists, if they were admitted possible, are the
most unlikely that could be devised so that, if there had
been any to have laid wagers, when things were taking their
beginning, there is nobody that would not have ventured thousands to one, that no such frame of things, no,
not so much as one single mouse or flea, woidd ever have hit.
And how desperate hazards the atheist runs upon this mere
:

supposed possibility,

by and

notice

But

besides,

at all

itself

out of nothing

it

is

:

that anything that
itself,

such as

that the Author of all the
:

— these

sibilities to

with

whom

it

is

to

take

alterable should

now

maker of

of itself unactive, should be the

unwise

way

impossible anything shoidd spring up of

have been necessarily of
is

be more in our

will

pretended possibility plainly appears

that

none

;

it

by.

is

:

that

otlier

what

things

;

wisdom in the world shoidd be himself

cannot but be judged most absolute impos-

such as do not violence to their

own

minds, or

reason can be allowed any, the least exercise.

Wherefore the

atheistical spirit is

most grossly unreasonable

in withholding assent where the most ungainsayable reason

plainly exacts

And

it.

are not the atheist's cavils as despicably silly against

the Deity, and consequently religion

Whosoever shall con?
some things in the notion of
which themselves, in the mean-

sider their exceptions against

God, eternity,

infinity, etc.,

time, are forced to place elsewhere, will he not see they talk

And

as for such other impeachments of his wisdom,
and goodness, as they take their ground for from the
state of afiairs in some respects in this present world
many of
which may be seen in Lucretius, and answered by Dr. More
in his Dialogues
how inconsiderable will the}^ be to any one
that bethinks himself with how perfect and generous a

idly ?

justice,

—

—

—
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i.

was made, by one that'needed it not who
bad no design nor could have inclination to a fond, selfindulgent glorying and vaunting of bis own work wbo did
it witb the greatest facility, and by an easy, unexpensive
vouchsafement of his good pleasure not with an operose
liberty this world

;

;

;

curiosity, studious to

approve

every fro ward Momus or

to the

itself

to the nauseous

peevish eye of

squeamish gust of

every sensual Epicure. And to such as shall not confine
their mean thoughts to that very clod or ball of earth on
which they live which, as it is a very small part, may for

—

aught we know, but be the worst or most abject part of God's
creation which yet is full of his goodness and hath most
manifest prints of his other excellencies besides, as hath been
observed; or, that shall not look upon the present state of
things as the eternal state, but upon this world only as an
antechamber to another which shall abide in most unexcep-

—

tionable perfection for ever,

How fond

and

idle, I say, will all

such cavils appear to one

that shall but ihus use his thoughts and not think himself
bound to measure his conceptions of God by the uncertain,
;

men born in the dark and that talk at random
anything to him, which plain reason doth not
dictate, or which he doth not manifestly assume or challenge
But that because a straw lies in my way, I
to himself!
would attempt to overturn heaven and earth, what raging

rash dictates of

nor shall

frenzy

:

affix

is this ?

mind sunk and
and that, having dethroned and abjured
reason, hath abandoned itself to the hurry of vile appetite
and sold its liberty and sovereignty for the insipid, gustless
Again,
in

lost

it is

a base abject temper, speaks a

carnality,

pleasures of sense.

An unmanly

thing, a degrading of one's

For if there be no God, what am I ? A piece of
moving, thinking clay, whose ill-compacted parts will shortly
fly asunder, and leave no other remains of me than what
shall become the prey and triumph of worms
It is a sad, mopish, disconsolate temper, cuts off and quite
banishes all manly rational joy all that might spring from
self

!

!

;
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contemplation of the Divine excellencies and glory shinthe works of his hands,

ins: in

black, draws a dark

more
than

damp and

to
it

world

would of

—

God ?
to
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if

stifle

all relishes

sensible, to extingviish

we shovdd suppose

How

i^theisni clothes the world in

and duskish cloud over

it

all

things

doth

;

of intellectual pleasure,

the sun.

still

gratefid an entertainment

to
is

What

subsist
it

is

this

— without

to a pious

mind

behold his glory stamped on every creature, sparkling in

every providence, and by a firm and rational faith to believe,
when we cannot see, how all events are conspiring to bring

The
about the most happy and blissful state of things
he loiows no
atheist may make the most of this world
!

;

drawn out of its dry breasts or
which yields as little satisfaction,
as he finds whose arms, aiming to inclose a dear friend, do
How uncomfortable
only clasp a stiff and clammy carcass.
a thing is it to him, that having neither power nor wit to
order things to his own advantage or content, but finds himself liable to continual disappointments and the rencounter of
many an unsuspected cross accident, hath none to repose on
But when he finds
that is wiser and mightier than himself!
he cannot command his own affairs, to have the settled
apprehension of an Almighty Ruler that can with the greatest
certainty do it for us the best way, and will, if we trust him,
And
how satisf)dng and peaceful a repose doth this yield
how much the rather, inasmuch as that filial unsuspicious
confidence and trust, which naturally tends to and begets that
calm and quiet rest, is the very condition required on my
part ; and that the chief thing I have to do, to have my
affairs brought to a good pass, is to commit them to his
management and my only care, "to be carefid in nothing."
The atheist hath nothing to mitigate the greatness of this
which is an allay
loss, but that he knows not what he loses
And when the most
that will serve but a little while.
unsupportable, pressing miseries befall him, he must in bitter
agonies groan out his wretched soul "without hope;" and

pleasure but Avhat can be

found in

its

cold embraces

;

!

;

;

sooner die under his burthen than say, "
VOL.

III.

Where

is

God my
I

'
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Maker?" At the best lie exchanges all the pleasure and
composure of mind, which certainly accompany a dutiful
son-like trust, submission and resignation of ourselves, and
all our concernments, to the disposal of fatherly wisdom and
love, for a sour and sullen succmnbency to an irresistible fate
or hard necessity, against which he sees it is vain to contend.
So that at the best, he not only rages, but tastes nothing of
consolation

;

whereof his

spirit is as

And

uncapable, as his despe-

he have arrived to that
measure of fortitude as not to be much discomposed with the
lighter crosses which he meets with in this short time of life,
what a dreadful cross is it that he must die
How dismal a
rate affairs are of redress.

if

!

thing

a certain, never to be avoided death

is

as atheism

Against which,
hath not surely the advantage of religion in giving
!

hath greatly the disadvantage in affording no
the joy be worth in that hour, that
And is
arises from "the hope of the glory to be revealed?"
the want of that the total sum of the atheist's misery at this
protection, so

it

What would

relief.

hour? What heart can conceive the horror of that one
thought if darted in upon him at that time, (as it is strange,
and more sad, if it be not,) what becomes now of me, if there
prove to be a God ? where are my mighty demonstrations,
upon which one may venture ? and which may cut off all
fear and danger of future calamity in this dark, unknown
Shall I be the next hour nothing, or
state I am going into ?
miserable ? Or if I had opportunity, shall I not have suffias^ once one of the same fraternity
cient cause to proclaim
did, by way of warning to a surviving companion
'A

—

great

and a terrible God
and a terrible God

A great

Which

—

A

!

great and a terrible

God

!

!

story I confitlently refer to, being of late date, and having had a
and circumstantial account of it, by one, a very sober and intelligent
person, who had the relation from him to whom that dreadful warning was
given, by his then lately deceased associate. But I shall not, by a particular
relation gratify the scorn of this sort of men, who taking advantage from
the (sometime deceived) credulity of well-meaning people, have but that way
of answering all such things, by the cue word which served, so learnedly,
1

certain

to confute Bellarmine.
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a most strangely mysterious

is

countable temper, such as
causes

;

out, or
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hardly reducible to

is

and unac-

even give but probable conjectures,

how

proper

its

would puzzle any man's inquiry

so that it

so

to lind

odd and

preternatural a disaffection as atheism should ever come to

have place in a human mind. It must be concluded a very
complicated disease and yet when our thoughts have fastened
upon several things that have an aspect that way, as none
of them alone could infer it, so it is hard to imagine how all
;

them together should ever come

of

to

deprave reasonable

nature to such a degree.

most astonishingly marvellous (though it is
its rise from an ill will) that
any should so much as icill that, which the atheist hath
obtained of himself to believe or affect to be, what he is.
The commonness of this vile disposition of tvill doth but
sorrily shift off the wonder, and only with those slight and
trifling minds that have resigned the office of judging things
and have learned the easy
to their (more active) senses
way of waiving all inquiries about common things, or resolving the account into this only, that they are to be seen
It

is,

first,

apparent this distemper hath

;

;

'

every day.'

But

if

we allowed

ourselves

to consider this

matter soberly, we would soon find, that howsoever it must
plainly appear a very common plague upon the spirits of men

— and universal
*

No God,'

of

till

—

by way of wis/i,
by the good leave
excuse the thing, the common-

a cure be wrought

or *I would there were none

them who would thus

easily

ness of this horrid evil doth so

the wonder.

little

;

'

to say
yet,

diminish that

it

increases

Things are more strange as their causes are

more hardly assignable. What should the reason be that a
Being of so incomparable excellency, so amiable and alluring
glory, purity, love,

hateful to his

own

and goodness,
creatures

immediate peculiar offspring,

!

become undesirable and
more
stamped with his likeness, the
is

that such creatures, his

own spiritual, immortal nature,
become so wickedly unnatural towards their common and
most indulgent parent
What, to wish him dead to envy
I 2
so vivid resemblances of his

are

!

!

—
'
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and being

life

own

It

!

is

to

[pakt

him from whom they have

i,

received their

But they
and sharply conscious of
and who would not wish to live ? and to

as strange as

it is

without a cause.

'

have offended him, are in a revolt,
fearful demerits

;

It is still strange we
escape so unsupportable revenge?'
Wherein were his laws unwould ever offend such a one
!

government grievous ? But since we have, this
only is pertinent to be said by them that have no hope of
forgiveness, that are left to despair of reconciliation, why do
equal

we

? his

sort ourselves with devils ?

We

profess not to be such.
Yea, but we have no hope to be forgiven the sin we do
not leave, nor power to leave the sin which now we love.'
*

This, instead of lessening,

makes the wonder a miracle

!

O

wouldst thou have God out of
wretched forlorn creature
being for this ? I speak to thee who dost not yet profess to
the sustainer
believe there is no God, but dost only wish it
Dost thou
the common basis of all being
of the world
know what thou sayest ? Art thou not Avishing thyself and
This, rather than humble thyself,
all things into nothing ?
and beg forgiveness ? This, rather than become again a
holy, pure, obedient creature, and again blessed in him who
!

—

—
!

!

first

made thee

so

!

we never ought
wondering that ever this befell the nature of man,
there were no God
to be prone to wish such a thing, that
But this is, it is true, the too common case and if we will
only have what is more a rarity go for a wonder, how
amazing then is it, that if any man icould, even never so fain,
he ever can make himself believe there is no God, and
shape his horrid course according to that most horrid misBy what fatal train of causes is this ever brought to
belief
pass ? Into what can we devise to resolve it ?
*^\^iy, such as have arrived to this pitch, are much
addicted to the pleasing of their senses, and this they make
so as that, for a long time, they have given
their business
It can never cease, I say, to be a wonder,

to cease

!

'

;

!

;

themselves no leisure to mind objects of another nature,
especially that should any way tend to disturb them in their
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they are gradually fallen into a forgetful
images of things are worn out with them that
and
had only more slightly touched their minds before
being much used to go by the suggestions of sense, they
easy course
sleep,

and

till

;

tlie

:

what they neither see nor feel.'
somewhat, but does not reach the mark for there
are many very great sensualists, as great as they at least, who
never arrive hither, but firmly avow it that they believe a
Deity, whatsoever mistaken notion they have of him where-

believe not

This

is

;

;

upon they imagine

to themselves

impunity in their vicious

course.
'

But

these,'

it

may

be

said,

'

have so

disaccustomed

themselves to the exercise of their reason, that they have no
disposition to use their thoughts about anything above the

and have contracted so dull and sluggish a
temper, that they are no fitter to mind or employ themselves
in any speculations that tend to beget in them the knowledge of God, than any man is for discourse or business, when
he is fast asleep.'
So indeed, in reason, one would expect to find it but the
sphere of sense

;

;

'

case is so much
instances, that we

otherwise
are the

when we

consider

particular

more perplexed and entangled

this inquiry, by considering

how

agreeable

it

is

in

that the

matter should be thus, and observing that it proves ofttimes
insomuch that reason and experience seem
not to be so
and hence we are put again upon new
herein not to agree
;

:

conjectui'es

what the immediate cause of

this strange

malady

should be.

For did it proceed purely from a sluggish temper of mind,
unapt to reasoning and discourse, the more any were so, the
more disposed they should be to atheism whereas everyone
knows that multitudes of persons of dull and slow minds to
anything of ratiocination, would rather you should burn their
and
houses than tell them they did not believe in God
;

;

were pity he shoidd live that
should but intimate a doubt whether there were a God or no.
Yea, and many, somewhat more intelligent, yet in this matter

would presently

tell

you,

it
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are shy of using their reason,

and think

profane, to go about to'prove that there

shoidd

And

move

[part

a doubt or seem hereby to

it

is

i.

unsafe, if not

a God, lest they

make

a question of

it.

in the meantime, while they offer not at reasoning, they

more meanly supply that

\\^ant,

after a sorry fashion,

their education, the tradition of their forefathers,

from

common

example, and the tmiversal profession and practice of some
and it may be only take the
religion round about them
;

matter for granted, because they never heard such a thing

was ever doubted of or called in question in all their lives.
Wliereas, on the other hand, they who incline to atheism
are perhaps some of them the greatest pretenders to reason.
They rely little upon authority of former times and ages,
upon vulgar principles and maxims but are vogued great
;

masters of reason, diligent searchers into the mysteries of

—

—

and can philosophize as sufficiently appears beyond
But it is hoped it may be truly said for
the vindication of philosophy and them that profess it, that
modern atheists have little of that to glory in and that their
chief endowments are only their skill to please their senses,
and a faculty, with a pitifid sort of drollery, to tincture their
cups and add a grace to their otherwise dull and flat connature,
all

imagination.

;

versation.

Yet

howsoever being considered, there is here but
made, to the finding out whence atheism should
proceed for, that want of reason shall be thought the cause,
what hath been already said seems to forbid, that many
ignorant persons seem possessed with a great awe of a Deity
from which divers, more knowing, have delivered themselves.
all this

Kttle advance
:

—

And

yet neither doth the former signify anything, in just

For truth

interpretation, to the disrepute of religion.

the less true, for that some hold

why

it

they

is

know not how

not
or

nor doth the latter make to the reputation of atheism,
inasmuch as men, otherwise rational, may sometimes learnedly
;

dote.

But

when

its

out,

and

it

confirms us that atheism

extraction
it

and pedigree

is

are

a strange thing,
so

hardly found

seems to be directly of the lineage neither of

'
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knowledge nor ignorance, neither sound reason nor perfect
dotage.

urge to say, And why may we not as well
stand wondering whence the apprehension of a God and an
addictedness to religion should come, when we find them pecu*

JS'or dotli it at all

more knowing nor the more ignorant ?
for they are apparentl}^ and congruously enoiigh to be derived
from somewhat common to them both, the impression of a
Deity universally put upon the minds of all men, (which
atheists have made a shift to raze out or obliterate to that
degree as to render it illegible,) and that ciiltivated by the
exercise of reason in some, and in others, less capable of that
help, somewhat confirmed by education and the other accessories mentioned above.
Therefore is this matter still most mysteriously intricate,
that there should be one temper and persuasion agreeing to
two so vastly difierent sorts of persons while yet Ave are to
seek for a cause,
except what is most tremendous to think of,
from whence it should proceed, that is common to them both.
And here is, in short, the siim of the wonder, that any not
appearing very grossly unreasonable in other matters which
cannot be denied even of some of the more sensual and lewder
sort of atheists—-should, in so plain and important a case, be
so beyond all expression absurd
that they, without scruple,
liar neither to the

—

;

—

—

—

;

are pleased to think like other

and

relate to

common

practice,

men

in matters that concern

and wherein they might more

colourably and with less hazard go out of the common road,
and are here only so dangerousl}^ and madly extravagant.
Theirs is therefore a particula)' madness, the dementia quoad
'

hoc

;

'

so

much

the stranger thing, because they

whom

it

do only in this one case put off' themselves, and are
like themselves and other men in all things else.
If they
reckoned it a glory to be singular, they might, as hath been
possesses,

plainly shown,

more plausibly

profess

it

as a principle

'

that

they are not bound to believe the existence of any secular ruler
and consequently not be subject to any longer than they

—

see him,'

—

and

so subvert all policy

and government

;

or pretend
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an exemption from all obligation to any act of justice, or to
forbear tbe most injurious violence towards any man because
tbey are not infallibly certain any one tbey see is a human
wight, and so abjure all morality as they have already so
great a part,
than offer with so fearful hazard to assault
the Deity (of whose existence, if they would but think a
while they might be most infallibly assured) or go about to
subvert the foundations of religion.
Or, if they would get
themselves glory by great adventures, or show themselves
brave men by expressing a fearless contempt of Divine power
and justice, this fortitude is not human. These are without
the compass of its object ^ as inundations, earthquakes^ etc.,
are said to be, unto which that any one should fearlessly
expose himself can bring no profit to others, nor therefore

—

;

glory to him.

harangue of discourse, the design hath not been
upon any tru.e cause of atheism, but to represent it a
strange thing and an atheist, a prodigy, a monster amongst

In

all this

to fix

;

mankind.

A

dreadful spectacle

forsaken of the

!

common

men; hung up in> chains to warn others,
what a horrid creature man may mal:e

aids aflbrded to other

them see
by A'oluntary aversion from God that made him!
In the meantime, they, upon whom this dreadful plague
is not fallen, may plainly see before them the object of that
worship which is imported by a temple an existing Deit}", a
and

let

himself,

;

God

to be worshipped.

Unto whom we

shall yet see further reason to design

and

consecrate a temple for that end, and even ourselves to become
such,
of,

—

when

M'e

have considered what comes next
men.

his Conversableness with
1

Arist. Eth.

1.

iii.

to be

spoken

;

CHAPTER

VI.

GOD's CONVEESABLENESS WITH MEN,' CONSIDERED
IS INTENDED BY
ONLY AS FUNDAMENTAL AND PRESUPPOSED TO A TEMPLE AN ACCOUNT
ITS EXISTENCE IMPOSSIBLE ANY WAY TO BE
OF THE EPICUREAN DEITY
PROVED, IF IT DID EXIST NOR CAN BE AFFIRMED TO ANY GOOD INTENT
THAT SUCH A BEING IS NOT GOD THAT THE ABSOLUTE PERFECTION
FROM
PROVED OF GOD REPRESENTS HIM A FIT OBJECT OF RELIGION
THENCE MORE PARTICULARLY DEDUCED, TO THIS PURPOSE, HIS OMNISCURCELL^US'S
CIENCY, OMNIPOTENCY, UNLIMITED GOODNESS, IMMENSITY
ARGUMENTS AGAINST THIS LAST CONSIDERED.

WHAT

'

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

I.

jSTor is tlie

thing

liere

intended less necessary to a temple

and religion, than what we have hitherto been discoursing of.
For such a sort of Deity as should shut up itself and be
reclused from all converse with men, would leave us as disfurnished of an object of religion, and would render a temple
on earth as vain a thing, as if there were none at all. It
were a Being not to be worshipped nor with any propriety to
be called God, more in some respect less than an image or

—

—

AYe might, with as rational design, worship for a
God what were scarce worthy to be called the shadow of a
man, as dedicate temples to a wholly unconversable Deity

statue,

such a one as not only will not vouchsafe to converse
with men, but that cannot admit it or whose nature were
that

is,

;

altogether uncapable of such converse.

For that measure and

latitude of sense

must be allowed

conversableness with men,' as that it
signify both capacity and propension to such converse that
God is both by his nature capable of it and hath a gracious

unto the expression,

*

;

Yea, and we wiU add, (what is
also not without the compass of our present theme, nor the
I 3

inclination of will thereunto.

—
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import of this word whereby we generally express it,) that he
is not only inclined to converse with men, but that he actually

doth

it

;

as

we

call

him

a conversable person, that upon all

befitting occasions doth freely converse with such as

have any

concern with him.
It will indeed be necessary to distinguish God's converse

with men, into
That wliich he hath in common

them

icith all

men, so as to sustain

and someway influence their actions
also conversant with all his creatures and

in their beings

in which kind he

is

;

That which he more 2}ecuUarly hath

icith

good men.

And though the consideration of the latter of these will
belong to the discourse concerning his temple itself, which he
hath with and in them yet it is the former only we have
now to consider as presupposed thereto and as the ground
;

thereof, together with his gracious propension to the latter also.

As

the great Apostle, in his discourse at Athens, lays the

same ground

for acquaintance

with God,

—which he intimates

and continued in another sort of temple

should be set a foot,
than is " made with hands,"

— " that

he hath given to all
is near and
him,"
therefore
"seek
if haply
they
should
whence
ready
"
out
find
him
in
order to
after
him,"
and
feel
might
they
;

breath, and being, and all things " and that he

—

—

further converse.

And

here our business will have the

difficulty, for

that

we

shall

have

less in it of

little else to

the applying of principles already asserted

labour and

do besides only

—or possibly the

more express adding of some or other that were implied in
what hath been said to this purpose.
From which principles it will appear, that he not only can,
but that, in the former sense, he doth converse with men, and

—

is

graciously inclined thereto in the

latter.

more deeply fundamental

And

yet because

whereon all depends,
and that the act of it is not denied for any other reason than
an imagined impossibility that is, it is not said he doth not
sustain and govern the world upon any other pretence but
that he cannot, as being inconsistent with his nature and

the former

is

;

as
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— this we shall therefore more directly apply ourselves

to evince, that his nature doth not disaUoic

it,

hut

necessarily

includes an aptitude thereto.

—

II. iSFor yet
though it may be a less laborious work than the
former that we have despatched is it altogether needless to
deal somewhat more expressly in this matter inasmuch as

—

;

what opposition hath been made to religion in the world hath
for the most part been more expressly directed against tJm
ground of it. I say more expressly, for indeed by plain and
manifest consequence it impugns that also of God's existence
that is, through this it strikes at the other.
For surely
(howsoever any may arbitrarily, and with what impropriety
and latitude of speech they please, bestow titles and eulogies
;

here or there) that Being

is not God, that cannot converse
with men, supposing them such as what purely and peculiarly
belongs to the nature of man would bespeak them. So that

they

who have imagined such

a Being and been pleased to

God, have at once said .and unsaid the same thing.
That Deity was but a creature, and that only of their own
call it

fancy; and they have, by the same breath, blown up and

own bubble

made

seem something and signify
and rioted it again quite
out of it in their conceit, created it a God, in their practice,
a mere nullity. And it equally served their turn, and as
much favoiu'ed the design of being wicked, to acknowledge
only a God they could imagine and disimagine at their own
It could do
pleasure, as to have acknowledged none at all.
this
fictitious
admit
of
Deity,
affairs
to
their
no prejudice to
blasted their

nothing

;

have courted

;

it

it

into being,

;

that they could

should

make be

affect ease

tvhat or where

and pleasure, and,

they pleased

(lest his

;

pleasures

that

and

theirs should interfere,) that they could confine to remote
territories, and oblige to keep at an obedient and imtrouble-

some distance. Nor, though no imagination could be more
madly extravagant than that of a God no way concerned in
the forming and governing of the world, and notwithstandin g
whom men might take their liberty to do what they listed,
yet, (as hath been observed long ago, that no opinion was

—
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owned by some of the
hath not this wanted patronage, and even
among them who have obtained to be esteemed, not to say
idolized, under that name.
Which would be seen, if it were worth the while to trouble
the reader with an account of the ^picurecDi Deity ;-^as it can
ever so monstrously absurd as not to be

pbilosopbers,)

only be with this design, that the representation may render
as it cannot but do, ridiculous to sober men ; and discover

it,

to the rest, the vanity of their groundless

dicting hope

few

—

still

too

much

and

self-contra-

fostered in the breasts of not a

— who promise themselves impunity in the most licentious

course of wickedness upon the security only of this their

dream

idle

:

that

is,

that //

fliere be

own
God (which they reckon

a

is a Being of either so
and phlegmatic a temper, that he cannot be concerned in
the actions and affairs of men or so soft and easy, that he

not so plausible flatly to deny) he

it

dull

;

tvill

not.

But, because his good will alone was not so safely to be
relied on, it was thought the securer way not to let it

be in his power to intermeddle with their concernments and
therefore being to frame their own God, to their own turn,
;

thus the matter was of old contrived.

was taken that he be set at a distance
remote enough that he be complimented out of this world,
as a place too mean for his reception, and unworthy such a
presence they being indeed unconcerned where he had his
So that a confineresidence, so it were^ not too near them.
thought
altogether
was
necessary.
ment of him somewhere,
same
pretence
then
with
the
of great
Secondly; and
great
judged
too
a
trouble
it
is
to him
and
respect,
observance
of
his
nature
felicity
and
being,
the
inconsistent
with
and
that he should have given himself an}' diversion or disturbance by making the world from the care and labour
whereof he is with all ceremony to be excused it being too
painful and laborious an undertaking for an immortal and a
First, great care
;

;

;

;

•

Ac

designare quiilem non licet qnibus in locis Dii elegant

qiiidem hie miuidus digna

sit

illomm

sedes,

Phil.

;

cum ne

Epkur. Syntag.

noster

—
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.

altogether

destitute

of instruments and utensils requisite to so great a performance.

^

Whence

also, thirdly,

excused of

all

^

he was with the same reason to be

the care and incumbrance of government

—

as

indeed, what right or pretence could he have to the govern-

him not, which is not his inBut all is very
and which he never made ?
plausibly shadowed over with a great appearance of reverence
and veneration with magnificent eulogies of his never interrupted felicity whence also it is made a very great crime
not to free even the Divine nature itself from business.
Though jet the true ground and root of this Epicurean faith
doth sometime more apparently discover itself, even an impatiency of the Divine government, and a regret of that
irksome bondage which the acknowledgment of a Deity, that
were to he feared by men, would infer upon them.
And therefore, fourthly, he is farther expressly asserted to
ment

of a world that chose

heritance,

;

;

1

—

Qiia (pvffis Trphs

j;

ravra

dWa

/xrjSa^^ irpocrayecrdu,

a,Kenovpyi)TOS Sja-

Qua; molitio, (\\\x
ferramenta, qui vectes, qu;e machina;, qui ministri tanti muneris fuerimt ?
rripetffOco,

Veil,

Kal eV

apnd

rrj

Cicer.

Laiirlius,

wdffT] ^laKapioTnTi.

10.

1.

De Naturd Deonim.

Nihil beatius, nihil omnino bonis omnibus afflueutius excogitari pote.st.
Nihil euini agit, nullis occupationibus est imphcatus, etc. Id. "Orav, rqv
2

6eiav (pvaiv

\tnovpyiS>v diroXvoKTiv.

fii]

cervicibus nostris sempitcrniim

—

Laiirt.

Dominum,

Itaque imposuistis

ibid.

quern, dies et noctes, tinieremus.

Qius eiiim non timeat omnia providentem, et cogitantem, et animadvertentem, et omnia ad se pertinere putantem, ciiriosimi et plenum uegotii Deum ?
Humana ante oculos foede cum \'ita jaceret, In terris
Veil ubi supra.
oppressa gravi sub religione,

the

first

have

champion of

Th (laKapiov

in Laei"t.

Primum Graius homo

irreligion.

1.

10.

Much more

is

.

.

meaning Epicunis,
besides what we

Koi icpOaprov, ovTe avrh Trpdy/xaTa tx^'> ovre SAAoj

iropexe' S)ffTe ovre 6pya7s, ovre

—

.

To which purpose

Liuret.

X'^'P'"'' o'vuex^'''^^'

^^ dcrdevil yap irav rh toiovtov.

collected in the Syntagm.

Nam

et prasstans

Deoruni

natura hominum pietate coleretur, cum aeterna esset et beatissima. Habet
enim venerationem justam quicquid excellit. Et metus omnis, a vi atque inl

Deorum. pulsus

esset.

Intelligitur

iram et gratiam segregari.
etc.

Sect.

1,

cap. 3.

hominibus coleretur ?
re indigenti

?

An

enim

Si

beatil immortaliqiie naturd, et

Quibus remotis, nidlos a
et

muudum

At quid Deo

Sect. 2, cap. 3.

fecit,

cultus

s^iperis

et in

hominum

impendere metus,
homines, ut ab

muudo

confert, beato, et nulla

—

—

'
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need not be feared, as cares not to be worshipped,
neither anger nor favour hath any place.
So that nothing more of duty is owing to him than a certain
kind of arbitrary veneration, which we give to any thing or
person that we apprehend to excel us and to be in some
an observance merely upon
respect better than oiu'selves
But obedience and subjection to his government,
courtesy.
fear of his displeasure, expectation of his favour and benefits
have no place left them. We are not obliged to worship him
as one with w^hom we have any concern, and do owe him no
more homage than we have to the great Mogul or the Cham
of Tartary and indeed are less liable to his severity or capable
for of theirs, we are in some
of his favours than theirs
remote possibility of his, in none at all. In one word, all
converse between him and man, on his part by providence and
on ours by religion, is quite cut off which evidently appears
from what hath been already collected out of his own words,
and theirs who pretended to speak that so admired author's
mind and sense to be the scope and sum of the Epicurean
be

sucli as

as witb

whom

;

;

;

;

:

—

—

doctrine in this matter

;

and was indeed observed

to be so

tmiity

we may suppose to have had better opporand advantages to know it than Ave who, discoursing

that a

man

long ago,

by one

that

:

cannot live pleasantly according to the principles

of Epicurus, and that according to his doctrine beasts are
more happy than men, plainly gives this^ reason why he
says so, namely, that the Epicureans took away providence
and that the design of their discoursing concerning God was
that we might not fear him.
Unto which purpose also much more may be seen in the
same author elsewhere, when he more directly pleads among
divers more^ philosophical subjects, on behalf of religion
which ^ he saith they leave
against the Epicurean doctrine,

—

—

^

Kat Tot

el fxev

reKos ^vtov

Trepl Oeiiv

\6yov, rh

fiifiai6ripov oljxai rovro, etc.
^

*

t^v "KpSvoiav a.ir4\nTOV, i(paivoVTO &v
rwv Brjplcov irpos Th ^Seois ^rjv }eTrei 5e
(po^eicQai dehv, dXKa iravcraadai Trparrofxivovs,

iv rp irpoA^ipei tov Oeov

eKiricn xp'JCTaTs TrXeov exo'''''6s ot

That is, divers other
Adversus Colotem.

<i>p6vi}x.oi

fXT]

;

Plut.

pliilosoi)hical subjects.
riais

ouv dTroKeinovcrt

Ed.

cpvcriv

koI 4'i'X'V

'^"'

C^o"

i

^s

—

;

:
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word and sJioiv, but, by their principles take away
as tliey do nature and tlie soul, etc.
It is tben out of question that the doctrine of Epicurus
utterly takes away all intercourse between God and man
which yet were little worth our notice or consideration, nor
would it answer any valuable end or pu.rpose to revive the
mention of such horrid opinions or tell the world what such
a one said or thought two thovisand years ago, if their grave
had been faithfid to its trust, and had retained their filthy
poisonous savour within its own unhallowed cell.
But since against what were so much to have been desired,
that their womb might have been their grave their grave
becomes their womb, where they are conceived and formed
anew, and whence by a second birth they spring forth afresh,
to the great annoyance of the world, the debauching and
endangering of mankind and that it is necessary some
remedy be endeavoured of so mortal an evil it was also convenient to run it up to its original, and contend against it as
in its primitive state and vigour.
to US in

in deed

;

;

—

—

;

;

III.

Wherefore

this

being a true, though

it

be a very

short, account of the Epicurean god, resulting all into this

shorter sum,

—that he

and such therefore

is

altogether unconversable with men,

as cannot inhabit their temj^le,

and

for

whom

they can have no obligation or rational design to
provide any; it will be reqviisite in reference hereto, and
suitable to our present scope

and

purpose,' severally to evince

these things
1.

That the existence of such a being as this were imposbe proved unto men, if it did exist
That being supposed without any good gromid, it is

sible ever to
2.

opKov,

dis

evxriv,

is

Qvariav, ois TrpotrKvvTtcriv, pr\fiari

koI \6yui, Kal ri^ (pdvai koI

irpoavoie^Oai Kal ovofid^nv, a ra7s dpx<''7s Kal to7s S6y/j.acnv dvaipovffiv.

which purpose

is

that also in Tiilly

Et etiam de

:

adversus Deos, libros scripsit Epioiirus.

At quomodo

Corimcanium aut Sctevolam Poutitices ruaximos
sustulerit

bu3,

omnem

funditus religionem

Templa Deorum

et aras everterit.

:

sauctitate,

cle

Unto
pietate

in his loquitur? ut

te audire dicas

uou cum, qui

Neo mauilius ut Xerxes, sed
De Naiurd Deorum.

rationi-
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supposition of

it

i.

can intend

any valuable or good end
3. That this supposed being cannot be God and
:

is most
hereby the true God, the Cause and
Author of all things, is ititended to be excluded
4. That it belongs to and may be deduced from the true
notion of God which hath been given, and proved, by parts,
of a really existent Being, that he is such as can converse

abusively so called

;

as

:

with men.

For the first that there is no way to prove the existence
of such a Being is evident for what ways of proving it can
be thought of, which the supposition itself doth not forbid and
reject ? Is it to be proved by Revelation? But that supposes
converse with men, and destroys what it should prove,
that
such a Being, having no converse with men, doth exist.
And where is that Revelation ? Is it written or unwritten ?
Or who are its vouchers ? Upon what authority doth it rest ?
Who was appointed to inform the world in this matter ? Was
Epicurus himself the common oracle ? Why did he never tell
men so ? Did he ever pretend to have seen any of these his
vogued gods ? No, they are confessed not to be liajble to our
And what miracles did
sense any more than the inane itself.
he ever work to confirm the truth of his doctrine in this
matter ? which sure was reasonably to be expected from one
who would gain credit to dictates so contrary to the common
sentiments of the rest of mankind, and that were not to be
proved any other way. And what other way can be devised ?
Can it admit of rational demonstration ? What shall be the
medium ? Shall it be from the cause ? But what cause can,
or ever did, he or his followers assign of God? Or from
eifects ?
And what shall they be, when the matter of the
whole miiverse is supposed ever to have been of itself, and
the particular frame of everything made thereof to have
;

;

—

resulted only of the casual

matter, and no real Being

is

coalition

of the

supposed besides

?

parts of that

Or

shall

it

be

that their idea, which they have of God, includes existence as
so belonging to

him

that he cannot but exist ?

But by what

—
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right do thoy affix sucli an idea to their petite and fictitious
deities ?
How will they prove their idea true ? Or are we
bound to take their words for it ? Yea, it is easily proved
false and repugnant to itself, while they would have that to
be necessarily existent (as they must if they will have it
existent at all) unto which, in the meantime, they deny the
other perfections which necessary existence hath been proved
But how vain and idle trifling is it, arbitrarily
to include.
and by a random fancy to imagine anything what we please,
and attributing of our own special grace and favour necessary

existence to

thence to conclude that

it,

we have been

because

notion of

What

it ?

form any conception

pleased to

so

make

doth

it

exist,

only

that belong to the

odd and uncouth composition can we
which we may not make exist at

of,

this rate ?

But the notion

of

God

is

not arhitrary,

but

is

natural,

and common to men, impressed upon the minds of
whence they say it ought not to be drawn into contro-

proleptkal,
all

;

versy.

What

!

the

Epicurean notion of him

?

We

shall

and in the meantime need
any man might with as good pretence

inquire further into that anon

;

not doubt to say,
imagine the ridiculous sort of gods described in Cicero's
ironical supposition, ^ and affirm them to exist, as they those
they have thought fit to feign and would impose upon the
belief of

men.

And when

they have fancied these to

not that a mighty proof that they indeed do so

But that which

for the present

we

allege

that supposing

is,

their notion were never so absolutely universal

with the

common

sentiments of

all

exist, is

?

and agreeing

other men, they have yet

precluded themselves of any right to argue, from its commonness, to the existence of the thing itself.
Nor can they, upon
their principles,

form an argument thence that

or signify anything to this purpose.

shall conclude

None can be drawn

hence that will conclude immediately, and itself reach the
mark, without the addition of some further thing, which so
'

Deos,

capitones.

strabones,

pajtidos,

Be Natur<X Deorum,

najvniu
1.

1.

lial)fiites,

silos,

liaccos,

froutones,
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with the rest of their doctrine that it would subvert
that is, it follows not that because men

sorts

ill

[part

the whole frame

;

generally hold that there

is

a God, that therefore there

one, otherwise than as that consequence can be justified

—that

is

by

no reason can be
common an
impression upon the minds of men but this only, that it must
have proceeded from one common cause, namely, God himself
who having made man, so prime a part of his creation,
hath stamped, with his own signature, this nobler jiiece of his
workmanship and purposely made and framed him to the
acknowledgment and adoration of his Maker.

and irrefragable

this plain

proof,

devised of so general an agreement or of that so

;

;

But how

who while they aclcnowledge
be His creature, and will have him and
things be by chance, or without dependence on any
shall they argue so,

a God, deny man
all

to

What can an impression infer to this purpose, that
?
comes no one can tell whence or how but is plainly denied
to be from Him, whose being they would argue from it ?
The. observation of so common an apprehension in the
minds of men, might, upon their supposition, beget much
wonder, but no knowledge and may perplex men much how
such a thing should come to pass, without making them anything the wiser and would infer astonishment sooner than a
good conclusion, or than it would solidly prove any immaker

;

;

;

portant truth.

And

do they think they have salved the business and given

us a satisfying account of this matter, by telling us this imIt were to be
as they speak?
is from nature,
wished some of them had told us or could yet tell us what they
meant by nature. Is it any intelligent principle ? or was it

pression

whence came this impression
For surely an intelligent Being,
that could have this universal influence upon the minds of all
men, is much liker to be God, than the imaginary entities
they talk of, that are bodies and no bodies, have blood and
no blood, members and no members, are somewhere and
nowhere or if they be anywhere, are confined to some cerguided

b}^

but from

any such?

—

;

if yea,

God himself?
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tain places remote enough from our world, with the affiiirs
whereof or any other they cannot any way concern themselves without quite undoing and spoiling their felicity
If
they say No, and that nature, which puts this stamp upon the
minds of men, is an utterly unintelligent thing, nor was ever
governed by anything wiser than itself, strange that blind
and inidesigning nature should without being prompted be!

—

!

come thus ignorantly
and should so

eifectually take course they

known

who no way

officious to these idle,

lings,

to the world,

ever like to do

what

is

But

!

this thing

they

voluptuary god-

to regress a little, fain
call

'

nature

might be
nor were
I would know

ever obliged
?

'

Is

it

it

anything else than

the course and inclination of conspiring atoms, which singly
are not pretended to bear any such impression, but as they

and hit together in the composition of a human,
by the merest and strangest chance that ever happened ?
But would we ever regard what they say whom we believe to
speak by chance ? Were it to be supposed that characters
and words, serving to make up some proposition or other,
were by some strange agitation of wind and waves impressed
and figured on the sand, would we, if we really believed the
matter came to pass only by such an odd casualty, think that
proposition any whit the truer for being there, or take this
for a demonstration of its truth any more than if we had seen
it in a ballad ?
Because men have casuaUij come to think so,
luckily club
soul,

therefore there are such beings, to be called gods, between

whom and them

there never was or shall be any intercourse

or mutual concern
staff stands in

The

!

It follows as well, as that because the

the corner, the

morrow

will be a rainy day.

most regardable things,
taken as expressions of his mind, or emanations from him,
who is the Author and God of nature. But abstracted from
him, they are and signify as much as a beam cut off from the
body of the sun, or a person that pretends himself an ambasdictates of nature are, indeed,

sador without credentials.

Indeed,

(as is

imported in the words noted from that
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grave Pagan ^ a little before,) the principles of these men
destroy quite nature itself as well as everything of religion,

and leave us the names and show of them, but take away the
In sum, though there be no such impression upon the minds of men as that which they talk of, yet if
there were, no such thing can be inferred from it as they
would infer
their principles taking away all connexion
between the argument and what they would argue by it.
Secondly
We have also too much reason to add, that as
the supposition of such a Being or sort of beings can have no

things themselves.

;

;

ground, so

sufficient

it is

equally unconceivable that

intended for any good end

:

it

can be

we think the last asserfor we easily acknowledge

not that

tion a sufficient sole proof of this

;

enough men may harmlessly and with
innocent intentions attempt the building very weighty and
important truths upon weak and insufficient foundations,
hoping they have offered that as a support unto truth which
proves only a useless cumber.
Nor were it just to impute
treachery where there is ground for the more charitable
censure, that the misadventure proceeded only from want of
judgment and shortness of discourse.^
But it is neither
needful nor seemly that charity, which can willingly wink in
some cases, should therefore be quite blind or that no difference shoidd be made of well-meant mistakes, and mischief
thinly hid and covered over with specious pretences.
IV. And let it be soberly considered, what can the design be,
that

it

is

possible

;

after the cashiering of all solid

grounds for the proving of
it upon none at all ? as if

a Deity, at length to acknowledge
their

acknowledgment must owe

God

at

itself not to their reason but
done what they can to
have
their courtesy.
And when they
make the rest of men believe they have no need to own any
all,

and they can

tell

how

all

that

concerns the

making and governing the world, may well enough be

de-

spatched without any, yet at last they will be so generous as
to be content there shall be one

What, I
1

however

!

say, can the design of this be, that they

Plutarch.

^

That

is,

of reasoiiiug power.

who have

—Ed.

'
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imaginable obstinacy against the most

plain and convincing evidences that do even defy cavil, have
quite fought themselves blind

and

lost their

eyes in the

encounter, so that they are ready to swear the sun

is

a clod of

them the very blackness of
darkness they cannot see a Deity, encircling them with the
brightest beams and shining upon them with the most
dirt,

and noon-day light

is

to

;

conspicuous glory, through everything that occurs and

things that encompass them on every side

all

and yet when
all is done, and their thunderstruck eyes make them fancy
they have put out the sun, they have won the day, have
cleared the field and are absolvite victors, they have vanquished the whole power of their most dreaded enemy, the
after all this, withlight that reveals God in his works
out any inducement at all, and having triumphed over everything that looked like an argument to prove it, they vouch:

'

own

'

;

—

There is a God
have any design at all, it must be a very bad
And see whither it tends they have now a God of
one.
their own making, and all the being he hath depends upon
their grace and favour.
They are not his creatures, but he
is theirs
a precarious Deity, that shall be as long, and what,
and where they please to have him
and if he disjjlease
•them, they can think him back into nothing.
Here seems
the depth of the design for see with what cautions and
limitations they admit him into being.
There shall be a
God, provided he be not meddlesome nor concern himself in
their affairs to the crossing of any inclinations or humours
which they are pleased shall command and govern their
being conscious that if they admit of any at all that
lives
shall have to do with their concernments, he cannot but be
safe to say

Surely

however, of their

accord,

'

!

if this

;

;

:

;

;

such as the ways they resolve on will displease. Their very
shame will not permit them to caU that God, which, if he
take any cognizance at all of their course, Avill not dislike it.
And herein that they may be the more secure, they judge it
the most prudent course not to allow
in the affairs of the world at

all.

him any part

or interest

'
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while they court him at a great rate, and all
taken away under pretence of great piety. AVorthey believe he cares not for, because he is fidl and needs

Yet

all this

religion
shij)

[part

is

In this world he must not be, for it is a place
unworthy of him. He must have had no hand in [framing,
nor can they think it fit he should have any in the government of it for it would be a great disturbance to him and
the same thing as if certain liceninterrupt his pleasures
nothing.

;

:

—

tious courtiers, impatient of being governed, should address

themselves to their prince in such a form of speech,

—

'

That

it

beneath him to receive any homage from them, it would
too much debase majesty that his dominions afibrd no place
is

;

and therefore it would be convenient for
him to betake himself into some other country, that hath
that diadems and
better air, and accommodation for delight
sceptres are burdensome things, which therefore if he will
quit to them, he may wholly give up himself to ease and
fit

for his residence

;

;

pleasure

!

Yea, and whatsoever would any way tend to evince his
is with the same courtship laid aside,
(although if he do not exist necessarily and of himself, he

necessary existence,

cannot have any existence at all for as they do not allow
to be the cause of anything, so they assign nothing to be
;

him

the cause of him,) that

is,

with pretence there

is

no need

it

should be demonstrated because all men believe it without
a reason, nature having impressed this belief upon the minds

having agreed to believe it,
the}^ have no reason to
though
because they believe. But
one why they would
good
believe a Deity, they have a very
with
expiate
the people their
may
that they
seem to do so
against
pretending
atheism.
And
irreligion, by a collusive
plainly
plausible
to
deny
there
is a
think
it
less
because they
of

all

;

or,

which

is all

one, they

;

God, they therefore grant one to p/ease the vulgar, yet take
care it shall be one as good as none, lest otherwise they should
displease themselves : and so their credit and their liberty are
both cared for together.
Y. But this covering

is

too short,

and the

art b}^

which
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to tlieir design, wlien

For

it
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should clieat others,

most evident.
Thirdly That the being with the pretended belief whereof
and that consethey woidd mock the world, is no God
quently, while they would seem to acknowledge a Deity, they
really acknowledge none at all.
Our contest hath not, all this while, been a strife about
words or concerning the name, but the thing itself and not
whether there be such a thing in being to which that name
may, with whatsoever improprietj'', be given, but whether

deceives themselves.

it is

;

;

;

there be such a Being as whereto

it

properly belongs, sup-

posing and taking for granted as a matter out of question,
if such a Being as we have
most properly God and that they
will not go about to call it by another name, or that they will
not pretend this name agrees to any other thing so fitly as to
him. And because we have already proved this Being doth

even in their own sense,

that,

described do exist,

it

is

;

and that there can be but one such, it plainly follows
is in propriety of speech, even though he did exist, no
God and that much less should he appropriate the name,
and exclude the only true God.
For since the high and
dignifying eulogies which they are wont to bestow upon their
feigned deity, do plainly show they would have it thought
they esteem him the most excellent of all existent beings if
we have proved a really existent Being to be more excellent
than he, it is evident even upon their own grounds that this
Hither the Deity must be deferred, and theirs must
is God.
yield and give out
inasmuch as we cannot suppose them so
void of common sense as to say the less excellent Being is
God, and the more excellent is no God. But if they should be
whereas the controversy is not about the name, we have
so,
our main purpose in having proved there is a Being actually
existent, that hath all the real excellencies which they ascribe
to their deities and infinitely more.
And as concerning the
name, who made them dictators to all the woi'ld, and the sole
judges of the propriety of words? Or with what right or
pretence will they assume so much to themselves? so as

exist,

theirs
;

;

;

—

;
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against the rest of

that

tlie

name

?

And

if

we speak

wont

i.

God from which

world to name that

off the principal perfections

they cut

[part

by

to be signified

of such perfections as tend to

and Providence who but themGod, in the eminent sense, that they
supposed coidd not hear prayers, and thereupon dispense
favours, relieve the afflicted, supply the indigent, and receive

and

infer

establish religion

;

selves did ever call that

suitable

writer

^

acknowledgments
of

Roman

history,

?

'

'

atheistical sorts of philosophy

—

They

indeed,'

saith a

famed

that exercise themselves in the

—

if

we may call that philosophy

as they are wont to jeer at all appearances of the gods,
whether among the Greeks or the Barbarians, will make

themselves matter of laughter of our histories, not thinking
Let the story he there
that any god takes care of any man.'

—

tells shift for itself

;

in the meantime

it

appears they escaped

not the infamy of atheists, who, whatever deities they might
imagine besides, did deny God's presence and regard to
men which sort of persons he elsewhere often animadverts
;

upon.

But do we need to
acknowledged no gods

What meant

insist that all

whom

their temples

Or did they take

fices ?

and

the rest of the world

they did not also worship
altars, their

liim for

?

prayers and sacri-

God whom they

believed to

take no care of them, or from whom they expected no advantage ? Even the barbarous Scythians themselves understood

most inseparably

it

to

belong to a Deity to be beneficent
tell Alexander,^ that
if he were a

when they upbraidingly
God,'

(as

they

it

'

seems had heard he vogued himself,)

should bestow benefits upon
what was their own.'

men and

'

he

not take from them

And by the way, it is observable how contradictious and
repugnant the Epicurean sentiments are in this, even to
themselves that speaking of friendship,^ of which they say
;

^

ocToi

Horn.

1.

fxfv

oliv

ras dQiovs daKovtn (pi\oao(pias,

etc.— D. Halicaruass. Ant.

2.

2

See their ambassador's oration, in Q. Curtius.

^

Lib.

non posse suaviter

vivi, etc.

!

'

many
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generous and brave things, they gallantly profess, as
testifies of them, that it is a more pleasant thing to

Plutarch

benefit others than to receive benefits one's

they yet,

self,

they seem so greatly concerned^ that their gods be
every way moi^ perfectl}^ happy, deny to them this highest
and most excellent part of felicity that a virtuous man m.aj

"while

;

a great deal more benefit the world than they, and consequently have more pure and Kvely relishes of a genuine and
refined pleasure.

Upon the whole, it is
God as to make it quite

maim the notion
And if they think

manifest they so

of

another thing.

to

anything of the foul and odious blot, wherewith their
avowed irreligion hath stained their name and memory, by
the acknowledgment of such a God
they effect the like
thing by it, and gain as much to the reputation of their

wipe

ofi"

;

piety,

he

as

slioidd of his loyalty,

wlio^

being accused of

treason against his prince, shall think to vindicate himself by

solemnly to

professing

mean by
pack

own

the king

—provided

you only

the king of clubs, or any such painted one the

it

affords

But here

it

may

be demanded,

is

every misapprehension of

be understood as a denial of his being ? If so, whom
can we undertake to assoil of atheism ? or who can certainly
For how impossible is it to be sure we have
acquit himself ?
no untrue conception of a Being so infinitely, by our own

God

to

confession,

above

avoided, in

somewhat or

all

our thoughts?

Or how

and incomprehensibly excellent a Being
ing somewhat that belongs to
belongs not

?

And

is

it

to

be

unknown
by detract-

other, to think amiss of so

since

it,

?

either

or attributing

many, we are

sure,

somewhat that
have thought

and spoken unworthily of God, besides Epicureans, are
these to go into the account of atheists ?

all

Or whereas it is
in God, is God

conmionly wont to be said, whatsoever is
how can they who deny anything of him which is really in
him, be excused of denying his whole being ? or where will
we fix the bounds of our censure ?
*

^

VOL.

III.

Vid. et

lib.

maxime cum

princip. viris

;

PhiL

etc.

K

;;
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Many

things should be said

manifold an inquiry
discourse to examine

;

but

it

—

if

we

[part

will speak at all

—

i.

to so

belongs not to the design of this

and discuss

men's sentiments of God

all

that have been exposed to the view of the world, or arbitrate

among

the dissenting parties

every school

maxim

much

;

less to "explain or abet

that hath reference to this theme, the

authors or lovers whereof will be sufficiently prompted by
their

own

genius to do at least as

But whatever the

herein.

much

as can be requisite

real sameness is supposed to be, of

the things attributed to God,

it is

acknowledged we cannot

but conceive of them as diverse, and so that our conception of

any one

not adequate to the entire object,

is

Yet any one

fessed incomprehensible.

notion of the object so far as

it

—which

is

con-

attribute gives a true

reaches,

though not a

full

;

as

may

be said truly to see a man, when I only see his* face,
and view not every part and limb or to know him, while yet
I

;

I have not had opportunity to discern every quality in his
temper, and what his dispositions and inclinations in

Moreover,

respects are.

perfection

And

;

further than as

evidence

:

is to

for

it is

we

is so

— that

all

one thing to deny any Divine

another, only not to

such mere nescience

horrid crime of atheism,

what

it is

know
far

it is

it.

from being guilty of the
not so

much

as culpable,

obstinately persisted in against sufficient

are not obliged to

us knowable and what

we

know

everything, but

are concerned to know.

Again, (and which is most considerable to our purpose,) we
are not concerned to know what God is in himself, otherwise
than as we may thereby know what he is in relation to its
namely, as he is the Author of our beings, the governor of
our lives and actions, and thereupon the object of our religion
for a religious respect unto him is the very end of that knowledge.
Now, if any other than that sort of persons we oppose,
have taken up apprehensions of him not so suitable to that
end it were to be wished they saw it and would unthink all
those thoughts.
But surely, they who most professedly contend against the very notions themselves which directly
;

influence all our practice toward God, so considered

;

would
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suggest sucli as are wholly inconsistent tlierewitli

God

;

who

end of that knowledge,
and do not merely mistake the way to that end while they are
aiming at it, but most avowedly resist and disclaim the end
itself,
are to be distinguished from them who professedly
intend that same end, only see not wherein their misapprehensions are prejudicial and repugnant to it otherwise are
ready to reject them. And the former are therefore most justly
to be singled out, and designed the objects of our direct opposition
nor are they so fitly to be opposed, under any other
notion, as that of atheists.
For since our knowledge of God
ought chiefly to respect him in that forementioued relative
consideration, and the inquiry, What is God ? signifies, as
it concerns us,
"V^'Tiat is the object of religion ?' they, denying any such thing, deny there is a God. Nor do they deny
oppose the knowledge of

to the

—

;

;

'

'

'

him

in that relative consideration only

tion

is

founded in somewhat that

of their denying
lute

and

him

so, is

is

but, as every rela-

;

absolute, the very reason

that they deny in

positive perfections that render

him

him

such,

of those do that have been proved to belong to
is

that

we have next

to consider,

namely,

those abso-

—

as certain

him

:

which

fourthlj^,

VI. That it may evidently be deduced from what hath been
tending to prove those things of God which are included
the notion of him, and from that notion itself, that he is

said,

in

such as can converse with men.

That

is,

having proved

'

that there

sisting, independent, necessary
life,

in being,

less

an

eternal, self-sub-

power, wisdom, and goodness as to have been the maker

medium, that we see this world
which otherwise could never have been, much

of this world,' and by this
is

is

Being, of so great activity,

such as

we

see

is

it

'

'

—

it

therefore

follows that this

great Creator can have influence upon the creatures he hath

made, in a way suitable to their natures. It foUows, I say,
from the same medium, the present visible existence of this
world, which could not otherwise be now in being that he
can thus have influence upon his creatures, for it is hence
manifest that he hath they depend on him and are sustained
K 2
'

'

;
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could make themselves, or

subsist
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by themselves, than they

of themselves have sprung out of

nothing.

And

—

were possible they could, being raised up into
in being of themselves
yet since our
present question is not concerning what they need, but what
God can do, and our adversaries in the present cause do not,
as hath been noted, upon any other pretence deny that he
doth concern himself in the affairs of the universe, but that
he cannot that is, that it consists not with his felicity and
he cannot not be happy is it not plain that he can, with the
same facility, continue the influence which he at first gave
forth, and with as little prejudice to his felicity?
For if it
be necessary to him to be happy, or impossible not to be so,
he must be ever so. His happiness was not capable of being
discontinued, so long as while he made the world, settled the
several orders and kinds, and formed the first individuals of
every kind of creatures. Therefore having done this, and
without diminution to his happiness, was it a more toilsome
and less tolerable labour to keep things as they were, than to
make them so ? If it was, which no man that understands
common sense would say, surely that blind thing which they
more blindly call nature, not understanding, or being able
and would have be the only
to tell what they mean by it,
cause of all things, acting at first to the uttermost and having

being,

if it

—continue

—

;

—

—

—

no way to recruit its vigour and reinforce itself, (its labour
and business being so much increased,) and jaded and growTi
weary, had given out, and patiently suffered all things to
But if the
dissolve and relapse into the old chaos long ago.
labour was not greater to continue things in the state wherein
they were made than to make them, surely a wise, intelligent
Deity, which we have proved made them, coidd as well susand as miintelligible
tain them, being made, as their brutal
as unintelligent

—

—nature do both.

So much then of intercourse God could have with his
creatures as his continual communication of his influence

be received by them

—amounts

to

;

—to

and then man, not being

;

excluded
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number, must share in

this possible privilege

according to the capacity of bis nature.
And inasmuch as we have also proved, more particularly,

concerning man, that he immediately owes the peculiar excellencies of his intelligent nature, as it is such, to God only
it is

apparently consequent, that having formed this his more
own more express likeness,

excellent creature according to his

with the glorious characters of his living image,

stamped

it

given

a nature suitable to his own, and thereby

it

made

it

capable of rational and intelligent converse with him he
hath it ever in his power to maintain a continual converse
;

by letting
upon it the vital beams and influences of his OAvn light
and love, and receiving back the return of its grateful acknowledgments and praises.
Wherein it is manifest he should
with this creature by agreeable communications

;

in

do no greater thing than he hath done for who sees not
that it is a matter of no greater difficidty to converse with,
than to make, a reasonable creature ? Or who would not be
ashamed to deny that he who hath been the only Author of
the sold, of man and of the excellent powers and faculties
belonging to it, can more easily sustain what he hath made,
;

and converse with that

his creature,

wherein he hath made

capable of his converse

it

suitably to the

Whereto the consideration being added
nature, manifested in this creation

— as

now

itself, it is

way

?

of his gracious

further evident

more herewith
converse
ready
to
and
not only able, but apt
after
their
improving
of
the
to
shall
tend
men, in such a way as
being unto that blessedness whereof he hath made them
natui-ally capable, if their own voluntary ahenation and
that he

—

is

aversion to

things are

him

ordered, whereof

(yet not overcome) do not obstruct the

way

of that intercourse.

And

even this were

sufficient

to

give foundation to

a

temple, and both afibrd encouragement and infer an obligation
to religion, although no other perfection had been or could be

demonstrated of the Divine Being than what is immediately
to be collected from his works, and the things whereof he
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hath been the sole and most arbitrary Author. For what if
no more were possible to be proved, have we not even by thus
much, a representation of an object sufficiently worthy of our

homage and adoration
such a world as

this,

?

how

He

that could

make and

most excellent of all mortal creatures to some
whom, upon some, merely accidental, dignifying

greatness, the

or other of

sustain

inexpressibly doth he surpass, in
!

we justly esteem ourselves to owe a dutiful
and
subjection.
observance
If he did not comprehend within his own being, simply, all
perfection
if there were many gods and worlds besides, and
he only the Creator and absolute Lord of our vortex were
not that enough to entitle him to all the obedience and
service we could give him ? and enable him sufficiently to
reward it ? and render his presence and cherishing influences,
(which he could everywhere diffuse within this circle, and
limited portion of the universe,) even infinitely covetable and
circumstances,

;

;

desirable to us ?
if he were the only entire Author of our own particular
how much more is that than the partial, subordinate
interest of a human parent ? to whom, as even an Epicurean

Yea,

being,

would

confess, nature

itself

urges and exacts a duty, the

whereof even barbarian ingenuity would abhor, yea,
and brutal instinct condemn. How much greater and more
absolute is the right, which the parentage of our whole heing
challenges ? If every man were created by a several God,
whose creative power were confined to only one such creature,
and each one were the solitary product and the charge of an
appropriate Deity, whose dominion the state of things would
allow to be extended so far only, and no further were there
therefore no place left for religion, or no tie unto love,
refusal

;

reverence, obedience, and adoration, because the

being comprehended not in himself

Author of my

all perfection,

— when as

comprehended so much as to be the sole cause of
all that is in me, and his power over me and his goodness to
me are hereby supposed the same which the only one God
If all that I am
truly hath and exerciseth towards all ?
yet he
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and have be from him, I cannot surely owe
than

him

to

less

all.

Such

have either had or supposed themselves to have
whom there will be more
occasion to take notice hereafter, though they reckoned them
but a sort of deputed or vicarious deities, underling gods
whom they never accounted the causes of their being yet
how have they coveted and gloried to open their breasts to
as

their particular tutelary genii, of

;

become their temples, and entertain the converse of those
supposed divine inhabitants? If they had taken one of
these to be their alone creator, how much greater had their
veneration and their homage been
This, it may be hoped,
!

—

thought sufficiently proved in this discourse, at least
to have been so by some or other,
that we are not of ourselves, and that our extraction is to be fetched hisrher than
from matter or from only human progenitors. Nothing that
is terrene and mortal could be the author of such powers as
will be

—

we

find in ourselves

;

we

are most certainly the

And he

of some or other Deity.

that

made

us,

offspring

knows us

thoroughly, can apply himself inwardly to us, receive our
addresses and applications, our acknowledgments

and adora-

whereunto we should have, even upon these terms,
great and manifest obligation, although nothing more of the
excellency and perfection of our Creator were certainly known

tion

;

to us.

YII. But it hath been further shown, that the necessary
Being from whence we sprang is also an absolutely and
infinitely perfect Being
that necessary Being cannot be less
perfect than to include the entire and inexhaustible fulness of
all being and perfection
that therefore the God to whom
this notion belongs, must consequently be every way sufficient
to all, and be himself but one
the only source and fountain
of all life and being the common basis and support of the
universe the absolute Lord of this great creation and the
central object of the common concurrent trust, fear, love, and
other worship of his intelligent and reasonable creatures.
And therefore there remains no greater or other difficidty in
;

;

;

;

;

;
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[part

apprehending how he can, without disturbance
interruption of his

own

felicity,

intend

of his creatures, apply himself to

i.

to himself or

the concernments

all

them according to their
and cravings, inspect

several exigencies, satisfy their desires

and govern their actions and affairs, than we have to apprehend a Being absolutely and every way perfect whereof if
we cannot have a distinct apprehension all at once, that is,
though we cannot comprehend every particular perfection of
God in the same thought, (as our eye cannot behold, at one
view, every part of an over large object, unto which, however,
part by part, it may be successively applied,) we can yet in
the general apprehend him absolutely perfect, or such to
whom, we are sure, no perfection is wanting; and can suc:

cessively contemplate this or that, as

to consider

them

;

and can answer

we
to

are occasionally led
ourselves difficidties

that occur to us, with this easy, sure, and ever ready solution,
" that he can do all things," " that nothing is too hard for

him," that he

Whereof we

fall,

is

are the

all-stifficient,

and every

more confirmed,^ that we

tcay perfect.

find

we cannot

by the utmost range of our most enlarged thoughts ever reach
any bound or end of that perfection, which yet we must conclude
is necessarily to be attributed to an absolutely perfect Being.
And this we have reason to take for a very sufficient answer
to any doubt that can arise concerning the possibility of his
unless we wiU be so unreasonable as to
converse with us
pretend, that what is brought for solution hath greater diffi;

culty in

hend

it

than the doubt

:

we cannot

or that because

appre-

which
were as much as to say, that it cannot be because it is infinite for it were not infinite, if we could distinctly apprehend
it
and so were to make it a reason against itself, which
is most injuriously and with no pretence attempted, except we
could show an inconsistency in the terms which it is plain
we can never do, and should most idly attempt. And it were
to make our present apprehension the measure of all reality,
at once infinite perfection, therefore

cannot be

it

;

;

;

—

;

against our experience

;

which,

(if

our indidgence to that

self-magnifying conceit do not suspend our farther inquiries
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and researches,) would daily bring to our notice things we
had no apprehension of before.
It were
instead of that just and laudable ambition of

—

becoming, ourselves, like

God

make him

;

like ourselves

in his imitable perfections

—

to

the true model of the Epicurean

deity.

Nor can anything be more
pretend so great a difficulty

easy,

that

;

than that wherein we
to apprehend some-

is,

what may be more perfect than we can apprehend. What
else but proud ignorance can hinder us from seeing that the
more we know, the more there is that we know not ? How
often are we outdone by creatures of our own order in the
creation

!

How many men

are there

whom we

are daily

constrained to admire, as unspeakably excelling us, and

we cannot but acknowledge

whom

more knowing, discerning, apprehensive of things, of more composed minds, of more
penetrating judgments, of more quick and nimble wits, easily
turning themselves to great variety of objects and affairs
without distraction and confusion, of more equal and dispassionate tempers, less liable to commotion and disturbance, than
to be far

—

—

ourselves.

How
thing

absurd and senseless a pretence

itself,

common

one

in

that

is

we cannot apprehend an
fountain of

all

against

it

the

infinite perfection

perfection

;

or because we

cannot go through a multitude of businesses without distractherefore he that made us and all things cannot.
we would make ourselves the measure, it is likely we should
confess we were outstripped, when we are told that Julius

tion, that

If

Csesar could dictate

letters,

greatest affairs, to four

him, to seven

name
1

all

Plin.

—

—and

Hist.

he had nothing else to divert
that Cyrus ^ could call by
in his numerous army with divers

secretaries at once

the soldiers

Nat

wh'en he was intent upon the
if

lib. 7.

c

;

;

25.

Id.

1.

7, c.

24. vid. et

Xeuoph.

i)e Cyr.

Pad.

who though he expressly says not he knew all the soldiers' names, but
seeuas rather to mean it of their officers (for, saith he, he reckoned it an
absurd thing a mechanic should know the names of all his tools, etc., and a
general not know the names of his captains under him, etc.), yet he saith,

1.

5,

the soldiers wondered,

ttSis

ovo/xa^au ivereWfro.

K

3
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other strange instances of like nature.

[part

And

T.

since the per-

exceed the measure of the most, why
is it then unconceivable that Divine perfection should so far
surpass all, as that God may intend the affairs of the world,

some

fections of

so far

according to the several exigencies of his creatures, without
to himself or diminution to his

any ungrateful diversion

And

felicity ?

since they

who

partake of some, and but a

small portion of perfection only, can be concerned in

with

affairs,

all perfection,

we

trouble

little

;

why

be concerned in

many

cannot he, that comprehends

all,

without any

For though

?

have, in what hath been last said, endeavoured to repre-

sent

as not so unapprehensible as is pretended, that it

it

he so,

we

take

proved, that so

it,

may

in the meantime, as formerly sufficiently

it is ;

that

God

is

a being absolutely perfect, or

that includes eminently all perfection in himself.

YIII.
fies all

Which

general perfection of his being, as

his attributes, so

we

it

modi-

shall particularly take notice that

doth so as to those that have a more direct influence upon,
and tend more fully to evince, his conversableness with men.

it

As

first,

his

wisdom and knowledge,

for

we need not

to be so

curious as at present to distinguish them, must be omniabout which, if any place were left for rational doubt,
science
;

it

would be obvious

to

them

to allege it

who

are of slower

and object (against all applicathat if we be not sure he
him)
from
expectations
or
tions to,
wisely
to consider them, and
as
things
so
all
simply
knows
difficulty to deterlittle
no
Mall
be
it
them,
about
fitly
resolve
mine which he doth and which not or to be at a certainty,
that this or that concernment of theirs, about which they
inclinations towards religion

;

;

might address themselves

to him, be not

among

the

unknown

need to be curious in distinguishing, or to consider what things may be supposed
rather than other to be without the compass of his knowledge,
if it appear that it universally encompasses all things, or that
things.

At

least,

we

shall the less

nothing can be without its reach. And because we suppose
it already out of doubt that the true notion of God imports a
Being absolutely or every way perfect, nothing else can be

—
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doubted in this matter, but whether the knowledge of
things be a perfection

The

all

?

hath troubled some in this
there shovdd be anycertain knowledge of events yet to come, that depend upon a
free and self-determining cause ?
But methinks we should
not make a difficulty to acknowledge that to know these things
imports greater perfection than not to know them and then
difficulty that

greatest

how

matter, hath been,

it

j)ossible

is

;

would be very unreasonable, because we cannot show how
this or that thing was performed which manifestly is done,
therefore to deny that it is done at all.
So far is it, that we
can with any show of reason conclude against any act of God
from our ignorance x)f the manner of it, that we should reckon
it very absurd to conclude so, concerning any act of our own
What if it were hitherto an miknown
or our ability thereto.
thing, and impossible to be determined, how the act of vision
were it a wise conclusion that therefore
is performed by us
we neither do nor can see ? How much more rash and presuming a confidence were it to reason thus concerning the
Divine acts and perfections
Would we not in any such
case be determined rather by that which is more evident than
by what is more obscure ? As in the assigned instance, we
That I
should have but these two propositions to compare
do,
or have such a perfection belonging to me that I can,
see
and, That whatsoever act I do or can do, I am able to
imderstand the course and method of nature's operation
therein ;' and thereupon to judge which of these two is more
evident.
Wherein it may be supposed there is no man in
his wits, to whom the determination would not be easy.
Accordingly, in the present case, we have only these two assertions that can be in competition in point of evidence, between
which we are to make a comparison and a consequent judgment namely, Whatsoever perfection belongs to a Being
it

;

!

:

'

—
;

'

'

'

;

it to do this or that, the wit of
can comprehend the distinct way and manner of doing
it
and,
It imports greater perfection to know all things,
than to be ignorant of some
and here surel}' Avhosoever

absolutely perfect, enabling

man
;

'

'

;

'

!
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shall think the determination difficult,

man

[part

I.

accounts the wit of

he discovers his own to be very
little.
For what can the pretence of evidence be in the former
assertion ?
Was it necessary that he, in whose choice it was
whether we should ever know anything or no, should make
us capable of knowing everj^thing belonging to his own being ?
Or will we adventure to be so assuming, as while we deny it
so exceeding great, that

to God that he knows all things, to attribute to ourselves that
we do ? But if we will think it not altogether unworthy of
us to be ignorant of something, what is there of which we

may

with more probability or with less disparagement be
so, than the manner of God's knowing things ? And

thought

what place

is

there for complaint of inevidence in the latter ?

knowledge more perfect which so fully already
comprehends all things, as xipon that account to admit of no
increase, than that which shall be every day growing, and
have a continual succession of new objects, emerging and
coming into view, before altogether unknown ? And will not
Is not that

that be the case, if

we suppose

future contingencies to

concealed from the penetrating eye of
is

future will some time be present

;

God ?

lie

For whatsoever

and then we

will allow

such contingencies to be known to him that is, that God
may know them, when we ourselves can and that nothing
of that kind is known to him, which is not knowable some
Avay or other to ourselves, at least successively and one thing
;

;

after another

!

We

will perhaps allow that prerogative to

knowledge, that he can know these
while
things, now fallen out, all at once we but by degrees
us
unknowable
to
yet there is not any one that is absolutely
attribute
an
to
But why should it be thought unreasonable,
(xod, in point of this

;

;

God above ours, as well in
knowing,
as the multitude of objects
respect of the manner of
confess, in some creatures,
readily
?
We
will
at once known
excellency to the knowledge of

an excellency of their visive faculty above our own that they
can see things in that darkness wherein they are to us
And will we not allow that to the eye of God,
invisible.
;

which

is

"as a flame of

fire," to

be able to penetrate into the

;
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though we know not the way
done when jet we know that whatsoever belongs
to the most perfect being must belong to his
and that
knowledge of all things imports more perfection, than if it
were lessened by the ignorance of anything ?
abstrusest darkness of futurity,

how

it is

;

;

Some who have thought the

certain

foreknowledge of

future contingencies not attributable to God, have reckoned

the rnatter sufficiently excused by

this,

that

no more

it

detracts from the Divine omniscience, to state without the
object of

it

things not possible or that imply a contradiction

they suppose these do) to be known, than it doth from his
omnipotency, that it cannot do what is impossible or that
(as

implies a contradiction to be done.

But against

this there

seems to

lie this

reasonable exception,

that the two cases appear not sufficiently alike

inasmuch as

;

the supposition of the former will be found not to leave the
blessed God equally entitled to omnisciency, as the latter to

For all things' should not be alike the
and why should not that be miderstood to
signify the knowledge of simply all things, as well as this
the power of doing simply all things ?
Or why should all
things,^ included in these two words, signify so very diversely
that is, there properly all things, here some things only ?
And why must we so difference the object of omnisciency and

omnipotency.

object of both

*

;

'

omnipotency, as to make that so much narrower than this ?
And then how is it all things,' when so great a number of
'

things will be

excluded

?
Wh.ereas from the object of
omnipotency (that we may prevent what would be replied)
there will be no exclusion of anything
not of the things
which are actually already made, for they are stiU momently
reproduced by the same power not of the actions and effects

left

:

;

of free causes yet future

;

for,

when they become

doth certainly perform the part of the

actual,

God

by
which is
certainly doing somewhat, thougli all be not agreed what that
Therefore they are, in the meantime, to be esteemed
part is.
within the object of omnipotency, or to be of the things which

common

consent, in order to their

first

cause, even

becoming

so

;
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God can

[part

i.

do, namely, as tlie first cause virtually including the

power of the second.
But more strictly all impossibility is either natural and
What is absolutely or
absolute, or moral and conditional.
naturally impossible, or repugnant in itself, is not properly
anything. Whatsoever simple being, not yet existent, we
can form any conception of, is producible, and so within the
compass of omnipotency for there is no repugnancy in sim;

;

jDlicity
is

:

that wherein therefore

the inconsistency of being

we place

tJiis

thing,

natural impossibility,

whose notion

is

such,

and another, wholly and entirely, whose notion is diverse, at the
same time; that which, more barbarously than insignificantly,
hath been wont to be called incompossibility. But surely all
things are properly enough said to be naturally possible to
God, while all simple beings are producible by him, of which
any notion can be formed yea, and compounded, so as by
So that it is
their composition to result into a third thing.
not an exception, to say that it is naturally impossible this
thing should be another thing, and yet be wholly itself still,
at once; that it should be and not be, or be without itself.
There is not within the com23ass of actual or conceivable

—

;

being such a thing.

Nor

is

it

reasonable to excej)t such

actions as are naturally possible to other agents, but not to

him

inasmuch as,
as to walk, for instance, or the like
though the excellency of his nature permits not they should
be done by him, yet since their power of doing them proceeds
wholly from him, he hath it virtually and eminently in
himself; as was formerly said of the infiniteness of his
And for moral impossibility, as to lie, to do an
being.
that God never does them, proceeds not from
imjust act,
want of power, but an eternal aversion of will. It cannot be
said he is not able to do such a thing, (/ he tcould, but so
is his will qualified and conditioned by its own unchangeable
rectitude, that he most certainly never will ; or, such things as
are in themselves evil are never done by him, not through
the defect of natural power, but from the permanent stability
and fidness of all moral perfection. And it is not without
:

;

—
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the compass of absolute omnipotency to do what
ditionally impossible,

dition

all

is but conabsence of which restrictive con-

would rather bespeak impotency and imperfection, than

omnipotency.
'

—that

Therefore the object of omnipotence

why

;

things

'

not of omniscience

said 'all things,' as

it

well ?

"fts

is

simply

It ma}'- be

signifies the object of omrdscience,

is

only restrained by the act or faculty signified therewith in
the same word, so as to denote the formal object of that
faculty or act, namely, all

'

knowable

But

things.'

that act must suppose some agent, whereto that

Knowable

hath reference.
himself?

we say

If

To whom

?

the former,

it is

?

To

'

surely

knowable'

others or to

God

indeed a great honour

we put upon God, to say he can know as much as others
we speak absurdly, and only say he can know

;

the latter,

that he can know.
so interpret

It

were

fairer to

if
all

deny omniscience than

it.

But

if it be denied, what shall the pretence be ?
Wliy, that
implies a contradiction future contingents should be certainly known
for they are uncertain, and nothing can be
it

;

known than

otherwise truly

And

it

uncertain,

as it

is.^

must be acknowledged that
a contradiction that to

to

whom

him

anything

is

should be certainly known
but that such things are uncertain to God
needs other proof than I have met with in what follows in
it is

it

;

that cited author, or elsewhere.

no more than

All which will amount to

such things as we cannot tell how
God knows them, must needs be imknown to him. But
since we are sure many such things have been certainly foretold by God (and of them, such as we may be also sure he
never intended to efiect) we have reason enough to be conthis, that

unknowable to him. And for
knowing them, it is better to profess io-no-

fident that such things are not

the

manner

rance about
1

of his
it

than attempt the explication thereof, either

Qualis res est talis est rei coguitio.

incertum est hoc ne

Quomodo enim
est, etc.

fieri

— Strangius

Si itaque

res

sit

incerta

(puta

futurum, an non) non datiir uUa certa ejus notitia.
potest ut certo sciatur adfore, quod certo futunun non
sit

Be

there objects to himself.)

Voluntate

et

Achonibus Dei,

etc.,

L

3, c. 6.

(as

he

;
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[part

i.

some have to no purpose, or dangerously
have adventured to do to very bad
purpose.
And it well becomes us to suppose an infinite
understanding may have ways of knowing things which we
unintelligibly, as

and impiously,

know nothing

as others

of.

author doth, with

Tg
ill

manner of knowing

my

apprehension, that last-mentioned

success,

attempt an explication of God's
by the far less intel-

this sort of things,

ligible notion of the indivisibility of eternity,

as he

comprehending,

says, all the parts of time, not successively, bvit together.

And

though he truly says that the

how

future contingents are present to God, that

Scotists'

way of

exj)ressing

is,

according

and intentional being only, alFords us no
for which cause he rejects it,
accoiuit why God knows them
and follows that of the Thomists, who will have them to be
present according to their real and actual existence I should
to their objective

—

—

yet prefer the deficiency of the former
dictiousuess

and repugnancy of the

way

latter

;

before the contra-

and conceive those

words, in the Divine Dialogues} as good an explication of the

—

which yet
That the whole evolution of times
and ages is so collectedly and presentifickly represented to
God at once, as if all things and actions which ever were, are,
or shall be, were at this very instant, and so always, really
present and existent before him
which is no wonder, the
animadversion and intellectual comprehension of God being
absolutely infinite, according to the truth of his idea.
I do
therefore think that a sober resolution in this matter,"
That
it seems more safe to allow this privilege to the infinite understanding of God, than to venture at all to circumscribe his
omniscience for though it may safely be said, that he knows
not anything that really implies a contradiction to be known
yet we are not assured but that may seem a contradiction to
And when we have only
us, that is not so really in itself.'
human wit to contest with in the case, reverence of this or
that man, though both in great vogue in that kind, needs

manner
is

of his knowledge, as the case can admit,

but the Scotists' sense

'

:

:

'

—

'

:

^

Dr. More.

^

Of Bcathymus,

in the

same Dialogues.

—
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not restrain us from distinguishing between a mere seeming
latent contradiction,

and a

flat,

downright, open one.

Only, as to that instance of the commensurableness of the
diagonal line of a quadrate to one of the sides, whereas,

though there are great difficulties on both sides, namely, that
these are commensurable and that they are not, yet any
man's judgment would rather incluie to the latter as the
easier part
I should therefore also think it more safe to
;

make choice of that as the parallel of the present difficulty.
Upon the whole, we may conclude that the knowledge
and being so, extends to all
of God is every way perfect
;

our concernments
account, to

make

and that nothing remains, upon that

;

us decline appljdng ourselves to religious

him

the honour and entertain-

which we

shall yet see further cause,

converses with him, or deny

ment

of a temple

when we

:

for

consider next,

which (though
IX. That his power is also omnipotent
the discourse of it have been occasionally somewhat mingled
with that of the last) might be directly spoken of, for the
:

with men, which

fuller eviction of that his conversableness

religion

Nor indeed

and a temple do suppose.

is it

enough

that he laiows our concernments, except he can also provide
effectually about

And we
world as

them and

dispose of

who

cannot doubt but he,
this,

omnipotent.

can do

so,

But even

them

to our advantage.

could create us and such a

even though he were supposed not
that itself seems a very unreasonable

power should suffice to the
For however liable it may be to controversy, what a second cause might do herein, being assisted
by the infinite power of the first, it seems altogether unimaginable to us, how, though the power of all men were met
supposition, that less than infinite

creation of anything.

in one (which
it

we

will easily suppose to be a

could, alone, be sufficient to

into being out of nothing.

make

And

very vast power)

the minutest atom arise

that

all

the matter of the

universe hath been so produced, namely, out of nothing,

it

no great presumption to suppose already folly proved
in that though any such thing as necessary matter were
will be

;

;
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admitted, yet

impossible
fore

finite

rendet

essential unalterableness •would

its

should be the matter of the universe.

i.

it

There-

devise what finite power can ever
were it never so much increased, but still
what
to the doing of that which we are sure is done
us to suppose, but that the power which did it is

when we cannot

suffice

is

it

[paet

— suppose

—

left

;

simply infinite

something

is

:

much more when we

consider, not only that

actually produced out of nothing, but do also

of the production, which
wonder
in it everywhere, that
carries so
minute
things
might serve for suffimost
and
least
even the
cient instances of the unlimited greatness of that power
which made them as would be seen, if we did industriously
set ourselves to compare the efiects of Divine power with
those of human art and skill, as is the ingenious and pious
observation of the most worthy Mr. Hooke,^ who upon his
viewing with his microscope the point of a small and very
sharp needle (than which we cannot conceive a smaller thing
laboured by the hand of man) takes notice of sundry sorts of
seriously contemplate the nature

much

of amazing

;

natural

sharper

things,
;

'

have points

that

many thousand

those of the hairs of insects,

broad, irregular and uneven, having

rudeness and bungling of

etc.

:

that

times

appearing

marks upon

it

of the

So unaccurate,' saith he, 'it is
in all its productions, even in those that seem most neat,
that if examined truly, with an organ more acute than that
art.

by which they were made, the more we see of their shape,
whereas
the less appearance wiU there be of their beauty
in the works of nature, the deepest discoveries show us the
:

greatest excellencies

an evident argmnent that he that was

;

the Author of these things, was no other than omnipotent
being able to include as great a variety of parts in the yet
smallest discernible

point,

as

in the vaster bodies,

which

comparatively are called also points, such as the earth, sun,
And I may add, when those appear but points
or planets.'
in comparison of his so

much

vaster work,

that also argue to us the same thing ?
1

In his Microijraphia.

how

plainly doth

;
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And let us strictly consider tlie matter. Omnipotency, as
hath been said, imports a power of doing all things possible
mito which passive
to be done, or indeed simply all things
that is,
power, an active one must necessarily correspond
there is nothing in itself possible to be done, but it is also
If we should therepossible to some one or other to do it.
fore suppose God not omnipotent, it would follow some one
or other were able to do more than God for though possibility do import a non-repugnancy in the thing to be done,
yet it also connotes an ability in some agent to do it wherefore there is nothing possible, which some agent cannot do
and if so, that agent must either be God or some other to
say it is God, is what we intend; that is, there is nothing
possible which God cannot do, or he can do all things.
But
to say it is some other and not God, were to open the door to
the above-mentioned horrid consequence which no one that
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

aclvnowledges a

God

(and

them who simply deny

we

are not

his being)

now

discoursing with

would not both blush and

tremble to avow.

Some indeed have
deny any

so overdone

things are only said to be

which

is

the business here,

as to

and say that
because God can do them

intrinsical possibility of anything,
j^ossible,

the same thing as thus to explain God's omnipo-

is, that he can do aU things which he can do
and makes a chimera no more impossible, in itself, to be produced, than a not yet existent man
and the reason of the
denial is, that what is only possible, is nothing
and therefore can have nothing intrinsical to it
as if it were not suf-

tency, that

:

;

;

ficient to the intrinsical possibility of a thing, that its idea

have no repugnancy in

it.

Yet

entire

and

full possibility

connotes a reference to the productive power of an agent, so
that

it is

equally absurd to say that things are

because there

they are

onlf/

onli/

possible

no repugnancy in their ideas, as it is to say
possible because some agent can do them

is

:

inasmuch as the entire possibility of their existence imports
both that there is no repugnancy in their ideas, which if
there be, they are every way nothing, (as hath been said
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[part

also that there is a sufficient

power

to

i.

produce

we might believe him sufficient
every way for us, though we did not believe him simply
omnipotent how much more fully are we assured, when we
consider that he is ? Whereof also no place of doubt can

them.

Therefore, whereas

;

remain, this being a most unquestionable perfection, neces-

an absolutely perfect Being.
having no peculiar
adversary, in this matter singly, to contend with
as indeed
he would have had a hard province, who should have undertaken to contend against omnipotency.
And now join herewith again the boundlessness of his
goodness, which upon the same ground of his absolute perfection, must be infinite also,
and which it is of equal concernment to us to consider, that we may understand he not
only can effectually provide about our concernments, but is
most graciously inclined so to do, and then, what rational
inducemen'^ is wanting to religion, and the dedication of a
temple, if we consider the joint encouragement that arises
from so unlimited power and goodness ?
Or what man
would not become entirely devoted to him, who by the one of
these, we are assured, can do all things
and by the other,
sarily included in the notion of

But here we need not

further insist,

—

—

—

;

will do

Nor

what

is

best ? ^

therefore

is

there anything immediately needful to our

—the

eviction of God's conversableness with
than hath been already said
that is, there is
nothing else to be thought on that hath any nearer influence
thereon.
The things that can be supposed to have such
influence being none else than his power, laiowledge, and

present purpose

men

—more

;

which have been particularly evinced, from the
some former subject, and to have all originally met in a necessary Being that
alone coidd be the creator of it which necessary Being, as it
is such, appearing also to be infinite and absolutely perfect,
the influence of these cannot but the more abundantly appear
to be such as can and may most sufficiently and fully corresgoodness

;

creation of the world, both to have been in

;

'

Avvafxevcf)

fj.ev

Trdi/Ta, $ovXoj.ievi{i 8f

to

&pi(TTa.

— Phil.

Jud. de Abr.

—
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pond, botli in general to the several exigencies of
tures,

and more

especially to

all

all crea-

the real necessities and

So that our main purpose seems

reasonable desires of man.

already gained.

Yet because
suasion,

butes of

ledge

may

it

that things are

when we are persuaded
much as we can that per-

be grateful,

so, to fortify as

and because our persuasion concerning these attriGod will be still liable to assault, unless we acknow-

him everywhere present
how the influence

otherwise,

nor can

;

it

well be conceivable,

of his knowledge, power, and

goodness can be so universal as will be thought necessary to
infer a universal obligation to religion
requisite to

it

:

will be therefore

add somewhat concerning his omnipresence

because some, that love to be very strictly
to think that

term

critical, will

;

or

be apt

restrictive of his presence to the universe

is relative to somewhat one may
be said 'present' unto, whereas they will say without the
universe is nothing we will rather choose to call it immen-

as supposing to 'be present'

—

sity.

For though

it

would

sufficiently

answer our purpose,

that his presence be universal to all his creatures, yet even
this is to be

proved by such arguments as will conclude him

simply immense

which therefore wiQ, with the greater

;

advantage, infer the thing

we

intend.

we will acknowledge to have
been impugned by some that have professed much devotedness to a Deity and Religion
we wiU therefore charitably
suppose that opposition to have been joined with inadvertency of the iU tendency of it that is, how unwarrantably it
woidd maim the notion of the former, and shake the foundations of the latter
nor therefore, ought that charity to be
This part of Divine perfection

:

;

:

any

allay to a just zeal for so great concerns.

It

an

seems then,

first,

infinitely perfect

manifestly repugnant to the notion of

Being, to suppose

it

less

than simply

immense for upon that supposition, it must either be limited
The latter of
to some certain place or excluded out of all.
these would be most openly to deny it, as hath, with ii-refragable evidence, been abundantly manifested by the most
;

! ;
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learned Dr.

More ^

whereto

;

attempt to add anything.
to,

by the

And

sort of persons I

for

would be needless and vain

i.

to

Nor is that the thing pretended
now chiefly intend.

I would inquire,

the former,

essence no perfection ?

it

[part

is

amplitude of

or were the confining of this

to the very minutest space

we can imagine, no

Being

detraction

from the perfection of it ? What if the amplitude of that
glorious and ever-blessed Essence were said to be only of that
extent may it be spoken with all reverence, and resentment
of the unhappy necessity we have of making so mean a supas to have been confined unto that one temple to
position
which of old he chose to confine his more solemn worship
that he could be essentially present only here at once, and
nowhere else were this no detraction ? They that think
him only to replenish, and be present by his essence, in the
highest heaven,' as some are wont to speak, would they not
confess it were a meaner and much lower thought, to sup-

—

—

!

;

*

pose that presence circumscribed within the so unconceivably
If they would
narrower Kmits as the walls of a house ?

pretend to ascribe to him some perfection beyond this, by
supposing his essential presence commensurable to the vaster
territory of the highest heavens, even

should they deny to

him

For the perfection which,
were

finite

only

;

by the same supposition

greater perfection than they ascribe.
in this kind, they should ascribe

but that which they should deny, were

infinite.

Again

they

;

will,

however, acknowledge omnipotency a

included in the notion of an absolutely perfect

perfection

Being; therefore they will grant, he can create another
world for they do not pretend to believe this infinite, and if
they did, by their supposition, they should give away their
cause at any the greatest distance we can conceive from
therefore so far his power can extend itself. But what
this
without his being ? What then is his power ? Somepower
his
thing or nothing ? Nothing can do nothing, therefore not
make a world. It is then some being and whose being is

—

—

;

;

*

Both

in his Dialogues

aud Encldridion Metaphya.

;
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own

impotent, and then to have created omnipotency,

bim
when

Whence, by the way, we may

see to

but his

first

?

Is

little

a created being ? Tliat

it

he coidd do nothing

how
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!

is

to suppose

purpose that distinction can be applied in the

present case, of essential and virtual contact, where the essence

and virtue cannot but be the same.
But shall it be said he must, in order to the creating such
another world, locally move thither where he designs it ? I
ask then, But can he not at the same time create thousands of
worlds at any distance from this round about it ? No man
can imagine this to be impossible to him that "can do aU
things " wherefore of such extent is his power, and conse:

quently his being.

Will they therefore say he can immensely, if he please,
It is
his being, but he voluntarily contracts it ?
answered, that is altogether impossible to a Being that is
for
whatsoever it is by a simple and absolute necessity
whatsoever it is necessarily, it is unalterably and eternally
or is pure act, and in a possibility to be nothing which it
Therefore since God can everywhere exert
already is not.
and
his power, he is necessarily, already, everywhere
hence God's immensity is the true reason of his immobility, there being no imaginable space which he doth not
difiuse

:

;

necessarily replenish.

Whence

also the supposition of his

being so confined, as

immediately repugnant to the notion of a necessary
Being, as well as of an absolutely perfect, which hath been
argued from it.
might moreover add, that upon the same supposition,

was

said, is

We

God might

—

himself

truly be said to have

made

a creature greater than

for such this universe apparently were

can make one, as they must confess

— and that he

who deny him

not to be

omnipotent, most unconceivably greater than this universe

now

is.

Nothing therefore seems more manifest than that God is
immense or, as we may express it, extrinsically infinite with
;

respect to place

;

as well as intrinsically in respect to the

;
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plenitude of his being and perfection.
quisite to consider, briefly,

what

[part

Only

it

said against

is

it

may

i.

be re-

by the other-

wise minded, that pretend not to deny his infinity in that
wherein that this discourse swell not beyond
other sense
:

just bounds, their strength of

—

argument
them the

so seasonable here to discuss with

—

for it will not

be

texts of Scripture

on in this matter shall be viewed, as it
and gathered up in one of them and that shall
be Curcellseus,^ who gives it as succinctly and fully as any I
have met with of that sort of men.
The doctrine itself we may take from him thus first on
the negative part, by way of denial of what we have been
hitherto asserting, he says, 'The foundation' (that is, of a
distinction of Maresius's to which he is replying, for so occasionally comes in the discourse) namely, the infinity of the
Divine essence is not so firm as is commonly thought.'
And that therefore it may be thought less firm, he thinks
fit to cast a slur upon it by making it the doctrine of the
as if it must
Stoics, expressed by Virgil, Joris omnia plena
needs be false because Virgil said it, though I could tell, if it
were worth the while, where Virgil speaks more agreeably to
his sense than ours, according to which he might as well have
interpreted this passage as divers texts of Scripture, and then
and by Lucan,
his authority might have been of some value
spoil
it,
Jupiter
disgrace
and
est quodto
seems,
it
who helps,
might
if
he
had
moreris:'
he
quocunque
a mind
fides,
cunque
quoted
a
good
many
more,
Paganish,
have
thought
it
make
to
but then there might have been some danger it should pass
Next he quotes some passages of the
for a common notion.'
Fathers that import dislike of it, about which we need not
concern ourselves for the question is not what this or that

wont

is

to be insisted

collected

;

;

'

'

'

:

'

'

;

man thought.
And then for

the positive account of his

own judgment

in

the case, having recited divers texts out of the Bible, that
seemed, as he apprehended, to make against him, he woidd

have us believe that these
1

De

all

speak rather of God's provi-

vocibus Triuit.

etc.

;
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he concerns

wliicli

works, words, and thoughts, wheresoever

liimself in all our

we

live,

than of the

absolute infinity of his essence.

That God is by his essence in the
supreme heaven, where he inhabits the inaccessible light
but thence he sends out from himself a spirit or a certain
force, whither he pleases, by which he is truly present and

And

afterwards

:

^

'

works there.

But proceed we to his reasons, which he saith are not to be
contemned we shall therefore not contemn them so far as
not to take notice of them which trouble also the reader
:

;

may

please to be

at,

and afterward do

as

he thinks

fit,

1. 'That no difference can be conceived between God and
creatures, if God, as they commonly speak, be wholly in

every point, or do
his

whole essence

;

fill

all

for so

the points of the universe with

whatsoever at

all

will be

is,

God

himself.'

Ansicer.

And

that

is

most marvellous, that the in-being of

one thing in another must needs take away
ference, and confound them each with other

would much rather argue them

distinct.

cannot, without great impropriety, be

said

all their dif;

For

which sm'e
certainly

that

it

anything

How
is in itself, and is both the container and contained.
were these thoughts in his mind ? and these very notions
which he opposes to each other, so as not to be confounded
with his mind, and consequently with one another ? So that
it is a great wonder he was not of both opinions at once.
And how did he think his sold to be in his body, which,
though substantially united mth it and that is somewhat

—

1 Unto which purpose speaks at large Volkelius, De Vera Relig.
(Juia eiiim
Dei ct potentia et sapientia ad res omues extenditur, uti et 2)otestas sive
imperium ; ideo ubique pra^seus, omuiaque niimine suo com])lere dicitur, etc.
Schlictiugius Artie, de FiUo Dei, ad Ps. Hid, 6, 7.
1. 1, c. 27.
Nee loquitiuDa^ad de Spiritu saucto, qvii peculiaris quidem Dei spiritus est, sed de spiritu
Dei simiiliciter. Kec dicit spiritiim istum idjique re esue, sed tantum docet
milium esse lociun, ad quern is nequeat pertiugere, etc. So also F. Socin.
Smalcius and (though not altogether so expressly as the rest) Vorstius,
;

Crellius, etc.

VOL. in.

L
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more, as we will suppose

lie

—

[pakt

knew was commonly

i.

held, tlian

be intimately present was not yet the same thing ? However, himself acknowledges the power and providence of God
and then at least everything must, it
to be everywhere

to

;

But he
words of Lucan and
And if he would have been at
chastising his poetic liberty.
the pains to turn all their strains and raptvires into propositions, and so have gravely fallen to confuting them, he

seems, be the very power and providence of God.

thought,

may

it

be, only of confuting the

an exercise for his logic
whereof we acknowledge
no 2Mrts, (as, if he imagined the Divine essence to be compounded of such, he should have said so, and have proved it,)

might perhaps have found

As

as this.

it

is

an absurd scheme of speech, which may. be

and them that use
2,

as proper

for his talk of a ivhole,

'

JS^o

it,

to

make

their best

him

left to

of.

idolatry can be committed, if there be not the least

point to be found, that

is

not wholly full of whole

whithersoever worship shall be directed,

it

God

;

for

shall be directed to

himself, who will be no less there than in heaven.'
Answ. This proceeds upon the supposition that the former
would be granted as soon as it should be heard, as a

God

'That whatsoever is in another, is
and so his consequence were most
undeniable.
But though we acknowledge God to be in everything, yet so to worship him in anything, as if his essential
presence were confined thereto, while it ought to be conthis is idolatry
and therefore they who
ceived of as immense,
so conceive of it as confined or tied in any respect, wherein

self-evident

principle,

that in which

;

it

is

'

—

;

he hath not so tied it himself, are concerned
running upon this rock.
3.

call

'

Nor can

to

beware of

the opinion of fanatics be solidly refuted,

themselves spiritual,

when they determine God

to

who

be

all

do not only good but evil things, because he is to
be accounted to be essentially in all the atoms of the world, in
whole and as a common soul, by which all the parts of the
universe do act.'
Answ. We may in time make trial whether they can be

in all

to

:

;

;;
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refuted or no, or whether any solid ground will be

left for it

though he be present
everywhere as a necessary Being, yet he acts as a free cause
and according as his wisdom, his good pleasure, his holiness,
and justice do guide his action.
4.
So God will be equally present with the wicked and
with the holy and godly with the damned in hell and devils,
as with the blessed in heaven or Christ himself.'
Atmc. So he will in respect of his essential presence.
How he is otherwise, distinguishingly enough, present in his
temple, we shall have occasion hereafter to show.
That I say not how shameful it is to think, that the
5.
most pure and holy God should be as much in the most nasty
at this time

it

will suffice to say, that

*

;

.it.

'

I forbear to recite the rest of this

places as in heaven,' etc.

uncleanly argument, which
savour

;

—but

Answ.
which it
holy

man

strong in nothing but

ill

for

How
is set

is

strange a notion was this of holiness,

in opposition to corpore alfilthiness

should lose or very

casual fall into

a puddle.

much blemish
Indeed

!

As

his sanctity

if sense

by
if

a

by a

must give us

measures of God, and everything must be reckoned an offence
we shall soon frame to ourselves a God
to him that is so to it
;

The Epicureans themwould have been ashamed to reason or conceive thus of
God who tell us the Divine Being is as little capable of
receiving a stroke as the inane ;' and surely, in proportion,
We might as well suppose him in
of any sensible offence.
danger, as Dr. More^ fitly expresseth it, to be hurt with a
thorn, as offended with an ill smell.
We have then enough to assure us of God's absolute immensity and omnipresence and nothing of that value against
it, as ought to shake our belief herein.
And surely the consideration of this added to the other of his perfections, and
which tends so directly to facilitate and strengthen our
'

altogether such a one as ourselves.'

selves

'

;

;

persuasion concerning the
tain,

that

we

shall find
^

rest,

him

may

render us assuredly cer-

a conversable Being;

In his Dialogues.

L 2

if

we

THE LIVING
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seriously apply ourselves to converse with him,

allow

him the

at large.

will but

liberty of that temple within us, whereof

are hereafter, with his leave and help, to treat

and

and

more

i.

we

distinctly
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11.

CONTAINING ANIMADVERSIONS ON SPINOSA, AND A FRENCH
WRITER PRETENDING TO CONFUTE HIM
:

WITH A RECAPITULATION OF THE FORMER PART AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE
DESTITUTION AND RESTITUTION OF GOD'S TEIIPLE AMONG MEN.
;

A PEE FACE,
SHOWING THE INDUCEMENT AND GENERAL CONTENTS OF THIS SECOND
PART THE OCCASION OF CONSIDERING SPINOSA, AND A FRENCH WRITER
WHO PRETENDS TO CONFUTE HIM A SPECIMEN OF THE WAY AND
STRENGTH OF THE FORMER'S REASONING, AS AN INTRODUCTION TO A
MORE DISTINCT EXAMINATION OF SUCH OF HIS POSITIONS AS THE DESIGN
OF THIS DISCOURSE WAS MORE DIRECTLY CONCERNED IN.
:

:

It

not worth the while to trouble the reader with an

is

why the progress of this work, begun many year?
ago in a former 'Part,' hath been so long delayed, or why it
is now resumed.
There are cases wherein things, too little

account,

for public notice,

may

such self-satisfaction

be sufficient reasons to one's self

is all

;

and

that can be requisite, in a matter of

no more importance than that circumstance only, of the time
of sending abroad a Discourse,' of such a nature and subject
as that if it can be useful at any time will be so at all times.
The business of the present discourse is RELIGION", which
is not the concern of an age only, or of this or that time, but
and which, in respect of its groimds and basis,
of all times
is eternal and can never cease or vary.
But if in its use and exercise, it do at any time more visibly
languish by attempts against its foundations, an endeavour to
'

;

establish them, if

it

be not altogether unfit to serve that pur-

blamed as unseasonable.
Everyone will imderstand that a design further to establish
the grounds of religion, can have no other meaning than onlj^
to represent their stability unshaken by any attempts upon
pose, will not be liable to be

them

;

needful.

that being all that

is

either possible in this case or

—
;
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Kotliing more

is possible

:

for

if tliere

be not already,

in the nature of things, a sufficient foundation of religion,
it

is

now

too late

;

for their course

and order cannot begin

again.

Nor

anything, besides such a representation, needful ; for

is

have the adventures of daring wits as they are fond of being
thought altered the nature of things ? Or hath their mere
breath thrown the world off from its ancient basis and newmoulded the universe, so as to make things be after the way
of their own hearts ? Or have they prevailed upon themselves
firmly to believe things are as they would wish ?

One would be ashamed to be of that sort of creature called
Man, and coimt it an unsufFerable reproach to be long unresolved, Whether there ought to be such a thing in the world
Whatever came of it, or whatsoever
as religion, yea or no,'
I did or did not besides, I would drive this business to an
I would never endure to be long in suspense about so
issue
weighty and important a question. But if I inclined to the
negcdire, I would rest in nothing short of the plainest demonfor I am to dispute against mankind, and eternity
stration
If I misjudge, I run counter to the common
hangs upon it
The
sentiments of all the world, and I am lost for ever
'

;

;

!

!

have nothing but inclination to oppose to it,
with a bold jest now and then. But if I consider the unrefuted demonstrations brought for it, with the consequences;
religion is the last thing in all the world upon which I would
adventure to break a jest. And I would ask such as have
attempted to argue against it, have their strongest arguments

opposers of

it

conquered their fear

?

Have they no

suspicion

left,

that the

may prove true ?
they can, by often repeating their faint
despairing wishes and the mutterings of their hearts, 'No
God no God to make themselves believe there is none
when yet the restless tossings to and fro of their uneasy

other side of the question

They have done

all

!

!

'

minds, their tasking and torturing that little residue of wit
and common sense which their riot hath left them the excess
of which latter as well shows as causes the defect of the

—
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former

—to

they hear
that do

new method and scheme

try every

of,

implies their distrust of

what they can, things

will

of atheism

and their suspicion,
be as they were that

all,

still

;

most adverse and unfavourable to that way of living,
which, however, at a venture they had before resolved on.
is,

Therefore they find
vances,

how more

it

necessary to continue their contri-

obligation to be religious,

great wit

by some

may

neiv

and hope,

reach further than their

all religion

And we

at least,

own

model of thoughts, or by not

possible at length to argue or

and

any
some or other
and that either

effectually to disburthen themselves of

;

thiyiking,

wink the Deity

may

it

be

into nothing,

out of the world.

are really to do the age that right as to acknow-

it aims at more consistency and agreement
and more cleverly to reconcile notions with common practice, than heretofore. Men seem to be grown weary
of the old dull way of practising all manner of lewdnesses,
and pretending to repent of them to sin, and say they are
sorry for it.
The running this long-beaten circular tract of
doing and repenting the same things, looks ridiculously, and
they begin to be ashamed of it. A less interrupted and more
progressive course in their licentious ways, looks braver and
they count it more plausible to disbelieve this world to have
any ruler at all, than to suppose it to have such a one as they
can cheat and mock with so easy and ludicrous a repentance,
or reconcile to their wickedness only by calling themselves

ledge the genius of

with

itself,

;

;

wicked, while they

still

mean

to continue so.

And

perhaps

any other repentance they have not heard much, or if they
have, they count it a more heroical or feel it an easier thing
to laugh away the fear of any future account or punishment,
than to endure the severities of a serious repentance and a
of

regular

life.

Nor can

they, however, think the torments of

any hell so little tolerable as those of a sober and pious life
upon earth; and for their happening to prove everlasting,
they think they may run the hazard of that.
For as they can make a sufficient shift to secure themselves
from the latter sort of torments, so they believe the champions

La

;
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of their cause have taken sufficient care to secure

them from

the former.

As

gospel and evangelists, so hath atheism
There are " tidings of peace" sent to such
as shall repent, and turn to God
and there have been those
appointed, whose business it should be to publish and expound

and

religion hath

its

irreligion too.

;

them

to the world.

This also

the design of irreligion

;

is

the method for carrying on

doctrines are invented to

make men

and believe they 'need no repentance.' And some
have taken the part to assert and defend such doctrines to
evangelize the world, and cry 'Peace, peace' to men, upon
fearless

;

these horrid terms.
herd, encourage
liberty, while

and no

faith

And

them

these undertake for the

to indulge themselves all

common

manner

of

they watch for them and guard the coasts

was ever more implicit or resigned than the

and disbelief is, of the more unthinking sort of these
men. They reckon it is not every one's part to think it is
enough for the most to be boldly wicked, and credit their
common cause by an open contempt of God and religion.
The other warrant them safe, and confidently tell them they
may securely disbelieve all that ever hath been said to make
a religious regular life be thought necessary as only invented
frauds of sour and ill-natured men that envy to mankind the
felicity whereof their nature hath made them capable, and
which their own odd preternatural humour makes them, neglect
and censure.

infidelity

;

;

And

for these defenders of the atheistical cause,

—

it

being

and province to cut off the aids of reason from
religion, to make it seem an irrational and a ridiculous thing,
and to warrant and justify the disuse and contempt of it, and,
as it were, to cover the siege, wherewith the common rout
have begirt the temple of God, they have had less leisure
themselves to debauch and wallow in more grossly sensual
impurities.
Herewith the thinking part did less agree, and
they might perhaps count it a greater thing to make debauchees, than to be such
and reckon it was glory enough
to them to head and lead on the numerous throng, and

their part

—

;

—

:
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them they had so thoroughly disand squibs at the sacred
dweUing of God' among men on earth, and cry

pleasure enough to see

ciplined to the service, throw dirt
pile,

the

'

'Down with

even to the ground.'
men, whose business was only to be
done by noise and clamour or by jest and laughter, we could
think them no more fit to be discovirsed with than a whirlwind, or an ignis fatuiis ; but for such as have assumed to
themselves the confidence to pretend to reason, it was not fit
they should have cause to think themselves neglected.

Now

it

for this sort of

Considering, therefore, that if the existence of a Deity were
fully proved, that

is,

such as must be the

or the honour of a temple, all the
signify nothing, because the

fit

object of religion,

against it must
same thing cannot be both true
little cavils

false, we have in the former part of this discourse
endeavoured to assert so much, in an argumentative way
And, therefore, _^rs^ laid down such a notion of God as even
atheists themselves, while they deny him to exist, cannot but

and

grant to be the true notion of the thing they deny

namely,
summarily, that he can be no other than a Being absolutely
perfect and thereupon, next proceeded to evince the existence
;

;

of such a Being.

And whereas this might have been attempted in another
method, as was noted Part I. Ch. 1, by concluding the
existence of such a Being first from the idea of it, which, as
a fundamental perfection, involves existence, yea, and necessity

of existence, most apparently in

it

;

Because that was clamoured at as sophistical and captious
(though very firm unsliding steps might, with caution, be
taken in that way^) yet we rather chose the other as plainer,

more upon the square, more easily intelligible and convictive,
and less liable to exception in any kind that is, rather to
begin at the bottom, and arise from necessity of existence to
absolute perfection, than to begin at the top, and prove downward, from absolute perfection, necessity of existence.
;

^

As by

done.

the excellent

Y)v.

Cudworth, in his

Intellectual System,

we

find is

—

;
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Now,

if it

do appear from what hatli been said concerning
it cannot

the nature of necessary self-existing Being, that

—

but be absolutely perfect even as it is such, since nothing is
more evident than that some Being or other doth exist
necessarily or of itself, our point is gained without more ado
that is, we have an object of religion, or one to whom a

temple duly belongs.
thereupon used some endeavour to make that good, and
secure that more compendious way to our end as may be

We

;

seen in the former Part.
AVhich was endeavoured,
expeditious course

;

as it

was a nearer and more

not that the main cause of religion did

depend upon the immediate and self-evident reciprocal
connexion of the terms, necessary existence and absolute
perfection

;

as

we

shall

hereafter in the following dis-

see

course.

But because there are other hypotheses, that proceed either
upon the denial of .any necessary Being that is absolutely
perfect or upon the assertion of some necessary Being that is
not absolutely perfect,

it

hence appears

take the examination of what

is

reqviisite to

under-

said to either of these pur-

perfect

and to show with how little pretence a necessary most
Being is denied, or any such imperfect necessary

Being

is

poses

;

We

either asserted or imagined.

shall, therefore, in this

Second Part,

what is (with equal absurdity
and impiety) asserted by one author, of the identity of all
First, take into consideration

of the impossibility of one substance's being produced by another and, consequently, of one necessary selfexisting Being, pretended with gross self-repugnancy to be
endued with infinite perfections, but really represented the
common receptacle of all imaginable imperfection and con-

substance

;

;

fusion.

Next, what is asserted, by another, in avowed oj)position to
him, of a necessary self-existent Being that is at the same

time said to be essentially imperfect.

Then we

shall recapitulate

what had been discoursed

in the

;
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there asserted.

Thence we shall proceed to show how reasonably Scripture
testimony is to be relied upon in reference to some things concerning God and the religion of his temple which either are
;

not so

demonstrable or not at

clearl}^

all discoverable,

the

rational wa3^

And shall, Jasfhj, show how it hath come to pass, if God be
such as he hath been represented, so capable of a temple with
man, so apt and inclined to inhabit such a one, that he should
ever not do so

;

or

how such

a temple should ever cease, or
that the known way of its

be uninhabited and desolate;
restitution

may

be the more regardable and

'

marvellous in

our eyes.'

The authors, against whom we are to be concerned, are
Benedictus Spinosa, a Jew, and an anonj^mous French writer
who pretends to confute him.

And

the better to prepare our way,

we

shall

go on to

preface something concerning the former, namely, Spinosa

whose scheme,^ though with great pretence of devotion

it

acknowledges a Deity, yet so confounds this his fictitious Deity
with every substantial being in the world besides, that upon
the whole

it

appears altogether inconsistent with any rational

exercise or sentiment of religion at

And

all.

mere pointing with the finger at the most
discernible and absurd weakness of some of his principal
supports, might be sufiicient to overturn his whole fabric
though perhaps, he thought the fraudulent artifice of contriving it geometrically must confound all the world, and
indeed, the

;

make men think it not
But whether it can
and

liable to be attacked in

or no,

we

—

shall

any

part.

make some

present

show that he is not invulnerable, and that his scales do not more closely cohere
than those of his brother leviathando but compare his
trial

;

for a pre^aous essay

to

—

•

As

-

An

it is

laid

down

allusion to the

Posthumous Ethks.
"Leviathan" of Hobbes. —£"(/.

in his

!
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an

definition of

attribute,

^

'

That whicli the understanding

perceives of substance, as constituting the essence thereof,'

with his

fifth proposition

;

'

There cannot be two or more

substances of the same nature or attribute,' which

is

as

much

two substances cannot be one and the same
For the attribute of any substance (saith he)

as to say that

substance.

constitutes its essence

;

w^hereas the essence therefore of one

thing cannot be the essence of another thing, if such an
attribute be the essence of one substance it cannot be the

A

rare discover}^ and which
essence of another substance.
Well, and what now ?
needed mathematical demonstration
Nothing it is true can be plainer, if by the same attribute or
nature he means numerically the same it only signifies one
thing is not another thing.' But if he means there cannot
!

'

;

be two things or substances, of the same special or general
nature, he hath his whole business yet to do

we shall see in time.
But now compare herewith

which how he

;

does,

his definition of

what he thinks

with the sacred name of Grod :^ By God (saith
he) I understand a Being absolutely infinite, that is, a substance consisting of infinite attributes, every one whereof
to dignify

fit

'

;

and behold the admirable
agreement how amicably his definition of an attribute, and
that mentioned proposition, accord with this definition, as he
an

expresses

infinite

essence

'

!

calls

it,

of

God

There cannot be two substances, he saith, that have the
same attribute, that is, the same essence. But now it seems
the same substance may have infinite attributes, that is,
for, he tells^
infinite essences
yes, very conveniently
you that two attributes really distinct we cannot conclude do
And why do they not?
constitute two diverse substances.
Because it belongs to the nature of substance, that each of its
attributes be conceived by itself, etc.
Let us consider his assertion, and his reason for it. He
determines, you see, two really distinct attributes do not
constitute two diverse substances.
You must not here take
!

1

Ethic.

Part

1,

Def.

;

4.

^

Definit. 6.

^

Scliol. hi

Prop.

10.

:
;
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may
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attribute, according to

which

be accidental attributes that we are sure woukl not

infer diversity of substances for their subjects

;

may

or there

be also essential ones, that only flow from the essence of the
thing to which they belong so, too, nobody doubts one thing
;

may have many properties. But we must
of an attribute, according whereto
all

one)

Now
make

it

take his

own

constitutes, or

notion

(which

is

that very essence.

is

will not such attributes as these, being really distinct,

Surely what things are essentially

diverse substances ?

diverse, miist be concluded to be

attributes are

by himself supposed

most diverse.

But

these

and

to be really distinct,

to constitute (which is to he) the essence of the substance.

And how

is

is

what

that one thing or one substance which hath

many

If the essence of a thing be that by which

essences?
it

is,

surely the plurality of essences must

it

make

a

plurality of things.

But it may be said, cannot one thing be compounded of
two or more things essentially diverse, as the soul and body
of a man whence, therefore, the same thing, namely, a man,
This is true, but impertinent for
will have two essences ?
the very notion of composition signifies these are two things
;

;

united, not identified, that are capable of being again sepa-

rated

;

and that the third thing, which

both united, contains them

still

distinct

results from them
from one another

not the same.

But it may be said, though these attributes are acknowledged
and asserted to be distinct from one another, they are yet
found in one and the same substance common to them all
and this no more ought to be reckoned repugnant to common
reason, than the philosophy heretofore in credit, which taught
that the vast diversity of forms throughout

which were counted so many
reside in the same first matter,
them all.

Nor yet doth

distinct

as the

common

do yet

all

receptacle of

were that philosophy
For you must consider, he asserts

this salve the business,

never so sure and sacred.

the universe,

essences,

;
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an attribute is tliat wMch constitutes the essence of tlie subbut that philosophy never taught the
stance in which it is
common matter were its essence
same
the
forms lodged in
essentiate the 'composita/ which
to
supposed
were
though they
Yea, it did teach they
resulted from their union therewith.
were so little the essence of that common matter, that they
might be expelled out of it and succeeded by new ones and
yet the matter which received them still remain the same.
But that an attribute should be supposed to be the essence of
the substance to which it belongs, and that another superadded attribute, which is also the essence of substance, should
not make another substance essentially distinct, is an assertion as repugnant to common sense, as two and two make not
four. But that which completes the jest (though a tremendous
one upon so awful a subject) is, that this author^ should so
;

;

;

tell the world, they who are not of his sentiment,
being ignorant of the causes of things, confound all things
imagine trees and men speaking alike, confound the Divine

gravely
'

nature with the human,'

Who

would imagine

etc.

complaining voice of
one so industriously labouring to mingle heaven and earth,
and to make God, and men, and beasts, and stones, and trees,
all

this to be the

one and the same individual substance

?

And now let us consider the reason of that assertion of his,
why two attributes really distinct do not constitute two beings
or

two

distinct substances

'
;

because,' saith he,^

nature of substance that each of

A

itself,' etc.

marvellous reason

'

it is

of the

attributes be conceived

its
!

by

Divers attributes, each

whereof, as before, constitutes the essence of substance, do not

make

divers substances, because those attributes

may

be con-

ceived apart from each other, and are not produced
another.

It

was too plain

to

need a proof

(as

by one

was observed

two substances of one attribute
an attribute is that is,
But that two attributes or essences of sub-

before) that there cannot be

or of one essence

two are not
1

one.

—as

Schol. 2, in Prop. 8.

—

his notion of

Part

1.

^

gchol. in Prop. 10.
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substances, because they are diverse,

very surprisingly strange.

good an occasion speaks,

'

This was, as Cicero upon as

not to consider, but cast lots what

to say.'

And
'

deserves observation too,

it

how

well this assertion

that two distinct attributes do not constitute two distinct
'
two substances, having divers
have nothing common between them.' This must

substances' agrees with that,^
attributes,

certainly suppose the

to make the
when they admit
least thing) common

diversity of attributes

greatest diversity of substances imaginable,

not there should be anything (not the
between them
And yet they make not distinct substances
But this was only to make way for what was to follow, the
overthrow of the creation a thing he was so over-intent
!

!

;

upon, that in the heat of his zeal and haste, he makes

asunder before him and overturns even his

own

all fly

batteries as

them; says and unsays,. does and undoes, at
Here two substances are supposed having
distinct attributes, that is, distinct essences, to have therefore
nothing common between them
and yet presently after,
though two or never so many distinct attributes give unto
substance two or never so many distinct essences yet they
shall not be so much as two, but one only.
For to the query
put by himself, By what sign one may discern the diversity
of substances ?' he roundly answers,^ The following propositions would show there was no other substance but one, and
that one infinite and therefore how substances were to be
diversified, would be inquired in vain.'
Indeed it would be in
vain, if knowing them to have difierent essences, we must not
yet call them difierent substances.
But how the following propositions' do show there can be
no more than one substance,' we shall see in time. We shall
for the present take leave of him, till we meet him again in
fast as
all

he

raises

adventures.

;

;

*

'

;

'

*

the following discourse.
'

Prop.

2.

2

Schol. in

Prop.

10.

TEMPLE;

THE LIYING

PAET

11.

CHAPTER

I.

IS SHOWN THE DESTRTTCTIVENESS OF SPINOSA's SCHEME AND
DESIGN TO RELIGION AND THE TEMPLE OF GOD THE REPUGNANCY OF
HIS DOCTRINE TO THIS ASSERTION, 'THAT WHATSOEVER EXISTS NECESSARILY, AND OF ITSELF, IS ABSOLUTELY PERFECT,' WHICH IS THEREFORE
FURTHER WEIGHED HIS VAIN ATTEMPT TO PROVE WHAT HE DESIGNS.
HIS SECOND PROPOSITION CONSIDERED. HIS DEFINITION OF A SUBSTANCE
PROVES NOT HIS PURPOSE.
HIS THIRD, FOURTH, AND
DEFECTIVE.
HIS EIGHTH SCHOLIA.
THE MANUDUCTIO AD
FIFTH PROPOSITION.
PANTOSOPHIAM.'

WHEREIN

:

:

'

Hitherto we have discoursed only of the Owner of this
Temple, and shown to whom it rightfully belongs namely,
that there is one only necessary, self-existing, and most
;

absolutely perfect Being, the glorious

who is
we are

and ever-blessed God,

capable of our converse and inclined thereto
to conceive as justly claiming a

temple with

;

whom

us,

and

ready, upon our willing surrender, to erect in us or repair

make it habitable, to inhabit and replenish it with
and most delectable presence, and converse with us
therein suitably to himself and us that is, to his own excellency and fulness, and to our indigency and wretchedness.
And now the order of discourse would lead us to behold the
sacred structure rising, and view the surprising methods by
which it is brought about that any such thing shoidd have
place in such a world as this.
But we must yield to stay and be detained a little, by some
things of greater importance than merely the more even shape
and order of a discoui'se that is, looking back upon what
such a one,

his holy

;

;
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tath been much insisted on in the former Part, That some
exist necessarily and of itself, which is of
absolute or universal perfection,' and taking notice of the
opposite sentiments of some hereto,
because the whole design
of evincing an object of religion would manifestly be much
served hereby, we could not but reckon it of great im'

Being or other doth

—

portance to consider what

is

said against

it.

We

have observed, in the Preface, a twofold opposite
hypothesis, which therefore before we go further in the discourse of this temple of God, requires to be discussed.
I. The first is that of Spinosa, which he hath more expressly
stated, and undertaken with great pomp and boast to demonstrate, in his Posf/mmotts Ethics

,-

which we

shall therefore so

far consider, as doth concern our present design.

He

there, as

hath been noted in the Preface, asserts all
that one sub-

substance to be self-existent and to be infinite
stance
this

is

improducible by another

one he

calls

God,

;

that there

;

is

but one, and

etc.

"Now this horrid scheme of his, though he and his followers
would cheat the world with names and with a specious show
of piety, is as directly levelled against all religion as any the
most avowed atheism for, as to religion, it is all one whether
we make nothing to be God, or everything whether we
allow of no God to be worshipped, or leave none to worship
him. His portentous attempt to identify and deify all sub;

;

stance, attended with that strange pair of attributes, extension

and thought, and an infinite number of others besides, hath
a manifest design to throw religion out of the world that way.
II. And it most directly opposes a notion of a self-existent
Being which is absolutely perfect for such a being must be
a substance, if it be anything and he allows no substance
but one, and therefore none to be perfect, unless all be so.
And since we are sure some is imperfect, it will be consequent
there is none absolutely perfect for that the same should be
imperfect and absolutely perfect is impossible.
Besides, that he makes it no way possible to one substance
to produce another, and what is so impotent must be very
:

;

;

;:

CHAP.
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imperfect

yea,

;

and whatsoever

is
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not omnipotent,

is

evidently

not absolutely perfect.

We
'

are therefore cast

Whatsoever being

upon reconsidering this proposition
and of itself, is abso-

exists necessarily

lutely perfect.'
It

any being be evinced

true that if

is

and of

itself,

which

object of religion

;

is

to exist necessarily

absolutely perfect, this gives us an

and throws Spinosa's

ftirrago,

con-

his

fused heap and jumble of self-existent being, into nothing.

But if we carry the universal proposition as it is laid down,
though that will oblige us afterwards as well to confute his
French confuter as him, it carries the cause of religion with
much the greater clearness and with evident unexceptionable
self-consistency.
For indeed that being cannot be understood to be absolutely perfect which doth not eminently comprehend the entire fulness of all being in itself, as that must
be a heap of imperfection, an everlasting chaos, an imposself-repugnant medley,

sible

contain

all

and mixtures of things in

And for

shoidd be pretended to

that

the varieties, the diversifications, compositions,
itself formally.

the universal proposition, the matter itself requires

not an immediate, self-evident, reciprocal connexion of the
;

and absolutely perfect
it is
enough that it, however, be brought about by gradual steps,
in a way that at length cannot fail and I conceive hath been,
in the method that was followed in the former Part.
For, to bring the business now within as narrow a compass
as is possible, nothing is more evident than that some Being
terms,

'

necessarily self-existent

'

;

nothing at all could
Again, for the same reason, there is some neces-

exists necessarily or of itself; otherwise

now

exist.

sary or

self- existent

being exists not of

Being that
itself;

is

the cause of whatsoever

otherwise nothing, of that kind,

could ever come into being.

Now

that necessary Being, which

is

the cause of

all

other

being, will most manifestly appear to be absolutely perfect
for,

if

it

be universally causative of

must both have been the actual cause of

all

all

other

being,

it

being that doth
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and can only be the

actually exist,
is

[pakt

ii.

possible cause of all tbat

possible to exist.

Now

so universal a cause can be

or universally perfect

nothing which

And

itself.

fection,

it

Being

;

no otber than an absolutely

for it

could be the cause of

did not virtually or formally comprehend in

that Being which comprehends in itself

all

per-

both actual and possible, must be absolutely or uni-

versally perfect.

And such a Being, as hath also further more particularly
been made apparent, must be an intelligent and a designing
because upon the whole universe of proagent or caiise
duced beings there are most manifest characters of design in
the passive sense that is, of their having been designed to
serve ends to which they have so direct and constant an
aptitude, as that the attempt to make it be believed they
were forced or fell into that posture of subserviency to such
and such ends, by any pretended necessity upon their principal cause or causes, or by mere casualty, looks like the most
ludicrous trifling to any man of sense and also because that
among produced beings there are found to be many that are
themselves actively designing, and that do understandmgly
intend and pursue ends and consequently that they them;

—
:

;

;

selves

must partake

of an intelligent, spiritual nature, since

most manifestly uncapable of thought or
by the most evident consequence, that
their productive cause, namely, the necessary self-existing
Being, whereto all other things owe themselves, must be a
mind or spirit inasmuch as to suppose any effect to have
anything more of excellency in it than the cause from whence

mere matter
design; and

is

—

further,

;

it

proceeded,

to

is

suppose

all

that excellency to be effected

without a cause, or to have arisen of itself out of nothing.^
Therefore if it did not immediately appear, that necessary
absolutely perfect being

by

being, as such,

is

of discourse,

appears the main cause of religion

it

inasmuch as that necessary Being which

^

See former Part, Chap.

Ill.^^sec.

;

yet,

is

this series

is still safe

the cause of

12, etc.

:

all

;
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an absolutely perfect

Being, and particularly a necessary self-existent mind or
spirit, which is therefore a most apparently fit and most
deserving object of religion, or of the honour of a temple
is the sum of what we were concerned for.
Kor needed we be solicitous but that the unity or onliness
of the necessary Being would afterwards be made appear, as
also we think it was.

which

For

since the whole universe of produced being

must

out of that which was necessary self-existent Being,
therefore

comprehend

all

being in

itself, its

arise

must
own formally, and
it

eminently all other that is, what was its own, being formally its own, must be eminently also all being else contained
;

;

in all possible simplicity within the productive power of

own.

This Being therefore containing in

its

itself all that exists

with the power of producing all the rest, which
all being, can primarily be but one
inasmuch as there can be but one All.
Upon the whole therefore, our general proposition is suffi-

necessarily,

together

make up

;

and out of question.
That 'whatsoever exists necessarily, and of

ciently evident,

itself, is

abso-

lutely perfect.'

Nor is it at all incongruous that this matter should be thus
argued out by such a train and deduction of consequences,
dra\vn from efiects that come under our present notice for
;

how come we to know that there is any
all, but that we find there is somewhat

self- existing

Being

in being that

is

at

sub-

and which therefore exists not
what it is necessarily, can never
change or be other than what it is,) but must be caused by
that which is necessarily, and self- existent. Nothing could be
more reasonable or more certain than the deduction from,
what appears of excellency and perfection in such being as is
caused, of the correspondent and far transcendent excellency
and perfection of its cause.

ject to continual mutation,

necessarily, (for whatsoever is

But

yet, after all this, if

consider, there

must appear

one

set

so near a

himself attentively to
connexion between the

;
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very things themselves, self- existence and absolute perfection,
that it can be no easy matter to conceive them separately.
Into how profound an abyss is a man cast
Self-existence
!

How

overwhelm and swallow
satisfaction and
comprehended,
of
what he finds
himself
delight must he see
contemplating
Tor
the selfcomprehend
he can never
necessarily,
never-not
eternally,
finds
it
Being,
he
existent
He can have no thought of the self-existent Being,
existing
as always existing, as having existed always, as
but
such,^
as
Inquiring into the spring and
always certain to exist.
at the

thought of

up

mind and whole

his

it

!

soul

doth
!

it

With what

!

!

soui'ce of this

exist ? his

Being's existence.

own

notion of a

Whence

is

that

it

it

Being, which

self- existing

doth

is

not

which the reason of things hath
imposed upon him, gives him his answer, and it can be no
it hath it of itself
other, in that it is a self-existent Being
It is an eternal, everlasting spring and
that it doth exist.
What a
fountain of perpetually existent Being to itself.
What can this mean,
glorious excellency of being is this
arbitrarily taken up, but

;

!

l)ut

that

the greatest remoteness from nothing that
is,

and perfection ?
And whereas

all

caused being, as such,

is,

possible

is

the most absolute fulness and plenitude of

all

being

to every

man's

understanding, confined within certain limits what can the
uncaused self-existent Being be, but most imlimited, infinite,
;

all-comprehending, and most absolutel}^ perfect

?

Nothing therefore can be more evident, than that the selfexistent Being must be the absolutely perfect Being.
And again, if you simply convert the terms, and let this
be the proposition, that the absolutely perfect Being is the
self-existent Being,' it is most obvious^ to every one, that
the very notion of an absolutely perfect Being carries neceswhich the notion of
sity of existence, or self-existence in it
'

;

nothing

And

else doth.

indeed one great Master" of this argument for the
1

Dcs

Cartes.

"

Dr. More.

—
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existence of God, hath himself told me, that though, when
he had puzzled divers atheists with it, they had been wont to
quarrel at it as sophistical and fallacious, he could never meet
Avith any that could detect the sophism, or tell where any
fallacy in it lay
and that, upon the whole, he relied upon
'

;

most solid and firm.' And I doubt not but it may be
managed with that advantage, as to be very clearly concluding yet, because I reckoned the way I have taken more

it

as

;

But finding that

clear, I chose it rather.

so near cognation

and reciprocal connexion between the terms both ways, I
reckoned this short representation hereof, annexed to the
larger course of evincing the same thing, might add no
unuseful strength to it and doubt not to conclude, upon the
whole, that,
'Whatsoever Being exists necessarily, and of
itself, is absolutely perfect,' and can, therefore, be no other
than an intelligent Being that is, an infinite, eternal mind,
and so a most fit and the only fit deserving object of reKgion
or of the honour of a temple.
III. But now, be all this never so plain, it will, bj^ some,
be thought all false, if they find any man to have contrivance
enough to devise some contrary scheme of things, and confidence enough to pretend to prove it, till that proof be
detected of weakness and vanity which must first be our

—

;

;

;

further business with Spinosa.

And

not intending to examine particularly the several
and junctures of his model, inasmuch as I find
his whole design is lost, if he fail of evincing these
things,
That it belongs to all substance, as such, to
exist of itself, and be infinite ;' and, (which will be suffiparts
•

—

'

ciently consequent hereupon,)

and that

it

is

impossible

for

'

that

substance

one substance

is

to

but one,

produce

another:'
I shall only attend to

and

what he more

directly says to this

myself to consider such of
his propositions as more immediately respect this his main
design.
For they will bring us back to the definitions and
effect,

shall particularly apply

axioms, or other parts of his discourse^ whereon those are
VOL.

III.

M

!
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grounded, and even into
recesses of his labyrinth

all

ii.

the darker and more pernicious

so as

;

[part

everything of importance to

the mentioned pvirpose will be di-awn under our consideration,
as this thread shall lead us.

His

first

proposition

we

let pass,

in order of nature, before

applicable to his purpose in

it,

*

That a substance is,
having nothing

afiections,'

its

which we

shall not otherwise

meet with.
His second, That two substances, having diverse attributes,
have nothing common between them,' or which must be all
one, do agree in nothing, I conceive it will be no great presumption to deny, and since he is pleased herein to be
divided from himself, it is a civility to his later and wiser self
who will afterwards have substance, having a multo do so
titude of distinct attributes, (that is,^ essences) and which therefore cannot but be manifold, to have everything common
So little hath he common with himself.
And it will increase the obligation upon him, to deliver
him from the entanglement of his demonstration, as he calls
it, of this proposition, as I hope we shall also of the other
Of this proposition
too for no doubt they are both false.
his demonstration is fetched from his third definition, namely,
That which is in itself, and conceived by
of a substance
itself, that is, whose conception needs the conception of
nothing else, whereby it ought to be formed ;' so is his
definition defined over and over.
'

;

;

'

;

We

are here to inquire,

stance.

2.

^Tiether

it

—

1.

Into his definition of a sub-

sufficiently

prove his proposition.

IV. First, for his definition of a substance. He himself
definition ought to express nothing but the
tells us,^
*

A

simple nature of the thing defined,' and

expect

distinctly to express

it

whether

'

when

essence,

Scliol. in

—

as well

this definition

That which is
meant by is,
or existence, or subsistence
and when we

express the simple nature of a substance,
in itself?'

we may

Doth

that.

it is left

Prop.

to divination

what

*

is

;

10.

•

Schol. in

Prop.

8.

;
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a guess what is intended by being in
only
contained, or being also sustained
itself? whether being

are to be at as

random

And supposing this latter to be
and by, or of itself?
self-subsistence
exclude dependence only
meant, whether that
subject,
which
we
acknowledge
on another as a
true of all
substance; or dependence as on an efficient, which, if he will
have to be taken for true of all, he was in reason to expect it
should be so taken from his eflPectual proof, not from the
For what he adds, And
reverence of his authority only.
itself,
and
whose
conception needs not
that is conceived by
other
thing,
which
by
it ought to be
the conception of any
formed,' would he have us believe this to be true, when
afterward his tenth proposition is, That every attribute of
substance ought to be conceived by itself?'
Whereupon
in

'

'

then so

many

attributes, so

many

substances,

nature of a substance to be conceived by

it

Y. But, passing from his notion of a substance,
sider,

secondly,

how

it

proves

his

being the

itself.

proposition,

let us

that

substances, having different attributes, have nothing

con'

two

common

between them/ According to him, every attribute of substance is to be conceived by itself, and yet have one and the
same substance common to them all therefore the distinct
conception of things is, even with him, no reason why they
shoidd have nothing common between them.
But as to the thing itself, ^he must have somewhat more
enforcing than his definition of a substance, to prove that two
(or many) individual substances may not have the same
special nature common to them, and yet be conceived by
themselves, having different individual natures or attributes
or different special natures, having the same general nature
yea, and an equal dependence on the same common cause,
which is less ingredient into the conception of a thing, than the
general or special nature is. And, I doubt not, we shall find
he hath not disproved but that there is somewhat, in a true
sense, common to them and their cause, that is of a conception much more vastly different from them both.
'Whereupon, it is necessary to take distinct notice of his
;

—

:

M

2
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What things have nothing common
between them, of them the one cannot be the cause of the
other.'
In which nothing is to be peculiarly animadverted
on besides the contradiction in the very terms wherein it is
proposed
What things have nothing common between
them.'
How can they be things, and have nothing conmion
between them ? If they be things, they have sui-e the general
notion of things common to them there can therefore be
no such things that have nothing common. And let this be
supposed to have been absurdly set down on purpose, yet now,
for his demonstration hereof, it rests upon a palpable falsehood,
that causes and effects must be mutually understood by
one another as we shall see more hereafter.
His fourth We let pass, what it hath regardable in it
being as fitly to be considered under the fifth.
VI. rifth, There cannot be two or more substances, in the
whole universe, of the same nature or attribute ;' unto which
besides what hath been said already, we need only here to
add, that (whereas he hath told us, by the attribute of a
substance he means the essence of it) if he here speak of the
same numerical essence or attribute, it is ridiculously true
and is no more than if he had said. One thing is but one

third proposition

'

;

*

;

'

'

;

—

;

'

;

thing.

If he speak of the same special or general attribute or

essence,

it is

as absurdly false

latter sense his

;

and

for the proof of

demonstration signifies nothing.

be more than one

it,

in the

There

may

an animal) that agree in
the same general attribute of corporeity, and are diversified
by their special attributes and there may be many of the
same special attribute, (namely, of rationality) as John, Peter,
and Thomas, etc., that are distinguished by their individual
ones.
He might as well prove by the same method, the
identity of his modi as of substances
as that there can be
(as a stone, a tree,

j

;

but one individual triangle in

all

or property, as but one substance.
Paris,

the world, of one attribute
Let, for instance, one at

another at Vienna, a third at Rome,

a fourth at

London, describe each an equilateral triangle of the same
dimensions, or in a thousand places besides each one of these
;

;
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do only make one and tlie same numerical triangle, because
they have each the same attribute
But how are the attri!

What

butes of these several triangles the same ?

the same

!

Then, indeed, they are all the same numerical
triangle for one and the same numerical essence makes but
one and the same numerical thing. But who that is in his
right wits would say so ? And if it be only said they have
all attributes of one and the same kind, what then is conse-

numerically

?

;

quent but that they are

triangles of one kind ?

all

deny

in his right wits, will

And

?

stance be that which constitutes

its

if

which who,

the attribute of a

svib-

essence, the attribute of

which constitutes its essence. See then
advanced with his demonstration of the
If he prove not all substance to be
identity of substance
numerically the same, he hath done nothing to his purpose.
And it is now obvious to every eye how effectually he hath
done that.
anything

how

else is that

far Spinosa hath

!

TVTience also

it is

further equally evident his demonstra-.

and gives no support to
VII. His sixth proposition, which contains the malignity
of his whole design, namely, That one substance cannot be

tion dwindles into nothing

;

'

produced by another substance; which rests, as you see, partly
upon the fifth, That there cannot be two substances of the
same attribute,' which in his sense is, as hath been shown,
most absurdly false, and the attempt of proving it as absurd
'

'

partly upon his second,

*

That two substances, of

difierent

nothing common between them,' which
might be said of whatsoever else as truly as of substances,
and partly upon
but which is also most evidently untrue
his third, 'That such things as have nothing common
attributes,

have

;

between them, the one of them cannot be the cause of the
other,' which depends upon two false svippositions, 1. That
there can be two things which have nothing common between
them, which, as hath been noted, contradicts itself, and needs
not be further stood upon.
2. That whatsoever things are
cause and effect, the one to the other, must be mutually
understood by one another, which

we

shall here

more

di&->
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being also his second demonstration of

it

;

[part

the corollary of this his sixth proposition, (which nothing but

having nothing to say, could have
from this proposition, it
being in effect but a repetition of the same thing,) namely,
'
That if one substance can be produced by another (agent or
substance, which you please), the knowledge of it must
depend upon the knowledge of its cause' (by the fourth
a disposition to

or

trifle,

made him mention

as a corollary

axiom), 'and thereupon' (by definition third),

We

be a substance.'

'it

shoidd not

are here to consider,

this his fourth -axiom, 'That the knowledge of an
depends upon the knowledge of its cause, and doth
An effect may be considered two ways, absoinvolve it.'

First,

effect

lutely, as it is in itself

effect of

;

or relatively, as

It cannot,

efficient cause.

such an

efficient,

it is

true,

it is

the effect of an

be understood to be the

but the knowledge that this was

its

same thing, and so
without
knowing
anything of the
known,
much may be
involved therein

efficient is

nature of either the

;

for it is the

But

or effect.

efficient

this signifies

nothing to his purpose.
He must therefore mean, that the knowledge of an effect,
absolutely considered, and in its own nature, depends upon,
and involves the knowledge of the nature of its efficient.
Surely the nature of a thing may be competently known

by

its

true

definition

;

but

the efficient

is

be universally put into definitions

'A

true

contains

definition

or

?

He

own

it

worth

definitions

in

it,

the

us himself,

expresses nothing

And

the mere nature of the thing defined.'
that thinks

cause wont to

tells

let

^

besides

any man

be at the pains to examine his
several

parts

of

tliis

ethico-geo-

metrical tract and see whether he alwaj^s puts the efficient

no doubt, he thought
other men, who have
so generally reckoned the efficient and end, external causes,
and only matter and form, internal, and ingredient into
the nature of things, and therefore only fit to be put into
cause

into

every definition

himself to define accurately.

1

;

and,

If

all

SahoL 2 upon Proposition

S.

;
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were thought by him mistaken, and out in their
it was, however, neither modest nor wise to lay
down, for an axiom, a thing so contrary to the common
and, without the least attempt to
sentiment of mankind
prove it, go about to demonstrate by it, in so portentous a
cause, and lay the whole weight of his horrid cause upon it

definitions,

reckoning

;

;

exjDecting all the world should be

awed

into an assent

by the

authority of his bare word, and not presume to disbelieve
is pleased to stamp the magisaxiom upon it. If, therefore, any man
assume the boldness to deny his axiom, what is become of his

or doubt

it,

name

terial

only because he

of an

demonstration

And

?

whereas

it

is

commonly appi'ehended

that definitions are not of individual things, but of special

acknowledged by himself,^ That the essence of
by God, involves not existence,' and the
production of a thing is nothing else but the putting it into

and

kinds,

'

is

things, produced

actual existence

;'

'

why may not

the abstract essence or nature

of things be well enough conceived and defined,

without

involving the conception of their productive cause

?

this

enough shows, secondly, that

proves

not

that

another,' namely,

And

his definition of a substance

produced by

'one

substance cannot be

'that

which can be conceived by

itself;'

may, without involving the conception of that which
produces it, and so be a substance sufficiently according to
his definition
though there can be no inconveniency in
admitting that things understood apart by themselves, may
be afterwards further and more clearly understood by considering and comparing them in the habitudes and references,
which they bear as causes and efiects (or otherwise) to one
for so

it

:

,

another.

And now

is

his

YIII. Seventh proposition,
of substance to exist,' which

'

That

is

it

belongs to the nature

so great a pillar, left, itself,

and being understood of substance as such,
and design require it to be, it is manifestly
impious, communicating the most fundamental attribute of
the Deity to all substance
and it is as little befriended by

without support

;

as his terms

;

1

Prop. 24.

;
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reason, as

befriends religion

it

;
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TEMri,E.
for it rests

ii.

upon nothing but

the foregoing baffled proposition, and this definition,^ of that

which

is

its

own

cause

;

which

'

is

That whose essence

in-

volves existence, or which cannot be conceived otherwise than
as existing,' whereas

we have

sufficiently plain,

it is

a con-

ception clear enough of the general nature of a substance as
such, abstracted from existence or non-existence, conceiving
it

only to be such, as

that

is,

if it exist,

doth subsist in and by

without having a subject to support

it

;

though

itself,

it

may

be such, as to have needed a productive, and continuall}^ to
need a sustaining efficient cause. Nor is there less clearness
in this abstract conception of a substance, than there

that of a modus or accident, which

we may

is

in

conceive in an

equal abstraction from actual existence or non-existence

understanding

it

to

be such, as that

if it exist, it

doth inexist,

or exist only in another.

And now

is

our

way

sufficiently

prepared to the considera-

tion of his

Eighth proposition,

That all substance is. necessarily
demonstrated ? Why by his fifth
proposition,
That there can be but one substance, of one
and the same attribute
which hath been sufficiently unravelled and exposed, so as not to be left capable of signifying
anything here, as the reader will see by looking back to what
hath been said upon it. And now it must quite sink, its next
reliance failing it, namely, the foregoing seventh proposition:
That it belongs to it to exist necessarily.' I grant the consequence to be good, and reckon it a truth of great evidence and
infinite.'

And how

'

is

it

'

;

'

'

concernment, 'That whatsoever exists necessarily,

is infinite.'

I heartily congratulate Spinosa's acknowledgment of so very

and important an assertion and do hope, as in the foregoing discourse I have made some, to make further good use

clear

;

But for v/hat he assumes, that all substance necessarily
you see it rests upon nothing, and so consequently
doth what he would conclude from it, that all substance is
of

it.

exists

;

infinite.

—

And

his further proof of
1

Def.

5.

it

avails as

little,

namely,
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finite because, by bis second definition, if it
must be limited by something of the same nature,'
etc., which woidd be absurd by proposition five,
That there
cannot be two substances of the same attribute.' For that
there be two, of the same individual attribute, to bound one
another, is unnecessary (as well as impossible) and absurdly
supposed for this purpose for if there were two of the same
individual nature and attribute, they would not bound one
another, but run into one inasmuch as having but one attribute, they should, according to him, have but one and the
same essence, and so be most entirely one and that there
cannot be two, or many times two, of the same special or
general nature, is unproved and the contrary most e^ddent,
as may be seen in what hath been said upon that fifth propo-

that

be

it

so,

cannot be

'

;

it

'

;

;

;

;

sition.

IX. No man needs wish an easier task than it would be to
show the falsehood or impertinency of his scholia upon this
proposition, and of his following discourse, to the purpose
above-mentioned. But I reckon it unnecessary, his principal
supports being
to be

none

at

—I

will not say overthrown, but

only take notice of some few things that have a

further,

upon

directer aspect

his

main design, and make

What

own.

upon

his

nothing

;

is

seventh

and

in his first

all

the haste

may

I can to take leave of him, that I

my

— discovered

I shall therefore follow his footsteps no

all.

be at liberty to pursue
scholium follows, he says, only

which

proposition,

therefore, I further regard

itself
it

follows

upon

not.

His second scholium woidd have his seventh proposition
and so it will, when he hath
pass for a common notion
But why must it
inspired all mankind with his sentiments.
do so ? Because substance is that which is in itself, and
Now compare that with his tenth
is conceived by itself.
proposition,
Every attribute of substance ought to be conceived by itself.'
There the definition of substance is given
;

'

to every attribute of substance

substance

is

;

therefore, every attribute of

a substance,^ since the definition of substance, to
1

Def.

3,

M

3

; ;
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whicli

lie refers
it

stances.

What

many

can be plainer

attributes,

bv

we

'

thovigh modifications

many

sub-

his one

number of substances
own confession of this

shall see his

consequence by and by.
And whereas in this scholium he would
that

so

"We have then

?

substance multiplied into an infinite
his sixth definition,

ii,

demonstration of that proposition,

tlie

therefore, so

agrees to

;

us in

[part

make

men may conceiA^e

but substances they cannot
diiference be considered

;

'

let

us believe,

as not existing,

the reason of this assigned

That by substance they must
understand that which is in itself, and is conceived by itself,
its knowledge not needing the knowledge of another thing.
But by modifications they are to understand that which is in
another, and whose conception is formed by the conception of
that thing in which they are wherefore, we can have true
ideas of not-existing modifications, inasmuch as though they
may not actually exist otherwise than in the understanding,
yet their essence is so comprehended in another, that they
may be conceived by the same. But the truth of substances
is not otherwise without the understanding than in themselves, because they are conceived by themselves,' etc.
Which reason is evidently no reason for with the same
clearness wherewith I conceive a substance, whensoever it
exists, as existing in itself, I conceive a modification, whensoIf therefore anything
ever it exists, as existing in another.
'

:

;

;

existing in another, be as trvdy existing, as existing in itself

no more necessary than the
if we can have true ideas
of not-existing modifications, we may have as true of not-

the existence of a substance
existence of a modification.

existing substances

is

And

especially since, according to him,

:

cannot conceive of substance, without conceiving in

it

*

we

some or

for he tells us, The essence of modificomprehended in another, that they may be conceived by the same.'
ISTow, what means he by the essence of
modifications being comprehended in another?
By that
other he must mean substance, for modifications do modify
substances, or nothing, and if the essences of modifications be

other modifications

cations

is so

;

'

*
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contained in substances, they must, according to liim, be contained in the essence of substances.

For

'

there

is,'

saith he,

'

nothing in nature, besides sub-

stances and their affections or modifications.'

Therefore, since

^

nothing can be conceived in substance, antecedent to these
modifications, besides its own naked essence, they must be contained immediately in the very essence of substance or in substance itself; wherefore, if all substance be necessarily existent, th&y

must be necessarily

inexistent.

And if the

essence of

substance contains the inexisting modi, the essence of the

modi doth equally contain their in existence in substance
whereupon, by consequence also, the essence of these modifications doth as much involve existence (since no one can
:

deny inexistence

to be existence) as the essence of substance

which expressly
by

doth, in direct contradiction to proposition. 24,

(and most truly) says,

'

The

essence of things produced

God,' which he, as untruly, intends of these modifications
alone,

'

do not involve existence.'

And now

by which he

for his notanda in this scholium,

would conclude, that there
substance in being.'
a thing (which

2

is

'

no other than

this

one infinite

It is true, indeed, that the definition of

we have

before said

is

of specific nature, not

any certain number of existing
man, or triangle, or what else you please),

of individuals) expresses not

individuals (be

nor any at

all

it

for surely the definition of

;

man

or triangle

would be the same, if every individual of each shoidd be
abolished and cease: but that, if any do exist, some cause must
be assignable why they exist, and why so many only. What
is to be inferred from this ?
That the reason being the same
as to every substance whose essence involves not existence in
it,

(which that the essence of every substance doth, or of sub-

stance as such, he hath not proved nor ever can,)

such substance

is

not being in

own

so

^

many

its

only do

Demonstration

foimd to

exist,

nature,

exist,

the cause of

must be external

;

when any
existence,

its

and therefore

because a free agent, able to produce

of i)roposition 4.

and

definition

5.

'^

Page

31.
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tliem (for the very substance of created beings itself owes not

production to a merel}^ natural un designing, or to any sub-

its

was pleased to produce so many and no
hath this unhappy author himself, with great
pains and sweat, reasoned out for us the very thing we
ordinate, agent only)

And

more.

so

assert.

But

man

that

it

may

be further seen

how

incurious a writer this

and how fatally, while he is designing the overthrow of religion, he overthrows his own design
I shall not let pass what he says, in demonstrating his twelfth
proposition, That no attribute of substance can be truly conceived, from which it may follow that substance can be
divided.'
How he proves it by proposition eight and after
of demonstration

is,

;

'

b}^

the sixth I shall not regard,

I see those propositions

till

But that which I

better proved.

at present remark,

is

his

argument from proposition fifth, That if substance could be
and
divided, each part must consist of a dijGFerent attribute
so of one substance many might be constituted
a fair
'

;

:

'

confession, that
stances.

And

many

attributes will constitute

himself acknowledges

many

many

sub-

attributes of sub-

stance, definition six and proposition eleven.
And therefore,
though he here call this an absurdit}', it is an absurdity which
he hath inevitably now fastened upon himself having here
allowed, plainly, the consequence (as was above promised to
be shown) that if there be diversity of attributes, they will
constitute a diversity of substances
which it was before
impossible to him to disallow, having defined an attribute, as
was formerly noted, to be that which constitutes the essence
of substance.'^
Therefore, his whole cause is here fairly
given away, for his one substance is now scattered into many,
and the pretended impossibility of the creation of any substantial being quite vanished into thin and empty air.
The many inconsistencies to be noted also in his annexed
;

;

'

letters,

with several parts of his discourse,

particularly to reflect on

shown he comes short of

;

it is

enough, to

his.
1

Def. 4.

it is

not

my business

my purpose,

to

have
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more seems needful

little

and

the

for

of this his horrid doctrine of the unity,

refutation

self-

than only to oppose
have I ever met with a discourse so
equally inconsistent with all principles of reason and religion,
and with itself. And so frequently doth he overthrow his
own ill design, in this very discourse, that it is altogether
existence,

infinity of all substance,

Spinosa to Spinosa.

JS^or

unnecessary to

insist

on the inconsistencies of

Demonstrations

of Des Cartes' Principles, written divers
against which, every one that hath compared

years before

:

knows these

his

hostility, that I

later

may

with his

this

sentiments to import so manifest

well spare that vain and useless labour,

being sufficient only to note the more principal, in the

it

margin.^

His following propositions

— and

among them

those most

surprising ones, the sixteenth and twenty-eighth

— tend

to

evince the onliness of substance, and the absolute necessity
of all actions
to be vain

Nor

is

with the

but upon grounds so plainly already discovered

;

and

it

false,

that

we need

follow

him no

further.

necessary to disprove his hypothesis, or charge

many

absurdities that belong to

horrid and notorious, that to any one

who

is

it

;

it

they are so

not in love with

have shown
he hath not proved it.
XI. I cannot but, in the meantime, take some notice
of the genius, which seems to have inspired both him and
his devotees
a fraudulent pretence to religion, while they
conspire against it
whereof many instances might be
absurdity for

itself,

it

abundantly

will

suffice to

;

:

given,
so

as

the prefixing

that

impure a volume, on the
As

text

of

title-page,

Holy Scripture to
"Hereby know we

God

to be a most simple Being, and that his attributes
whereas now, he makes his attributes as diverse as
extension and thought, and says, they ought to be conceived as really disSc/iol. in Prop. 10.
There he asserts all things to be created by God
tinct.
here, all
here, nothing.
There he makes corporeal substance divisible
substance indivisible, etc.
and yet in this work ( Vid. Schol. in Prop. 19)
refers us to the former, as if, when the one destroys the other, both were
1

his asserting

do only

differ, ratione

:

;

;

;

firm.'
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we dwell

that

us

of

his

works
it

is

filled

is

their

and he in

in God,
:

Spirit

"

that

^

us,

TI.

because he hath given

posthumous
which
make signify nothing the

the preface to

up with quotations out

whole design

[part

to

his

of the Bible,

;

an anonymous defender of his, in
Specimen artis
that part of his work which he entitles
ratiocinandi naturaUs et artificiaUs, ad pantosophice principia
manuducens,' undertakes to demonstrate (because, as he says,
all religion depends upon the word of God) by an argument,'
which, he says, he can glory that after many years' meditation, the Divine grace favouring him, he hath found out
by
which,' he tells us,- he is able to do what (that he knows) no
man hath ever done before him, to demonstrate naturally the
truth of the sacred Scripture, that is, that it is the word of
God an argument,' he says, able to convince the most
And it is taken from the idea of
pertinacious pagan,' etc.
that
saying, " I am, that I am." ^
compared
with
divine
God,
Whereupon, what he says, will, to any one who attentively
reads, show his design, namely, at once to expose religion,
and hide himself.
DiArine authority whereof,

'

'

'

;

'

—
'

;

And

so doth his collusion sufficiently appear, in

making
But

the soul philosophically mortal and Christianly immortal.^

the philosopher perish for ever, what will become of the

if

Christian

?

This author also finds great fault with the instances usually

given to exemplify" the

common

definition of substance, that

by itself, or in itself,' because bethought
them not agreeable enough to his master Spinosa's notion of
and consequently
the unity and identity of all substance
And he fancies them to conof the improducibility of any.
tradict themselves, that while they call the sun, the moon,
'a being subsisting

is,

;

they yet
;
admit them to be produced by another. For how can it be,
saith he, that they should, be in, or by themselves, and yet
depend on another, as on a subject or as an efficient cause ?

the earth, this or that tree, or stone, substances

1

John

iv.

13.

"-

P. 241, etc.
^

Manuduct.

'

p.

Exod.
11, 12.

iii.

14.

^

P. 70, etc.
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do but crucify and

it

and disappoints

crosses

his master's impious purpose of deifying every sub-

And therefore to serve that purpose, as he fancies, the
he would more aptly model all things, and reduce
them to two distinct kinds only namely, Of things that
may be conceived primarily and in themselves, without involving the conception of another ;' and again, Of things that
we conceive not primarily and in themselves, but secondarily
and by another, whose conception is involved in their
stance.

better,

'

;

'

conception.'

But, all the while, what is there in this more than what is
common, and acknowledged on all hands ? as the sense of the
trivial distich

he takes the pains to
Siunmus

recite,

Aristoteles, etc.

But when all this is granted, what is he nearer his mark ?
Of that former sort, still some are from another and one
other onl}^ of and from itself.
But then, says he, how
are those former conceived in and by themselves ?
Well
;

enough, say
be defined

I,

for

they are

to

be conceived as they are to

but the definition of a thing

is to express only
nature and essence, as Spinosa himself says,^ considered apart by itself, into which, as hath been said, the

its

;

own

efficient cause,

(which is extrinsical to

out considering whether

it

tions are of special kinds or
as such

;

it,)

enters not

exist or exist not

common

;

;

and with-

because defini-

natures that exist not

not of existing individuals, except the one only

subsisting original Being, of whose essence existence

is

;

self-

which

Spinosa himself
proposition

;

as

acknowledges, and makes his twentieth
on the other hand that The essence of things
'

produced by God involves not existence,' is his twentj^-fourth.
XII. But that the substance of things, whose essence
involves existence and whose essence involves it not, should
be one and the same, exceeds all wonder.
One would think so vastly different essences of substance
should at least make different substances; and that when
'

ScLol. 2, in Proposition

8.

256
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Spinosa hath told us so expressly that an attribute of substance constitutes the essence of substance, and that all the
attributes of substance are distinctly conceived

— the conception

—

and so do
from each other and make so many essences,
therefore of substance really distinct, (though he once
thought otherwise of the Divine attributes, that they did
only differ from each other ratione, and that God was a most
simple Being, which he also takes pains to prove,) ^ one
would surely hereupon think, that so vastly different attributes
as necessary existence, and contingent, should constitute the
most different substances imaginable. For what is an attribute ? Id quod intellectus de substantia percipit, tanquam ejus
essentiam constituens}
Now the essence of some substance
the understanding most clearly perceives as involving
of the one not involving the conception of another

most really

existence in

differ

it

existence, therefore, constitutes the essence

;

of such substance, and

other

essence

existence

:

it

now

as

is

therefore an attribute of

clearly

Some

it.

involves

that

perceives,

this sort of essence is the attribute of

not

some-

and of what is it the attribute ? Why, he hath told
what
an attribute is what the understanding perceives of subtherefore, some substance
stance as constituting its essence'
;

us,

*

;

hath such an essence as involves not existence.
Now let it hereupon be considered (albeit that I affect not
to give high titles to any reasonings of mine) whether this
amount not to a demonstration against the hypothesis of
Spinosa, and the rest of his way, that all substance is selfexistent and that, even upon their own principles and concessions, so frequently acknowledging the world to be produced and not self- existent, that even the substance of it is
produced also ; which they deny, namely,'^ that whose essence,
this unnamed author says, includes not existence, either hath
some substance belonging to its essence or it hath not. If
and then unto what is it
not, it may exist without substance
an attribute, or what doth it modify ? If yea, there is then
;

;

1

E. D. Cartes. Princip. Philos. Append. Part
2

Def.

4.

3

2,

cap. 5, pp. 117, 118.

Manudud.

p.

107-
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some substance, and particularly that of this world, in whose
is not included
and that, b}^ consequence,

essence, existence

;

the substance of this world

is

produced.

But if any make a difficulty of it to understand how all
being and perfection should be included in the Divine Being,
and not be very God so much is already said to this, in
;

the former part of this discourse, ^ that as I shall not here
repeat what hath been said, so

I think

it

unnecessary to

say more.

And
mind

it is

what Spinosa himself had once such sobriety of
when- he says thus of God, or of

as to apprehend,

That- God doth eminently contain that
found forma/l// in created things; that is, God hath

increate substance,

which

is

own

that in his

'

nature, in

tained in a more eminent

which

created things are con-

all

manner

;

'

and that

'

there

is

some

attribute in God, wherein all the perfections, even of matter,

more excellent manner themselves contained :'
having before told us,^ 'that by eminently he understood
when a cause did contain all the reality of its effect more
perfectly than the effect itself; hj formally, when it contained
are after a

in equal jjerfection.'

it

And

so

common

he might have told himself of somewhat sufficiently

—though

not univocall}^

—

the substance of the

to

Divine nature, and that of creatures

;

whereon

to

found the

causality of the former, in reference to the latter as effected

thereby.

But

as

clear, or

he grew older, his understanding either became
was more perverted by ill design.

1

Chap.

'

Princip. R. D. Cart. Pkilosoph. more Geometr. Demonstrat.

Part
3

1,

less

4, Sect. 12, etc.

cap.

Princip.

2.

Part

1,

Axiom

8.

Append.

CHAPTER

II.

ANIMADVERSIONS UPON A FRENCH WRITER, NAMELESS HIS PRETENCE TO
CONFUTE SPINOSA THE OPINION OF THE WORLD'S BEING MADE OF INDEPENDENT SELF-EXISTING MATTER, CHOSEN BY HIM, AND ASSERTED AGAINST
TWO OTHER OPINIONS THAT OF MATTER'S BEING CREATED OUT OF NOTHING
REJECTED, AND FALSELY CHARGED WITH NOVELTY
MOSES AND THE
AUTHOR TO THE HEBREWS MISALLEGED, VINDICATED SELF-ORIGINATE,
INDEPENDENT MATTER DISPROVED. ASSERTED BY THIS AUTHOR, WITH
EVIDENT SELF-CONTRADICTION, AND WITHOUT NECESSITY.
:

:

:

:

:

But having here done witli him and that sort of men, I
shaU now very briefly consider the forementioned Monsieur's
I.

way

of confuting him.

The

conceit that there

self- subsisting

by some

or other name,

to have given

some

others,

must be such a thing

as necessary

matter, hath I confess seemed to be favoured

among

the ethnics, of that value as

some countenance

who with

to a better cause

greater incongruity and

;

besides

more injury

have professed the Christian name.
It hath been of late espoused and asserted more expressly
by this French gentleman, who hath not thought fit to dignify
doubting perhaps whether the acquainting
it with his name
the world with it might not more discredit his cause, than
to

it,

;

his cause, in this part of

could better the reputation of his

it,

name.

However

it

be,

my

though

me

inquiry and credible informa-

him occasion
by divulging what he seems
willing should be a secret for, though it was not intrusted
to me as such, I shall be loath to disoblige him by that
whereby, that I know, I can oblige nobody else. It is
enough that his book may be known by its title, L'Impie

tion hath not left

ignorant, I shall not give

to think himself luacivilly treated,
;

'

—

;
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It is professedly written against the atheism of

when

I first looked into

I could not refrain

it,

thinking of Plato's repartee to Diogenes, when the latter
undertook to reprehend the other's pride, that he did it with
'

Although

greater pride.'

made

I think not the application

is

to

be

in the strictest terms, for I will neither be so indulgent

to Spinosa as to reckon that

than his

any man's atheism can be greater

nor so severe to this his adversary, as positively to
conclude he designed the service of any atheism at all. But
I think him, at least, unwarily and without any necessity to
;

have quitted one of the principal supports of the doctrine of a
Deity
and that he hath undertaken the confutation of
atheism upon a ground that leads to atheism.
II, He thinks, it seems, Spinosa not otherwise confutable
than upon the hyj)othesis of eternal, independent matter,
which he thus explains in his preface, it being the second of
the three distinct hypotheses whereof he there gives an
;

account.

'The second,'^ he says, is theirs who assert two beings or
two substances increate, eternal, independent, as to their
simple existence, though very differently the /orm^r whereof
is God, the infinitely perfect Being, Almighty, the principle
and the second, matter, a Being essentially
of all perfection
imperfect, without power, without life, without knowledge
'

;

;

but capable nevertheless of

all

these perfections

by impression

from God and his operations upon it. This he pretends to
have been the hypothesis of the ancient philosophers and
divines,' after he had acknowledged the former hypothesis,
that the world and the matter of it were drawn out of
nothing by the infinite power of the first and supreme Being,
which itself alone was eternal and independent,' was the
hypothesis of the greater part of Christian divines and philosophers.
And this second, he says, is the hypothesis which
he shall follow, rejecting the first but now mentioned and in
opposition to the third which makes the world and its production to be nothing else than an emanation of the Divine
'

'

—

;

'

La seconde

est celle tie

ceux

qui, etc.

Avei-tissement.

—
'
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whereby a part of itself is formed into a world.
says, was
the opinion of the ancient Gnostics
and Priscillianists, and is for the most part of the Cabbalists,
of the new Adamites or the Illuminated,' and of an infinite
number of Asiatic and Indian philosophers.
III. To qualify the ill savour of that second opinion, which
he follows, he would have us believe it to be the more creditable than the rejected first, which he says is a new thing
in the world, and that it was not born till some ages after
Christ;' which is gratis dictum.
And whereas he tells us he
takes notice that TertviUian was the first that maintained it
substance,

And

this,

he

'

'

'

'

^

'

against

who defended

a Christian philosopher

the eternal

had only reason to take notice that
the philosopher he mentions was the first that, calling himself
a Christian, had the confidence to assert an opinion so repugnant to Christianity and to all religion and who, therefore,
first gave so considerable an occasion to one, who was a
Christian indeed, to confute it.
Nor was Hermogenes a much
more creditable name with the orthodox ancient Christians,
existence of matter,' he

;

than those wherewith he graces the third opinion besides
the other ill company which might be assigned it, if that
were a convictive way of fighting, by names.
;

—

ly.
*

And

for

what he

adds,

'

that Moses was,' he dares say,

of his opinion, because he only gives such an account of the

creation, as that

it

was made of an unformed pre-existent

matter; and the Apostle Paul to the Hebrews, saying, God
drew these visible things out of those that were not visible
;

he shows, indeed, more daringness than solid judgment in
venturing to say the one or the other upon so slender ground.
As if everything were false, which Moses and Paul did not say.
But it appears rather from his way of quoting who,

—

it

is

like,

did not

much concern

leaves of the Bible, that he

himself to turn over the

might be sure

God

to quote right

did create that unformed matter, as he calls it for
it is expressly said, " God created heaven and earth," and
^
that this earth (not matter) " was without form and void."
that

;

1

Gen.

i.

1, 2.
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is

(as

with him

it

said to have been

for God is said to have created that imformed earth,
which must indeed pre-exist unformed, to its being brought
into form, not unto all creation. And the same thing must be
imderstood of the imformed heaven too, though Moses' design
was to give us a more distinct account of what was nearer us
and wherein we were more concerned. And indeed it seems
most agreeable to the letter of the text and to the followino-

created

;

,

history, so to understand those words,

God

"In

the beginning

;

created heaven and earth " namely, that in the be-

ginning he created that which afterwards became heaven and
is, unformed matter.
For heaven and earth as
now they are, or as they were in their formed state, were not
created in a moment, in the very " beginning," but in several
earth, that

days,

successive

much

as

TertuUian,

the following history shows.

And

so

aptly enovigh, intimates to that pseudo-

Christian Hermogenes.^

Nor is Heb. xi. 3, capable of being tortured into any sense
more favourable to his gross fancy, which (as the Greek text,
if any will consult it, shows) says not, " The things that are
seen" were made of things not appearing; but "were not
made
As

of things appearing."

what he adds touching the word

to

I let

creer, etc.,

it

contend about words, (often promiscuously
used), but shall apply myself to the consideration of the thing
pass, not liking to

and show

in question,

himself.

How

2.

defence of the
oblige

V.

—

How

inconsistently this author
both with the truth and with
unnecessarily he doth it, and that the
1.

independent matter,

asserts

him

to

First,

cause, against Spinosa, did

how inconsistently he asserts it,
For

of the thing.
necessarily,

common

i.

is infinite.

Whatsoever

And

With the

1.

;

Temii noiueu

and

herein I must do Spinosa that

though the grounds upon which he
1

truth

exists independently

right as to acknowledge he hath, in asserting
to truth

no way

it.

redigit iu materiam, etc.

it,

done right

asserts

it,

are

;
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most perniciously false. But I conceive it is capable of being
clearly proved (and bath been proved Part I.) otherwise,
namely, that necessary, self- originate Being is the root and
fountain of all being, whether actual or possible since there
is nothing actually brought into being, which is not actually
from it, and nothing possible, but whose possibility depends
upon it. And what virtually comprehends all being, actual
and possible, cannot but be infinite for without the compass
of such all-comprehending Being, there is nothing to bound it,
and what is bounded by nothing, is unbounded or infinite.
;

;

Whereupon

also,

matter plainly appears not to be of

were, for the same reason

itself;

must be infinite and allcomprehending. But nothing were more apparently contradictious and self-repugnant, than the assertion of two allcomprehending beings and if there be but one, that matter
is not that one, but that it must be a necessary, self- originate,
intelligent Being which is the root of all being, I conceive
for if

it

it

:

already sufficiently proved in the former part of this discourse
wherein it is also shown, that finite created beings, arising
from that infinite self- originate one, limit it not, nor do detract
anything from its infinity, but concur to evidence its infinity
rather inasmuch as they could never have been, had they
not been before contained within the productive power of that
increate, self-originate Being.
;

It is

now

by the way

to be noted, that the notion of infinity

we

intend, doth not merely import unconfinedness to this or

that certain space, (though

it

include that too,) for that alone

were a very maimed, defective notion of infiniteness but we
understand by it the absolute all- comprehending profundity
and plenitude of essence and perfection. Whereupon it signifies nothing to the preserving entire the infinity of the self;

originate, intelligent Being, only to suppose
it

can permeate

all

it

the space that can be taken

such as that

up by another

Being for still, since its essence were
not
were
virtually
contained in the other which
of
therefore would evince that other not to be, in the true sense,
supposed
itself,

infinite.

self- originate

it

Whereupon we

;

:

;
:
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matter, from the known, agreed notion of

he
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God

;

namely, that

a Being absolutely perfect or comprehensive of all per-

is

Even they

fection.

that

deny

his existence, confess,

though

to the contradiction of themselves, this to be the notion of the

thing they deny.

Now, though
ledges

it

this assertor of

independent matter acknow-

a being essentially imperfect, he can only mean,

by

hath simply no perfection at all.
It is idle trifling to brangle about words. Perfection hath been
wont to go for an attribute of being ; he calls it a being, it
must therefore have some perfection, some goodness, be of
Is it not better than notliing ?
Then that
some value.

that, less perfect

;

not that

it

must be eminently contained in God otherwise,
he a Being comprehensive of all perfection ? The
imperfections of matter belong not to him, nor of anyfor imperfection is nothing.
thing else
Nor do the perfections of any creature belong to him formally or in the
same special kind but eminently and in a higher and more
And so, to have all being and perfection,
noble kind.
either for his own, or within his productive power, cannot
without contradiction be denied of him who is confessed to
be God.

perfection

how

;

is

;

;

And

again

:

to

be able to create,

is

sure a perfection

omnipotency more a perfection than partial impotency
wherefore to assert matter could not be created by God, is to
assert an impotent, imperfect God or (since God can be conceived under no other notion than of a being absolutely
perfect) to assert none at all.
;

iii.

but

it

This supposition not only denies to
ascribes to matter,

God

all perfection,

which he himself confesses the

meanest sort of being, (as shortly it will be fitter to take
further notice,) the high excellency of self-subsistence; the
first and most fundamental of all Divine perfections.
iv. If matter be, as such, an independent, self- originate
thing, then every part or particle of

and then,

let

matter must be so
such matter be supposed to fill up infinite

;
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space,

shall

[part

number of independent
For a finite number cannot
more agreeably
or let it be supposed,

have an

infinite

entities co- existing for ever.

replenish infinite space

:

il.

to the pretended sentiments of this author,

the limits of the formed universe

;

—
—confined within

and how unreasonably

is

such a thing as independent matter, supposed to be of itself,
For let the universe
limited to one spot of immense space
be supposed finite, though never so vast, it must yet be con!

ceived but as a minute spot to the infinite unbounded vacuity
that

lies

without

it

;

and which,

yet,

he seems

Now

replenished with the Divine Being.
self to consider,

and try how easy

it

to

let a

acknowledge

man

set

him-

will be to his thoughts,

up with
and
cannot but be there and nowhere else, imposed upon the
infinitely perfect Being, the All-wise and Almighty God,
who fills up all space unavoidably and from all eternity so

to conceive one little portion of boundless space taken

a

mean being next

to nothing, that is of itself there,

;

he thought it a cumber, disencumber or
and rather seemed of necessity, than of
rid himself of it
choice, to have made a world of it, as not knowing else
with which imagination, also, the
what to do with it
youth of the world so ill agrees, for why then was it so lately
that he could not,

if

;

;

made
V.

—

?

But

further

it

seems very evident,

and more

fully

evidential of the absurdity of this conceit, that if there were

such matter, the world could never have been made of it for
how great alterations must such rude, undigested, unformed
;

matter have undergone in forming of such a world as this
But what greater inconsistency can we imagine, than that
!

what
is

what

AYhat
must be eternally and without change

exists necessarily or of itself shoidd be alterable ?

of itself

what

it is,

absurd as well as profane

it will be to ascribe
anything else, so peculiar
and appropriate an attribute and name, as that of the Deity
" I am that I am." For hereupon, such matter were not only
supposed vainly and to no purpose, being never possible to be
the matter of the world but destructively and against the
it is

to dull

;

and

so

senseless matter, or to

;

—
;
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For such matter,

it.

occupy the space of the formed world, must
exclude thence any other matter of which it could be formed,
being supposed

to

and make it, consequently, impossible there should ever have
been any such world as this where the supposition itself makes
it be.
This see discoursed more at large. Part I. Chap. 2.
vi. And whereas his great reason for such self-originate,
independent matter, namely, the imagined impossibility of
anything can be produced out of nothing,

creation, or that

which

so far as is needful,

consider in
tion of

any

we

proper place,

its

partly have, and further shall

— doth

as

much

oppose the crea-

hath been
and by many

spiritual being, as material ; if all that

the former Part of this discourse,

said, in

authors besides, do sufficiently prove there are such spiritual
or immaterial beings, that are created or are not of themselves

and that of the property of thought which
to them, matter

been done,

till

is

found belonging

not capable, (which I shall think to have

is

we must judge
have asserted such self- originate, indexind as he hath asserted it very incon-

I see the contrary e^dnced,)

him very absurdly

to

pendent matter,

sistently with the truth of the thing, so

YI. Secondly,

it

will appear

he hath done

it

as little con-

sistently with himself.

For

i.

he acknowledges God

tout puissant, et

h

finitely perfect, almighty,

Now, how

is

He

all perfection ?

How

He

is

to be I'ttre infiniment parfait,

principe de toute perfection; 'a being in-

and the principle of all perfection.'
His being include not

infinitely perfect^ if

How

is

He

almighty,

if

He

cannot create

the fountain or principle of all perfection,

?
if

the perfection of matter (which, as hath been said, though

he make

it

essentially imperfect,

tion belonging to

it,

since

it

is

must have some perfec-

not mere nothing) be not

eminently comprehended in His being ?
Besides that here acknowledging God to be omnipotent, and
having denied the necessary, eternal, independent matter,
which he imagines to be infinite, but limited and confined to
the created imiverse only
VOL.

III.

;

I would hereupon

demand
N

of

—

—
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him,

'

worlds

Cannot the blessed God,

if

He

[part

ii.

many-

pleases, create

?'

how

If he say, No, then

He

is

omnipotent ?

If Yea, of what matter must they be

made

Not

?

of his

imagined necessary, independent matter, for of that really
none could but, according to him, the present universe is made
*of it;* it is already taken up and pre-engaged therein, and it
is limited thereto.
Therefore the matter is yet to be created,
of which the other worlds are to be made
and it can be so,
And thereupon the
otherwise no more worlds can be made.
great God is, not without blasphemy, said to have gone to the
utmost of His power, to have done in this kind all that He
;

;

can.

And

this

must be

by

said,

this author, in express con-

tradiction to the truth of the thing, to the

most common, and
and now, most

agreed idea or notion of the Divine Being

;

apparently, to himself.

And

therefore his high rant against Spinosa,^ in this point

more orthodox than himself,
That he confounds,
philosophy, being and perfection' ^retendant que ce
'

et
'

ne renferme aticune negation d'etre,

pretending that whatsoever

any negation of being,

much without

is

est

a perfection,'

his
est,

une perfection, etc.

and includes not in

is,

in

qui

etc., is

its

vain,

notion

and

cause as what he afterwards says about

as

it is

without sense
for he adds
That for his part he finds
nothing more false or extravagant.' And why so ?
Because
then pain and sorrow must be reckoned among perfections,
'

:

;

'

and such
men, as

*

worthy of God or a Being
he triumphs over such

real perfections as are

infinitely perfect.'

And upon

this

supplanters of the Deity, instead of defenders of so

great a Being;

and

having

as

lost their

senses

and their

reason,' etc.

But

if

he had not

lost his

own, and abandoned himself

to

that fury and rage of insolence which he there imputes to his
opposers, he

might have been capable of

so

much calm and
among

sober consideration as to have bethought himself, that
creatures a sense of pain, real grief
1

and sorrow, correspondent

Pages 47, 4a

'
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more perfection tlian
and if so though pain
and grief cannot formally agree to the most perfect Being of
God, to whom their causes cannot agree that the life and
percipiency do eminently agree to him, by which he can apprehend an injury, though not a real hurt which he can theretheir present true causes, import

to

stupidity, insensibleness,

and apathy

—

;

—

;

fore only not apprehend, not because the perceptive principle

wanting, but the object and by the power of imparting
whereof he is able to make a creature capable of pain and
grief, where the objects shall (as they may deservedly) occur and
meet the perceptive principle and that the power of making
such a creature is a greater perfection than an impotency of
doing it, which perfection therefore, he could not, consistently with himself, deny to God, having acknowledged him
a Being infinitely perfect or comprehensive of all perfection.
is

;

;

—

Nor
ii.

Doth he

assert necessary increate matter consistently

own

reasonings for the possibility of a vacuum,^

with his

where he takes it for granted that God can aneantir une petite
pa Hie cle la matieve, etc., 'annihilate some small particle of
matter,' one stone for example, or one grain of sand

how

ridiculously

matter necessarily

is

it

self-

who
For who sees

supposed by one
existent

!

;

which,

supposes such

not that neces-

and impossibility of non-existence do infer
one another, or signify rather the same thing ? Therefore,
no man, except Spinosa, coidd be at once more daring and
more unhappy than this author.
And as it hath thus appeared, that he hath asserted such
sity of existence

independent matter very inconsistently, both
with the truth of the thing and himself so
VII. Secondly, it will also appear he hath done it very
unnecessarily, and particularly without that necemtij which
he pretends, of answering Spinosa for there is no necessity
self-originate,

;

;

of

much as pretended, upon any account besides that of
common maxim, that nothing can come out of nothing

it,

the

so

the sense whereof must

;

'

first
1

Page

be inquired before

it

110.

N 2

can be
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understood

how

this,

itself,

'

ii.

far it will serve his purpose^ or infer the

necessity of independent matter.

be

[part

The

That a Being could never

sense of

it

must

either

arise out of no-being, of

without a pre-existent, creative cause,' which

evidently true, but as evidently not to his purpose

is

most

or this

;

—

That what once was not, could never be produced into being,
by a pre-existent, omnipotent cause,' which were to his purpose, but is evidently, and by apparent self-contradiction,
'

untrue.^

And what
of truth

can make

plausible reason ?

claims to

it

have

so

much

it,

For

its

authority,

it,

all

consider-

little

upon

;

he

so

is

it

he

modest

his bare word, that this

the ancient philosophers before Christ's

time, while yet he thinks not
if their

some

Its authority, as

depends upon a worse authority

as to expect it to be believed

was the opinion of

or

that which he

— we have no ground to think

otherwise claimed than most untruly.

But

maxim

—though

of the ancient philosophers, were

able if never so truly claimed,

represents

as the least semblance

Either the authority of the

?

fit

reasonings from

it

to tell us his

name

!

be considered, that

'

genera-

and 'corruptions are into matter;'
apprehend they understood it otherwise

tions are out of matter,'

we have no cause to
than that natural agents did neither create nor annihilate
anything.
Besides that, there is positive ground enough to
conclude that the more instructed and wiser j^agans, long
before Christ's time, did believe all things to have sprung

—

from one intelligent, self-subsisting original, matter itself
not being excepted as with the Egyptians, the inscription of
the temple at Sais shows
I am all that is, or was, or shall
be,' etc.
and with the Grecians, their worshipping God
under the name of Pan, which could mean no other thing
than that they thought the Deit}^ to comprehend ^minenthf or
;

'

:

;

virtually all beings besides, in its creative or productive power.

And we

have reason to think that pagan philosophers, since

Christ, such as Hierocles, Jamblichus, Porphyry, Plotinus, etc.,

who, as others have observed, were manifestly of
1

this senti-

Of this see at large Dr. CucUvorth's Inklkdual System.
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ment, understood the minds of the more ancient philosophers
as well as this Monsieur nor do they pretend to contradict
;

them

herein.

And for the reason of the thing itself, he hath not the least
appearance of any on his part but that because the finite
power of a creature cannot bring a thing out of nothing,
therefore omnipotency cannot
which is so far from con:

cluding for him, that, as hath been intimated,

it

manifestly

and conckides the contrary. For how is
that omnipotency, which cannot do everything that implies
contradicts

itself,

not a contradiction ?

And how

is

that a contradiction, that

what once was not, should afterwards come to ho ; there being
no objective impossibility or intrinsic repugnancy in the thing
and we are
itself to exist, but that it were truly ens possibik,

—

out of doubt concerning matter, for instance, or whatsoever
else

we

are sure doth exist, that

also that there

be a

it

And
it into being?
than an omnipotent one, such as our author con-

or produce
sufficient

fesses

God

ISTor

—

and supposing
power to make it exist,
what cause can be more

coicM exist,

sufficient causative

to be ?

doth this author deny that there are intelligent

that were not of themselves

;

spirits,

only he would have us think

them but finer matter impressed with intellectual power. But
what akin is a mind to matter, except his own ? And supposing a mind or intellect be stamped upon matter, it is then
but added to it, not drawn out of it, as if matter had before
And even thus, since mind or intellect is not
contained it.
nothing (unless he will say himself differs by nothing from
unthinking clay) we have something out of nothing; and

who can think

it

more impossible

to

omnipotency to create

matter than a mind ?
But if he reckon thought or intellect is contained in matter
or included in the notion of it, then matter as such must be
intelligent, and consequently all matter
and this will be
;

him

good a title to the privilege
of not being reasoned against, as, from his magisterial way of
writing, we may count Spinosa thought himself to have,
absurdity enough, to give

as
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Nor indeed

will it leave

the reason

why

any man

so

[part

much

as a conjecture at

he should pretend to differ from

who can imagine why

ii.

him

;

for

endued with the attributes

his matter,

of extension and thought, might not do as well as Spinosa's

substance

Or

?

he think matter, as such, to have only seminal reason
or intellect in it, antecedently to his supposed divine impress
if

upon it; how will that agree with his making it^ essentiellement imparfaif, essentially imperfect ? Or what means his
added capable neamnoins, its being nevertheless capable of all
'

such perfections, by the impression of

make

it

God upon

Or what

that capacity something or nothing ?

is it,

capable of having those perfections which

essential to

it

Is

it?'

sense

it

to
is

not to have ?

And surely, as he will attribute to matter more perfection
than he intended, so he will attribute less to God; for he
will, at this rate,

no more

attribute

him than hath been

to

generally ascribed to ordinary natural agents

;

that

is,

to

produce into actual being, out of matter, that whereto there
was in it some seminal disposition before.

And
infinite

here indeed

is

power

measures of

to the

the source of his error, his reducing
finite

;

an insolent presum-

ing to circumscribe omnipotency, and making that simply
impossible even to Almightiness

created agents.

And

in Sextus Empiricus,
to prove

itself,

which is only so to
some reasonings

to this purpose I find

who

us

tells

how

the sceptics attempt

—besides their disputing against the other three

—that

sorts

an incorporeal thing,* cannot be
aXriov (T(i>{xaTo<;, ' the cause of anything corporeal ;' arguing,
and slightly enough, from the common methods of subordinate
agents to the operations of the supreme Cause.
Nor is it

of causation

aadniaTov,

'

apprehensible, how one can find a medium or while they
make matter independent, how not to make God dependentAnd when the JMonsieur we are concerned with took a
friendly notice of Hermogenes' consent with him upon this
;

1

Preface.
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subject, he might as well have been at the pains to consider
somewhat of what TertuUiau wrote against him that hereby,
in some respect God is made inferior and subject to matter,
when without it he could not have made a world. Everyone
is subject to what he stands in need of.' ^
;

'

^

Tertull.

contra

Hermog.

—

'

Materia superior

invenitiu-,

quae

illi

copiam

operandi subministravit, et Deus subjectiis materise videtur, cujus substantise
eguit; nemo non subjicitur ei cujus eget,' etc.

—

CHAPTER

III.

THE REASON OF WHAT KEXT FOLLOWS. DIRECTIONS TO READERS NOT WONT
A SUMMARY AND
TO INQUIRE INTO THE GROUNDS OF THEIR RELIGION.
PLAINER PROPOSAL UNTO SUCH OF WHAT HATH BEEN SAID IN THE
FORMER PART CONCERNING GOD's EXISTENCE AND CONVERSABLENESS
WITH MEN. THE REASONABLENESS (SO MUCH BEING ALREADY EVINCED)
OF ALLEGING AND RELYING UPON THE TESTIMONY OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. THE EXPRESSNESS OF THAT TESTIMONY CONCERNING THE UNITY
OF THE GODHEAD, THE TRINITY THEREIN. THE ABSOLUTE PERFECTION
THE INFINITENESS OF GOD'S KNOWLEDGE,
OF THE DIVINE NATURE.
POWER, GOODNESS, AND PRESENCE.
HIS PROPENSIONS TOWARDS MEN,
AND APTNESS (SUPPOSING THERE WERE NO OBSTRUCTION) TO HUMAN
CONVERSE. MATTERS OF DOUBT HEREIN RESOLVED.

And

having tlius far established and vindicated so prinThat what is
groundwork in this important cause
necessaiily or of itself, is an absolutely perfect Being, disand a proper object of religion, or
tinct from all things else
;'
whereto a temple and all the worship thereof duly belongs

I.

—

cipal a

'

;

I shall

now

only suffer myself to be a

little

further diverted

from my intended course, apprehending,
That their case is also to be considered, who have been less
accustomed to this course of reasoning out to themselves the
unto whom therefore what hath
principles of their religion
;

been hitherto attempted,

may seem,

if

not obscure in

its

parts,

yet so tiresome in the whole, as not to meet with patience
enough to trace the design that hath been driven on, to its
issue

and period

:

it

being very incident to unexercised and

and forget the scoise
have the truth to seek even in the
what hath been hitherto said prove

less attentive readers, to lose their thread

of a discourse

midst of

it.

;

and so

And

if

still
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unsatisfying to any, that justice must be done to

them, as to avow

cause

tlie

must rather proceed, either
from this infirmity in the reader, or from the unskilfulness of
the writer to propound things happily and to advantage,
than either from the inevidence of the things themselves, or
from want of capacity even in an ordinary understanding.
Nor doth any undertaking seem more feasible or less to be
despaired of, than plainly and satisfyingly to evince, to an
itself

and

to

it

unprejudiced understanding that shall attend,

these

foundations of religion and a temple, namefy, that

first

God

is,

and that he is conversable with men or is such as is capable
and apt to receive worship from them, and impart blessedness
;

to them.

We

shall therefore so

far interrupt the current of this

and plain
more principal things that have been said to this
purpose already and to prepare for it, must desire you, that
have not been as yet wont to employ your minds this waj'", to
discourse as to endeavour this, by giving a brief

sum

of the

;

observe the following directions.
First,

That you would not give place

to discouragement,

think too meanly of the understanding whereby

nor

God hath

distinguished you from the inferior creatures.

There is that
man, which doth compass many things of
far greater difl^iculty than it is here to be employed about,
though it can be exercised about nothing of so great consequence.
That apprehensive power that can take in the
orderly frame of such notions as are requisite to the exact
skill of numbering or of measuring things, of navigation, of
trade, of managing the common affairs of human life
that
can lay down to itself such prudent maxims and rules, whereby the inconveniences ma}^ in great part be avoided which
are incident to common conversation, and the advantages
gained, which may serve one's own private and secular
that understanding which can do all this, would
interests
easily comprehend as much as is needful to the
more
far
certain knowledge of God's existence, and that he is such as
we ought to worship and may enjoy, if it apply itself hereto.

mind and

spirit in

;

:

N 3
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Do

[part

il.

make an attempt you know not
your own mind till you have tried it.

not so despair as not to

the strength of

;

Secondly, That you indulge not, or do not suffer yourselves

by a mean and sordid

to be insensibly seized

sloth.

Set your

thoughts awork with vigorous diligence, give not out before
you have well begun. Hesolve, since you have a thinking

power about you, you will use it to this most necessary purSee that jour minds do
pose and hold your thoughts to it.
not presently tire and flag that you be rationally peremptory
and soberly obstinate in this pursuit yield not to be diverted.
Disdain, having minds that can reach up to the great Original
and Author of all things, that they should be confined to this
dirty earth or only to things low and mean.
;

;

;

Thirdly,

Look on things

that are rationally evident to your

understandings, as equally certain with what you see with

Are you not

your eyes.

—which judgment

is

which you look upon

Do

or figure ?

as sure that

two and two make

the act of your mind,
is

—

four,

as that this thing

black or white, or of this or that shape

not so debase your

own understandings

as to

think nothing certain, that comes under their judgment.
It

is

true they are apt enough to be deceived in

many

things,

your sense could make you
certain of nothing, what would become of justice and government among men ? Who could take an oath before a magisWhat would become of the common actions and
trate ?
How could you eat or drink, or buy or sell,
affairs of life ?
if you could not certainly distinguish one thing from another ?

and

so is

Some

your sense too

;

but

if

things are so plain as that you can be in no doubt about

them, as that

this is

bread, not a stone

;

the world must stand

tl?af

a horse, not a

and all commerce and action cease. And if there were not some things
sure to your minds, that you may certainly say, in some j)lain
cases at least, This is true and that false, this right and that
wrong,' you would be at as great a loss. Otherwise, you might
sheep

;

otherwise

all

still,

'

be apt to think a part of a thing greater than the whole, or

man might be at London and at Rome the
and you might be as ready to kill your own

that the same

same time

;

—
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father as do

him

commit robbery upon your
and judge the one as

reverence, or

rich neighbour as relieve the poor

good an action
Fourthly,
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;

as the other.

As any

you for the
by itself,
before you go further and think thus,
Is this plain and
certain, yea or no ?'
If at the first sight you think it not
so, observe diligently what is brought for the proof of it, and
see whether now it be not manifestly certain
and when you
once find it is, fix it in your mind as a certainty, say, Thus
far I am sure.'
Let not your thoughts run back to this as a
doubtful thing any more, or miravel their own work but
make use of it as a certainty, to your further purpose.
II. Being thus prepared, take this brief account of what
hath before been discoursed more at large. And, first.
As to this first and great principle, That there is a God.'
Be but patient of being led by the hand a few easy steps in
a way that is in some part sufiiciently beaten however, that
is sufficiently plain
and it is to be hoped, you will soon see
purpose

we

particular thing

are here aiming at,

is

offered to

consider

well

it

'

;

;

*

;

'

;

;

that matter put out of all doubt.

Let
there

then be your

this

is

that hath been

first

from

step

If this be not at the
well what

is

we

That somewhat or other

all eternity, necessarily

without dependence upon anything

too large a step,

:

first

and of itself,

else.

view evident

will divide

it

said for the proof of

it,

seem
and consider

to you, or if it

into parts

by these

;

degrees.

Somewhat or other must ever have been. For otherwise,
how could anything come to be at all ? Do you think it was
possible, if ever there was nothing at all in being, of one sort
or other, that anything should have come into being ? No,
surely for which way should it be ? It could not be made
by another, there being no other to make it and it could not
make itself, itself being as yet nothing. But sure you can
i.

;

;

make

a thing be,

as easily, that

what

is

when your own

eyes

easily apprehend, that to

thing

;

and

Therefore,
is,

you may be

as sure, as of

is

to do some-

nothing, can do nothing.

tell you that something now
what you see with your eyes,

—
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Say with yourself,
somewhat now is/ therefore, somewhat hath ever been,'
If you discern not the clearness of this consequence, take the
that someTvliat or other hath ever been.
'

'

opposite to

be

;'

it is

ii.

been

it

'nothing

:

You may next
of

now

therefore 'nothing will ever

is,'

as broad as long.

itself,

that

proceed thus, that something or other hath
is,

without depending tijmn anything

being beholden to any other thing for
jDause a while,

and consider what

is

its

make

said to

else,

Now

being.

or

here

this plain

to you.

Either you must acknowledge something hath ever been of
or you must say that all things that are or ever have been,
were from another, without any exception. But mark now,
if you say that all things that are or ever have been, without excepting any, were from another, you contradict yourself; for besides all things that are or ever have been, without excepting any, there is not another from whom they
itself,

could be.

Therefore

it is

impossible that

exception, should have been from another

plain that something must have been of

all
;

things, without

whence then
itself,

it is

without de-

upon anything else. For it will come
you say all things depend upon
some other since there is nothing beyond all things therefore to say that all things depend, is to say they depend on
nothing, that is, they do not depend.
And to say they have
all depended on one another for their being, or made one
another, is altogether as absurd for it will make the whole
compass or circle of all being to depend upon nothing, or
come at length to this, that some one made itself, or even,
which is more gross, made its own maker unless you will
rest in some one that made all the other, and was itself not
made by any of them. If you do not apprehend this yourself, desire any one that hath a better understanding, to
explain it to you and you will soon see the matter intended
by it to be as evident as your heart can wish.
And so this
will be out of question with you, That somewhat was of itself;
which added to what was proved before, comes to this,
pending
to the

for its being

same

contradiction, if

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ever of itself.

conjoined, plainly appear from
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And

both these, thus

what hath been

said

;

we

for

have seen that nothing could possibly make itself (which
would absurdly imply that, before, it both was and was not),
and therefore, whatsoever was of itself, must ever have been,
or never had beginning of being.
So much then, I suppose,
you take to be most certain, that something hath ever been
of itself.'
Whereupon you may further add,
iii.
That what ivas ever of itself, was necessarUy. I hope you
understand what is meant by being necessarily, that is, being
'

so as that

could not

it

2iossihly hut he.

You may perceive

that

some things are so as that it was possible they might not
have been, as a house, a town, a garment, or whatsoever was
made by such makers as might have chosen whether they would
have made it or no. Yea, or whatsoever is any way made to
be, having before not been
for what once was not, it is
manifest it was then possible for it not to be.
But to be
;

necessarily, is to

been

;

that

is,

be so as that

that

what

excellent a nature as that

Now

what was ever of

it

could never possibly hut have

necessarily,

is

is

somewhat of

so

could never be out of beino-.
o
it was in this sense necessarily

it

itself,

namely, so as that the excellency of its nature was such as could
never permit that it should not be whence the name I
agrees peculiarly and always thereunto. Nothing can other-

AM

;

wise be of

not by making itself, which you have seen is
by an everlasting possession of that excellency of

itself;

impossible, but

being which excludes

upon no

all possibility

one's choice or power,

of not being.

It depends

whether that which

is

of itself

shall be, or not be.

What

iv.

ever be

;

hath thus ever been

which

is

plain

necessaril}^, still

upon the same ground,

is,

and

will

A^Tiat could

never but be, can never but be for its nature is such, as
whereto not to be is impossible. Otherwise, if its nature had
not been such, there being nothing else by which it should be
;

made, it could never have been.
Wherefore thus far you have firm footing in this first
no part of the groimd which it measures shakes under
step
;

—

there

—
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you.

—

[part

ii.

—

You may say you are sure of this, that somewhat
now is that hath been from all eternity, necessarily

and of

itself,

without dependence upon anything
Set this

that can never cease to be.
certainty,

and then add

to

This

is

not necessarily

necessarily

so certain, that

is

else

;

and

therefore for a

it,

Secondly, That wJiatsoever

from and by that xohich is
Author and Cause thereof.

down

and of

and of

itself,

itself,

is

as the first

nothing needs to be said for the

more than hath been said already, so that you do
but understand the meaning of it which you cannot but do,
if you consider that all things that are or ever were, must be
of one of these two sorts, namely, what was of itself, and
what was not of itself, but from another. Therefore, what is
not of the first sort, must be of the second that is, what was
not of itself, must be from another. And then, what other
must it be from ? Surely from what was of itself, as its first
and chief Cause, whatsoever inferior or secondary causes it
may have had besides, that were, before it, caused by that
So that you have now plainly before you and in view,
first.
some or other eternal, necessary Being, not only to be conproof of

it

;

;

sidered as
besides.

it

is

in

itself,

but as the original and root of

Then go forward a

Thirdly, Neither this

visible

little,

all

and further add,

world nor anything of it, is necesupon anything else; and

sarily or of itself, without de2)ending

was therefore created, and made by some more
that was so,

and

is

quite distinct

and

diverse from

excellent

Being

it.

That this may be evident to you, consider,
1. That ichatsoever is changeable or imperfect, and capable of
becoming more perfect, is not necessarily and of itself, ivithout
dependence on anything

else.

For what is of itself necessarily, and without dependence
on any other, must have whatsoever belongs to it all at once.
For from whence should any addition or change happen any
way to it ? Not from any other, for it no more depends on
another for addition than it is liable to diminution by another,
being what it is necessarily or from itself for nothing can
;

—
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impart or add what
before,

;

and was in

it

hath not, and what

it hath, was in it
and therefore unalterably

necessarily,

it
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and without possibility of any change.
Now you know this visible world is continually changing,
and in an imperfect state and we may add, that there is
somewhat invisible, of whose present being we are certain,
that was not of itself, and that did not make this world.
For instance, we are certain of the present being of our own
mind and spirit, which we cannot see with our eyes but,
by self-reflection, we are sure we have somewhat in us that
can think. Nor is there anything that comes under our immediate certain observation, more excellent than man himself,
especially his mind and soul.
And do you not yourself know
and find how changeable, indigent, and imperfect that is?
Therefore you may be sure it is not of itself, or the maker of
;

;

If

this visible world.

work

all

the

men

make such

to

devise then,
as this ?

it

It

from

should

make

not of

itself.

the sun or stars or such an earth

plain then that all this world had a Maker,

is

itself.

Whatsoever Being

2.

way woidd they go to
Yea, or even to make
sand ? Which way can you

a world as this ?

one single pile of grass or grain of

distinct

in the world should join

wit and power together, which

all their

is

of itself,

is

more

This you cannot but assent

for besides that

excellent than
to, at

you must needs acknowledge

the

it

what

is

first sight,

better to live

of one's self than to be beholden to another, you must also
know that whatever being is not of itself, hath no excellency
in

but what was in that being that was of

it

And

itself before.

had in it all the excellency that is in such
proceeded from it unabated because in it neces-

therefore

it

—
—together with the proper excellency of

things as

its own being
have but their own derived
Wherefore this also is most evident, that
excellency only.
this world had a Maker distinct from, and more excellent
than itself, that changes not, and whereto that name most

sarily

whereas the other

sort of beings

properly agrees, I

AM THAT

Being sure of

this,

I

AM.

you may proceed, and conclude,

—
;
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Fourtlily,

That

[part

li.

the things which are manifestly not of them-

and made, do plainly shore that the Maker of
them doth excel in jjoicer, wisdom, and goodness.
The greatness of his works shows his mighty power the
nature, exactness, and order of them, his admirable wisdom
and his own self-sufficiency, and independency on the things
made, show his rich and vast goodness in making them as
you may see more at large in Part I.
Now therefore if you have attended, you cannot but find
selves,

hut created

;

;

;

you are sure and at a plain certainty concerning these four
1. That somewhat was ever, and is necessarily.
things
what
was not so, did arise from that which was.
2. That
world
being not so, did therefore spring from
That
this
3.
;

that eternal, necessary, self-subsisting Being.

And

4,

that

Being hath those particular excellencies, whereof there
are the manifest appearances and footsteps in the works that
especially power, wisdom, and goodness
are made by him

this

—

in himself.

And

thus " the invisible things of him, from the creation

of the world, are clearly seen, being understood by the things

that are made, even his eternal power and

Godhead

;

so that

they" who see them not, ''are without excuse."^
If you be sure that anything is, you may be sure somewhat

was ever of itself.
If you be sure anything, that was not of itself, hath appearances of power, wisdom, and goodness in the frame of it
you may be sure that Being which was of itself is the powerIt is to be
ful, wise, and good Creator and Maker of it.
hoped then you are at a certainty, THAT GOD IS,

—

And now

second principle that hath been
insisted on also in the former Part,—^THAT THIS GOD IS
III.

as to the

CONVERSABLE WITH MEN.
You

cannot surely doubt, but that he that made you and
all that any way belongs to your being, can apply

gave you

himself to you or any of his creatures in a

way

the natures which he hath put into you and them
1

Eom.

i.

20.

suitable to
;

nor that

CHAP.
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ready to converse with you in a way suitable to the
if you be such towards him, and so

nature he hath given you,

apply yourself to him, as you ought. For it is not a greater
so, nor more exceeding or going beyond the

thing to do

reach of his power, wisdom, and goodness, as you cannot but
see,

than to have given being to

But now

if

what

is

j^ou

and

all

things.

further discoursed in that former Part,

concerning the oneness of the Divine Being and the

infinite-

ness thereof, or concerning any other perfections there particularly asserted unto
requisite to

it,

seem not

you as

so plain to

is

guide and facilitate your applications to him

;

what hath been more plainly said, in this, is however sufficient,
as more primarily fundamental and pre-requisite to that
further knowledge of his nature and will towards you, which,
in another way, is to be had and sought after.
A cloud and darkness are now drawn over the world of
mankind and though it be still very easily discernible that
God is,' it is yet more difficult to attain to so distinct
;

'

apprehensions

*

What he

is,'

as are necessary to our conversing

with him.

Against this difficulty he hath afforded a gracious relief;
is, he hath provided there should be a more express discovery of him extant among men, than can be collected by
that

their

making

observations upon this world.

such with man, grown

now

The

so great a stranger to

it

the

Word

'

was

and we
which bear with us the name of
were indeed very unseasonable and

require a written revelation of his nature and will

have

case

God, as to
;

in those Scriptures,

of God.'

It

absurd to urge their authority in the inquiry,

God

or no ?

'

Whether

For what authority have they more
than other writings, but as they are God's word ? Therefore
to expect or give assent to them as such, while yet it remains
an undecided controversy whether there be any such one or

there be a

'

whose sake the assent should be given, were to expose
it.
These holy writings were not
intended, by their affirmation of it, to inform us of God's
no, for

our religion, not to prove
existence

— w^hich

they suppose, and do not prove, as a thing
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[part

ii.

—

we may otherwise be certain of but to teacli us our duty
towards him, and wliat our expectations may be from him
;

and do therefore give us a true representation and discovery
of his nature, (so far as it was needful for us prepaj.'atively
first to know it,) and then next of the present state of things
between him and ns that we might be directed how to
apply ourselves to him suitably to both the one and the
;

other.

It is true that

we can never know

that there

is

a

God

without knowing somewhat of his nature, or what a one he is.
cannot so much as inquire whether he be or no, but we

We

must have some notion, in our minds, of the thing we inquire
about and so much as is necessary to this purpose may be
For if
plainly gathered in the way we have gone hitherto.
we understand the difference between something and nothing,
between being and no being, and find that something is or
and again, if we understand the
that there is some being
difierence between a thing's being of itself and being of or
from another, and find the former must be the original of the
;

;

latter

:

there

is

what

is

we cannot but understand ourselves, when we say
an Original Being. And having some understanding
meant by power, wisdom, and goodness withal find;

ing that not only the

effects of these,

themselves, are in the world

;

we cannot but be sure

these things come not of nothing
is

powerful, wise,

and good.

—that

this,

is

of wisdom, power,

be the author of such a world as

once know both ic/tat God is sufiiciently to dishim from all things else, and are at a certainty

we

at

tinguish
that he

sufilcient to

—because

the Original Being

And now when we have

thus found out an Original Being that

and goodness

but these \erj things

is.

When we

perceive " that he hath given to

all

breath and

we have sought, and even felt and
found him out, and found that "he is not far from any one of
us," since "in him we live, and move, and have our being;"
being, and all things,"

that he

is

everywhere present in

great sustainer, and the

life

this his creation, as the

of the universe

;

and forasmuch,
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his offspring/ as even the light of a

heathen poet could reach to discover,

—even we, who are a
—that therefore

sort of intelligent, designing, active beings,

godhead^ is not like silver or gold,' etc., but of a nature
more nearly resembling that of our own souls and the higher
although eminently
excellencies of the best of his creatures
the

'

'

;

containing in himself also

and powers of

When we
light of our

all

the real perfections, virtues,

the rest.

all

much of God, as we may by the
we understand enough to give a

understand so

own

reason,

foundation to religion, and to

us see he ought to have a

let

temple than is made
by men's hands, other worship than can be performed by the
hands of men as is there clearly argued and inferred by the

temple and worship

;

and another

sort of

;

apostle ujDon those plain grounds,

Now, when we

are arrived thus far,

use of the further help Avhich

it is

seasonable to

we may observe

make

the great, and

and good God to have most condescendingly, most
and most mercifully afforded us for our more distinct
undei'standing of his nature and our own state and how we
are to behave ourselves towards him thereupon.
IV. Taking notice therefore that there is a written revelation of him extant in the world, that bears his name and
gives itself out to be from him
if now we look into it,
observe the import and design of it, compare it with what we
before knew of his nature and our own
consider what is
most obvious to an easy self-reflection in our own state and
case, and how exactly this written revelation agrees and
wise,

aptly,

;

;

;

corresponds to those our former notices

many

;

taking in withal the

considerations that concur besides, to evidence to us

the Divine original and authority thereof:

we cannot but

have much rational inducement and obligation to receive
with all reverence and gratitude this revelation as from God
and to rely upon it, as a sure and sacred light sent down from
heaven to direct us in all our concernments God- ward.
;

For finding our own great need of such an additional light,
and apprehending it sufficiently agreeable to the Divine good-

—

;
;
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ness to afford

it,

design as

we

had some

author,

and expecting

find

it is

:

—

if

we

it

to

[paet

be such in

il,

scope and
must have
with any plau-

further consider

its
it

and perceiving it not easy,
any other than God himself if
we consider that it was impossible it could be invented by
men without some design of self-advantage, either in this
world or in the other, and how absurd any such expectation
must be, either from men here, the contents thereof being so
sible pretence, to affix it to

;

—

repugnant to the common inclinations of

men

as to oblige

owned them to the severest sufierings on that
account,
or from God hereafter, who could not be expected to
reward forgery, falsehood, and the usurpation of his name
if again we further observe the positive attestations, whereby
he hath challenged and owned it as his own, and wherein
the Divine power hath borne witness to the Divine truth contained in it if the matters of fact on which all depends,
appear not less certain than that there were men and nations
in the world that we have not seen, and before we were born
those that

—

;

;

if

we

see

it

not only improbable, but even next to impossible

that the records of those miraculous attestations should have

been forged, and nations imposed upon thereby, and amongst
many of the wisest of men, in those very times when
the things recorded M^ere alleged to have been done and in a
matter wherein their eternal hope was concerned •.^- we shall,
upon the whole, see cause to judge, that as it were most
absurd to suppose such a revelation given by God, and no
sufiicient rational evidence withal given that it is from him,
(without which it cannot serve its end and so would signify
nothing,) so that there is nothing wanting, in Divine estithem,

—

itself, to make up such a suflScient, rational evidence
nor in our own, unless we would suppose it necessary that
every man should have a Bible reached him down by an

mate

immediate hand from heaven, or make some other supjDOsition
as fond and vain as that
or that we count not that sufficient
;

1

If

we take

notice that in

some parts of this volume there are very ancient
most imlikely events that we see exactly

predictions of the strangest and
fulfilled in

the other parts.
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ought to satisfy our reason, if it do not
and curiosity too.
It is not fit here to say more of the Divine original of those
holy writings nor needful, so much being written already,^
with so great clearness, on that subject, by many.
That therefore being out of question, what you cannot
reason out yourselves or apprehend from the reasonings of
others, concerning God's nature, tending to represent him
worthy of a temple with you, and capable of receiving and
rewarding your sincere and spiritual worship, fetch out from
that Divine volume.
For you may be sure, though you
cannot search him out unto perfection ' he perfectly understands himself, and is certainly such as he there tells you he
is.
And he there reveals himself to be such as to whom the
temple and worship we here intend, cannot be doubted (as he
hath ordered things) to be both due and grateful.
Whatever might be otherwise matter of doubt is by his express
discovery of himself taken away.
Y. If it were still a doubt, after all that hath been formerly said for the reasoning out of these things, whether the
Deity be one only, or manifold whether the world had but
one, or had not many makers
and so whether there be no
danger of misapplying our religion or of mistaking the
object of our worship this Word plamly tells us, " There is
but one God, the Father, of whom are all things,"^ that " He
And that however there
is God, and there is none else."^
be " three that bear witness in heaven," and the stamp of
whose name is, in our baptism, distinctly and solemnly put

evidence, wliich

gratify our fancy

;

'

;

;

;

:

upon us,* yet, (as in many other instances that may be in
some respect three, which in some other respect is but one,)
without the unnecessary, punctual declaration how these are
three, and hoiv but one, it expressly tells us " these three are
one."
Dr. Stillingfleet, in his Origines Sacra:

1

Huet. Demomtr. Evangel,
with many more.
-

1

Cor.

viii. 6.

^

etc.

Grotiils'

De

Verit. Chr. Relig.

Mr. Baxter's Reasons of Chrvstian Religion,

Isa. xlv. 21, 22.

•*

Matt, xxviii.

:

1

John

v.

—

:
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And

if it

[part

ii.

—

be yet a doubt with us, in wbicb tbe reasonings
be too short to determine and resolve them,

may

of some

whether

this

one

God be

and every way perfect
whether he can understand all

so absolutely

as to be suificient for us all

;

our concernments, relieve us in all our necessities, hear our
prayers, satisfy our desires, receive our acknowledgments and
thanksgivings, and take notice with what love and sincerity

they are tendered unto him

he can do for us according
whether we have
This Word of his
any ground to believe that he ivill
plainly assures us that he is "God all-sufficient,"^ that he
hath all "fulness" in him. It often represents him to us
to our necessities

or, if

;

and reasonable

desires,

—

under the name of the " Lord God Almighty " tells us
" that he can do everything," and that he doth " whatsoever it
pleaseth him." It tells us his " understanding is infinite," and
particularly assures us that he "searches the hearts of men"
and " tries their reins " that they cannot think a thought or
speak a word, but he imderstands them "afar off" and
"knows them altogether :" that "his eyes are upon all the
ways of men " that he " knows all things," and therefore
;

;

;

knows

And
easy

if

they love him.

we may be
to him to do

the more fully put out of doubt

that

it is

so,

we

are assured that he

how

every-

is

where present, that he " fills heaven and earth," that the
" heaven, and heaven of heavens cannot contain him " that
there is "no going from his spirit" or "flying from his
presence;" that if "one go up to heaven, he is there; lie
down in hell, he is there go to the uttermost part of the
sea, yet there his hand shall lead and his right hand hold
him."
;

;

VI.

And

and gracious

that all doubt

—

known by

may

vanish concerning his will

how

expressly doth he make himself
That he is the " Lord, the Lord God,

inclination,

this name,
and gracious, long-suflering, and abundant in goodAnd by the same blessed and inspired
ness and truth," ^ etc.

merciful,

'

Gen.

x\di. 1.

^

Exod. xxxiv.

6.

^
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the beloved

writings,

—

who lay in the bosom of his only begotten Son, who
also is in the "bosom of the Father" and "hath declared
him," we are not only told that " God is light," whereby the
disciple,

—

knowledge, purity, simplicity, and glory of the Divine Being
are represented, but also, once and again, that " God is love,"
that we might understand him as a Being, not of more
glorious excellency in himself, than of gracious j)ropensions

And lest it should be thought our
meanness should exempt us, and put us beneath his regard
we are told, he taketh care " for sparrows," he heareth the
"ravens when they cry;" and generally, that the "eyes of
all wait upon him, and he gives them their meat in season,"^
which even the brute creatures are emphatically said to seek
of God and that he " opens his hand, and satisfies the desii'e
towards his creatures.

;

of every living thing."

And besides what He hath so expressly testified concerning
His own nature, His favourable inclinations towards men
might sufiiciently be collected from that very nature which
He hath given to man, considered in comparison and reference to His own that He made him in His own image, and that
He, being the Father of spirits, hath placed a spirit in man
so agreeable to His own spiritual nature
and by His own
:

;

inspiration given

him

begotten corresponds by
tution to

paternal

mind
itself

the

mind

mind
as

it

understanding, that the

that

mind

most natural frame and consti-

its

that begot, the

was anciently

vov<;

called,

TrarptKO'?,^

—His

own

— the

eternal

and that if its own original be remembered, it turns
towards Him, seeks His acquaintance by an instinct He
;

hath Himself imj)lanted in
such a temple erected in

it,
it,

and cannot rest until He have
wherein both He and it may

cohabit together.

By

all this. His aptness to that converse with men which
imported in the notion of a temple, doth so far appear,
that at least it is evident such converse cannot fail to ensue,
is

'

Psa. cxlv.

-

Psa. civ.

3

Hieroc.
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supposing that there were nothing in the

[part

way

il.

that might be
more appear, when
we have considered since there is somewhat that obstructs
this converse
what he hath done to remove the obstruction, and how he hath provided that the intercovirse may
be restored, and his temple be resettled with men, upon

a present obstruction thereto.

—

—

everlasting foimdations.

And

it

will

CHAPTEE

lY.

THE METHOD
THAT THERE IS AN OBSTRUCTION TO THIS INTERCOURSE.
OF THE FOLLOWING DISCOURSE. MAN's APOSTASY FROM. GOD, AND THE
NOT ONLY REPRESENTED IN THE
VITIATED STATE OF HIS NATURE.
SACRED WRITINGS, BUT ALSO ACKNOWLEDGED AND LAMENTED BY PAGANS.
VERY MISTAKENLY IN SOME RESPECTS. WHEREIN, PERHAPS, SOME OF
THEM NOT JUSTLY UNDERSTOOD. THIS NOT THE PRIMITIVE STATE OF MAN.
THEREFORE NOT TO BE IMPUTED TO THE AUTHOR OF NATURE. THE
TEMPLE OF GOD HEREBY BECAME UNFIT FOR THE DIVINE PRESENCE.
UNSUITABLE. DISAFFECTED. HEREUPON FORSAKEN. AND MOST JUSTLY.

I.

But

want probability of a

so far it is tliat there should

very inward commerce between
reason to think

it

God and man,

that

we have

rather strange, considering his nature and

our own, it should not have been continual and that his
unbounded and self-communicative fulness was not by him
always afforded, and always imbibed and drawn in by so
One would wonder what
capable and indigent a creature.
;

should have discontinued this intercourse.
apt to give and flow out, as fulness

and take

?

AVTiat can be so

What

should be so apt

want and emptiness

?
Such a commerce then as can be supposed between one that is rich and
full, and them that are poor and necessitous, one would
think should have never failed
so a fabulous dream may
be significant and not uninstructive,^ touching the reason
and way of commerce between God and creature.
We are therefore put upon a new inquiry,^ and need no
longer spend ourselves in anxious thoughts, Can there be
any converse between God and men ? that we may rather

to receive

in, as

:

*

'

^

VOL.

Poms and

III.

Penia.

2

piat. Symjios.

O

—

—
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say,
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'

How

can

it

not be

?

'

or,

'

How

strange

[part
is it

there

is

;

ii.

not

!

That he hath not a temple in every human breast,
replenished with his vital presence
That there are nothing
but ruins and desolation to be found, where one would expect
a fabric worthy of God, and an indwelling Deity
This

more

'

!

!

must, therefore, be the sad subject of our thoughts a while,

what hath rendered the blessed God so much a stranger on
earth, and occasioned him, in so great part, to forsake his

Whence we

shall have the advantage
on his part, for this deplorable distance
to adore the grace that returns him to us, and
inclined him to take that strange course which we find
he did, to repair his forlorn temple, and fill this desolate,
forsaken world with the joyful sound of those glad tidings,
"The tabernacle of God is with men."
II. We shall find he is no further a stranger in this world,
than as we have made and continued him so no further a
home-dweller in it, than as by an admirable contrivance of
wisdom and love, that will be the eternal wonder of the other
world, he hath made way for himself: whereby his propensions towards men, prevailing against so great an obstruction,
do even now appear at once both evident and marvellous, and
ought to be not only the matter of our belief but admiration.
Wherefore our discourse must here proceed by these steps,
terrestrial dwelling ?

seeing

how

just cause there was,

—

;

to show,

That mankind hath universally revolted and been in a
from God.
2. That hereby the temple of God in man hath been
generally made waste and desolate.
3. That he hath laid both the new foundations and the platform of his present temple in Immanuel, " God with us,"
his own incarnate Son
who rebuilds, beautifies, furnishes,
inhabits it, and orders all the concernments of it.
III. The first we do little need to labour in
every
man's own reflection upon the vitiated powers of his own
soul would soon, as to himself, put the matter out of doubt
whence each one's testimony, concerning his own case, would
1.

state of apostasy

;

;
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No man

that takes a view

blinded mind, his slow and dull appre-

hension, his uncertain staggering judgment, roving conjec-

and mistaken reasonings about matters that
inclinations, propension to what is
ill
unlawful to him and destructive, aversion to his truest
interest and best good, irresolution, drowsy sloth, exorbitant
and ravenous appetites and desires, impotent and self- vexing
tures, feeble

concern him most

passions,

— can

;

think

and

tive integrity,

high and most pure

By

human

nature, in him,

so pure as

when

it

first

is

in

its

primi-

issued from

its

original.

such reflection, every

man may

own

perceive his

ill

and many more such respects and by observing
the complaints of the most serious and such as have seemed
most to study themselves, collect it is generally so with
case in these

;

others also.

IV. They that have read the sacred volume cannot be
ignorant that "all flesh have corrupted their vvay;"^ that
the great

God

" looking

down from heaven upon

the children

of men, to see if there were any that did understand, that
did seek God,"^ hath only the unpleasing prospect before his

even of a universal depravation and defection; "that

eyes,

every one of them

is gone back, they are altogether become
none that doeth good, no not one that all
have sinned, and come short of the glory of God;"^ that this
world "lieth in wickedness ;"* and that this was not the first
state of man, but that he is degenerated into it, from a
former and better state; that "God made him upright,"^
but that he is become otherwise by his own " many inventions;" that by trying conclusions to better a state already
truly good, he brought himself into this woful plight, and by
aiming at somewhat above, suuk so far heneath, himself, into
that gulf of impurity and misery that is now "become to him
as his own element and natural state.
V. Yea, and the matter hath that evidence, that even many

filthy, there is

•

Gen.

vi.

;

2

12.
•1

1

John

V.

pjj

y^^ ^

3

^ax.
s

E(;ci, vii

Rum.

iiL

29,

O 2

'

'
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aught we know, never conversed with those

for

sacred records, have no less clearly discovered their sense of

the present evil state of
original

that

of

God

acquitting

of

evil,

man

in the body

all

of the

'

malignity of ignorance,^

the earth, and that corrupts the soul shut up

that, as a

;

some of them carefully

it.^

We find their complaints,
surrounding

than their ignorance of the

— though

garment and web, enwraps the minds

of men, that they cannot look to him, whose pleasure

be known

;

and who

is

it is

to

not to be heard with ears, nor seen

that till it be rent in
with eyes, or expressed by words
they have upon them the bond of corruption,^ the
dark coverture, the living death, the sensible carcass, a
moving sepulchre, which they carry about with them.'
We find complaints, that by bonds and chains* our mind
:

pieces,

'

;

held from our infancy
Of certain mean and debasing passions,

is

even nail the soul to the body

Of much

'

'

that do fasten and

;

greater evils, ^ and more grievous than the most

painful bodily diseases, gouts, stranguries, dysenteries, and

myriads of the like; namel}^,

manner

all

nesses, transgressions, ungodlinesses,

as the maladies or disafi'ections of our soul

Of

certain

'

:

that there

'

principles of viciousness,''' as pleasures,

lament

to

;

old or inveterate spots,^ that are

be washed and purged out

to

of sins, wicked-

which we have

griefs,

by

means

all

are

'

certain

lusts,

fears,

enkindled from the body, but mixed with the soul, and that
absurdly bear rule over
1

2
7}

it.'

Max. Tyr. Diss. 25.
The so controverted Merc. Trismeg.

c.

7.

Secund. M. Ficin. Interpret.

TTJs ayvtacrias KUKia.
'

T^s (pdopas Bfan6v.

4

elpyjiuv Kal crvvSecrecov rhy

/caT€X(i/i€j'o«',

e'/c

0pe(pu>v, vovv.

Jamb. De

Vit.

Pythag.
*

Hep! rh

dva'ei'Tepiat,

HUKa,
^
''

(TcDjua

irAeuptTtSes, inpiitXivfioviai, (ppeviriSes, iroSdypai, Trpayyovplai,

etc.

irepl

5e t^v ^vxh'' "ToWcp fid^ova Kal

Trapavofjilat, atrefi'f^/j.aTa.

—

iyKaTecrKt^pwfj.evat Krj\lSes.

apxal KaKias,

X'*^*''''^''"^?'''

Idem.
P. 256.

Hippar. Pythag.

&di(Tjxa,
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And the naturalness of these is more than intimated,
from parents and our
while they are said to be rather
;^
rather
to be imputed,' as is
or
first elements, than ourselves
*

elsewhere^ said, 'to those that plant, than those

who

are

planted.'

Whence

also vice is said to be

in our natures

'

involuntary,^ being rooted

that whosoever are vicious, become so from

;

such things as do even prevent our choice

:'

and that

'

all

men

do more evil than good, beginning even from their very
childhood.'^

And

to consist

it) we offend from certain 'inwhich the pravity of the soul is made

another expresses

(as

voluntary passions,'
or

:

*

^

in

we here partake

that

a

certain

mundane

he says, is mixed of mind and necessity.'^
And even from hence that virtue is voluntary, vice is, by
another, concluded to be involuntary!^
For,' says that author,
' who
can willingly, in the most lovely and most noble part
of himself, choose that which is the greatest of all evils?'
esteeming vicious inclination the most repugnant thing to
liberty, as it is indeed in the moral sense, and the greatest

nature,' which,

'

*

slavery.

Whereupon, another inquiring,^ 'since God doth nothing
is good, whence evils should come,' resolves that
whatsoever is good is from heaven, but all evil from our selfAnd^ another speaks of an evil adhering
natural vileness.
to our being, and not only acquired, but even connatural to us.
Yea, and this evil is said to be the very death of the soul.
but what

Toiv yever6pcDV Kal (TTOix^it^v,

ixaWov ^ e| a/xfoov. PLat. Tijn. Locr.
Twv (pyTevofJ-ffcov fxaWoi/. Idem, Timceus.

1

e/c

*

aiTtaTfov fiev Tovs (pvTfuSvras ail,

*

KaKol Se aKovCLUiTara. yiyvofxida.

*

ap^dfxevoi

eK

iraiSo)!',

Kal

Ibid.

i^afj-aprdi/oufftv

&K0VTes.

Idem, Hipp. Major,

p. 296.
5

Plotin. Ejinead. 1. lib. 8.

aKouffia traOriixaTa.

® fXfiJ.tyfj.evr)

yap ovv

St]

r)

Se rov K6(Tfiov cpixrii

e/c

T€ vov koI ai/dyK-qs.

Idem,

P- 77._
^

^

7

T(J!

8 e|
3

?€

Trji/

dp€T7j>'

eKovcnoy sl^at eVerat rb

ttji'

KaKiav aKovcnov vnapx^n',

Alcinous, cap. 30.

etc.

alro<pvovs fjioxdvpias.

rh TrapiirSfiivov

rrj

ovata

Max. Tyr.
i}fjiwv

KaKdy.

Di.s.sert. 25.

Hiero. in Carm. Pyfhag.
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The sadness of the common case of man, in this respect,
hath heen therefore emblematically represented by a potion
of error and ignorance, presented to every one at their first
coming into the world, and whereof, it is said, all do drink,
'

more, or

less

;

woman

a

^

away every

accompanied by
and leading

called Imposture,

other harlots. Opinion, Lust, Pleasure,

etc. seizing

one.'

And

hence are bitter complaints and accusations poured
forth even against nature itself,^ as being a mere force and
war,' and 'having nothing pure or sincere in it,' but having
its course amidst many unrighteous passions
yea, and its
rise and first production is lamented as founded in unrigh'

:

teousness the discontentful resentments whereof have made
some not spare to censure our very make and frame ^ 'the
uniting of an immortal thing to a mortal in the composition

—

;

of

man

—

as a

kind of distortion of nature

;

that the thing

produced should be made to delight in having parts so
unnaturally pulled and drawn together.'

VI. So that some of the ethnic philosophers have been so
from denying a corruption and depravation of nature in
man, that they have overstrained the matter, and thought
far

more deeply natural than indeed it is and
and blamed nature in the case of man, as to be too
implied reflections even on the blessed Author of

vicious inclination
so taxed
liable to

Nature himself
^

*

whereto the known principles of the sect of

robs elairopevofjJvovs

ir\f7ov, 01 5e fiTTOv.
^

:

;

els

Thv ^lov irori^ei, "Kavres

Empedocles and Heraelitus

XoiSopovuTes

T77>'

irivovffiv,

aWa

oi

fiev

oSvpS/xeuoi

Kal

Tab. Cebetis.

(pucriv

iis

;

avd'yK7)v

represented as
ku.\

ttoAejUOI'

iroAAa/cis

ovaav, a/xiyis de

/xrjSev /<7)5e

Pint. Df Solert. Anim. p. 964.
have been somewhat misunderstood
by their prejudiced opposers, or some unwary expressions of theirs been
For though they reckon eAeos among
stretched beyond what was meant.
the distempers of the mind, yet so afterwards they do avi\ir)fio(rvvr) too.
\\Tience it is probable they intended to place eAeos among the evils of man's
nature no otherwise than as it should inchide undue perturbation in it, or as
it might urge those who are more apt to be passionate upon such occasions,
than just and %vise, to the doing of unfit or imseasonable things for the
^

rw

*

D. Laert.

dfriTw a-wtpxa/xevov aBavdrov, etc.
1.

7.

But

jierhaps they
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give in so vast a catalogue of

mind

the diseases and distempers of the

of man, taking every-

thing into the account that hath the least of perturbation in
it, without excepting so much as mercy itself or pity towards

them

and yet seem to subject all things
and natural necessity, whereby all these evils in the
mind of man would be rejected upon the holy God as their
that suffer unjustly

;

to fate

original Cause.

Whence

therefore some, that were

their business to vindicate

God from

more

have made it
an imputation ^

sober,

so horrid

;

and one, of much note, animadverts upon the mistakes of such
as seemed so to charge him, sharply blaming them for such
an intimation
but more sharply, quarrelling * with *

—

;

others in his

own dubious

afflicted person's relief,

twilight,

— for the excuse they give

— than which nothing

sioned that famous general Agesilaiis,

when

is

more supposable

his sick friend

with tears to stop the (then necessary) march of his army
sadly back upon him, to say i>s x"'^^^'^" eanv 4\ee7v kui
is it

to be pitiful

making

and

wise.'

Plutar. AiMpJitheg. Lacon.

which occaimportuned him
:

for his sake, looking
<ppove7v,

And

'

How hard

that afterwards

meaning was, that a calm and sedate
was the ^^rtue both the
other the ojjposite vices
which seems more likely than Menagius's way
of salving the ei/apTio(paves, by supposing dveXfriixoawrj here to have been
misprinted for eKernxoavvr], by some very assuming transcribers, that were
aveX^rifjincrvvrj

vicious too, their

will or propension to relieve persons iu distress

;

;

willing rather to express their

own mind than

their author's.

Observ. in

locum.

And

though in what follows they are sharply taxed, as lajdng all the
world (moral as well as other) upon God and nature, this seems
to have proceeded from some lavish speeches of Chrysippus, that justly fell
under the reprehension of Plutarch's severer and more sound judgment. Yet
surely they did suppose another and purer state of nature, out of which
man was lapsed otherwise, how come they, when they assign the common
notion of vicious perturbation or passion, to call it an irrational and (irapa
(piKTiv Kivr}ais) preternatural motion ?
What nature is that which it is supposed to swerve from ? Besides that, they constantly call these diseases of
the soul, therefore they understood them not to be its very nature : for then
what were the diseased subject ? Nor could it agree with that known dogma
of theirs, that virtue is StSaKrSv tj, 'a thing to be taught,' if they shoiUd
1

evils of the

;

suppose

vice, in

that sense, natural.

book he hath against them,

And

indeed, that Plutarch entitles that

nepl (tto'Ckwv ivavTiwv, argues they intended not

the gross things he refutes, for no man intends contradiction to himself.
And since no man can hold both parts of a contradiction, it is candid to

suppose they would have chose rather to

let

go the worser part.
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God doth what they attribute to him in
punishment of wicked men ^ alleging it
were a grievous matter that God should will and revenge the
same thing that wickedness should both be and be punished

of

it,

namely, That

this matter, for the

;

;

according to the mind of God.^

Some

with great reverence of the Divine majesty,

do,

to be from man himself,
which is called by the name of
wickedness *it* is said to be from an innate principle, which
the arbitrary power of a man's own soul hatcheth and fosters,
and the fault is his who admits it but God is faiiltless ^

confess the

rise

of

this

all

namely, even that sort of

evil

evil,

'

;

:

'

;

God

'that

did place the

charioteer

a

a

over

over a

soul

which

chariot,

terrene

body,

as

might govern or

it

neglect, etc.'^

So another says, that whatsoever things come into this
world from God are good, but evils proceed from a certain,
ancient nature,'^ etc.; by which what could he mean but the
hereditary pravity which hath, in a long series, descended
'

from depraved progenitors, so as no longer to be a new thing,
but of a forgotten original, and from of old reigning in the
world

?

They

of this famous sect, the Platonists, seem often to

attribute vicious inclination to the soid's being united with

—

and sinless
have thought it
impossible a human soul should, sometime, have been in an
earthly body without sin.
For their renowned leader discourses at large of a former incorrupt state of man in the
and of a defection
body, a golden age, as others also call it,
the body,
before.

as supposing

it

to have existed pure

Yet even they appear

also not to

—

—

'

'AA.A.a yuev

^hv Oehv KoXd^eiv

<pr)(Tl

ttju

KaKiav Ka\ ttoWo. ttohIu

firl

KoXdaa

tS)V iro7]vpccv.
^

ear] /xev ovu tovto Seivhv rh Kol y'tyeffBat t})v KaKiav Koi KoKa^etrOai Karii

rbv Tov ^ihs \6yov.
•'

dpxh"

/xoxdripia,
'

As he

5

'6ffa

I. lib.

'''h"

Plutar.

aiiTocfff),

T]

De

Eepug7ian. Stoicorum.

^l/vxv^

auTov tov f\ofi4vov atria.

i^ovcria

KviffKei

re Kal riKe<T(popei,

@ihs dvairios.

Max. Tyr. ubi

fi

ovofxa

supra.

there proceeds.

irapa deoii, ayaBa'

8, p. 77.

rd 5e Kand fK

ttjs

dpxalas

(pvTeoas.

Plot. Eiinead.

^:
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though his Egyptian

him about the

misinformed
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continuance

excellently describes, as also man's declining from

that

'

God

then

familiarly conversed with

it

of

tra-

he

it,

telling us,

;

men, taking care

them as a shepherd of his flock
that he was chiefly
^
intent upon the ducture and government of their minds
of

:

:

'

'that,'

as

he afterwards says in another part of that un'while the godlike nature continued in

finished discourse,
sufficient

vigour with them,^ they were obedient to laws and

behaved themselves friendly towards that Divine thing
that was akin to them.^ Then they possessed thoughts that
were true, and altogether great using meekness and prudence in reference to their own conditions, and one another
that they disregarded all things in comparison of virtue
they easily bore a prosperous condition, esteeming all outward things little they were not intoxicated or drunken
with sensual delights but sober, and quick- sighted, and all
things increased upon them through their mutual love and
virtue.
But they, growing at length into a too great esteem
and love of terrene things, and that participation which
;

:

:

;

they had of

God decaying*

—whereas

all

was well while the

— and

Divine nature remained with them
intermingled with much deadly' evil,^

being variously

and a kind of human
custom or course of living' (as elsewhere he so expresses sinful
corruption) 'prevailing among them, and they not able to
bear a prosperous condition, came to shame, and to ruin with
having lost the loveliest of their most precious things.'
it
Agreeably whereto another, discoursing of the nature and
original of evil, places it in our being plunged and sunk into
matter and corporeity;' and commenting upon a noted
passage of his master, namely, that our recovery must be by
'

;

'

'

a speedy flight to God,'

etc., says,

depart from the

but that we become, even while we

earth,'''

are on earth, righteous
1

In Thewtet.

*

irphs

^

In Theaitet.

and holy and
"

rh crvyyevls 6e7o
"^

*

v.

oh rh

e'k

that this flight

'

i]

tj

tov 6eov

yris dTrtAdelu

is

not to

wise.'
tov Oeou

ipvcris
^

/xolpa.

d\Aa, etc.

Plot.

avrots IfJipKei.

troWw

toj &vt)tu>.

Ennead.

o3

1.

lib.

1.

;
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Therefore also have we, with this sort of men, so frequent
discourses of the purgative virtues,^ 'which suppose a lapse
into

great impurities

speak of as necessary,

we

if

yet not

'

by Divine

natures, but that

yil. Nor,

;

help,'

from our

so inseparable

which they

also

sometimes

may be wrought.'
much as imaginable

a cure and redress

'

consider, can it be so

to us that the present state of

now

'

man

is

his primitive state, or

made. For neither is
it conceivable the blessed God should have made a creature
with an aversion to the only important ends whereof it is
naturally capable or particularly, that he created man with
a disaffection to Himself; or, that ever He, at first, designed
a being of so high excellency as the spirit of man, to drudge
that he

is

such as he was at

first

;

so meanly,

and be

so basely servile to terrene inclinations

or that, since there are manifestly powers in

him

of a supe-

and order, the meaner should have been
by original institution framed to command, and the more
as now every
noble and excellent only to obey and serve
rior

and

inferior sort

;

may

one that observes

And how

see the

common

—

case with

man

is.

he is swerved from what he was is easily
conjecturable, by comparing him with the measures which
show what he should be. For it cannot be conceived for
what end laws were ever given him, if, at least, we allow
them not the measures of his primitive capacity, or deny him
Could they be
ever to have been in a possibility to obey.
intended for his government, if conformity to them were
far

against or above

condemnation
obeying them

nature?

his

?

or

?

How

Or were they only

for his

he was never capable of
inconsistent were it with the goodness

for

that,

if

of the blessed God, that the condemnation of his creatures

and with
punishment to whom
they could never be the rule of obedience and duty or with
his wisdom, to frame a system and body of laws that should
never serve for either purpose, and so be upon the whole
design of his giving them laws

shoidd be the

first

his justice, to

make

;

his laws the rule of

;

useful for nothing ?

The common reason
'

Marin. Prod.

of

mankind teacheth

!
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US to estimate the wisdom and equity of lawgivers
suitableness of their constitutions to the genius

by the

and temper of

whom they are made and we commonly reckon
nothing can more slur and expose government than the
imposing of constitutions most probably impracticable, and

the people for

;

which are never likely to obtain. How much more incongruous must it be esteemed, to enjoin such as never possibly
could
Prudent legislators, and studious of the common
good, would be shy to impose upon men under their power,
against their genius and common usages, (neither alterable
easily), nor to any advantage.
Much more absurd were it,
with great solemnity and weighty sanctions, to enact statutes
for brute creatures
And wherein were it more to purpose
to prescribe unto men strict rules of piety and virtue, than
to beasts or trees, if the former had not been capable of
observing them, as the latter were not ?
We insist not on the written precepts in the sacred volume,
(where we have also the history of man's creation and fall),
but let the law be considered which is " written in men's
!

!

hearts"

— the vo^o^

the ra^t?

hriiiiovpyiKo<i,

^vvofjLos,

or the 'lex

which the eternal lawgiving
mind hath created in our souls and how evidently doth that
law convince that we neither are nor do what we should
How gross and numerous deformities do we daily behold by
that shattered and broken glass
How many things which
nata,'^ in the ethnic language,

—

!

we

disapprove, or certainly would, if

with ourselves

!

How

we

discussed the matter

frequent buflFetings are many,

when

constrained to suffer at their own hands even
wherein, not having another law, they " are only a law to

they

reflect,

;

themselves," 2 and have only their
excusers or accusers

own

thoughts, either their

And what

doth that signify but a
lapse and recess from their original state, the broken imperfect memorials whereof are a standing testimony against
!

present course
their notions of right and wrong,
comely and uncomely, remonstrating against their vicious

their

;

1

ravra

& yofiodfT-qs vovs Siadi(riJt.o0iTe7 rais ypvxciis.

^

Rom.

iL 14.

Hierocl. pp. 19

and 210.

—
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and ways ? For would they ever reprove themwhat was not possible to be otherwise ? Or was
man created a mere piece of self-contradiction ? Or with a
nature made up of repugnancies, and perpetually at war with
itself?
'This I should do, but that which is clean contrary
I have a mind to,' were these ever like to be impressions,
both signed upon him by the same hand? Nothing is
inciinations
selves for

than that he is corrupted from his primiand become a depraved and a degenerate thing.

plainer, therefore,

tive integrity,

We

VIII.
go on then, in the next place, to show, that by
degeneracy the temple of the living God, among men,
became waste and desolate namely, both iminhabitable, or
this

;

unfit for his blessed presence

forsaken of

man

it.

hath the

And
first

and, thereupon, deserted and

because in breaches

hand and

Of the unaptness

First,

;

part,

we

and disagreements

shall therefore treat

of man, in his state of apostasy, to

entertain the Divine presence, or be any longer God's temple.

Secondly, Of the blessed God's absenting himself, and
estrangement from him, hereupon.
1

.

unfit

That the spirit of man, by his having apostatized, became
to answer the purposes of a temple, will too plainly

appear by considering the nature of that apostasy

what was

it

God

but a severing himself from

;

;

which,

a recess and

? not in respect of place, which was impossible,
but the temper of his mind and spirit or not by a local
departing
removal, but by un suitableness and disaffection,

separation

;

—

in heart
It

is

from the living God.
true indeed, that,

posed to

all

by

other converse

he became indiswhich belonged to him as a

this his revolt,

creature intelligent and virtuous, but chiefly to Divine
blessed

God being

;

the

the chief term of this defection and revolt.

For man, by his original rectitude, was principally determined towards God and, by the same due bent and frame of
spirit by which he stood rightly postured towards Him, he
was in a right disposition to everything besides wherewith he
had any concern and adhering to Him as his centre and
;

;

prime

object,

he kept his due order towards

all

other things

:
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whence by forcing and relaxing the bonds that held him
united to God, and by changing his posture towards Him, he
came to stand right no way. Turning to Him the back, and
not the face,

become most

all

He

things are inverted to him.

is

now

and unduly disposed

directly opposite to God,

towards other things only by means of that opposition. As
then he is unfit for every other good use, so most of all for
that of a temple, and that upon both the above-mentioned
accounts as being first unsuitable to the blessed God, and
;

then thereupon disafiected.
i.
Man was become most unsuitable to Him, the Divine
image (which where should it be but in His temple ?) being now
We speak not now of the natural
defaced and torn down.
image of God in man, or the representation the soul of man
hath of its Maker in the spiritual, intelligent, vital, and
immortal nature thereof; which image we know cannot be

Him in the excellencies which
and which were his duty, a debitum inesse,
and could not be lost but by his own great default and those

lost

;

but

resemblance of

its

appear to be

lost,

:

are both such as wherein the soul of

man

did imitate and

resemble God, as knowledge, purity, justice, benignity, etc.,
as wherein, though it could not imitate him, yet was

and such

to bear itself correspondently

towards him

;

absolute Sovereign, to be subject to him, obey,

he being the

as,

and serve him
in him, depend
;

and he being the All-sufiicient Good, to trust
upon him, know, love, and delight in him, imite with him,
and expect blessedness only in and from him.
How unlike and disagreeable to God, in all these respects,

man

is

apostate

is

"that he

is

said of such as

!

that whereas the notion given us of

in reference to that their former state, "
as if that

were the

fittest

is

much

darkness in him

;

;

1

John

i.

5.

darkness

;"

not that he is in darkness, or
but he is " darkness." ^ He

and darkness may define one another
'

Ye were

and truest account that could be

given of this revolted creature
there

God

and with him is no darkness at all,"^ it
had been involved in the common apostasy

is light,

:

-

That

is

he,

Epli. v. S.

and he

is
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dismal torrid cloud, hatli in wrapt his

and

yields not easily to

excludes light wheresoever

soul,

ii,

that

the most piercing beams,

would insinuate

itself.
This
hath made
Divine presence, and more like a dungeon than a temple.
And as he is now sunk into carnality, and a low abject
How
earthly spirit, how unfit is he for Divine converse

the soul of

it

man

a most unmeet receptacle for the

!

unapt to " savour the things of God " How unlike the
" Father of Spirits "
And whereas he was of a middle
of the angelical, somewhat of the
somewhat
nature, partaking
swallowed
up of the latter, and
he
is
animal life, how
"
perish
that
beasts
" as " the horse and
the
like
become
the
and swine both for
as
dog
understanding,"
mule without
the
one
is
both
apt to " bite and
impurity
as
fierceness and
"
vomit,"
and
the other both
own
his
return
to
and
devour,"
"
and
wallow
in the mire."
his
in
way,
stand
as
to rend such
!

!

;

;

We

might add the sundry other Scripture resemblances of
wolves, bears, lions, serpents, adders, vipers, etc., whereby
and to have made a
many brutes seem met in one man
collection, and contributed their worst qualities and all the
venom of their natures to the making up of one mischievous
So that instead of a temple, he is a
composition in him.
" cage of every unclean and hurtful thing ;" he is in short of
a " reprobate mind," full of " all mirighteousness, fornication,
;

wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness, envy, murder, debate,
How repugnant, in all respects, to
deceit, malignity," etc.

the

holy,

pure,

benign,

merciful nature

of

God

How

!

remote from the imitation of his Maker wherein He hath
ofiered himself as his most imitable pattern
And wherein He is not imitable, but requires a proporas by
tionable and correspondent deportment or conformity
!

;

trust,

to his all-sufiiciency

power and government

:

;

by

how

subjection, to his sovereign

dismal

is

the case, and

how

How
horrid the efiects of the apostasy in these regards
preposterous and perverse are his dispositions and the course
!

For wherein it was permitted to him to imitate
he hath run
and afiect likeness to a Deity where he was put imder no
!

;

;
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and his highest aspirings had been not only innomost worthy of praise as to imitate God in wisdom,

restraints,

cent, but

;

righteousness, sincerity, goodness, purity, etc.

—here nothing

would please but utmost dissimilitude, and to be as unlike God
as he could devise.
But in those things that were within the
inclosure, and appropriate most peculiarly to the Godhead
to be the " first and the last, the Alpha and Omega ;" the only
one on whom all must depend, and to whom all must be subject and obey,
these sacred regalia, the highest rights and
flowers of the Eternal Crown, these are thought fine things,
and beheld with a libidinous devouring eye, caught at by a profane sacrilegious hand.
Nothing would satisfy but to be
Godlike in this most disallowed and impossible sense. Man,
when he hath reduced himself to the lowest pitch of vileness,
misery, and penury, now will be self-sufficient and when he
is become the most abject slave to ignominious lusts and passions, now he will be supreme
that is, having made himself
viler than the meanest creature, and worse than nothing, he
will be a God, even his own, a God to himself.
Having
severed and cut himself ofi" from God, he will supply the
room and live only within himself, be to himself what God
was, and should ever be. He now moves wholly in his own
sphere, disjoined fi'om that of the whole world, and is his
own centre. All he does is from himself and for himself.
Thus is the true image of God torn down from his own
temple, and that alienated and become the temple of a false

—

;

:

;

god, dedicate to that abominable idol, Self.
ii. it comes to pass,
that man is most disGod, and full of enmity. So Scripture testifies
concerning the "carnal mind;"^ and whom before it had

Whence

IX.

afiected to

represented^ full of
as directing

object

;

it

all

malignity,

—most horrid

it

afterwards speaks of

—against

to think

" Haters of God, despiteful," etc.

this blessed

Nor

is

anything

more natural for, in part, the contrariety of their nature to
his more immediately begets this enmity, which always rises
out of dissimilitude and partly it is fomented and increased
;

;

1

Rom.

viii. 8.

^

Chap.

ii.

;
:
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secret consciousness of that dissimili-

own guilty fears thereupon
them, whensoever they have so much communication with themselves, that they are unlike, and cannot
but be unpleasing to him. And this infers some kind of
tude and the misgivings of their

which must

:

tell

hath been commonly observed) the passage
And though the more positive
workings of this enmity do not perhaps with the most so
ordinarily discover themselves, and they do not see or suspect
that they hate him while they are not urged to self- reflection
and when they are, hardly admit a conviction that they do
yet the matter carries its own evidence with it, and would
soon be put beyond a question, if men were willing to underFor whence else do they
stand the truth of their own case.
"
entertain
the
knowledge
slowly
of
God," when the whole
so
dread

;

whence

(as

short and easy unto hatred.

is

Wlien so manifest prints and
and goodness, do offer themcreature
in
every
whence can it be, but that
view
to
selves
"
retain
him
in
their
knowledge, " ^ and that
like
not
to
they
earth

is

fuU of his glory

?

footsteps of his wisdom, power,

;

their very hearts say to him, "

Depart from us for we desire
not the knowledge of thy ways ?" " "Why is so bright a light
not observed, but that it shines amidst a malignant darkness,
Why are the
that, resisting, " comprehends it not ?"
;

God so unpleasant to men, and unfrequent that
when one would suppose no thought should be so obvious,

thoughts of

;

none so welcome, yet it is become the character of an unrenewed man to "forget God,"^ or "not to have him in all
Why do men decline his acquaintance?
his thoughts?"*
live voluntary strangers to him all their days ? and as "without him in the world ?"^ Why are men so averse to trust
him and turn to him, even upon so mighty assurances ?
What makes them shy to take his word, but rather count
him a liar, though they know it inconsistent with his nature,
and can form no notion of God without including this conception therein, " that he cannot lie ;" when as yet they can
ordinarily trust one another, though there be so much colour
1

Pvom.

i.

2S.

«

Job

xxi. 14.

^

pg. i^. 17.

•*

Ps. x. 4.

»

Ephes.

ii.

12.

"
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are liars ?"
Why do they resist his
which they cannot dispute ? and disobey
his commands, unto which they cannot devise to frame an
to say,

" All

men

authority, against

exception ? What, but the sj)irit of enmity, can make them
regret " so easy a yoke," reject so " light a burden," shun

and fly off" from so peaceful and pleasant paths? yea, and take
ways that so manifestly " take hold of hell, and lead down to
the chambers of death ;" rather choosing to perish than obey?
Is not this the very height of enmity ? What further pi'oof
would we seek of a disaffected and implacable heart ? Yet to
all this

we may

their heart,

none

cast in that fearful addition, their saying in

— " No God

;"^ as

much as to say,

'

0, that there were

enmity not only to the highest pitch of
wickedness,
to wish their common parent extinct, the author
of their being, but even unto madness itself.
For in the
forgetful heat of this transport, it is not thought on that
they wish the most absolute impossibility and that, if it were
possible, they wish, with his, the extinction of their own and
'

!

This

—

is

—

;

of

being

all

and that the sense of their

;

hearts, put into

words, would amount to no less than a direful and most

horrid execration and curse upon
of

God

at once

!

As

if,

God and

the whole creation

by the blasphemy of

their poisonous

whole universe
and drop into nothing.
This is to set their mouth against heaven and earth, themselves and all things at once, as if they thought their feeble
breath should overpower the Omnipotent word, shake and
shiver the adamantine pillars of heaven and earth, and the
Almighty fiat be defeated by their nay ; striking at the root
So fitly is it said, " The fool hath in his heart
of all
muttered thus. Nor are there few such fools but this is
plainly given us as the common character of apostate man,
the whole revolted race, of whom it is said in very general
terms " They all are gone back, there is none that doeth
good." This is their sense, one and all, that is, comparabreath, they

would

of being, and

wither all nature, blast the

make

it

fade, languish,

!

;

:

tively

;

and the true

state of the case
1

Ps. xiv.

1.

being laid before them,
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more their temper and sense to say no God,' than to
Nor
and turn to him.' What mad enmity is this
can we devise into what else to resolve it.
This enmity indeed more plainly shows itself where the
Divine glory especially that of his grace and good- will
more
towards men, a thing not less evident than strange
'

it is

repent

'

!

—

—

!

brightly shines

;

yet there are so manifest appearances of

everywhere, and he hath so
ness

'

little left

himself

'

unto any, that the universal strangeness of

him apparently owes

more

it

without wit-

men

towards

enmity than ignorance
and even where there is much darkness, there is more ill-will.
For their ignorance, by which they " are alienated from the
life of God," is called " blindness of heart ;" that is, volimtary,
affected blindness.^
It can be imputed to nothing else that
they who have God " so near to every one of them, who
live, and move, and have their being in him," do not yet
" seek after him," and labour to feel and find him out that is,
that they can miss of God so nigh at hand, when they have
even palpable demonstrations of his nearness, and kind propensions towards them.
Now this being the case, whatever
this degenerate vile creature might serve for else, he was
plainly most unfit for the use of a temple, or to be the
dwelling-place of God.
2. Nor can it now be a wonder that the Divine presence
should be hereupon withdrawn, that the blessed God absents
himself, and is become a stranger to this his once beloved
itself

to

;

;

We shall here take notice how apparent it

mansion.

That he hath done

so

;

is, first.

secondly. That he was most highly

justifiable herein.

And

first,

that he hath withdrawn himself and left this his

many

temple desolate, we have
us.

The

sad and plain proofs before

stately ruins are visible to every eye, that bear in

their front, yet extant, this doleful inscription

once

tifajclt.

Enough appears

structure of the soul of

did sometime reside in

it
1

:

"^tXt

CSrOti

of the admirable frame and

man, to show the Divine presence
more than enough of vicious de;

Eph.

iv.

18.

;
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are extinct, the altar overturned
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The lamps

and gone.

the light and love are

;

now

vanished, which did the one shine with so heavenly brightness,

to

The golden

the other burn with so pious fervour.

candlestick

displaced

is

make room

and thrown away

as a useless thing,

for the throne of the prince of darkness.

sacred incense, which sent rolling

up in clouds

its

The

rich per-

fumes, is exchanged for a poisonous hellish vapour and here
The comely order
is, " instead of a sweet savour, a stench."
;

of this house

is

turned

all into

holiness into noisome impurities

confusion
;

;

the beauties of

the house of prayer to a

and that of the worst and most horrid kind
a thief, and every theft sacrilege continual
rapine and robbery is committed upon holy things. The noble
powers which were designed and dedicated to Divine contemplation and delight, are alienated to the service of the
most despicable idols, and employed unto vilest intuitions and
embraces to behold and admire "lying vanities," to indulge
and cherish lust and wickedness. What have not the enemies
" done wickedly in the sanctuary ? " How have they broken
down the carved work thereof, and that too "with axes and
hammers;" the noise whereof was not to be heard in building,
much less in the demolishing this sacred frame. Look upon
the fragments of that curious sculpture which once adorned
den of

thieves,

for every lust

is

:

;

the palace of that great king; the relics of

*

common

notions,'

the lively prints of some undefaced truth, the fair ideas of
things, the yet legible precepts that relate to practice.

Behold with what accuracy the broken pieces show these to
have been engraven by the finger of God, and how they now
lie torn and scattered, one in this dark corner, another in that,
buried in heaps of dirt and rubbish
There is not now a
system, an entire table of coherent truths to be found, or a
!

!

frame of holiness," but some shivered parcels
and if anj-,
with great toil and labour, apply themselves to draw out
here one piece and there another, and set them together,
they serve rather to show how exquisite the Divine work;

manship was in the original composition, than

for

present

;
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use to the excellent purposes for whicli the whole was
Some pieces agree and own one another but
designed.
;

li.

first

how

soon are our inquiries and endeavours nonplused and superHow many attempts have been made, since that
seded
!

fearful fall

and ruin of

truths of so

many

this fabric,

to

compose again the

several kinds into their distinct orders,

and make up frames of science or useful knowledge and
after so many ages, nothing is finished in any one kind!
Sometimes truths are misplaced, and what belongs to one
kind is transferred to another, where it will not fitly match
sometimes falsehood inserted, which shatters or disturbs the
whole frame. And what is, with much fruitless pains, done
by one hand, is dashed in pieces by another and it is the
;

;

;

work

of a following age to sweep

of a former.

And

away the

fine-spun cobwebs

those truths which are of greatest use,

though not most out of sight, are least regarded their
tendency and design are overlooked, or they are so loosened
and torn oJ6P, that they cannot be wrought in, so as to take
;

but hover as faint ineffectual notions, that
Its very fundamental powers are shaken
and disjointed, and their order towards one another confounded and broken so that what is judged considerable, is

hold of the soul
signify nothing.

;

:

what is recommended as eligible and lovely,
Yea, the "truth which is after
is not loved and chosen.
godliness," is not so much disbelieved, as hated, "held in
unrighteousness," and shines as too feeble a light in that
malignant " darkness which comprehends it not." You come,
amidst all this confusion, as into the ruined palace of some
great prince, in which you see here the fragments of a noble
pillar, there the shattered pieces of some curious imagery
and all lying neglected and useless amongst heaps of dirt.
He that invites you to take a view of the soul of man, gives
you but such another prospect, and doth but say to you,
'BEHOLD THE DESOLATION! aU things rude and waste.'
So that should there be any pretence to the Divine presence,
The faded
it might be said, if God be here, why is it thus ?
not considered

;

glory, the darkness, the disorder, the impurity, the decayed
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state in all respects of this temple, too plainly

Inhabitant

is

show the great

Secondly,

gone.

X. And what was so manifest a sign of God's absence,
was also a most righteous cause; for who have committed
these great wastes and made this temple uninhabitable but

men

themselves

And what

?

could be more injurious to the holy Grod than

Or for what could we
?
show more jealousy and concern ? Whoever
were a God, one would expect " he should plead for himself,
to invade

suppose

and profane his temple

him

to

when men have

No words

down

cast

his altar."

can express the greatness of the indignity

;

for

do but take the following state of the case thus Man was
His own creature, raised out of nothing by His mighty and
:

most arbitrary hand it was in His power and choice whether
ever he should have being, any or none
another, or this of
so noble an order and kind.
The designation was most apt, of so excellent a creature,
to this office and use, to be immediately sacred to Himself and
His own converse His temple and habitation, the mansion
and residence of His presence and indwelling glory
There
was nothing whereto he was herein designed, whereof his
nature was not capable. His soul was, after the required
manner, receptive of a Deity its powers were competent to
their appointed work and employment
it could entertain
God by knowledge and contemplation of His glorious excellencies, by reverence and love, by adoration and praise.
This was the highest kind of dignity whereto created nature
could be raised, the most honourable state. How high and
quick an advance This moment, nothing the next, a being
capable and full of God
It was a most delectable and pleasant state, to be separated
to the entertainment of the Divine presence
that as soon as
man could first open his eyes and behold the light and glory of
this new-made world, the great Lord and Author of it should
present Himself, and say " Thou shalt be mine." How grate" Thee, above all my works which
ful a welcome into being
;

;

:

!

;

;

;

!

!

;

:

!
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thou beholdest, I choose out for myself. Thine employment
unless it can be
shall be no laborious, painful drudgery
painful to receive the large communications of immense
;

goodness, light,

life,

and

own

love, that shall, of their

be perpetually flowing in upon thee

accord,

Whatsoever thou
espiest besides, that is even most excellent and pleasant to
thy sense, is yet inferior to thee and insufficient for thy satisand but the faint shadow of
faction and highest delight
that substantial fulness, which I myself will be unto thee.'
There was, in all this, the freest and most condescending
no necessity could urge the self-sufficient
vouchsafement
Good to affect union and familiarity with its own creature.
Man's alienation of himself from God was as entirely
voluntary, nothing could force him to it he could have no
inducement which it was not easy to resist; heaven and
!

;

;

;

earth could not afford the matter of a regardable temptation,

withdraw him from what did so infinitely excel.
But how mean things have become the tempting and prethe momentary relishes of a merely sensual
vailing objects
delight, that might have been had innocent and pure, withto

!

out breaking the enclosure.

forbidden pleasure,

is

Ravenous

appetite, lust after

impatient of restraint

should have restrained

it,

resigns

its

;

office,

reason, that
falls

into

a

treacherous combination with usurping sense, chooses rather
to

obey than

rule, to rebel

than obey

;

for not to rule,

being

by the supreme Ruler, was to rebel. The
empire of rebellious appetite was reckoned more tolerable
than God's thus are his authority affronted and his goodness despised, both at once. He is rejected both as Ruler and
Benefactor, with equal disrespect to his majesty and grace, to
his governing and his heart-delighting presence.
thereto enjoined

;

And how

ignominious, hereupon,

is

vile things are chosen and preferred

!

when so
The tyranny of lust

the rejection,

before his holy, reasonable, orderly government

;

the plea-

sures of sin rather than those of the Divine presence

;

this

being the practical decisive judgment given in the case, that
It is better be the meanest drudge and
these are better.

!

CHA.1',
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and feed upon husks or ashes, than
slave, than His servant
His pure, and most satisfying communications. And what he
chose to be, he is that is, with the indignity done to God,
he hath joined the vilest debasement of himself.
For hence also, how loathsome a creature is he now
How perverted in all his powers How full of
become
How
darkness, confusion, impurity, malignity, and venom
universally and horridly deformed
And hereof an estimate may be made from his unaptness
What doth he
to self- reflection
which how notorious is it
not rather choose to do with his thoughts, than turn them
inward ? And how unfit is he for Divine converse, that
cannot endure his own; or to associate with God, that is
become too foul a creature to have any satisfying converse
with himself
Now what could be expected to ensue upon all this, but
That the blessed
that he should be forsaken of God ?
presence be withdrawn, that had been so despitefully
slighted, to return no more.
No more till at least a recompense should be made Him
for the wrong done, and a capacity be recovered for His
future converse
namely, till both His honour should be
;

;

!

!

!

!

!

;

;

;

and His temple till He might again honourably
return and be fitly received.
But who could have thought in what way these things
should ever be brought to pass ? that is, neither could his

repaired,

;

departure but be expected, nor his return but be above

all

expectation.

To depart was what became him, a thing, as the case was,
most Godlike or worthy of God, and what he owed to himIt was meet so great a MAJESTY, having been so
self.
condescendingly

gracious,

should

not be

also

cheap,

or

appear unapprehensive of being neglected and set at naught.
It became him, as the self-sufilcient Being, to let it be seen
he designed not man his temple, for want of a house that
:

having of old " inhabited his own eternity," and having now
the "heavens for his throne, the earth his footstool;" he

;
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pleased else in

all his

II.

great

and did not need, where he was not desired. That
of the Cynic was thought a brave saying, when his malIt were an
contented servant turned fugitive and left him
unworthy thing Manes should think he can live without
Diogenes, and that Diogenes cannot without Manes.' ^ How
much better would it suit with the real self- fulness of a
Deity, where nothing of this kind can look like an empty
creation

;

'

:

hollow boast.

and glorious holiness not to
be thought he was a " God
that took pleasure in wickedness;" and most suitable to his
equal justice to let them who said to him, " Depart from us,"
feel they spake that word against their own life and soul
and that what was their rash and wilful choice is their
heaviest doom and punishment.
It was only strange, that when he left his temple, he did
not consume it
and that not leaving it, without being
basely expulsed, he hath thought of returning without being
invited back again.
Yea, and that whatsoever was necessary thereto, is designed
by his own so strange contrivance and done at his own so
dear expense his only begotten Son most freely consenting
with him, and in sundry capacities sustaining the weight and
burden of this great undertaking.
It

was becoming of

his pure

dwell amidst impurities, or

let it

;

;

1

Senec.

De

Tranquill.

CHAPTER

Y.

THE RESTITITTION OP THIS TEMPLE UNDERTAKEN BY THE IMMANUEL
AFTERWARD, MORE CLKARLY MANIFIRST, MORE DARKLY PREFIGURED
NECESSARY
FESTED.
THIS CONSTITUTION OF IMMANUEL SUFFICIENT.
FOR THIS PURPOSE. THAT HE WAS HIMSELF TO BE THE PLATFORM, THE
FOUNDATION, AND THE FOUNDER OF IT. THE ORIGINAL TEMPLE AND
WAS, IN ORDER HERETO, ALSO A SACRIFICE, TO PROCURE THAT GOD
MIGHT HONOURABLY AND WITHOUT WRONG TO HIS GOVERNING JUSTICE,
RETURN, AND HAVE HIS ABODE WITH MEN AND THAT THEY MIGHT
FOR WHICH
BECOME PREPARED TO RECEIVE HIS RETURNING PRESENCE.
PURPOSE HE HATH IN HIM THE POWER OF GIVING THE HOiY SPIRIT,
ON THE ACCOUNT OF THIS SACRIFICE THAT WHEN GOD IS, FOR THE
SAKE OF IT, WILLING, WE MIGHT NO LONGER REMAIN UNWILLING. THAT
UNWILLINGNESS TO BE OVERCOME BY THE POWER AND SPIRIT OF IMMANUEL AS HEREAFTER TO BE MORE FULLY SHOWN BUT WORKING,
TO
SUITABLY TO AN INTELLIGENT SUBJECT, IN A RATIONAL WAY.
WHICH A GREAT ACCOMMODATENESS IN THE CONSTITUTION OF IMMANUEL, AS DEMONSTRATING DIVINE LOVE AND HOLINESS, IN ITS

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

POSSIBILITY OF BEING ATTAINED.

LOVELINESS.

And, indeed, what was to be designed and done, did everycall for so great an Undertaker.
The indignity offered to the majesty of the Most High God, in
his so ignominious expulsion from his own temple, was to he-

way

recompensed

And

:

the ruin

must

be repaired

which had befallen

his temple

itself
I. In reference to both these performances it was determined Immanuel, that is, his own Son, his substantial image,
"the brightness of his glory," the Eternal Word, should
become incarnate
and, being so, should undertake several
parts, and in distinct capacities, and be at once a single
;

VOL.

III.

p

—
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temple himself, and

and thereby give
original one

;

tliat this

rise to a

temple should be also a

[part

ii.

sacrifice,

manifold temple conformed to that

of each whereof, in the virtue of that sacrifice,

he was himself to be the glorious pattern, the firm foundation, the magnificent founder and the most curious architect
and former, by his own various and most peculiar influence.
This hath been the result of the Divine counsel and the
" Lord's

namely,

own

doing, most justly marvellous in our eyes,"

—which we are next

to consider,

That the blessed God hath laid the platform and the
foundations of his temple, as it was to be restored and set up
again among men, in and by that great Immanuel, his own
Son made flesh. It is to be considered that, as hath been
II.

shown, the world had a long time lain deluged with wickedhis
ness, sunk in sensuality and a deep oblivion of God
thought
nothing
less
men,
and
among
memorial was even lost
;

of than a temple in the true design and meaning of it.
notices of God and any inclination to religion that

mained,

—

The
re-

too deeply infixed into the mind and nature of

—

be quite extinct, were yet so faint and weak carnal
propensions so strong; that the vital religion,
terrene
and
which was the proper business of a living temple, coidd have
no place. It was not only so in the Pagan world, from

men

to

;

which God had further withdrawn himself; but even with
that select people, to whom he vouchsafed more pecidiar
They
manifestations and symbols of his mind and presence.
had a figurative temple by his own appointment, erected in
much glory among them, that might have instructed them,
and, by degrees, the rest of the world, (if they would have
understood its true meaning and signification,) that God was
yet willing to " dwell with men on earth," and that it should
be a "house of prayer for all nations," who ought, upon
those glorious appearances of God among that people, to have
gradually proselyted themselves unto them. It prefigured

what he intended, namely, in his appointed season, by his
own Son to descend and inhabit, make and, constitute Him a
much more glorious temple than could be built of wood or

—
;
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that in after time " Shiloh

whom the gathering of the
and by whom he would reconcile and

should come, unto

be;"

But

apostate world back again to himself.
unintelligible mystery

on

hands

all

peoj)le should

re-collect the

all this

was an

entered not into the

;

minds of men of either sort, but much less into their hearts
and the Jews did much more affect to paganize and go further
which in this they ought
off from God, than the Pagans
The natural sentiments
to judaize and draw nearer to him.
of religion, which were common to all men, did run out only
into mere external observances and empty though somewhat
different formalities, that might well enough agree with a
sensual life transacted in habitual estrangement from God,
and as "without him in the world;" so as not only not to
answer the true intent and use of a temple, but to frustrate
and elude it.
III. When this was the state of things with this world,
and "the fulness of time was now come" wherein God intended, with more vigour and efficacy, to renew and reinforce
his mighty and merciful work of " setting up his temple,"
and to make it rise in splendour and glory in the world, he
he puts on man, becomes
at length sends down his Son
Immanuel, an incarnate God among men, and a man inhabited by all the fulness of God. This man was, therefore,
a most perfect Temple, the original one that is, not only
a single one himself, but an exemplary temple, to which all
the advantage whereof, to the
other were to be conformed,
forming of more, we shall see hereafter whereby he was also
a virtual one from which life and influence was to be transBut in order to its being
fused, to raise and form all others.
so, this very temple must become a sacrifice, and by dying,
multiply a seminal temple, as we shall hereafter show, and
as he himself represents the matter ;^ and which is in the

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

where, when we were first told,^ we
him, " as unto a living stone," and " as lively

full sense of it said,^

must come

to

stones be ye built
1

John

xii.

24.

up a
1

spiritual house,"

Pet.

ii.

4—10.

'3

—we are further

Verses

4, 5.

•»

told,*

Ver. 24.

p 2
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" That he himself bare our sins in his

own body on the
he was offered as a sacrifice), " that we being
dead to sin, should live unto righteousness."
For now a temple, being in its proper use and design
intended for Divine honour, could not have its foundation in
the ruin thereof, or be built upon his unremedied dishonour
tree," (where

:

the Son of God, by tendering himself for a valuable recom-

must be the corner-stone of this new building.
that man had done to the Divine majesty,
should be expiated by none but man, and could be by none
pense,

The wrong

but God.

Behold then the wonderful conjunction of both in the one

Immanuel
who was, by his very constitution, an actual
temple, " God with us ;" the habitation of the Deity returned
!

—

and resettling itself with men
and fitted to be what it
must be also a most acceptable sacrifice. For here was met
together man that could die, and God that could overcome
death man that might sufier, and God that could give sufii;

—

;

cient value to those sufferings
vuajesty,

and procure that

itself to all that

;

life

sufficient to atone the ofiended

might be

should unite with him

;

difiiised, and spread
whereby they might

become " living

stones," joined to that " living corner-stone,^'
a " spiritual temple," again capable of that Divine presence

which they had forfeited, and whereof they were forsaken.
That all this may be the better understood, we shall endeavour to show, more distinctly,
1. The sufficiency and aptness of the constitution and
appointment of Immanuel considering what he was, and
what was undertaken to be sufiered and performed by him
as the most proper and adequate means for the restoring of
God's temple with men.
2. The necessity of this course for

—

this end.

And

and sufficiency of this
up of Immanuel might do for

for the former, the aptness

course, or

what the

this purpose,

may

setting

be seen in the suitableness hereof to the

foregoing state of the case, and by comparing therewith what

he

is,

and hath done and

suffered in order hereto.

;
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"We have seen that the former desolate state of this temple
was occasioned and inferred by man's apostasy, whereby he
became incapable of serving- any longer the purposes of a
temple,
and God's departure thereupon. There was therefore the concurrence of somewhat on man's part, and somewhat on God's, unto this desolation on man's, what was
unjust, leading, and causal on God's, what was most just,
consequent, and caused thereby; man's unrighteovis and illdeserving aversion from God, and God's most righteous and
deserved aversion hereupon from him the one caused by the
other, but both causing in different kinds the vacancy and
deserted state of this temple which ensued the former, as a

—

—

;

;

;

;

sinning cause

;

the latter, as a punishing.

Now what we have considerable in the Immanuel,
towards the restoration of this temple, and that it might
become again habitable and replenished by the Divine
presence as before,

and

answerable to this state of the case

is

compose things between the distanced

directly tending to

parties,

both on the one part and the other.

And, because God was
reconciliations

enough

in

as

man

to have the first and leading part in
hath in disagreements, we have

—

him whereupon God might express himself

willing

and return to his former dwelling and man be
willing to render it back to him, and admit the operation of
the fashioning hand whereby it is to be prepared and refitted
to rebuild

;

for its proper use.

IV. The former

is

eflFected,

and a foundation

is

laid for

the efiecting of the other too, in his becoming a sacrifice to
justice

;

—a

sacrifice so rich

and fragrant,

so full of value

grateful savour, as that abundant recompense
for the

wrong man had done

is

and

made by

to the majesty of

it

heaven by

profaning and polluting this temple, and expelling so conits great inhabitant
an injury, to which the
consuming in an universal flame, had been an

tumeliously
creation,

;

unproportionable sacrifice. But the sacrifice of himself, the
" Immanuel, God-man," could be defective in nothing was
;

both suitable and equal to the exigency of the

case.

For the

;
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him wlio was man, was suitable to tHe ofience of
of him who was God, was equal to the wrong

sacrifice of

man; and

done to God.

Long
and

before this sacrifice was ofiered, the expectation of

it,

remembrance, have been precious. It was of
suflicient virtue to work and diffuse its influence at the greatest
distance, and not of time only, but of place too
to perfume
the world, and scatter blessings through all the parts and
nations of it, as well as through all the ages.
since, the

;

When
He

no other sacrifice or offerings could avail anything,^
which,
comes into a body prepared on purpose
though it was not formed and assumed till the fulness of time,"
was yet reckoned " as slain," from the beginning of it.^
This was the " seed " in which, though it sprang up only
in Judea, yet " all the nations of the earth were to be blessed." ^
Long was this body in preparing, and the seed transmitted
through many generations, whence it was at length to arise
into which, as its last preparation, the Deity descended, and
that it might be a sufficiently costl}^ sacrifice, filled it with
lo

;

!

the Divine fulness

;

" for in

him dwelt

all

the fulness of the

When we read Abel's sacrifice to have
Godhead bodily,"
"
been more excellent than Cain's,"'' the Greek word is, it was
" fuller." How full a one was this
That was filled, by faith,
immediately
by God himself,
this,
with a derivative fulness
with his own self-fulness, which " fiUeth all in all," and
whence all must receive.
Being so filled, it was a temple, and must now further be
^

!

;

a

sacrifice

both are signified in that one short passage,

;

which himself let fall,''^ " Destroy this temple," that is, that he
was a " temple," and was to be " destroyed," which is carried
in the notion of a sacrifice.

Strange mystery
tion

!

This he said of his body.^

The very temple

!

itself a

consuming obla-

even to destruction, and out of that again
The Divine justice could not hereby but be well

Self- devoted

self- raised

;

Ps. xl.

*

Gen-

6,

!

7

;

Heb.

x. 5.

xxii. 18.
7

Joku

ii.

19.

-

Gal.

iv. 4.

^

Col.

ii.

9.
8

Ver. 21.

^

Rev.

xiii. 8.

«

Heb.

xi. 4.

;
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was enough, when the
and the profanation
temple was expiated by the immolation of the
in point of honour and justice, no exception
satisfied

became

and say

it

all propitiatory,

against the return of the Divine presence to

whole temple
of the former

new

:

could

so that,

now

lie

wasted and

its

forsaken temple.

V. Only his
there,

—

retiu'n could not as yet

was most

for it

unfit,

—but

be presently to dwell

to refit

and prepare

it

for

his future dwelling.
It had been long desolate, and hereby was become decayed
and ruinous, full of noisome impurities yea the habitation of
"dragons," and "devils of Ziim, and Jiim, and Ochim."
Many an abominable idol was set up here that filled up the
room of the one God, that had forsaken and left it. It was
wholly in the possession of false gods, for whose use it was
the more fit by how much it was the less fit for his
for
amidst darkness, confusion, and filthiness, was the chosen seat
of the " principalities and powers " that now did dwell and
Here was the throne of the " prince of darkness,"
rule here.
;

;

many

lusts as the

manner

of wicked-

the resort of his associates, the altars of as

now wholly given up

heart of man,

to all

by whose consent and choice
Upon
this horrid alienation had been made and continued.
such terms " the strong man armed " kept the house.
The blessed God might now return, but he must build
before he dwell, and conquer ere he build.
He might return, but not upon other terms than the
expiatory value and actual or ascertained oblation of that
ness, could mxdtiply

above-mentioned

unto

itself

sacrifice

;

;

for

when he

forsook

this

his

with just resentment and his most righteous
Never anycurse upon it a curse that was of this import,
thing holy or pure any more come here, or anything good
and pleasant " the light of the sun never shine any more at
all on thee; the voice of joy and gladness never be heard any
The powerful horror of this curse held
more at all in thee."

temple, he

left it

'

:

;

'

it

doomed

confirmed

to all the desolation
it

in the

and misery that was upon

power of him

it

that ruled here at his will.

:
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Hence had

magic and cliarms of

tlie

mitted unresisted

and adjoined

related

region

efficacy,

made

;

it

suburbs of hell

;

it

rendered

[part

tlie e^dl
it

ii.

one their per-

an enchanted

place,

to the nether world, the infernal

the next neighbourhood, even of the very

barred

ovit

all

divine light and grace,

heavenly beams and influences from

it

so that,

:

had

it

all

not

been for this Sacrifice, this temple had been and remained,
even in the same kind, an accursed place as hell itself; the
Spirit of God should have had no more to do here than there,
for so the sentence and curse of his violated law had determined. " Thou shalt die the death," did say no less.
YI. But now " Christ hath redeemed us from the curse
of the law, being

made a

curse for us

;

for it is written,

Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree, that the blessing
"
" that we might
of Abraham might come on the Gentiles

—

receive the promise of the Spirit through faith."

He

was "

made

^

a curse for us," not the same in kind which

it were horrid to think,) but such as
admit and, ours could require.
For that a person, so immutably pure and holy, shoidd
become an impure thing, was what his state could not admit
and that one of so high dignity should willingly suffer to that
degree which he did for us, was a thing of so great merit and
value as to answer the uttermost of our ill-deservings than
which the exigency of our case could not, in that respect, call

we had

incurred, (which

his state could

;

for more.

And the end or design of his becoming to that degree a
" curse for us," being expressly said to be this, " that we
might receive the promise of the Spirit," or the promised
Spirit,

off

—
—implies that the curse upon us had intercepted and cut

from us

all

influences of that holy blessed Spirit

fresh emission whereof, in God's

own

;

for the

stated method, he

had

I

now again opened
That

the way.

this blessing is

hereby said to become the portion of

the Gentiles, was enough to the apostle's present purpose,
writing to the Galatians the Jews having, upon the same
;

»

Gal. iiL 14.
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terms, had the same privilege formerly from age to age
" Thou gavest thy good Spirit to instruct them," i which also
:

is

implied in their being charged with vexing and rejecting

And

this blessed Spirit, one generation after another.^

had now the same
it is

gospel,

and are here

said to be the " blessing of

munion whereof the Gentiles

are

they

also included, in that

Abraham " into the comnow declared to have been
;

admitted, about which so great doubt had been in those days.

That therefore the Spirit might be given for the mentioned
purpose, on the account of the Son of God's oblation of himself, is out of question
the necessity that he should be only
;

given on these terms, wiU be seen hereafter, in
place, in

proper

its

Chap. IX.

But whereas

hath been designed in

it

represent the constitution of

Immanuel

personal temple, then a sacrifice

discourse to

all this

— being

— as an apt and

multiply this one temple into many, and bring

made

first
fit

it

means

a
to

about that

and honourable terms God might again return to
inhabit the souls of men it may perhaps be alleged by some,
that it seems an unrighteous thing God should appoint his
own innocent Son to be punished for the sins of ofiending
creatures, and let them escape and then how could an unjust
act make for the honour of his justice, or that which was in
itself unfit, be a fit means to an^'^ good end ?
The loud clamours wherewith some later contenders have
filled the Christian world upon this subject, make it fit to say
somewhat of it and the thing itself needs not that we say
much.
We do know that the innocent Son of God was crucified,
we know it was by God's determinate counsel, we know it was
which the adversaries, in a laxer
for the " sins of men,"
and less significant sense, deny not, though it must by no
means be understood, say they, as a punishment of those sins,

upon

just

;

;

;

—

—we know many

neither side
'

Neliem.

of those sinners do finally escape deserved

The truth of

punishment.
;

all
ix. 20.

these things, in fact,

is

disputed on

these then are acknowledged reconcilable
2

iga. Ixiii. 10

;

Acts

^'ii.

51.

p a

;

!

[part
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and consistent witli the justice of God. What then is to be
inferred ? Not that these things are not so, for that they are
What then ? That God is
is acknowledged on all hands.
of God's justice
reputation
for
the
zeal
their
Will
?
unjust
this suffercount
unjust
to
only
is
but
it
No,
?
admit of this
he should
unjust
it
is
is,
that
;
punishment
a
Son
his
of
ing
suffer for a valuable and necessary purpose not that he should
suffer needlessly, or for no purpose that might not have been
;

served without

it

sufferings of Christ be looked on as
Because they will have it be essential to
punishment, that it be inflicted on the person that offended
and then inconsistent with its notion and essence, that it
be inflicted on an innocent person. But if so, the pretence
for the cry of injustice vanishes, unless they will be so

But why may not the

a punishment?

absurd as to say, it is very just to afflict an innocent person,
but not to punish him when the punishment hath no more
in it of rejal evil to him that suffers it, than the admitted
;

affliction.

And when

they say the very notion of punishment carries
essential
respect to that personal guilt of him that
an
in it
bears it, it implies that in the present case pvmishment hath

no place, not because it is unjust, but because it is impossible.
In the meantime, how vain ^nd ludicrous is that pretence
that all the real evil, which God determined should befall His
Son, He should let come upon him with acknowledged justice
but that the injustice must lie only in a notion ; that is, if he
Yet also the punishing of
look upon it as a punishment
one for another's offence is forhidden to men, as themselves
;

!

allege,^ (as it is not strange

God

should disallow

men

that

dominion over one another, which he may claim to himself, and which he is in no such possibility to abuse as they,)
which therefore shows their notion of punishment is false, by
which they would make it impossible for one man to be punished
for another's faults, as the learned Grotius

inasmuch as
1

it

were absurd

From Dent.

xxiv. IG.

to forbid a

^

acutely argues

thing that
2

is impossible.

j)^ Satvifad.
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God himself doth

that

upon others
Scripture

thy God,

is

am

some
Holy
the Lord

often punish the sins of

many

evident enough from

* as in * the second

;
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places of

commandment/

"

I,

a jealous God, visiting the iniquity

of the

upon the children," ^ etc.
Whereas therefore they are wont, on the contrary, to allege
that of Ezekiel, "Ye shall no more use this proverb, the
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are
set on edge," ^ etc., it is plain, in that it is said, " They shall
say no more," etc., that the blessed God speaks here of what
in mercifid indulgence he for the future would not do, not of
what in strict justice he might not for can it be supposed he
owns himself to have dealt vmjustly with them before ?
fathers

;

It

is

evidently therefore neither impossible nor unjust to

punish one for another's oifence and the matter only seems
harsh, to such as have misshapen to themselves the notion of
punishment, and make it only correspond to the appetite of
;

private revenge

:

whereas

it

only answers to a just will of

vindicating the rights and honour of government

most

fitly

which may

;

be done upon another than the offender, not at

random or in an undistinguishing promiscuous hurry, but
upon the two suppositions mentioned by the above-recited
author.
1. If there be a near conj miction between the person
punished and the person offending. 2. If there be a consent

and voluntary susception of the former on behalf of the other.
And we add as a third. Especially if there be thereupon a
legal substitution, the Supreme Ruler upon that consent also
agreeing providing by a special law made in the case, for
such transferring of the guilt and punishment. All which
have so eminently concurred in the present case that it can
proceed from nothing but a disposition to cavil, further to
insist and contend about it.
And we know that such translations have among men not
;

only been esteemed just, but laudable
of Zaleucus,
'

Exod. XX.

who having ordained
^2

5.
3

Jer.

Sam. xxiv.

xxxL 29

;

Ezek.

as in the

;

known story
among his

that adultery

15, etc.

;

xviii. 2, 3,

1 Kings xiv.
aud 19, 20.

;

Lam.

v. 7.
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Locrians should be punished vnth the loss of both eyes, and
his

own

son afterwards being found guilty of that crime, was

content to lose one of his
to the public constitution,

own

eyes that justice might be done

and mercy be shown

to his son in

and that of the Pythagoreans, Damon
and Pythias, the one of whom pawned his own life to the
tyrant, to procure time for the other (condemned to die)
wherein to settle some aflFairs abroad before his death who
returning within the limited time to save his faith and his
friend's life, by surrendering his own, so moved the tyrant
The common case of man, forsaken of
that he spared both.
the Divine presence, and not to be restored without recompense, was the most deplorable and the most important that
saving one of his

:

;

could be thought.

And it may now be compassionately cared for this having
been obtained by this great sacrifice, that the Divine justice
is so well satisfied and his majesty and honour so fully asserted
and vindicated as that he now may without wrong to himself,
his justice and the dignity of his government not reclaim:

—

ing against

it,

— cast a compassionate and favourable eye upon

the desolations of his temple

;

take up kind thoughts towards

send forth his mightier Spirit to dispossess the " strong
man armed," to vanquish the combined enemy-powers, to
build, and cleanse, and " beautify the habitation of his holi-

it

;

ness,"
it is

;

in

:

—

called " the temple of the

which the Father sends, in
errand

it
upon which accoxmt
Holy Ghost," the Spirit
the name of the Son, upon this

and then inhabit and dwell

now

he having obtained that

By which

Spirit

also,

the

it

should be sent.

Immanuel was

enabled to gain our consent unto

all this

;

sufficiently

for his

dying on

the cross was not that he might have the spirit in himself, but
that he might have the power of communicating

it
and so,
was before intimated, might the foundation be laid for what
of
is to be done on our part, by the offering of this sacrifice
which we are next further to treat.
YII. AVTierefore, secondly, That which was to be done on
our part in order to the restoring of God's temple in us, was
;

as

;
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willing of his return, and that there be

we be made

wrought in us whatsoever might tend

to

make us

fitly

capable

of so great a presence.

More needs not to be said, but much more easily might, to
show that we were most unwilling.
And that our becoming willing was requisite, is sufficiently
evident for what sort of a temple are we to be ? Not of
wood and stone but as our worship must be all reasonable
service,' of the same constitution must the temple be whence
We are to be temples by self-dedication,
it is to proceed.
and are to be the
separating ourselves unto that purpose
voluntary " imder-labourers " in the work that is to be done
;

'

;

;

for the preparing of this

temple for

its

proper use.

—

And

the

be made of it, that there the blessed God
and we might amicably and with delight converse together,
supposes our continual willingness which therefore must

use which

is

to

—

;

be once obtained.
Now unto this purpose also the constitution of Immanuel
was most suitable or the setting up of this one eminent temple
This was a leading case, and had a
first, " God in Christ."
;

it was never meant that the Divine presence
should be confined to that one single person, or only that God
shoidd have a " temple on earth " as long as the man Christ

further design

;

should reside there

;

but he was to be the primary original

temple, and his being so did contribute to the

making us

willing to become his temples also.
1st, As here was the fulness of that Spirit by whose power
and influence that, and all the subsequent work, was to be
wrought in us which fulness is, by that blessed name
" Immanuel," signified to be in him on purpose to be communicated, or as what must be some way common " imto God
with us." Our aversion was not easily vincible, the people it
was said (speaking of the reign of Immanuel) should " be
willing in the day of his power "^ and, as it follows, " in the
beauties of holiness." ^
This was a known name of God's
:

;

1

Ps. ex. 3.

"21

Chroii.

x\±

29.

^

^
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temple, for

[paet

building whereof David was

tlie

now

ii.

preparing,

and whereto the passages agree.
And that spiritual one, whereof we speak, must be here
chiefly

meant, whereof the Christian world, in

frame,

is

;

interior

but the " outer court "

or

is

its

exterior

subordinate to the

frame and to the work thereof, but as

scaffolds to the

building which they inclose.

The people

shall be

being made so

"by

"willing," but not otherwise than

power;" and that not always put
his power ;" on a noted memorable
day, a day intended for the demonstration and magnifying of
that is, the season when Immanuel, the Lord to
his power
whom the speech is addressed, woidd apply and set himself,
even with his might, to the great work of restoring and
raising up the temple of God
a work not to be done " by
might and power," according to the common, vulgar notion
thereof, by which nothing is reckoned might and power but
a visible "arm of flesh," hosts and armies, horses and
"but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."
chariots,
Then, though the spirits of men swell as movmtains in
proud enmity and opposition which must be levelled where
those "mountains" shall appear
this building is designed
bubbles what are they before this great Undertaker ? They
shall "become a plain," when the "Head-stone" is brought
forth with " shoutings," imto which the cry shall be " Grace,
grace." ^ "This is the stone laid in Zion for a foundation,
sure and tried, elect and precious,* disallowed by men, but
forth, but " in the

his

day of

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

chosen of God," the " chief stone of the corner "
;

^

a living

from which is a mighty effluence of life and
spirit, all to attract and animate other stones and draw them
into union with itself; so as to compact and raise up this
spirituous stone,

admirable fabric, a "spiritual house" for "spii"itual
acceptable to
life

God by Jesus

Christ

;"

sacrifice,

a stone that shall spread

through the whole frame, called therefore a "branch,"^
whereto is attributed the work and the

as well as a "stone ;"
1

Ps. xxvii. 4; xcvi. 8, 9.

4

Isa. xxviii. 16.

^

-

Zech.

pg. cxviii. 22;

1

iv. 6.

Pet.

ii.

6,

^

Zech.

iv. 7.

«

Zech.

iii.

8, 9.
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"Behold the man whose
grow up out of his place,
and he shall build the temple of the Lord even he shall build
the temple of the Lord and he shall bear the glory," ^ etc.
glory of building God's temple:

name

is

the Branch, and he shall

:

;

:

a plain indication that the prophecies of that book did not
ultimately terminate in the restoration of the Temple at

Jerusalem; but, more mystically, intended the great comprehensive temple of the living God, which the Messiah should

extend and

by a mighty communication of

diffuse,

When,

through the world.

his Spirit,

as is afterwards said, " they that

come and build in the temple of the Lord ;"^
" and the inhabitants of one city shall go to another, saying.

are afar off shall

Let us go speedily to pray before the Lord, and to seek the
Lord of Hosts; I will go also;" "many people and strong
nations," etc. " Ten men out of all languages shall take hold
of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying. We will go with
you for we have heard that God is with you ;"3 this, it is
said, shall be at Jerusalem, but it must be principally meant
of the "New Jerusalem, that cometh down from heaven,"

—

:

that

is

and

is

"from above," that is "free with her children,"
" the mother of us all."
And how plentiful an

how mighty and

effusion of Spirit,

by

it,

rooted

is

in

signified

to be

general an attraction

By which

!

God and
common to men,

an aversion

known

this

all

to

serious

so

living

deeply

religion,

is overcome, and turned
and inclination towards him and whereby
that great primary temple, Christ replenished with the
Divine fulness, multiplies itself into so many, or enlarges
itself into that one, his church
called also " his body," (as
both his very body and that church are called his temple,)

as is

into willingness

;

;

the "fulness of

him

that filleth all in all."

scruple us or give us any trouble, that

we

JSTor

find this

needs

name

it

of a

temple placed upon a good man singly and alone, sometimes
upon the whole community of such together. Each one bears
a double habitude; direct towards God, by which he is
capable of being His private mansion collateral towards our
;

1

Zech.

vi. 12, 13.

*

yej._

15

3

c^^ap.

yuu

20, 21, 22,

23; Mic.

iv. 2.
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whereby he is a part of His more enlarged
Whensoever then any accession is made to this
temple, begun in Christ himself, it is done by a

fellow- Christians,

dwelling.
spiritual

farther diffusion of that Spirit, whereof that original Temple
is

the

first receptacle.

it was a rational subject that
upon,
it
is
also
wrought
to be expected that the
was to be
work itself be done in a rational way. These that must be
made " living," and that were before intelligent "stones," were
not to be hewed, squared, polished, and moved to and fro by
a violent hand but being to be rendered " willing," must be

YIII. But moreover, because

;

way

dealt with in a

They

are themselves to

suitable to the effect to be wrought.

come

as "

Kvely stones," to the " living

own

Corner-stone," by a vital act of their

know

moved by

not to be

is

force,

will,

which we

but rational allurement.

"Wherefore this being the thing to be brought about,

it is

not

enough to inquire or imderstand by what power, but one
would also covet to know by what motive or inducement is
and
this willingness and vital co-oj)eration brought to pass
we shall find this original temple, the " Immanuel," had not
;

only in

a spring of sufficient power, but also,

it

Carried with

2ndly.

enough of argument and rational

it

inducement, whereby to persuade and overcome our wills into
a cheerful compliance and consent and first, that,
;

IX. As
of Di^^ne

it

suitable to

human

was

itself

the most significant demonstration

love, than which nothing is more apt to move
and work upon the spirit of man. " The bands of love are
the cords of a man," ^ of an attractive power most peculiarly

loved us."

^

This

sphere of beings

is

nature

;

"

we

love him, because he

When

rational magnetism.

we have

so

first

in the whole

numerous instances of things

that propagate themselves and beget their like, can we suppose the Divine love to be only barren, and destitute of this

power ?
there

is

^

And we find, among those " that are born of God,"
nothing more eminently conspicuous, in this producHos.

xi. 4.

-

1

John

iv.

19.

;
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creature " were otherwise a dead

operations.

very heart, life, and soul that which acts
towards God, and is the spring of all holySince then love is found in it, and is so eminent

a part of

composition, what should be the parent of this

creature

;

this is its

and moves

love,

its

but love

Nor
of the

is

;

it

?

this a blind or unintelligent production in respect

maimer of

either

it,

begets,'' or of " that

which

is

on the part of "that which
begotten " not only He who is
:

and knows what he is
about but he that is hereby made to love knows whereto he
is to be formed, and receives through an enlightened mind
Is his love the
the very principle, power, and spirit of love.

own

propagating his

love, designs it

;

cause of ours

And what

?

or do

we

love

sort of cause is

it ?

him because he loved us
or how doth it work its

otherwise than as his love, testified and expressing

us see

how

reasonable and congruous

it

is,

that

first ?

effect,

itself, lets

we should

more than intimated, by the same
" Hereby perceive we the love
Somewhat or other must first render his love

As

love back again ?

is

sacred writer, in that epistle
of God,"^ etc.

:

we may be induced to love him
own and our brother for his sake. And again, " We
have known and believed the love that God hath to us
God is love," etc. after which it shortly follows " We love
him, because he first loved us " as much as to say, the way
of God's bringing us to that love-union with himself, that we

perceivable to us, that thereby
for his

:

:

;

by " love dwell

and he in us," is by his representing
himself a being of love. Till he beget in us that apprehension
of himself, and we be brought to know and believe the love
that he hath towards us, this is not done.
But where have we that representation of God's love
in him,

This is the sum of the
?
" mmistry of reconciliation ;" or, which is all one, of making
men love God to wit, " that God was in Christ, reconciling

towards us save in Immanuel

;

the world unto himself,"

1

1

John

iii.

16.

^

etc.

This was the very
2

2 Cor.

v.

IS, 19.

make

—
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and frame, the constitution and design, of
temple

mony

tlie

ii.

original

to be the " tabernacle of witness," a visible testi-

;

of the love of God,

and of

kind and gracious

his

propensions towards the race of men, however they were

become an apostate and degenerous race to let them see
how inclined and willing he was to become acquainted again
with them, and that the old intimacy and friendship long
since out-worn might be renewed.
And this gracious inclination was testified, partly,
By Christ's taking up his abode on earth, or by the erecting
of this original temple by the " Word's being made flesh," ^
wherein, as the Greek expresses it,^ he did "tabernacle"
;

—

;

among us

that whereas

;

we

did dwell here in " earthly taber-

now destitute and devoid of the Divine presence,
he most kindly comes and pitches his tent amongst our tents
sets lip his tabernacle by ours, replenished and fvJl of God
so that here the Divine glory was familiarly visible, the
"glory of the only begotten Son of the Father," shining
with mild and gentle rays, such as should allure, not affright
us, nor their " terror make us afraid."
A veil is most condescendingly put on, lest majesty should too potently strike
disaccustomed and misgiving minds and what is more terrible of this glory is allayed by being interwoven " with

nacles," only

;

;

;

grace and truth." Upon this account might
proclaimed, " Behold the tabernacle of God

That

is

when

it

now

is

with

truly be

men

"
!

performed which once seemed hardly credible, and,

that temple was raised that was intended but for a

type and shadow of

this,

—was

spoken of with wondering

expostulation: "In very deed will God dwell with men on
earth ? "
Whereas it might have been reasonably thought

—

world should have been for ever forsaken of God, and
no ai^pearance of him ever have been seen here unless with a

this

design of taking vengeance,
a thing was this

and
it,"

—how unexpected and surprising

that in a state of so comfortless darkness
desolation the " day-spring from on high should visit
;

and that God should come down and
'

Johu

i.

14.

~

settle

himself in so

icrKrivcocrev.

;

!
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a dwelling on purpose to seek the acquaintance of his

offending, disaffected creature

But cliiefly and more eminently this gracious inclination
was testified by the manner and design of his leaving
this his earthly abode, and yielding that, his Temple, to
" Destroy this temple, and I will raise it up."
destruction
This being an animated " living temple," could not be
destroyed without sense of pain, unto which it could not
"willingly" become subject but upon design; and that cotdd
be no other than a design of love. When he could have
commanded twelve legions of angels to have been the guar:

dians of this temple,

—to expose

it

to the violence of profane

and barbarous hands, this could proceed from nothing but
love, and " greater love could none show," especially if we
consider what was the designed event.
This temple was to
fall bvit single, that it might be raised manifold
it was
intended, as it came to pass, to be multiplied by being
as himself elegantly illustrates the matter,
" Vedestro5'ed
rily, verily, I say unto yovi, Except a corn of wheat fall into
the ground and die, it abideth alone
but if it die, it
bringeth forth much fruit," ^ which he afterwards expresses
without a metaphor and "I, if I be lifted up from the earth"
signifying, as it follows, the death he should die
"will
di'aw all men unto me,"
We will not here insist on what was said before, that
hereby the way was opened for the emission of the Spirit
which, when it came forth, performed such wonders in this
kind, creating and forming into temples many a disaffected
imwilling heart whence it may be seen that he forsook that
his present dwelling, not that he might dwell here no longer;
but only to change the manner of his dwelling, and that he
might dwell here more to common advantage, the thing he
intended when he came down. He came down, that by
dying, and descending low " into the lower parts of the
earth," he might make way for a glorious ascent; and
ascended "that he might fill all things ;"2 that he might
;

—

;

:

—

:

—

:

—

1

John

xii.

24.

2

Eph.

iv.

9,

10.

;
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"receive gifts for men, for the rebellious

God might

dwell

Tpart
also, that

ii.

the Lord

among them." ^

Not, I say, to insist on this,
which shows the power by which those great effects were
wrought, we may also here consider the way wherein they

were wrought, that

is,

by way of representation and demon-

stration of the Divine love to

shine in the glorious ruin and

men.

How

brightly did this

herein how
did redeeming love triumph how mightily did it conquer and
" slay the enmity " that Avr ought in the minds of men before
of this temple

fall

;

!

!

Here he overcame by dying, and slew by being

slain

;

now

were " his arrows sharp in the heart of enemies," by which
thej^ became subject " what wounded him, did, by a strong
reverberation, wound them back again.
How inwardly were
thousands of them pierced, by " the sight of him whom they
had pierced " How sharp a sting was in those words
!

" Therefore

:

let all

God hath made

know

the house of Israel

assuredly, that

whom ye crucified, both
immediately follows " '^\Tien

that same Jesus,

Lord and

Christ."

they heard

this,

^

For

it

:

they were pricked to the heart." They that
crucified him, are crucified with him
are now in agonies,
;

and willing to yield to anything they are required *' Men
and brethren, what shall we do ? " He may have temples
now, for taking them the most obdurate hearts are overcome and what could be so potent an argument ? what so
accommodate to the nature of man ? so irresistible by it ?
:

;

;

To behold

this live

temple of the living God, the sacred
life and vigour

habitation of a Deity, full of pure and holy

by vital union with the eternal Godhead, voluntarily devoted
and made subject to the most painful and ignominious suffering, purposely to make atonement for the offence done by
what rocks
revolted creatures against their rightful Lord,
would not rend at this spectacle enough to put the creation
(as it did) into a paroxysm and bring upon it travailing

—

;

pangs
And how strange if the hearts of men, only next
and most closely concerned, should alone be unmoved and
without the sense of such pangs
Well might it be said,
!

!

I

Ps. Ixrai. 18.

2

Ps. xlv.

5.

^

Acts

ii.

36.

;
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"I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men," without any such
diminishing sense as to mean by that all a very feio only
not intending so much by it the effect wrought though that
also be not inconsiderable

the cause.

As much

—

—

as the

as to say,

power or natural aptitude of
this were enough to van-

quish and subdue the world, to mollify every heart of man
and to leave the character upon them of most inhuman
;

and unworthy to be called men, that shall not be
drawn. It might be expected, that every one that hath
not abandoned humanity, or hath the spirit of a man in
creatures,

him, should be wrought upon by this means

and they
men, who once
matter, are not effectually wrought

cannot but incur most fearful

guilt,

even

;

all

having notice of this
upon by it.
Upon which account, the Apostle asks the Galatians who
had not otherwise seen this sight, than as the Gospel narrative had represented it to them
"Who had bewitched

—

—

them, that they should not obey the truth, before whose eyes
Jesus Christ had been evidently set forth, crucified among

them ? " intimating, that he could not account them
than bewitched,

whom

less

the representation of Christ crucified

did not captivate into his obedience.

And

since, in his crucifixion,

placator}^

he was a

and reconciling, and that

sacrifice, that is,

reconciliations are always

mutual, of both the contending parties to one another

;

it

must have the proper influence of a sacrifice immediately
upon both, and as well mollify men's hearts towards God as
procure that he should express favourable inclinations towards
them that is, that all enmity should cease and be abolished
that wrongs be forgotten, rights restored, and
for ever
entire friendship, amity, and free converse, be renewed and
be made perpetual. All which signifies that by this means
the spirits of men be so wrought upon, that they render back
to God his " own temple," most " willingly," not merely from
an apprehension of his right, but as overcome by his love,
and valuing his presence more than their own life.
Guilt is very apt to be always jealous no wonder if the
:

;

;

;
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spirits of

men, conscious of

a secret consciousness there

[part

il,

—

wrong done to God and
even where there are not
reflections upon the case
be not
so great

may

be,

—

very distinct and explicit
very easily induced to think God reconcilable. And while he
is not thought so, what can be expected but obstinate aversion

on their part? For what so hardens as despair? Much
indeed might be collected, by deeply considering minds, of a
propension on God's part to peace and friendship, from the
course of his providence and present dispensation towards the
world; his clemency, long-suffering, and most of all his
bounty, towards them. " These lead to repentance" in their

own

natural tendency, yet are they but dull insipid

in themselves, to

men drowned

Goq^el

in sensuality, buried in earth-

and who
liness, in whom the Divine Spirit breathes not
have provoked the blessed Spirit to keep at a distance, by
having stupified and laid asleep the considering power of
;

their owyi spirit.

Nor are these the usual means, apart and by themselves,
which the Spirit of God is wont to work by upon the hearts
of men, as experience and observation of the conmion state of
the Pagan world doth sadly testify and without the concurrence of that blessed Spirit even the most apt and suitable
means avail nothing.
But now where there is so express a testification as we find
;

in the gospel of Christ, of God's willingness to be reconciled

a proclamation distinctly made, that imports no other thing
will towards

God in the highest, peace on earth, and goodmen ;" for confirmation whereof the Son of God

incarnate

represented " slain," and ofiered up a bloody

but

*'

glory to

is

—that

we might see at once both that God is
by the highest demonstration imaginable, and
upon what terms he comes to be so, no place for

sacrifice,

reconcilable

how

or

reasonable doubt any longer remains.

—

We have,

before our

what by the wonderful strangeness of it should engage
the most stupid minds to consider the matter what ought to
assure the most misgiving, doubtful mind, that God is in good
earnest, and intends no mockery or deceit in his ofier of
eyes,

;
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and what ought to melt, mollify, and overcome the
most obdurate heart.
Yea, not only what is, in its own nature, most apt to work
towards the producing these happy effects, is hei'e to be found
but wherewith also the Spirit of grace is ready to concur and
CO- work
it being his pleasure, and most fit and comely in
itself, that he should choose to unite and fall in with the
aptest means, and apply himself to the spirits of men in a way
most suitable to their own natures and most likely to take
and prevail with them whereupon the gospel is called " the
ministration of spirit and life," and " the power of Grod to
But that this gospel, animated by that mightj''
salvation."
and good Spirit, hath not universally spread itself over all the
world, only its own resolved and resisting wickedness is the
faulty cause otherwise there had been gospel, and temples

peace

;

;

:

:

;

by

raised

it,

everywhere.

Secondhj,

X. This original, primary temple hath matter of rational
inducement in it, as it gives us a plain representation
of Divine

brightly shining in Human Nature.
be seen a most pure, serene, dispassionate

Holiness,

For here was

to

mind, unpolluted by any earthly tincture, inhabiting an
earthly tabernacle, like our own a mind adorned with the
most amiable lovely virtues, faith, patience, temperance,
;

—

godliness

;

full of all righteousness,

fulness, sincerity, humility

;

goodness, meekness, merci-

most abstracted from

this world,

unmovably intent upon what had reference to a future state
of things and the affairs of another country inflexible by
the blandishments of sense, not apt to judge by the sight of
the eye, or be charmed by what were most grateful to a
;

voluptuous ear

;

full of pity

towards a wretched, sinful world,

unprovoked by its sharpest
bent upon doing the greatest good and prepared to
the suflering of whatsoever evil.
Here was presented to
compassionate to

injuries

itself,

;

calamities,

;

common view
mind

its

a Life transacted agreeably to such a temper of

of one invariable tenour, equal, uniform, never unlike
or disagreeing with the exactest or most strict rules.

Men might

see

a

God was come down

to

dwell

among
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II.

" the brightness of the Father's glory, and the express
Deity inhabiting human flesh, for
his person."

A

image of

such purposes as he came for, could not be supposed to carry
any more becoming appearance than he did.

Here was therefore an exemplary temple, the fair and
what we were, each of us, to be composed
and formed unto imitating us for sweeter insinuation and
allurement in what was merely natural, and inviting us to
imitate him, in what was, in a communicable sort, supernatural and Divine.
Every one knows how great is the power of example, and
may collect how apt a method this was to move and draw the
lovely pattern of

spirits of

Had

men.

given men,

—

;

—

only precepts and instructions been

how they were

and adorn in themhad indeed been a
great vouchsafement but how much had it fallen short of
what the present state of man did, in point of means, need
and call for
How great a defalcation were it from the
gospel, if we did want the history of the life of Christ
But
not only to have been told of what materials the temple of
God must consist, but to have seen them composed and put
together to have opportunity of viewing the beautiful frame
in every part, and of beholding the lovely, imitable glory of
the whole, and which we are to follow, though we cannot
with equal steps how merciful condescension and how great
an advantage is this unto us
We have here a state of entire
selves

"a temple"

to prepare

for the living

God,

it

;

!

!

;

:

!

devotedness to
his temple

God

—the principal thing

—exemplified before

in the constitution of

our eyes, together with what

was most suitable besides to such a state. Do we not see how,
in a body of flesh, one may be subject to the will of God ? to
count the "doing of it" our "meat and drink?" when it
imposes anything grievous to be suffered, to say " Not my
:

will but thine be done? "

how

in all things to seek " not our

own glory, but his ?" and not to please ourselves, but him ?
how, hereby, to keep his blessed presence with us, and live
in his constant converse and fellowship
never to be left
alone but to have him ever with us, as always aiming to do
;

;
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?
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not

and forgive

know how
;

to

disobliged,

be

and

do good? To live in a tumultuous world, and be at peace
within ? To dwell on earth, and have " our conversation in
heaven ?" We see all this hath been done, and much more
than we can here mention ; and by so lively a representation
of the brightest Divine excellencies, beautifying this original

exemplary temple, we have a twofold most considerable
advantage towards our becoming such namely, that hereby
both the possibility and the loveliness of a temple (the
;

thing we are

now

ourselves to design)

is

here represented to

by the former whereof we might be encouraged,
by the latter allured, unto imitation tliat working upon our
hope, this upon our desire and love, in order hereto.
The possibility I mean it not in the strict sense only,
i.
as signifying no more than that the thing, simply considered,
our view

;

;

:

implies no repugnance in itself nor

is

without the reach of

no one needs to be told that
such a thing is (in this sense) possible, so to be told it, would
There are many things
signify little to his encouragement.
in this sense not impossible, whereof no man can, however,
have the least rational hope
as that another world may
shortly be made, that he may be a prince, or a great man
therein with a thousand the like.
But I mean it of what is possible to Divine power, that is,
to the grace and Spirit of God, now ready to go forth in a way
and method of operation ali'eady stated and pitched upon for
such purposes. For having the representation before our
absolute omnipotence

;

for as

;

;

eyes of this original temple, that

is,

God

inhabiting

human

on earth, we are not merely to consider it as it is in
itself, and to look upon it as a strange thing or as a glorious
spectacle, wherein we are no further concerned than only to
look upon it, and take notice that there is or hath been such
but we are to consider how it came to pass, and
a thing
with what design it was that such a thing should be, and
become obvious to our view. Why have we such a sight
offered us ? or what imports it unto us ?
And when we have

flesh

;

VOL.

III.
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informed ourselves by taking the account the gospel gives us
of this matter, and viewed the inscription of that great name
Immanuel, by wonderful contrivance inwrought into the
very constitution of this temple we will then find this to be
intended for a leading case, and that this temple was meant
;

for a

model and platform of that which we ourselves are

to

become, or after which the temple of God in us must be
composed and formed and so that this matter is possible
:

an ordinate Divine power, even to that mighty Spirit that
resides eminently in this temple, on purpose to be transmitted
thence to us for the framing of us to the likeness of it and
so, that the thing is not merely possible, but designed also
namely. That as he was, so we might be in this world ^
unto which is necessary our believing intuition towards him,
or a fiducial acknowledgment that this Jesus is the Son of
to

;

;

:

God, come down on purpose into human flesh, to bring about
a union between God and us whereupon that union itself
ensues, the matter is brought about, we come to dwell in
God, and he in us.^ And this we collect and conclude from
that we find the same Spirit working and breathing
hence,
;

—

which did in him " Hereby know we that we dwell in
him, and he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit." ^
And though it was an unmeasured fulness of this Spirit,
which dwelt in this primary temple, yet we are taught and
encouraged hence to expect, that a sufficient and proportionable measure be imparted to us, that we may appear not
altogether unlike or unworthy of him that this temple and
ours are of the same make, and " both he that sanctifieth
and they who are sanctified are all of one " that we so far
agree with our original, that he may not be " ashamed to
in us,

:

;

;

call us brethren."

And how

*

aptly doth this tend to excite and raise our hope

of some great thing to be efiected in this kind in us

we have

;

when

the matter thus exemplified already before our eyes,

and do behold the exact and perfect model according whereto

we
>

ourselves are to be framed.
1

Johniv.

17.

^

Ver. 15.

^

ygr,

13.

*

Heb.

ii.

11.
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the drawing of our wills
and co-operation, as the

little to

or the engaging us to a consent

A

under-builders in the work of this temple.
itself

design that in

appears advantageous, needs no more to set

than that

it

be represented hopeful.

No

stands anything of the nature of man,

it

on foot

one, that under-

ignorant of the

is

power of hope.
This one engine moves the world and keeps all men busy
every one soon finds his present state not perfectly good, and
;

a dull scene.
at all

;

otherwise, the world were
to make it better
Endeavour would languish, or rather be none
there were no room left for design or rational

way

hopes some
for

:

enterprising of anything; but a lazy, unconcerned trifling,

without care which end goes forward, and with an utter
indifferency whether to stir or

Men

sit still.

are not, in their other designs, without hope, but

hope is placed upon things of no value and when they
have gained the next thing they hoped for and piu'sued, they
are as far still as they were from what they meant that for.
They have obtained their nearer end, but therein mistook
their way, which they designed by it, to their further end.
When they have attained to be rich, yet they are not happy,
perhaps much further from it than before when they have
preyed upon the pleasure they had in chase, they are still
their

;

;

unsatisfied

;

it

may be, guilty
Many such

and wormwood.

reflections turn it all to gall

disappointments might

make

them consider at length, they have been out all this while,
and mistaken the whole nature and kind of the good that
must make them happy. They may come to think with
themselves,
Somewhat is sm-ely lacking, not only to our
present enjoyment, but to our very design
somewhat it
must be without the compass of all our former thoughts,
wherein our satisfying good must lie. God may come into

—

;

and they may cry out
Oh that is it here it
was I mistook, and had forgot myself. Man once had a
God, and that God had His temple wherein He resided, and
did converse with man hither He must be invited back.'
Q 2
their minds,

:

;

'

!

;

;
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long ago deserted and

upon provocation and with just resentment
the ruin to be repaired by no mortal hand the wrong done
to be expiated by no ordinary sacrifice.
All this imports
disused, forsaken

;

nothing but despair

but

;

let

now

the

Immanuel be brought

temple be offered to view, and the design and
intent of it be unfolded and laid open,
and what a spring of
hope is here
Or what can now be wanting to persuade a
in, this original

—

!

wretched soul of God's willingness to return ?
sensible of its misery by his absence, to make
return

;

may

things

Or

tion ?

and

yea,

to contribute the

if

anything should be

this purpose, a
;

willing of his

utmost endeavour that

all

be prepared and put into due order for his recep-

may more work upon
serves

Or being now
it

that

is,

still

wanting,

desire as well as beget

it is

hope

but what
;

and

to

narrower view of this original temple also
it not only shows the possibility, but gives us

opportunity to contemplate.
ii.

The

For here

loveliness too of such a temple.

is

the

world had or that could
be had, of this most delectable object. The Divine holiness
incarnate did never shine so bright.
And we may easily
apprehend the great advantage of having so lively and perfect a model set before us, of what we are to design and aim
fairest representation that ever this

at

;

rules

and precepts could never have afforded

so full a

description or have furnished us with so perfect an idea.

He

that goes to build a house, must have the project formed in
his

mind

hath been

before, and, as

said,

real house is to be built out of the
It is true

indeed

is to make a
we may say the

*he

material house of an immaterial:' so here,

mental or notional one.
got into our minds the

when we have

true and full idea or model of this temple, our greatest
difficulty is hot yet over

;

how happy were

it,

if

the rest of

our work would as soon be done and our hearts would preif they were ductile, and easy to yield,
and receive the stamp and impression that would correspond
to a well-enlightened mind
if we could presently become
conform and like to the notions we have of what we shoidd

sently obey our light

;

;

!

!
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be.
What excellent creatures should we appear, if on the
sudden our spirits did admit the habitual, fixed frame of
holiness, whereof we sometimes have the idea framed in our

minds
But though

have that model truly formed in our underand
it is, however, necessary
although our main work is not immediately done by it, it
can never be done without it. Truth is the means of holito

standings be not sufficient,

ness

:

;

"Sanctify them through thy truth."

"God

^

hath

chosen us to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit

and

belief of the truth."

"

Therefore

vantage to have the most entire and

it

is

full

our great ad-

notion that

may

temper and frame of spirit we should be of.
When the charge was given Moses of composing the tabernacle (that movable temple) he had the perfect pattern of it
shown him in the mount. And to receive the very notion
be, of that

someway

aright of this spiritual living temple, requires a

prepared mind, purged from vicious prejudice and perverse
thoughts, possessed with dislike of our

and deformities

;

of that frame wherevmto

more

we

former pollutions

more general view
be composed, and then a

antecedent whereto
are to

is

a

distinct representation is consequent thereon

:

as

we

show the people " the
"
house, that they might be ashamed
whereupon it follows
" If the}^ be ashamed of all that they have done," then he must
" show them the form of the house, and the fashion thereof,
and the goings out thereof, and the comings in thereof, and

find the prophet is directed, first to

:

;

all

the ordinances thereof."

How much

would

God's temple in

us,

it

if

^

conduce to the work and service of
upon our having had some general

intimation of his gracious propensions towards us to repair

our ruins and restore our forlorn decayed

lament

after

him and

state,

we begin

to

conceive inward resentments of the

impurities and desolations of our sovds

and

;

shall

now have

the distinct representation set before our eyes, of that glorious

workmanship which he means
1

John

xvii. 17.

'^

2 Thess.

to express in our renovation
ii.

3.

^

Ezek.

xliii.

10,

11.
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ii.

taking and transporting a sight will this be to a soul
is

become

vile

and loathsome in

of being as " without

But now wherein

God
shall

own

its

eyes,

and weary

!"

world

in the

he be understood to give us so

exact an account of his merciful intendments and design in
this matter, as

own

by

letting us see

how

his glory shone in his

and then signifying
have us conformed to the same

incarnate Son, his express image

and purpose,

his pleasure

to

;

image.
This

is

his

most apt and

about to raise his

new

method, when he goes

efficacious

creation

and

erect his inner temple, as

was, in some respect, his way, when he made his first great
" God, who commanded the light
outer temple of the world
it

:

to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
That glory shines with greatest advantage
to our transformation, in the face or aspect of Immanuel.
^^-Tien we set our faces that way and our eye meets his, we
put ourselves into a purposed posture of intuition, and do

light of the

Jesus Christ."^

steadily " look to Jesus :"

when

"

we

all,

with open face be-

holding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into
the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the

Lord."^ His very Spirit enters with those vital beams, enters
at our eye, and is thence transfused through our whole soul.

The seed and generative

new

of the

princij^le

creature

"

Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but inWe must understand it
corruptible, by the word of God."^
0^ practical truth, or that which serves to show what we are to
be and do,^ in our new and regenerate state. Hereby souls
are begotten to God, hereby they live and grow, hereby they
come and join as " living stones " to the " living Cornertruth

is

:

stone" in the composition of this spiritual house, as Ave see

the series of discourse runs in this context. Now we have
this practical truth, not only exhibited in aphorisms and

maxims

in the word, but

of Christ.
1

2 Cor.

And when

iv. 6.

-

2 Cor.

we have

it

exemplified in the

the great renovating
iii.

IS.

^

1

Pet.

i.

23.

work
*

1

Pet.

is
ii.

to

life

be

1—4.

—
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done, "the old man to be put oflP," "the new man to be put
on," the " spirit of our mind to be renewed," our bvisiness is
to "learn Christ,"

and "the truth

as it

accomplished the formation of that

And when we become

God.

is

in Jesus ;"^ so

new man

his second

that

is

workmanship,

is

after

"we

are created in Christ Jesus unto good works ;" caught into
union with " that Spirit " which showed itself in the whole
is gradually to work
and form us to an imitation of him.
Whereunto we are not formed by mere looking on, or by
our own contemplation only of his life and actions, on the one
hand our rigid hardness, and stiff aversion to such a temper
and course as his was, is not so easily altered and overcome
nor, on the other hand, is our looking on useless and in vain,
as if we were to be formed, like mere stones, into dead unmoving statues rather than living temples or as if his Spirit
were to do that work upon us, by a violent hand, while we
know nothing of the matter nor any way comply to the
design.
But the work must be done by the holding up the
representation of this primary temple before our eyes,
animated and replenished with divine life and glory, as our
pattern and the type by which we are to be formed till our
hearts be captivated and won to the love and liking of such

course of his conversation on earth, and

—

:

;

to be so united with God, so devoted to him,
and impressed with all imitable Godlike excellencies, as he was
we are to be so enamoured herewith
as to be impatient of remaining what we were before.
And such a view contributed directly hereto, and in a way

a

state,

that

is,

so stamped

;

suitable to our natures.

Mere

transient discourses of virtue

and goodness seem cold and unsavoury things to a soul
drenched in sensuality, sunk into deep forgetfulness of God
and filled with aversion to holiness but the tract and course
of a life evenly transacted, " in the power of the Holy Ghost,"
and that is throughout uniform and constantly agreeable to
itself, is apt, by often repeated insinuations
as drops wear
and gain
stones insensibly to recommend itself as amiable
;

—

—

;

1

Epli. iv. 20, 21, 23, 24.

—
;
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a liking even with them that were most opposite and disaffected.
Tor the nature of man, in its most degenerate state,
not wholly destitute of the notions of virtue and goodness,
The names of
nor of some faint approbation of them.
sincerity, humility, sobriety, meekness, are of better sound

is

and import, even with the worst of men, than of deceit,
Nor are they wont to accuse
pride, riot, and wrathfiduess.
any for those former things under their own names. Only
when they see the broken and more imperfect appearances
of them, and that they are rather offered at, than truly
and constantly represented in practice this begets a prejudice, and the pretenders to them become suspected of
hypocrisy or a conceited singularity, and are not censured as
;

being grossly
good.

evil,

But when

but rather that they are not thoroughly
so unexceptionable a course is in constant

view, as our Saviour^s was, this procures, even from the ruder
vulgar, an acknowledgment, " He doth all things well," and
carries that lustre

and awful majesty,

veneration and respect

;

yea,

is

as

to

command

apt to allure those that

a

more

narrowly observe, into a real love both of him and his way
especially when it hath such a close and issue as appears no
way unworthy of himself or his former pretensions but all
being taken together, resolves into the plainest demonstration
of most sincere devotedness to God and good will to men,
upon which the great stress is laid
"And I, if I be lifted
up, will draw all men unto me."
And how great a thing is done towards our entire compliance with the Hedeemer's design of making us temples to
the Living God, as he himself was, when he under that very
notion appears amiable in our eyes
How natural and easy
is imitation, unto Love
All the powers of the soul are now,
in the most natural way, excited and set on work and we
shall not easily be induced to satisfy ourselves, or admit of
being at rest, till we attain a state with the loveliness whereof
our hearts are once taken and possessed beforehand.
But nothing of all this is said with design, nor hath any
tendency, to diminish or detract from that "mighty power"
;

:

!

!

;

;
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by wbom men " become willing"

of the return of the Divine presence into

and, in subordination, active towards

it

;

its

ancient residence,

but rather to magnify

wisdom which conducts all the exerand operations of that power, so suitably to the subject
be wrought upon and the ends and purposes to be effected

the excellency of that
tions
to

thereb)^

Uj)on the whole, the setting up of this original temple inscribed with the great
tion of

IMMANUEL,

or the whole constitu-

CHRIST the Mediator, hath, we see, set a very apparent

aptitude,

and rich

things between

sufficiency in its kind, to the

God and men

;

composing of

the replenishing this desolate

world with temples again everywhere, and those with the
Divine presence both as there was enough in it to procure
remission of sin, enough to procure the emission of the Holy
:

an immense fulness both of righteousness and Spirit
for the former purpose, and of Spirit for
the latter and both of these, in distinct ways, capable of
being imparted, because the power of imparting them was
upon such terms obtained as did satisfy the malediction and
curse of the violated law, which must otherwise have everlastingly withheld both from apostate offending creatures.
It is not the righteousness of God, as such, that can make a
guilt}'- creature guiltless,
which must rather oblige him still
to hold him guilty
or the Spirit of God, as such, that can
make him holy. Here is a full fountain, but sealed and shut
up and what are we the better for that ? But it is the
righteousness and Spirit of " Immanuel, God with us ;" of
him " who was made sin for us, that we might be made the
righteousness of God in him ;" and " who was made a curse
for us," that we might " have the blessing of the promised
Spirit ;" otherwise, there were not in him a sufficiency to
answer the exigency of the case but as the matter is, here
is abundant sufficiency in both respects, as we have already
Spirit

:

of righteousness
;

—

;

;

:

seen.

And

therefore.

The only thing
necessity

that remains to be shown herein, is the
and requisiteness of such means as this unto this end.
Q 3
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For when we take notice of so great and so rare a thing as
an Immanuel set up in the world
and find by this solemn
constitution of him, by the condition of his person, his accomplishments, performances, sufierings, acquisitions, the powers
and virtues belonging to him, that everything hath so apt an
aspect and is so accommodate to the restitution of lost man
and of God's temple in and with him we cannot but confess,
So
here is a contrivance worthy of God, sufiicient for its end
that the work needs not fail of being done, if in this way it
prove not to be overdone or if the apparatus be not greater
than was needful for the intended end or that the same purposes might not have been eflfected at an easier rate.
I
design therefore to speak distinctly and severally of the neces;

;

!

;

;

sity of this course, in reference,
2.

To the emission

1.

To the remission

or communication of the Spirit

purposely reserve several things concerning this
discoursed under this head

;

:

of

sin.

and do

latter, to

after the necessity of this

be

same

course for the former purpose, (wherein the latter also hath
its

foundation,) liath been considered.

CHAPTER

VI.

THE NECESSITY OF THIS CONSTITUTION OF IMMANUEL TO THE ERECTING
THE DISCOURSING OF THIS MATTER
god's temple in the world
PROPER ON THIS OCCASION. AS TO GOD'S PART HEREIN FIRST, PROPOSED TO SHOW BOTH THAT A RECOMPENSE WAS NECESSARY TO BE
MADE, AND THAT IT COULD BE MADE NO OTHER WAY TOWARDS THE
THE
EVINCING THE FORMER, SUNDRY THINGS GRADUALLY LAID DOWN.
POINT ITSELF ARGUED, BY COMPARING THE INJURY DONE TO THE
DIVINE WITH WHAT WE MAY SUPPOSE DONE TO A HUMAN GOVERNMENT WHERE REPENTANCE NOT CONSTANTLY THOUGHT A SUFFICIENT
RECOMPENSE OTHERWISE A PENITENT DELINQUENT WAS NEVER TO BE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOD's PARDON, AND MAN's, IN MOST
PUNISHED.
RECOMPENSE FOR WRONG DONE TO GOVERNMENT QUITE
USUAL CASES.
ANOTHER THING FROM WHAT ANSWERS THE APPETITE OP PRIVATE
REVENGE.
EXPRESSIONS THAT SEEM TO IMPORT IT, IN GOD, HOW TO
BE UNDERSTOOD
SHOWN THAT THEY IMPORT NO MORE THAN A CONSTANT WILL SO FAR TO PUNISH OFFENCES AS IS NECESSARY FOR THE
ASSERTING AND PRESERVING THE RIGHTS AND DIGNITY OP HIS GOVERNMENT SO MUCH MOST AGREEABLE AND NECESSARILY BELONGING TO
THE PERFECTION OF THE DIVINE NATURE AND IF THE JUSTICE OF A
HUMAN GOVERNMENT REQUIRES IT, OF THE DIVINE MUCH MORE.
:

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

I. It may here
perhaps be said
Why might not the
matter have been otherwise brought about ? Or might not
:

'

God, of his mere sovereignty, have remitted the wrong done
him without any such atonement and upon the same
account, have sent forth his Spirit to turn men's hearts ? And

to

;

that must work by arguments and rational persuasives,
were there not others to have been used, sufficient to this
purpose, though the Son of God had never become man, or died
upon this account ? That to use means exceeding the value
of the end may seem as unsuitable to the Divine wisdom as
not to have used sufficient. And who can think the concernments of silly worms impossible to be managed, and brought
if
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and happy

issue,

The

we proceed

necessity,

ii,

without so great things as the

incarnation and death of God's
"VYlierefore

[pakt

own Son ?

to show, as

'

was promised, secondly,

as the case stood, that this course should be

No man

tahen for this end.

can here think we mean that the

end itself was otherwise necessary than as the freest love and
good will made it so; but that supposed, we are only to
evince that this course was the necessary means to attain it.
And as to this, if indeed that modesty and reverence were
everywhere to be fovuid, wherewith it would become dimsighted man to judge of the ways of God, any inquiry of this
kind might be forborne and it would be enough to put us out
of doubt that this was the most equal and fittest way, that we
see it is the way ichich God hath taken. But that cross temper
;

—

hath found much place in the world, rather to dispute God's
methods, than comport with them in an obedient, thankful
compliance, and subserviency to their intended ends. And
how deeply is it to be resented, that so momentous a thing in

the religion of Christians, and that above

all

other should be

the subject and incentive of admiring devout thoughts and
affections, should ever have been made intricate and perplexed
That the food of life should have been filled
by disputation
And what was most apt to beget
with thorns and gravel
good blood, and turn all to strength, vigour, and spirit, should
This can never enough
be rendered the matter of a disease
be taken to heart. What comj)laints might the tortured,
!

!

!

famished Church of Christ send up against the ill instruments
Lord we asked bread, and they
of so great a mischief
!

'

!

they have spoiled the provisions of thy
gave us a stone
house our pleasantest fare, most delicious and strengthening
What exviands, they have made tasteless and unsavoury.'
postidations might it use with them
Will you not let us
live ? Can nothing in our religion be so sacred, so important,
as to escape your perverting hands ?
The urgency of the case itself permits not that this matter
;

;

!

'

'

be silently passed over

:

a living temple needs the apt means of

nourishment and growth, and

it

must be nourished and grow
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by what is suitable to its constitution unto wbicb nothing
more inward than the laying this " living Corner-stone."
;

We

is

acknowledge the reasons of divers things in God's
may be very deeply hidden,
not only from our more easy view, but our most diligent
search where they are, his telling us the matter is so or so,
is reason enough to us to believe with reverence.
But when
they offer themselves, we need not be afraid to see them and
when the matter they concern is brought in question, should
be afraid of being so treacherous as not to produce them.
Now that it was requisite this temple should be so founded
as hath been said, is a matter not only not repugnant to the
common reason of man, but which fairly approves itself thereunto
that is, so far as that
though it exceed all human
thought the great Lord of heaven and earth, infinitely injured
by the sin of man, should so wonderfully condescend, yet
when his good pleasure is plainly expressed touching the
end, nothing could be so apparently congruous, so worthy of
himself, so accommodate to his design, as the way which he
hath avowedly taken to bring it about.
That it might be brought about as in all reconciliations,
and as hath been said concerning this a compliance was
necessary, and a mutual yielding of both the distanced parties
that is, that God consent to return to his desolate temple, and
that man consent or be willing he should.
We have shown that the constitution and use of the
original temple, whereof the account hath been given, was
sufficient and aptly conducing unto both.
Now being to
show wherein they were also requisite or necessary to the
one and the other, we must acknowledge them not alike
immediately necessary to each of these and must therefore
divide the things in order whereto this course was taken, and
speak of them severally.
Nor are they to be so divided, as though the procurement
of God's return, for His part, and of man's admitting thereof,
for his part, were throughout to be severally considered
for
God's part is larger than man's, and someway runs into it.
will

determinations and appointments

;

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;
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He is not only to give His own consent, but to gain man's
and besides His own willing return to repossess this His
temple, He is to make man willing also: or ratber, tbat
return or repossession, rightly understood, will be found to
that is, in that very
include the making of man willing
;

return and repossession

power and

He

is

to put forth that

measure of

by which he may be made so. All this
which He doth graciously undertake; and

influence,

God's part,
without which nothing could be effected in this matter.
But then, because man is to be wrought upon in a way
suitable to his reasonable nature, he is to have such things
is

offered to his consideration as in their

persuade
forth,

him

may

;

own

nature tend to

and which that power and spirit, to be put

use as proper

means

to that purpose.

Now

it is

and consent thereupon.
is
show how necessary the
to
Our business here, therefore,
chiefly
and principally as to
Immanuel
was,
constitution of
afterward, to say
part
and
God's
be
what now appears to

man's part to consider such things,

;

somewhat as to our own.
To the former, it was requisite that the original temple
'Immanuel' should be set up, and be used to such immediate
purposes as have been expressed

;

to the latter,

was requisite

the declaration hereof: to the one, that such a constitution
should be to the other, that it be made known to man.
;

II.

First then, in reference to the former, this constitution

was necessary,

that so there might be a sufficient

means for

the

previous expiation of the offence done to the majesty of God ; or
that the injurious violation of his sacred rights might be
sufiiciently

And
1.

recompensed.

here,

more

particularly,

That, in order

to

full recompense should be
2.

That

it

two things are

God's return,

it

to

be cleared.

was necessary such a

made him.

could not be full any other

way than

this

by

Immanuel.^

In discoursing of which things, it is not intended to go in
way of controversy, to heap up a great number of

the usual
1

This second liead comes to be discoursed Chap. VIII., Sect.

I., etc.

—
;
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arguments, and discuss particularly every little cavil that
be raised on the contrary part but plainly to offer such
considerations as may tend to clear the truth, and rather

may

;

prevent than formally answer objections against

Wherefore we

it.

was necessary God's return and
vouchsafement of his gracious restored presence to man, as
his temple, should be upon terms of recompense made him
for the indignity and wrong done
or as certain to be made
say,

1.

it

—

in the former violation thereof.

We

do not here need to be curious in inquiring whether

the consideration of this recompense to be made, had influence
on the gracious purpose of God in this matter, or only on the

execution thereof? Nor indeed hath the doubt any proper
ground in the present case, which, where it hath disquieted
the minds of any, seems to have jDroceeded from our too great
aptness to measure God by ourselves, and prescribe to him
the same methods we ourselves are wont to observe.
That
is,

we

find

it is

our way,

when we have

about upon which we are intent,

a design to brino-

propound the end
which we would have efiected; then to deliberate and consult by what means to effect it
whereupon we
assign to the blessed God the same course.
But to him " all
his works are known, from the beginning of the world " and
he ever beheld, at one view, the whole tract and course of
means whereby anything is to be done which he intends,
with the intended end itself. So that we have no reason to afiix
to him any thought or purpose of favour towards the sinful
sons of men, ancienter or more early than his prospect of the
way wherein that favourable purpose was to be accomplished.
Nor again can any act or purpose of his towards his
first to

to ourselves

:

;

creatures be

otherwise necessary to him,

own

essential rectitude of the counsels of his

than from the

the determinations whereof are such as might not have been, or might
have been otherwise, where the thing determined was, by
those measures, a matter of indifierency

:

will

where

;

it

was

not so,

they are however necessary, yet also in that sense most free
as they are directed and approved by his infinite wisdom, and
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attended with that complacency which naturally accompanies

any

act or purpose that is in itself

congruous, just,

most unexceptionably

and good.

It may furthermore be truly said, that nothing ought to be
reckoned possible to him, upon the agreement only which it
holds to some one attribute of his, considered singly and apart
from all the rest. As for instance, in what is next our

present case,

—

—

to forgive all the sins that ever were committed

against him without insisting upon any compensation, were
vainly alleged to be correspondent to boundless sovereign
mercy, if it will not as well accord with infinite wisdom,

and holiness as it would be unreasonably said to be
enough to him, to throw all the creatures that never
offended him into an endless nothingness, in consideration
only of the absoluteness of his power and dominion but
whatsoever he can do, must be understood to be agreeable to
a Being absolutely and every way perfect.
Moreover we add, that whatsoever is most congruous and

justice,

;

ao-reeable

:

fit

for

him

to do, that is truly necessary to

swerve in the least

we

tittle,

him

will not only say

;

he cannot
from wliat

and challenge, but also
under the notion of most comely
and decent. Hath it been said of a mortal man, " that it was
as easy to alter the course of the sun, as to turn him from the
and rigorous

strict

not from what

is

justice doth exact

requisite,

path of righteousness ? "

We

must suppose

it

of the eternal

equally impossible that he should be diverted from, or

God

ever omit to do, what is most seeml}'-, becoming, and worthy
In such things wherein he is pleased to be our
of himself.
pattern,

what we know

to be our oivn duty,

we must conclude

found neither in an unjust act
and he cannot. And if it
one
undecent
or omission, nor
belong to iis to do what is good, it more necessarily belongs

is his

nature

;

we ought

to be

;

him to do what is best, that is, in all things that are any
way capable of coming imder a moral consideration for as

to

;

in other matters

is

permitted to us to act arbitrarily, so

nothing hinders but he may much more. Wherefore,
not hence to be thought, that therefore it was necessary

there
it is

it

is

;
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this universe

and everything in

perfect as they could be

as if

:

it

made as
make any-

should have been

we

ourselves will

own use, nothing obliges us to be so very curious
it may be as neat and accurate as we can
make it it will suffice it be such as will serve our

thing for our
about

it

as that

devise to

;

And

it would have
worthy of God to have expressed a scrupulous
curiositv that nothing might ever fall out beside one fixed
rule
especially in a state of things designed for no Ifeng

turn.

been

indeed, in the works of nature,

less

—

continuance
larities

;

—that

as that all

should extend to

men

all

imaginable particu-

should be of the comeliest stature,

all

most graceful aspect, with a thousand the like.
But in matters wherein there can be better and worse in a
moral sense, it seems a principle of the plainest evidence that
the blessed God cannot but do that which is simply the best
yea, while a necessity is upon us, not only to mind things
that are true, and just, and pure, but also that are lovely
and of good report,' we have no cause to doubt but whatsoever is comely, and beseeming his most perfect excellencies,
Wherefore, it is not
is an eternal indispensable Law to him.
enough to consider, in the present case, what it were strictly
not unjust for him to do but what is fit, and becoming so
excellent and glorious a majesty as his.
Nor now can it be a doubt, but that he only is the competent ju.dge of what is becoming and worthy of himself; or
what is most congruous and fit in itself to be done " Who
faces of the

'

;

:

hath directed the Spirit of the Lord, or being his counsellor,
Surely the best reason we can
hath taught him?"^ etc.
exercise in this case, is to think that course reasonable which
we find God hath chosen, although we had no insight at all
into the matter.
There are many constitutions which we
have occasion to observe in the course of God's government
over the world, which, by the constancy of them, we have
ground to think founded in indispensable necessity though
;

the reasons, whereupon they are necessary, are most deeply
latent

and hidden from

us.
1

Isa.

xL 13.

;
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Not to speak of the abstruser paths and methods of nature,
wherein while we observe a constancy, yet perhaps we apprehend it might have been some other way, as well perhaps it
and though, as hath
might, but it is more than we laiow
been said, we have reason to suppose that the ways God hath
;

:

taken in matters of this sort

may

be more absolutely arbi-

trary, yet the constant iteration of the same thing or con-

tinuation of the ancient settled course shows the peremp-

and seems to carry with it
an implied rebuke of our ignorant rashness in thinking it
might as well be otherwise, and a stiff ^asserting of his
There are none so well studied
determinations against us.
toriness of the Creator's counsel

;

naturalists as to be able to give a rational account

why

it is

wherein they may yet discern
the inflexibleness of nature, and perceive her methods to be as
It is true this is
unalterable as they are imaccountable.
so

and

so in

many

instances

;

obvious to be seen by any eye, that where things are well, as

they
but

are,

constancy doth better than innovation or change
much becomes human modesty to suppose that

very

it

there may,

in

many

present course, which

cases,

we

be other reasons to justify the

see not.

But we may, with more

advantage, consider the fixedness of that order which God
hath set unto the course of his dispensation towards his
intelligent creatures

;

wherein we shall only instance in some

few particulars.

As

first

;

that there

is

so

little

discernible commerce, in the

present state, hetiveen the siqjcrior rank of these creatures, and the

that whereas we are well assured there are intelli:
gent creatures which inhabit not earthly bodies like ours, but
hold an agreement with us in greater things, they yet so
When we consider, that such of
rarely converse with us.
inferior

them

as

remain innocent, and such of us as

the same

common Lord

of the same law

;

have

;

by Divine

are,

mercy, recovered out of a state of apostasy, are

all subject to

observe the more substantial things
all

the same

common end

;

are acted

and zeal for the
by the same
interest and honour of the great Maker and Lord of all
principle of love, devotedness,

;
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things
we are all to make up one community with them,
and be associates in the same future blessed state yet, they
have little intercourse with us, they shun our sight. If
sometimes they appear, it is by transient, hasty glances they
are strangely shy and reserved towards us, they check our
and appear to be themselves in reference
inquiries, put us,
;

:

;

thereto,
all this

—
—under awful

We know not the reason

restraints.

sometimes we

;

may

of

think with ourselves, Those pure

and holy spirits cannot but be full of kindness, benignity,
and love, and concerned for us poor mortals, whom they see
put to tug and conflict with many difficulties and calamities
abused by the cunning malice of their and our enemy
imposed upon by the illusions of our own senses
how easily
might they make many useful discoveries to us, relieve our
ignorance in many things, acquaint us more expressly with
the state of things in the other world, rectify our dark or mistaken apprehensions, concerning many both religious and philosophical matters
But they refrain, and we know not why.
Again, that in the days of our Saviour's converse on earth,
there should be so strange a connexion, as to them on whom
he wrought miraculous cures, between the Divine poicer and
;

;

!

their faith

;

so that

sometimes we find

"He could do no mighty work,
And we, lastly, instance in
which God hath

of the gospel of Christ

tents

expressly said

:

the fixedness of that course

making known

set for

it

because of their unbelief."

;

to the

world the con-

so that little is ever

done

by extraordinary means. The apostle
the career of his persecution by an amazing

therein immediately or

Paul

is

voice

stopped in

and vision

;

but he

left for instruction, as to his

is

Unto Cornelius an angel is sent,
not to preach the gospel, but to direct him to send for Peter
for that purpose.
The Lord doth not immediately himself

future course, to Ananias.

eunuch in the faith of Christ, but directs Philip
and experience shows that, according to the rule
in that case,^ where they have no preachers, they have

instruct the
to
set

do

it

;

no gospel.
1

Rom.

X.

14,

15.
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and many more that might be

be said it would have been unjust, if God
had ordered the matter otherwise than he hath ? That we
cannot so much as imagine nor are we to think the matter

thought on, can

it

;

determined as it is, in all such cases, by mere will and
which were an imagination
pleasure without a reason,
wisdom but that there are
the
supreme
altogether unworthy

—

;

reasons of mighty

and weight, or certain congruities

force

in the natures of things themselves, obvious to the Divine
understanding, which do either wholly escape ours, or

whereof we have but very shallow, dark, conjectural appreas he that saw men as trees, or as some creatures,
of very acute sight, perceive what to us seems invisible.
And yet those occidt and hidden reasons and congruities
have been the foundation of constitutions and laws that hold
things more steadily than adamantine bands, and are of more

hensions

stability

;

than the foundations of heaven and earth.

it is to be considered that the rights of the
Divine government, the quality and measure of offences committed against it, and when or upon what terms they may be
remitted, or in what case it may be congruous to the dignity
are matters
of that government to recede from such rights

Furthermore,

;

becomes us to be very sparing in
making an estimate about them, especially a more diminishing one than the general strain Scripture seems to hold forth.
Even among men, how sacred things are Majesty and the
And how much above the reach of a
rights of government
Suppose a company of peasants, that
vulgar judgment
understand little more than what is within the compass of
their mattock, plough, and shovel, should take upon them to
judge of the rights of their prince, and make an estimate of
the measure of offences committed against the Majesty and
how competent judges would we
dignity of government
And will we not acknowledge the most refined
think them
human understanding as incompetent to judge of the rights of
the Divine government, or measure the injuriousness of an
offence done against it, as the meanest peasant to make an
of so high a nature, that

!

!

;

!

it
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human government

?

If

only the reputation be wi^onged of a person of better quality,

how

on
rank

strictly is it insisted

peers, or persons of equal

to

have the matter tried by

such as are capable of under-

;

How would it be resented,
standing honour and reputation
an affront put upon a nobleman, should be committed to
!

if

the judgment of smiths and cobblers
parficipcs cnminis,

When

and

;

especially if they were

as well parties as judges

the regalia of the great Euler and

!

Lord of heaven

and earth are invaded, his temple violated, his presence
his image torn down thence and defaced; who
among the sons of men are either great, or knowing, or innocent enough to judge of the offence and wrong ? or how fit it
is that it be remitted without recompense ? or what recompense would be proportionable ? How supposable is it that

despised,

may be congruities in this matter, obvious to the Divine
imder standing, which infinitely exceed the measure of ours

there

!

III.

And

God speaks to us about these
our own concernments, as being of the
is necessary we apply our minds to

because

3^et,

matters, and they are

offending parties,

it

understand them, and possible to us to attain to a true

we can never

fully

understanding of them. And though
comprehend in our own thoughts the

horror of the

case,

that reasonable

though not

to a full

creatures,

made

after

God's image, so highly favoured by him, capable of blessedness in him, uncapable of it any other way, should have
arrived to that pitch of wickedness towards him and un-

him Depart from
though we may sooner
lose ourselves in the contemplation and be overwhelmed by
our own thoughts, than ever see through the monstrous evil
of this defection yet we may soon see it incomparably to
transcend the measure of any offence that can ever be done
by one creature against another or of the most scandalous
affront the meanest, the vilest, the most ungrateful, illnatured wretch could have devised to put upon the greatest,
the most benign, and best deserving prince the world ever
naturalness towards themselves, as to say to
us,'

and cut themselves

off

from him

:

;

;

'
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And if we can suppose an offence, of that kind, maybe of so heinous a nature and so circumstanced as that it
cannot be congruous it should be remitted without some
reparation made to the majesty of the prince, and compensa-

knew.

tion for the scandal done to government,
it

much more incongruous

it

it is

easy to suppose

should be so in the present case.

Yea, and as it can never be thought congruous that such
an offence against a human governor should be pardoned
without the intervening repentance of the delinquent, so we
may easily apprehend also the case to be such as that it
cannot be fit it should be pardoned upon that alone, without
whereof if any should doubt, I would
other recompense
demand, Is it in any case fit that a penitent delinquent
against human laws and government, should be pimished, or
a proportionable recompense be exacted for his offence notwithstanding ? Surely it will be acknowledged ordinarily
and who would take upon him to be the censor of the
fit
common justice of the world in all such cases ? or to damn
the proceedings of all times and nations, wheresoever a
penitent offender hath been made to suffer the legal punishment of his offence, notwithstanding his repentance ? How
That it is
strange a maxim of government would that be
kind,
whatsoever
should
of
be
offender,
punished,
never fit an
:

;

:

'

And surely if ever,
he repent himself of his offence
than
repentance
somewhat
else
be fitly insisted
case,
in any
violation
of
the
for
the
sacred
rights of
recompense
on as a
!

if

'

government, it may well be supposed to be so in the case
of man's common delinquency and revolt from God, much
more.

Unto which purpose
this case the matter is

it is

much

further to be considered, that in

otherwise between

God and man,

than for the most part between a secular prince and a delinquent subject that is, that pardon, be it never so plenary,
:

— as

—

no more than restore the delinquent into
good a condition as he was in before. But what was, for
the most part, the case before of delinquent subjects ? There
are very few that were before the prince's favourites, his
doth
as

pardon

—
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whom

he was wont

condition of the

the

offender was such before, that his pardon only saves him
from the gallows lets him live, and enjoy only the poor
advantages of his former mean condition and not always
that neither.
Yea, or if he were one whose higher rank
;

;

and other circumstances had entitled him to a nearest attendance on the person of the prince and a daily inward conversation with him it is possible he might be pardoned with
;

limitation as to his

life,

or

it

may

be, further, to his estate,

without being restored to the honours and offices about the
person of the prince, which he held only by royal favour.

For though princely compassion might extend so far as to
let his offence be expiated by less than his utter ruin, yet
also his prudent respect to the dignity of his government
might not admit that a person under public infamy should
have the liberty of his presence, intermingle with his councils,
or be dignified with more special marks of his favour and
kindness.

Whereas, in the restitution of man, inasmuch as before he
was the temple and residence of the great KINGr, where He
afforded His most inward, gracious presence the design is to
restore him into the same capacity and to as good condition
as he was in before in these respects.
Yea, and not only so,
;

but imspeakably to better his case, to take him

much

nearer

Himself than ever, and into a more exalted state. In order
whereto, it was the more highly congruous that his offence
be done away by a most perfect, unexceptionable expiation
that so high and great an advancement of the most heinous
offenders might not be brought about upon other terms than
should well accord with the majesty of His government over
to

the world.

IV. Here therefore

Of the

let

a comparative view be taken,

and curse of God's law upon the
and of the copious blessing of the gospel
that thereupon we may the more clearly judge how improbable it was there should be so vast a difference and
fearful malediction

transgressors of

it,

"
;
!

THE
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so distant states, without

for transgression of so

high demerit and

atonement
so deeply

resented.
i.

is

As to the former, we

are in the general told, that " Cursed

every one that continueth not in

all

things which are written

in the book of the law to do them."

Astonishing thing

^

That he should curse me, who made me That my being, and
a curse upon me, should proceed from the word and breath of
Of how terrible import is his
the same sacred mouth
To be made an anathema, separate and cut off from
curse
God, and from all the dutiful and loyal part of his creation
In the same
Driven forth from his delightfid presence
accursed
breath, it is said to the loathed wretch, " Depart
To be reduced to the condition of a vagabond on the earth,
Naked of Divine protection
not knowing whither to go
from any violent hand, yea, marked out for the butt of the
!

!

!

!

!

—

!

!

sharpest arrows of his

and extensive

is

own

indignation

!

How

voluminous

his curse, reaching to all one's concernments

and eternal, of outward and inward
in one's " basket and store, in the city

in both worlds, temporal

man

!

To be cursed

and coming in " especially to have
all God's curses and plagues meeting and centring in one's
very heart; to be there " smitten with blindness, madness, and
Not a faint,
astonishment " How efficacious is this curse
but
under
which
he really
impotent wishing ill to a man
consumes
withers,
and
which
certainly
blasts,
wastes, and
him, and even turns his very blessings into curses
How closely adhering, as a garment wherewith he is clothed,
How
and as a girdle with which he is girt continually
secretly and subtly insinuating, "as water into his bowels,
and oil into his bones " And how deservedly doth it befall
The " curse causeless shall not come " this can never be
without a cause. If another curse me, it shows he hates me
and

field,

in going out,

:

!

!

;

'

'

'

'

!

!

!

;

if

the righteous

God do

a hateful creature

and a

curse.

;

And

so, it signifies

and

a son

me

to be, in myself,

heir, not of peace,

but of wrath

the effect must be of equal permanency
1

Gal.

iii.

10.

—
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"angry with the wicked
fire, and brimstone, and

a horrible tempest, as the portion of their cup " " indigna;

and wrath,

tion

and anguish upon every soul of
and continually growing into a " treasure,

tribulation

man that doeth evil,"

against the day of wrath."
ii.

View, on the other hand, the copious, abundant blessing

contained and conveyed in the gospel.
blessing,

that

we may

inherit

It

a blessing

;

is

a call to

discovers a

it

begun with the blessedness of "having iniquity forgiven;" a course, under a continued blessing, of meditating
on the word of God with delight, day and night " of being
state

;

" undefiled in the

way

:

" gives characters of the subjects of

showered down from the mouth of Christ on the
poor in spirit, pure in heart, the meek, merciful, etc. aims
at " making them nigh that were afar off;" taking them into
God's own family and household
making them friends,
blessings,

:

;

and daughters engaging them
Yet were all these
in a fellowship with the Father and Son.
" the children of MT^ath, by nature/' Whence is this change ?
A regression became not the majesty of heaven! God's
original constitution that connected sin and the curse was
just he abides by it, reverses it not.
To have reversed it
was not to have judged the offenders, but himself; but having
a mind to show men mercy, he provides for the expiation of
sin and salving the rights of his government another way,
by transferring guilt and the curse, not nulling them.
V. Whereupon we may also see what made atonement for
sin so fundamental to a design of grace,
the magnifying the
divine law,^ the asserting the equity and righteousness of the
supreme government
not, as some odiously suggest, the
gratifying of what, with us, is wont to go for a private
appetite of revenge, from which the support of the honour
and dignity of the government is most remote. Yea, it were
horrid to suppose that any such thing can have place with the
blessed God, which is one of the most odious things in the
favourites, domestics,

sons

;

;

—

;

^

VOL.

III.

Isaiah

xlii.

21.

R
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—

of lapsed degenerate man
an aptness to take
complacency in the pains and anguish, of such as have
offended us
unto which purpose how feelingly would a
disposition

:

mahcious, ill-minded

and say

man

oftentimes utter the sense of his

Ohj the sweetness of revenge ' So black a
thought of God will be most remote from every pious breast,
or that is capable of savouring real goodness nor doth any
precept within the whole compass of that revelation which he
hath given Us express more fully, at once both our duty and
heart,

:

!

*

;

own

his

nature, than that of " loving our enemies," or of

men

"forgiving

where

(but,

There

their trespasses."

oh,

how

is,

perhaps, some-

among men, that
when an enemy is

rarely) to be found

benign, generous temper of mind,

as,

perfectly within one's power, to be able to take a real solace

mercy when he is in a fearftil, trembling exand hath even yielded himself a prey to revenge,
to take pleasure in surprising hini by acts of kindness and
compassion one that can avow the contrary sentiment to the
spirit of the world, and to them who so emphatically say
how sweet is revenge
and can with greater Trd6o<; oppose
in showing

;

pectation,

:

'

to

!

it

'

as the undisguised sense of his soul,

that,

how much

sweeter

is

it

to forgive

nowhere to be seen a more
truer and more real part of

!

'

*oh, but

Than which,

there

is

God, a
his living image, who hath
commanded us " to love our enemies if they hunger, to
feed them
to bless them that curse us, to pray for them
that despitefully use us and persecute us that we may be his
children," that we may shoW ourselves " born of him," and to
have received from him a new, even a divine nature, one truly
agreeable to and resembling his own and unto whom therelively resemblance of

;

;

;

;

and operations that naturally proceed from this
temper of spirit, are more grateful and savoury than all
"whole burnt offerings and sacrifice.*' So are we to frame
fore the acts

our conceptions of the ever-blessed God,
take the rationally coherent and
absolutely perfect

who

Being

—or

best understands his

his

own

if either

self- consistent

own

nature

we

will

idea of an

frequent affirmations,

—or

the course of his
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actual dispensations towards a sinful world, for our measure

of him.

VI. But

is

it

a difficulty to us to reconcile with all this

such frequent expressions in the sacred volume, as import a
steady purpose that all the sins of men shall be answered
with an exactly proportionable measure of punishment?
that '* every transgression shall have a just recompense of

reward

we

?

"

that

find ourselves

"

death is the wages of sin ? " Or do
more perplexed how to understand, con-

sistently with such declarations of his merciful nature, those

passages,

which sometimes

also occur, that

seem

to intimate

a complacential vindictiveness, and delight taken in punishing
"The Lord is jealous," " the Lord revengeth ;" yea, that he

—

seems to appropriate it as peculiar to himself; " Vengeance is
mine, and I will repay it " " indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish" shall be " upon every soul of man that
;

*We meet with passages* that speak of his
"laying up sin," "sealing it among his treasures," of his
waiting for a "day of recompenses," of his "whetting his
glittering sword, his making his bow ready, and preparing his
arrows on the string;" of his being "refreshed" by acts of
vengeance; his satiating of " his fury," and causing it hereupon " to rest," as having highly pleased and satisfied himdoeth evil?"

self therewith.

If anything alien to the Divine nature and disagreeable to

the other so amiable discoveries of

it,

be thought imported in

first, what must
and next, how well so much
will agree with a right conception of God.
For the former, it is not necessary that such expressions
be understood to intend more, and it seems necessar}^ they be
not understood to import less, than a constant, calm, dis-

such expressions,

let it

only be considered,

be allowed to be their import

;

passionate, complacential will, so far to punish sin as shall

That they do
import a will to punish, is evident for they are manifest
expressions of anger, whereof we can say nothing more
gentle than that it is a will to punish.
It cannot signify
R 2

be necessary to the ends of his government.
;

;
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punishment, without that will for though the word anger or
wrath be sometimes used in Scripture for the punishment
;

itself

is supposed, otherwise what is
were an unintended accident and then
Much less can it signify only
a punishment ?

yet even then that will

;

said to be punishment

how were

it

;

God's declaration of his will to pimish, excluding that will
itself; for

then what

declare ?

Surely

then

it

we

is

it

Or what doth

a declaration of?

acknowledge

will

it

it

a true declaration

;

cannot be the declaration of nothing, but must have

somewhat in God correspondent to it
namely, the will
which it declares which being plain, that it be also a dispassionate will, accompanied with nothing of perturbation
;

:

that it be a constant will, in reference to all such occasions
wherein the sacredness of the divine government, violated,
requires such reparation
and without any change—other
than what we may conceive imported in the different aspects
;

of the

same

object, conceived as future^ present, or past,

and

beheld before with purpose, afterwards with continual approbation

—the most acknowledged perfection of the divine nature
For that such

doth manifestly not admit only, but require.
a calm, sedate, steady, fixed temper of

mind

in a magistrate,

an excellency, even common i-eason apprehends therefore
said by a noted Pagan^ that judges ought to be leguni
similes, "like the laws themselves,^' which are moved by no
passion, yet inflexible and then where can such an excellency
have place, in highest perfection, but in the blessed God
is

;

is it

;

Yea, and that it be also a complacential icill, as
some of the expressions, above recited, seem to import, may
very well be admitted, if we rightly conceive and state in our
own minds the thing willed by it that is, the preserving
Indeed,
the honour and dignity of the supreme government.
simply to take pleasure in the pain and misery of another, is
so odd and unnatural a disaffection, that it is strange how it
can have place anywhere and where it seems to have place
among men, though too often it really hath so in more
himself?

;

;

monstrously vicious tempers,

yet with

herein are sufficiently blameable also

many

—the

others

matter

—who

may

per-

;
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haps be somewhat mistaken. Pleasure may possibly not be
taken in the afflicted pei'son's mere suffering, for itself, but
only as it is an argument or evidence of the other's superiority,
wherein he prides himself, especially if he before misdoubted
his

own power, and that there hath been a dispute about it
For then a secret joy
is now only thus decided.

which

may

arise unto the prevailing party upon his being delivered
from an afflicting fear of being so used himself; and whereas
he took it for a disparagement that the other did so far lessen
and diminish him in his own thoughts, as to suppose or hope
he should prove the stronger a pleasure is now taken in
letting him feel and have so sensible a demonstration of his

—

error.

VII. But that wherewith we must suppose the blessed

God

to be pleased, in the matter of punishing, is the congruity of

the thing

itself,

—that

the sacred rights of his government

it be understood how
comport with anything that is impure and
so highly congruous cannot but be the matter

over the world be vindicated, and that
ill

his nature can

what

is

in itself

of his delectation.

:

He

takes eternal pleasure in the reason-

ableness and fitness of his

and "

own

determinations and actions

;

works of his own hands," as agreeing
with the apt, eternal schemes and models which he hath
So
conceived in his most wise and all-comprehending mind.
that though '• he desireth not the death of sinners," and hath
no delight in the sufferings of his afflicted creatures, which
his immense goodness rather inclines him to behold with
compassion j'^et the true ends of punishment are so much
a greater good than their ease and exemption from the
suffering they had deserved, that they must rather be chosen
and cannot be eligible for any reason, but for which also they
that is, a real goodness, and conare to be delighted in
ducibleness to a valuable end, inherent in them.
Upon which account the just execution of the divine
pleasure in the punishment of insolent offenders, is sometimes spoken of under the notion of a solemn festival, a
season of joy, yea, even of a sacrifice, as having a fragrancy
rejoices in the

;

;
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or delectable savour in

it.

mentioned expressions do

But whereas some
seem

their

to

and

see

we

are to consider,

of which

apprehension of the things

dull

For Avhich purpose the
an enraged, mighty man the

feel not.

j)erson is put on, sometimes, of

vulgar

;

is

accommodation
which they yet
terror

of the above-

spoken for the warning and terror of stupid
men, was necessarily to be spoken with some

what

besotted

II.

intimate a delight in

to

satisfying a furious, vindictive appetite

that

[paiit

;

representation

is

minds than the calm,

magistratical justice

;

to

proceedings

of

deliberate

many

being,

it

more apprehensible
times,

more

requisite

be rather suited to t/ie j^a^-^on spoken to,
though they somewhat less exactly square wdth the thing
itself intended to be spoken.
VIII. Wherefore, this being all that we have any reason
to understand imported in such texts of Scripture as we before
mentioned, namely, a calm and constant will of preserving
the divine government from contempt, by a due punishment
of such as do oiier injurious affronts to it
and that takes
pleasure in itself, or is satisfied with the congruity and fitness
of its own determination what can there be in this unworthy
of God ? what that disagrees with his other perfections ? or
that expressions

;

;

that the notion of a Being, every

way

perfect, doth not exact

and claim as necessarily belonging to it? For to cut off
this from it, were certainly a very great maim to the notion
of such a Being, if

we

consider

it

as invested with the right

and office of Supreme Hector, or Ruler of the world. For if
you frame such an idea of a prince as should exclude a disposition to punish offenders, who would not presently observe
in it an intolerable defect ?
Suppose Xenophon to have given
this character of his Cyrus, that he was a person of so sweet
a nature, that he permitted every one to do what was " good
in his own eyes;" if any one put indignities upon him, he
took no offence at it
he dispensed favours alike to all even
they that despised his authority, invaded his rights, attempted
;

;

the subversion of his government, with the disturbance and

confusion of

all

that lived under

it,

had equal countenance
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and kindness from him, as they that were most observant of
and it were as safe for
his lavrs and faithful to his interest
any one to be his sworn enemy, as his most loya,l and devoted
subject
who would take this for a commendation ? Or
think such a one fit to have swayed a sceptre ? Can there
be no such thing as goodness, without the exclusion and
banishment of wisdom, righteousness, and truth ? Yea, it is
;

:

—

plain they not only consist with

inconsistency

it

but that

it,

should be without them.

of a well-instructed mind, as they

all

it is

The

a manifest

several virtues

concur to make up one

them

cast a mutual lustre
with
the several excelmuch more
so
lencies of the Divine Being.
But how much too low are our
highest and most raised thoughts of the Supreme Majesty!

entire frame, so they do each of

upon one another

;

How

when we most

do we

falter

is it

earnestly stiive to speak and

think most worthily of God, and suitably to his
greatness

!"

'*

excellent

CHAPTER

VII.

THE NOTIOX OF JUSTICE IN THE DIVINE GOVERNMENT, AND IN A HUMAN,
NOT ALTOGETHER THE SAME. A THING SAID TO BE JUST IN A NEGATIVE
AND A POSITIVE SENSE. THE QUESTION DISCUSSED, WHETHER GOd'S WILL
TO PUNISH SIN WERE, ANTECEDENTLY TO HIS LEGAL CONSTITUTION TO
THAT PURPOSE, JUST, NOT ONLY IN THE FORMER SENSE, BUT IN THE
LATTER ALSO? "VOLENTI NON FIT INJURIA," AS TO MAN, NEEDS LIMITATION. HOLY SCRIPTURE SPEAKS OF GOD's PUNISHING SIN, NOT MERELY AS A
CONCOMITANT OF JUSTICE, BUT AN EFFECT. HIS WILL TO PUNISH IT
MUST PROCEED FROM JUSTICE NOT PRIMARILY, ACCORDING TO THE
COMMON NOTION OF JUSTICE, AS IT RESPECTS THE RIGHTS OF ANOTHER
THEREFORE, ANOTHER NOTION OF IT AS TO HIM TO BE SOUGHT. GOD'S
RIGHTS SO UNALIENABLE THAT HE CANNOT QUIT THEM TO HIS OWN
WRONG, AS MAN CAN. SECONDARILY, ACCORDING TO THE OTHER NOTION
HIS RIGHT TO PUNISH DEPENDS NOT ON HIS LEGAL CONSTITUTION, BUT
THAT ON IT. THAT HE CANNOT ALTOGETHER QUIT IT, NO DETRACTION
FROM HIM. JUSTICE, IN A LARGER NOTION, DOTH FURTHER OBLIGE TO
INSIST UPON RECOMPENSE, NAMELY, UNIVERSAL JUSTICE AS ESPECIALLY IT
COMPREHENDS HIS HOLINESS
THE FITNESS OF GOD'S
HIS WISDOM.
METHODS HEREIN, NOT TO BE ONLY CONTEMPLATED BY MEN, BUT ANGELS.
IN WHAT SENSE PUNISHMENTS TO BE RECKONED DEBTS. THIS MATTER
:

—

;

—

:

;

SUMMED

UP.

We

must also acknowledge a very vast difference
between God's government over his intelligent creatures,
and that of a secular prince over his subjects and are
thereupon to inquire, whether the notion of justice, as it
is applied to the one government and the other, can be the
I.

;

same.

A

secular ruler

is set

good of the community,

The people are not formed for him, but he for
whence the administration of justice is a public and

stitution.

them

;

up and established purposely for the
more principal end of his con-

as the
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common, riglit, wherewith he is entrusted by the Supreme
Ruler for them, in order to the common good. Well, therefore, may his decrees and edicts go in this form, and have
" Ne quid detrimenti
this for their chief scope and end
respublica capiat," "that the commonwealth receive no
injury."
And hence the neglect duly and seasonably to
animadvert upon offenders, is a violation of the public
justice committed to his
management, for which he is
:

accountable to
to

him

the community,

guardian.

And

him

that entrusted

;

of whose rights he

it is

a

wrong done

the

appointed
whereas such offences as most directly strike
is

crown and dignity, as treason or rebellion, seem more
and his own rights, so is
the legal punishment of them to be more at his arbitrement,
whether to inflict or not inflict it because it may seem in
any one's power to dispense with or recede from his own
rights.
Yet indeed if the matter be more narrowly scanned,
at his

principally levelled against himself

;

the relaxation of these should be, in reason, less in his power
because they more directly affront that

than of any other

Supreme Ruler

;

whom

he represents, and threaten the

which
of the whole community, and the
solution of the government,

is

dis-

the principal civil good

benefits

whereof are their

highest right.
If violence be done to a private subject, the impunity of

the offender would be a public

wrong because it remotely
by the badness of the example, to the hurt of the
whole community. But in this case, without any such circulation, all the rights of the community are immediately
struck at together, in their central knot and juncture wherefore here, most of all, the prince is debtor to the community.
But now, the great Lord and Ruler of the world owes his
own creatures nothing he is, by his goodness, inclined to
take care of them, and preserve common order among them
but not owing them anything (except, by his own word, he
makes himself a debtor) he cannot be said to wrong the community, by not providing that punishments be inflicted upon
;

tends,

;

;

;

delinquents according to demerit.

What

he can be underR 3
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herein,

lie

II.

owes only to himself;

which we herein attribute
to him, seems very different from that which belongs to
human governments which, though it allows not the dis-

whence

also the notion of justice,

;

posal of another's right, to

his prejudice, forbids not the

remitting of one's own.
II.

Whereas

therefore a thing

may be

a twofold sense ; either negative, as

it is

said *to be* 'just,' in

that which justice does

not disapprove, or pomtire, as that whereto also justice doth

hereupon a question of great moment, Whether
God's will to punish sinners, antecedent to his legal constitution to that purpose, were just in the former sense only, or
Can we say, God had been unjust in
also in the latter?'
determining
?
Whose rights had he violated in
so
not
willing otherwise ? Not man's, to whom he did owe nothing
oblige

will

:

we

'

it is

say,. his

own

?

But

volenti iion Jit injuria

no wrong done to a consenting party

,;

'

—

;

'

there

—which maxim

not set us at liberty, absolutely, to do whatsoever

we

is

doth
will

whose
rights are complicated with ours, the chief Ruler and Lord
of all especially, who hath principal interest in us and all
Yet it holds even as to us for though we
that we have.
may injure others, God especially, by an undue disposition of
our properties, which he entrusts us with, not for ourselves
only, but for himself chiefly, and for other men, whom
with ourselves and what

is

ours, because

of others

;

we may wrong by disabling
them that good which we ought and though
we may also prejudice ourselves, yet ourselves apart we cannot
be said so far to wrong, by our own consent, as to be able
supposing it
tq resume our right ; because, by that consent
imprudent, or any way undue we have quitted and even
But as to
forfeited the right, which, for ourselves, we had.

therefore, in the second place,

ourselves to do

;

—

—

God, who has no superior, nor owes anything to anyone,
whom can he be thought to wrong by departing from any of
his

own

rights ?

Inasmuch therefore
general notion of

it,

is

as justice, in the

common and most

ever wont to be reckoned conversant
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about aWorpiov ayaOov, tlie good of others,' even tliat whereto
they have a right
it seems not intelligible how justice,
according to this usual notion of it, could primarily oblige
'

;

God

punishment upon transgressors,

to inflict deserved

had not
declared

herein

legal constitution to

settled a
f/iat

should be the measure of his proceedings

both because

;

he

if

purpose, and

this

so little

is

it

conceivable

how

the

punishments of the other state, which we are chiefly to conas we
sider, can be a good to them who do not sufier them
and also, that it
are sure they can be none to them that do
is not to be understood how, if they were, they could otherwise have any right thereto, than by that constitution, by
which as before God's dominion was that of an absolute
Sovereign Lord he now undertakes the part of a governor,

—

—

—

—

known and established laws.
Yet very plain it is, that for the actual infliction of such
punishments, Holy Scripture speaks of it, not merely as a concomitant of justice, or as that which may consist with it, but as
an efiect which the diraTro'Soa-K?, recompense,' mentioned by
ruling' accordino- to

III.

;

the apostle, plainly

when he

signifies,^

tells

us

it is

" with

God

a righteous thing," hUaiov, (that must be not only what justice

doth admit, but exact,) "to recompense, dyraTroSovrat, tribula-

and when we
tion to the troublers of his people," etc.
are told,^ that " God w411 render " (or recompense, aTroSwo-ei)
:

man

"to every

according to his deeds," even in the day

above-mentioned,^ which is called, r]\iipa 6pyi](; koX aTTOKoKv\j/e(o'i 8iKato/c/3t(Tia9 " the day of wrath and revelation of the
righteous judgment of God " and that it is said, the world
;

was

to

become

pleaded before

God

said to belong to

is

we read,) liable to be im"
and again/ that iKbUrjai,?, " vengeance
him, and he will repay ; with many more

vTrobiKo^, (" guilty,"
;

*

passages of like import.

But to carry the matter higher it being evident
which justice doth require, to punish sin according
;

constitution once
1

2 Thesa.

i,

0.

made
»

yet, all this while,

;

Horn.
*

ii.

6.

Rom.

'

xii. 19.

Ver. 5.

how
••

it is

that

to such a

the constitu-

Rom.

iii.

19.
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was any necessary effect of justice, appears not. Nor
we helped by the common notion, of justice herein and
whether any other
therefore cast upon the inquiry,
;

—

fitly assignable, according whereto it
be understood to have required the making that con-

notion of justice be

may

stitution itself ?

IV. It is here to be considered, whence or from what
fountain any man, or community of men, come to have right
to anything.

aU being
from whence things,

It cannot be but that the fountain of

must be the fountain of

all

rights

:

absolutely considered, descend, all the relations that result,

must

There can, therefore, be no pretence of
right to anything among creatures, but from God he, as
the Sovereign Proprietor and Lord of all, settles such and
also descend.

;

such rights in creatures, which they hold and retain, dependently on him, upon terms and according to rules which he

hath prescribed ; so as that, by transgression, men may
forfeit such rights
or by consent and mutual contracts,
transfer them to one another.
Whereupon they have no
unalienable rights, none whereof they may not be divested,
either by their default or consent sometimes by both together,
;

;

as b}^ a faulty consent.

And

indeed

if it

be by the former,

it

man is supposed to commit
But it may be by the latter without
a fault against his will.
the former, as none can doubt but one may innocently divest
otherwise,
himself, in many cases, of his' own present right

must be by the

latter

;

because no

;

there could be no such thing in the world as either gift or
sale.

And hence

it

comes

to pass that the justice

which

is

inherent in any man, comes to be conversant about the rights
of another, not his

own

;

so far as to oblige

trench upon the rights of another, while yet
not to dispose of his own, as they are merely

him not
it

his.

to in-

forbids

And

him

there

no such thing as justice towards a man's self, so inhibiting
though perhaps such an act ought not to have been
as
done to make his act in that kind invalid when he hath
done it, only because he hath thereby wronged himself or
which he can, afterwards, allege against his own act or deed.
is

him

—
—

;

—

;
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no other rights in anything, than what are

borrowed, dependent on the Supreme Proprietor,

measurable by his

rules,

by which they are not unalienable

yea, justice obliges, if he swear to

own

his

;

hurt, not to

change. ^

y. But now, with the Supreme Proprietor, there cannot
but be unalienable

him

inherent in

;

rights,

inseparably and everlastingly

for it cannot be but that

he that

is

the

must have them primarily and originally
in himself; and can no more so quit them as to make the
creature absolute and independent, than he can make the
fountain of

all rights,

creature God.
l\Tierefore,

though with man there can be no such thing

him

as justice towards one's self disenabling

to forego his

rights, the case cannot but be quite otherwise as to

own

God, and

it cannot agree to man
hath none but borrowed and alienable rights,
which he can forego to his own prejudice and God hath
none that he can so part with.
Hereupon, therefore, God did owe it to himself, primarily,

for

the same reason for which

because

man

;

as the absolute Sovereign
nities to

and Lord of

all,

not to suffer indig-

be offered him without animadverting upon them,

and therefore to determine he would do so.
YI. But withal, he having undertaken the part of a legal
governor and to rule by established laws, that should be the
stated measures of sin and duty, of punishments and rewards
hereby common order was to be preserved in the governed
community and having published his constitution, in his
word and otherwise, sufficiently to that purjDose, he hath
hereby, secondarily, made himself debtor to the community,
and by his constitution given men some right to the benefit
of that order which was to be maintained among them by
these means
which benefit they do here, in this present
state, actually partake in some measure
and might in a
greater measure, if they were more governable, or would
regard and be awed more by the laws with their "Sanctions
:

:

;

—

'

Pa. XV. 4.
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and Lord.

E-uler

il.

Wherefore,

though men have no benefit by the punishments of the future
state, they have or might have by the feared commination of
them, which neglected made the actual infliction of them
Nor had they only the probable benefit of present
necessary.
order hereby, but of a future well-being it being the design
of that, as of all the comminations of wise and good rulers, to
;

prevent the desert of the threatened punishment, and con-

And though men could
sequently the punishment itself.
have no right to any such benefit before the constitution yet
it is not unconceivable that hy it they might have some
namely, an inferior and secondary right.
YII. Wherefore the blessed God, by making the legal
constitution that he will have stand as the measure of his
government, hath not added to his own right to govern and
for it was natural, and needed
punish as there is cause
The constitution rather limits than
nothing to support it.
;

;

;

causes his right, which depends not on
rather.

He

gives assurance

that he will not " lay upon

by

it,

but gives

rise to it

of his equal dealing,

it

man more than

and
he

right, that

should enter into judgment with God."^
And whereas he hath been pleased to publish his constitution in the form of a covenant, variously attempered to the

men, nothing accrues

difierent states

of

stipulating with

him thereupon.

is

He

their Maker, not at their choice,

case admits not

against

him

— there

— but

is

is

him by

to

their

their Governor, as he

which in propriety the

being no competitor that pretends

only a loyal, dutiful consent, or recogThey that consent to it, do there-

nising his former right.
fore

more deeply oblige themselves

entitle themselves to his

him

to their

covenanted favours

to nothing, for their all

this

his

serves, as the faithful

;

his contract

right,

that

peculiar

justice to himself inviolably pre-

guardian of
1

but can entitle

title.

antecedent original

excellency of his nature, — his

own duty and

was his before

shows his condescension, not defective

And

;

Job xxxiv.

all his

12, 23.

sacred rights.

So

—

;

when he undertakes

that
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the part of a legal governor,

dispensably necessitates his doing whatsoever

is

it

in-

requisite for

supporting the honour and dignity of his government, and
can permit nothing that shall detract from it or render it less

august and awful.

Yet need we not here over scrupulously defend the common
it, that makes it
conversant only about another's right, and seems therefore to
imply that a man can owe nothing to himself. That love to
others, which comprehends all our duty to them, is to be
measured by love to ourselves, which seems equally comprehensive of duty which we are supposed to owe to ourselves.
Nor shall we dispute whether in no sense one can be both
creditor and debtor
or whether insobriety be not properly
unrighteousness, and sobriety, justice, even towards one's self:
subordination to God being still preserved, under whom and
for whom only we can owe anything to ourselves or others.
Only supposing among men such a thing as self-justice,
it is with them a weaker and more debile principle, that may
betray and lose their rights, which then no justice can

notion of justice in the utmost strictness of

;

reclaim

whereas, with God,

:

it

is,

as all other excellencies

and hath always the force with
him of an eternal and immutable law.
YIII. And if any should imagine this to detract from the
absoluteness of God's dominion and sovereignty, and set him
are, in highest perfection,

in this respect beneath his

can quit their rights,
his

;

it is

it

own

creatures, that whereas they

should be supposed he cannot forego

answered,

God can forego none of his ovnx
when having the right to punish
he by pardon confers upon him right to impunitj^

It hath not been said that

rights

;

it is

a sinner,

plain he doth,

but he cannot do

and dishonour of his
and the dignity of his government.
And therefore if some preparation were requisite to his
doing it, consistently with the due honour and reputation
thereof, justice towards himself required he should insist upon
it
which is no more a detraction from his absoluteness, than
glorious

;

it

excellencies

to the prejudice

;
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He

is

but so

lie," or

just, that

II.

do anything unworthy of himself.

can do whatever he pleases
he cannot be pleased to do an unrighteous

absolute,

so

[part

that he

;

thing.

IX. But besides that
is

stricter notion of

God's

may

also consider it in a larger

notion, as
lencies,

it

rights

;

it

we

and more comprehensive

includes his several moral attributes and excel-

and answers

to that

which among men

universal justice, and reckoned to contain in

For

justice, as

own

conversant about and conservative of his

so taken,

it

it all

called

is

virtues.^

comprehends his holiness and perfect

detestation of all impurity, in respect whereof he cannot but

be perpetually inclined to animadvert with severity iipon sin
both because of its irreconcilable contrariety to his holy

and the insolent affront which it therefore directly
and because of the implicit, most injui^ious misrepresentation of him which it contains in it, as if he were
either kindly, or more indifferently, affected towards it upon
which accounts, we may well suppose him to esteem it necessary for him, both to constitute a rule for punishing it, and
to punish it accordingly that he may both truly act his own
nature, and truly represent it.
X. And again if we take the notion of his justice in this
the part
latitude, it will comprehend his governing wisdom
of which attribute it is, to determine and direct the doing
whatsoever is fit to be determined 9,nd done as it is the part
nature,

oifers

him

;

:

;

;

;

;

of his righteousness (taken in the strictest sense) to resolve
upon and execute whatever the rules of justice do require

and call for. It is the judge of decencies, or what it is meet
and becoming him, as the Lord and Ruler of the world to do
And a very reasonable account might be given of
or not do.
this matter, that we may renew, ^nd somewhat further insist

what was said above. Chap. VI. Sec. Y. etc.
There are many just laws made by human legislators, to
the making whereof, though justice (in the stricter sense) did
not rigidly oblige them, so that they had been unjust if they
on,

;
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other principle, of equal import-

ance to government, and which also doth not altogether refuse
the name of justice, might require the making them, and

would not be well comported with by omitting to make them.
Hereupon therefore if it should be inquired, "Was it,
antecedently to the making of this constitution, an indifferent
thing Avith God, whether to determine sin should be punished,
No, it was not
or not ?
I answer, even upon this ground,
Anything is
indiiferent, but most indispensably necessary.'
with him necessary, as he is the Supreme Governor, that is
upon a prudential account most fit and conducible to the
ends of government. An antecedent necessity we might
therefore assert, such as not only arises from his justice, most
strictly taken, but his wisdom also
whose part it is to judge
*

'

'

;

of congruities, as

it is

the part of strict justice to determine

Nor

matters of right,

is it

unfit to say.

Wisdom

is

the chief

making laws, Justice in governing
laws already made I say the chief, for justice

principle exercised in

according to

:

hath that part in legislation too, which hath been assigned it
as wisdom hath also its part in the consequent administration.
And what can be more necessary to the great God, than to do
ever what is most becoming and worthy of himself? And
what could have been so becoming of him, as to let it appear
io the world

how

how

sacred the rights of his empire over

it

are

horrid a thing the defection of a reasonable creature

is,

from the great Author and Lord of its life and being how
how solemn rites were
costly an expiation it did require
how great and awful transactions, that
to be performed
sin might become pardonable
What could so tend to exalt majesty, to magnify the reputation of his government, to possess his reasonable creatures
with awful apprehensions, and make them dread to offend ?
In a prudent government, how great a thing is reason of
Even where there is the greatest inclination imaginstate
able to be in all things most strictly and unexceptiouably just
yet is that the only care, with prudent governors, that they
;

;

;

!

!

may be

able to approve the justice of their administrations ?

—
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There are many things which, without transgressing particular rules of justice, might have been omitted, from which
yet, upon mere reason of state, you can no more make them
swerve one ace, than you can remove the earth from its centre
or change "the ordinances of day and night " and whereas
that hath place in all things that tend to the keeping up the
reputation and grandeur of government, where can it claim
;

to

have place with equal right, as here

Whereupon we may, with
in things

which have

?

greatest assurance, assert that

this reference, it is equally impossible

to the absolute perfection of the Divine nature that

should do an inept or unfit thing, as an imjust.
his righteousness is the

equity or iniquity

;

principle,

directive

so is his

God

And whereas
in respect

of

wisdom, of congruity and incon-

and indecency and that it is equally necesdo what is most worthy of himself and most
becoming his excellent greatness, as what is most strictly just.
Therefore that when his most transcendent greatness is
represented in terms as high and great as could come under
gruity, decency

sary to

him

;

to

and by
as such,

— " He," namely, "

for whom are all things,
whom are all things,"^ and what could sound higher ?

human conception,
it is

considered what was most becoming of Him; and
it " became Him for and by whom all things

determined that

were," since there was one (though so great a one) that had
undertaken for sinners, to be the prince or prefect ^ over the
great affair of their salvation, especially being to make them,
of rebels, sons, and as such, " bring

them

the meanest and most abject state

that he should not be

made

perfect

— not

;

be duly initiated into his great office, or
otherwise than by his

not be complete master of his design

own

to glory," out of

—

intervening suffering.

became their meaner condition,
and by whom are all
things," must do as best became the most glorious greatness
of him who is the First and the Last, the author and end of

Meaner persons might do

but he, " for

whom

as

are all things,

all things.
1

Heb.

ii.

10.

-

d.px'ty^v.

We

XI.
to our
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are prone to confine our apprehensions of things

own narrow

sphere, that have reference also to another

than ours. If God had no creatures but
man, capable of government by laws, the case had been much
other than it is for considering that men have all been in
one common case of apostasy and condemnation, they who
should be restored to favour and a happy state, should have
no reason to look strangely upon one another, whatsoever the
way and terms were of their restitution, being all dealt with
alike.
But we are to design a larger field and scene for our
besides

and

g-reater

;

thoughts

;

and

to consider that besides

restored from a fallen

and lapsed

myriads of pure and

loyal spirits that

whom

restored

for ever.

men

Now we

would have in

are to

men

make one

are to consider

entire,

numberless

and with
happy community

never

fell,

what aspect the matter

their eyes, if not a single person or two, but so

vast a multitude (and not guilty of some
ofi'ence only,

that shall be

state, there are

light, transient

but of insolent, malicious enmity and rebellion

against the Divine government, propagated and transmitted
from age to age, through all the successions of time) should
be brought in upon them, to partake in the dignities and
blessedness of their state, without any reparation made of so
great and continuing an injury
Though their perfect subjection in all things to the .good pleasure of God would not
allow them to be exceptions, and apt to censure his doings
or determinations
yet also his most perfect wisdom and
exact judgment, and knowledge of what is in itself most Jit,
could much less admit he should do anything liable to be
And no doubt so large
censured by his creatures as less fit.
and capacious intellecta may well be supposed to penetrate
and so
far into the reason and wisdom of his dispensations
not only to exercise submission, in an implicit acquiescence in
the unseen and only believed fitness of them but also to take
an inexpressible complacency and satisfaction in what they
manifestly discern thereof, and to be able to resolve their
delectation in the ways and works of God into a higher
cause and reason than the mere general belief that " he doeth
!

;

;

;

"
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" namely, their immediate delightful view of

the congruity and fitness of what he does.

When

they behold the apostasy and revolt of the sons of
one of themselves, but with whom the Divine

men expiated by

Nature, in his own Son, was so intimately united, that the
atonement made was both fit as from them, and adequate as
to him :—this they cannot but behold with complacential
approbation and admiration for no doubt he made creatures
of such a capacity, with a design to gratify the understandings he gave them, by approving and recommending the
exactness and accuracy of his methods thereto
otherwise, a
;

;

measure of intellectual ability in these creatures,
had answered the Creator's purpose as well.
They certainly cannot but approve that way he hath taken
far lower

and do doubtless stoop down to look into it,' not
complacency than wonder it being in the congruity
suitable to their bright and clear intellects, being

for itself,

with

less

of

as

it

'

;

revealed, as for the strange contrivance thereof

altogether above them, if
cannot,

when they behold

it

had

it

had been
They

not been revealed.

a full glorious vindication of the

and wrong done to their common Lord and the
dignity of his government by his revolted creatures, antecedent to the reception of any of them into grace and favour,
but highly admire the lovely comeliness and congruity of this
whole dispensation, and express their pleasant resentments
by bearing a part with the redeemed society in such strains
of praise, such admirations and applauses, as these " Holy
and marvellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty, just and
true are thy judgments, thou King of nations and of saints
XII. Upon the whole, there appears sufficient reason to
conclude,
not only upon the account of j ustice more strictly
taken, but also of congruity and fitness, or according to such
a larger notion of justice as imports an inflexible propension
to do what is fit and congruous to be done,
it was indisofience

:

!

—

—

pensably necessary the Holy
for the

should, in order to his

among men, insist to have a recompense
wrong that was done him by the violation of it.

return to his temple

made

God

!
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Nor let

this be understood to detract from,

381
but add

to,

what

hath been above discoursed of justice, taken in a most strict
sense and most appropriate to God, as

the

first

place conservative of his

it is

primarily and in

own most

sacred rights

;

which must be, by consequence, vindictive of the violation of
them and this is the original justice as his are the original
and must have had
rights, and the fountain of all other
place though he had settled no express constitution of government and also as, secondarily, it is conservative of the rights
of the governed community) which, by the constitution once

—
—

:

:

settled,

accrue to

Whereupon

it.

also

it

may

be understood, in

And

it is fitter

to distinguish

and thereupon

to explain

how

than at random to deny they are so at
when our Lord hath taught us to pray, " forgive us our

they are or are not
all,

what sense

are to be accounted debts.

punishments, passively taken,
so,

debts;" and when it is so plain in itself that he, who by
delinquency hath forfeited his life, is most truly said to oive it
to justice
yea, and when, though the creditor poencB,
the
'

;

creditor to

whom

the punishment

easily assignable, yet

debtor

;

for

how

no doubt at

is

due,' is said not to be so

all is

made concerning

the

absurdly shoidd he be said to be a debtor,

that owes no debt

Therefore punishments are not of the nature of those debts

commutative justice, arise by
and which, as they arise by
consent between the two covenanting parties, may as well
But nothing hinders but they may be
cease by consent.
as
are
to
be
estimated by the distributive justice of
debts
such
must
whereof
we
either say, that of some, justice doth
rulers,
oblige human and secular rulers to exact the punishment or
else that magistratical justice would allow the remitting of
all, and that no offences of any kind be ever at all punished.
But if the justice of any secular rulers oblige them to punish
some offenders then most of all that of the supreme and most
absolute Ruler and Lord of all, whose rights are natural and
depend not on our consent, or any contract with us—no more
that, according to the rules of

Contract between

man and man

;

;

;
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than our consent was previous to our coming into being, or
our becoming his creatures and whose justice must be more
concerned to protect and vindicate his rights than that of anyearthly governor can be to preserve the rights of even the
most considerable community no community nor all taken
together, or even the whole creation, being of any comparable

—

;

value with the interest of the Supreme and Universal Ruler,
in respect of whom all nations are as the
" drop of the bucket," etc., especially if we add (though that

himself alone

;

be but of secondary consideration) that the rights of the
greatest, even the universal, commimity of all mankind are
involved with his own and that their common peace and
;

order are to be preserved by punishments, even eternal ones,

not as executed, but as threatened

made

which, as hath been

;

said,

the execution necessary, where the terms and method

of remission are not complied with.

And whereas
pcence,

it is

reckoned

the reason of that

the creditor

difficult to assign

not difficult to be assigned,

is

consider what the true notion of a creditor

And

is.

we

if

it is

not

taken passively^ for him who is entrusted with another's rights,
at least is not so to be limited inasmuch as a man may be
;

more properly
another's

but

;

creditor of

what

actively, for

one

debitor pcence is not entrusted

;

and therefore

is

ment, as another debtor
be

his

own than

what is
But the

of

trusts another.

with anything, but

is

only to be

when he can be met with and duly brought

punished,
thereto

is

who

active in

dare pcenas,

not bound to offer himself to punishis

to

pay what he owes

who

;

the solution, the delinquent, passive only
is

And

that this

that

it is

is

to

whence

:

rightly interpreted to "suffer punishment."
is all

he

is

obliged

is

to,

plain, if

we

consider

not the precept of the law that, in this case, obliges

him, which only obliges to the doing of duty but the
annexed commination, which can only oblige to undergo
punishment.
;

*

Creditor' indeed

is

chosen as a

correlative unto debitor pcence

;

fit

but by

no more than only the object of

it

word

we

to express the

are to understand

this solution

:

so, in

human
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improperly *such*, namely, as
but in the
himself, originally and radically, as

governments, the governor
lie is

is

entrusted with the rights of the community

Divine government,

He
He

383

is

God

;

Maker and Lord of all immediately and formally,
the Supreme Rider, and such a one, therefore,
;

is

governs principally

siio

as

as

Jure and for himself, not for others.

his own supreme end; that he also doth
imdertake the care of the concernments and good of others,

For he cannot but be
is

of

mere vouchsafement and condescension, not from any

antecedent obligation so to do.

The sum

of all therefore

is,

that whether

we

take Divine

comprehends all the moral
excellencies that relate to the government of God over man,
especially his wisdom and his holiness
or whether we take it
justice in the larger sense, as it

;

in the stricter sense, for a principle inclining

him

to

maintain

and vindicate the rights and dignity of his government,

it

did direct as well his making a constitution for the punishing
of affronts and offences committed against

according to

it;

it,

as to proceed

so as not to remit such injuries to the offender

without most sufficient recompense.

CHAPTER

YIIL

THE FIRST HEAD THUS FAR INSISTED ON, THAT A SUFFICIENT RECOMPENSE
WAS NECESSARY THE SECOND SUCCEEDS, THAT NO LESS WAS SUFFICIENT
DISHONOURABLE TO HAVE INSISTED
THAN THAT MADE BY IMMANUEL.
ON LESS. WHAT THE DIVINE ESTIMATE IN THIS MATTER WAS, HIS OWN
WORD SHOWS. HIS LOVE TO OFFENDERS OTHERWISE UNDER RESTRAINT.
PROPOSED TO CONSIDERATION, I. HOW GREAT THINGS WERE TO BE REMITTED, THE SINS OF ALL TIMES AND AGES.
NOT FROM INSUFFICIENCY
UNAPPLICABLE TO ALL SINNERS.
REMISSION TO BE GRANTED, BY A
UNIVERSAL LAW. II. HOW GREAT TO BE VOUCHSAFED. WHICH FOLLOWS.
;

And

much being

clear, there is less need to insist
showing what comes next to be considered :^
That no recompense could be sufficient for expiating the
wrong done by the violation of God's temple among men, and
the laying its foundations anew, besides that which hath been
made by the Son of God, Immanuel, God with us becoming
himself first an original temple, a Man " inhabited with all
the fulness of God '^ and then made also a sacrifice to the
ofiended majesty and justice of heaven, for those great and
I,

so

copiously, in

:

;

—

high purposes, the expiating the indignity of violating God's
former temple, and the raising, forming, and beautifying it
anew, in conformity to its present pattern and original and
then possessing, inhabiting, and restoring the Divine presence
;

in

it.

•

hath been shown already that this recompense
full, and apt to answer these purposes
so it
is in itself evident, that whatsoever should be tendered in the
name of a recompense, ought to be full, and proportionable to
II.

For

as

it

could not but be

*

Which

is

;

the second head proposed to be discoursed, Ch. VI. Sec. II.
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wrong done, and
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to the favours afterwards to be

shown

to

the transgressors.

For

it

were manifestly more honourable and worthy of

not to have exacted any recompense at all, than to have
accepted, in the name of a sacrifice, such as were unpro-

God

portionable and beneath the value of what was to be remitted

What had

been lower, must have been
anything be supposed less than God,
immensely short of him. Such is the distance

and conferred.

infinitely lower

let

;

and it falls
between created being and uncreated, that the former is as
nothing to the latter and therefore, bring the honour and
majesty of the Deity to anything less than an equal value,
and you bring it to nothing. And this had been quite to
lose the design of insisting upon a recompense
it had been
to make the majesty of heaven cheap, and depreciate the
dignity of the Divine government instead of rendering it
august and great.
Therefore, the whole constitution of Immanuel, his undertaking, performances, and acquisitions appear to have been
not only apt, suitable, and sufficient to the intended purposes,
which was first proposed to be shown, but also requisite and
;

;

necessary thereto.
III. And for the evincing hereof, let us apply our minds to
meditate silently and intently awhile on those words of our
Lord, " Therefore doth my Father love me, because I lay
down my life; "^ and let us consider them with that reverence

which we cannot but conceive due to words we esteem most
sacred and divine that is, that they could not be rashly or
lightly spoken
whereupon let us bethink ourselves. Have
those words a meaning ? This our awfid regard to the vene;

:

Him that spoke them cannot suffer us to
they mean anything, it is impossible they

rable greatness of

doubt.

And

if

should not mean somewhat most profound and great somewhat that implies a reference to a peculiar ^eoTrpeTre?, that is,
;

a divine decorum, that, as an eternal law, perpetually conducts
all

the propensions and determinations of God's most perfect
'

VOL.

III.

John

X.

17.

S

;
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that could by no means suflfer any violation
what
was most becoming of God, namely, what might best become
him "for whom are all things and by whom are all things,"^
worthy of the great, all-comprehending, central, original
Being, from whence all things sprang and wherein all termiHere is some gradual retection, if we consider what
nate.
immediately follows, "In bringing many sons unto glory," etc.,
if we may, on so
of the veiled arcana of the Divine Being
fit occasion, allude to the inscription in the Egyptian temple,
elsewhere mentioned in this discourse,
I am all that was,
and is, and shall be, and who is he that shall draw aside my
Here is, in some part, a withdrawing of that sacred
veil ?
veil by Him to whom by prerogative it belonged, and of whom
it is said: "No man hath seen God at anytime; the only
begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath
declared him."^ Here is some disclosure of "the mystery of
God, of the Father,"^ in whom the Divine nature was primarily and as in that first fountain " and of Christ," the
mystery of the Mediator, of whom Christ was the distinguishing name the agreement, hitherto unconceivable and
most mysterious, of the absolute purity and perfection of the
Divine nature with the admirable mercifulness of the constitution of Immanuel, of God and man united in one,
will,

:

—

—

;

—

*

'

;

:

God with
brought
about in
to be

in order to the reconciliation of the holy blessed

unholy, miserable man. How was it
a way becoming " Him for whom and by

were"

—

so great, so august a

Majesty

whom

things

all

—that he should admit

that so despicable and rebellious a race should not only be

This could never be, though his
saved, but be made sons ?
immense and boundless love most strongly inclined him to it,
but by their having one of highest dignity, his own Son, set
as a prince or prefect over the whole afiair of their salvation
This
nor by him, but upon his own intervening sufiering
was according to fixed rule indispensably necessary that is,
by the inviolable maxims of the Divine government.
!

;

But
1

because, through the inconceivable riches of his

Heb.

ii.

10.

*

John

i.

IS.

^

Col.

ii.

own

2.

—

CHAP.
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goodness, this was a thing he was most propense unto and

upon

intent

;

yet because the death of his

own

Son, in their

be meritorious nor just without his own
free consent, " therefore" says our Lord, " doth my Father
stead, could neither

love me, because I lay

What

down

my

life."

conceivable reason can there be of this connexion,

"He therefore loves me because I lay down my life,"
without the concurrence of these two things to be considered
conjunctly ?

A

most intense, vehement love to a perishing world
inflexible regard to the eternal, immutable measures of
right and wrong, fit and unfit, decent and indecent, that had
their fixed, everlasting seat in the mind of God.
;

An

IV. The former made the end necessary, the preventing
total, eternal ruin of a lost world
the latter made the

the

:

Son of God's death, and his own consent thereto, the necessary means to this end.
The former, namely, the end, was
not otherwise necessary than upon supposition it was not so
absolutely necessary, that by any means, right or wrong, fit
or unfit, such a ruin (even most deserved) must be prevented.
But it was so far necessary as that if, by any rightful
and decorous means, this ruin could be prevented as
to many, and a contrary blessed state of perpetual life be
attained by them, this must be effected and brought about
;

for them.

Not,

it

eternal,

unequal,

true, for all ofienders,

is

but as

many

as the like

means and measures of equal and
and unfit, capable and uncapable, should not

indispensable
fit

exclude.

All this

"

God

we have

most admirable text of Scripture,^
he gave his only begotten Son,

in that

so loved the world, that

that whosoever belie veth in

him should not

perish, but

have

everlasting life."

SO

loved

leave all
their

!

The matter

is

signified in such a

men amazed, and by

most defective conception of so stupendous a
^

Jolin

way

as to

their astonishment to supply

iii.

love.

16.

s

2

The

!
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world

is

[part n.

an indefinite term, that contains the special and the

afterwards specified object of this love

not a single person,

;

but a whole race of intelligent creatures, a world inhabited
by such that were not to be left and finally all swallowed up
together in one

common

ruin: that upon this account

"he

gave his only begotten Son" to death, as the, event and
known design showed. And how inconceivable must his
love be to his only begotten

glory

!

The express image of

Son

!

The brightness

his person

!

of his

always his delight

all this world should be lost for ever, he is
thus given up, " that whosoever believe on him, should not

Yet rather than
perish,"

etc.,

which expresses the certain, specified, declared
leaving them certainly excluded who,

object of this love

:

after sufficient proposal, refuse their

homage

Immanuel, choose rather their forlorn

to the throne of

souls should be for

ever forsaken of the Divine presence, than unite with

him

and surrender themselves to him by whom alone they might
be refitted, animated again, and inhabited as his living
Their exclusion is necessary by such measures as
temples.
those by which such means were necessary to the salvation
and blessedness of the others.
But who can doubt, hereupon, but that this course was
reviewindispensably necessary to this end ? especially if,
we consider that our Lord
in o- that first mentioned text,
represents his " laying down his life " as an inexpressible
additional endearment of him to the Father who, as it were,

—

—

;

says,

'

thou son of

my

delights, thou hast

now

set

my love

hath been ever pregnant with
great and Godlike designs towards them, and that must
which is
otherwise have been under perpetual restraint
to lost souls at liberty, that

:

'

most evidently implied.
V. But it may be said, Could the love of God be under
restraint ?' And I say. No, it could not therefore, to the allcomprehending Mind, where ends and means lie connected
together under one permanent, eternal view, this course
presented itself as peculiarly accommodate to this end and
was therefore eternally determined by easy concert between
'

;

;
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the Father and the Son, not to remedy, but prevent an}

such restraint.

Yet it may be further urged, Cannot the absoluteness and
omnipotency of a God enable him to satisfy his own propensions, if it were to save never so many thousand worlds of
offending creatures, without taking such a circuit as this

was once

said to a

?

It

human, mortal king, that had about him

but a thin shadow of sovereignty: 'Dost thou now govern
Much
Israel, and not make thy will any way take place ?
Dost thou govern the world ?
more might it here be said
'

:

Art thou not God ?'

Yes

!

'

and

*

He* may

freely say,

am

'

I can

is,
God, do what is not Godlike
can thesefore the less break through established eternal
I must do as becomes
measures, and counteract myself.
Others may
things.'
are
all
Him for whom and by whom

the

llss, for

assume

that I

to themselves

;

that

an imagined, unhallowed liberty of

pursuing, at the next, their

own

inclinations

but

;

it

is

beneath Divine greatness to do so.
Yet in this case it may be further said, Why did not love
which our Lord himself in great
to his Sou preponderate ?
'

'

part obviates by what

is

—

subjoined

— "Because I lay down my

'How ? With a power and design to "take it again ;"
"I have power to lay it down, and I have power to
take it again ;"^ as much as to say, 'This is a matter

life.'

as

am

under a perpetual death tliat could
Father, nor is in itself possible.
But as things are stated, I am prepared to " endure the
cross and despise the shame for the joy set before me " which
joy will be everlastingly common to Him and me, and to the
agreed

;

I

not to

lie

neither be grateful to

;

my

;

whole redeemed community, according to their measure.'
But was all this unnecessaiy trifling ? What serious man's
reverence of Deitj'- can let him endure to harbour so profane
a thought ?
Therefore take
it lies

we now

the entire state of this matter, as

plainly in view before us in these texts of Scripture.

1

Joliu X. IS.

;
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an inexpressible love of God

to

undone,

ii,

lost

sinners.
2.

Here

is

a plain intimation that this love must have been

under a suspension and restraint,
laid down his life for them.

if

God's own Son had not

the Son of God's laying
them was, in Divine estimate, a sufficient
expedient to prevent this restraint upon his love to sinners.
4. That this expedient was reckoned by the blessed God
more eligible than that his love to sinners should be under
3. It is as plainly signified that

down

his life for

perpetual, everlasting restraint.
5.

That

it

was only reckoned more

was
down," with a

eligible as therS

a conjunct consideration had of his " laying

it

power and design of resuming and taking it again.
6. That therefore, as the eternal God had a most constant,
unquestionable love to his " only begotten Sou," his love to

him hath

and most complacential exercise on the
him upon this expedient
choosing rather to endure all the dolours of that one "hour
and power of darkness" that was to come upon him, than
a peculiar

account of his concurring with

that a

whole world

of reasonable creatures, his

spring, and bearing his

own image, should

all

own

off-

perish together

everlastingly.

But who now sees not that this was the determinate judgment of the great God namely, that his gracious designs
;

towards guilty creatures were not otherwise to be effected
than in this

And

way

?

—

yet, for the

further clearing of this matter,^
that
the blood of the Lord Christ, and of " bulls and goats," are

and hereupon, that it
it should take away
sin:" what can that imply less than that the former was
necessary to the taking it away ? Let us but appeal to ourWill we say, though sin
selves, what else can it mean ?
could not be taken away by the blood of bulls and goats, it
might by some nobler sacrifice of an intermediate value ?
put in direct opposition
is

to

said of the latter, " It

»

each other

is

;

not possible

Taking Heb.

x. 4.
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not this manifestly precluded and barred by tbe immeThese two only are in compe-

diateness of the opposition ?
tition,

and

it

God would

said,

is

not,^

but that. Other sacrifices
our Lord, " Lo
I come,"
chosen " He taketh away the

not

this,

saith

then,

!

These are rejected, this is
When it is said,
first, that he may establish the second."^
" not thousands of rams, or ten thousand rivers of oil,"^ if one
should say, Yea, but eleven thousand might serve ;' were not
;

'

this trifling, not reasoning ?

Is it not plain all other were
same reason ?
I shall now somewhat enlarge, as was formerly designed,
upon the two things already intimated under the foregoing
head of Immanuel's sufficiency, etc., as having acquired the
twofold power of forgiving sin and giving the Spirit ; and shall
now show, further, the necessity of his engaging in this affair

refusable for the

—the

—with

restoring of God's

temple

reference

both

to

these things, requisite thereto.

And

to this purpose let

remitted and conferred
First.

What

by

it

be considered what was to be

his procurement.

teas to he remitted.

It

was not the single

tres-

pass of one or a few delinquent persons, but the revolt and
rebellion

of a vast

community; a universal

enmity, continued and propagated through
ages, that

upon

was now, once

all,

to be atoned for.

successive
It

is

here-

to be considered, hoio great the offence teas that must be

remitted; the ivay

of

for

and

hostility

many

and manner

in

which the grant was

to he

made

this remission.

1. Hoio great teas the offence to be remitted!
A whole race
and order of creatures had been in a conspiracy against their

rightful Lord, to deface his temple, tear

down

his imao-e,

invade his rights, withhold and incapacitate themselves for
his worship, substitute, instead of that, highest contempt,
banish his presence, and, as much as in them lay, raze out his
memorial, that he might be no more known, feared, or serv^ed

upon earth
How horrid a prospect had the Lord from
heaven, when, from the throne of his glory there, he beheld
!

'

Ps. xl. 6, 7.

^

Heb.

x. 9.

3

Mic.

vi. 6, 7.

"
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ii.

" The Lord looked down from
heaven upon the children of men, to see if any did underthej^ are all gone aside, none that
stand, and seek after God
doeth sood, no not one." ^ All were become such mischievous,
wicked fools, as to say, with one consent, " in their hearts,

the state of things below

!

;

—No

God

!

And though, it is true, this wickedness was not in event to
be actual^ remitted to all, the case was to be so stated that
remission might be universally offered, and that it be left to
lie

upon men's own

fore, that

score, if it

were not accepted

;

and there-

a sacrifice must be offered up of no less value than

every single transgressor was to have his actual, sealed

if

pardon.

YI. For let it be considered what sort of transgressors are
excluded the benefit of remission on the account of that great
and we find it not
sacrifice that once for all was offered up
reasons why they
other
most
important
apprehend
difficult to
:

are excluded

want

;

but no colour of a reason that

it

should be for

of sufficient value in this sacrifice.

First, as for the angels that fell,

though their case comes

not directly under our present consideration yet occasionally,
and as (a fortiori) we may argue from it, some thoughts may
;

be usefully employed about it.
The Divine pleasure herein is indeed intimated in the Son

and his known
of God's not taking their nature, but ours
measure of showing mercy is, " that he will show mercy,
because he will show mercy." Yet whereas we find that the
most sovereign act of grace, the ** predestinating of some to
^
the adoption of children," is ascribed to the "good pleasure,"
^
the same act is ascribed also to the " counsel of his wiU."
;

And when we
out, in

see the apostle in that holy transport, crying
contemplation of distinguishing mercy, w [3ddos, "

the depth " he doth not say *it* of the sovereign power, but
of " the wisdom and knowledge " of God ^ and admires the
!

;

unscarchableness, not of His arbitrary determinations, but of

His "judgments and ways," or judicial proceedings towards
1

Ps.

xi-v.

2, 3.

-

Eph.

i.

5.

^

yej.,

]i_

4

p^om.

xi. 33.

—
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or believed not ^ implying He had reasons
past our " finding out," of His different
though
Himself,
to

them that believed

;

proceedings towards some and others.
And as for the " angels that fell,'' and

whom He thought
threw them into "chains of darkness," ^
resolving to deal with them, not upon terms of absolute
fit

He

"not to spare,"

—

therefore " reserving them to the
sovereignty, but of justice,
judgment of the great day " not, in the meantime, afibrding
them a second trial in order to their recovery, as He hath to
us, even of 7nere mercy; for no justice could oblige him to offer
us new terms. Yet their case and ours so differed that there
are reasons obvious to view, and which must lie open to all in
the public final judgment, why he might judge it fitter to
design the objects of mercy among men than the apostate
;

As,

angels.

That we must suppose them

i.

— namely,

the angels

created, each of them, in perfect maturity, unto
first

which we, our

parents excepted, grow up gradually and by slow degrees.

The)j

had

their intellectual ability

fit

for present exercise

—

when they first existed, and did all then at once co-exist, as
we generally reckon, having nothing to induce us to think
otherwise

;

toe

come

into being successively,

and

here

exist

but in a succession.

be understood to have
ii. Whereas they therefore must
been originally under a sort of covenant of works as we
were, or were some way or other made to understand what,
by the law of their creation, was their duty towards the
Author of their beings, and what their expectations might be
from him, we have no reason therefore to apprehend that

—

they were treated with in one common head of their own
our
order, in whom they should stand or fall, as we were
;

case not admitting

it

co-existent with him.

we were not
But we must conceive them to have

to be otherwise, because

been, every individual of them, personal covenanters, each
one, in his

own

Maker's will
'

;

person, receiving the signification of their

and, if there were reason or need of solemn

Ps. xxxvi.

0.

•

2 Pet.

ii.

4,

5

;

Jiule

G.

sa

;

THE
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each one, in his

temple.

own

[part

person, as

it

ir.

were, plight-

ing his faith and vowing his allegiance to the celestial crown

They, therefore, from a self-contracted malignity,
and though an obligation by a

and throne.

rebelled with open ey«s

common head were

;

binding, theirs by their

own

act

and

deed must be more strongly binding, and their revolt more
deeply and more heinoudy criminal.
iii.

The

posterity of ©lar apostate first parents hare but a

limited time, in this state ;©f probation, wherein to understand

the present altered state of things between

them and

their

within which time, though he foresaw the
malignity of very many would never be overcome by his
goodness in the ordinary methods wherein he reckoned it

offended Lord

:

and exercise it towards them yet,
accordins: to the course and law of nature he had now settled
for this apostate, sinful world, their course would soon be run
out, and they would not have jopportunity long to continue
their rebellion and obstruct his interest and designs on earth.
And also, having all things ever present to his all-comprehending view, he foreknew and fore-determined that great
numbers should become the captives of his grace and that
the love and blood of an Immanuel should not be lost and

became him

to discover

;

;

thrown away upon them. He should make them " willing, in
the day of his power," to fall in with gracious intendments,
and their Redeemer should " see his seed and the travail of
whereas he beheld the
his soul, and be satisfied " therein
;

apostate

spirits,

of that higher order, fixed in enmity, not

by any ordinary methods. Nor was it to be expected
he should exert in this case his absolute power, and act ad
ultimum, as a natural agent doeth to its very uttermost, had
he thought fit, he could as well have prevented their revolt
vincible

—

—or

that he should have appointed a

recovery,

who were

irrecoverable

:

Redeemer

their case, at

for their

first,

being

probably very parallel to theirs among men, who sin that
" sin against the Holy Ghost." And as things lay in Divine
prospect, their malicious opposition to God's designs in this

world was not bounded within the narrow limits of a short
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natures not being subject to a law of

their

life,
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among men but they
were beheld as continually filling this world with mischiefs,
with wickednesses and miseries, and counterworking all
Grod's glorious and merciful designs in it
even every one
of them, from his first apostasy, as long as the world shall
mortality, as

it

is

with every sinner

;

;

last.
iv. Man sinned at first, being seduced, tempted, and deceived
by the devil the devils, as being their own tempters sin had
in and from them its original and first rise in the creation of
God. In all agency, whether of good or evil, much is wont
who was first in it. In point of good,
to be attributed to this,
;

:

—

the blessed
first

God hath no

fountain of

Supreme Good.

all

competitor

good, and

is

;

he

is

the undoubted

therefore acknowledged the

In point of evil (namely, moral) there is none
who is therefore eminently called the evil

prior to the devil,

or wicked one.

And

it by
was therefore the greater on
their parts, and proportionably the less on ours.
The more
knowing are the more deeply guilty, the deceiver than the
It is true that none
deceived and deserve the more stripes.
can deserve mercy, for then it were justice, and not mercy
but though none can deserve to have mercy shown them, they
may deserve not to have it. The more a ruler is above us
and the less he needs us, the less possible it is for us to oblige
him, and the more possible to disoblige and ofiiend him, and
the more heinous will the offence be therefore, though none
can claim mercy, they may forfeit it and will, by the deeper
guilt, incur such a forfeiture, by how much the more and
clearer the light and knowledge is against which they ofiend.
And this we find to have been a measure with the blessed
God in the exercise of his mercy, even in some of the highest
" I
instances hereof that we meet with in Holy Scripture

as the devils

deceiving us

;

were

first

in sin, so they led us into

the malignity of

it

;

;

;

;

;

obtained mercy, because I did

it

ignorantly in unbelief:"^

not that this could specify a more deserving object of mercy,
1

1

Tim.

i.

13.

—

THE
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for -where there can be

or
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no desert

[part

at all, there

il,

can be no more

less.

VII. But
merc}^ more

it

represents the occasion and season of showing

fitly,

in the estimate of the Divine

wisdom which

conducts the acts of sovereignty, and judges of congruities,
as justice doth of right

Where
absolute

indeed

termines

men the

parity,
;

as

it

and wrong.

among
there,

may

the objects of mercy, there
as

is

an

them, mere sovereignty de-

to

be ordinarily, in God's electing

among

"Where there is no objective
reason of eligibility in one more than another
especially if
there be such as would rather persuade the contrary way
wisdom hath no proper exercise. But occasions are of greater
latitude, and comprehend all considerable circumstances and
consequences and many things lie open to the Divine eye
that are hid to ours.
But now whereas we cannot doubt that besides such considerations as occur to us, the blessed God saw superabundant
ground of not making such provision for the recovery of
fallen angels as of lost men, we can have none whereupon to
imagine the former partake not of the benefit with the latter
for want of value in the sacrifice of Immanuel.
For when the " blood of his cross " is intimated to extend
to all things both in heaven and earth ^ to difiuse an influence
through the universe to be the cement of the creation, in
what part and for what time it shall continite, subordinately
and that by him who
to the Creator's pleasure and purposes
shed it even as such, all things are said to consist and that
besides his natural right, he hath acquired by the superabundant value of this sacrifice, the odours whereof are
spread through all worlds,
a universal dominion
and
particularly, to be Head of all principalities and powers, to
establish the faithfid and loyal, to judge and punish the
disloyal, over whom he so gloriously triumphed on the cross ^
to have " eyerj knee bow to him," etc. :^ it cannot be, doubtless, but the value of the same sacrifice had sufiiced to obtain
objects of his free faA^our.

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

—

;

;

1

Col.

i.

20.

-

Col.

ii.

15.

-

Phil.

ii.

6—11.

—

'
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a power,
as well as to govern and judge all, to establisli and
reward the good, to punish the bad, so to have obtained that,
upon terms, pardon and mercy might have reached down
into the infernal regions, if they that inhabit them could
upon other accounts have been thought a pardonable or

—

tractable sort of delinquents.

And
value,

if

we cannot apprehend

this great sacrifice to

even to make atonement for

devils,

we can

want

as little

it should want value to save,
VIII. Secondl}^, the impenitent and unbelieving among
men, under the gospel and that it must therefore, also be for
some other reason that such perish.
As, if there be anything of reason in what hath been discoursed, concerning the state of the lapsed angels, their
continuance in wilful impenitence and infidelity partly

think

;

supposes, partly makes, the state of things with

them the

same.
(1.)

Partly supposes

it so.

For

it

implies they have been

applied to and treated with personally, upon the terms of the

second covenant, that

is,

the covenant of

the apostate angels were upon the

first.

God

And

if

in Christ, as

the guilt of

the former apostates was so horridly great upon this account,
the guilt of the latter must be proportionably so on the same
account.
(2.)

Partly makes

violaters first
first

it the same.
For hereby, as they were
and immediately, in their own persons, of the

covenant, so are

tlic&e

of the second.

For, generally,

they that live under the gospel are professed

and

if

they were not,

obliged to have been
thereof unto

them

;

so,

or, as

'

covenanters

;

they could not but have become
by the very proposal and tender
soon as the

mind

of

him who made

them, concerning this matter, was known.
They were not obliged by their own consent, but they were
obliged to it, and by an incomparably greater and deeper
not by their own act and deed, but by his who
gave them breath. AVhat is their authority over themselves,
compared with that of the Supreme Lawgiver ? A mere
obligation

;

!
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il.

borrowed subordinate thing without and apart from him,
without whom their being itself were mere nothing
An
argument ad hominem is convictive, in disj)utation, between
!

one man and another but how much more overpowering
means of conviction will there be in the judgment of the
great day
;

And
and

the parity of cases between the angels that

insolent sinners

under the gospel,

is

fell,

intimated as monitory

to the latter, in those texts of Scripture that speak of God's

most just and terrible sej^erity to the former namely, the
sin of both was apostasy, according to the diflPerent covenants
For as the one sort were
or laws under which they stood.
apostates from God, so the others were from Christ, " denying
the Lord that bought them;"^ and again, "turning the
grace of God into lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord
God, and our Lord Jesus Christ :"^ whereuj^on, this example
of God's vengeance "upon the angels that fell" is subjoined
;

in both places.

Besides what was
angels,

common

to

there were some things

them with the apostate
peculiar

to

these

wilful

refusers of the grace of the gospel, and violators of the gospel

covenant

:

As,

That the

i.

guilt of wilful sinners

under the gospel admits

of this aggravation above that of the rebelling angels, that

they offend against the grace of the remedy, never offered to
the other ; treading under foot the Son of God, profaning
the blood of the covenant, wherewith they were sanctified, as

an unholy thing, and doing despite unto the Spirit of
And,
grace.^
ii. That the offer itself, made to them, carried in it a manisignification

fest

of their

remote,

claimable right to the

benefits of the gospel covenant, on supposition of their com-

—

it,
unto which the fallen angels
barred
only by their non-acceptance
have
no
pretence,
could
the
general tenor of the gospelwhich
appears
in
refusal,
or
"
one
that
thirsts:"
itself:
" Whosoever
Ho,
every
covenant

pliance with the terms of

—

—

1

2 Pet.

ii.

1.

-

Jude

4.

3

Hfk

x. 29.

—
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will, let

"

God

it

is

him come, and

300

take of the waters of

life freely

:

"

he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth on him, should not perish."
And
so loved the world, that

here to be noted, that a secret intention gives not a

and it must be
ought to be claimed or accepted. This is
the case then with the wilfully impenitent and rebellious
" You
under the gospel, that it may be truly said to them

claimable right, bnt some overt act or deed
claimable, before

;

it

:

you had not reIt is not therefore want of value
rejection, whence it is unavailable

might have had pardon, and eternal
jected the kindest offers."
in this sacrifice, but their

life, if

to them.

As

for

them that could never have the gospel, or infants
it, we must consider the Holy Scrip-

uncapable of receiving

tures were written for those that could use them, not for those

that could not

;

therefore to have inserted into

them an

ac-

count of God's methods of dispensation towards such, had only
served to gratify the curious and unconcerned, not to instruct
or

benefit

such as were concerned.

hereupon, the accurate wisdom

And

it

well became,

of God, not herein to indulge

the vanity and folly of man.

Now

hereupon be considered, 2. In what icay
not otherwise than by enacting and
publishing a universal law, that whosoever should comply
with such and such terms, expressed in that law, (as for
instance, " repentance towards God and faith in Jesus
Christ,") should be actually and finally pardoned and saved.
And this being now the plain state of the case, let any sober,
vmprejudiced mind make a judgment of it, what this matter
would come to, if there had not been a compensation made,
as a foundation to this law, and the publication of it.
They that exalt one Divine perfection to the diminution of
IX.

was

let

this to be

several others

;

it

done

;

that, for instance, so plead for the absolute-

ness and sovereignty of God's mercy, as not to adjust there-

with the determinations of his wisdom, purity, righteousness,
forget that they hereby make any satisfaction by a Redeemer
unnecessary, and by consequence

make

Christ,

whom

they

—

!
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cannot deny to have suffered and died, being innocent, to have
died in vain : nor do allow, in their own thoughts, its just

—

weight to this state of the case, that the method in which
God was to exercise his pardoning mercy, was by publishing
an edict for that purpose, that was to extend all the ivorld
They know this
over and through all the successions of time.
is the course the wisdom of God hath pitched upon, and yet,
taking the case as it is, would have this large, universal tenor
of the gospel to proceed upon no foregoing compensation
The great God requires it shoidd be proclaimed to all the
world, "Ho, every one that thirsts, come to the waters"
" Whosoever believes shall not perish, but have life ever"If the wicked turn from all the sins he hath
lasting"

—

all his transgressions shall not
committed, he shall not die
be mentioned " " Repent, so your iniquities shall not be
your ruin" " Come to me, all ye that are weary and heavy
" Go, preach the gospel to
laden, and I will give you rest "
every creature, whosoever believes shall be saved." This is

—

the

known

all the ends

—

;

—

tenor of the gospel, directed -without limitation to
of the earth; " Look to me, and he saved ;" "all sin

and blasphemy shall be forgiven to men." That gospel which
determines, Whosoever " believes shall be saved," is directed
He did first, by his angels
to be " preached to all nations."
from heaven, indefinitely proclaim "peace on earth, and
And pursuant hereto was the
good- will towards men."
ascending
Lord to his apostles and
commission given by our
" end of the world."
the
ministers that should succeed, to
Now suppose that without reference to, or mention anywhere
made of, this compensation to the justice of God, there must
be an offer made of such mercy, not to present delinquents
only, but to all, in all future times and ages
X. With what methods of government would such a course
I the rather insist upon this^ both as appreas this agree ?
hending it to have its own great weight, and that, perhaps, it
hath escaped the consideration of the most, in treating of this
important subject yet, what is more obvious ?
It is one thing for a prince, by a private act of grace, to
;

—
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pai'don a particular person that hath offended him, without

upon any recompense another thing to do it to a
not only that had now transgressed, but that
should do so in any future time.
Lighter minds may perhaps at first sight reckon this
would only so much the more magnify the mercy of God
above that of man " whose ways are not as our ways, nor

insisting

;

multitude,

;

his thoughts as our thoughts."

And

so indeed doth the

way

pardoning of sin infinitely exceed all
human thought.^ But we must take heed of being so inconsiderately officious, as to prescribe him ways of exalting one

he hath taken

for the

depressing of another and so to set him
above men, in one respect, as to throw him, in another, below
that is, not more to
himself, yea, and below men too

attribute to the

;

;

them in
if any
would be so insolent to prescribe to him, they might have
thought the inconvenience of such a universal edict might
have been avoided, by his sending an angel or affording
some particular revelation to every man he would have turn
But were it dutiful so to correct his way
to him and repent.
set

him above them

point of governing

in point of mercy, than beneath

wisdom and righteousness.

And

of dispensation ?

And consider how this way he hath chosen would square
with the ordinary measures of government, without the foundation laid which

we

are asserting.

That prince would certainly never be so much magnified
for his clemency and mercy, as he would be despised by all
the world for most remarkable defects of government, that
should not only pardon whosoever of his subjects had offended
him, upon their being sorry for it but go about to provide a
law should obtain in his dominions throuo-h all after-time
that whosoever should offend against the government,
with whatsoever insolency, malignity, and frequenc}^ if
;

—

they repented, they should never be punished, but be taken
forthwith into highest favour.
Admit that it had been

congruous to the wisdom and righteousness of God, as well as
1

Isa. Iv.

6—8.
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goodness, to have pardoned a particular sinner, upon

repentance, without

satisfaction

;

yet nothing could have

been more apparently unbecoming him than to settle a
universal law, for all future time, to that purpose that let as
;

many

as would, in

any

age, to the world's end, affront

him

never so highly, invade his rights, trample his authority, tear
the constitution of his government, they should, upon their
repentance, be forgiven
and not only not be punished, but
be most highly advanced and dignified.
;

And though

he hath, upon the recompense made him
he will do all this, they
accepting their E/cdeemer and Saviour for their Ruler and
Lord, and returning to their state of subjection and duty to
himself, in him
yet it were enough to make the world
tremble and fall astonished at his footstool, to have peace and
and to
reconciliation offered them only upon such terms
behold God's own Son made a sacrifice to his justice and a
XI.

by

his

Son

—

for all this injury, declared

;

;

public spectacle to angels and

wrong done

;

men

and enough to make

for the expiation of the
all

men

despair of ever

they should reject the terms
upon which only the value and meritoriousness of this can
be available for them. They can never, after this, have
pretence to think it a light matter to offend God, or to think
finding such another sacrifice,

if

that he looks with iudifferency

And

upon

sin or counts

it

a small

might
have been pardoned without such atonement made for his
offence, the design of God's unbounded mercy not being so
narrow, but so vastly comprehensive as to require the settling
of the stated course for the reducing and saving of lost
souls in all times and ages
since a Redeemer of so high
dignity *was to be constituted for this purpose, it had been
an unexpressible injury to Mm, a detraction from the kindness
of his undertaking and the authority of his office, that anything of mercy should be shown in this kind, but in him and
matter.

suppose

it

possible a single delinquent

;

by him alone.
But that it may be further understood how

requisite

it

was

such atonement should be made, such a sacrifice offered for
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the sins of men, in order to God's settling his temple and
we were to consider, not only what was

presence with them

;

which we have done, but

also what was to be
communicated, namely, his blessed Spirit, in pursuance of the
same gracious purpose which remains to be done in what

to be remitted,

:

follows.

;

CHAPTER

IX.

CONCERNING THE GIFT OR COMMUNICATION OF THE SPIRIT
THE GOSPEL
THE MEANS OF IT. THE INSEPARABLE CONNEXION HEREOF WITH THE
FORMER, THE IMPARTING OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, FOR REMOVING THE GUILT
OF SIN. IN WHAT SENSE THE HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD IS SAID TO BE GIVEN
OR COMMUNICATED. WHAT PERSONAL UNION SIGNIFIES. HOW PERSONAL
PRESENCE, VITAL UNION, COMMUNICATED INFLUENCES, CONCERN THE
INQUIRY.
IN WHAT RESPECT THE NECESSITY ASSERTED OF THIS COMSINCE SUCH FULNESS OF SPIRIT IN IMMANUEL PURPOSELY
MUNICATION.
FOR COMMUNICATION, HOW COMES IT TO PASS HE THEREBY RAISES NO
MORE SUCH TEMPLES ? THE NECESSITY OF THIS COMMUNICATION, FOR
BY SHOWING, I. THAT THE
THIS PURPOSE, REPRESENTED TWO WAYS
HOLY SCRIPTURE TEACHES THAT GOD DOTH GIVE HIS SPIRIT, THOUGH
UNDER DISTINCT NOTIONS, ONLY THROUGH CHRIST. II. THAT IT WAS
MOST REASONABLE, AND THEREFORE NECESSARY IT SHOULD BE SO.
THE DOCTRINE OF SCRIPTURE HEREIN PROPOSED UNDER SIX HEADS.
:

—

;

"Whereas there could be no

I.

God with men,

as

restoration of this temple of
hath been shown, without the concurrence

of these two things

— remission

of sin, emission of the

Holy

was undertaken to show, that these were
so great things as that the wisdom of God judged it not meet
to vouchsafe them in another way than by constituting the
Immanuel, invested with a full power by his own acquisition, in an unexceptionable legal way, to dispense and eiSFect
whereupon, as we have seen this constitution
both of them
was abundantly sufficient, so it now also must appear necessary,
Spirit

:

and that

it

;

for this purpose.

Having endeavoured

to evince this necessity concerning

the former of these, remission of

sin,

the vast amplitude and the peculiar

we

are

now

to

show

it

concerning the

upon consideration of

way

of this remission

latter,

namely,

;;
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The emission or communication of the Holy Spirit.
The rich sufficiency of Immanuel, so constituted as

to be
furnished with this power of giving the Spirit, hath been

already seen, and that in a twofold respect
respect of the end of

unwilling heart of

its

communication,

man might

namely, both in ^^ua Cj^

;

tliat

the indisposed,

be prepared and made willing

f

;

glorious

man's intelligent nature, by representation of the
by which his soul was to be impressed

object

Immanuel

himself, represented

as

Whereby

discoursed Chap. V.

mentioned Chap. YI.,

the original, exemplary

made

temple, and also represented as

a

sacrifice

was

as

;

the two purposes are answered,

which

Sect. 1, for

it

was

requisite this

Immanuel should be, and should be declared
that the blessed God might,
and made known to us
upon terms not injurious to himself, give his own consent;!
and might, in a way not unsuitable to us, gain ours. Bothi
constitution of

;

which he

to us

;

I

graciously pleased to assume to himself, for his

is

part, in his transactions

for our part,

—

being so

with us about this matter

assisted, to consider

and thereupon, actually

what

to give our

Whereupon we are not to look upon the
of God as a useless or unnecessary thing

is

own

;

leaving

it

represented

consent.

gospel of the Son
;

it

is

the minis-

and " the power of God unto salvathat
believes," an apt instrument of such
tion," to every one
impressions upon the spirits of men as are necessary to their
being formed into living temples the " sword of the Spirit."
Not that any good work is wrought by the inanimate gospel
tration of spirit

and

life,^

;

the letter

kills,

but

the Spirit that gives

it is

An

life,^

instrument comes under the general notion of means, which
signify somewhat middle between the effi.cient and the efiect,

and suppose an agent able
is

a

fit

instrument, for

to wield

effectually to use them.

A

sword

proper use, supposing a hand able

it.

The communication
^

its

2 Cor.

iii.

6.

therefore of the Spirit
-

Kom.

i.

16.

is
^

that

2 Cor.

we
iii.

are

C.

,\

U

again to receive the Divine presence and in respect of the
way wherein it was to be communicated, namely, in a way
suitable to

^"^^

;
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now

principally

Immanuel was
it,

for this

—

ii.

the constitution of
for its

own

show the

to

;

same purpose.

be a concurrence of these two in the
namely, a fulness of
the Restorer of this temple,

There ought
Cause,

as

own kind and
restoration so we are
in its

sufficient,

proper purpose, in this
necessity of

And

consider.

to

[part

to

—

it may be a groimd
upon which sin may be forgiven and a fulness of Spirit,
from whence vital influence may be communicated and

righteousness, to be so imparted as that
;

transfused.

Inasmuch

most evident there cannot but be a connamely,
ejfect,
^
itself
restored,
For can
it must be full of life.
the temple
it be thought the righteousness of the Son of God should
as it

nexion of what

is

is

correspondent thereto in the

—

ever be the clothing of a carcass

Without union with

?

man

no

Christ,

—

can have either

neither his righteousness nor his indwelling Spirit.

Nor can they be
end.

It is

separable with reference to the designed

an unsupposable thing that one should be God's

own Spirit, and yet be
under remaining guilt, and liable, every moment, to His
consuming wrath or that he could be an)'- whit the better,
to have aU his former guilt taken off, and be still " dead in
Wherefore this latter is of equal
trespasses and sins!"
temple, enlivened and animated by His

;

necessity.

Hither therefore we have reserved the larger discourse we
intended of the gift or communication of the Spirit, as the

most proper place for

And by way

it.

of preparation hereto, two things

are not

unfit to be briefly opened.
1.
all,

2.

this

How,

or in

what sense the

Spirit is said to be given at

or communicated.

In what respect we

assert a necessity, in reference to

communication.

II. It

wiU not be inconvenient

true import of the phrase
1

to say

— " giving the

1

Pet.

ii.

4, 5.

somewhat of the

Spirit."

It

is evi-

,;
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"giving" imports some sort of communiwherein that blessed Spirit is, to
any creature, simply incommunicable. There is a TTepix<^pr)<ns,
or mutual iiibeing of the sacred persons in the Godhead, which
is most peculiar to themselves, not communicable to creatures
with them and which is natural and necessary, not gratuitous, and whereto therefore the notion of gift no way
dent, that whereas

cation, there is yet a sense

;

agrees.

We

cannot yet be ignorant, that because the Holy Spirit
sometimes called the "Spirit of Grod," sometimes the

is

"Spirit of Christ,"

some bold assuming

enthusiasts,

upon

pretence of being possessed of this Spirit, have taken the
liberty of uttering 'great swelling words of vanity,' and
to talk of being

'godded' with God,

and

'christed' with

Christ.

Yet, because the expressions of " giving the Spirit," of
"receiving," of "having the Spirit," of our "being in the

and of

"being" and "dwelling," or "abiding" in
known and frequent use in Scripture
whether in relation to extraordinary purposes and operations,
Spirit,"

his

are phrases of

us,

peculiar to some, or to ordinary,
sincere in the Christian church
fore

by no means

:

— common to

all

that are

such expressions are there-

to be rejected or disused

but cautiously

;

and understood in a sound and sober sense.
We find no difficulty in apprehending how God is said to
give anything diverse or distinct from himself; as houses,
lands, riches, etc., when, in the meantime, we will confess it
not so easy to conceive of his giving what is within the verge
of Deity, or that is of and belonging to himself.
Some have thought that by the " Spirit given," we are to
understand the operations and effects of the Spirit, extraordinary, as of prophecy, working miracles, etc.
and ordinary
which concern our present purpose, the graces, habits,
acts, and influences of the Spirit.
used,

;

—

—

Others, finding

so expressly said of the Spirit himself,^

it

spoken, of as a person, that he shall be given, he shall abide
^

Jolin XIV. XV. xvi.

;

Rom.

viii.

in divers verses of those chapters.

y

'

;
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shall or dotli dwell with or in you,

too diminishing,

have thought
and beneath the sense of those places, to

understand them of anything

less

than the very person of the

Spirit.

And some, reckoning the particle in^ to import union,
have therefore, incogitantlj^, spoken of a personal union
between the Holy Spirit and believers others, more cautiously, of his indwelling, personal presence in them, as a
greater thing, and more answerable to the letter of such
texts, than their only having in them his graces or gracious
*

I

:

influences.
III. If one

upon

may

all this, I

adventure to give a censure and judgment

conceive,

i. That if any will make use of metaphysical terms, they
should take them in the sense wherein metaphysicians use

them

which they do not, w'ho speak of a personal union
between Christ, or the Spirit of Christ, and believers. For
hji^f'rsonaljimon_i8iieYer wont to be meant a union of one
person with another; but a union of the singular nature
;

with this peculiar manner of subsistence, whereby is conthat is, that by personal union is meant
stituted one person
:

not the subjects of union, as

if it

only signified that several

persons, remaining distinct, were yet some way or other
united with one another which, so taken, were a very lax
expression, and which, according to various capacities persons
may admit of, would be of vast extent, and may reach to
domestical, poKtical, and I know not how many more unions
which cannot but be much beneath what such men must
;

;

—

I

j
'

be understood to intend.

means the

result of union,

one person.

And

But that expression, personal union,
whereby the mentioned two become

therefore they that speak in this stricter

and more proper sense of " personal union" of the Spirit and
believers, do most unwarily assert a nearer union between
the Spirit and believers than that of the sacred persons in
the Godhead with each other.
For they who acknowledge
them one in Godhead, do yet as commonly deny them to be
one person, and assert them to be ever three distinct persons

;
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and this must be as mucli above what such men will avow
and stand by. Therefore that expression can, in this case,
admit no tolerable sense at all distinctly expressive of anything that can be truly meant by it.
ii. That of a personal indwelling presence can by no means

The

be denied.
of this,

is

take

texts of Scripture

them

is

so

otherwise, exclusively

not to interpret Scripture, but deny

Yet

iii.

many

plain import of

full to this purpose, that to

it.

this expression of a personal indwelling presence,

taken alone, doth not signify any peculiar distinguishing
but what is common to all

privilege of believers from others

men and

;

For can we acknowledge God to be
omnipresent, and deny it of any person of the Godhead?
creatures.

Therefore the Spirit's personal presence, alone^
distinguish believers from others, even though
" God is
that presence to be never so intimate
:

all,"

more inward

or intimate to us than

an assertion carrying
easily to be

own

its

we

That,

iv.

by

suppose

all,

evidence so fully in

itself as

from the pagan academy

transferred

and in

are to ourselves

Christian church, so as generally to obtain in

present

doth not

we

to

the

it.

therefore, such as speak of the Spirit's being

his gracious

influences,

operations,

and

efiects,

suppose his personal presence, from which they can no more

be severed than the beams from the body of the sun the
way of Divine operation being also by an immediateness both
virtutis et mppositi, of both power and person, as it is commonly, and fitly enough, wont to be spoken.
If any therefore should speak of the Spirit's personal
presence as secluding gracious efiects wrought thereby, they
do not herein say a greater thing than the others, but much
;

For

less.

though there

cannot be any gracious

without the present person of the Spirit, yet we

all

effects

know he

may

be personally present where he produces no such

it is

therefore his being so present as to be the productive

effects

;

is any one's peculiar
have the personal presence
of some great and munificent personage, and be nothing the

cause

of

advantage.
VOL.

III.

such

blessed

effects

that

It is very possible to

T

;
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it, if his favour be sbut up towards me
it is only
communicative presence that I can be the better for,
which depends upon free goodwill.

better for

;

his

V.

It

therefore only the free, gracious presence of the

is

Spirit that can be the matter of gift

that which

is

—

and of promise, not
which is

necessary, or impossible not to be,

—

pecuKar and distinguishing. Mere personal presence, as the
Divine essence itself, is everywhere, by necessity of nature,
not by vouchsafement of grace and therefore no way com;

ports with the notion of giving or of promise.
vi.

Therefore giving the Spirit imports, in the

full sense of

two things
somewhat real; when he vouchsafes to be in us as the
spring and fountain of gracious communications, influences,
and effects, which are most distinct from himself. For the

it,

:

First,

cause

uncreated

is

;

the effect

is

the "

new

creature," with

whatsoever was requisite to produce, sustain, improve, and

though so

perfect

it

name

"That which

:

;

like its cause, in nature, as to bear its
is

born of the

Spirit, is spirit."^

And

because he is said to be in Christians, who are truly such, and
they " in him," which are words very expressive of union
that union

is most properly vital, as whereof holy life is the
immediate result "I live, yet not I, but Christ" (that is, by
his Spirit) " liveth in me."
Nor, otherwise, could such be
living temples, animated from Immanuel.
:

\

Secondly, somewhat relative; the collation of a right to
such a presence, for such purposes, which hath no difiiculty.

—

We easily conceive how the meanest

persons may,

by vouch-

safement, have relation to and interest in the greatest

God

gives himself, his Son, his Spirit to

them

;

so

that cove-

nant with him, as we also take the Father, Son, and Spirit
God, as the baptismal form signifies. And when
we so covenant, then hath this "giving" its full and complete

to be our

—

sense.

And

now, having thus far seen in what sense the blessed

Spiiit of

God may be

said to be given or communicated,
'

John

iii.

6.

—

;
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premise,

IV. In what respect we are here, pursuantly to the drift
and design of the present discourse, to affirm a necessity in
reference to this communication.
It

may admit

a twofold reference, backward to the consti-

which it depends forward, to the
which depends on it.
There was a consequent moral necessity of this communication, upon what the Immanuel was, did, suffered, and acquired.
There was an antccedcnf natural necessity of it, in order to
what was to be efi'ected and done by it.
In the former respect, it was necessary in point of right, as
it stood related to its meriting cause.
In the latter respect,
it was necessary in fact, as it stood related to its proper designed
In short,
effect, which could only be brought about by it.
necessary
the
restoring
Spirit
was
to
the communication of the
Immanuel
constitution
of
was
necessary
The
of this temple.
to the communication of the Spirit.
tution of Immanuel, on

;

restoration of God's temple,

This former necessity hath, in great part, been evinced
already, in representing the ruinous state of God's temple

among men when Immanuel undertook
and in treating of his abundant rich
taking

:

the reparation of

it

sufficiency for this under-

yet there will be further occasion to say more of

it

The other will
more directly come under our consideration in what follows
wherein, however, we must have reference to both promiscuously, pursuantly to what hath been said.
For as we have shown that the immense fulness of both
righteousness and Spirit, treasured up in Immanuel, could not
in the progress of the following discourse.

but be abundantly
temple and have
;

sufficient for the

also

purpose of restoring God's

shown that

his fulness of rightepus-

ness was, in order to the remission of sin, as well necessary as
sufficient to the same purpose ; so it remains further to be

shown, that his fulness of Spirit, as it was sufficient, so is the
emission or immission of it also necessary for that part it was
and that the whole course of
to have in this restoration
T 2
:
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ii.

Divine dispensation, in restoring of this temple, imports a
steady comportment with this necessity, in both the mentioned kinds of

it.

Immanuel being the procurer

Therefore the
tion, as this

God

in

him

;

may

fitly

so the Spirit being the

also styled the

is

it

in

many

of this restora-

be styled the temj)le of Christ, or of

immediate actor herein,

temple of the Holy Ghost

texts of Scripture,

;

as

we

find

which the reader may consult

at

leisure.^

And

they

all

show how important and necessary a part the

as
blessed Spirit hath in this merciful and glorious work
withal, it being considered what relation the Spirit bears to
:

he is Immanuel, and Mediator between God and
man, it evidently shows the necessity of his being constituted
and made such, in order to the Spirit's part herein.
Y. God's own judgment is the surest measure to direct
And so far as the
ours, of what was necessary in this case.
ground of his judgment is, by himself, made visible to us, we
are neither to put out our own eyes nor turn them away from
Christ, as

beholding

it.

W.e are to reckon it ahvays safe and modest to follow him,
by an obsequious ductile judgment of things apparent, and
which he ofifers to our view, or appeals to us about them. To
go before him, by a preventive judgment of " the secret
things that belong to him," or pretend to give reasons or " an
account of his matters," where he gives none himself, argues
rashness, arrogance, and self-confidence, whereof we can give
no account.
But our judgment may be truly said to follow his, when he
having in his word declared his choice of such a course,
which he steadily pursues in his consequent dispensations, we
thereupon conclude that course to be most fit and that what
he judged most fit, was to him, as formerly we have insisted,
;

necessary.

Therefore
1

ii,

Eph.

4, 5.

ii,

may we, with just confidence, undertake

20, 21

;

1

Cor,

iii,

16;

and

vi,

19;

2 Cor.

vi. 18,

to show,
19;

1

Pet,

—

;
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" giving thel

that his declared, chosen, constant course of

with men, is to do it in and'
Immanuel, the constituted mediator between
God and man and that it was apparently reasonable, and
becoming of himself so to do whereby the necessity will
Spirit," for restoring his temple

by Christ

or

;

:

appear, both of his giving the Spirit for the restoring of his

temple

;

and of

his settling the constitution of

Immanuel

or

such a mediator, in order to the giving his Spirit.

Only before we proceed more
things,

it

distinctly to discourse these

seems requisite to consider and discuss a

difl&culty,

which may give great amusement to the minds of many
namely, that since, by the drift and tendency of this discourse, it would appear that the Son of God, Immanuel, " God
with us," hath by his own dear purchase a fulness of Spirit
in him for this blessed work, and now hath it in his power
* it seems
to raise temples everywhere at his pleasure
:

unaccountable* that yet so great a part of the world

is still

desolate, full of idols^ temples, yea, the visible temple of

of

full

idols,

destitute

of

the Divine

Spirit,

God

under the

poisonous influence of the "prince of the power of the

air,

works in the hearts of the children of
disobedience,""^ and by an efficacious energy,^ as the word
there used emphatically signifies.
For what
hath that
accursed spirit more power to destroy than the Son of God
manifested to dissolve and destroy the works of the devil
and his blessed Spirit have to save ?
Some considerations, tending to disamuse men's minds about
this matter, may make way for our clearer and less interrupted
the

that

spirit

!

progress in the following discourse.

Therefore consider,

VI. 1. That the raising up of temples to God in the souls
of men, with the dispossessing of " that wicked one," must
by no means be understood to be the work of mere power
as if no other excellency of the Divine Being were concerned
nor is it fit to say (as elsewhere is insisted) that God
in it
can do everything that almighty power can do. Almighty
power gives us not an adequate notion of God.
He is
;

:

1

Eph.

ii.

2.

2

^yfpyo\)vTO%.

'

—

;
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it.

power and can do
otlier excellency as well as
nothing but what agrees with every other perfection of his
nature,
wisdom, justice, holiness, truth, etc., as well as his
power.
2. The Son of God, Immanuel, having obtained an infinite
fulness of power to reside in himself, cannot be expected to
exert it to the utmost, as natural, unintelligent agents do
but so far as is suitable to the proper ends of his undertaking,
evciy

;

—

—

j

[part

and the

which he bears.
ought to be deeply considered, as a truth both of
clearest evidence and great importance (though perhaps it
may have escaped the thoughts of many) that the principal
end of our Lord's undertaking and office was not the salvation
of men, but the glory of God.
This is that whereupon his
design did ultimately terminate
the other he could only
intend, secondarily, and as a means to this
otherTsdse, he
ofiice

3. It

;

:

should

make

the creature his chief end, and place upon

it

—

a

most appropriate Divine prerogative, to be the last, as He
is the first, to all things
which is said of the great God, in
reference to this very case, the saving of some and rejecting
:

of others in contemplation whereof, the apostle crying out,
"
the depth " ^ asserts God's absolute libertj', as debtor to
;

!

no man, and subjoins the true reason hereof; "That of him,
and b}' him, and to him are all things, that to him might be
glorj'," etc.

This

is

the avowed design of our Lord Christ's

and highest exaltation.
The desire of being saved from the approaching " hour and
power of darkness" vanishes, and gives place to this

office,

in both his lowest humiliation

:

" Father, glorify thy name."

When, for his obedience to
highly exalted all are to confess, him Lord, to the praise and glorj^ of God. ^
He, who
is the most competent and most rightful judge, determines
when it will be more for the glory of God to dispossess " the
strong man armed," being himself the stronger, and erect
death, that of the cross, he

that house into a temple

;

Rom.

xi.

33—35.

2

—

is

and when

great end, to leave the strong
1

"

Jolm

it

will

man armed
xii. 27, 28.

most serve this his
still
^

in his possespi,ii.

ii.

3,

11.
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finally to

doom
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possessed to

tlie

take their lot together.

In the former case, there are "vessels unto honour," framed
by his own hand, **to the praise of the glory of grace ;"i in
the latter, " vessels unto dishonour," to glorify his power, by
" making known his wrath " and just resentments. For that
honourahle purpose, none are of themselves fit but he makes
them meet for that glorious state,^ before he makes them
partakers of it but none serve the dishonourable use, but who
;

;

wrath fitted for destruction."^
" faithful as a Son ;" and was therefore content

are, of themselves, "vessels of

Our Lord was
to die

upon a

cross, that

he might, in a way against which

the strictest justice should not reclaim, obtain to himself a

power of giving an apostate world a time of trial and, as
men should acquit themselves by complying or not complying with his methods, glorify the Father, whose glory he
sought as being sent .by him, and vindicate the rights of the
Divine government, both in them that are "saved and in
them that perish."
VII. 4. But it may gain us further advantage to consider
the^reat God doth not pursue ends as we arejwont to do,
who commonly apprehend ourselves to stand in need of the
things we pursue as our ends but he acts agreeablj'- to his
;

;

who dwells not in temples " made vnth.
any human temple, "as if he needed any-

self-sufficient fulness,

hands," nor in
thing, seeing he gives to

all life and breath, and all things,"*
and expects hereupon men " should seek after him " as
nothing is more fit than that indigency and necessitj^ should
crave and supplicate unto rich and abounding fulness.
Princes glory in their acquisitions and the increased multitude
of their subjects, from whom they have an increase of power,
and the ampler revenues. They glory in recoiving ; He in
;

making diffusive goodness flow among
Nor hath he any cause to be anxious about the

giving, in

—

his creatures.
event, or

how

communications are received; beholding always with
infinitely higher complacency the perfect rectitude of his own

his

1

Epli.

i.

6.

-

Col.

i.

12.

3

Rom.

ix. 22.

••

Acts

xvii. 25.
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dispensations than their felicity

;

[part

ii,

though he take a secondary

the result of the former.
He
glories, as he requires us to do, that he exerciseth " loving-

pleasure in that too,

when

kindness, judgment,

and righteousness in the

it is

earth, because

in those he delighteth."^
5. Though the goodness and loving-kindness of God be
immense and without limit, yet the exercise of it is within
certain limits, which annexed judgment or the most exquisite
wisdom prescribes to it. "He waits to be gracious and

—

because he

is

God

the

of judgment, they are blessed that

There is a critical season and nick of time,
which men are concerned to wait for " and because to every
purpose there is time, and judgment, therefore is the misery
of men great :^'^ for man also "knows not his time."* The
most perfect wisdom hath drawn out a certain verge within
which the most special goodness confines, ordinarily, its
communications otherwise, what means that,
" If thou conwait for him."-

;

—

:

tinue in his goodness ?"^ with that of Jude, " Keep yourselves

mercy of our Lord Jesus
While we converse with the ever
Blessed One, within the region of his own love and goodness, imbibing and taking in his free and gracious communications, and still craving and expecting more, we keep
within the sacred vital circle and enclosure, without which
We breathe in the
is darkness and the shadow of death.
element of life, by grateful aspirations and respirations, that
cannot be unpleasant to ourselves, but must be infinitely
more pleasant to him who reckons it a " more blessed thing
to give than to receive." We are always to remember that
in the love of God, looking for the

Christ unto eternal life."^

our state

is

that of expectants

love of God," looking,
eternal

life.

blessedness,

just
6.

homage

;

tvaitinff,

that

we

" keep ourselves in the

always onward,

till

we

'^

rnito sovereign goodness.

That admirable goodness of God, which shows

I

Jer. ix. 24.

*

Eom.

attain

Our waiting hath the annexed promise of
as above, and is most becomingly required, as a

xi. 22.

"

Isa.
"

xxx. 18.

Jude

21.

=>

'

Eccl. viii.
Isa.

6.

*

itself in

Eccl. ix. 12.

xxx. 18; and Prov.

viii.

34.

-
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subordinate

our
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Im-

Spirit of

co-operation

under-

as

"We

are to work, because he
works, of his good pleasure,"^ which signifies both his libort}^
builders in this structure.

and delight in working.
yet

It

also said, " If

it is

"Ye

is said,

any man^s work

are God's building,"
abide,

which he hath

built," 3 etc.

One

of great note* in the ancient Christian church, dis-

coursing of this passage, says,^

'

The building is not the artist's
and who is to be
owns it
;

or workman's, but the Lord's, that
(as a little after

much

we

as

it

are to be living, intelligent temples,

and workmen,

to be ourselves labourers

are to be so

'

he speaks) the inhabitant of

by

special office,

— in

— as well

and

:

we

as

they

But

this building.

inas-

are also

if

who
our

work be " pulling down," stifling convictions, suppressing
desires, fear, etc., "do we provoke the Lord to jealousy,"^ by
keeping up the service of the idols' temple, and profaning his
own ? Or have we forgot who hath said " Vengeance is
mine,"'^ even for treading under foot his Son Immanuel, and
:

despiting his Spirit of grace

The high pleasure the

?

God

blessed

takes in

his

own

communications, gratefully received, and his just

gracious

resentment and displeasure for the contemptuous refusal of
them, may be understood some way to measure one another.
Both may be conjectured from this *last quoted* text of
Scriptui"e, after such sort as the " great things of God" can

be conceived of by such mean mortals.

The

of

Spirit

Spirit

must take

of

grace,

benignity, sweetness,

—

in its

kindness,

all

love,

goodness,

the inefiable delight that blessed

own

efi'usions,

tending to the recovery,

when there is an
But the despiting of

the healing and saving, of a lost soul,
agreeable comportment therewith

such

a

Spirit,

1

Phil.

*

^ oiKoSo/i^

*

rahs

«

1

ii.

—who

can
*

12, 13.
oil

ToC

^yutTs, aiirhs

Cor. X. 22.

T6x»'i'T0w,

(yoiKoi.

!

conceive or
1

Cor.

iii.

9.

apprehend
'

Ver. 14.

a\Act Tou SeffTrSrov.

—Chrysost.

in

1.

deeply

ad Cor. Homil. viii.
7 Heb. x. 29, 30.

T 3

'

!
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enough the horror of

this crime

compassionate

goodness?

of

so

"soreness of punishment,"

The whole work

of faith,

it

!

;

II.

the thwarting the design
or

shall he

—that

[I'AKT

is,

the

of

severity,

or

thought worthy of?
that entire

sary to be wrought upon the soul of a

man

work

neces-

in order to his

—

by God's OAvn power, is called the
"the good pleasure of his goodthe plenitude of satisfaction which our blessed

future felicity, and that

"fulfilling" or satisfying

O

ness."^

Lord takes in the fulfilling the good pleasure of his goodness,
when the methods are complied with according whereto he
But if we
puts forth his power for efiecting such a work
can apprehend what it is to cross a man of power in his
pleasures; what is it to withstand the great God in His
His most
even the pleasures of His goodness
pleasures
!

!

!

connatural, delightful pleasures

Some

we can make, by supposing a wealthy,
and good man, intent upon reclaiming a poor,
wretched, undone, perverse neighboiu^ if his supplies and
estimate

potent, wise,

:

counsels be

gratefully received,

how

pleasant

is

it

to

his

benefactors; if often repeated, they are scornfully rejected,

how vexing

is

the disappointment

7. We must know, there are vincible operations of that
Spirit, leading on to those that are victorious, being complied with otherwise, to the most terrible vengeance. When
it was charged upon the Jews," that they " did always resist
the Holy Ghost, as their fathers did;" it is implied, he was
always striving, though more rarely to victory. But when it
is said, "Turn at my reproof,"^ could any essay to turn be
without some influence of the Spirit? But that compKed
;

tends to pouring forth a copious

with,

withstood.

The

less sensible adminicula,

efi'usion,

not to be

the gentler aids and

what shall overcome.
Without such an overpowering efi'usion, man's impotency
will be acknowledged by those that understand either the
Scriptures or themselves. But how perverse is the inference,

insinuations of grace, lead to
8.

that therefore they are to
1

2 Thess.

i.

11.

2

sit

still

Acts

vii.

!

51.

No

;

therefore to pray,
^

Proy. i 23.

—

^
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cry, strive, wait "

more than they that wait for the morning,"
he be gracious and show mercy.
9. Therefore for men to be destitute of the Spirit is
criminal
as much " not to be filled with the Spirit,"
"
as to be
drunk with wine " the same authority that forbids
till

;

:

the one, enjoins the other.

But though

10.

it

be God's ordinary method to proceed

gradually in raising temples to himself in this world, he never
so binds his

own hands as not to do extraordinary acts of
when he thinks fit and without any danger
men's wills or ofiering violence to human

grace and favour
of

forcing

nature

:

;

than which imagination nothing

both because,

The forcing
the terms

;

man

should

we have no

will, or

to

in

other notion of force than the
his will

:

but

be willing, against his

hath made a man's soul and

knows how

more absurd,

of a man's will implies a contradiction

for

making one do a thing against
a

is

first,

all

its

it is

impossible

will.

He

that

powers, well enough

govern him without violence, and by (though

never so sudden) an immission of his light and grace, eifecAnd also
tually to change a man's wiU without forcing it.
because, secondly,

No man

that has the present use of his

own

faculties,

by Divine light and
or that they hurt the nature of man, which they
grace
manifestly tend to restore, improve, and perfect.
Yet no man is to expect that because the blessed God
vouchsafes to make some rarer instances of dealing by way
of sudden sm"prise with the spirits of men, that this should
be his ordinary method but, more usually, to awaken them
into some consideratioa of that forlorn state, while they are
destitute of the Divine presence, and their souls the haunts
and residence of devils instead of " temples of the Holy
Ghost :" and to make them know that he counts the gift of
his Son and Spirit too great things to be despised or not
will

think

they

can be

injured

;

;

earnestly sought after he hath given hope
1

Eph.

V. 18.

of their being

420
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attained, or that the neglect thereof should not have a very

—

vindication
letting men feel that the despising
" the riches of his goodness," which gently " leads to repentance," is nothing else but " treasuring up wrath against the

terrible

;

day of wrath," and "the revelation of his righteous judgment." Inasmuch as he owes it to himself, to let them know
that the high and lofty One, that " inhabits eternity," needs
not seek to them for a house
course,

he judges necessary,

:

^

—

and

^lest

as to what, in ordinary

men

should in

all this

be

—

thought justly querulous, he appeals to themselves, "What
"Are not my ways equal ?"^
could I have done more ?"^

Whereupon, we now proceed to show the two things
1. That the Holy Spirit is not otherwise
given than in or by Immanuel, or for Christ's sake. 2. How
necessary, or
which comes fully to the same how highly
reasonable it was in itself and may appear to us, that so
mighty a gift, and of this peculiar nature and kind, should
not be vouchsafed unto men upon other terms or in any other
before intimated.

—

way than

—

this.*

For the former of these, that the Spirit of God
upon this account only, his own Word
sufficiently assures us
and who can so truly inform us upon
what considerations he doth this or that, as he himself? Let
us then, with equal unbiassed minds, consider the tenor and
import of what we find spoken in the Holy Scripture, about
this matter; which I conceive may be truly summed up
VIII,

actually given

is

;

thus

;

namely,

First,

that the

Holy

restoring the temple of
fruitions thereof,

an

Spirit

is

given to this purpose of
the worship and

God with men, with

under a twofold notion

;

as a builder

and

inhabitant.

Secondly, that

it is

given, under both notions or for both

and in consideration of his
though they have not influence to the

these purposes, for Christ's sake,

death and sufierings

;

obt-aining of this gift for both these purposes in the
'

« jga. y. 4.
3 Ezek. xriii. 25,
This second comes to be considered Chap. XI.

Isa. Lxvi. 1, 2.
••

mme way,
29.
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but with some difference, to be afterwards explained in what
follows.

Thirdly, that

it

was not the immediate

effect of his suffering,

that this blessed Spirit should be forthwith given to this or
that particular jDerson

;

but that

all

the fulness of

it

be given

power and the right of dispensing it annexed to
his office, as he is the Redeemer of sinners and Mediator
between God and them, for the accomplishing the end of his
the ceasing of controversies, enmities, and disafoffice,
fections on our part, Godward.
Fourthly, that hereupon its actual communication, for both
the mentioned purposes, is immediately from Christ, or by
and through him.
Fifthly, that it is given by Christ under the former notion,
into Christ's

—

or for the former purpose of rebuilding God's temple, as a
sovereign or an absolute plenipotentiary in the affairs of lost

more arbitrary way, so as not to be claimable upon
any foregoing right.
Sixthly, that he gives it, under the latter notion, and in
order to a continued abode and inhabitation, as an oeconomua,

souls, in a

or the steward of the household of

by

fixed rule, published in the

God

proceeding herein

;

according whereto

gospel,

the subjects of this following communication, being qualified
for it

by the former, may with certainty expect

prescribed terms and claim

it

upon the

he having, by the
merit of his blood, obtained that they might do so.
it

as a right

:

CHAPTER

X.

—

THE FIRST OF THE MENTIONED SIX HEADS INSISTED ON THAT THE SPIRIT
AND AS AN INHABITANT OF THIS
IS GIVEN BOTH AS A BUILDER,
SCRIPTURE TESTIMONY CONCERNING THE FORMER OF THOSE,
TEMPLE.
AND THE LATTER. AND FOR THE SAKE OF HIS DEATH AND SUFFERINGS.
ANCIENTLY THE BLESSING OP ABRAHAM, AND HIS SEED FROM AGE TO
AGE, UPON THIS ACCOUNT. MORE COPIOUSLY, AND TO OTHER NATIONS,
"WHEN THE FULNESS OF TIME WAS COME.
CHRIST's DEATH HATH INFLUENCE FOR THESE TWO PURPOSES, WITH MUCH DIFFERENCE, TO BE AFTERWARDS EXPLAINED. COL. L 19 21 LARGELY OPENED. A DIGRESSION
THE PRINCIPAL IMPORT OF THAT TEXT, TO SHOW
RELATING THERETO.
THE DEPENDENCE CHRIST'S WHOLE WORK OF RECONCILIATION, BOTH OF
GOD TO US AND OF US TO GOD, HAD UPON HIS SACRIFICE ON THE CROSS.
THE LATTER WHEREOF IS EFFECTED BY HIS SPIRIT, OBTAINED BY THAT
SACRIFICE.
OTHER TEXTS TO THE SAME PURPOSE.
FURTHER NOTED,
THAT THE SPIRIT IS EXPRESSLY SAID TO BE GIVEN BY CHRIST OR IN HIS
NAME, ETC. GIVEN FOR BUILDING OR PREPARING A TEMPLE, BY A LESS

—

CERTAIN KNOWN RULE.

I.

Now let

us

see,

as to eacli of these, whetlier

tliis

be not

the plain doctrine of the Scriptures in this matter.

For the first of these, it hath been sufficiently shown
and the common experience of all the world shows,

already,

that tni this blessed Spirit be given, the temple of

God

is

everywhere all in ruin that therefore he cannot dwell till he
build, and that he builds that he may dwell,
the case, and
his kno'^Ti design being considered,
are things hereupon
plain in themselves, and are plainly enough spoken in Scrip;

—

—

ture.

"

Ye

When

the apostle had told the Christians of Corinth,

are God's building,"^ he shortly after adds in the

chapter,^ "

Know
1

same

ye not that ye are the temple of God, and

1 Cor.

iii.

9.

2

Ver.

16.
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God

of

being a "living" thing

dwelleth in

(as 1 Pet.

ii.

7,
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you?"

This temple,

represents

it),

the very-

more pecidiar sense,
generating and because it is to be again raised up out of a
former ruinous state, wherein it lay dead and buried in itg
own ruins, this new production is regeneration and do we
need to be put in mind whose work that is? that "it is the
Spirit that quickeneth ? " ^ or of what is so industriously
inculcated by oui- Lord," and testified under the seal of
his fourfold Amen, that this new birth must be by the Spirit ?
And we have both notions again conjoined ;^ for having been
told that both Jews and Gentiles " have by one Spirit access
to the Father,"* so as to be no longer strangers and at a
distance, but " made nigh to God," ^ it is said " We are built
upon the foundation of the prophets and apostles, Jesus Christ
himself being the chief corner-stone;"^ and again added,
"In whom all the building, fitly framed together, groweth"
building and formation of

in the

it is,

;

;

(as a living thing)

" unto a holy temple in the Lord."'^

After

all which, the end and use of this building, implied in the name
of a temple, is more expressl}^ subjoined "In whom also ye
are builded together, a habitation of God, through the
;

Spirit."^

It

is

therefore sufficiently evident, that the Spirit

is

given under these distinct notions and for these several purnamely, both as a
poses, the one subordinated to the other
;

builder and a dweller.

That

II.

it

is

Secondly,

given for Christ's sake, whether for the

one purpose or the other,
in the whole gospel

"in

given
given,

for

is as

expressly signified as anything

what means

name?"^

name

it,

that

it

work

that the

said to be done in his

is

in the

his

;

name

?

"

is

Ye

said to be

does,

it

being

are sanctified

of our Lord Jesus Christ, and b}^ the Spirit of

our God." 10

Yea, and that it is given in consideration of his sufferings
and death, is not less plainly spoken for not only are the
;

1

John

5

Ephes.

ii.

19,

s

Ephes.

ii.

22.

vi.

2 John iii. .S, 5, 6, etc.
compared with the 13th.
^ John xiv. 26 and xv.

»

^

Ephes.

ii.

Ver. 20.

26.

">

1

^

Ver. 18.

'

Ver. 21.

Cor. vi. 11.

'
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immediate and most peculiar operations of
to his death,

— " He himself bare our

the tree, that
ness,"^

we being dead

to sin,

—but the imparting of the
and end of those

as the design

[part

it.

this Spirit ascribed

sins in his

might

own

body, on

live to righteous-

Spirit itself is represented

"

sufferings.

He

was made a

every one that hangeth on a tree,
that the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles,
that we might receive the promise of the Spirit,"^ etc.
curse for us, for cursed

III. It

is

was the same way and on the same terms, upon the

largeness and certainty of the Divine prospect and foresight

touching Christ's future sufferings, that this was the blessing
of Abraham and his posterity long before He suffered that
:

God gave them,

them ^ which
when, looking back upon the days

of old, his Spirit to instruct

not obscurely implied,

;

is

of

they are said to have "rebelled and vexed his Spirit."*
Stephen tells them, " Ye do always resist the

old,

And when

Holy Ghost;

as

your fathers

did, so

do ye;"°

it is

imj^lied

that even from age to age that blessed Spirit was striving

and fathers for there could be no
where there was no striving. And that, in those
former ages, that Holy Spirit was active among them upon
Christ's account, and by the procurement of his future
sacrifice, presignified by their many sacrifices, is also sufficiently intimated in that when it is said that imder Moses
they did eat and drink spiritual meat and drink, they are said
to have "drank of the rock that followed them;" and it is
added, " that rock was Christ." And by what provocations
could they be supposed more to "resist and vex the Holy
Spirit," than by those wherewith, "in the day of provocation
and temptation," they are said to have "lusted in the
wilderness, and tempted God in the desert,"^ by which they
are expressly said to have "tempted Christ?"^ And certainly the privilege was inestimably great (though they too
generally little esteemed it, and made little advantage of it)
with them, children

;

resistance,

1

1 Pet.

ii.

»

24.

GaL

iiL

14

* Isa. Ixiii. 9, 10.
6

Pa. cvi. 14

;

Ixxviii.

;

xcv.

;

Heb.

iii.

'

Nehem.

*

Acts

^

1

vii.

Cor. x.

ix. 20.

51.
9.
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when the most of the world besides was nothing else
but waste, neglected wilderness, they should be an " enclosed
vineyard," under the long-continued droppings and dews of
heavenly influence for it was not but upon high and long

tliat

;

God

provocation that at last

no more rain upon

"

commands

How

it."^

his clouds to rain

singular a favour was

it to

be

the appropriate plantation, vineyard, and garden of God,

taken in from so vast and wild a desert and that the God of
Abraham would so long continue the relation, and be their
;

God, to bless them with the choice of his blessings, those
whereof his own Spirit was the peculiar source and spring
IV. But when the fulness of time, and the season for the
actual immolation of that sacrifice, once for all to be ofiered
up, was now come,
that the immense fulness of its value
and virtue might be duly demonstrated and glorified, down
goes the enclosure which the amplitude and extensiveness of
God's kind design could no longer endure and as some time
!

—

—

:

great prophetic oracle, given to Abraham, must take
effect, " In thy seed" (and it is said, not of seeds, as of many,
but of seed as of one, namely, Christ,) " shall all the nations of

the

the earth be blessed,"^ this
blessing of

is

Abraham come upon

Now

the time.

must "the

the Gentiles ;" nor could any

chosen, that the copiousness and vast
might demonstrate and magnify the
power and fulness of the cause, and even lead the eyes of
"The drawing," so generally, "of all men," was
all unto it.
that which must dignify the cross, and incite all eyes to
behold and adore "the Son of Man lifted up,"^ and in the
midst of death, even with his dying breath, sending forth so
And
copious and far-spreading a diffusion of Spirit and life
now had it only been said, loosely and at large, that this was
brought about by his dying, that might admit a great latitude
The
of sense and give some room for sinister interpretation.
intendment of the expression might be thought sufiiciently
answered, if, any way, his dj- ing did occasiT)n good impressions
upon the minds of men but when the efl'ect is expressly

time have been more

diffusion

fitly

of the effect

!

;

1

Isa. V. 6.

'

Gal.

iii.

IG.

»

Jolm

xii.

32.

THE
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ascribed to his dying
lifted tip,

LlVITvG

so,

to his being

TEMPLE.

as the cause

made a

[part n,

tliat

;

is,

being

to his

in dying,

curse

by hanging

and a curse for lis, to redeem us thereby from the
which lay upon us before, the curse of the law,
the doom which the violated law laid upon us, of having, as
is apparently meant, the Spirit withheld from
us,
that
thereupon the great and rich blessing might come upon us, of
having that Holy Spirit freely and without further restraint
communicated to us this puts the matter out of all dispute
that it was in consideration of his dying that God now gives
his Spirit, and leaves no place for contending against it unto
any, who have not more mind to object than they can have
on a

tree,

—

legal curse

—

;

pretence for

it.

then the plain doctrine of the Scriptures, that the
Spirit is given for the restoring of God's temple with men,
for the sake of Christ's death and suflPerings, who was ImmaIt

nuel,

is

and in

his

own person

the original temple, out of which

each single temple was to arise and spring up, as well as he

was the exemplary temple, unto which they were

all to

be

conformed.

V. But whereas his sufferings and death have their indifferently,
to the Spirit's building of any such
particular secondary temple, and to his replenishing and

—

fluence

inhabiting
cable, or

it

:

very

that difference
difficult to

we

shall find is not inexpli-

be represented, according to the

tenor of the Scriptures also

:

in order whereto,

it

will be of

use to add, thirdly,

That, as the immediate effect of his sufferings and death,
the Spirit, in

all

the fulness thereof,

is

first

given into his

power and the right of communicating it annexed to his
office, as he is the Immanuel, the Bedeemer of sinners and
Mediator between God and them that it might implant what
was necessary, root out what should be finally repugnant,
;

I

•

either to their duty towards

That

him

or their felicity in him.

was the end of his office, the very notion of a
mediator between God and men doth plainly intimate " For
this

:

Jesus Christ himself suffered once, the just for the unjust, to

—

bring

but also
his

God " ^ whicli must signify not only that he was
God accessible, expiating by his blood our guilt
to make us willing to come to_him, vanquishing';

to

iis

to render

by

;

;|

our enmity, procured also by his " suffering
" without both we could not be brought

Sj)irit,

the just for the unjust

;

—which was, we

to God,

That

all fuhiess did,

the end of his suffering.

see,

upon

nexion, " For
fulness dwell

it
;

by him

Father

'

sonal)

but

is

made peace by

him should

to reconcile all things to himself."

fitly

all

the blood of his

not in the original text (the verb being
is

for

by that remarkable con-

pleased the Father that in

and, having

him

his suffering, reside in

this purpose, is as plainly signified

cross,
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and necessarily understood

^

'

The

left

imper-

for

whose

;

can this be supposed to be but the Father's ? And
" The
so the current of discourse doth thus run smooth
Father was pleased that all fulness should dwell in him,
23leasure

:

—

having made peace by the blood of his cross, by him to
reconcile all things to himself; even by him,"
for that is
inculcated a second time.
It was judged necessary to this
reconciling design, that " all fulness should dwell in him."
But who did thus judge ? " The Father was pleased " it
should be so. But upon what consideration ? " Having made
peace by the» blood of his cross." The same He, that was
pleased all fulness should dwell in him, was so pleased as
having made peace by the blood of his cross for the sj^ntax
cannot admit that elpT^voiroL-qa-as should be spoken of the Son
but the Father, as agent agreeably, to that, " All things are
of God, who has reconciled us to himself, by Jesus Christ," ^
" having made peace," or pitched upon this method and laid

—

;

;

—

making jaeace (for it is usual to speak of a
when it is put into a sure way of being so)
" by the blood of his Son's cross," was now content that " all
fulness should dwell in him," to be diffused by him throxigh
this foundation of

thing as done,

the world, in order to his having temples prepared, inhabited,
replenished with Divine glory everywhere
only,
1

which was already
1

Pet.

iii.

18.

^

full
Col.

not in heaven

;

of them, or where
i.

19, 20.

3

it

2 Cor.

was easy
v. 18.
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to suppose he miglit find sucli temples ready prepared in all

quarters

;

desolate,

VI.

but even on earth also, where all was waste and
nothing to be seen but forlorn ruins.

And by the way

digression

—

is

it

—that we may make some, not unuseful,

very ordinary in Scripture to join things

in the same period, as if they were of equal concernment,

when, though they are mentioned together, their concernment
is veiy different, and the main stress is intended to be laid
but on the one of them the other being placed there, either
as an opposite, the more to illustrate and set off that with
which it is joined or as an introduction, a thing sujjposed
and which had place already, unto which the other is more
principally necessary to be added
and then is the form
;

;

:

of speech manifestly elliptical, but so as that, to considering
readers,

it

when the

is

easy to apprehend what

apostle speaks thus, "

is

be supplied.

to

God be thanked,

As

that ye

were the servants of sin, but ye have obeyed, from the heart,
that form of doctrine which was delivered to you '^ ^ doth the
apostle intend to thank God for their having been the servants
;

of sin ?

JS^o

man

can think so

but that whereas, or not-

:

withstanding, they had been so (Mdiich was the thing to be
supplied) they did now obey, etc.
So that " Except a man
:

be born of water, and of the

he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God " ^ it was certainly none of our Saviour's
design to assert the absolute, universal necessity of washing
with water, equally with being born of the Spirit but whereas
it was the known manner among the Jews to admit proselytes
to their religion by baptism, Avhich was then reckoned as a
Spirit,

;

;

new

birth, his design was, without rejecting that as useless,

which he intended
to represent

to

continue in the Christian church,

the greater, and most indispensable necessity

of being born of the Spirit, added to the other; and that

the other alone would avail nothing.
When
" Let the brother of low degree rejoice in that
exalted, but the rich, in that he is made low " ^ it can-

without

again

he

is

this,

it is said,

;

not be thought, that both these were equally intended to be
^

Rom.

vi.

17.

-

John

iii.

5.

'

James

i.

9,

10.

—
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enjoined
but the former is supposed as a thing that would
" Let him ;" as much as to say,
be naturally and of course.
Admit he do, or he may, or it is taken for granted that he will
;

who, being of low degree, is exalted. But the prinis to show, what it is less obvious to apprehend
or imagine, thet the rich hath a truer cause and greater
reason to rejoice when he is made low because he was, otherwise, apt to please himself or be mocked with a shadow.
Many more such instances might be given of two things thus
joined together in the same assertion, or sometimes in the
rejoice,

cipal design

;

same precept, where the intendment is to make use of the
one, either by way of opposition or comparison, the more to
magnify, or to lay the greater weight on, the other.
The matter may well be so understood in the place under
our present consideration
to himself"

:

"

— things being

By him

to reconcile all things

put for persons, as elsewhere in

—

and commonly in other writers " whether
things on earth, or things in heaven " ^ that is, even as well
men on earth, where the diihculty was greater and where
enmity against God did rage, where he was set at greatest
as those in heaven, where all
distance and highest defiance,
was pacate already and therefore a word was chosen more
suitable to the state of their case who were principally intended,
namely, of reconciling ; meaning that, by reconciliation, he
would make the state of things on earth, now so filled with
enmity against God, suitable to their state above, among
whom there was none and yet a word not wholly incongruous

Holy

Scripture,

;

—

—

;

:

to the heavenly state also, for d-TTo/caraAAarreii'^ doth not always

suppose a foregoing enmity, as KaraXAarrety doth not always

—

nor doth the decompound here more limit the sense but doth
sometimes signify to conciliate or draw into society, and may,
in reference to that state above, have reference to the continua-

and accord there that no more any such rupture,
have place in those bright regions
And it seems designed for the Redeemer's more
for ever.
consummate glory, that the perpetual stability of the heavenly
tion of amity

;

as once there was, should

1

Liike xix. 10

;

1

John

v. 4.

^

Used 2

Cor. v. 19, 20.
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be owing to him, and to the most inestimable

that it should be put
value of his oblation on the cross
" upon his account," and be ascribed to the high merit of
;

that they continue

his pacificatory sacrifice,

For why

in

obedience

mention of the
and favour for ever.
" blood of his cross " so carefully inserted ? and that rather
than be omitted, it is even thrust into a parenthesis ? "It
pleased the Father that in him should all fidness dwell, and
else is the

(having made peace by the blood of his cross) to reconcile all
on earth in heaven " This is the
to himself
more remarkably designed though yet the principal import
of the word " reconciled " (as any word that is to be applied

—

thino-s

—

!

:

to divers matters is differently to be understood according to

the diversity of the matter)

accommodate

is

to

their case

who were principally intended namely, " those on earth,"
who were in enmity with God. And the following words
;

have been here principal!}^ intended " And
you, who were sometimes alienated, and enemies in your
minds by wicked works, yet now hath he reconciled," ^ etc.,
as much as to say, 'He hath not only conciliated to himself, or made sure of the everlasting amity of, those who were
always dutiful in heaven; but he hath also recovered the
goodwill and loyal afiection of such on earth as were at enmity,
"
in an apostasy, " alienated, and enemies in their minds
and all by the same means, the virtue and fragrancy of a
sacrifice sufficient to fill heaven and earth with its grateful
odour, and whose efl&cacy can never decrease to all eternity.'

show these

to

:

;

Nor

therefore

is

it

consequent that the direct intention of
concernments of

this his sacrifice should bear reference to the

angels, "

of

its

;

whose nature he took not " but from the redundancy
merit, this inestimable advantage, namely, the perma-

nent stability of their

state,

may

well be supposed to accrue

them and, for the greater honour
made debtors to him for it.

to

;

And why

of the Redeemer, they

it seem incongruous, that those most concreatures above, who are, in this same
holy
and
stantly pure

should

1

Col.

i.

21.
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context,^

made

owe whatever

to
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excellencies they have within

the sphere of nature, to the Son of God, should owe to

him

have within the sphere of grace ? Yea,
how aptly do things correspond that whereas it had heen
said above, " By hiin were all things created, that are in
heaven, and that are on earth," ^ etc., it should also be after

also whatsoever they

;

said,

"By him

into, or

are all things reconciled,"

continued

in,

—

either recovered

everlasting amity with

that whosoever partake of

him

that

;

special Divine favour,

is,

whether

they be of the things on the earth or the things in heaven,
shall for the future be debtors to him for it.
And whereas
it is expressly said in Scripture, that " when God raised him
set him far above all principality and
power," ^ etc., (which words kKaOia^v v-n^pavw, " set him above,"

from the dead, he

not only signify constitution, a thing diverse from natural

being conjunct with his " raising him from
the dead," import a reference to his dying and conquest over

priority, but also,

and that, " being gone into
heaven, angels, and authorities, and powers are made subject
to him;"* and that he being said "to be the head of all
principalities and powers ;" he might, by themselves, be understood not to be a useless or unbeneficial head to them.
death,

the

as

Though

reason of

it also is

it,)

not to be forgotten, that at the time

when

the apostle writ these words, a considerable part of that

holy blessed society then in heaven, were sometime on earth
in a state of enmity against God, and so who needed recon-

and proper sense; as they did, who
on earth, and to whom he now more particularly
directs his speech;^ "And you also, who were sometimes
yet now hath he reconciled," etc.
alienated,
VII. But though I could not think it an impertinency to
use some endeavour for clearing the whole of this somewhat
obscure context, it coming, as it did, in my way yet the
principal thing with reference to my present scope and
purpose, which I consider in it is, that it was upon the ac-

ciliation in the strict

were

still

—

;

count of the blood our Redeemer shed on the cross, that the
1

Col.

i.

16.

Ibid.

3

Ephes.

i.

20,

2L

••

1

Peter

iii.

22.

^

QqI i

21.

—
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should dwell in him," as an

original temple, to serve the purposes of that great reconciling

work undertaken by him

the raising up of multitudes

;

of temples, all sprimg from this one, in this world of ours,
" that God might dwell with men on earth," that amazing

thing !^ and that ascending
dying,

to

— " he

—

—in

descend

order whereto he was first,
might fill all things,^^ " give

and that to such as were
" enemies in their minds by wicked works, even the re-

gifts," that of his Spirit especially

;

Lord God" might have his temple, and
among them." ^ And whereas that work must comprehend the working out of enmity from the hearts of men
against God, and not only the propitiating of God to them,

bellious also, that the

" dwell

which the word
cipally

to

elprjvoTTOL-qaas,

intend,

— and

'

that

more princommunication of

reconciling,' seems

a

great

influence from the Divine Spirit

coming
include

that enmity

among

;

was necessary for the overthat therefore " this fulness " must

other things, (being -nav

TiXrjpwixa, all fulness,)

—

an immense treasure and abundance of Spirit, which is elsewhere said to be given him, not by measure,^ and that

—

therefore his sufierings did obtain this plenitude of Spirit to
as the receptacle and fountain whence
and that the power and right of dispensing it should belong to his office as he was the great
which also
E/econciler and Mediator between God and man
many other texts of Scripture do evidently imply, as when he

him

be

first

it

must be derived

seated in

;

:

represented as a universal plenipotentiary, able to quicken
he will;* and " all power " is said "to be given him,
both in heaven and earth ^ and that " the Father had given
is

whom

;

all

things into his hands," ^ which must comprehend the

power of giving the

Spirit,

and which the end of giving him

that plenitude of power plainly requires

him power over
as

many

all flesh,

as thou hast given

the root of that
1

2 Chron.

«

Matt, xxviii.

vi. 18.

18.

life

:

^

"

^

pg

^

j^hn

:

"Thou

hast given

that he might give eternal

him,"^

They

jxviii.

ig.

xiii. 3.

—the

life to

Spirit given being

that sow to the Spirit shall of
3
?

John iii. 34.
John xvii. 2.

••

»

John

v. 21.

Gal.

v\. 8.
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" exalted to be

is

—

a Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance" which equally
impKes the gift of the Spirit as well as " remission of sins." ^

—

sufferings and death less
upon which this fulness of
" Christ both died and
power is given him, when it is said
revived, and rose again, that he might be Lord of the living
and the dead;"- and when, after mention of his being
'^
Wherefore God hath
obedient to death, etc., it is said

Nor

consideration of his

the

is

plainly signified to be the ground

:

:

highly exalted him,"
Lord,"^

etc.

We

etc.,

that all " should confess Christ

is

further note, fourthly,

VIII. That hereupon the Spirit (whether it be for the
one or the other of the mentioned purposes) is actually and
immediately given by Christ, or by the authority of that
than which nothing can be plainer, in
office which he bears
that he is called " the Spirit of Christ."* And when our Lord'
;

himself uses the expressions about this matter with such

"I

him,"^
Father will
send him in my name:"'^ which, what can it signify less than
that as the Father was the first fountain of this comindifferency,
or,

"I

and

will send

as equivalent; either

him from my

will send

Father,^ or, "

My

way and method

of it was in
no
departure ?
and by Christ, from which there was to be
"
Blessed
be the
in
that
of
the
apostle,^
as is also signified
Christ,
who
hath
blessed
Father
of
our
Lord
Jesus
God and
us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places (or things)

munication, so the established

in Christ."

And when we

consider

how

exact care

is

taken in well

ordered secular governments, not only that things be done
which the affairs of the government required, but that they

be done regularly and in the way which is prescribed and
set, so as that every one knows and attends the business of
his own place and station, and that no one may expect t/iai
from the treasurer which is to be done by the chancellor, or
that from
1

Acts

V. 31.

him which belongs

to the

secretary of state

:

if

—
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there be any beauty and comeliness in order, where should

we more expect

to find

than in the Divine government,

it

and in the conduct and management of the affairs of the
supreme and celestial kingdom wherein only the remoteness
of those things from our sense makes everything seem little
and inconsiderable ? But did we allow ourselves to retire
more frequently out of this world of shadows and ascend
;

into those glorious regions above, there to contemplate the

bright orders of holy, loyal

spirits,

services of the celestial throne

Head

;

and

all

employed in the

to behold Jesus,

of all principalities and powers, the Restorer of

the

what

was sunk and decayed, and the Upholder of the whole sliding
universe,
even of the noblest parts of it that were liable to
the same lapse and decay,
" by whom all things consist "
we should not think it strange that such deference and honour

—

—

should belong to his

way

office

;

:

that

it

should be rendered every

and great that he should be so gloriously
enthroned at the right hand of the Majesty on high and
that, when his administrations are manageable with so much
ease and pleasure to one of so immense wisdom, power, and
goodness, all acts of grace and favour should, more especially,
And if we understand anything of
pass through his hands.
so august

;

;

the distinction of persons in the ever-blessed Deity (whereof
if

we understand

nothing,

not more

how do we adventure

to affirm

apprehend distinct
employments, wherein yet all can never fail to have their
most complacential consent. And when that kind of office
was so freely undertaken by the Son, the susception and
management whereof hath no doubt filled the supreme court,
at first and from age to age, with his highest celebrations
and praises and for the execution whereof, when he made his
first descent into this world of ours and was to appear an
incarnate God on earth, a proclamation was published in
heaven. Now "let all the angels of God worship him;" and
in his execution whereof they had, from time to time after-

anything

?)

it

is

difficult

to

;

wards, spontaneously " stooped

down" to behold, with pleased
wonder, his surprisingly strange and prosperous methods and
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unsuitable to

it

dignity

tlie

j

and authority of so great and so highly magnified an office,
unto which all the power of heaven and earth was annexed,
that it should by consent belong to it to employ the whole)
agency of the Holy Ghost in pursuance of its high and great

I

i

ends

?

But now he having, by his blood, obtained that this
immense plenitude of Spirit should reside in him, not for himself
personally considered, (for so he had it by natural, eternal
he was
and in order to its being, by the
power of that office, communicated to others it is easy to be
conceived, and may be collected from the tenour of Holy
Scripture, in what different methods it was to be communicated, for the already mentioned different ends of that comnecessity, without capitulation or procurement,) but as

invested with such an

ofiice,

;

namely, the rebuilding of God's temple on earth,
and the constant inhabiting and replenishing it afterwards.

munication

;

Therefore, fifthly,

IX. For the former of these purposes, it is given more
and of more absolute sovereignty, not limited by
any certain, published, or known rule, or other than what

arbitrarily

Here the first principle is
which springs out and exerts itself in the
generating and forming of a living temple which grows
up " into everlasting life," and makes it an eternally living
thing.
Now whereas he hath so vast a " power given him
by the Father over all flesh" (which giving, we again note,
must signify this not to be the power he had by natural
inherence, but by later constitution) we do know to whom or
to what sort of persons this eternal life, in the consummate

lay concealed in secret purpose.

given of that

life

;

state of

it, is

Scripture

;

to

be given, for that

we

but

are not told to

the very initial state or in the
it

;

that

is

reserved

among

is

sufficiently declared in

whom

first

it

shall be given in

and seminal principle of

the arcana imperii, the secret

resolves or placita of the Divine government..

the whole of

it
\

together (as here
'

we must) we

John XV ii,

And

so taking

are only told,^

2.

u 2

—
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He

will give it to as many as the Father hath given him."
do find a connexion^ of predestination, calling, justification, and glorification
but not of a sinner, as such, with any

We

;

was that of a noted ancient ^ He
that hath promised pardon to a penitent, hath not,' except
of these

:

so observable

with very great latitude,

To speak here more
X. Ever since the

*

;

'

promised repentance to a sinner.'

distinctly

:

upon the first declared
and in the shining forth of that
first cheering ray of gospel light and grace, " The seed of
the woman shall bruise the serpent's head " a promise was
implied of the communication of the Spirit that curse, which
apostasy, even

constitution of a Redeemer,

;

:

made

the nature of

man

as the accursed ground, improductive

whereby all holy,
were shut up from men as in an enclosed
sealed fountain, being now so far reversed, for the Redeemer's
sake, as that all communication of the Spirit should no longer
remain impossible. And hereupon some communication of it,
in such a degree as might infer some previous dispositions
and tendencies to holy life, seems to have been general and
of anything but briers and thorns, and

vital influences

—

is

therefore fitly

enough wont

to be called

common

grace

—

but then, in that lower degree, it is not only resistible, but
too generally resisted with mortal efiicacy so as that it builds
;

no living temples, but retiring, leaves men under the most
uncomfortable and hopeless, but chosen, shades of death.
When it was said concerning the old world before the
" My Spirit shall not always strive with man," it is
flood
implied it had been constantly and generally striving,' until
then but that it was now time, by the holy, wise, and
righteous judgment of heaven, to surcease, and give them
over to the destruction which ensued. Which text, it is true,
:

'

;

some interpret otherwise but if we will allow that of the
20 to mean, that while Noah, that " preacher
1 Pet. iii. 18
;

—

of righteousness," did

it

now

since in the infernal
'

Rom.

viii.

30.

Christ was,

externally,

Spirit," inwardly preaching to that

prison

;

generation,

not

tchile
'

St.

"by his
who were

they were

Jerome.

so,
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their former days of dis-

this place will

:

sense wherein we, with
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much

then

agree with

the generality'- of our inter-

preters, take the other.

Nor

are

we

therefore to think there

efficacious, striving

with

men by

is

no stated rule

more

case of God's

in reference to this

his Spirit

at all

general, but less
;

for

we here

see,

took any people to be peculiar to him from
the rest of men, the reason which he gives why " his Spirit

God

that before

should not always strive with

man"

in

common,

intimation of his contemptible meanness, and His

(after

an

own

in-

dulgence towards him notwithstanding, and instance given
of his abounding wickedness in those days,) was, because

all

" the imaginations of the thoughts of his heart were only evil
continually " ^ that is, that, in opposition to the dictates of
the Blessed Spirit, he gave himself up to the power and
government of sensual inclination, his mind, or thinking,
considering power and faculty, falling in with the imaginations of sense and taking part therewith against the
Spirit of God
which imported nothing less than a continual
rebelling against that Holy Spirit. Now if we consider this as
;

;

the declared reason

why

God's Spirit should not always

and compare therewith other passages of Scripture,
we may collect and perceive there is some rule of God's

strive,

proceeding in this matter, not only settled in heaven, but
sufficiently notified on earth also
that is, concerning the
;

extent, not concerning the limitation, of this gift

God would

how

how

;

far

he would
not go as far as it is sought, complied with, and improved
not how far he would not, in some instances, proceed beyond
He hath bound us to pray, strive, endeavour but not
that.
tied his own hands from doing surprising acts of favour above
and beyond his promise.
certainly go in affording

it,

not

far

;

;

;

It

is

plain

man

but disentitled.

by

had,

between God and him
It

;

was

his apostasy, cut off all intercourse

not only was become regardless of
his inclination not to
^

Gen. vL 3—5.

it,

converse with

—
;
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it was his doom that he should not.
We have but
and dark hints of God's first transactions with men, but
what was written and done afterwards much enlightens and
explains them.
There was, no doubt, a much more comprehensive and substantial law or rule of duty given to Adam
than that positive statute, " Of the tree of knowledge of good
and evil thou shalt not eat," that was fundamental to it and
transgressed in the violation of it, and therefore some way
implied in it and if all that more were only given by internal
mental impression, or was only to be collected from the
thorough consideration of God's nature and his own, and of
the state of things between God and him
that must have
been as intelligible to his yet undepraved mind as written
tables or volumes.
There must also, accordingly, be much
more implied in the subjoin ed enforcing sanction or rule of
punishment, " In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt die
the death," than the vulgar apprehension of dying comes to
for these were the words of the commination or curse upon
man if he should transgress. And are we not plainly told,
" Christ hath redeemed us from that curse that this blessing
might come upon us, that we might receive the Spirit?"^
Therefore, this curse did shut up the Spirit from us, and this
death must signify a suspension of all vital, holy influence, a
continual languishment under the stupifyiug power of a
"carnal mind," which we are expressly told is " death. "^
And when that first evangelical promise was collaterally and
implicitly given, wrapt up in the threatening to the serpent
"That the woman's seed should bruise his head" it could
mean no less than that He that should afterwards, in the
fulness of time, become " her seed," and be " born of a
woman," should " redeem us from under that curse," and
turn it, in all the consequent horrors of it, upon Himself. It
was therefore further plain also, that no breath of holy Divine
influence was ever more to touch the spirit of man, had it not
been for the Redeemer's interposition and undertaking.
But he having interposed, undertaken, and performed as

God

;

short

—

;

;

—

—

1

Gal.

iii.

13,

14.

2

jjom. xm.

6.
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that the Spirit
he hath, what is the effect of it ? What
should now go forth with irresistible almighty power to
That, the event too plainly shows
convert all the world ?
was not the design. Or that it should immediately supply
men with sufficient grace and power to convert themselves ?
T/mi no Scripture speaks, and it were strange, if such suffi!

cient grace

were actually given

^

to all, it should prove effectual

But the manifest effect is, that the Spirit
may now go forth (the justice and malediction of the law net
reclaiming against it) and make gentle trials upon the spirits
of men, inject some beams of light and some good thoughts,
with so

A^ery few.

with which, if they comply, they have no cause to despair of
and so that which is wont to be called " common
more
grace" may gradually lead and tend to that of a higher kind,
which is special and finally saving. That light and those
;

motions which have only this tendency, must be ascribed to
the Spirit of God co-operating with men's natural faculties
;

and not

"we

to their

are not

own

sufficient

And now

thought.

power alone

unassisted, natural

if

for

;

of ourselves" to think one right:
they rebel against such light and|

motions, violently opposing their sensual imaginations and

and the

desires to their light

Holy

Spirit,

secret

promptings of God's

they hereby "vex his Spirit," provoke

it

to

and do forfeit even those assistances they have
had and might further have expected upon the Redeemer's
All which seems to be summed up, as a stated rule,
account.
in that of our Saviour " To him that hath, shall be given
but from him that hath not" (where having manifestly
includes use and improvement) " shall be taken away that
which he hath :" which latter words must be taken, not for a
prediction expressive of the certain event, or what shall be
but a commination expressing what is deserved, or most
the true meaning or design of a commination
justly may be

leave them,

:

;

;

:

being, that

And
"

Turn

I will

it 7nai/

to the

at

my

never be executed.

same sense
reproof

make known

is

that of Prov.

—I will

my

i,

23, 24, etc.,

pour out my Spirit unto you,
words unto you but I called, and
;

;;
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and no man regarded
own way," ^ etc.

therefore they shall eat the fruit of their

XI. So far then we are not without a stated

rule, as to

those previous and superable operations of the Spirit of

we may expect them

according whereto

God

to be continued

;

and

increased, or fear they shall be withheld.

But now because

do more or

all

less resist,

and thereby

deserve they should cease, or commit a forfeiture of them

and sometimes this forfeiture is taken, sometimes it is not,
but the grieved Spirit returns and reinforces his holy motions,
even unto victory where or when he shall do so, we have
no certain published rule, whereby to conclude this way or
The Son of God, by consent with the Father, here acts
that.
as a plenipotentiary and sovereign, "quickening whom he
The Spirit, by consent with him, breathes, in order
will."
to the vital production of temples, as the " wind
where it
listeth " or for regeneration, which is the thing there
discoursed of in all that context, and even in the next following words which apply that similitude " So is everyone that
is born of the Spirit."^
And we are therefore elsewhere
warned, " to work out our salvation with fear and trembling,
because God worketh in us, to will, and do, of his own good
pleasure ;"^ being under no tie not quite to desist and forsake
us at the next opposition he meets with. At least, they that
are not within the compass of his covenant, once sincerely
entered, can lay no claim, in such a case, to his continuance
;

%

—

;

:

or return.
'

Prov.

i.

31.

'^

John

iii.

8.

^

p^ii.

ii.

12,

13.

CHAPTER XL
THAT FOR THE
THE SIXTH HEAD, PROPOSED BEFORE, NOW INSISTED ON
PURPOSE OF INHABITING THIS TEMPLE, ALREADY FORMED, THE SPIRIT
IS GIVEN BY THE IMMANUEL, AS A TRUSTEE, THE CECONOMUS OR CHIEF
AND BY A CERTAIN, KNOWN RULE
STEWARD OF GOD'S HOUSEHOLD
GIVING THEM THAT ARE TO PARTAKE THEREIN, THE GROUND OF A
RIGHTFUL CLAIM UNTO THIS GREAT AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE GIFT.
WHEREUPON TO BE CONSIDERED, THE DUENESS, AMPLITUDE, OR COMPREHENSIVENESS THEREOF.
I. THE
DUENESS OF IT. i. BY PROMISE. ii.
BY THIS PROMISE, ITS HAVING THE FORM OF A COVENANT, RESTIPULATED
ON THEIR PART. iii. FROM THEIR STATE OF SONSHIP, AS REGENERATE
ADOPTED.
II.
iv. FROM THEIR BEING TO RECEIVE IT BY FAITH.
ITS
AMPLE EXTENT, MEASURED BY THE COVENANT, CONSIDERED PARTLY IN
'ACTU SIGNATO
'in ACTU EXERCITO.' INFERS RECONCILIATION, RELATION.
THE SUMMARY OF THE COVENANT REFERS TO IT. THE CONCLUSION.
:

:

;

'

;

I.

For

the other purpose,

— of inhabiting

by regeneration

it is

gives the Spirit

upon other terms

this

thus built and prepared,
;

temple when

—the Redeemer

namely, according to the

tenour of a certain rule declared and published to the world,

and whereby a right thereto accrues unto these regenerate
ones. The unregenerate world, especially such as by frequent
resistances had often forfeited all gracious communications of
that blessed Spirit, have nothing to assure them he will ever
But, being now regenerate and thereby
regenerate them.
formed into li^nng temples, they may, upon known and
certain terms, expect him to inhabit them as such, and to
be statedly theu* Immanuel and that as God, " even their
own God,"^ he will " bless them," and abide with them and in
;

them

for

quered

that

all their

gracious purpose.

reluctancy and
1

Why

else

made them

hath he con-

his temples ?

Ps. IxviL

u3

It

^
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was against their former will, but according to "his own."
at first, herein, by rough hewings might displease them,
but he pleased himself, and fulfilled hereby " the good

He

own goodness " ^ nor will " now leave his
pleased him to make them his people." ^
Neither is he now the less pleased that he is under bonds, for
he put himself under them most freely, and his "gifts" and

pleasure of his
people, because

:

it

"are without repentance.*'^

callings

But being under bonds, he now puts on

a distinct capacity,

and treats these his regenerate ones under a different notion
from that under which he acted towards other men, or themselves before
not as an absolute, unobliged sovereign, that
might do or not do for them, as he would but as a trustee,
managing a trust committed to him by tte eternal Father
as the oeconomus,' the great steward of his family, the prime
minister and curator' of all the affairs of his Itoiise and temple,
"which they are,"* all and every one.^ For as vast as this
temple is, where it is made up of all and as manifold as it is,
when every one is to him a single temple neither is above
the comprehension nor beneathi the condescension of his large
and humble mind; neither larger diffusion nor more par:

;

;

'

'

;

;

ticular distribution, signifying
all,

him

to

be greater or

less,

in

in every one.

He

and of every one,
were the only one under his care.^ He is the " firstborn among many brethren ;" and as that imports dignity,
it being his part as such to proso it doth employment
vide for the good state of the family " which is all named
from him, both that part in heaven, and that on earth."
Yea, and he may in a true sense be styled the " Paterthough to the First in
familias," the father of the family
so takes care of all, as of every one,

as if he

;

'''

;

1

2 Thess.

in.

2

1

Sam.

xii.

22.

^

jjom.

xi. 29.

* 1

Cor.

iii.

17.

templa sumus. Omniiun concordiam, et siugulos inhabitare dignatur, uon in omnibus, quam in
Quoniam nee mole distenditiu', nee partitione minuitur.
singulis major.
*

Hujiis enim templum, simiil

Aug.
«

1

De

omnes

;

et sbiguli,

Civ. Dei, lib. xviii. cap. 45.

Cor.

iii.

17.

'

Epbes.

iii.

15.

—
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is

Therefore he

is

Father's appointment and his

And
Holy

—
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styled " the everlasting

is

under obligation hereto, by his

own

undertaking.

that which he hath obliged himself

Spirit," or take continual care that

from time

to " give the

to, is

be communicated

it

and occasions
wonder that ever he
should be so far concerned in our affairs
But being concerned so deeply as we know he hath been, to be incarnate
for us, to be made a sacrifice to Grod for us, that he might
have it in his power to give the Spirit, having " become a
curse for us" that he might be capable of conferring upon us
this blessing,
it is now no wonder he should oblige himself
to a continual constant care that his own great and kind
design should now not be lost or miscarry. After he had
engaged himself so deeply in this design for his redeemed,
to time,

shall require.

It

particular

as

was a thing

exigencies

full of

!

—

—

could he decline further obligation

And

?

his obligation creates their right, entitles

mighty

gift of his

own

Spirit

them

to this

concerning which we shall

;

consider the dueness, grmfncss or amplitude of this gift

show

that,

as

case

their

is

now

stated,

they have a pleadable right to this

neration,

the continued communication of the Spirit

how

of

large extent this privilege

are contained in

is

;

or

upon their regehigh privilege,
and next show,

:

and how great things

it.

I scruple not to call

it

assert their right to it to

a

gift,

whom

and yet
it is

at the

given

;

same time

to

not doubting but

every one will see a right accruing by free promise, as we
shall show this doth, detracts nothing from the freeness of
the
is

gift.

T\Tien the promise only, with what

directly consequent, produces or

inconceivable

should injure
therefore say
II.

that
its

creature,

this

own

by

shall see

resulting

parent or productive cause

somewhat

Of the dueness

we

creates this right,

it

is

naturall}^
;

we

shall

briefly, 1.

of this continued indwelling presence

of the blessed Spirit to the regenerate
^

Isa. ix. 6.

;

intending to speak

;
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more largely of the amplitude and extensiveness of

it,

account afterwards to be given. And
i. It is due, as liatli been intimated, hy promise. It

expressly

is

on the

"promise of the Spirit."^ But to whom? To
the regenerate, to them who are " born after the Spirit," as
may be seen at large.^ These (as it after follows) are the
children and heirs of the " promise," which must principally
mean this promise, as it is eminently called.^ "Repent," (which
connotes regeneration,) "and ye shall receive the Holy Ghost
for the promise is to you, etc., and to as many as the Lord
shall call " which calling, when effectual, includes regenesaid to be the

;

When

ration.

blessed Spirit

this

promise,"* what can that

Their right

ii.

is

mean but

is

called the " Spirit of

the promised Spirit?

the more evident, and what

promised

is

the more apparently due, in that the promise hath received
the form of a covenant, whereby the covenanters have a more

strongly pleadable right and claim

;

to

which the

rest of

men

have no such pretence.
It

true

is

that

we must

distinguish of the covenant, as

proposed and entered.

The proposal of it is in verygeneral terms " Ho, every one
and I will make an everthat thirsts :"^ "Incline your ear
:

—

And

covenant with you."^

lasting

future right to such as shall enter into
a present actual right to
into

And

it.

their plea

is

what

it

so
it

;

it

gives a remote,

but only

thet/

have

contains that have entered

strong, having this to say

:

'

I have

not only an indefinite or less determinate promise to rely

upon

but a promise upon terms expressed, which I have

;

and there is now a mutual stipulation between God
he offered himself, and demanded me I have
accepted him, and given myself.
And hereupon I humbly
expect and claim all further needful communications of his
Spirit, as the principal promised blessing of this covenant.'
Such a one may therefore say, as the Psalmist hath taught
him
" Remember thy word to thy servant, in which thou
agreed

to,

me

and

;

;

'

:

1

Gal.

•

Ephes.

14.

iii.
i.

13.

^

(jiiap. iv.

3

Acts

ii.

s

Isa. Iv.

«

Ver.

3.

1.

38, 39.

;
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caused me to hope."^ I had never looked for such
quickening influences if thou hadst not caused me, and been
the author to me of such an expectation.
Now as thou hast
quickened me by thy word, so, " quickening me according to
hast

thy word,"- "I will put

my

Spirit within

And

cipal article of this covenant."'^

you"

is

a prin-

expression of

this

putting the Spirit within, must signify, not a light touch
upon the soul of a man, but to settle it as in the innermost
centre of the soul in order to a fixed abode.

And how sacred

is

the bond of this covenant It is founded
" This is," as he himself
it
!

in the blood of the Mediator of
speaks, "the

Therefore

(or covenant) "in my blood."*
in a varied phrase, said to be the " blood of

new testament"

is this,

the covenant " and therefore
"everlasting,"^ referring to

Hebrews

:

is

this

covenant said to be

known maxim among

a

the

pacts confirmed by blood {sanguine sancita) can
never be abolished. " The God of peace by the blood of the
:

—

make you

work;"
which must imply a continual communication of the Spirit,
for it is also added " To do always what is well-pleasing in
his sight ;" which who can do without such continual aids?
everlasting covenant,

perfect in every good

:

Coming to " Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant," we
come "to the blood of sprinkling."^ He could not mediate
for us upon other terms, and upon those obtains for us the
"better promises," "spiritual blessings in heavenly things."'^

And

further,

it

is ratified by his oath who
covenant will I not break once

covenant

this

formed and made
have I sworn." ^

:

"

"By

My

—

these two immutable things," (even

to our apprehension,) " it is impossible for

Regeneration

is

on our part contains the dedication of it
follow but constant possession and use ?
iii.

new

The

God

the building of this temple
;

to lie."^
;

covenanting

and what then can

regenerate, as such, are sons, both

by receiving

a

nature, even a " divine," ^° in their regeneration; and a

1

Ps. cxix. 49.

5

Heb.

8

Ps. Lxxxix. 34, 35.

xiii.

2

20.

^

Ver. 50.
«

«

Heb.
Heb.

Ezgk. xxxvi. 27.
xii.

vi.

24.
17, 18.

*

Liike xxii. 20.

'

Eplies.

i"

2 Pet.

i.

i.

,3.

4.

'

;
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new

—wliat

in-

title,

Now

hereupon

tlie

house or temple of

is

[part

always conjunct

—

tlieir

ii.

" adoption."

continual supplies of the Spirit in this
" Because
his, are the children's bread.^

they are sons, therefore God sends the Spirit of his Son into their
is styled "the Spirit of adoption."^
Therehave a right to the provisions of their Father's house.
iv. The Spirit is given unto these children of God upon
which must certainly suppose their previous
their faith
They receive " the promise of the
title for the ground of it.
faith;"*
as
by faith they are God's children.^
Spirit by
" Receiving the Son" who was eminently so, and to

hearts;"^ and he
fore they

;

whom

did

sonship

the

primarily

or

originally

belong,

and "believing in his name," they thereupon have "power^
or right to become the sons of God:"''' being herein also
regenerate, "born not of flesh and blood,
but of God." And
thus by faith receiving him, by faith they retain him, or have
him abiding in them, as they abide in him. For the union
is intimate and mutual.®
They first receive him, upon the
gospel offer, which, as was said, gave them a remote right
and now retain him, as having an actual right. " He dwells
in the heart, by faith." ^
But what he doth in this respect,
his Spirit doth
so he explains himself, when, in those valedictory chapters of St. John's Gospel,^° he promises his disconsolate disciples he would "come to them," he would "see
them," he would "manifest himself to them," he would
" abide with them " witliin " a little while they should see
him, etc. ;" intimates to them, that he principally meant all
this of a presence to be vouchsafed them "by his Spirit." ^^
And he concerns the Father also with himself in the same
sort of commerce ^- "At that day ye shall know that I am
in my Father, and you in me, and I in you."^"^
Thus in another place we find the Spirit promiscuously
spoken of as the Spirit of God and the Spirit of Christ and

—

;

;

:

;

1

Luke

5

Gal.

^

Ephes.

»2

xi.
iii.

1.3.

26.
iii.

Ver. 20.

17.

-

^

Gal.

iv. 6.

f^ovaiav.
'"

»
7

Eom.
John

-sai.
i.

14, 15.

12.

Chaps, xiv. xv. xvi.
i3

As

also ver.

*

Gal.

8

John

iii.

John xiv. 16
21 and 23.
ii

14.

xv.

5.

— 19.

!
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the inbeing or " indwelling" of Christ and of the Spirit, used
as expressions signifying the

tion of

God

which

an

same thing, when

also the opera-

spoken of by the same "indwelling Spirit "^
eminent Father observing,^ takes occasion to
is

:

speak of the joint presence of the several persons of the
whom any one is present because
each bears itself inseparably towards the other, and is united
Trinity with such with

;

Wheresoever one hypostasis (or
by the Latins we are taught to speak) is present,

most intimately therewith.
person, as

'

'

'

is present.'
Amazing thing that
the glorious subsistents in the eternal Godhead should so
concentre in kind design, influence, and operation, towards a

there the whole Trinity

despicable impure

But

!

worm

no confusion breaks not the
order wherein each severally acts towards one end but that,
notwithstanding, we may conceive from whom, through whom,
this conjunction infers

;

:

and by whom, what was lately a ruinous heap, is become an
animated temple, inhabited by the Divine presence wherein
we ought not to forget how eminent and conspicuous the part
is of our Lord Christ, and upon how costly terms he obtained
;

that the blessed Spirit should so statedly, and upon a rio-ht
claimable by faith, employ his mighty agency in this most
gracious and wonderful undertaking being (as hath been
observed) " made a curse for us," " that we might receive
;

the promise of the Spirit by faith." ^
Whence also it is said, that " after our believing we are
sealed with the Spirit of promise;"* that is, by that "seal ")
by which " God knows," or owns, or acknowledges "them

i

though they may not alwaj's know
Hereupon also our Lord hath assured

that are his,"
selves.

^

it

us,

themfrom

that " believe in him shall flow" (as out of the belly of
" rivers of living waters," which it is said he "
conduit)
a
spoke

them

of the Spirit, which they that believed should receive."^
1

Rom.

"

OTTOv

viii.

yap av

in Epist. ad
»

2 Tim,

9— IL
fxla ttjj

Roman.

ii 19.

rpioSos VTroaraa'tv
^

«

q^,!.

John

Traprj,

iii.

via.

1.3,

Traaa Trdpfcrrtv
14.

37, 38, 39.

r]

rptds.
•*

Ephes.

Chrys.
i.

13.

—

:
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Much more
and

New

they

who

miglit be alleged, from

many

[part

texts of the

il.

Old

Testament, to evince the right which believers, or
are God's more peculiar people, have to the abiding

indwelling presence of his Spirit, as the inhabitant of that
temple which they are now become.
III. But that matter being plain, we shall proceed to what
was next proposed to show,
2. The ample extent and comprehensiveness of this priviwhich I shall the rather enlarge upon, that from
lege
thence we may have the clearer ground upon which afterwards to argue how highly reasonable and congruous it
was, that so great a thing and of so manifest importance
to God's having a temple and residence among men should
not be otherwise communicated than in and by Immanuel,
the founder and restorer of this temple ?
And we cannot have a truer or surer measure of the amplitude and extensiveness of this gift than the extent and comprehensiveness of the covenant itself, to which it belongs.
To which purpose let it be considered that this " covenant of
God in Christ," of which we are now speaking, may be looked
upon two ways that is we may view it abstractly, taking the
frame and model of it as it were " in actu signato," to be collected and gathered out of the Holy Scriptures or we may
look upon it as "in actu exercito," namely, as it is now transacted and entered into by the blessed God and this or that
awakened, considering, predisposed soul. Now here,
1. Take it the former way, and you find this article
concerning the gift or communication of the Holy Ghost
;

:

;

:

standing there as one great grant contained in the gospel
And it is obvious to observe, as it is placed there,
covenant.

what aspect
''

it

hath upon both the parts of the covenant
God you shall be my people " which

I will be your

—

:

will be seen, if
2.

You

consider this covenant as actually entered into, or

as the covenanting parties are treating

consent, both that

God

shall

And

;

the one to draw, the

we shall see that our
be our God and that we will be

other to enter this covenant.

so

;
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previous inclinations thereto, and what

immediately results from our covenanting, do all depend/
upon this communication of the Spirit and otherwise,
neither can he do the part of a God to us nor we the part
by all which we
that belongs to his people towards him
;

(

{

:

shall see the vast extent of the gift.

It

is

|

the ]\Iediator's part

He

to bring the covenanting parties together.

said to be the Mediator of the
it

possible,

by the merit of

is

therefore

^

He

rendered

his blood, that

the

offended

new

covenant.

Majesty of heaven might, without injury to himself, consent
and that the Spirit might be given to procure our consent,
which, as Mediator or Immanuel, he gives. When he gives
it in so copious an effusion as to be victorious, to conquer
our aversion, and
enters to dwell. ^

make

Till

us cease to be rebellious, then he

then there

is

plenary consent on our part to

no actual covenanting, no
what is proposed in the

covenant in either respect we neither agree that Gfod shall
be our God, nor that we will be of his people. This speaks
this gift a great thing and of vast extent, looking for the
present upon the two parts of the covenant summarily
and
afterwards considering what each part more particularly contains in it.
But if, in practice, it be so far done as is
requisite to a judicious and preponderating determination of
will, (which may yet afterwards admit of higher degrees),
Their state is distinguished
how great a thing is now done
from theirs who are " strangers to the covenant," who are
" without Christ, and without God in the world." From
;

;

!

hence
i.

results,

An

God and

express reconciliation between

this is a league of friendship,
ii.

A fixed

special relation

thee

;

for

enmity ceasing.

;^

" I entered into covenant with

Lord God, and thou becamest mine."
How great and high a privilege Relations are said to be
of minute entity, but great efiicacy and it is observable what
the philosopher'* (as he was wont to be called) says of them;
thee, saith the

!

;

that their whole being,
1

Heb.

xii.

24.

*

'

—namely, of the

Ps. Ixviii. 18.

'

Ezek. xvi

8.

things related,
••

—

is

Arist. rod irp6s n.

'

!

:
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TV. And
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ii.

All the Divine Being related to

!

a

that all this

may

be the plainer,

let

us but con-

what the great summary of God's part
of this covenant contains what is the most principal promise of it the dependence of our part thereon upon what
terms that which is distinct is promised
how far what is
sider

more

distinctly

;

;

;

;

distinctly promised

is

coincident with this gift of the indwell-

ing Spirit, both in respect of this present and the future
eternal state.
1.

The known and usual summary of
is, " I will be their God
" as

God's part,

many

;

this covenant,
is

it

down

set

on
in

places of both Testaments.

Now

what can be meant more principally by his being
them his indwelling Spirit ? Wherein,
without it, can he do the part of a God to them ? By it he
both governs and satisfies them is both their supreme and
sovereign Lord in the one regard, and their supreme and
sovereign good in the other. Doth " being their God " intend
no more than an empty title ? Or what would be their so
great advantage, in having only a nominal God ? Yea, and
he is pleased himself to expound it of his continued gracious
presence, " I will dwell in them, and walk in them, and I will
their God, than giving

;

be their God "
;

among them,
you, and

my

as

^

is

alluding to his continuing his tabernacle
promised " I will set my tabernacle among
;

soul shall not abhor you,

and I

you, and I will be your God,"^ etc.

will

walk among

And what

tabernacle signify but this Living Temple whereof
as a certain type

covenant

is

and shadow of

did that

we

speak,

Agreeably whereto his

it ?

expressed with evident reference to the days of

the gospel and the time of the Messiah's kingdom

— plainly

meant by David's being their king and prince for ever
"David my servant shall be king over them " (spoken many
an age after he was dead and gone) " and their prince for
ever.
it

make a covenant of peace with them,
an everlasting covenant with them and I will set

Moreover, I will

shall be
'

;

2 Cor.

vi.

16.

«

Lev. xxvi.

11, 12.

;
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My

midst of them for evermore.

tlie

taber-

nacle also shall be with them, yea, I will be their God.'^

That

yea, the exegetical note, is observable

tabernacle shall be with them, that
as

it

expounded before

is

:

is,

" I will dwell in them,"

and could

^

^

my sanctuary and

;

it

be meant of an

uninhabited desolate sanctuary or tabernacle, that should be

with them for evermore

?

And why

his constant

this

is

inhabiting presence to be with them ? The emphatical yea,
with what follows, informs us " Yea, I will be their God;" as
:

much

as to say,

'

I have imdertaken to be their God,

cannot make good unto them,

To be

ing presence.

can neither answer

They

to

my

if I afford

them a

which I

them not my indwell-

God

distant God, a

afar

off,

covenant nor the exigency of their

have a God, and no God, if they have
and in them a divine, vital, inspiriting,
inactuating presence, to govern, quicken, support, and satisfy
them, and fill them with an all-sufiicient fulness they would
soon, otherwise, be a habitation for Ziim and Ochim, or be
case.

will but

not with them

:

the temple but of idol gods.'
It

is

therefore evident that this summary of God's part of
" I will be their God," very principally intends

his covenant

:

his " dwelling in

them by

his Spirit."

Y. And the restipulation, on their part, "to be his people,"
(which is generally added in all the places wherein the other
part

expressed,) signifies their faith,

is

hold of his covenant, accept

him

by which they take

to be their

God, dedicate

themselves to be his people, his peculiar, his mansion, his
temple, wherein he
faith,

taken in

its

may

Now this their

dwell.

just latitude, carries with

it

self- resigning

a twofold refer-

him as their Sovereign Lord, as their Sovereign Good
whom, above all other, they are to obey and enjoy. But can
ence to

they obey him,

if

he do not " put his Spirit into them, to

write his law in their hearts, and cause them to walk in his
statutes ? " ^
Or can they enjoy him, if they love him not as
their best
1

good

?

which love

is

the

known

Ezek. xxxvii. 24—27.
^

Ezek. xxxvi. 27

fruit of his SjDirit.
-

;

Jer.

li.

35.

2 Cor.

vi.

16.
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ii.

Whereupon,

after such self- resignation and dedication, what
remains, but that " the house of the Lord be filled with the
glory of the Lord ? " i
2.

Let us consider what

is

the express, more peculiar kind

of the promises of this covenant, in the Christian, contradistinct to the Mosaical, administration of

It is evident, in

it.

the general, that the promises of the Gospel covenant are in
their nature and kind (compared with those that belonged to
the Mosaical dispensation) more spiritual

" better promises." ^

They are not promises

of external prosperity, peace and plenty
expressly were.
Israel,

;

;

therefore

called

of secular felicity,

most

as those other

It is true indeed that the covenant with

with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and their seed, was

not exclusive of spiritual good things for the communication
of the Spirit was, as hath been noted, "the blessing of
;

Abraham,"^ and that as he was the father of that people, the
head of a community, now to be much more extended and
take in the Grentiles, the time being come when " all nations
were to be blessed in him," which is said to be the " Gospel"
that was "preached to Abraham."^ But in the meantime,
the Spirit was given less generally and in a much lower
measure wherefore, in that purposed comparison ^ between
the legal and the evangelical dispensation, though a certain
glory did attend the former, yet "that glory" is said to be
" no glory," in respect of the so much excelling glory of
;

this latter.^

the

And

much more

the thing wherein

it

so highly excelled,

copious effusion of the Spirit

was

that whereas

:

under the former dispensation, Moses was read for many ages
with little efiicacy, a " veil being upon the people's hearts,"
signified by the mystical veil wherewith, when he conversed
with them, he was wont to cover his face, that comparative
inefficacy proceeding from hence, that little of the light, life,
and power of the Spirit accompanied that dispensation now
under the Gospel dispensation, " the glory of the Lord was
to be beheld as in a glass, with unveiled face," so as that,

—

—

;

1

2 Chron.

«

Gal. ui.

vii. 2.
8.

«
6

Heb. viii.
2 Cor. iu.

6.

^

«

Gal.

iii.

Ver. 10.

14.
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" beholding it," we might be " changed" (so great an efficacy
and power went with it) " into the same likeness, from gloryto glory, as by the Spirit of the Lord ;" which is the scope
of the latter part of that chapter.^
How great was the
splendour and magnificence of Solomon's Temple - yet how
much more glorious is that which is built of living stones
And as the whole frame of that former economy was always
less spiritual, a lower measure of the Spirit alwa5rs accompanying it so when it stood in competition as corrival to the
Christian dispensation, being hereupon quite deserted by the
Spirit, it is spoken of as v:eak, worldly, carnal, and beggarly.^
;

!

;

Therefore the apostle expostulates with the Galatian Chrisverging towards Judaism " E,eceived ye the Spirit by
the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith ? Are ye so
tians,

:

foolish, having begun in the spirit, are ye now made perfect
by the flesh?"* Speaking of the two covenants, under
allegorical representation, he makes the former, given upon
Mount Sinai, to be signified by Agar the bondwoman, and
by the terrestrial Jerusalem, which was " then in bondage,

with her children," as productive but of a servile race, born
after the flesh only, as Ishmael was
destitute of the Divine
;

Spirit

which "where

there

it is,

is

liberty;"^ the other by

Sarah a free woman, and by the celestial Jerusalem, which
is free, with her children, all born from above, of the Divine
Spirit,^ as avwO^vXheYQ signifies
which " spiritual seed," sio-;

by Isaac, are said at once to be born " after the Spirit"
and by "promise."'' And this can import no less than that
the ancient promise (given long before the law upon Moimt
Sinai, namely, 430 years,^ and expressly called the Covenant
of God in Christ; most eminently to be made good in the
nified

days of the Gospel, after the cessation of the Mosaical institu1

2 Cor.

iii.

10—18.

Domus Dei
gloriosior quam
-

Civ. Dei, lib. xviii.
3

Gal.

*

2 Cor.

iv.

9

;

Testameutum Novum lapidibus
quod a rege Salomoue constructum est, etc.

fediticatur per

illud

Ool.

c.

iii 17.

vivis

long^

Aug.

De

45.

ii.

20

Heb.

;

*

ix. 2, 10.

John
*

iii.

Gal.

3, 5.
iv.

17.

"

Gal.
'

2, 3 ; iv. 22—32.
Ver, 23, 28, 29.

iii.
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tion, as

was made before

it

[I'ART

must principally mean

it)

II.

tlie

promise of the Spirit which is most plain from that of the
Apostle Peter to his convinced, heart-wounded hearers.
" Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of
:

Jesus Christ, for the remission of

Holy Ghost

sins,

and ye

shall receive

and
your children, and to all that are afar oflP,"^ this promise not
being to be confined to them and their children, but to reach
" even as many as the Lord our God shall
the Gentiles also,^
the gift of the

;

for the promise is unto you,

—

—

And

call."

surely that

which

is,

by way of

excellency, called

the promise, mvist be the more principal promise of this

which it is also signified to be in that account
by the prophets.^ This new covenant is distinguished from the former, by the more certain, more general,
and more efficacious communication of the Spirit promised in
it, as is plainly implied in Jeremiah,* and in Heb. viii., which
covenant

;

given of

it

refers thereto.^

YI, 3. It will further tend to evidence that the Spirit is
given as a settled inhabitant upon the known terms of this
covenant, if we consider upon what terms is promised what
is distinctly,

but however most conjunctly, promised there-

all the relative graces of justification, pardon
and adoption. These are promised, as is apparent, in
the same covenant, and upon faith, which is our taking hold
of and entering into the covenant, our accepting God in
Christ to be our God and giving up ourselves to be his
and is according to that latitude wherein faith
people
inclusive of repentance.
Por a sinner,
is commonly taken
one before in a state of apostasy from God, cannot take him
to be his God, but, in so doing, he muist exercise "repentance
towards God." His very act of taking him, in Christ, is
turning to him through Christ, from the sin by which he had

with

of

;

namely,

sin,

—

;

1

Acts

3

Isa. xliv.

ii.

—

^

38, 39.
.3,

and

lix. 20,

21

;

As

Gal.

Jer. xxxi. 33

iii.

though the Spirit be not expressly named, yet those
manifestly suppose
•*

it),

and Ezek. xxxvi.

Jer. xxxi.

25, 27
*

14.

quoted Heb.

;

;

Heb.

viii.

10 (where

effects of it are,

Joel
viii.

ii.

9

28.

— 11.

which

—
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departed and apostatized from him before.

Therefore must the

CHAP. XI.]

indwelling Spirit be given upon the same certain and
terms, as

is

Now

known

also expressed in the before-mentioned * passages*.^

and repentance being

first

given in forming

God's temple, consider how coincident the
as an Inhabitant, is with remission of sin

gift of the Spirit,

4.

faith

ever relative grace, as such,

is

distinct

inherent, subjected in the soul itself,

of

But we

its subject.

the latter of these

or with whatsofrom that which is
;

and really transmutative

how

are to consider withal,

involved in the former.

is

manifestly
" Giving the

Spirit" (the root and original of subjective grace) implies two

things

;

i.

conferring a right to

it

;

ii.

actual communication.

The former belongs to relative grace, the latter to real, as
they commonly distinguish but the former is in order to the
latter, and the latter most certainly follows upon the former.
Both are signified by one name of giving, and do both, in a
though there are distinct
sort, make one entire legal act,
physical ones,
which the former (usually) begins, and the
;

—

—

consummates.

latter

Divers things are not herein given, but

and the possession of, the same thing nor by
divers donations, but by the concurrence of such things as are
requisite to make up one and the same.
VII. And let it now be considered what there is promised
in the Gospel covenant, besides what may be comprehended
only a

title to,

;

in the gift of the Spirit.

We

what is manifestly not promised in
and then more closely inquire about what may
seem distinctly promised; and see in how great part that

it

will first set aside

besides,

residue will be reducible hither.
1.

there

As to what
is

is

manifestly not promised besides

not promised in

it

;

it is

plain

a part and portion in a particular

land or country on earth, as there was in the old covenant,

—

new one, to Abraham, Isaac, and
which land was, we know, called the
Land of Promise, and unto which the body of that people had
80 certain a title upon the condition of their continued
contradistinguished to this
Jacob, and their seed

1

Gal.

iii.

14

j

;

Ephes.

i.

13, etc.;

Acts

ii.

38, 39.
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obedience, that they were sure never to be removed out of

had made a general defection, and were thereof Grod, and given up to invading enemies that
should dispossess them, they were as sure, upon their general
as may
repentance, to be restored and settled there again

it

;

or if they

upon forsaken

:

be seen in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple,
and God's most gracious and particular answer thereto and
;

in divers places of the Old Testament besides.

If particidar persons brake this covenant by grosser trans-

were to be cut oflp from this good land, and by
Moses' Law, " at the mouth of two or three witnesses, to die
without mercy;" and so by such execution of justice the body
gressions, they

of the people was kept safe from Divine displeasure the land
was not " defiled," so as to "spew out its inhabitants."
;

But

if

the people did

ordinary methods

generally revolt, so as that the

of punitive justice could have no place,

God took the matter into his own hands, and did justice
upon them himself by casting them out. This is the covenant
which it is said " they brake." ^ The new Gospel covenant
is apparently of no such import, or hath no such additament
to the spiritual blessings of

Nor again doth

it

it.

promise, more indefinitely, temporal

blessings of any kind with certainty,

upon any condition

whatsoever, even of the highest faith, the most fervent love

God, or the most accurate obedience and irreprehensible
on earth as if the best and holiest men
should therefore be any whit the more assured of constant

to

sanctity, attainable

;

health, ease, opulency, or peace in this world.

We

know

the

ordinary course of Providence (which cannot justly be understood to be a misinterpreter of God's covenant) runs

much

and that such things as concern the good estate of
our spirits and inward man are the only things we can, upon
any terms, be sure of by this covenant the tenour of it not
warranting us to look upon external good things as otherwise
promised than so far as they may be subservient to these, and
to our better serving the interest and honour of God and the
otherwise,

;

'

Jer. xxxi.;

Heb.

viii.
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of wliicTi things he reserves the judgment to
and unto whom, by this covenant, we absolutely
devote ourselves, to serve and glorify him in his own way,
and in whatsoeA^er external circumstances his wisdom and
good pleasure shall order for us being ourselves only assured
of this, in the general, " That all things shall work together
for good to us, if we love him," etc., but still esteeming it our
highest good as we cannot but do, if we love him as we
ought to be most serviceable to his glory, and conformable
in our habitual temper to his will. Spiritual good things then
are, by the tenour of this cgvenant, our only certainties other

Redeemer

;

himself:

;

—

—

;

things indeed cannot be the matter of absolute universal pro-

mise their nature refuses it, and makes them incapable. They
may be sometimes, in referare but of a mutable goodness
;

;

ence to our great end, good for us, and sometimes or in some
circumstances evil and prejudicial
to

become

;

and being in a possibility
what hinders a greater

evil in that relative sense (as

is then an evil) if they ever be actually so, they are
then no longer matter of a promise. The promise would in
that case cease to be a promise for can there be a promise
of an evil?
It would then necessarily degenerate, and turn

good,

;

into a threatening.

YIII. But it may be said of those good things that are of
a higher kind and nature, that respect our souls and our
states

Godward, there seem

to

this of " giving the Spirit."

We are next to inquire what they are,

2.

may

be found to

it

is

most obvious and comes first in view
let us bethink ourselves what it is.

for granted, that it is not a

or purpose to pardon, on the one hand,

speech takes

it

far they

And

this account.

will take

and how

fall into this.

Remission of sin

upon

We

be some vastly different from
Therefore,

so

;

—

mere concealed will
no one in common

for

a purpose to do a thing, signifies

—nor

it

not

mere not punishing, on the other. If
one should be never so long only forborne, and not punished,
he may yet be still punishable, and will be always so if he be
yet guilty it is therefore such an act as doth, in law, take
X
VOL. III.
yet to be done,

;
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away

guilt,

[part
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namely, the reatumpoence, or dissolve the obligation

to suffer punishment.
It

was,
this

by

therefore to be considered

is

what punishment a sinner

the violated law of works and nature, liable to in

by

world or in the world to come; and then what of this

virtue of the Redeemer's sacrifice

He was

liable to

please to inflict
hereafter; all

;

God

should

to a state of

misery

whatsoever miseries in this
to

temporal death

comprehended in
;

die the death " if

we

;

and

life

this threatening,

"Thou

will take following Scriptures

providences for a commentary upoji

is,

and covenant, remitted.

shalt

and

it.

Now the miseries to which the sinner was liable in this
world were either external or internal. Those of the former
Those of the inner
sort the best men still remain liable to.
greater,
the
both
in
certainly
themselves and in
man were
especially such as stand in
their tendency and consequence
the ill dispositions of men's minds and spirits Godward,
imapprehensiveness of him, alienation from him, willingness
For that the spirits of
to be as without him in the world.
men should be thus disaffected and in this averse posture
towards God, in whom only it could be possible for them to be
happy how could it but be most pernicious to them and
;

;

virtually comprehensive of the worst miseries ?

came these evils to
and spirit of man ?

fall

Was

be that black thought

x4.nd

whence

mind
by God's infusion ? Abhorred
Nor could it be if they were not

into the reasonable intelligent

!

it

forsaken of God, and the holy light and influence of his
Spirit

were not withheld.

men than

But

is

more

evil inflicted

upon

either the threatening or the sentence of the law

That were to say he is punished above legal
and beyond what it duly belonged to him to suffer.
Experience shows this to be the common case of men. And
did that threatening and sentence concern Adam only, and not
his posterity ? How then come they to be mortal, and otherwise
contained?
desert,

externally miserable in this world, as well as he ?
plainly

the

is

But how

the matter put out of doubt, that the suspension of

Spirit is part (and

it

cannot but be the most eminent

:
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" curse of the law,'^ by that of the Apostle
" Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being

part) of the

made

a curse for us, that this blessing

—might come upon us"

(even the Gentiles, as well as Abraham's seed)

"that we

might receive the promise of the Spirit." ^
But now what is there of all the misery, duly incumbent
upon man in this world by the constitution of that law of
works and nature, remitted and taken off by virtue of the
covenant or law of grace or faith, from them that have taken
hold of

it

or entered into

Who

it ?

covenant with them

keep

well as other men, and are as

inconveniences and grievances of

God doth

dare say

And we

?

not

they die as

find

much subject to the many
human life and it is not
;

mere notion under which
they suffer them. It is evident that God doth them no
wrong, in letting them be their lot
and therefore that as
they were, by the law of nature, deserved, so God hath not
obliged himself, by the covenant or law of grace, to take or
keep them off: for then surely he had kept his word. That
he hath obliged himself to do that which is more, and a
greater thing,
to bless and sanctify them to their advantage
and gain in higher respects, is plain and out of question
which serves our present purpose, and crosses it not.
For upon the whole, that which remains the actual matter
worth the while

to talk of the

;

—

—

of remission in this world,
evils

is

;

whatsoever of those spiritual

woidd be necessarily consequent upon the

and withholding of the

And

that this

Scripture

When

is

the remission of sin in this

intends,

is

total restraint

Spirit.

plain

from

divers

life,

which the

express places.^

the Apostle Peter's heart-pierced hearers cry out in

"What shall we do?" he directs them thus:
" Repent, and be baptized, eveiy one of you, for the remission
of sins, and ye shall" (he adds) " receive the Holy Ghost
for
their distress,

;

the promise
say,

'

is

to you,

and your children "
;

as

much

as to

The great promise of the Gospel covenant is that of the
Holy Ghost it doth not promise you worldly

gift of the
1

Gal.

;

iii.

13,

U.

s

Acts

ii.

37, 38.

X 2
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ii.

but it promises you
weal til, or ease, or riches, or honours
stranger
to you, refuse your
longer
a
will
be
no
God
that
your souls shall lie
converse, withhold his Spirit from you
no longer waste and desolate. But as he hath mercifully
;

;

make them

habitable and fit to
an Intimate, and to your reception whereof nothing but unremitted sin could be any obstruction
as, upon your closing with the terms of the gospel
covenant by a sincere believing intuition towards him whom
you have pierced, and resolving to become Christians, whereof
your being baptized, and therein taking on Christ's badge
and cognizance, will be the fit and enjoined sign and token,

approached your

spirits, to

and

receive so great

so holy

;

and by which fedei'al rite remission of sin shall be openly
confirmed and solemnly sealed unto you so, by that remission of sin the bar is removed, and nothing can hinder the
Holy Ghost from entering to take possession of your souls as
his own temple and dwelling-place.'
We are by the way to take notice, that this fulfilKng of
:

the terms of the Gospel covenant is aptly enough, in great
by the word repentance most commonly

part, here expressed
it

is

by that of

;

might as fitly be signified by the
you consider the tenour of the fore-

It

faith.

former in this place, if
going discourse, namely, that

remonstrated to them their

it

great wickedness in crucifjang Christ as a malefactor and
impostor,

Now,

whom

they ought to have believed in as a Saviour.

to repent of this,

was

to believe,

expressed by that which follows
rather into) "the
It is

name

of the

:

which yet

"And

is

more

fully

be baptized in" (or

Lord Jesus Christ."

in the whole plain that their reception of the

Holy

Ghost, as a Dweller, stands in close connexion, as an immediate

consequent,

remitted,

and

that,

or

sins

actually

with their repenting their former

fusing of Christ as the Messiah
tians,

having their

with their

;

their

taking on Christ's name,

now becoming

—whereof

their

re-

Chris-

being

baptized was to be only the sign, and the solemnization of
their entrance into the Christian state,

and by consequence a
them. They are

visible confirmation of remission of sin to

—
;
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name

Lord

of the

unto a covenant surrender of
themselves to Christ, whereof their baptism Avas, it is true, to
be the signifying token for the remission of sins
which
Jesus Christ,

IttI rco

6v6[xaTt, or

;

remission therefore must be understood connected, not with

the sign, but with the thing which

And

it signified.

only a more explicit repentance of their former

and a more

explicit faith,

it

was

infidelity,:

which the apostle now exhorts\

them to the inchoation whereof he might already perceive
by their concerned question, "What shall we do?" inti;

;

mating their willingness to do anything that they ought
that their hearts were already overcome and won
and that
the Holy Ghost had consequently begun to enter upon them
the manifestation of whose entrance is elsewhere, as to persons adult, found to be an antecedent requisite to baptism,
and made the argument why it should not be withheld
" Can any man forbid water that these should not be baptized,
who have received the Holy Ghost, as well as we ?" ^
;

:

:

Hemission of sin therefore, as

it

signifies

giving a right to

future impunity, signifies giving a right to the participation

the withholding whereof was the principal
punishment to be taken off. And as it signifies the actual; \.f^.
taking ofi" of that punishment, it must comiote the actual
communication of the Spirit.
Therefore uj)on that faith
which is our entrance into the gosjDel covenant, the curse
which withheld the Spirit is removed, and so we receive the
promise of the Spirit, or the promised Spirit, by faith as is
of the Spirit

;

j

j

;

plain in that * text * before-mentioned.^

The same

reference of giving, or continuing, the Spirit

unto forgiveness of sin, we may observe in that of the
" Hide thy face from my sins, and blot out all
Psalmist
:

mine

iniquities.

me a clean heart, and renew a
me not away from thy presence,
Holy Spirit from me ;" ^ which, it is plain,
Create in

right spirit within me.

Cast

and take not thy
was dreaded and deprecated as the worst of
would be kept ofi", if iniquity were blotted
1

As Acts

X. 47.

-

Gal.

iii.

13, 14.

evils,

but which

out.

And

-^

Ps.

li.

as to

9-11,

—
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ii.

there was no more diflference in the case, than between

one whose

was

[part

first

was to be renewed and one with

state

And

to begin.

that

snmmary

whom God

of spiritual bless-

ings, promised in the new covenant,^ which all suppose the
promised gift of the Spirit itself, as the root of them all
" I will put my law in their inward parts, and will write it in
" For I will
their hearts," etc., is all grounded upon this
their
iniquity,
and
will
remember
their
sin no
forgive
I
more." When therefore the punishment of sin is remitted,
quoad jus, or a right is granted to impunity, the Spirit is,
:

/

I

de jure, given

;

When

actually,

taken

off,

the

or a right

is

conferred unto this sacred

gift.

upon that right granted, the punishment
Spirit

given

actually

is

;

the

whereof was the principal punishment we were

is

withholding
liable to in

this present state.

IX.

And

which
from pardon, that the same act is pardon,
being done by God as a sovereign Rider acting above law,
namely, the law of works and jn.stification, ^being done by
him as sustaining the person of a judge according to law,
namely, the law of grace.
Adoption also imports the privilege conferred of being the
"sons of God." And what is that privilege? for it is more
than a name. That such " are led hj the Spirit of God," ~
which Spirit is therefore, as the peculiar cognizance of their
state, called " the Spirit of adoption," ^ and forms theirs
For it was not fit the sons of God should
suitably thereto.
have the spirits of slaves it is not the " spirit of bondage"
as to justification the case cannot differ,

itself so little differs

—

—

;

—

;

that

is

generous

given them,
spirit

;

there it is expressed, but a free
not " of fear,* but of love, and power, and of
as

a sound mind." Most express is that parallel text,^ "Because
they are sons, he hath sent the Spirit of his Son into their
hearts," that enables

them understand
1

*

*

Jer. xxxi.

As
Aa

.31, .32,

Rom.

^

to say "

their state,
etc.,

there and 2 Tim.
also

them

viii.

i.

and Heb.
7.

16 speaks.

Abba, Father " makes
whose sons they are, and who is
viii.

-

^

;

Rom.
Gal.

viii.

iv. 6.

14.

^

Ver. 15.

;
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and really implants in them all filial disposiand affections.
Wherefore it is most evident that the relative grace of the
covenant only gives a right to the real grace of it, and that
the real grace, communicated in this life, is all comprehended
even that which iflows in the
in the gift of the Spirit
For as
external dispensations of Providence not excepted.
outward good things or immunity from outward afflictions,
their Father,

tions

;

new covenant

are not promised in this
shall be truly

tenour of

it,

and

spiritually

left to

the loss or want of

good

further than as they

for us

but we are, by the

;

the suffering of very sharp afflictions and
all

worldly comforts, with assurance that

advantage

will turn to our greater spiritual

:

so the grace

and sanctifjdng influence that shall make them do so, is all
from the same fountain, the issue of the same blessed Spirit.
We only add that eternal life in the close of all depends upon
it, not only as the many things already mentioned do so, that
are necessary to

it

but as

;

signified to be itself the

is

it

"

immediate perpetual spring thereof.

They

that sow to the

And how

Spirit, shall of tlie Spirit

reap

plainly hath our blessed

Lord signified the vast extent of

everlasting."

life

when by "good things"
know he means " the Holy Spirit." ^
this gift,

^

in general,- he lets us

We

therefore see that this great gift of the Holy Ghost is
vouchsafed entirely upon the Redeemer's account and by the

authority of his

office,

desolated temple of

for the building

God with men

by that plenipotency or absolute

and inhabiting the

for the rebuilding of it

;

fulness of power, which,

by

the sacrifice of himself, he hath obtained should be in him
for the re-inhabiting of it by virtue and according to the

now solemnly

tenour of that covenant,

was

established

ratified

in

the

entered,

blood of

and which
that same

Wherein appears the dueness of it to the regeneit, who are born of the

sacrifice.

rate

and

or that they have a real right to

;

Spirit.

And *we*

have

also seen the large amplitude

vast comprehensiveness of this gift.
1

Gal.

vi. 8.

-

Matt.

\\i.

11.

We

and

therefore proceed
^

Luke

xi.

13.

—

—
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what was, in the next place, promised, and wherein, after
what hath been said, there will need little enlargement,

to

that

is,

secondly,

X. To give an account

was proposed Chap. IX. Sect.
was the Holy Spirit of God
should not be vouchsafed for these purposes, upon other

VII.),

how highly

terms.

By

And

this

(as

reasonable

we

it

shall see,

what we have been showing all
and amplitude of this gift. Let it
be remembered that the most considerable part of the
penalty and curse incurred by the apostasy, was the withholding of the Spirit from which curse, in the whole of it,
Christ was " to redeem us," by being "made a curse for us."
By the same curse also our title to many other benefits
ceased and was lost, and many other miseries were inferred
upon it. But this one of being deprived of the Spirit did
so far surmount all the rest, that nothing else was thought
worth the naming with it, when the curse of the law and
Christ's redemption of us from it are so designedly spoken
of together.
If only lesser penalties were to have been
remitted or favours conferred of an inferior kind, a recompense to the violated law and justice of God and the afironted
majesty of his government had been less necessarily insisted
on but that the greatest thing imaginable should be vouchsafed upon so easy terms, and without a testified resentment
of the injury done by ruining his former temple, was never
to be expected.
Nothing was more becoming, or worthy of
God, than when man's revolt from Him so manifestly implied
an insolent conceit of his self-sufiiciency, and that he could
subsist and be happy alone
He should presently withhold
his Spirit, and leave him to sink into that carnality which
involved the fulness of death and misery in it; "to be
carnally minded is death."
It belonged to the majesty and
grandeur of the Deity, it was a part of Godlike state and
greatness, to retire and become reserved, to reclude himself,
and shut up his holy, cheering influences and communications from a haughty miscreant
that it might try, and feel
1.

mentioning

briefly,

this while, the vast extent

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—
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But

itself.

to return,

the state of the case being unaltered and every

way

—

the

same as when he icithdrew, no reparation being made, no
atonement offered, had been, instead of judging his offending creature, to have judged himself; to rescind his own
sentence as if it had been unjust, to tear his act and deed as

—

had been the product of a rash and hasty passion, not of
mature and wise counsel and judgment. The indecency, and
unbecomingness whereof had been the greater and the more
conspicuous, by how much the greater and more peculiar
if it

favour

it

was

to restore his gracious presence, or,

one, the influences of his

Holy

which

is all

Spirit.

Further consider,
2. That since nothing was more necessary for the restitution of God's temple, it had been strange if, in the
constitution of Immanuel for this purpose, this had been
omitted for it is plain, that without it things could never
have come to any better state and posture between God
and man God must have let him be at the same distance,
without giving him his Spirit. Neither covdd He honourably
;

;

converse with man, nor

man had
whereas
least

that

man

ever borne towards
it

is

possibly converse with

God an

acknowledged, on

all

And

hands, his repentance at

was necessary, both on God's account and

God might be

Him,

implacable heart.

his own,

reconciled to him, who, without intolerable

diminution to Himself, could never otherwise have shown him
favour,

—he had always carried about him the

Kaphiav afxera-

the heart that could not repent.
The carnal mind,
which is " enmity against God, is neither subject to him nor

^€\r}Toi>,

can be," had remained in full power there had never been
any stooping or yielding on man's part. And there had
remained besides, all manner of impurities fleshly lusts had
retained the throne the soul of man had continued a cage
of every noisome and hateful thing, the most unfit in all the
world to have been the temple of the holy blessed God. It
had neither stood with his majesty to have favoured an
impenitent, nor with his holiness to have favoured so impure
X 3
:

;

;
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II,

Therefore without the giving of his Spirit, to

a creature.

mollify and purify the spirits of men, his honour in such a
reconciliation

And

had never been

take the case

salved.

must stand on man's

as it

happiness had remained impossible

conversed with

God

;

part, his

he could never have

or taken complacency^ in him, to

whom

he had continued everlastingly unsuitable and disaffected.
No valuable end could have been attained, that it was either
fit God should have designed for himself or was necessary to
have been effected for man. In short, there could have been
no temple, God could never have dwelt with man, man would
never have received him to dwell.
3. But it is evident this was not omitted in the constitution of

Immanuel

not merely as

Spirit,

being provided and procured, by
he should have in him a fulness of

it

:

his dear expense, that

God

—
—

for so, in reference to offending

but as Immanuel, as a
had been enclosed
Mediator, a dying Redeemer for only by such a one, or by
him as such, it could be communicated so was there a

creatures,

it

;

;

sufficiency for this purpose of restoring God's temj)le.

why was he

in this

way

to

become

sufficient, if

And

afterwards he

might have been waived, neglected, and the same work have
been done another way ?
4. It could only be done this way, in and by Immanuel.
As such, he had both the natural and moral power in conjunction, which were necessary to effect it.
i.
The natural power of Deity, which was in him, was
only competent for this purpose. Herein had he the
advantage infinitely of all human power and greatness. If

an offended secular prince had never so great a mind to save
and restore a condemned favourite, who besides that he is
of so haughty a pride, and so hardened in his enmity, that
he had rather die than supplicate hath contracted all other
vicious inclinations, is become infamously immoral, debauchedj
unjust, dishonest, false, and we will suppose stupid, and

—

—

bereft of the sprightl}^ Avit that graced his former conversation

;

his merciful prince

would fain preserve and enjoy him

—

;
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qualities,

and cannot but

be ashamed to converse familiarly with him while they
remain unchanged. Now the blessed Immanuel, as he is

God, can, by gi^^ng his Spirit, do
And he hath as such too,
moral power of doing
ii. The

all his

pleasure in such a

case.

righteously and
it, most
that is, upon consideration of that
becomingly of God
He
great and noble sacrifice which, as such, he offered up.
he might otherwise do anj^is now enabled to give the Spirit
;

;

thing for

man

rather than this

;

for

it

imports the greatest

intimacy imaginable. All external overtures and expressions
And no
of kindness were nothing in comparison of it.
it, nothing of compliance on the
no self-purifying, no self-loathing for former
impurities, no smiting on the thigh, or saying, " What have
I done ? " could be supposed antecedent to this communication
The universe can afford no like case, between
of the Spirit.
an offending wretch and an affronted ruler. If the greatest
prince on earth had been never so contumeliously abused by
the most abject peasant, the distances are infinitely less than
between the injured glorious Majesty of heaven and the
guilty sinner the injury done this Majesty incomprehensiblj''

previous disposition towards
sinner's part,

;

greater.

And
this

besides all other differences in the two cases, there

most important one,

been

may

as

so largely discoursed

;

is

be collected from what hath

that the j)rincipal thing in the

sentence and curse upon apostate man, was that God's Spirit
should retire, and he ivithheld, so that he should converse with

him, by

it,

no more.

The condemning sentence upon a criminal

doth, in secular governments, extend to

life

and

estate

;

such

a one might be pardoned as to both, and held ever at a distance.

If before he were a favourite, he

may

still

remain

Familiar converse with his prince was ever a
thing to which he could lay no legal claim, but was always a
discourted.

thing of free and arbitrary favour.

But

suppose, in this case

of delinquency, the law and his sentence did forbid

it

and suppose we that

under

vile insolent peasant, before

for ever
obli-

;;
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ii.

prince for his daily livelihood and subsistence,

liis

now under condemnation

for

malicious attempts against

him

defies justice

[part

;

most opprobrious affronts and
he relents not, scorns mercy,
;

his comjjassionate prince rushes, notwithstand-

him into his cabinet, shuts himup with him in secret. But all this while, though by
what he does he debases himself beyond all expectation or
he cannot
decency, the principal thing is still wanting
ing, into his embraces, takes
self

;

mind,

it

If he could give

disposition.

alter his

were better than

all

him

a truly right

the riches of the Indies

greatest instance of condescension he

cannot reach,

this

;

if

he

never so gladly would. It is not in his power, even when
and so must
he joins bosoms, to mingle spirits with him
;

leave

him

as incapable of his

most valuable end as he found

him.

In the present

case,

what was

in itself so necessary to the

intended end, was only possible to Immanuel,

who

herein

becomes most intimate to us, and in the fullest sense admits
and was therefore necessary to be done by
to be so called
him, unless his so rich sufiiciency and his end itself should
;

be

lost together.

XI. Thus far we have been considering the temple of God,
individually taken as each man, once become sincerely good
and pious, renewed, imited with Immanuel, that is, with God
in Christ, and animated by his Spirit, may be himself a single
temple to the most high God.
;

I

might now pass on

to treat of the external state of the

Christian church and of the whole

community of

Christians,

who, collectively taken, and " built upon the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
corner-stone, in

whom

fitly

framed and builded together,

they grow unto a holy temple in the Lord," are in this
compacted state " a habitation of God, through the Spirit." ^

But

this larger subject, the outer-court of this temple, is I

find beset

And

and overspread with scratching briers and thorns.
though other foundation

for the sacred structure itself, "
'

Eplies.

ii.

20.

"
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none can lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ," ^ etc.,
yet some are for superstructing one thing, some another, some
" gold, silver, precious stones " others, " wood, hay, stubble
I am, for my part, content that " every man's work be made
manifest, when the day shall declare it."
Great differences there have long been and still are about
setting up the -nrepvyia, the pinnacles, and adjoining certain
appendicles which some have thought may innocently and
becomingly belong to it. And very different sentiments there
have been about modifying the services of it. Some, too, are for
garnishing and adorning it one way, some another. And too
many agitate these little differences with so contentious heats
and angers, as to evaporate the inward spirit and life, and
hazard the consumption of the holy fabric itself. Ill-willers
look on with pleasure, and do hope the violent conviilsions
which they behold will tear the whole frame in pieces, and
say in their hearts, " Down with it even to the ground " but
it is " birilt on a rock, against which the gates of hell can
;

:

;

never prevail."
It

ought not

be doubted but that there will yet be a

to

time of so copious an effusion of the Holy Spirit, as will
invigorate

withered
it shall,

afresh

it

and make

state, into its

it

spring up, out of its macilent

primitive liveliness and beauty

:

when

according to the intended spiritual meaning, resemble

—

the external splendour of its ancient figure,
"Sion, the perfection of beauty " and " arise and shine, the glory of the
;

Lord being risen upon it." But if, before that time, there
be a day that shall " burn as an oven," and make the hemisphere as one fiery vault a day wherein the jealous God shall
plead against the Christian church for its lukewarmness and
;

scandalous coldness in the matter of serious substantial
gion,

and no

formalities,

less

reli-

scandalous heats and fervours about trivial

with just indignation and flames of consuming

then will the "straw and stubble be burnt up," and such
as were sincere, though too intent upon such little trifles,

fire

:

" be saved, yet so as through fire."
1

1

Cor.

iii.

11.

—

;
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A twofold effusion

we may expect, of tlie wratli and of the
God tlie former to vindicate himself, the other to
reform us. Then will this temple no more be termed forsaken
Spirit of

;

and in fact what in right it is always,
God and the gate of heaven." Till then
little prosperity is to be hoped for in the Christian church
spiritual, without a large communication of the Spirit, it cannot have external, without it, it cannot bear. It was a noted
pagan's observation and experiment, how incapable a weak
mind is of a prosperous state.^ In heaven there will be no
need of afflictions on earth the distempers of men's minds do
both need and cause them. The pride, avarice, envyings,
self-conceitedness, abounding each in their own sense, mindit

will be actually

Bethel, "the house of

;

;

;

ing " every one their
of another

'^
;

a

own

things," without regard to " those

haughty confidence of being always in the

with contempt and hard censures of them that differ;
spurning at the royal law of doing as one would be done to,
of bearing with others as one would be borne with
evil sur-

right,

;

misings, the imperiousness of some and peevishness of others,

found among them that bear the Christian name, will
the church, the house of God, be in peace and deserve
that it should not, but that he should let them alone to punish
themselves, and one another.
But the nearer we approach, on earth, to the heavenly state,
which only a more copious and general pouring forth of the
to be

not

let

;

blessed Spirit will infer, the

more capable we

shall be of

inward and outward prosperity, both together. Then will our
differences vanish of course, the external pompousness of the
church will be less studied, the life and spirit of it much
more and if I may express my own sense, as to this matter,
it should be in the words of that worthy ancient ^ namely,
that supposing an option or choice were left me, I would
choose to have lived in a time, when the temples were less
adorned with all sorts of marbles, the church not being desti;

;

tute of spiritual graces.
'

'

Infirmi est animi, non posse pati divitias.
^ alpeffis fnoi.

Isidor. Pelus. lib.

ii.

'

ep. 236.

Sen.
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In the meantime, till those happier days come, wherein
Christians shall be of " one heart " and "one way ;" * happy
are* they that can attain so far to bear one another's yet
and since it is impossible for all to
remaining differences
worship together within the walls of the same material temple,
that they choose ordinarily to do it where they observe the
nearest approach to God's own rule and pattern, and where,
upon experience, thej^ find most of spiritual advantage and
:

edification

;

not despising,

much

less

paganizing those that

them upon the same foundation, because of
circumstantial disagreements nor making mere circumstances,
not prescribed by Christ himself, the measures and boundaries
are built with

;

of Christian communion, or anything else that Christ hath

not made so
that abhor to say (exclusively) Christ is
" here " or " there," so as to deny him to be anywhere else,
:

or to confine his presence to this or that party, or to a temple

Or if any
so or so modified by no direction from himself.
through mistake or the prejudices of education and converse,
be of narrower minds, and will refuse our communion unless
we will embrace theirs upon such terms as to abandon the

communion of

all other Christians,

bottom with ourselves and them, —
to tJtem

we

that are upon the same
* let us see * that

even as

retain a charitable hope that our blessed

Lord

through their too
intense zeal for the little things, whereof they have made
their "partition- wall," they exclude us.
If again, we be
not too positive, or too prone to dispute, about those minute
will not therefore exclude them, because,

matters that have been controverted by the most judicious
and sincere servants of our Lord, on the one hand and the

—

and with little efiect, as if we undermore than any of them, had engrossed all knowledge,
and wisdom were to die with us and that with our bolt, too
suddenly shot, we could outshoot all others that ever had
gone before us
if our minds be well furnished with humility, meekness, modesty, sincerity, love to God and his
Christ, and our brethren, no otherwise distinguished than by
their visible avowed relation to him
this will constitute us
other, in former days,

stood

;

;

—

;

!

;
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such temples as whereunto

tlie

blessed

God

[part

ii.

will never refuse

and do more to keep the Christian church in
a tolerable good state, till the TraAtyyereo-ia, the " times of restitution" come, than the most fervent disputations ever can.
And so shall I take leave of this subject, in hope that,
through the blessing of God, it may be of use to some that
shall allow themselves to read and consider it
requesting
only such as are weary of " living as without God in the
world," that they defer not to invite and admit the Divine

his presence

;

;

Presence,

they see

till

all

agreed about every

belongs to his temple, or

may

little

thing that

be thought to belong to

but resolve upon what

is

are serious, that have

any regard

plain and great, and which
to

God

or their

lasting well-being, cannot but agree in; that

all

own

it

that

ever-

forthwith " to

is,

up the everlasting doors, that the King of Glory may
come in." Do it without delay or disputation let others

lift

;

dispute

punctilios with one another, as they please, but

little

do not you dispute this grand point with him. Look to
Immanuel, consider him in the several capacities and in
all the accomplishments, performances, acquisitions, by which
he is so admirably fitted to bring it about, that God may
Will you defeat so kind
have his temple in your breast.
and so glorious a design ? Behold, or listen doth he not
" stand at the door, and knock ?" ^

—

;

Consider, as exemplary, the temper of the royal Psalmist,

how he sware
tabernacle of

—how

he vowed

—" I

will not

come

my house, nor go up into my bed
my eyes, nor slumber to my eyelids,
;

into the

I will not

till I have
give sleep to
found out a place for the Lord, a habitation for the mighty
God !"^ Yours is a business of less inquisition, less expense
;

bitterly
Lament,
be within you."
lament, the common case, that he may look through a whole
world of intelligent creatures, and find every breast, till he

His temple "is

to

All agreeing to exclude their
open, shut up against him
most gracious rightful Lord, choosing rather to live desolate
!

without him
1

Rev.

iii.

20.

-

Ps. cxxxii.
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a penitent, purged,

down and adore this most admirable and
condescending grace that " the High and Lofty One, who
inhabits eternity," who having made a world and surveying
the work of his own hands, inquires " Where shall be my
Fall

willing heart.

:

:

house, and the place of
self

rest ?"

The "humble, broken,

:

will dwell

If

my

and thus

contrite heart

resolves

!

it

him-

There, there I

V

you have such a temple

for him, dedicate

it.

Make haste to do so, doubt not its suitableness it is his
own choice, his own workmanship, the regenerate new
creature.
He himself, as IMjMANXJEL, hath procured and
;

prepared

it,

agreeable to

knowing what would be most

Him

;

to the

grateful,

most exalted Majesty,

—the

most
most

profound, humble self-abasement.

Upon this consummative act, the dedicating of this temple,
might here fitly enlarge but having published a discourse
already, some years ago, under this title of

I

;

SELF-DEDICATION,
may either find annexed to this or have apart by
your own choice, thither I refer you.
And because this must be a Living Temple, there is also
" Yield yourselves to God,
another extant upon these words
as those that are alive from the dead."
which

5^ou

itself at

:

That

also,

such as are inclined may, through God's gracious

assisting influence, with eyes

lift

up

to

Heaven, peruse unto

some advantage.
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